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Summary.

The thesis examines c. 280 forms and motifs derived from a reconstruction of 93 gold stater types
struck within 7 geographical regions across southeastern England, c. 80 BC - AD 45. The thesis
highlights the emerging presence of an iconographic repertoire across southern Britain during the late
pre-Roman Iron Age. Gold staters remain an important aspect of this phenomenon which is
demonstrated to have manifested itself in other media, particularly metalwork. That this new art form
supplemented, but did not supplant, existing types of non-representational La Tene style art is
suggested by the presence of other types of object that continue to be decorated in this fashion
throughout the first century AD.
In the absence of any other type of established or coherent methodology Erwin Panofsky's (1993,
1972) method of iconographic analysis is adopted in order to provide a framework for the analysis.
Whilst retention of Panofsky's three 'Acts of Interpretation' can be justified, a post-structuralist
critique of Panofsky's method exposes fundamental theoretical shortcomings with regards the
interpretation of meaning. In contrast to preceding interpretations of iconographical data, inferences
are made upon the basis of lan Hodder's (1995, 1986) 'context of use' of other types of comparable
forms and motifs within the archaeological record.
The iconological content of staters is interpreted in terms of a transition, c. 20 BC - AD 10, from the
expression of corporate or public ideals in a 'tribal periphery' to the manifestation of personal or
private concerns in the southeastern 'core'. This divergence coincides with the emphasis placed upon
the relative 'monetary' or 'political' roles performed by coinage within these regions. From the context
of the forms or motifs illustrated on staters it is concluded that such images were appropriated by
members of a minority social elite to legitimise and maintain their position at the apex of a social
hierarchy.
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Chapter 1; Background to the current Study.
'It is one of the most difficult tasks to establish the frontiers between ornament and symbol. This question, which has so far been
little pursued, still offers a superabundant field for the exercise of human ingenuity'
Alois Riegl, 1893, Stilfragen.

1.1: Introduction.

There is a contradiction between the widely acknowledged value of the iconography of Iron Age
coinage, described by Tan Stead (1996.94; 1985a.71) as 'among the finest examples of Celtic art', and
the sum total of academic study dedicated to the substantiation of such remarks. This contradiction is
not so readily apparent if one were to consult any one of the copious volumes dedicated to 'Celtic art'
(cf. Leeds, 1933.63-85; Fox, 1958.136-40; Megaw, 1970.122-6; Megaw and Megaw, 1989.177-81;
Duval in Raftery el al, 1990.73-83; Laing and Laing, 1992.86-88). Within these august compendia
one would be able to refer to a variety of descriptions accompanying the illustration of an eclectic
sample of Iron Age coinage. But such commentary must be considered in the context of two remarks,
the first made during the closing decades of the nineteenth and the second at the end of the twentieth
centuries. Following the discovery of the Aylesford cemetery in 1886 Sir Arthur John Evans
(1890.371), in a comparison between the animal reliefs decorating the cinerary bucket and the designs
on coinage from Britain and Gaul, remarked that the relationship between coinage and other forms of
metalwork had,
'hitherto hardly met with the attention that it seems to deserve'.
More than a century later Professor Barry Cunliffe (1997.131), in his most recent review of the Iron
Age cultures of Europe, was to reiterate Evans' (ibid.) sentiments in his acknowledgement that,
'The art of the coin engraver deserves more attention than it has been afforded by numismatists intent
on classification.'
The implications of these two remarks is clear Despite the passage of time the study of Iron Age
numismatic art has yet to pass beyond that of aesthetic appreciation, a cursory by-product in the widerprocess of gathering and cataloguing information so characteristic of west central European
archaeology since 1945 (Arnold and Gibson, 1995.4).
It follows that, in a chapter dedicated to an appraisal of the contributions to and current trends within
the study of Iron Age numismatic art, an attempt must be made to account for the ongoing significance
of Cunliffe's (ibid.) remark; namely the reason(s) for the absence of a systematic enquiry into the
content of Iron Age coinage. The intention of the following review is to identify and expound upon
two of the principal reasons why the study of numismatic art produced in Britain during the Iron Age
has, in contrast to that of France (cf. Duval, 1987; 1982; 1976; Gruel, 1989 85-106), not matured into
an acceptable field of study. These reasons are identified as:
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1) The repudiation of iconographic content through the identification of prototype
and,
2) The eclipse of iconography through the pursuit of 'style'.
It is argued that these two factors, working in concert, 'decontextualise' their subject matter and
effectively obscure the potential of an iconographic study. Only through an appreciation of how these
two factors have conditioned approaches to this body of evidence can one start to appreciate how such
conceptions have curtailed the nature of the scholarly work conducted to date. Furthermore it is to
highlight the necessary aims and objectives for the present study if it is to compensate adequately for
these shortcomings.
1.2: Repudiation of iconographic content through the identification of prototype.

In the absence of a definitive historical framework the basic principles underlying the construction of a
relative chronology for British Iron Age coinage were outlined by Sir John Evans (1849) in an address
to the Numismatic Society in 1849. At the heart of this and Evans' later (1864) study lay the notion
that coinage could be classified on the basis of its typological 'degradation' from a known prototype in
conjunction with a corresponding diminution in its weight. The former, typological descent with
variation from a known prototype, appealed to Evans' sense of Darwinism. Variation in coin types
enabled the perpetuation of those types possessed with an advantage over their parent forms. But Evans
believed degradation occurred in quality as well as in substance. Whilst the possibility that coin types
could be adapted in accordance with 'religious belief or 'national mythology' was acknowledged
(Evans, 1864.48-9), Evans (ibid.28) firmly believed that the overriding impetus was towards imitation
and a decorative tendency that he referred to as a 'symmetry of form'. This tendency Evans (ibid.28,
49) attributed to the incompetence or ignorance of indigenous engravers motivated by the desire to
produce simple, uncomplicated designs that could easily be reproduced.
The repercussions of Evans' (1849, 1864) work would be felt in subsequent numismatic enquiry during
the twentieth century, not least of all in his recognition of the typological descent of the early British
uninscribed series from the gold stater of Philip of Macedon via a variety of Gallic intermediaries.
Evans' emphasis upon the identification of a prototype, undoubtedly correct in the process of
classification and arrangement of Iron Age coinage, predominated over all other forms of enquiry. In
particular, Evans' comments on the artistic merit of the early-uninscribed series found recurrent, and
increasingly antagonistic, expression in the work of subsequent numismatists. Preoccupation with the
relationship between prototype and copy was to have an unfortunate consequence when permeated by
aesthetic judgements on the relative value of the successive composition. Changing perceptions of the
relationship between prototype and copy are best exemplified by reference to G.C. Brooke's
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(1933.102) description of what would later be referred to as British A, which deserves to be quoted in
full,
'The obverse is hardly to be distinguished from that of the Gaulish prototype. The reverse design is
broken down; it is carefully copied and reproduces very adequately the various sections of the
disjointed horse, but the die-engraver... reveals a lack of the technical knowledge of die engraving. The
horse is turned to the left instead of the right, and the parts of it hang loosely together without forming
any complete figure. The straight fore-leg, the beak-like face, the lines and crescents, which are used
for the neck, for the body, and for the upper parts of the legs, are the same, but they are out of position,
and the horse stands stiffly at rest, its body completely out of joint'.
Brooke's (ibid.) remarks are best compared to R.P. Mack's (1953.14) clearly derivative description
twenty years later,
The obverse closely follows that of the Gaulish stater...and has the crude representation of the head of
Apollo... but on the reverse the engraver of the die has displayed his ignorance in the art and the horse
is facing to the left. The horse, if so it can be called, consists of pellets, straight lines and crescents and
is completely disjointed.'
Through an expression of the typological relationship between the prototype and copy the subsequent
composition is evaluated in terms of the aesthetic qualities attributed to its typological predecessor.
Such a comparison was made explicit in E.T. Leeds' (1933.67) early evaluation of numismatic art
where he remarked of the Whaddon Chase type (British L),
'The general type is still the well-known one of the stater of Philip of Macedon, by this time reduced to
a mere travesty, particularly on the obverse: the face of Apollo so mangled and distorted that little
remains except an exaggerated band representing the laurel-wreath flanked by a jumble of tassled
hooks, remains of the locks of hair, or by crescent figures, outlines of the prominent portions in the
moulding of the cheek, mouth and chin. The reverse had suffered but little better'.
Leeds' conclusions ultimately reflect Evans' initial assumption that early British coinage was not only
imitative but badly imitative and of little artistic merit. With few reservations such sentiment continues
to be perpetuated in the work of subsequent art-historians (e.g. Fox, 1958.139; Henig, 1995.28) and
numismatists (although cf. Van Arsdell, 1989.33-45). The value of these remarks is limited when it is
realised that they are based on often unacknowledged assumptions as to what constitutes 'good art'. By
definition 'good art' is equated with the practice of 'mimesis':
'the 'representation' of nature and/ or reality, governed by the high intention to adhere as closely as
possible to what is invariant in reality'.
(Margolis, 1995.10).
The conception of Iron Age numismatic art as essentially imitative, and 'badly' imitative at that, was to
have profound consequences for the study of content. The process of typological descent was
formalised by Alien (1980.131; 1976a.267-8) into four successive stages of development:
1) The imitation of a Greek or Roman prototype;
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2) The introduction of deliberate difference through 'disintegration';
3) The creation of new designs through 'reintegration'; and finally
4) The reassertion of Classical influence.
This reliance upon typological predecessor, irrespective of any regional or temporal variation, is often
cited as the a priori reason why Celtic coin designs bear little relationship to other art forms (Alien,
1976a.266, reiterated by Stead, 1996.94; 1985a.71) and, as a consequence, cannot be studied
productively (Haselgrove, 1987.31). The marriage of typological descent with judgements of aesthetic
value has further denigrated the status of those series of coinage that do not correspond to
contemporary notions of'good art'. This is particularly true of the early uninscribed series and its
successors assigned to the 'tribal periphery', where such coinage is interpreted as a product of a
cultural backwater (Alien, 1944.19; Van Arsdell, 1989.39-40). Studies (Henig, 1971, 1988; Scheers,
1992) of the later coin types that do accord with conceptions of 'good art', namely with the appearance
of representational art on the so-called 'progressive' coinage of southeastern Britain, have, almost
exclusively, focussed upon the identification of Roman or Hellenistic prototypes and not on the subject
matter itself.
1.3: The eclipse of iconography through the pursuit of style'.
The currently accepted model for the understanding of the evolution of La Tene art in Britain (cf.
Cunliffe, 1991.470-9) derives from the work of Stead (1985a.27-36; 1985b, 15-23; 1996). Stead's
classification of the indigenous artistic tradition utilises the numerical sequence (Styles I-IV) advocated
by Jose Maria de Navarre (1952), itself an adaptation of Paul Jacobsthal's (1944) criteria, and
incorporates (under Stage V) the material subsequently discussed by Sir Cyril Fox (1958). Stead's
method of analysis is based upon the identification of particular diagnostic "Styles',
'the singular mode of expression employed in the representation of form'.
(Mayer, 1969.383)
Thus, the characteristic features of the art produced between the second and early first centuries BC,
classified as 'Stage V, are defined by Stead (1996.34-5) as: engraved or repousse curvilinear 'tendril
designs' terminating in a distinctive 'trumpet shape', 'hatching' or 'matting' and the use of'voids'. In
this respect insular 'Celtic' art, namely La Tene style art, is synonymous with nonmimetic abstraction.
Stead's (ibid.) method of analysis, like that of his predecessors, can be said to have derived from what
Michael Shanks (1996.368-70) has referred to as the archaeologist as 'connoisseur'. Stead's definition
of Stage V relies upon the identification and evolution of subjective categories of abstract artistic
criteria that may, or may not, be compatible with the classificatory criteria advocated by other such
connoisseurs. The cumulative effect of successive stylistic analyses can be said to have obstructed
further avenues of research in two respects. The emphasis placed upon tracing the genealogy of a
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given style, implicit within the canon of traditional art-history, detracts from the forms or motifs
represented. This emphasis dictates that priority is attached to the evaluation of forms or motifs solely
in terms of their relative ability to diagnose a subjective art 'style', and thus a particular chronology,
rather than in their application or interpretation. The implications of the first point may be illustrated
by reference to Vincent Megaw's (1970) respective discussions of two of the more seminal pieces of
late insular art, the Marlborough 'vat' (Megaw, 1970.118-9, no. 186; Fox, 1958.68-70, pis. 34 + 35)
and the Aylesford 'bucket' (Evans, 1890). Despite his reluctance to utilise Stead's numerical sequence
Megaw's commitment to working within an alternative stylistic framework is illustrated by his
description of the two horses, elsewhere referred to as 'hippocamps' (Evans, 1890.373; Fox, 1958.69),
represented on the first and third register (as reconstructed), of the vessel found at Collingbourne,
Wiltshire, in 1807,
'...its heraldic facing horses with tendrils sprouting from their mouths and forming pseudo-lyres has its
parallels on presumably contemporary Armenian (sic.) coins, as Sir Arthur Evans was the first to note.
It also reflects the continuity of the zoomorphic lyre horse-pairs of the sword and, even further back in
time, the flower-eating beasts of the situla style'.
Megaw's (ibid.) evaluation of this composition in conjunction with his subsequent comparison of the
Collingbourne piece to the bronzes from Levroux (Megaw, 1968), Indre, and Kelheim (deNavarro,
1959), Lower Bavaria, is intended to identify the Marlborough vat's place in 'Celtic' art-history.

The

origin of Megaw's desire to identify the continental ancestry of such forms can be said to derive from
Fox's (ibid.) belief, recently reiterated by Henig (1995.22), that the aim of the Celtic craftsman was
essentially dynamism and that, when living creatures were incorporated within a design, they were
subjected to decorative patterning. The net effect of Megaw's discussion is the removal of the object
and its subject matter from a definite archaeological context. In his original discussion of the Kelheim
plaque de Navarro (ibid. 138-9) was reluctant to commit himself as far as Megaw, preferring, like Evans
(1890.315) before him, to compare the Marlborough and Aylesford pieces to the broadly contemporary
numismatic repertoire alone. Indeed, de Navarro (ibid. 138) questioned the validity of Evans'
(1890.369) original comparison between the confronted beasts on the Aylesford bucket and those on a
repousse decorated scabbard executed in the 'sword style' from La Tene, Switzerland.
Megaw's (1970.119) predilection with the genealogy of style is made explicit in his subsequent
discussion of the repousse motifs from the upper bronze band and legs of the Aylesford bucket, that he
describes as a 'loosely constructed triskel within a circle'. Megaw elaborates:
'On the continent the 'ying-yang' and occasionally true triskel are a feature of the sword 'style' but
later versions of them appear both on the Levroux disc fragments and the Rynkeby cauldron plates and
in Britain on the Battersea shield...Closest, however, to the triskel motif of Aylesford is the low relief
decoration on a bronze box from Olberg, Kr. Wfillstein in Rheinhessen...'.
One of the closest parallels for this motif remains, as Evans (ibid.370) acknowledged in his original
discussion of this piece, the coinage of Addedomaros, a later ruler of Iron Age Essex, c. 20 BC - AD
10. Megaw's desire to restore to the motif what he believes is its rightful place in the stylistic evolution
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of'Celtic art' leads to a distortion in the description of the motif and its removal from a particular
archaeological context in order to qualify its inclusion within a particular art style.
The second point, that forms or motifs are evaluatrf soley in terms of their relative ability to diagnose a
particular art style, is best illustrated by reference to discussions regarding the significance of the
decoration adorning late Iron Age horse gear. The three-link bridle bits of'Yorkshire' or 'Arras' type
(cf. Ward-Perkins, 1939 and Fox, 1946) from Ringstead (Clarke, 1951.216-7, pis. XVI + XVII.a-c,
figs.la + b, 3 -4; Palk, 1984.37, DJ32/33, fig. C20; Spratling, 1972. 449-50, no. 159), Norfolk, and
Ulceby-on-Humber (Leeds, 1933; May, 1976.161-2, fig. 78; Palk, 1984.38-9, DJ37, fig. C21.1;
Spratling, 1972.451, no. 161, fig. 59), Lincolnshire, are remarkable in that, in addition to sharing
similar incised decoration on the external surface of their side-rings (Clarke, ibid.216; Fox, 1958.44),
the stop-knobs on both are decorated with rosette motifs composed of six or twelve raised pellets,
respectively, surrounding a central pellet The presence of these motifs has encouraged comparison
with rosette decorated terret rings of'Mill-Plain' type from an undisclosed site in 'northwestern
Suffolk' (Leeds, 1933.27; Spratling, 1972.389, no. 26, fig. 6; 1979, fig. 100.5) and Calais Wold Farm,
Bishop Wilton, Yorkshire (Clarke, ibid.216). The incised decoration of the Ringstead and Ulceby bits
has subsequently been compared to similar or high-relief decoration on other objects of metalwork, e.g.
the Bugthorpe scabbard (Clarke, ibid.219; Fox, 1958.35; MacGregor, 1976.95); the Cairnmuir tore
terminal (MacGregor, ibid.95); the Snettisham gold bracelet (Fox, ibid.45; MacGregor, ibid.95); and
ring-terminal tore (Wainwright and Spratling, 1973 123) from Hoard E, all compatible with Stead's
definition of Stage V art.
The inclusion of the Ringstead and Ulceby bridle-bits in such discussions has resulted in the
incorporation of the rosette motif alongside other forms of artistic criteria characteristic of work
previously referred to as being executed by an 'East-Central school' (Fox, 1958.44) or in the
'Snettisham-Ulceby-Ringstead type' (Spratling and Wainwright, 1973.124) during the early first
century BC. The priority attached to the identification of a given style or tradition takes precedence
over an attempt to differentiate between the different types of artistic motif said to compose that style
or tradition. The possibility that the rosette motif had appeared prior to and was to continue after the
first century BC on a variety of objects irrespective of its inclusion within a particular style, as Corder
and Hawkes (1940) sought to illustrate, is rarely considered. Consequently it is the presence of rosette
motifs on terret rings of the Mill-Plain type from Bury Hill and northwest Suffolk that has encouraged
Cunliffe (1995) to speculate on the possibility of a bronzeworking tradition, referred to as the
'Ciissage-Bury Hill tradition ', common across southern Britain during the early first century BC.
Irrespective of the relative merits of Cunliffe's (ibid.) claim, it is the presence of the rosette motif, in
conjunction with other artistic motifs, e.g. the ornamental motif around the head of the Bury Hill stud
and Mill-Plain type terrets, which lends substance to Cunliffe's remarks. Through direct comparison
between the typological and stylistic similarities of the Bury Hill assemblage, the mould fragments
from Gussage and the pieces from East Anglia Cunliffe justifies his conclusions. The significance of
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the rosette motif, therefore, resides in its diagnostic ability to justify an object(s) inclusion not, in this
case, into a group of objects linked solely on the grounds of style but into a particular tradition.
Stylistic analyses of 'Celtic art' have placed emphasis upon either the evaluation of a form or motif in
terms of locating an artefact's place within the genealogy of a given style or in the justification of a
artefact's inclusion within a diagnostic style. The priority attached to this method of analysis cannot
be said to exclude, but does neglect, the possibility that such forms or motifs, particularly where they
can be demonstrated to exist in other media (pace Alien, 1976a.266 and Stead, 1996.94; 1985.71),
could have possessed a significance in their own right.
1.4: The 'decontextualisation' of subject matter.

An unintended consequence of the a priori attachment to the identification of prototype and an
appraisal of stylistic criteria has been the 'decontextualisation' of subject matter. It is not what is
represented that is significant, but the way in which it is represented and / or from whence it was
derived. As a consequence the emergence of a figurative subject matter alongside the insular tradition
of La Tene art has frequently been interpreted as an aspect of'Romanisation' or 'Romanisation at a
remove' (cf. Henig, 1995.27-8; 1985.3-4; King, 1990), the assumed superiority of Classical art
providing a much needed stimulus to the indigenous tradition (cf. Henig, 1995. 23; 1985.2-4). The
significance attached to the emergence of figural art in the round or relief derives, not from its status as
a unique aspect of 'Celtic art', but as a symptomatic factor in the demise of 'Celtic art' in Britain.
Thus, insular 'Celtic art', i.e. La Tene style art, is widely recognised as coming to an end in southern
Britain during the first century BC when the indigenous tradition is believed to have succumbed to the
influence of'Rome' and 'Roman art' (Stead, 1996.35). Since figural art is not compatible with
definitions of La Tene art, despite the best efforts of Megaw (1970.118-9) and others to make it so,
then it is tempting to conclude that figural art does not qualify as 'Celtic art' at all. Indeed, such have
been the conclusions of Lindgren (1980.10) and have been explicitly stated in Henig's (1995.22)
discussion of the 'advanced' coin types of Cunobelinus and Verica. This may well help to account for
the inclusion of discussion relating to the content of Iron Age coinage in treatises dedicated to RomanoBritish art (cf. Toynbee, 1964). Such conclusions remain essentially ascriptive rather than descriptive
and are an anathema to iconographical study where:
The decipherment of subjects may lead iconography to one of its most important results - that of
revealing relationships between the art and the culture of a given period that would not otherwise have
been suspected, or properly established'.
(Toesca, 1933, in Bialostocki, 1959-68.774)
As Derek Alien (1944.19) acknowledged, it would be entirely inappropriate to dismiss the subject
matter of Iron Age coinage as simply a provincial imitation of Roman art, but consider it, like figural
art in reliefer the round, as indicative of the emergence of a new art form.
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The reluctance of archaeologists to consider coinage a viable visual source for the Iron Age (Alien,
1958.43) preoccupied much of Alien's work, and that of his successors on this subject, throughout the
remainder of this century. Irrespective of their actual derivation from Classical prototypes or the
incorporation of ideas and art forms of the Classical world, Alien (ibid.43) maintained that Iron Age
coin types were an expression of Celtic or partly Celtic themes. As a consequence Alien's work
focussed upon correlating objects of material culture represented on coinage with the archaeological or
literary records. In this respect Alien sought to demonstrate the relevance of Celtic coin types in the
illustration of the physical appearance and fighting techniques of the late Iron Age Britons (1958),
Gallic shipping (1971), temple architecture (1973) and religious sculpture (1976a.270, figs.4.1-6). The
principles invoked by Alien continued in subsequent enquiries emphasising the potential contribution
of numismatic iconography to the study of maritime archaeology (Muckelroy et al. 1979) priestly
regalia (Boon, 1982) and, most recently, Romano-Celtic cult iconography (Green, 1992b.l62).
Inevitably, such work concentrated upon the representational subject matter of, predominantly, later
types (Alien's Stages 3 and 4).

By contrast the largely non-representational content of earlier types

(Alien's Stages 1 and 2), particularly those characterised by the presence of a variety of sub-designs,
believed (cf. Creighton, 1995.291) not to lend themselves to comparable forms of analysis, despite
assertions to the contrary (Green, 1992b), continue to be neglected. Discussion of this material,
regarded by Alien (1980.138) as essentially 'magical' or 'decorative', still remains in its infancy with
what little has been written (e.g. Ross, 1999; Creighton, 1995; Muller, 1988; Koenig, 1966) focussing
upon what Alien would surely have regarded as the,
'the crankish interpreter in pursuit of devious religious symbolism'.
1.5: The aims and objectives of the current study.
The preceding discussion has sought to illustrate how the traditional pursuits of the numismatist and
art-historian have contributed to the relatively impoverished state the study of figural art produced in
the round or relief during the late British Iron Age currently languishes. In particular this discussion
has focussed upon the manner in which numismatic art has effectively been excluded from this
equation, transcending as it does the narrow boundaries between the subject disciplines of Iron Age art
and numisamtics. In addition it has attempted to acknowledge and account for the shortcomings of
existing forms of study in order to enable current research to effectively remedy some of these
inadequacies. These may be summarised as the following:
Whilst one must acknowledge the typological descent of British coinage from a variety of
prototypes one has to assess and account for the extent of continuity and change, described by
Alien (1980.131; 1976a.267-8), irrespective of perceptions of artistic merit.
Irrespective of coinage's typological descent the possibility must be realised that successive
copying could result in the regionalised change in the subject matter described by Alien (ibid.),
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which could be correlated with other objects of material culture, particularly metalwork (cf
Evans, 1890.315 ;deNavarro, 1952.138-9).
The necessity to develop an interpretative framework founded upon the principles of correlation,
the significance of which is capable of transcending the act of correlation.
The methodology by which this will be achieved will be described in the following chapter.
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Chapter 2: Methodology.
'to describe is...not simply to be imprecise or incomplete, it is to change structures, to signify something different from what is
shown'.

Roland Barthes (1978.198)

2.1: Introduction.
Erwin Panofsky (1993.51; 1972.3) defined iconography as:
'that branch of the history of art which concerns itself with the subject matter or meaning of works of
art, as opposed to their form'.
Panofsky (1993.57-8) subsequently clarified this definition through a differentiation between the Greek
verb graphein ('to write') and the noun logos ('word'). Thus Panofsky (1993.57-8) could distinguish
between 'Iconography' - the 'description and classification of images...' - and 'Iconology' - 'a method
of interpretation which arises from synthesis rather than analysis.' Panofsky's method of iconological
study was intended to elicit three levels of 'subject matter or meaning' ('Primary or Natural',
'Secondary or Conventional' and 'Intrinsic') through three corresponding 'Acts of Interpretation'
('Pre-iconographical Description', 'Iconographical Analysis' and 'Iconological Interpretation'). The
extent of subjectivity introduced at each level of interpretation could be controlled through the
application of certain 'corrective principles'. This method may be set out in tabular form (cf. Table
2.1 over). Whilst reservations remain over the integrity of Panofsky's (1993.51-67; 1972.3-17)'three
strata of subject matter or meaning' his methodology was intended to elicit, it will be argued that his
method is still capable of providing a viable framework for contemporary iconological study.
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OBJECT OF
INTERPRETATION

ACT OF
INTERPRETATION

EQUIPMENT FOR
INTERPRETATION

CORRECTIVE
PRINCIPLES OF
INTERPRETATION
(HISTORY OF
TR.AD/TIOV)

I Primary or natural
subject matter - (A)
tactual, (B) expressional constituting the world of
artistic motifs.

i're-iconographical
description (and pseudoformal analysis).

Practical experience
(familiarity \vilh objects
and events).

History of style (insight
into the manner in which,
under varying historical
conditions, objects and
events were expressed by
forms).

II Secondary or
conventional subject
matter, constituting the
world of images, stories
and allegories.

Iconographical analysis

knowledge of literary
sources (familiarity with
specific themes and
concepts).

History' of types (insight
into the manner in which,
under vary ing historical
conditions, specific themes
or concepts were expressed
by objects and events).

Ill Intrinsic meaning or
content, constituting the
w orld of 'symbolical'
values.

Icoiiological interpretation

Synthetic intuition
(familiarity with the
essential lemlencies of the
human nii'm/), conditioned
by personal psychology
and ' 11'ellan.ichaaung'.

History of cultural
symptoms or 'symbols' in
general (insight into the
manner in which, under
varying historical
conditions, essential
tendencies of the human
minJ were expressed by
specific themes and
concepts).

Table 2.1: Panofskv's method of iconographic analysis (after Panofskv. 1993.66)

2.2: Reconstructing numismatic iconography.

Prior to any discussion on the application of Panofsky's methodology to the iconography of Iron Age
coinage it is necessary to address the basis of such an analysis, namely, a reconstruction of the dies
used to strike gold staters produced in England, c. 80 BC - AD 45. All reconstructions presented
within this thesis are derived from the photographic record of the Institute of Archaeology's 'Celtic
Coin Index' (CCI), Oxford. To date (June 1998) the Index currently holds in excess of 25,000 records
on all types of Iron Age coinage recovered from Britain. This is by no means a complete or exhaustive
record of all the material recovered from Britain, merely that which is directed to it through the
activities of archaeologists, dealers and collectors, metal detectorists and members of the public.
Whilst the representative quality of this, or any other body of numismatic evidence is appreciated (cf.
Rodwell, 1981 47-52), it is hoped that by focusing upon a study of gold staters alone many of the
prejudices inherent within such a collection could be avoided. However, it is recognised that the CCI
records are neither as complete (e.g. the new gold types of 'Tincommarus' and 'Verica' from the Alton
hoard, Hampshire, March, 1996) or of sufficient quality (e.g. British Jb and British L 'Snettisham
type') to service all the requirements of the present study. Generally speaking the photographic record
at the CCI is good, although occasional photocopies are substituted for actual photographs
Photographs are reproduced at a scale of 2:1, although some are susceptible to occasional (and
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dramatic) fluctuation. In a few cases neither photographs nor photocopies are available. These factors
severely limit the extent by which it is possible to guarantee the attribution of a specific coin to a
particular die or enable the accurate reproduction of a design. Consequently CCI reference card
numbers are given to enable verification by subsequent researchers.
Reconstructions were produced by the successive copying of different coins identified as being struck
from the same die onto acetate in black ink. Reconstructed designs were scanned directly into a Scan
Jet II ex scanner. Individual forms or motifs were extracted from their original context through the
application ofArcsoft 'Photostudio' and incorporated into Microsoft Word ver.7 documents as 'bitmap'
files. Although initially time consuming this particular method was adopted over more conventional
means because of the many advantages it offered. The computerisation of a design aided in the
preservation and/or adjustment of scale derived from the original images. The method removed the
need for a light-table, photocopier and laborious process of cutting and pasting necessary for the
production of a reconstruction. After the initial copying the use of electronic image formatting further
minimised the possibility of reproductive error. Once established the repertoire of forms and motifs is
easily stored and can be incorporated within text documents where necessary.
Since the focus of the research was to be the iconographic content of gold staters a suitably flexible
method of representing designs had to be devised. Early British Iron Age staters were frequently struck
off-centre from dies considerably larger than the intended flans. Inevitably this resulted in the
incomplete reproduction of the original design. In some cases there remains an insufficient number of
coins struck from the same die to reconstruct the original design in its entirety. In other cases there is
such a paucity of evidence that it becomes almost impossible to reconstruct the nature of the original
composition with any degree of accuracy. This can be exacerbated by the actual condition of the
surviving coins themselves. Many obverse sides are extremely worn on account of their curvature, an
unfortunate consequence of striking between a concave obverse die and a convex reverse die. Finally,
within any given series there is often a considerable degree of iconographic variation that may be
potentially significant and worthy of inclusion.
For the purposes of this study I have attempted to reconstruct an 'idealised type' for both obverse and
reverse dies. The 'principal design', selected for its representative quality, is illustrated in bold at a
ratio of 2:1. Where the principal design is incomplete, and by this it is meant that the composition of
the design is clearly incomplete and/or that the edge of the die is not visible then, where possible, these
elements are added in feint from an additional source and referenced in the upper field. Where there is
a considerable degree of variation within a particular series alternative motifs are illustrated in the
lower field and their source also referenced. On the basis that some obverse / reverse dies are better
preserved than others, it was thought expedient to illustrate obverse and reverse dies that are not dielinked. In such cases the respective CCI reference card numbers are noted to illustrate this. Since the
study is principally concerned with the iconographic content of a series this was thought an adequate
compromise. In this way it is possible to suggest a single hypothetical reconstruction based upon the
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characteristics of the original designs. It was thought necessary to illustrate the additional sources
utilised in the reconstruction in order to stress that these reconstructions remain hypothetical. The
reconstructions are not intended to be representative of any one particular die nor do they purport to be
some 'lost' prototype. Rather the reconstruction is intended to be representative of a particular series
and illustrative of the degree of iconographic variation within it.
It is clearly beyond the scope of this thesis to record and analyse every die-variant within all of the
types now thought to compose the uninscribed and inscribed series, work currently being undertaken
by Sills (forthcoming doctoral research) and Kretz (1998a; 1998b). Neither does this thesis intend to
account for all minor variations within a given series or correlate such alterations with factors such as
the pattern of distribution or die configuration, etc. This will almost inevitably lead to a neglect of
possible 'privy-' or 'assay marks' unless alterations in design structure can be substantiated through
reference to published metallurgical analyses, etc. As a consequence, reference to the purely functional
aspects of numismatic iconography remain relatively absent from this study. It is believed that this
aspect of analysis is better suited to more traditional forms of numismatic enquiry rather than one
concerned with an examination and interpretation of iconographic content.
Irrespective of such considerations the actual volume of material (over one hundred types) remains to
be reconciled against the time available for study (three years full-time) and the requirements of a
doctoral thesis. Inevitably this has led to a process of selection with the depiction and discussion of
some motifs, or configurations of motifs, rather than others. It is difficult to counter the anticipated
criticism that the sample presented was selected on anything but an arbitrary basis. Nevertheless
considerable effort has been made to ensure that every major typological variant of gold stater recorded
at the CCI up until the end of December 1997, except alleged 'forgeries', have been included within the
following discussion. Inevitably, however, this has led to the neglect of new gold types subsequently
identified by current research, e.g. Kentish A (Sills, 1997).
2.3: An application of Panofsky's method of iconographic analysis to archaeological data.
2.3.1: The 'Pre-iconographical description' and 'Primary or natural subject matter'
The purpose of the 'pre-iconographical description' is the identification of'primary' or 'natural subject
matter'. 'Primary' or 'natural subject matter' could be divided into the 'factual' and the 'expressional'.
Panofsky (1993.53-54) defined these as the identification of,
'...pure forms, that is: certain configurations of line and colour, or certain peculiarly shaped lumps of
bronze or stone, as representations of natural objects such as human beings, animals, plants, houses,
tools and so forth; by identifying their relations together as events; and by perceiving such expressional
qualities as the mournful character of a pose or gesture, or the homelike and peaceful atmosphere of an
interior. The world of pure forms thus recognized as carriers of primary or natural meanings may be
called the world of artistic motifs. An enumeration of these motifs would be a pre-iconographical
description of the work of art'.
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Panofsky's (ibid.) differentiation between the 'factual' and the 'expressional' can be likened to
Saussurean (1959) notions of the 'signifiant' ('signifier') and the 'signifie^ ('signified'). In the same
way that the 'factual' and the 'expressional' constitute the artistic 'motif, so the 'signifiant' and
'signifie' constitute the linguistic 'sign'. The identification of the 'factual' with the 'signifiant' is not
immediately problematic; in this case a form or motif may be substituted for a linguistic 'sign'. But
Panofsky's assertion that either could possess some integral meaning by themselves, and that this could
be perceived through 'practical experience' rather than an act of interpretation, remains highly
contentious. With regards to the second point Panofsky (1993.59) conceded that,
'...it is, on principle, impossible to arrive at a correct pre-iconographical description, or identification
of primary subject matter, by indiscriminately applying our practical experience to the work of art.'
Nevertheless,
' Our practical experience is indispensable, as well as sufficient, as material for a pre-iconographical
description, but it does not guarantee its correctness'.
The inevitable subjectivity entailed through an indiscriminate application of'practical experience'
during the 'pre-iconographical description' could, Panofsky (ibid.60) asserted, be compensated though
the identification of a motifs historical 'locus'. Thus, an abandonment of the interpretative description
in favour of the purely descriptive in concert with an evaluation of the 'expressionaF in terms of its
specific historical context (determined by what Panofsky (1993.61, fn.3) refers to as a 'history of
style') would yield a motifs 'primary' or 'natural' meaning.
The analogy between Panofsky's method and structuralism in general (Lyon, 1973.11-2; Sturrock,
1979.6-8) can hereby be extended since both recognise that the relationship between the 'factual'
(signifiant) and the 'expressional' (signifie), as constituents of an artistic form or motif (as a linguistic
sign), is not natural but arbitrary and acquired through convention and not through necessity (Saussure,
1959.68-9). Whilst the relationship between the 'signifiant' and 'signifie' remains arbitrary its relative
value, what is 'signified', remains stable. The predictability of the sign has been challenged by poststructuralist critiques which argue that, in contrast to a fixed correspondence between 'signifiant' and
one (or more) 'signifie', this relationship is constantly negotiable (Sarup, 1988.2-4). In this sense
meaning is not present within the 'sign' itself, as Saussure (ibid.) maintained, but the product of an
ongoing relationship between 'signifiers'. As 'signs' forms or motifs can possess multiple references
the meaning of which, as Leach (1973.223) has acknowledged, is entirely dependant upon context. As
a consequence meaning does not reside within the forms or motifs themselves; rather forms and motifs
are employed in the conveyance of meaning (Haaland and Haaland. 1996.296-7). Thus, despite
Panofsky's acknowledgement that a form or motif might best be identified and understood through a
restoration of its historical context, his assertion that the same motif might be in the possession of a
definitive and non-negotiable meaning within that context itself can no longer be considered tenable.
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This study intends to adopt the first of Panofsky's pre-iconographic criteria, the 'factual' (as
'signifiant'), but rejects the assumption that forms or motifs possess an innate and/or immutable
meaning (as 'signifie') irrespective of context. Where feasible this study intends to follow the example
of Richard Hobbs (1996) in the avoidance of overly subjective interpretative descriptions of
numismatic motifs in favour of a neutral or, as far as is possible, an epistemologically free dialogue.
Nevertheless it must be conceded that unless one is prepared to refer exhaustively to the geometric
qualities of the forms and motifs present within a composition, one must accept that it is expedient, and
in some cases undoubtedly correct, to revert to essentially interpretative descriptions. It must be
stressed that these labels (as 'signifie') are not assumed to possess any definitive semiotic value outside
our own historical context.
2.3.2: The 'Iconographical analysis' and 'Secondary or conventional subject matter'.
The succession of the 'pre-iconographical description' by an 'iconographical analysis' was intended to
ascertain the 'secondary or conventional subject matter'. Panofsky (1993.54-5) described this as the
connection of,
'artistic motifs and combinations of artistic motifs (compositions) with themes or concepts. Motifs thus
recognized as carriers of a secondary meaning may be called images...The identification of such
images, stories and allegories is the domain of what is normally referred to as 'iconography'.
This was achieved through the exchange of'practical experience' fora familiarization,
'with what the authors of those representations had read or otherwise knew'
(ibid.61-2).
Panofsky (ibid.l 1-12), working on the art of the Renaissance, believed that this could best be achieved
through familiarisation with contemporary literary sources. Nevertheless, an indiscriminate application
of literary knowledge could not guarantee an accurate reading in itself. Subjective analysis could be
offset by a historical inquiry into the manner in which 'specific themes or concepts were expressed by
objects and events', what Panofsky (ibid.63) refers to as a 'history of types'.
Panofsky's iconographic analysis can be said to share a further similarity with structuralism in its
assertion that 'motifs', like linguistic 'signs', acquire meaning through their differential relationship
within a given compositional, or linguistic, system (Saussure, 1959.119; Sarup, 1988.3). A 'linguistic
system' (defined as Saussure's 'langue') is rendered meaningful through the selection ('paradigmatic')
and combination ('syntagmatic') of individual 'signs' (Lyons, 1973.12-3). Nevertheless meaning
cannot be ascertained through a disclosure of the grammatical structure of language ('langue') alone
without reference to how this structure is used ('parole'), i.e. Panofsky's 'history of types'. An
application of Panofsky's formulae to 'pre-' or 'proto-historic' material dictates that the priority
attached to a literary context be substituted by the archaeological. Where it is appropriate judicial
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reference to the literary material can be made when it is considered capable of supplementing or
substantiating the archaeological record. But this shift in emphasis dictates that the system of social
discourse (Bourdieu, 1979) through which 'meaning' was constructed is now lost; only a fragmentary
record of the material culture through which this system was articulated now remains accessible to us.
As a result the aim of an iconographic analysis of pre- or proto-historical material must be twofold: the
identification of a 'design structure' through a 'formal analysis' and the restoration of a 'field of
discourse' (Barren, 1987) through a 'contextual analysis'.
2.3.2a: Formal analysis.

This study employs a formal analysis of the design structure in order to ascertain an equivalent of the
grammatical rules employed therein In order to achieve this the following study organises the forms
and motifs selected from gold staters on the basis of the geographical 1 and chronological criteria2 (cf.
Table 2.2 over) established by Colin Haselgrove (1987) and modified by the findings of Simon Bean
(1994; 1993), Amanda Chadburn (1996, 1992, 1991), Tony Gregory (1992), Jeffrey May (1994,
1992a), John Sills (1996) and Robert Van Arsdell (1996, 1994, 1993a, 1993b, 1984)
Obverse and reverse designs are subjected to a 'dimensional analysis', the deconstruction of a complex
phenomenon in order to enable an examination of the possible structural relationships between its
constituent elements. The first phase of this analysis, Panofsky's 'pre-iconographical description', will
focus on individual motifs as the smallest element of analysis. These are illustrated and described on a
regional and chronological basis (Chapters 4 - 10) in accordance with the principles identified above
(cf. 3.1). Where possible these are correlated with similar or identical motifs from the published
accounts of contemporary or preceding series of coinage issued in Britain and Gaul, c. mid-third
century BC - first century BC/AD, through consultation with the following seven catalogues:
1

Alien. D (1990) 'Silver coins of north Italy, south anil central France, Switzerland anil south Germany' I I-ds.) ICcnt. J and
Mays. M. British Museum Press.

(1995) 'Bronze coins ofGaul'(ed.) Mays. M British Museum Press.
2

llohhs. R. (1996) 'Hrilish Iron Age coins in the

3

DC Jersey, P. 'Coinage in Iron Age Arniorica' Oxford University Committee for Archaeology. < Kl'ord. monograph 39

4

Nash, D. (1978) 'Settlement and Coinage in Central Gaul c. 200 - 50 HC' BAR Supplementary Series 39

5

Scheers. S. (1977) Traile cle \umi.inialiiiiie Celtic/tie: II laGaule Relgique' I.es Belles Ix-ttres. Paris.

6

Van Arsdell, R. (1989) 'Celtic Coinage in Britain' Spink, London

British Museum' British Museum Press

A second phase of analysis will focus upon identifying the grammatical rules that underpin the design
structure. This is achieved through the reconstruction of an 'idealised type' from obverse and reverse
dies from the same series in accordance with the principles outlined above (cf. 2.2). Where appropriate
the field is divided into quarters and the extent of continuity and change assessed

In particular

1 'Western', 'Southern', 'Southeastern', 'Eastern', 'East Anglian' and 'Northeastern'.
2 'Periods II, phases 4-6' c.80 - 20 BC and Period III, phases 7-9' c. 20 BC - AD 40.
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Northeastern

British Ha

British le

British Hb
British Ic
British Id
British Id (n)

British Ka
Sub types O -

Eastern

Southeastern

East Anglia
British A 1
British E
British F

.
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British AO

British La

British LY2
British LZ1

British LY1

.

_

VOSENOS
EPPILVS

DVBNOVELLANOS

British LZ3

.

British Ja

British Lb (mid-late variants)
British Lc

TASCIOVANVS
SEGO
ANDOCO
ADDEDOMARVS

„

CVNOBELINVS

DVBNOVELLANOS
7DIRAS

British Lx5

British Jb
(Freckenham type 1 - 4)

ANTED
ECE
ECEN

British N

AVN COST
ESVP ASV
VEP CORF
VEP

_

British Kb
Sub types 1 & m

DVMN/TIGIR SENO
VOLISIOS/DVMNOCOVEROS
DVMNOVELLAVNOS

Table 2.2: llaselgrove's (1987) spatial and temporal sequence for British gold staters (with modifications).

Southern

Southwestern

.

Western

ANTED
EISV

COR1O
BODVOC

British Ra

_

British B

_

British A2
British C
British D

British Qa
British Qb

British Mal
British Ma2

British Mbl
COMMIUS I
COM
EType

COMMIOS

TINCOMARVS

EPPILLVS
VERICA

EPATICCVS

CATTI
INAM

this study will focuses its analysis on the use of size differentials, symmetry/asymmetry, substitution
and repetition.
The 'illusory' nature of any 'formal analysis' (Hodder, 1986.40-1) purported to be an objective method
of analysis is acknowledged. It is conceded that the application of a dimensional analysis is based upon
the hypothetical assumption that valid distinctions between forms and motifs can and/or were made. In
a similar vein the 'identification' of structural relationships between motifs through size differentials,
symmetry, substitution and repetition is based upon the hypothetical assumption that motifs can and/or
were actually differentiated in this way. This is not to invalidate the value of such an approach but to
recognise that, like all other methods of archaeological analysis, this technique is reliant upon the
imposition of 'necessarily subjective categories' and the existence of 'unobservable structural or
systematic relationships' (Hodder, 1986.41).
2.3.2b: Contextual analysis.
As has been suggested, identification of the underlying organisational principles within the design
structure does not of itself provide a sufficient foundation for the presentation of a meaningful
interpretation. A second phase of analysis (Chapter 12) will focus on locating motifs within a specific
social and cultural context, defined by Hodder (1995.14; 1986.143) as the 'totality of the relevant
environment', i.e. 'all those associations which are relevant to its meaning.' In this way an
examination of'the symbolical meanings which mediate between structure and social functions' will
be attempted (Hodder, 1986.41). Particular attention will focus on what Hodder (1986.43-4; 124-43)
has referred to as the 'context of use' and the 'content of meaning'. The 'context of use' is composed
of'four dimensions of variation' which refer to the 'temporal', 'spatial', 'depositional' and
'typological' relationships between archaeological objects (Hodder, ibid. 132-8). For the purposes of
this study forms and motifs selected during the formal stage of analysis will be compared to those
drawn from a sample of published material in accordance with these principles. The 'content of
meaning' may be defined as an abstraction from the totality of cross-references within the four
dimensions of variation (Hodder, ibid.141). In this case a range of possible meanings can be explored
through an identification of significant patterns in the use of a form or motif on objects produced
during the late pre-Roman Iron Age (temporal); from the same or an alternative geographical region
(spatial); where they appear (depositional unit); and how closely they resemble each other (typology).
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2.3.3: 'Iconological interpretation* and 'Intrinsic meaning or content'.

The final phase of Panofsky's method of analysis is an examination of a work of art's 'intrinsic
meaning' or 'content' as a manifestation of a wider cultural phenomenon. The objective of the
corresponding act of iconological interpretation was the comprehension of:
'...those underlying principles which reveal the basic attitude of a nation, a period, a class, a religious
or philosophical persuasion - qualified by one personality and condensed into one work.'
(Panofsky, 1993.55)
This could be achieved through the act of'synthetic intuition', a comparison between what the art
historian,
'thinks is the intrinsic meaning of the work...against what he thinks is the intrinsic meaning of as many
other documents of civilization historically related to that work...as he can master...'.
The inevitable extent by which subjectivity would permeate an iconological interpretation could, to
some extent, be compensated by what Panofsky (ibid.65) refers to as a 'History of cultural symptoms or symbols'; an historical appreciation of the manner in which the 'essential tendencies of the human
mind were expressed by specific themes and concepts'.
There are no means of making a reasonable correlation between this, the third stage of Panofsky's
methodology, and a generalised account of the mechanics of structuralism; the extent of any useful
comparison has run its course. In essence Panofsky was concerned with the identification of the
'subject matter' or 'meaning' of a work of art. Indeed it has been said (Veltusky, 1984.252) that, for
Panofsky, there was no differentiation between 'subject matter' and 'meaning' per se. Consequently, a
'correct' reading of a motif could be apprehended by empirical logic alone. Whilst the possibility that
a motif might not relate directly to what was represented is conceded, Panofsky nevertheless
maintained that a motif could be objectively understood through judicial observation. In contrast
classical structuralism is concerned with identifying the internal relationships between signs (the
relationship between the 'syntagmatic' and 'paradigmatic') and what this system says about the
structure of language (the 'langue') and, ultimately, the unconscious logic of the human mind (Lyons,
1973.13-4). Structure is reduced to a closed set of formalised and universal rules (Macherey,
1978.145), which, as such, offer an objective manifestation of reality subject to 'scientific' analysis
(Barthes, 1972.73).
Structuralist analyst's preoccupation with form ('langue') to the detriment of content ('parole') has led
to what Hodder (1986.48-9; 1982.8 after Bourdieu, 1977) has referred to as the absence of a 'theory of
practice'. The universality of the underlying structure as a set of'normative' ideas or values is
problematic when one questions what or for whom is structure for (Easthope, 1988.31). As Paris
(1983) has acknowledged material culture is not an objective manifestation of social relations, but a
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subjective way of viewing social relationships. In order to forge an equivalent of Panofsky's
'iconological interpretation' it is necessary to consider how an analysis of the structural principles
underlying a given phenomenon might relate to those underlying the wider system of social discourse.
Not to do so would be to distinguish artificially between the iconography on the one hand, and the
media upon which it was represented on the other, ignoring the role coinage performed in facilitating
and transforming social relationships. As a consequence it should be acknowledged that numismatic
iconography is not expected to be a passive reflection of a set of societal relationships but a particular
articulation of them.
2.4: Conclusion

An adaptation of Panofsky's method enables a gradual recontextualisation of iconography through the
application of successive layers of contextual analysis. This process is akin to what Geertz (1973) has
referred to as 'thick description'.
'the need to understand the meanings of an object by placing it more and more fully into its various
contexts'.
(Hodder, 1996.15).
Interpretation of the meaning(s) of the iconographic data dependent upon this form of analysis will, as
Hodder (1996.15; 1986) has acknowledged, always remain a 'generality' considering the arbitrary and
negotiable nature of the 'sign'; the fragmentary nature of the archaeological record; and the subjective
abstractions one assigns to it (Hodder, 1986.40-1). The present adaptation of Panofsky's method of
iconographical analysis which underpins of the structure of the following analysis of gold staters may
be set out diagrammatically below (cf. table 2.4).

OBJECT OF
INTERPRETATION

ACT OF
INTERPRETATION

EQUIPMENT FOR
INTERPRETATION

PRINCIPLES OF
INTERPRETATION

1 Forms and motifs
(as signifianl)

Pre-iconographical
description

None

Arbitrary and negotiable
nature of the sign

II Design Structure

Iconographical analysis

Formal and Contextual
analyses

Content of Meaning

\\\ Content of Meaning

Iconological interpretation

Inference from Hodder's
(1986) '4diminsions of
meaning'

Rodder's (1986) 'theory of
practice',

Table 2.4: An adaptation of Panofsky's method of iconological analysis to pre- or protohistorical material.
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Chapter 3; Establishing a chronology for British gold staters.
3.1: Introduction.
An exact chronology for the gold staters struck in Britain during the Iron Age remains far from certain.
At best a relative chronology can be established after careful accumulation of evidence from
metallurgical, metrological, die and hoard analyses. But such analyses can also be described as overly
relaint upon the acceptance of dubious 'fixed-points' and interpreted only after close readings of a
fragmentary historical record. The typological derivation of British coinage from Gallo-Belgic
prototypes dictates that the chronology of the early-uninscribed series cannot be considered in isolation
from developments on the Continent. Current orthodoxy revolves around subsequent revisions of
Alien's (1960) influential 'Origins...' paper in conjunction with Simone Scheers' (1977) critical reevaluation of the parent Gallo-Belgic coinage, Traite de numismatique celtique IF. The entire
uninscribed series is currently being studied by Sills (1998; 1997a; 1997b;1996; forthcoming doctoral
research) with influential regional studies having previously been conducted by Bean (1994, 1993),
Chadbum (1996, 1992, 1991), Gregory (1992), May (1994, 1992a) and Van Arsdell (1996, 1994,
1993a, 1993b, 1984) The chronology of the later inscribed series remains relatively more secure with
Alien's (1944) sequence still retaining its creditibility in the southeast; whilst his assessment of the
'peripheral' coinages (1970, 1963, 1961) has undergone only slight revision in light of the
aforementioned studies (cf. Van Arsdell, 1994).
3.2: The origins of coinage in Belgic Gaul.

The earliest indigenous coinage identified as being struck in Belgic Gaul, otherwise referred to as
Gallo-Belgic XA (Alien, 1960.99-100; Fitzpatrick, 1992.4, fig.l; Scheers, 1977, nos.1-5), is located in
the region surrounding Amiens, Somme, and is modelled upon a variety of late-fourth and early-third
century BC coins issued at Tarentum and Syracuse (Nash, 1988; Scheers, 1968). A further influence,
the Macedonian philippus struck by Philip II (382-336 BC) but predominantly Alexander the Great
(336-23 BC) and his successors Philip III Arrhidaios (323-16 BC) and Cassander (316-297 BC), is
discernible in what is referred to as the 'pseudo-legend' on the reverse (Scheers, 1981.18) The exact
date of the introduction of Greek coinage into Gaul is crucial to the understanding of when indigenous
production could have begun. The date of the original prototypes offers a fixed point ('terminus post
quern') any time after which the production of indigenous coinage could have commenced. Following
Nash (1975) and Scheers (1981) it is generally accepted that the striking of coinage in Gaul took place
soon after the import of the originals, possibly during the second half of the third century - the first half
of the second century BC. The creditibility of a shorter chronology advocated by J-B. Colbert de
Beaulieu (1973a) and K. Castelin (1978, following Brooke, 1933), favouring production during the late
second century BC, is fundamentally weakened by its failure to adequately account for the specific
characteristics of these early series. The close similarity in the weight and type of the first indigenous
copies would appear to indicate that they were produced close to the time of the original
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prototypes. It would otherwise remain unclear why the coins of Tarentum and Syracuse were selected
over contemporary prototypes if a later date were preferred (Haselgrove, 1987.77) or how access was
obtained considering the usually limited period of production, small quantity and restricted distribution
of the originals (Scheers, 1981.19).
Explanation for the acquisition of Greek coinage by the Gauls is traditionally attributed to the latter's
mercenary service in the armies of the Mediterranean during the third and second centuries BC (Nash,
1995, 1988, and 1987 after Xenophon, Hellenica, 7.120.31; Polybius, Histories, 1.42-3; II.7; 111.41,
72,113; VIII.30; XI.3, XV.l 1; Pompeius Trogus, 25.2.11) . But, as Haselgrove (1987.76) has
acknowledged, the search for a historical context for the introduction of coinage into Iron Age Europe
only serves to compress the chronology towards the time of the textual evidence. The general absence
of Mediterranean gold in northern Gaul and the relative absence of the original philippus and first
generation copies has, pace Nash (ibid.), been argued as evidence against the supposition that these
represented payments for armed services (Fitzpatrick, 1992.3-4). Other than the adoption of the
philippus itself there is no evidence that the eastern Celts fought in either Philip II's or Alexander's
armies (pace Nash, 1987.14, 16-17, 58). The great increase in the number of'barbarian' soldiers in
Macedonian armies only occurred after the third century BC. Gauls are recorded (Polyaen. IV.6.17;
also relevant, Justin, 25.2.8-9) as members of such an army after the accession of Antigonus Gonatas
(285-168 BC) in 276 BC (Griffith, 1968.78-9). The hoarding of philippus staters in Romania and
Bulgaria at the end of the fourth and during the third centuries BC (Scheers, 1981.18, fn.6) would seem
to suggest that the eastern Celts did not obtain coinage through mercenary service at this time. Whilst
mercenary payment provides one historically viable explanation there remain alternative methods
similarly testified in the literary sources (Pompeius Trogus, 20.4.1; Livy, History qfRome,5A.&, 38.18;
Athenaeus, VI.234; Polybius, Histories, 111.41; IV.46; etc.) whereby Iron Age peoples could have
obtained access to coinage through either bribery, extortion or tribute.
That the Danube was the most probable route for the entry of the philippus into Gaul is suggested by
the close copies of philippi struck at Amphipolis that occur in Switzerland and the Rhineland of a high
weight (>8.10g.) and pure alloy (92-90% Au) (Alien, 1980.69-70; 1974.43-44, 57; Scheers, 1981.23,
fn. 10). The absence of the philippus in the Rhone valley (Alien, 1980. 69) has tended to invalidate
Brookes' (1933.88-98) suggestion that the philippus entered Gaul through the Rhine and Saone via
Massilia after Rome's defeat of Macedon in the second century BC. The discovery of three of the six
genuine Macedonian staters from coastal find spots in Gaul encouraged Scheers (1981.18) to suggest
further the possibility that the philippus may also have arrived through maritime trade.
3.3: The development of 'wide flan' coinage in Belgic Gaul.
The striking of Gallo-Belgic coinage is thought to have begun in earnest with the production of the
'broad-flan type' (Scheers, 1977, no.8 els. I-IV and V-VIII, otherwise referred to as 'Gallo-Belgic Aa'
and 'Gallo-Belgic Ab') in the Somme Valley and around Beauvais and has traditionally been attributed
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to the Ambiani (cf. Alien, 1960.100). An alleged fixed point for the early Gallo-Belgic coinage
remains the Tayac hoard, discovered nr. Libourne in the Gironde in 1893, which contained 65 early
examples of Gallo-Belgic A alongside contemporary coinage from the local area, eastern or central
Gaul and the Rhineland, a gold tore and three gold ingots (Kellner, 1970). The hoard was originally
associated with the incursions of the Cimbri and Teutones, c.l 10 BC (Kellner, ibid.), although the
correctness of this attribution has since been variously disputed (cf. Alien, 1960.101-2; Burnett, 1995.6;
Fitzpatrick, 1992.7, fn.22; Bergquist and Taylor, 1987.10-24: Haselgrove, 1987.78; Sills, 1997b.l-2).
An exact date for the hoard thus remains elusive. Scheers (1977.44, 900) has suggested the beginning
of the first century BC whilst Alien (1980.74) preferred an earlier date somewhere between 120-110
BC. Both Nash (1987.81) and Haselgrove (1987.78) have subsequently favoured a mid-second century
BC date. Since the vast majority of the coins deposited in the Tayac hoard were Scheers els. I-IV (avg.
%Au75.8, Cowell, 1992.218-9, tab.2), otherwise referred to as Gallo-Belgic Aa, the hoard offers a
fixed endpoint ('terminus ante quern') for the production of the early wide flan coinage. Subsequent
issues (Scheers, ibid. els. V-VI1I, otherwise referred to as Gallo-Belgic Ab) produced at a slightly
lower level of purity (avg. %Au71.8, Cowell, 1992.218-9, tab.2) and identified as having been struck
by the 'Bellovaci' (Sills, 1997.1-2), suggests that they may have been issued after the Tayac hoard was
deposited.
3.4: The import of Gallo-Belgic coinage into Britain.

Since the majority (60%) of Gallo-Belgic A found in Britain belong to the lighter post-Tayac issues
(Fitzpatrick, 1992.7) a date for their import near the end of the second century BC, rather than the
middle, would appear reasonable (Haselgrove, 1993.36; Sills, 1997b.2). Arguing for a shorter
chronology John Kent (1981.40-41) concluded that the derivatives of Gallo-Belgic A, Gallo-Belgic C
and Gallo-Belgic E, were imported during the first four years of the Gallic War, 58-54 BC, as payment
for mercenaries and supplies (following Caesar, DBG.III.9, IV.20). Gallo-Belgic A and Gallo-Belgic B
having arrived shortly earlier. This proposition cannot currently be reconciled with the continental
hoard evidence which indicates that the majority of Gallo-Belgic coinage deposited was of one type
only, while mixed hoards remain rare (Scheers, 1977.889). This would suggest that Gallo-Belgic A
rarely coexisted with subsequent issues but was withdrawn and restruck as new types, rendering it
impossible for them to have been imported as one group as Kent (ibid.) suggested (Burnett, 1995.7;
Fitzpatrick, 1992.7;). Only one European hoard at Longueil-Sainte-Marie, France, contained two
types, Gallo-Belgic C and Gallo-Belgic E (Fitzpatrick, 1992.12,fn.35; Fitzpatrick and Megaw,
1987.440; Scheers, 1977.67.889-90) otherwise known to have been die linked. In contrast to those
found on the continent the worn or clipped condition of Gallo-Belgic A recovered form Britain may be
indicative of a long period of circulation (Alien, 1960.101; Burnett, 1995.7; Fitzpatrick, 1992.13-14;
Haselgrove, 1993.36; Scheers, 1977.45). This supposition is supported by the existence of a variety of
early Gallo-Belgic types together in hoards, e.g. Gallo-Belgic A appears in conjunction with GalloBelgic C and/or Gallo-Belgic DC in the Snettisham 1, Norfolk, 1948-50; Cam Brae, Cornwall, 1749;
and Westerham, Kent, 1927, hoards. Such an overlap between Gallo-Belgic coin series would suggest
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a greater degree of co-existence in the circulation of chronologically distinct series in Britain than
existed on the continent. Gallo-Belgic A rarely appears to have been deposited with Gallo-Belgic E
(e.g. one example in the Harpsden Wood, Oxon, 1981 hoard; possibly included in the Clacton 1 hoard,
Essex, 1899 (cf. Alien, 1960; Van Arsdell, 1989.535)) suggesting that it had, or was falling out of,
circulation in Britain by the time this latter derivative had been issued.
3.5: Indigenous production of gold staters in Britain.

The subsequent development of the Gallo-Belgic series hinges on Scheers' attribution of Gallo-Belgic
E to the Gallic war, 57 - 51BC. As a consequence of the Belgic confederacy's attempt to finance the
war against Caesar, Gallo-Belgic E (Scheers, 1977, no.24, els. I-VI) is characterised by a considerable
increase in the number of dies (between 1,450 and 1,500 in comparison to 65 - 75 for Gallo-Belgic C)
in conjunction with a rapid depreciation in weight (from 6g to 5.5g) and fineness (avg. %Au 64.5 to
%Au50.2 (Cowell, 1992.217, tab. 2; Haselgrove, 1987.81; 1984,87-94). Since classes III and IV of
Gallo-Belgic C (Scheers, 1977, no.9 els. I-V) are die-linked to class I Gallo-Belgic E, Scheers has
suggested that Gallo-Belgic C terminated immediately prior to the Gallic War. As a consequence
Gallo-Belgic C was struck sometime early in the first century BC, the exact date remaining uncertain.
Whilst this transition may well have been instigated by Caesar's incursions, Bumett (1995 6) has
cautioned against an over-reliance upon a single historically testified event. Haselgrove (1987.80-1;
1984.4) and Nash (1987.114) have both suggested that there are grounds for a higher chronology for
the changeover from Gallo-Belgic C to Gallo Belgic E, c. 70-60 BC. The earliest class of Gallo-Belgic
E, class I, represents only a small part of (9%) of the total output of Gallo-Belgic E and was issued at a
slightly higher weight and fineness (avg.%Au64 5) suggesting that it may have predated the war
(Haselgrove, 1993.39). The only archaeological context for Gallo-Belgic C remains its occurrence in a
mixed hoard found at Niederzier, nr Duren in the Rhineland (Gobel, Hartmann, Joachim, Zedelius,
1991; Joachim, 1991, 1979), associated with the La Tene Dl period in Germany during the first half of
the first century BC.
In Britain the quantity of imported Gallo-Belgic C cl. Ill is higher than subsequent imports of GalloBelgic C classes IV and V. Sills (1997.2-3) has suggested that the very first British gold coinage
distributed in Kent ('Kentish A') was derived from Gallo-Belgic C class III, c. 70 -60 BC,
distinguished by the addition of a 'rosette' motif on the reverse. On the continent the later two classes,
els. IV and V, are over-represented which, according to Haselgrove (1987.90-92), is representative of a
long period of circulation. The type and weight of these later two classes were closely imitated in
Britain as British Al, A2 and B (Cowell, 1992.219), suggesting that they may have been contemporary
and issued prior to the Gallic War, c. 70-60 BC. The relative scarceness of classes IV-V, in
comparison to class III of Gallo-Belgic C, suggests a temporary decline in the import of gold providing
the necessary impetus for the indigenous production of coinage in Britain. Haselgrove's hypotheses
are largely consistent with the hoard evidence where early British types are deposited alongside GalloBelgic imports, e.g. Carn-Brae, Cornwall, 1749 and Westerham, Kent, 1927, suggesting that the
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two series circulated concurrently (Fitzpatrick 1992.14). The worn condition of a British B stater in
association with unworn Gallo-Belgic E staters in the Whitchurch hoard has led to the suggestion,
disputed by Sills (1996.334), that British B, and as a consequence British Al, marginally preceded the
issue of Gallo-Belgic E (Burnett and Cowell 1988.9).
A new fixed point has been suggested with the recent discovery of a previously unknown type
identified as British AO by Sills (1996.334-335), otherwise referred to as the 'Ingoldisthorpe type'. On
the basis of similar decorative elements shared between British AO and class 4 of Gallo-Belgic E and
class 5 of Gallo-Belgic D and a mean fine gold content closer to Gallo-Belgic E (class 4?) Sills (ibid.)
has dated British AO to the first half of the Gallic war, c.54 BC; a resurrection of Kent's (1981)
assertion that all of the earliest uninscribed British coinage were a direct consequence of Caesar's
(DBG, V.2) incursion. Accepting Sills' (1996.334) attribution of the 'Ingoldisthorpe type' as the
predecessor of British Al with which it is die-linked (Sills, 1998.4), British Al can be placed between
British AO, C.54BC, and its successor British La, thought on the basis of its late Gallic prototypes to
have been struck no later than 50 BC. The attribution of British Al to the mid 50s BC in conjunction
with decline in the quality of die cutting, an unusual pattern of die linking and a limited distribution
north of the Thames has encouraged Sills (1998.4; 1996.334) to attribute British Al to the
Cassivellaunus alluded to by Caesar (V. 11, 18-22) during the summer of 54 BC.
Sills' chronology gives British A a comparatively short period in which to run sandwiched between
British AO and British La. This has to be reconciled with the extremely wide range of purity
characteristic of British A which might, possibly, be accounted for in terms of a prolonged issue (cf.
Cowell etal, 1987.8, 14, tab. 1; Fitzpatrick, 1992.14). This should also be considered in light of the
hoard evidence which indicates that die-linked British A are found in hoards (e.g. Cam Brae and
Westerham) that include Gallo-Belgic A and C but exclude Gallo-Belgic E. However, it should be
acknowledged that there is hoard evidence which does suggest that British A did circulate alongside
Gallo-Belgic E after its import into Britain, e.g. the Clacton 1 and Marks Tey 1 hoards (Fitzpatrick,
1992.14, tab. 2). Sills' proposition currently runs counter to a traditional application ofGresham 's Law
to the metallurgical/metrological evidence, but what significance should be attached to this conclusion
remains unclear considering the small size of the sample. British A1 has a higher mean weight (6.42g)
and gold percentage (%Au62.54) than its parent coinage British AO (6.38g., %Au56.53).
3.6: The development of the uninscribed series
This contradiction between the relative chronologies advocated by Haselgrove and Sills render
problematical the current understanding of the beginnings of coinage in Britain. Haselgrove's (1987)
currently accepted orthodoxy, made prior to Sills' identification of the 'Ingoldisthorpe type', presents a
gradual, if unspecified, adoption and dissemination of the earliest uninscribed coinage (British A, B, C,
D, E, F, G) during the two decades prior to the Gallic War. By contrast Sills' (1997a; 1997b) reliance
on the historical record proposes a frantic level of coin production instigated, at least initially, by
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Caesar's foray into Britain during 54 BC. In light of the criticisms levelled at Sills, and in the absence
of a more comprehensive account of his findings, this contradiction remains difficult to resolve.
Despite this controversy the subsequent development of the uninscribed series remains, if not precise,
then relatively clear. Haselgrove has suggested that the remainder of the uninscribed coinage (British
Ha, Hb, Ic, Id and Ja) ultimately descending from Gallo-Belgic C, but deriving elements of their
composition from Gallo-Belgic E, be assigned a date between 57-50 BC. This conclusion may have to
be revisited in light of Sills' (forthcoming) subsequent findings. Although difficulties still remain
(Haselgrove, 1993.42; 1984.97) in distinguishing between British Qa and its late War prototype GalloBelgic F (Scheers, 1977, no. 26, particularly cl. 3), (6.1gms., %Au55.8, Cowell, 1992.217, tab.2) and
the newly identified Gallo-Belgic G (Sills, 1997.4) the adoption of a similar weight standard suggests
that the two series were, at least, broadly contemporary (Haselgrove, 1984.97). Similarly the
identification by both Haselgrove (1987.87-88; 1984.97) and Sills (1996.334) of a number of relatively
late Continental prototypes (Scheers, 1977 no. 27, inscribed 'CRICIRV; no. 28, inscribed 'ROVECA';
and no. 30 inscribed 'POTTINA') for British La renders an attribution prior to the mid- to late 50s BC
unlikely. Production of gold coinage in Gaul is widely believed to have ended with the cessation of the
Gallic War (Scheers, 1972) but, as Haselgrove (1984) has suggested, there remains no reason to believe
this to be a definitive 'terminus ante quern'. The contemporaneity of British Qa (5.9g., avg.%Au50)
and La (5.8g., avg.%Au50) is further suggested by the hoard evidence, the Scartho, Lines., ca. 1865,
and Whaddon Chase, Bucks., 1849, hoards producing evidence that both series were deposited
together. The remainder of the uninscribed series, British Jb (5.6g. %Au31?, 13), British Ka and Kb,
British Ma and Mb (5.4g. 4.6g, %Au40, 26), British N (5.4g. %Au38), British Lb, British LY- LX (5.55.6g., %Au50,40), British LZ (5.5g?, 4.5g?, %Au40/, 50?) and British R (5.6g., %Au46) issued at a
lower weight standard and degree of purity (characteristically copper-rich) appear to have been struck
during the post-war period prior to the circulation of the first inscribed series.
3.7: The inscribed series.
The widespread production of the inscribed series in conjunction with the adaptation of late Republican
and Augustan prototypes is assumed to have occurred sometime after a presumed intensification of
diplomatic relationships with Rome, c. 20 BC, during the reigns of Tincomarus (5.2-5.3g. %Au46) and
Tasciovanus (5.4g. %Au41, 47). Augustus' reorganisation of the Gallic provinces in 27 BC, the
Emperor's second tour of the province in 16 BC and the opening of the mint at Lugdunum in 14 BC
being cited as opportunities when this interaction could have occurred (Nash, 1987.128; Haselgrove,
1993.44, following Strabo, 5.3). These are assumed to have been preceded south of the Thames c. 30
BC by the series inscribed 'Commios' (5.4g. %Au48), a derivative of British Q, attributed to the
'Commius' alluded to by Caesar (DBG. IV.21,27,35; V.22; VI.6; VII.75, 76, 79; VIII.6, 7, 10, 21, 23,
47,48) and Frontinus (Strategems, ii.13.II) and, as is likely, an identically named descendant (Bean,
1994.411-2). The strong stylistic affinities between the staters of Addedomaros (5.5g. %Au39) and his
apparent contemporary Dubnovellaunos (5.5g. Au40% 'in-Essex' / 5.3g. %Au44 'in-Kent') with those
of Tasciovanus suggests that these three series were broadly concurrent north of the Thames. If it is
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accepted that the 'Dubnobellau[' and Tim[' recorded as refugees to Augustus on the Res Gestae (32)
were the same individuals responsible for the striking of coinage then these series would have a
'terminus ante quern' of c. AD 14. The subsequent adoption of prototypes struck during the reigns of
Tiberius (AD 14-37) and Caius (AD 37-41) by Cunobelinus (5.4g., %Au41) and Verica (5.2-5.3g.,
%Au42) north and south of the Thames respectively, testifies to the production of their coinage during
the opening decades of the first century AD. This may be confirmed by the reference to a
Cunobelinus' expulsion of his son Adminius, possibly the Amminus responsible for the production of
silver and bronze series in Kent (Alien, 1976b; Henig and Nash, 1982; Nash, 1982), and his flight to
Caius (Suetonius, Caligula, 44.2) in AD 39/40. It was a Verica who ultimately provided Claudius with
his reason to invade Britain (Dio, Roman History, 60.19.1), Cunobelinus' demise (Dio, Roman History,
60. 20.1) providing an absolute 'terminus ante quern' of AD 43.
The chronology of the remainder of the inscribed series remains no more precise although broad trends
may be discerned. The high proportion of Roman denarii and relatively late inscribed types (May,
1992.103, fig. 4) in the Lightcliffe, c. 1829, and Honley, 1893, hoards, Yorkshire, suggest a date early
in the first century AD for the majority of the Corieltauvian inscribed series. The possibility that the
'Dubnobellau...' alluded to on the Res Gestae (60, 19, 1) could have been a reference to the
'Dumnovellaunos' alluded to on gold staters attributed to the Corieltauvi cannot be overlooked (Hobbs,
1996.28). The presence of Republican denarii alongside a variety of silver types in a number of
hoards, e.g. Eriswell, Suffolk, (Kent and Burnett, 1984), and Scole, Norfolk (Burnett, 1986) suggests
that the inscribed series attributed to the 'Iceni' had begun during the early first century AD. The find
of a silver unit inscribed 'ECEN'(-) in a post-conquest context at Fison Way (Gregory, 1991.189),
Thetford, in conjunction with the c. 60 -70 AD date for the pot containing the Field Baulk hoard, 1982,
Cambs. (Chadburn, 1992), suggests that the die-linked Anted (5.4g., %Au34?), Ece (-) and Been (-)
staters (Chadbum, 1996.10) were in circulation during the early part of the first century AD up until,
and possibly beyond, the Roman conquest of AD 43. Controversy still surrounds the dating and the
sequence of inscribed series of the'Dobunnic'series (cf. Alien, 1961; Van Arsdelll994). The close
similarity in the mean weight and fineness of distinct types only enables division into two groups, the
staters of Corio and Bodvoc (5.5-5.4g., %Au47) being closer to British R (5.6g., %Au46) compared to
those of Anted, Eisu, Catti and Comux (5.4 -5.3g., %Au42-l). The contemporaneity of Anted and Eisu
is suggested by the deposition of their silver types in the Nunney, 1860, Somerset hoard (Van Arsdell,
1994.30), which also contained Roman bronzes down to Claudius AD 43. The significance of this
distinction is not clear, although a date in from early- mid-first century AD for the entire series would
not appear unlikely.
3.8: Conclusion.
The preceding discussion has sought to briefly account for the chronology currently accepted for the
vast majority of British gold staters. A more detailed examination of the typological relationships
between series will follow in the iconographic analysis (chapters 4-10). These will be arranged on the
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basis of the geographical3 and chronological criteria4 established by Haselgrove (1987) modified in
accordance with the findings of Bean (1994; 1993), Chadburn (1996, 1992, 1991), Gregory (1992),
May (1994, 1992), Sills (1996) and Van Arsdell (1994). Whilst this review has highlighted the
ongoing discrepancy between the relative chronologies advocated by Haselgrove and Sills, the
typological sequence described by Haselgrove is acknowledged as largely correct (Sills, 1997, personal
communication).
Chapters 4-10 adhere to the following formulae. A summary of the regional characteristics and
distribution of coinage precedes an iconographical analysis of gold staters assigned to that region. A
description of the relative type precedes an analysis of the forms and motifs depicted on obverse and
reverse dies. Forms and motifs are then considered within the context of the Gallic and British
numismatic repertoire illustrated in the six catalogues consulted. Where feasible forms and motifs are
arranged in a clockwork order around the surface of the obverse or reverse dies. A reconstruction of
the relative stater types is illustrated at the end of each chapter. In order to avoid repetition each of the
respective forms and motifs is discussed once and only included in the regional analysis where it was
first encountered. Subsequent entries that record the presence of the same or similar forms and motifs
in different geographical regions are only discussed with regards comaprable examples from the same
distributional area. In order to avoid repetition the reader is referred back to the original entry for full
details. The only exceptions remain the 'pellet-in-ring', 'pellet-triangle', 'ring', 'rosette' and 'starshaped' motifs which, due to their relative abundance, are only discussed with regards the regions in
which they originate. Upon completion of the analysis, an assessment of the extent of correlation
between numismatic forms and motifs and those represented on other objects of material culture is
presented. A summary of the analysis, highlighting the relevant structural relationships between forms
and motifs, precedes a preliminary conclusion at the close of each chapter.

3 'Western', 'Southern', 'Southeastern', 'Eastern', 'East Anglian' and 'Northeastern'.
4 'Periods II, phases 4-6' c.80 - 20 BC and Period III, phases 7-9' c. 20 BC - AD 40.
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Chapter 4: The 'Northeastern* series; Periods II - III, phases 4-9. c. 80 BC - AD
45.
4.1: Introduction.

The typological sequence for staters attributed to the 'Northeastern' region adopted by Haselgrove
(1987) ultimately reflects Alien's (1963) pioneering study. Alien's (1963.12-13, 28-29) sequence,
based on a decline in weight and specific gravity in conjunction with typological change, is still
generally accepted as correct despite a massive increase in the relative number of finds (c. 350 1963 >
c. 2500 1996) (May, 1994.2; 1992a.96, 638; Hobbs, 1996.27). The 'Northeastern' series is composed
of a bi-metallic issue of gold staters, silver units, half-units and a recently identified series of minims
(cf. Cottam, 1992.305). The stater series is considered to have commenced sometime during the Gallic
War, c. 57-50 BC. These are distributed across the high ground of Lincolnshire and south-Humberside
between the Rivers Humber in the north and Nene in the south, with a thin scattering throughout east
Yorkshire. Recent work by May (1994.12, fig. 5c - d; 1992a. 103-5, fig. 5) has suggested the possibility
of regional distribution patterns for some of the series, e.g. British Ka and the coinage attributed to
Volisios.

Map. 1 Late Iron Age Settlements within the distributional area of coinaee assigned lo the 'Northeastern' region (after
Alien, 1960.30, map 6; Mack, 1964.156, map 19; Cunliffe, 1991, fig. 8.13; 1981.89, fig. 66; May, 1994.fn.2, figs. 2, 5,9;
1996.640; Curteis, 1996.22, fig.5).
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4.2:'Phase 5': 57-50 BC
4.2.1: British Ha/Hb (BM182-183A/184-191; VA800-1, -3/ VA800-5,-7,-9,-ll; M50,50a/Sl,
5 la).
6.15g/5.94g.

(figs: 4.1-2)

Typologically British H, distributed within Lincolnshire, derives indirectly from Gallo-Belgic C via
Gallo-Belgic E (Alien, 1960.108; Hobbs, 1996.14; May, 1994.6-9, fig.2a-b). Alien (1963) identified
two types, 'Type A' (M50, 50a) and 'Type B' (M51, 51a), distinguished by a 'rosette' motif below the
horse. These variations are not thought to relate to any differences in the composition of either type
which remain broadly similar (Cowell, 1992.220). There is, however, a slight decline in their respective
weights in accordance with their overall diameter (c. 19mm > c. 17mm) which may determine the
relative ordering of the series (May, 1994.6).
REVERSE
4.2.la: The 'curved armed cross' motif.
Otherwise referred to as a 'four armed spiral' (Van Arsdell, 1989.219).
The 'curved armed cross' motif on Gallic coinage.
There are no comparable motifs on Gallic coinage illustrated in the catalogues
consulted other than the cross motif represented in front of a profiled head and the
human headed horse on a base gold quarter stater (de Jersey, 1994.85) attributed to
the Osismii.
The 'curved armed cross' motif on Belgic coinage.
Whilst crosses do appear in the Belgic repertoire, e.g. above the horse on the reverse
of a stater type (Scheers, 1977.443-52, no.33, cl. II) attributed to the Leuci, there are
no parallels with curved arms other than those motifs more commonly referred to as
'swastikas'. A similar motif, described as a 'swastika with coiled ends', is
represented on the reverse of unattributed bronze units of the 'beaded mask' type
(Scheers, 1977.162-3, 704-5, no. 181) from Oise, possibly issued during the second
half of the first century BC. Another similar motif in outline, described as a
'swastika', is represented on the obverse of a broadly contemporary potin type
(Scheers, 1977.173, 776-78, no. 197) possibly attributable to the Silvanectes. A
similar motif, otherwise described as a 'swastika with rounded arms', is represented
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on the reverse of another potin type (Nash, 1978.231-2, figs. 603-4) from Berry,
common at Chateaumeillant, mid-first century BC.
The only possible exception remains the motif represented beneath the horse on the
reverse of a bronze type found, apparently, at Sonning, Berkshire (Sherlock,
1956.398, no. 6), but attributed to Belgic Gaul after a similarity with an Ambianic
bronze type (Scheers, 1977, no. 88; cf. de Jersey, 1998b.l51). The motif appears to
be a cross with coiled ends, the arms of which may be slightly curved.
The 'curved armed cross' motif on British coinage.
A 'curved armed cross' motif is represented above a 'boar' on the obverse of some
silver units of the 'Northeastern' 'boar/horse' type (BM3194-6, 3201-2; VA855-3,
possibly 855-3). Although there are no directly comparable motifs to these variants of
the 'curved armed cross' on British coinage, similar, albeit more formalised, motifs
are represented below the horse on the reverse of British Ka staters, types L and M
(cf.4.3.3b/4.3.4c below).
A similar motif is represented in front of the horse on the reverse of a variant
(BM3530; Gregory (1992) Type A') of an uninscribed silver unit of the 'East
Anglian' 'Bury face/horse' type.
A variant of the 'curved armed cross' motif is represented in front of the horse on the
reverse of an uninscribed gold stater (BM571-75; VA78; M79) of the 'Diadem type',
otherwise identified as British XD, attributed to the 'Southern' region.
A 'curved armed cross' reminiscent of Scheers' (1977) no. 181 is represented on the
obverse of a silver minim type (BM1118-20; VA421) inscribed -/ EPP attributed to
Eppillus.
A similar motif is represented beneath the horse's head on the reverse of British B
(cf. 9.2.1 b below).
A 'curved armed cross' is represented above the horse on the reverse of uninscribed
'Western' silver units (BM2981-3000; VA1078; M382) of 'Regular type'.
4.2.Ib; The*whorl' motif.
Otherwise referred to as a 'six armed spiral' (Van Arsdell, 1989.218).
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The 'whorl' motif on Gallic coinage.
There is little precedent for the 'whorl' motif on Gallic coinage. The only example I
have been able to trace is the 'whorl' illustrated above a horse on a silver quinari
(Alien, 1995.41, 63, no. S298) struck in the later part of the first century BC and
possibly attributable to Arvemi.
The 'whorl' on Belgic coinage.
The 'whorl' motif is only slightly more prolific in Belgic Gaul. A 'whorl' is
represented on the obverse and reverse sides of staters (Scheers, 1977.69, 358-360,
no.25 cl.II. 162-165) attributed to the Veliocasses, commencing c.58-57 BC. Within
the same class the motif is altered to depict straight rather than curved lines, leading
to its description as a 'star' by Scheers (ibid.358). Related silver and bronze coinage
(e.g. Alien, 1995.60. no.7; Scheers, 1977.360-1, classes II and I) bear similar images.
A 'hubbed whorl" is represented above a horse on a bronze unit attributed to the
Veliocasses (Scheers, 1977.152-5, 668-77, no. 163, and cl. I, var. a), thought to have
been struck prior to 52 BC, where it is interchangeable with a great number of
variants (cf. Scheers, ibid.568-610, var. a). A 'hubbed whorl' also is represented in
front of a cockerel on the reverse of an uninscribed bronze unit (Scheers, 1977.13132, 591-93, no.121) attributed to the Bellovaci, mid-late first century BC.
The 'whorl' on British coinage.
A 'whorl' motif is represented above the horse on the reverse of an uninscribed silver
unit (BM3200; VA855-5; M405b) of the 'boar/horse' type assigned to the
'Northeastern' region.
A similar motif is represented above the horse on the reverse of a silver unit of the
'Bury face/horse' type (BM3534-35, Gregory (1992) Type B). A 'whorl' motif may
also be represented in front of and beneath the horse on the reverse of an uninscribed
variant (BM3353-5) of the 'East Anglian' 'Snettisham' type stater.
A 'hubbed whorl' is represented above a horse on the reverse of gold staters
attributed to Addedomaros (cf. 6.4. Ic below) where the motif is interchangeable with
a 'wheel'. A 'whorl' is represented beneath the horse's tail on the reverse of some
same variants of gold staters attributed to Dubnovellaunos ('in-Essex') (cf. 6.5.6c
below). A similar motif is represented above a winged horse on the reverse of an
uninscribed silver type (BM2443-4; M288; VA165) attributed to Dubnovellaunos
('in-Essex') despite its provenance in Kent and the presence of'hatching' (cf. 7.2.2c
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below). A similar motif is represented above the horse on the reverse of one variant
of the staters attributed to Cunobelinus (cf. 6.6. Ig below).
The motif also appears on uninscribed silver units of the 'Danebury' type (BM579,
M88, VA262; BM595, VA280, M -; BM609) and those inscribed 'EX'/- also of the
'Danebury' type from the Wanborough excavations, Surrey (BM614-628; VA292),
mid-first century BC. Prominent 'whorl' motifs (cf. 8.4.1 a/8.4, le/8.4.II below) are
illustrated above the horse on the reverse of staters identified as British Mal (cf.
8.4.la below), Ma2 (cf. 8.4. le below) and Mb (cf. 8.4. li below).
4.2.1c: The 'radiant pellet' motif.

The 'radiant pellet' motif on Gallic coinage.
There are few convincing continental parallels for this motif, although the use of
similar motifs on both the obverse and reverse sides of gold, silver and bronze 'star'
types (Scheers, 1977.60-5, 360-1, 152-5, 668-70, nos. 25 + 163) struck during the
Gallic War and attributed to the Veliocasses should be noted.
The 'radiant pellet' motif on British coinage.
The 'radiant pellet' motif is represented on the reverse of British Id gold stater types
(cf. 4.2.2d ), Kb (O) (cf. 4.3.Ib), Kb (P), Kb(R) (cf. 4.3.5b), Kb (T) (cf. 4.3.7c) and
inscribed / VHP (cf. 4.4.4b). The same motif is represented twice on the obverse of
staters inscribed ESVP / ASV (cf. 4.4.2a). This pattern is reiterated on the obverse of
staters inscribed / VHP CORF with the addition of a similar motif behind of the horse
on the reverse (cf. 4.4.3a).
A similar motif is represented below the horse on the reverse of uninscribed silver
types (BM3244-45, M406a, VA862)ofthe 'Northeastern' 'boar/horse' type.
Similar motifs also appear on the obverse of 'Northeastern' silver units (BM3272-3;
M456c; VA924) inscribed -/ 1ISVP RA.
Two comparable motifs appear above two 'back-to-back crescents' on the obverse
and beneath the horse (cf. 5.4.4g below) on the reverse of some variants of
uninscribed 'East Anglian' 'Freckenham 4' staters (M397). A 'radiant pellet' motif
is represented below the horse on the reverse of silver units of some variants of the
'East Anglian' 'boar/horse' type (BM3455-72). A similar motif is represented below
the horse on the reverse of (possibly) related uninscribed silver half units (BM351720).
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A 'radiant pellet' is represented below a the horse on the reverse of an uninscribed
gold quarter stater (BM369/370) identified as British LX from Essendeon, Herts., and
Great Halsingham, Norfolk, resepctively.
4.2.1d: The 'rosette' motif.
———————

Otherwise referred to as a 'sun flower' (Van Arsdell, 1989.217).
The 'rosette' motif on Gallic coinage
The 'rosette' motif is not recorded on the sample of Gallic coinage reviewed prior to
the first century BC. A 'rosette' motif is represented below a horse on the reverse of
uninscribed silver types of the 'severed head' type (Alien, 1990.67-8, nos. S402-3,
S406-7; Nash, 1978.285-7, nos. 656-657) attributed to the Lemovices, early first
century BC. It is interchangeable with a 'pellet-in-ring motif within the same series.
A 'rosette' also appears below a horse on the reverse of gold and silver 'Irregular'
types (Nash, 1978.158-9, nos. 409-414) attributed to the Arvemi, during the first
century BC prior to 51 BC. A 'rosette' is represented below an eagle on the reverse
of a bronze type (Alien, 1990.75, SI 48-51) attributed to the Bituriges Cubi, issued
prior to 52 BC. A 'rosette' is represented above a horse on the reverse of a horse on
a bronze type (Alien, 1995.78-9, nos. S191-4) attributed to the Pictones, also issed
prior to 52 BC. A 'rosette' is represented below a horse on the reverse of postconquest silver types (Alien, 1990.66, nos. 441-444, S365-66) attributed to the
'Aedui' and inscribed SANTONOS and ARIVOS/SANTONOS (Alien, 1990.66, nos.
445-58, S367-74). In the former series the 'rosette' is interchangeable with a
'quincunx' (Alien, 1990.66, no.440).
The 'rosette' on Belgic coinage.
By contrast the 'rosette' motif has an early precedent on staters attributed to Belgic
Gaul. A 'rosette' is represented beneath a horse on the reverse on an early
unattributed gold quarter stater, late third-early second century BC (Scheers,
1977.37-9, 240-241, no.7, cl.I). 'Rosettes' also appear under the horse on the reverse
of staters and quarter staters attributed to Gallo-Belgic A (Scheers, 1977.242-266,
no.8 els. I-VIII). A class V quarter stater is representated with an additional ring of
pellets, referred to as a 'double rosette'. A 'rosette' is represented under the horse
on the reverse of pre-conquest gold staters of the 'Haltinne type' (Scheers, 1977.58,
242-266, no.21), possibly attributable to the Treveri, and on staters attributed to the
Leuci (Scheers, 1977.443-5, no.32, cl. 1). In the latter case the motif is
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interchangeable with another type of 'rosette' with a greater number of surrounding
pellets. A 'rosette' is also depicted beneath a horse on quarter staters of the 'Re"dange
type' (Scheers, 1977.87-8; 465-466, no.38), possibly attributable to the Mediomatrici.
Finally, a 'rosette' is represented adjacent to a 'wheel' on the reverse of unattributed
silver units inscribed IlENNOOINAOC (Scheers, 1977.489-1, no.49, cl. II), mid first
century BC.
The 'rosette' on British coinage.
A 'rosette' motif is represented below the horse on the reverse of staters attributed to
British Id and Id type N (cf. 4.2.2e below). A 'rosette' is represented in front of the
horse on the reverse of British Kb type 0 (cf. 4.3.4c below). Two 'rosettes' appear in
front of the horse on the reverse of staters inscribed -/ VHP (cf. 4.4.4a below). A
'rosette' is represented above a horse on the reverse of silver units (BM3194-96,
M405a, VA855-3; BM3214-15, M410,410a, VA875-1, -2;BM3228-29, M454,
VA884; BM3234-35; BM3238-43; BM3251-55, VA899 var.) attributed to the
'Northeastern' 'boar/horse' type.
The 'rosette' motif is highly prevalent on coinage assigned to the 'East Anglian'
region, but remains comparatively rare on the uninscribed and inscribed series
assigned to the 'Eastern' and 'Southern' regions. A 'rosette' is represented below the
boar on the obverse and the horse on the reverse of distinct variants of uninscribed
silver units (BM3440-1; BM3442; BM3442-4) of the 'East Anglian' 'boar/horse'
type. A similar motif is represented above the boar on the obverse of another variant
(BM3473-511) of the same type. A 'rosette1 within a ring is represented above the
horse on the reverse of uninscribed silver units of the 'Bury face/horse' type
(BM3530-32; Gregory's 1992 Type A). Two 'rosettes' (cf. 5.4.4c below) are
represented above and below the horse on the reverse of uninscribed gold stater
variants of'Freckenham 4' (BM3384; M399; VA620). Similar motifs (cf. 5.4.3b
below) appear either above (BM3405; M403; VA626-4) or below (BM3406-9) the
horse on the reverse of uninscribed gold stater variants of'Freckenham 3'. The
'rosette' is represented above a horse on the reverse of the following inscribed silver
types: -/ ANTED (BM3791 -4031; M419-42; VA710-711,715, 720); - / ECEN
(BM4033-4218, M424, 431, VA730, 736); - / EDN or ED (BM4219-4282, M423,
425b; VA734/740); - / N (BM4283-4296, VA754/756); - / ECEN ('Symbol' type)
BM4297-4328, M429, VA752; -/ ECE (BM4348-4539, M425-8,
VA760/762/764/766); - / SAENV (BM4540-4577, M433, VA770); and - / AESV
(BM4558-4572, M432, VA775).
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A similar motif is represented above the horse on the reverse of an 'Eastern' silver
type (BM1656-7) inscribed - / TASAC1 attributed to Tasciovanus. Three 'rosettes'
are represented in the field surrounding an armed horseman on the reverse of a silver
type (BM1667-8; VA1745; M158) inscribed - / TAS CIO. 'Rosettes' appear above
and below a horse on the reverse of a bronze type (BM1711-13; Mack 167; VA1705)
inscribed /TASC. A 'rosette' is depicted in front a horse on the reverse of a bronze
type (BM 1714-8; VA1707-3) inscribed VIR / VIR, attributed to Tasciovanus. A
'rosette' is represented in front of a horseman on the reverse of a bronze type
(BM 1724-7; M171; VA1750, 1750-3) inscribed TAS / VIR, similarly attributed.
A 'rosette' is represented above a 'horse' on the reverse of silver types inscribed
CVN/- (BM 1858-59; M255; VA1949) or CVN / CM (BM1860; VA1949 var.).
'Rosettes' appear either below or in front of the horse on the reverse of uninscribed
silver types (BM377-9, M435, VA1546; BM 376, M375, VA1558) identifed as
British LX6 and LX7 respectively. A 'rosette' is represented on the obverse of an
uninscribed silver unit (BM650) of the 'Danebury' type.
A 'rosette' is represented below a 'dog' on the reverse of gold quarter staters
(BM986-1005; M107; VA407/408) inscribed CALLEV/EPPI.
4.2.2: British Ic/ld + Id (n)/Ie (BM193-211; VA804-1,804-3; M52/MS3/MS7).
6.07g. /5.98g. / 5.82g.?

(figs: 4.3 - 6).

British I, mainly distributed within the region of Lindsey, Lincolnshire (May, 1994.9-11, fig.2c-d),
derives indirectly from Gallo-Belgic C via Gallo-Belgic E. Alien (1963) identified three types, 'Type
C' (M52), 'Type D' (M53) and the unique 'Type E' (M57), distinguished by a 'rosette' or 'whorl'
motif below the horse. 'Type E' shares an obverse die with a 'Type D' stater from Ulceby Cross
suggesting that both series were broadly contemporary (May, 1994.12). These alterations are not
thought to relate to any differences in the composition of either type, which remain broadly similar
(Cowell, 1992.220). There is, however, a slight depreciation in weight that may determine the relative
ordering of the series (May, 1994.9-11). May (ibid. 11) has suggested that the relatively lighter (6.17 5.31g) British Kb, sub-type n, also distributed within Lindsey, may be a later variant of British Id
which he has subsequently identified as Type Dn'.
REVERSE

4.2.2a: The 'Inverted crescent' motif.

The motif above the horse has variously been referred to as an 'inverted crescent and
pole' (Alien, 1963.11) or an 'anchor-like object' (Van Arsdell, 1989.224, 226).
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There are no Continental or British parallels outside of the 'Northeastern area'.
4.2.2b The 'triskel' motif.
The 'triskel' motif in Gaul.
The 'triskel' is a recurrent motif in central and southern Gaul. A 'triskel' motif,
otherwise referred to as a 'triquetra' (Nash, 1978.39) is represented below the horse
on the reverse of unattributed uninscribed silver types intermediary between those
coins attributed to the 'Bridiers' ('Later Developments') and 'West Berry' Groups
(Alien, 1995.56, nos. 145-8, S167-9; Nash, 1978.26, 39-40, 43, nos. 66-67), mid-late
second century BC. A 'triskel', otherwise referred to as a '3 lobed whorl', is
similarly represented on the reverse of uninscribed silver types attributed to the 'Wolf
and horse type' of the 'West Berry Silver Group' (Nash, 1978.41-3, 53-5, figs. 1226), late second century BC. A similar motif is represented below the horse on the
reverse of uninscribed gold staters of the 'Beaune Type' attributable to the Aedui,
late second century BC (Nash, 1978.69-72, fig. 158-61). A 'triskel' is represented
below a biga on the reverse of early or mid-second century BC gold staters (Nash,
1978.102, fig. 275), the prototype for the late second century BC uninscribed staters
of the late 'Berry Type' (Nash, 1978.102-8, figs. 279-81, 284-86, 296, 301-2, 305-6).
A similar motif is also depicted below the horse on the reverse of gold and bronze
types attributed to the 'Arverni' during the Gallic War prior to 51 BC (Nash,
1978.138, 150-1, figs. 335-7, 350-2). A comparable motif is represented above a
boar on the reverse of post -conquest bronze units inscribed -/ ANNICCO1OS
attributable to either the ?Santones, the Petrocorii or the Pictones (Alien, 1995.79,
nos. 189-90, SI96; Nash, 1978.260, fig. 638).
The 'triskel' motif in Belgic Gaul.
The 'triskel' motif is realtively rare in Belgic Gaul, only appearing during the second
half of the first century BC. A 'triskel' motif is represented on the obverse of gold
staters (Scheers, 1977.60-5, 385-94, no. 28) inscribed -/ ROVECA, struck during the
Gallic War. A similar motif is represented in front of a cockerel on the reverse of a
bronze unit (Scheers, 1977.129, 574-5, no. 107) attributed to the 'Ambiani', second
half of the first century BC (a 'hubbed whorl' is exchanged for this motif in a similar
coin of the Bellovaci (cf. 4.2. Ib above)).
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The 'triskel' motif on British coinage.
Triskel' motifs are otherwise rare on coinage outside of the 'Northeastern' region.
A 'triskel' motif is represented below the horse's head on the reverse of
'Northeastern' silver units (BM3349-51; Ml 46; VA998) inscribed I AT SO / ? E.
An interesting variant of the 'triskel' motif set within a circle is represented on the
obverse of gold staters inscribed DVMN / TIGIR SEND (cf. 4.4.5b below).

4.2.2c: The 'S'-shaped motif.

There are no direct continental parallels. A (possibly) similar composition is
represented on the reverse of two bronze units (Alien, 1995.35, 63, no. S26;.Scheers,
1977.531-2, no. 75) attributed to the Ambiani where a horse is represented with what
is referred to as a 'volute' emerging from its mouth. Only two examples have been
recovered, one without provenance and the other from a post-conquest context at the
temple-site at Chilly (Somme).
The 'S-shaped motif on British coinage.
The only directly comparable motifs observable on coinage assigned to the
'Northeastern' series are those represented on the gold 'Scyphate' series (not
included in this study, cf. May 1992b). A reversed 'S'-shaped motif is discernible
beneath the boar on the obverse of an uninscribed silver unit (BM3194; VA855-3;
M405a) of the boar/horse type assigned to the 'Northeastern' region.
The motif is more characteristic of the later inscribed series from 'East Anglia',
although an earlier example from the same region is known. Three smaller 's'-shaped
motifs are represented in front of the horse's head on the reverse of mid-first century
BC silver 'Bury' types (BM3534-5; Gregory (1992) 'Type B'. An 'S'-shaped motif
is represented below the horse's head on the reverse of later silver units (BM3521-3;
VA663; M434) inscribed - / CAN DVRO. An 'S'-shaped motif (cf. 5.5.1d) is also
represented below the horse's head on the reverse of gold staters (BM3790; VA705;
M418) and silver units (BM3791-9; VA710; M419; BM3800-55; VA711VAR.;
M420; BM3856-959; BM3960-4009; VA711, 715) inscribed - / ANTED or variant
spellings thereof. A very similar motif is represented on the reverse of staters
(BM4033-215; VA730; M424) inscribed - /ECEN. A 'S'-shaped motif is similarly
represented on the reverse of silver ECEN 'Symbol' types (BM4297-323; M429;
VA752; BM4324-8, VA750). An 'S'-shaped motif is represented in the same place
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on the reverse of silver units (BM4219-81; VA734, 740; M423,425b; BM4283-96;
VA754, 756) inscribed - / E or EDN and - / N . Similarly the motif is represented on
the reverse of silver units (BM4348-59; M425; BM4360-430; VA760; BM4431-44,
VA764, M426; BM4445-513, VA762, M427; BM4514-38, VA766, M428) inscribed
- / ECE.
An 'S'-shaped motif may possibly be illustrated behind the horse on the reverse of a
silver unit (BM -; VA1543; M439) identified as British LX18 assigned to the
'Eastern' region.
An 'S'-shaped motif is represented on the obverse of an unprovenanced uninscribed
silver unit (BM -; VA -; M -; CC197.0045) described as the 'Abingdon zoo' type,
type C (de Jersey, 1998b.l50, fig.lc; Rudd, 1997 List 26, no. 33), where it is depicted
above a horse Tjumping over a boar. The type is attributed to a previously
unidentified coin issuing authority in Berkshire and south Oxfordshire (de Jersey,
ibid. 150). Another 'S'-shaped motif is represented beneath a profiled human head on
the obverse of an uninscribed silver unit (unpublished - CCI 97.0994) localised in the
Newbury area of Berkshire.
An 'S'-shaped motif is represented beneath the horse's head on the reverse of an
uninscribed silver unit (BM636) of the 'Danebury type'.
The motif is also represented beneath the horse's head on the reverse of British B
staters (cf. 9.2.1 c below)
'S'-shaped motifs are represented in front of a profiled head on the obverse of
uninscribed silver units (BM2950, VA1020, M376; BM2951, VA1020var.; BM295362, VA1042, M378; BM2963-7, VA1045, M378a; BM2968-75, VA1049, M379;
BM2976-80, VA1074, M380; BM2981-3000, VA1078, M382) of'Regular type'
from the 'Western' region. A similar configuration is followed in the inscribed series
of silver attributed to Anted (BM3032-38; VA1082, 1085; M387) and E1SV
(BM3043-55; VA1110; M389).

4.2.2d: The 'radiant pellet' motif.
Otherwise referred to as a 'pellet with rays' (Van Arsdell, 1989.222-3).
The motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 4.2. Ic).
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4.2.2e: The 'rosette' motif.

Otherwise referred to as a 'sunflower' (Van Arsdell, 1989.222, 226)
The motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 4.2. Id).

4.2.2f: The 'whorl' motif.

Otherwise described as a 'wavy-armed spiral' (Van Arsdell, 1989.223) or 'multi-arm
whorl' (May, 1994.12).
The motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 4.2. Ib).
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4.3: 'Phase 6': c. 50 - 20 BC and 'Period 111', 'Phase 7': c. 20 BC - AD 10
British K (BM3181-6; VA825-1. -9 M447-448).
British K, distributed throughout north Lincolnshire (Alien, 1960.108), can be said to derive from
British I (May, 1994.12). Alien (1963.11) identified two types, Type Ka' (M447-448) and Type Kb'
(M449, a, b, c -450a), distinguished by a variety of different field ornaments below the horse (subtypes
M, N (reclassified Id (n), O, P, R, S, and T). It is not as yet clear what the wide range of typological
diversity within British K (cf. Van Arsdell, 1989.223-6) originally related to, although May (1994.11)
has suggested that this may reflect a prolonged period of minting or circumstances which required a
large output of coins. The close similarity between the weight and type of British Kb (o) and British Id
(n) and their association in the Ferriby hoard suggests that these two series were broadly contemporary
(May, 1994.11). This may warrant a slight reorganisation in the chronological/typological sequence
advocated by Alien (1963) and adopted by Haselgrove (1987.265, tab.A2.7).
4.3.1: British Kb (o) (BM3152; VA811; M449).
(fig. 4.7)

5.41g.
REVERSE

4.3.1 a: 'Inverted crescent' variants.
The motif above the horse has been referred to as an 'anchor' (Van Arsdell,
1989.224,226).
The motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 4.2.2a).

4.3.Ib: The 'radiant pellet' motif.

*-*

Otherwise referred to as a 'star' (Mack, 1964.160;Van Arsdell, 1989.224).
The motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 4.2. Ic).

V* •*
^v A

«

4.3.Ic: 'Rosette' motifs.

*J *

• •'* Themotif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 4.2. Id).
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4.3.2: British Kb (p) (BM3172; VA811-7; M450)

(fig. 4.8)
British Kb (p) is now regarded as a typological variant of British Kb (o) (May, 1994.11).
British Ka

British Ka is further sub-divided into two distinct types. Type L' (M448) is characterised by a
'rectangle-shaped' (cf. 4.3.3a below) motif above the horse, 'Type M' (M447) by a 'diamond-shaped'
(cf. 4.3.4b below) motif. Types L and M have a distinctive distribution concentrated around the
Humber crossing points of South Ferriby, Old Wintering and North Ferriby, possibly indicative of a
sub-regional issue (May, 1994.12, fig.5c-d).
4.3.3: British Ka (L) (BM3185; VA829; M448)

5.2g?

(fig. 4.9)

REVERSE

4.3.3a: 'Rectangle' with pellet in-fill.

Otherwise described as a 'square panel' (Alien, 1963.11) or the 'domino type'
(Hobbs, 1996 and May, 1994.12 after Van Arsdell, 1989.234).
There are no other Continental or British parallels outside of the 'Northeastern'
region.
The motif appears to be depicted above a horse on the reverse of an uninscribed
silver unit (BM3233) of the 'Northeastern' 'boar/horse' type.
A similar motif is represented below the horse on the reverse of regular 'East
Anglian' silver uninscribed 'face/horse' types (BM3556-604, M413; VA790, 792;
BM3605-3759, M413d, VA794).
4.3.3b: The 'curved armed cross' motif.

Otherwise described as a 'whorl' (Alien, 1963.11; May, 1994.12) or a 'multi-armed
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spiral' (Van Arsdell, 1989.234).
The motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 4.2.la).
4.3.4: British Ka (m)

5.2g.

(fig. 4.10)

OBVERSE/
REVERSE

4.3.4a: 'Wheel' variant.

'Wheel' variant in Gaul.
An identical motif is represented below a horse on an uninscribed gold staters (Nash,
1978.153, figs. 365-370) and related silver units (ibid.fig.371) attributed to the
Arverni during the Gallic War, prior to 51 BC. A similar motif is represented above
a horse on a bronze unit (Alien, 1995.42-43, 78, no. S181; Nash, 1978.165, fig. 425)
inscribed CAL1IDV/- also attributable to the Arvemi and struck prior to ?51 BC.
'Wheel' variant on British coinage.
A similar motif, without an outer ring, is represented on a silver unit (BM3234-5) of
the 'Northeastern' 'boar/horse' type. There may be precedents for this particular
variant in Gaul, e.g. the motif represented amidst an eagle, eaglet and snake on the
reverse of a bronze type (Alien, 1995.73, nos. 128-39, SI 11-16) attributed to the
region of the Carnutes, issued mid-first century BC prior to 52 BC.
An identical motif (cf. 6.6.Ic) is represented on later 'Eastern' staters (BM1769-71;
M201; VA1910)ofthe'Bigatype' inscribed CAMVL/CVNOBUIN.
REVERSE

4.3.4b: 'Diamond' with pellet in-fill.

Otherwise described as the 'lozenge panel' (Alien, ibid.) or the'kite type' (Hobbs,
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1996 and May, 1994.12, after Van Arsdell, 1989.233).
There are no directly comparable Continental or British parallels outside of the
'Northeastern area' although some motifs are similar.
A motif with 1-4 pellets within a 'kite' is represented above a horse on the reverse of
silver units (BM3246, VA889; BM3247, VA889-1, -3, -5; BM3248, M456, VA8897) of the 'Northeastern' 'boar/horse' type.
A similar motif, otherwise described as a 'concave-sided kite', is represented above
the horse on the reverse of silver units and half units of Gregory's (1992.62-4, pi.
9.14-17, 18-20) 'East Anglian' 'early face/horse' 'Types A, Cd and B' respectively,
mid-late first century BC. These types have a Norfolk and mid-Fenland distribution.
4.3.4c: The 'curved armed cross' motif.

Otherwise described as a 'whorl' (Alien, 1963.11; May, 1994.12) or a 'multi-armed
spiral' (Van Arsdell, 1989.234).
The motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 4.2. la).

4.3.4d: The 'triskel' motif.

The motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 4.2.2b).

4.3.5: British Kb(r) (BM3179; VA815; M449b).

(fig. 4.11)

5.42?g.
REVERSE
4.3.5a: 'Inverted crescent' variant.

The motif above the horse has been referred to as a 'spread-arms anchor?'
(Van Arsdell, 1989.225,231).
The motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 4.2.2a).
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4.3.Sb: The 'radiant pellet' motif.
^^

Otherwise referred to as a 'star' (Mack, 1964.161; Van Arsdell, 1989.225,231).
The motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 4.2. Ic).

4.3.6: British Kb(s) (BM3180; VA817; M449c)
(fig. 4.12)

5.27g.?
REVERSE
/»

4.3.6a: 'Inverted crescent' variant.

The motif above the horse has been referred to as a 'spread-arms anchor' (Van
Arsdell, 1989.225,232).
The motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 4.2.2a).

4.3.6b: The 'wheel' motif.
The 'wheel' motif on Gallic coinage.
A 'wheel' is represented beneath a horse on the reverse of a late second - early first
century BC uninscribed gold stater of the 'Chenoves Group' (Nash, 1978.72,
no.163). A four-spoked 'wheel' is represented above a horse on an uninscribed silver
unit of the 'bird and 'wheel" type (Nash, 1978.154-155, no.379) and below a 'fox'
on the reverse of a bronze unit of the 'fox' type (Nash, 1978.157, nos. 394-6) both
series issued by the Arvemi during the first half of the first century BC.
The representation of the 'wheel' motif remains relatively rare on Gallic silver and
bronze coinage. Where it does appear on silver units it is represented below the
horse, e.g. silver unit inscribed VOL attributed to the Cavares or the Allobroges
(Alien, 1990.59, nos. 192-194), c. 100-75 BC; and the quinarius coinage (Alien,
1990.62, nos.319-331, S286-297) of the 'Kaletedou' series attributed to either the
Aedui or Lingones during the first half of the first century BC. A 'wheel' is
represented below a horse on the reverse of bronze units ('wolf head and pegasus'
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type, Nash, 1978.225-29, nos. 579-81) attributed to the Bituriges which may have
been struck a Levroux prior to the Gallic War (ibid.201). A 'wheel' is represented
below a horse on the reverse of an unattributed uninscribed silver type ('crane and
trefoil type' Nash, 1978.285, nos. 654-5). A 'wheel' is represented below a horse on
the reverse of a bronze unit (Nash, 1978.257-8, no.633) attributed to the Pictones
inscribed VIREDIOS. The motif is interchangeable with a 'rosette' within the same
series (ibid, no.634).
A 'wheel' is represented below a 'human-headed horse' on the reverse of
unattributed gold staters (BN6765-6769) from eastern Maine-et-Loire and Poitou,
middle third of second century BC (de Jersey, 1994.68, fig.26). A 'wheel' with a
beaded rim is represented below a 'human-headed horse' on the reverse of gold
quarter staters (BN6875-6876) attributed to the Aulerci Cenomani, early-mid first
century BC (de Jersey, 1994.59-63, fig.23, cl. VI) A 'wheel' with a beaded rim is
represented above a 'human-headed horse' on the reverse of an electrum type
('winged figure type' de Jersey, 1994.82-83, fig. 40); in front of a 'human-headed
horse' on the reverse of an electrum or billon quarter stater ('barriere d'hippodrome'
type, de Jersey, 1994 85, fig.42); and beneath a 'human-headed horse' and rider on
the reverse of a stater type (the 'boar/beaded circle' type, de Jersey, 1994.88-9,
fig.46) where it is interchangeable with a boar or boar standard within the same
series; all attributed to the Osismii, late first half of the first century BC. A 'wheel' is
represented beneath a horse on the reverse of base gold and silver or billon types
attributed to the Baiocases (BN6983-6985, de Jersey, 1994.108-13, fig. 57,var. C)
during second half of the second century BC (Burnett and Cowell (1989.3) or c 7060 BC (Fischer, 1987.358). A 'wheel' is represented below a 'human-headed horse'
on the reverse of billon staters attributed to the Redones, mid-first century BC
(classes MX, de Jersey, 1994.99-102).
The 'wheel' motif on Belgic coinage
The 'wheel' motif first appears on Belgic coinage during the late third - early second
century prior to its appearance in Gaul from the second century BC onwards

A

'wheel' is represented below the horse on the reverse of staters (Scheers, 1977.22830, no.3, class II) attributed to the Ambiani, late third - early second century BC. It is
interchangeable with a variety of other sub-designs dependent upon class (Class 1
possesses an 'asterisk', class 3a. has a 'stylised bird', class 3b. a 'candelabra
representing a person with two arms') (Scheers, 1977.229). The 'wheel' is
subsequently represented on the reverse of Gallo-Belgic F (Scheers, ibid no. 26). A
'wheel' is represented below the horse on Scheer's classes II- IV where it is
exchanged for the 'asterix' motif in class I.
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'Wheels' with a varying number of spokes appear above the horse on the reverse of
all three classes of staters (Scheers, 1977.74-77, 394-405, no.29) attributed to the
'Nervii', c.58-50 BC. A 'wheel' is represented on an obverse of a stater (Scheers,
1977.77-81,408-33, no. 30, cl.V) attributed to the Treveri, 58-50 BC. A 'wheel' is
represented above the horse on the reverse of staters attributed to the Leuci (Scheers,
1977.443-452, no.33, cl. II (271-277), c.100- 50 BC, where it is exchangeable for a
'cross' (11.272) and a 'crossed-diamond' (11.274) within the same classification. A
'wheel' is represented below and in front of a horse on the reverse of staters
attributed to the Mediometrici, 100-50 BC (Scheers, 1977.452-457, no.34, cl. III). A
four-spoked 'wheel' is represented below a horse and rider of a silver unit (Scheers,
1977.489-490, no.49, cl. II) inscribed FlENNOOINAOC, possibly attributable to the
region of the Meldi, where it is interchangeable with a horizontally aligned 'S'shaped motif (class I), mid-first century BC.
A 'wheel is represented below a boar on the reverse of a bronze unit (Alien, 1995.61,
nos.9-11, S9-14; 7Scheers, 1977.683-8, no. 165 cl. I) attributed to the Veliocases
where it is substituted with a 'pellet-square' in class II. A 'wheel' is represented
below a horse on a bronze unit (Alien, 1995.74, no. 147) inscribed LIXOVIATIS/attributed to the Lexovii, 57-50 BC. A 'wheel' is represented above a horse on a
bronze unit inscribed ROVECA or ROVE/- (Scheers, 1977.389, no.28, cl. V), c.5750 BC; and on a bronze unit (Alien, 1995.36, nos. S34-7; Scheers, 1977.623-625,
no. 145) inscribed VERCIO/VEK)IO, c. 53 BC, attributed to the Nervii. A 'wheel' is
represented alongside a boar and a bird on the reverse of an uninscribed bronze unit
(Scheers, 1977.621-623, no. 144, cl. I) attributed to the Meldi. A 'wheel' is depicted
above a horse on the reverse of an unartributed uninscribed bronze unit attributed to
the Viromandui (Scheers, 1977.691-3, no. 171). A 'wheel' is represented in front of a
horse on the reverse of an uninscribed bronze unit (Scheers, 1977.657-659, no.156)
and below the horse on an uninscribed bronze unit (Scheers, 1977.664-665, no. 160)
attributed to the Suessiones. A 'wheel' is represented in front of the horse on a postconquest bronze series (Alien, 1995.70, nos. 109-110, S84-85; Scheers, 1977.657-9,
no. 156) tentatively attributed to the Suessiones.
The 'wheel' on British coinage.
The 'wheel' motif remains rare in the 'Northeastern' region. Two 'wheels' appear to
the right and left of a 'boar' on the obverse and above a horse on the reverse of a rare
uninscribed silver unit (BM3212, M406, VA860-1) attributed to the 'Corieltauvi'. A
'wheel' is represented above a horse on the reverse of uninscribed silver units
similarly assigned to the 'boar/horse' type (BM3236-3237). A 'wheel' is represented
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above a boar on the obverse and a horse on the reverse of rare uninscribed silver units
(BM3244-45; M406a; VA862-1) attributed to the same series. A 'wheel' with an
outer circumference of pellets is represented above a boar on the obverse of
uninscribed silver units (BM3238-43; VA877-7) attributed to the 'boar/horse' type.
The motif is more characteristic of the coinage struck in central southern and
southeastern Britain. A 'wheel' with a beaded rim is represented above a horse on
the reverse of uninscribed silver units (BM3534-3537) of the 'East Anglian' 'Bury'
type. A 'wheel' is represented above a horse on the reverse of uninscribed silver
units (3536-37, M412; VA665; BM3546) of the 'early face/horse' and
'pattern/horse' type (BM3767-74; M415; VA675).
A 'wheel' is represented below the horse on the reverse of'Eastern' uninscribed gold
staters identified as British Lb ('Middle varieties' - cf. 6.4.Id below). Hubbed
'wheels' (cf. 6.4.2c) are represented beneath the horse on the reverse of gold staters
identified as British LX5 (BM350; VA1509-1; Ml46). A 'wheel' variant (cf. 6.4.3a)
is represented above the horse on the reverse of British Lc (BM343; VA1491;
M139a). Two 'wheels' (cf. 6.5.Ih) appear within the reverse field of gold staters
inscribed -/TASC (BM1617-1624) and VER/TASC (BM1623-24) and on the obverse
and reverse of staters (cf. 6.5.3b) inscribed TASCIO/SEGO (BM1625-27). Two
'wheels' appear on the obverse of a quarter stater inscribed TASCIO/- (BM1646). A
'wheel' is represented below a horse on the reverse of a quarter stater (BM2015-17;
M198; VA1863) inscribed ANDO/-. 'Wheels' (cf. 6.5.4d/6.5.40 appear above and
below the horse on the variant gold staters attributed to Addedomaros (BM2390-95).
A 'wheel' motif (cf. 7.3.2d) is represented beneath a horse on the reverse of
'Southeastern' staters attributed to Dubnovellaunos ('in-Kent') (BM2497-98; M283;
VA176). A 'wheel' is represented above a horse on the reverse of quarter staters
(BM2514-15; M298; VA185) inscribed -/ VOS1 attributed in Vosenos.
The first appearance of the 'wheel' on indigenous coinage is illustrated above and
below a horse on the reverse of 'Southern' uninscribed gold quarter stater types
identified as British Qc (BM478-484, M65, VA220; BM485-488, VA222 var.; 48995, M70, VA222; BM496-97, VA222var.; 498-501, M64, VA224; BM539; BM5401, M69, VA236; BM544; BM546, M75, VA246). 'Wheels' appear above and below
a horse on the reverse of uninscribed gold quarter stater (BM568-570) identified as
British LZ. A 'wheel' is represented below a horse on the reverse of uninscribed
quarter staters (BM571-575) identified as British XD. A 'wheel' with a beaded rim
is represented above a horse on the reverse of an uninscribed silver unit (BM580-82;
M88; VA262) of the 'Danebury' type. Various 'wheels' also appear below the horse
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on uninscribed silver types (BM583-92, M89, VA264; BM594, VA280; BM610-12,
VA284; BM644) identified as the 'Danebury' type. A 'wheel' is represented above a
boar on the obverse of an uninscribed silver type (BM644) identified as the
'Danebury' type. A 'wheel' is represented above the horse on the reverse of an
uninscribed silver unit (CCI97.0045) described as the 'Abingdon zoo' type, type C
(Rudd, List 26, no. 33; cf. de Jersey, 1998b.l50, fig. Ic).

'Wheels' / 'hubbed wheels' are represented beneath the horse on the reverse of
uninscribed gold staters identified as British Mal/Ma2/Mb (cf. 8.4.1d/8.4.1g/8.4.1k)
respectively. A 'wheel' is represented beneath the horse on the reverse of two
distinct gold stater types (cf. COM 1-1 /COM1-3/COM1-4 cf. 8.4.2a/8.4.2c/8.4.2f
below) inscribed - / COMMIOS. A 'wheel' (cf. 8.5.1e) is represented beneath the
horse on the reverse of staters attributed to Tincomarus. A similar arrangement (cf.
8.6. Ib) may be observed on the reverse of staters attributed to Eppillus. A 'wheel' is
represented above a horse on the reverse of a gold quarter stater (BM798-810; M95;
VA365) inscribed TINCOM/-. A 'wheel' is represented below the horse on the
reverse of a gold quarter stater type (BM 1177-78; Mill; VA465) inscribed COMF /
VIR, attributed to Verica. Another 'wheel' is illustrated as the obverse design on the
obverse of a silver type (BM 1356-9; VA505var.) inscribed VERCACOMMIF / REX.
A 'wheel' is represented below a horse on the reverse of'Western' gold staters
identified as British Ra (cf. 10.2.Id) and those inscribed -/ ANTED (BM3023-27;
M386; VAl066/69; cf. 10.4.Id), -/ EISV (BM3039-3C42; M388, M388 var;
VAl 105, VAl 105 var.; cf. 10.4.2d); -/ CATTI (BM3057-3060; M391; VAl 130; cf.
10.4.3d); -/ COMUX (BM3061-63; M392; VA1092; cf. 10.4.4d); -/ 'INAM'
(BM3056; VAl 140-3; M390; cf. 10.4.5d); - / COR1O (BM3064-102; M393;
VA1035;cf. 10.3.Ih); and BODVOC/- (BM3135-42; M395; VA1052; cf. 10.3.2d).
A 'wheel' is represented alongside a 'bird's head' above the horse on the reverse of
an uninscribed silver unit (BM2950; VA1020; M376) of'Regular' type assigned to
the 'Western' region. A 'wheel' is represented in front of a human-face on the
obverse and below the horse on the reverse of an uninscribed silver unit (BM301318) of'Irregular' type, thought to be related to the series attributed to the Dobunni.

4.3.7: British Kb(t) (BM -; VA821; M450a).
5.4 gms.

(fig. 4.13)
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OBVERSE

4.3.7a; 'Vegetal' motif

Otherwise referred to as a 'flower with three petals' (Alien, 1963, no. 304) or a
'floral trefoil' (Van Arsdell, 1989.225 after Mack, 1964.161).
There are no Continental or British parallels outside of the 'Northeastern area'.
A similar design is represented on the obverse of (presumably related) uninscribed
silver half units (BM3256-57) of the 'Northeastern' 'boar/horse' type.
REVERSE

4.3.7b: 'Inverted crescent' variant.

The motif above the horse has been referred to as a: 'spiral anchor' with 'boot'
(Van Arsdell, 1989.225,232-3).
The motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 4.2.2a).

4.3.7c: The 'radiant pellet' motif
The motif below the horse has been referred to as a: 'star' (Mack, 1964.161; Van
Arsdell, 1989.225).
The motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 4.2.1 c).
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4.4:'Phase 8':c. AD 10-40.
4.4.1: 'AVNT COST' legend (BM32S8; VA910; M457)
5.5 gms.

(fig. 4.14)

OBVERSE

4.4.1a: 'Rosette' variant.
Otherwise described as 'beaded circles with pellets in the centre' (Mack, 1964.162);
or a 'ring and pellet' motif (Van Arsdell, 1989.249).
This motif has no direct Continental parallels outside of the 'Northeastern' region.
A similar motif is represented above the horse on the reverse of uninscribed silver
units (BM3230-32; M453; VA877-3) of the 'Northeastern' 'boar/horse' type. Two
similar motifs appear in above and below the retrograde inscription 1AT ISO on the
obverse and below the horse on the reverse of 'Northeastern' silver types (BM334951; M416; VA998) inscribed I AT SO / ? E. Two similar motifs appear on the
obverse on either side of the 'leaf design on the obverse of'Northeastern' silver half
units (BM3316-20; M464a; VA938) inscribed -/ VHP CO.
A similar motif without the central pellet is represented above the horse on the
reverse of a silver unit (BM3552) of an 'East Anglian' uninscribed early 'face/horse
type', ?third quarter of the first century BC.
REVERSE

4.4.Ib: The 'trefoil' motif.
There are no other Continental parallels for this motif.
A similar motif is represented in front of the face on the obverse of regular
uninscribed 'East Anglian' 'face/horse' types (BM3556-604, M413; VA790, 792;
BM3605-759, M413d, VA794).
A similar motif is represented above the horse on the reverse of an 'Eastern' bronze
type (BM1688-9; Ml70; VA1711) inscribed TASC / -. Two similar motifs are
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represented on either side of a 'pellet-in-ring' motif above a horse on the reverse of
an 'Eastern' bronze type (BM1714-8; VA1707-3) inscribed VIR / VIR, attributed to
Tasciovanus.
4.4.Ic The 'S'-shaped motif.

The motif to the right of the horse has been referred to as a: 'question-mark shape
object'(VA 1989.249).
The motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 4.2.2c).

4.4.2: 'ESVP ASV legend (BM3269; VA920; M456b).
5.4 g.?

(fig. 4.15)

OBVERSE
4.4.2a: The 'radiant pellet' motif.

Otherwise referred to as 'crosses' (Van Arsdell, 1989.251-252).
The motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 4.2. Ic).
REVERSE
<,.
^

4.4.2b: The 'curved armed cross' motif.

The motif to the right of the horses has been referred to as a 'star' (Van Arsdell,
1989.251 after Mack, 1964.162).
The motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 4.2.1 a).
4.4.3: 'VEP CORF' legend (BM -. VA940, M459; BM3296. VA930, M460).
5.3 g.?

(figs. 4.16- 17)

The obverse has been type-linked to the series inscribed ESVP ASV.
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REVERSE

4.4.3a: The 'radiant pellet' motif.
Otherwise referred to as a 'star' (Van Arsdell, 1989.253 after Mack, 1964.163).
The motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 4.2. Ic).
4.4.3b The 'pellet triangle' motif.
The 'pellet-triangle' is rarely depicted on Gallic or Gallo-Belgic coinage. 'Pellet
triangle' motifs appear below a horse positioned around a 'pellet-in-ring' motif on
silver units attributed to Gallo-Belgic B (Scheers, 1977.292-3, no.lOa). The motif
also appears above and below a human-headed horse on an early bronze series
attributed to the Veliocasses (Alien, 1995.60.4-5, Sl-2; Scheers, 1977.668.77,
no. 163) struck during the first half of the first century BC prior to 52 BC.
The 'Pellet triangle' motif on British coinage.
A 'pellet triangle' set within a ring and beaded circle is represented above a boar on
the obverse and above the horse on an early-uninscribed silver type (BM3200;
M405b; VA855-5) attributed to the 'Northeastern' 'boar/horse' type. A similar motif
is represented above a horse's tail on the reverse of another silver type (BM3212;
M406; VA860) similarly attributed. Another example is represented above a boar's
head on the obverse and below the horse on the reverse of a silver unit (BM3216-17;
VA877-7var.) from the same type. A similar motif is represented below a horse's tail
on the reverse of a further silver unit (BM3230-32; M453; VA877-3) from the same
series. A 'pellet-triangle' is represented in an identical position on the reverse of four
different types of uninscribed silver half units (BM3246; VA809 and BM3248,
M456; VA889-7 and BM3249-50 and BM3251-3255; VA879var.) also of the same
type. A similar motif is represented in the same location as well as below the horse
on the reverse of an alternative uninscribed half-unit (BM3247; VA889-3, -5) from
the same series. A 'pellet triangle' motif is represented above a horse on the reverse
of an uninscribed silver half unit (BM3256-3257) of the 'Northeastern' 'pattern/horse
type'.
The 'pellet triangle' motif is represented below the horse, its head tail on the reverse
of silver units inscribed -/ VHP (BM3277-8; VA963, 967). A 'pellet triangle' is
represented below the horse on a related silver piece inscribed -/ VEP T (BM3279-
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81), A similar motif is represented below the horse on silver units (BM3284-87;
VA967var.) inscribed - / VEP. A similar motif is represented in front of the horse on
the reverse of silver units (BM3291; VA967var.) also inscribed - / VEP. A 'pellet
triangle' is represented below the horse's tail on the reverse of silver units inscribed / VEPO CO (BM3308-9). A similar motif is represented below the horse's head on
the reverse of staters inscribed -/ VEP CORF (BM3297-300, 3308-14; VA930var,
940; M459) as well as below the tail on other variants (BM3302-3; VA960). A
similar motif is represented below the tail on the reverse of related silver types (
BM3308-9) inscribed - / VEPO CO. A similar motif is represented below the
horse's head on the reverse of staters (BM3325-27; VA972; M461) inscribed DVMN
/ TIGIR SENO and related silver units (BM3328-9; VA974; M462) inscribed
DVMNOC / TIGIR SENO. The 'pellet triangle' also appears below the horse on the
reverse of staters inscribed VOLIS1OS / DVMNOCOVEROS (BM3330-8; VA978;
M463,463a). A similar motif is represented below the horse's head on the reverse of
staters inscribed VOLIS1OS DVMNOVELLAVNVS (BM3342-43; VA988; M466).
The motif is widely applied in the 'East Anglian' region (cf. 5.4. Ib) but remains
otherwise rare outside these two regions.
4.4.3c: The 'pellet-in-ring' motif.
The motif is comparatively rare in the 'Northeastern' series. The motif is
represented above and below the boar and horse on uninscribed silver types attributed
to the 'Northeastern' 'boar/horse' series (BM3196; 3197; 3198-9; 3200, VA855-5,
M405b; BM3201-2, VA855-7; BM3204; 3205-6; 3207, VA857-3; 3208-11, VA8575; BM3214-5, VA875-1, -2, M410,410A. Variants occur on other silver types from
the same series, e.g. BM3216-7, VA877-7; BM3218-27, VA877, 877-7, M452;
BM3228-9, VA884, M454; BM3230-2, M453, VA877-3; 3234-5; BM3236-7;
BM3238-43). The motif recurs on the reverse of silver types inscribed - / VIPOC E
(BM3310-14, VA955) and - / VEPO (BM3323-4; VA950), both types associated
with the gold stater series.

4.4.4: 'VEP' legend (BM3274 - 5; VA905; M460a).
5.3 g.?

(fig. 4.18)
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Van Arsdell (1989.247) has suggested that the reverse of staters inscribed VEP is type-linked to
British K and should thus precede the AVN COST type. In light of the identical mean weights of both
series inscribed VEP this remains unverifiable.

REVERSE

• •

4.4.4a: The 'rosette' motif.

The motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 4.2. Id).
4.4.4b The 'radiant pellet' motif.

The motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 4.2. Ic).
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4.5: 'Phase 9': c. AD 30 - 45.
4.S.1: DVMN / TIGIR SENO legend. (BM332S; VA972; M461)

5.2 gms.

(fig. 4. 19)

OBVERSE

4.5.la'Triskel'variant.

Otherwise referred to as 'ornamental circles' (Mack, 1964.163) or Marge question
mark objects' (Van Arsdell, 1989.260).
This motifs has no Continental or British parallels outside of the 'Northeastern'
region.
The motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 4.2.2b).
REVERSE

4.5. Ib The 'S'-Shaped motif.

The motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 4.2.2c).

4.S.2:VOLIS1OS / DVMNOCOVEROS legend (BM3330; VA978; M463)

(fig. 4.20)

4.9 gms.

May (1992a. 103-5, fig. 5) has suggested that coinage attributed to Volisios circulated in the RedcliffeNorth Ferriby area.
OBVERSE
4.5.2a 'Rosette' variant.

The motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 4.4. la).
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4.5.2b 'Triskel' variant.

The motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 4.5. la).
REVERSE
4.5.2c The 'pellet-triangle' motif.

Van Arsdell (1989.261) has proposed that the triple pellet motif derives from the
series inscribed 'DVMN' / TIGIR SENO'.
The motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 4.4.3b).
4.5.3: VOL1SIOS/DUMNOVELLAUNVS (BM3342; VA988; M466).
(fig. 4.21)

OBVERSE

4.5.3a 'Rosette' variant.

The motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 4.4. la).

4.5.3b 'Triskel' variant.

The motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 4.5. la).
REVERSE
4.5.3c The 'triple-triangle' motif.

Van Arsdell (1989.261) has proposed that the triple pellet motif derives from the
series inscribed DVMN / TIGIR SENO.
The motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 4.4.3b).
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4.6: Assessment of the correlation between numismatic motifs and those represented on other
objects of material culture.
A survey of the published material from 14 late Iron Age settlements situated in the East Midlands (cf.
Map 4.1 above) namely Dragonby (May, 1996), Old Winteringham (ibid.220), South Ferriby (May,
1976; Sheppard, 1909, 1906), Redcliffe-North Ferriby, Kirmington (Elsdon, 1975; Leahy, 1980a,
1980b; May, 1971), Ludford (May, 1996.639), Ulceby Cross (May, ibid.), Horncastle (Whitwell and
Wilson, 1969), Owmby (Leahy, 1980b; May, 1996.639), Lincoln (May, 1988), Old Sleaford (Elsdon,
1997; May, 1976), Ancaster Gap (May, 1976), Thistleton (May, 1996.218; 1991) and the defended
enclosure at Weelsby Avenue (Foster, 1995; Sills and Kinsley, 1979) reveals little correlation between
numismatic motifs and those found within the wider archaeological repertoire. This is not unduly
surprising considering the comparatively small amount of objects preserved at these sites that have the
potential to carry such motifs, e.g. ornamental metalwork or worked bone and antler. It is not the
deficiency in copper-alloy artefacts from these sites that is particularly significant perse (May,
1996.629), but the absence of an archaeologically identifiable burial tradition that deprives one of a
possible source for much of the comparative material so characteristic of other regions. This is
compounded by the relatively low level of archaeological investigation within the region since the
nineteenth century and a generally poor level in the publication of previously excavated sites (May,
1996.644). There are a few exceptions where correlation does occur, particularly at Dragonby. The vast
majority of other examples, however, occur outside the 'Northeastern' region.

4.6.1: The image of the horse.

Images of the horse remain extremely rare in the Iron Age (cf. Appendix 1). Only one (possible)
example derives from the 'Northeastern region'. The head of a fragmentary fired clay horse figurine
was recovered from the top filling of an Iron Age ditch (Fl, Site 1) at Dragonby (May, 1996.343, fig.
13.11.6). The figurine has been described (May, ibid.) as'likely to be Romano-British as Iron Age in
date'.

Other examples of the horse are recorded on the following objects. The image of a ?winged

horse is lightly incised on a fragmentary piece of flat metal plate intended to be sewn or riveted onto
another article. This horse is represented to the left of a ?tree with what appears to be a ?bird to the
right (Hattatt, 1989.419, no. 37, fig. 8.37). The piece is recorded from an unprovenanced site in
'Norfolk' and assigned a date during the first century BC on account of the application of chasing tools
on this piece and the backs of Iron Age bronze mirrors (Hattatt, ibid., cf. Lowery et al, 1976). A bronze
horse figurine was recovered from a field near Hounslow, Middlesex, and assigned a date in the 'Iron
Age' (Franks, 1864.90-92). Equine imagery is recorded on the repouss£ decoration on upper bronze
band of the wooden bucket contained the cremation burial, Grave Y, at Aylesford in Kent, second half
of the first century BC (Megaw, 1970.119-20, illus.187; Stead, 1971.261-74, 278). Horses are
portrayed on the repouss6 decorated bronze band of another wooden bucket originally containing
cremated human bones, possibly from a first century BC/AD dispersed burial, at St. Catherine's Mead,
near Marlborough, Wiltshire (Megaw, 1970.120, illus.186, 188; Robinson, 1998.145-6; Stead,
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1971.279). A ?horse is described on a bronze disk, possibly a brooch, from an unstratified context near
the southwest gate at South Cadbury hillfort (Alcock, 1972.155, pi. XI).
4.6.2: The 'radiant pellet' variant.

Double, four, six and eight armed 'crosses' are recorded on the rare decorated foot-ring bases of
coarse-wares (cf. Elsdon, 1996.429-3,511 figs.19.17 + 19.62) that occur in ceramic phases 5-6 and run
on into phase 7 at Dragonby, where the disappearance of this form of decoration coincides with the
appearance of wheel-turned pottery (Elsdon, 1996.434). These have been dated from between the end
of the first century - mid-first century AD and are thus contemporary with the production of coinage.
The variety of types (cf. Elsdon, ibid., figs. 19.17 + 19.62) may be compared to the 'radiant pellet'
motifs identified on the reverse of British Hb, Id, Kb(R), Kb(O), Kb(P), Kb(T) and those inscribed
VEP and VEP CORF.
4.6.3; The 'curved armed cross'.
The only noteworthy comparisons include the 'cross-shaped' designs on the Llyn Cerrig 'horn cap'
(Savory, 1976, fig. 13.4 after Fox, 1946) and the 'Battersea' shield (Stead, 1985b) that occur outside
the 'Northeastern' region.
4.6.4: The 'triskel' motif

The only other example of this motif from the same region derives from fragmentary sherds depicting
closely packed 'triskel' motifs accompanied by four small pellets within an enclosing circle recovered
during the 1989 excavations at Old Sleaford (Elsdon, 1997.173-4, fig.84.1). The stamp remains
otherwise unique. The fragments were found alongside other Iron Age rouletted sherds and combed
ware jars, although it is unclear whether these pieces should be assigned an Iron Age or Saxon date
(Elsdon, ibid.).
Elsdon (ibid.) has drawn attention to other examples of the 'triskel' motif on Iron Age metalwork, e.g.
the late Iron Age disks from Ixworth, Suffolk and Wood Eaton, Oxon. (Fox, 1958. 127, 53, pi. 12.b, c
respectively). It should be stressed that such examples occur outside the 'Northeastern' region. To
these examples one may add the 'triskel' bronze 'pendants' cast in the round from Abergavenny,
Monmouth, and All Cannings-Stanton St. Bernard, Wiltshire. The 'triskel variant' (cf. 4.5.la) variant
recalls the triskels set within rings at Ardleigh, Essex (Spratling, 1972.475, nos. 215-7 respectively, fig.
92); a bronze ring with three radiating arms described as a 'triskel circlet' recorded at Meare Village
East, second century BC - first century AD (Coles, 1987.66, fig. 3.12, E84); and that represented on
the Trawsfynydd tankard, Merioneth (Fox, 1958.109, pl.64; Savory, 1976.60-1, pi.Vb). A 'triskel' is
also illustrated in the reconstruction of a tankard from Elvedon, Suffolk, although there is no evidence
of this motif on the surviving pieces, which may represent two tankards (Spratling, 1972. 564, fig. 166,
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no. 365). Repouss6 triskels are represented on the remains of the sheet bronze boss-mount (Savory,
1976.47-8, fig.6 + 12; Spratling, 1972.534, no. 318, fig.142) from Tal-y-llyn, Merioneth. Of particular
interest is the fragment of a first century BC mould (no. 1876) for casting the upper terminal of a
'Yorkshire type' linchpin decorated with 'triskel' motif from pit 209 at Gussage All Saints, Dorset
(Foster, 1980.18; Wainwright, 1979.140, fig. 101.3). Linchpins with actual examples of'triskel'
motifs in relief are recorded from Owslebury (Colis, 1968, pl.XIIb) and Wigginton Common (Ward
Perkins, 1941, pi. XI). Three incised 'triskels' are represented on the outer face with one on the base of
a decorated stone 'cone' of Liassic limestone from the cemetery site at Bamwood, nr. Gloucester,
assigned a date in the mid-first century AD (Smith, 1934.59-61, figs. 1-4; Dunning, 1976.113-114;
Fox, 1958.112, fig. 71a-d).
4.6.5: The 'S'-shaped motif.
Possibly comparable is the representation of two horses, elsewhere referred to as 'hippocamps' (Evans,
1890.373; Fox, 1958.69), on the first and third registers (as reconstructed) of the 'Marlborough Vat'
from Collingbourne in Wiltshire. The two horses confront one another with what are apparently 'S'shaped motifs, otherwise described as 'Celtic lobes, scrolls or palmette (honeysuckle)' motifs (Fox,
1958.69) or 'tendrils' (Megaw, 1970.118-9), directly in front of their muzzles. 'S'-shaped motifs also
decorate the two thin bands of sheet bronze from the Baldock 'bucket' cremation burial, Herts. (Stead,
1971.254-5, 256, fig.3.B, C + F)
4.6.6: The 'whorl' motif.

No comparable motifs derive from objects originating in the 'Northeastern' region. Nevertheless, it is
appropriate to note objects similarly decorated in other regions, i.e. the repoussd 'whorl' on the rear
moulding of tubular tore 1 from Hoard A, Ken Hill, Snettisham, Norfolk, first half of the first century
BC (cf. Clarke, 1954.37, fig. 4; Fox, 1958.48, fig.35; Northover, 1992.272). The handles on a pair
bronze 'spoons' from the cemetery at Deal, Kent, are also decorated with what is described a 'whorl'headed rivet surrounded by a concentric circle (Parfitt, 1995.106-107; Spratling, 1972.606, no. 472a).
Very similar 'whorls' are represented on three fragments of sheet bronze (Spratling, 1972.591, nos.
434-435 respectively, fig. 193) found at the hillfort at Ham Hill, Dorset.
4.6.7: The 'trefoil' motif.
A similar trefoil motif is represented on the roundel of a cast bronze 'strap-union (Bulleid and Gray,
1953.216, pi. XLVI; Spratling, 1972.467, no. 197, fig. 79) from Meare, Somerset.
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4.6.8; The 'pellet-in-ring' motif.
Despite a number of bone and antler objects recovered from Dragonby only three bone hairpins and a
bone 'toggle' bear comparison to the numismatic repertoire. The 'nail-shaped heads' of the otherwise
unique hairpins are decorated with incised 'pellet-in-ring' motifs (May, 1996.345-7, fig.14.1.16-18),
deriving from a first century BC context.
'Ring', 'pellet-in-ring' and 'concentric ring' motifs commonly occur on stamp and roulette-wheel
decorated fineware throughout eastern England during the middle-late Iron Ages, appearing only rarely
on coarse-wares (Elsdon, 1975). This type of decoration (Elsdon, 1975.26-9, fig.6) is thinly distributed
throughout the East Midlands with concentrations in south Humberside, e.g. Dragonby and
Kirmington, and southern Lincolnshire, e.g. Old Sleaford and Ancaster (Elsdon, 1996a.4-5, fig.l;
1996b, 434-436, fig. 19.18). Between 25-50% of the pottery from Dragonby was roulette decorated in
association with circular stamping and/or pattern burnishing. Absolute dating is not yet possible but
the appearance of stamped and roulette decorated pottery in Ceramic stages 1-3 at Dragonby suggests a
relatively early date from the second half of the second century BC - first half of the first century BC
(Elsdon, 1996a, 27; May, 1996.403-4, 434, 442, 624, fig.19.5). The presence of a 'ring-in-dot' motifs
on items of metalwork now lost may be inferred by the fragments of four clay moulds from the
metalworking site at Weelsby Avenue, Grimsby where the motif is represented (Foster, 1995.55).
Where dating is possible, however, it would be prudent to note that the presence of the 'pellet-in-ring'
motif upon other objects of material culture precedes its appearance (cf. 4.4.3c) on the reverse of staters
inscribed 'VEP CORF'.
4.6.9: The 'rosette' motif.
The 'rosette' motif is represented on the stop-studs on the rein-ring of the fragmentary bridle-bit from
Ulceby-on-Humber, Lincolnshire, c. mid-second century - mid-first century BC (Leeds, 1933; May,
1976.161-2, fig. 78; Palk, 1984.38-9, DJ37, fig. C21.1; Spratling, 1972.451, no. 161, fig. 59). As
Corder and Hawkes (1940) sought to illustrate, the 'rosette' motif has an Iron Age precedent that can
be observed on the Witham shield (Brailsford, 1975.10-13), third century BC - first century AD.
'Rosette' motifs are also represented on the stop-stud on the left rein-ring on the bridle-bit from
Ringstead , Norfolk, mid-first century BC (Clarke, 1951.216-7, pis. XVI + XVII.a-c, figs.la + b, 3 -4;
Palk, ibid.37, DJ32/33, fig. C20; Spratling, 1972. 449-50, no. 159). The Ringstead piece has 'rosettewithin-ring' motifs represented on each of the terminal bulbs of it's side-links. One might further add
that the same motif is represented on the terret-rings from Calais Wold Farm (Clarke, 1951.216-7 fh.6;
Spratling, 1972, no. 42) Bishop Wilton, East Riding; an unidentified site in ?northwestern Suffolk
(Leeds, 1933.27; Spratling, 1972.389, no. 26, fig. 6,). The same motif also appears upon two terret
rings and a strap union from the Bury Hill, Hants., early first century BC (Cunliffe, 1995, 34 - 9,
fig. 16.1-2, 8).
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'Rosette' stamps are comparatively rare on ceramics occurring only in Elsdon's (1975) 'Upper
Thames', e.g. at Blewburton (ibid.8, fig.3.A10-12), and 'Lincolnshire' regions, e.g. Old Sleaford,
Kirmington and Ancaster (ibid. 28, fig.6.9-10). These bear little resemblance to the motifs on coinage.
More reminiscent are the 'berried rosettes' common to coarse-ware pottery of the 'Hunsbury type',
Northamptonshire, from the hill-fort of the same name (cf. Fell, 1937), thought to be related to late La
Tene metalwork from eastern England (Elsdon, 1996.43, E.8a; 1976.163-165). The motif also appears
on pottery from Glastonbury and Meare, Somerset (Fox, 1958.135, fig. 81, pl.77c). The decoration of
pottery in Schwappach's (1969) 'metallstil', or metalworker's style, has, in the case of the Hunsbury
group, been compared to the Elmswell 'panel', Yorkshire, with the suggestion that metalworkers were
also responsible for the decoration of some ceramics (Elsdon, 1976.164). The relatively late date for
the Elmswell panel, c. 50 - 70 AD and other comparable pieces, e.g. the repousse bronze 'bucket
ornament' from Santon Downham (Smith, 1909.153, pi. XVI. 1), Norfolk, or the bronze gilt brooch
from Tre'r Ceiri, Wales, render them unsuitable to the present discussion
4.6.10: The 'wheel' motif.

Pre-Roman Iron Age model 'wheels' are rare in Britain, although they are not unknown. None occur in
the 'Northeastern' region. A bronze 'wheel ring ?pinhead' with four-spokes radiating from a diamondshaped hub is recorded at Danebury hillfort from a ceramic phase 3 context, 550 - 450 BC (Cunliffe,
1984 346, fig. 7.7, 1.83), is too early to be directly relevant to this discussion. Two tin models of fourspoked wheels (Coombs, 1992.515, fig.8.16-7) are also recorded at Flag Fen, Peterborough. These too
are likely to be relatively early since the majority of metalwork recovered from this site derives from
the Late Bronze Age, c. 1100 - 1000 BC to the middle Iron Age, c. 300 BC, with very few pieces of
late Iron Age or Roman material in evidence (Coombs, ibid.504). A ?pre-Roman four-spoked 'wheel'
derives from the (dispersed?) hoard at Hounslow, Middlesex, where it was found associated with
zoomorhpic figurines (cf 5.6.1 above), possibly of a votive nature (Franks, 1864.92; Smith, 1925.148,
fig. 172). A similar bronze 'wheel' was recovered from the metalwork hoard at Stanwick/Melsonby,
Yorkshire (MacGregor, 1976.145, no. 93; 1962, fig. 12 93). A ?pre-Roman circular bronze disk with
eleven repousse arms radiating from central hub set within an embossed circumference was found at
Site A '07 at Ham Hill hillfort, Somerset, in 1908 (Gray, 1910.64, fig.15). Both pairs of late first
century BC - early first century AD cremation vessels from Billericay included a pot with a burnished
'eight spoked wheel' pattern on the underside of the base considered by the excavator to be associated
with 'Celtic religion' (Rudling, 1990, 26-7, 29-31, fig. 7.1 + 4).

4.6.11; The'pellet-triangle1 motif.

No 'pellet-triangle' motifs originate in the 'Northeastern' region. Nevertheless the significance of the
three 'pellet-triangle' and 'rosette' motifs depicted on a bronze die intended for the decoration bronze
discs, possibly attached to leather, from Creake, Norfolk (Guerney, 1990.100, fig.4) cannot be ignored.
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The iconography has been compared (Guemey, ibid.) to the silver pattern/horse types inscribed - /
AESV and undisclosed pottery. Fine triple punch marks are struck on the small spherical bosses
characteristic of the 'Snettisham-style' of decoration on the ring-terminal decoration on the early first
century BC tores from Sedgeford, Norfolk (Brailsford, in Sieveking, 1971.16-19 fig.2 + table); Hoard
E, Ken Hill, Snettisham, Norfolk (Clarke. 1954.63-6, pis. XV + XVI; Fox, 1958.34, fig. 18) and Shaw
Hill, New Cairnmuir, Kirkud, Peebleshire, Scotland (Feachem, 1958.112-6, pl.XI.4). A central boss
flanked by two repousse" circles within which three ?coral mounted studs set on bronze pins are
arranged in a triangular fashion are represented on a pair of early first century BC semicircular bronze
plates from the Ringstead hoard, Suffolk (Clarke, 1951.219-22, pi. XVIII.4 + 5). A similar
arrangement appears to have decorated the central boss where the heads of two of the surviving bronze
pins are decorated with pellet-triangle motifs (ibid.pl.XVHI.5) A 'pellet-triangle' motif also is
represented on the cast bronze terminal of a wrought iron linchpin from Wigginton Common,
Wigginton, Hertfordshire (Spratling, 1972.428, no. 115, fig. 42). An otherwise ?unique example of a
'pellet-triangle' motif in the round, three bronze hemispherical balls joined by two worn crescents and
a plain bar, possibly an Iron Age ?pendant, is recorded at Norwich Castle Museum as an unstratified
metal detector find from a site in 'North Norfolk' (John Davies, 1995, personal communication).
It is interesting to note that the 'pellet-triangle' motif, like the 'rosette motif (cf. 4.5.9 above), could
also decorate pottery appearing on fragments from Hardingstone (Group 1) and Moulton Park (Group
1), Northamptonshire, produced during the late first century BC to early first century AD (Elsdon,
1996, E.9.1 +E10 after Woods, 1969).

4.7: Summary of Analysis.
As the 'Northeastern' series progresses from its Gallo-Belgic prototype(s) there is a gradual
transformation in the minor field ornaments that make up a composition. This is more characteristic of
the reverse; obverse designs are rarely recomposed. Whilst variations may contain motifs common to
both obverse and reverse dies, e.g. the 'whorl' (4.2. Ib) and 'wheel' (4.3.4a) motifs on both faces of
some variants of British Hb and British Ka (M) respectively, obverse dies remain essentially
conservative. Alterations to the theme established by the Gallo-Belgic prototypes only occur during the
inscribed series, i.e. from the staters inscribed AVN COST onwards, and are subject to only slight
variation, e.g. the addition of radial pellets (4.4.2a) on the staters inscribed ESVP ASV. Rarely is the
obverse design entirely recomposed, e.g. (4.3.7a) British Kb (T). Reverse dies retain the image of the
horse and alter the accompanying field ornaments. There is a gradual reorganisation in the structure of
the field ornaments around the horse, particularly in the region in front of and below the horse's head
through the addition of a 'curved armed cross' (4.2. la), 'whorl' (4.2. Ib), 'triskeF (4.2.2b) and/or Vshaped (4.2.2c) and 'radiant pellet' (4.2.1c/4.2.2d) motifs on the reverse of British H and I
respectively. Further motifs, i.e. 'rosette', 'radiant pellet' and 'wheel variant' (4.3.4a), are added
during British K. In a similar fashion attention is drawn to the field beneath the horse where the
inherited pellet is further embellished during British H and I (cf. the 'rosette' (cf. 4.2.1oV4.2.2c) and
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'whorl1 (4.2.2f) motifs) with further types, i.e. 'radiant' pellet, 'curved armed cross' (4.3.3b/4.3.4c) and
'wheel' (4.3.6b) motifs appearing during British K. The field above the horse retains, e.g. British H/I,
or adapts through the inverted crescent (4.3.1a/4.3.5a/4.3.6a/4.3.7a) the motifs derived from the GalloBelgic prototypes, rarely altering them directly, e.g. the rectangle (4.3.3a) and diamond (4.2.4b) motifs.
These motifs start to be replaced by inscriptions early in the first century AD, disappearing almost
entirely by the middle of the first century AD with the exception of the fields directly infront of and
behind the horse (e.g. the 'rosette' and 'radiant pellet' motifs).
Within any given series a number of typologically similar or distinct motifs are used interchangeably.
It is worthy to note that no replication occurs between the respective fields, i.e. the motif depicted in
front of and/or beneath the horse's head (in the left or right field depending upon the direction in which
the horse is facing) is never the same as the motif represented below the horse. As a consequence there
is a distinct absence in the repetition of motifs that may be potentially significant.
4.7.1: Minor typological variation within a series.

There is slight evidence to suggest that an alteration in the orientation of otherwise typologically
identical motifs could occur without a considerable alteration in the possible meaning(s) attached to
that motif. Change in the orientation of the 'curved armed cross' motif (4.3.3b/4.3.4c) in British Ka,
sub-types I and M suggests that this was possible.
There is also sufficient evidence to suggest that typological variation on a theme could occur. The
'radial pellet' motifs (4.3.4b) beneath the horse on the reverse of British Kb subtype (O) suggest that
the exact number of radials were irrelevant. The same may be suggested by the variant 'rosette' motifs
( 4.3.Ic) illustrated in front of the horse on some variants of the same series.
4.7.2: Typological substitution within a series.

There is some reason to suggest that typologically distinct motifs could be substituted with little or no
alteration to their possible significance. The interpretation of such alterations should be tempered with
caution, particularly with regard to earlier series, where such an alteration may be more reflective of an
adaptation in accordance with local tastes rather than a pattern of substitution per se. This is
particularly true of British H/I where the pellet beneath the horse appears to be substituted by a
'rosette' (4.2. Id) or, in the case of British le, by a 'whorl' (4.2.20- This may simply reflect the
addition of an outer circumference of smaller pellets or radial arms to the existing design. Such an
alteration could, nevertheless, be significant.
More appropriate to this discussion is the substitution of typologically distinct variants of the 'curved
armed cross' (4.2. la) with the 'whorl' motif (4.2.1 b) beneath the horse's head on the reverse of British
Hb. Or the substitution of the 'curved armed cross' (4.3.4c) with a 'triskel' motif (4.3.4d) below the
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horse on the reverse of British Ka (M). This might suggest that typologically distinct motifs might
have been interchangeable.
4.7.3: Typological substitution between series.
Potentially more significant is the substitution of motifs between series known to have been broadly
contemporary (cf. Table 4.1 over).
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Table 4.1: Motifs illustrated on the reverse of gold stalers attributed to the 'Northeastern' region.

Particularly noteworthy is the substitution of the 'curved armed cross' variants and 'whorl' motifs of
British Hb with the 'triskel' motif of British Id beneath the horse's head during Phase 5, suggesting that
these typologically distinct motifs may have been interchangeable. The substitution of the 'curved
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armed cross' with the 'triskeP may also be observed in the motifs below the horse on the reverse of
British Ka(M) during Phase 6. The substitution of the 'the 'radial pellet' variants on Kb(R/O/P) and
the 'wheel' motif of Kb(S) may imply a similar pattern of substitution.
4.8: Preliminary conclusions.

The 'Northeastern' series is characterised by the utilisation of a localised repertoire of numismatic
motifs. There are a series of distinctive adaptations, e.g. the 'rectangular-' / 'diamond-shapes'
(4.3.3a/4.3.4b) and the 'inverted-crescent' (4.2.2a/4.3.1a/4.3.5a/4.3.7b); or substitutions, e.g. the
'triskel/triskel variant' (4.3.4d/4.5.1a), 'rosette-variant' (4.4.la) or 'vegetal' (4.3.7a) design, otherwise
unique to this region. Inter-regional exchange is relatively limited, e.g. the 'whorl' (4.2.1b/4.2.2f) or
'curved armed cross' (4.3.3b/4.3.4c) motifs. Where inter-regional exchange does occur it is biased
towards the 'East Anglian' region, e.g. the 'radiant pellet' (4.2.1c/4.2.2d/4.3.1b/4.3.5b/4.3.7c/4.4.2a/
4.4.3a/4.4.4b), 'pellet triangle' (4.4.3b/4.5.2c/4.5.3c), 'rosette' (4.2.1d/4.2.2e/4.3.4c)and "S'-shaped'
motifs (4.2.2c). Where correlation does occur, particularly in the case of the 'rosette' motif, these two
regions also share objects bearing the same form of motif, e.g. the Ringstead and Ulceby bridle-bits.
Motifs particularly common to other regions, e.g. the 'wheel' (4.3.6b) or 'pellet in ring motifs' (4.4.3c),
are rare in the 'Northeastern' region. There is no overwhelming evidence to suggest that the coin types
of any particular region of Gaul, other than a preference towards those series issued within Belgic Gaul,
were favoured over any other district. This bias may, however, be attributable to sample analysed.
There are relatively few examples of any other reliable form of correlation between the iconography of
coinage and other objects of material culture. This would suggest that the numismatic repertoire was
neither utilised upon, nor considered appropriate to, other media originating from within the
'Northeastern' region.

Other than the (possible) image of the horse in the assemblage from Dragonby, there are no other
examples of the subject matter of staters, and of coinage in general, corresponding to figural art in the
round. Indeed, there is a distinct absence of relevant examples of figural art in the round recovered
from the 'Northeastern' region and attributable to the late Iron Age. Only two examples, the bovine
headed bronze bucket ornament/spout from Kirmington (May, 1976.171-2, fig.86.2; Spratling,
1972.576, no. 396, fig. 180) and the ram headed bronze terminal from Owmby (May, 1976.172-173,
fig.86.1), Lincolnshire, have been assigned to the 'Late Iron Age'. The equine or bovine headed
roundel decoration on the mid-third century BC - first century AD bronze shield cover from the River
Witham (Brailsford, 1975.11-13; 1978.27-31) remains the only other eligible candidate. A similar late
third - early second century BC shield cover with a bronze boar 'plate', also from the River Witham,
(Brailsford, 1975.11-13; Jope, 1978.27-31), falls outside the relevant period. The only other recorded
example of this type of art from this region is a ?boar headed horn, now lost, from Tattershal! Bridge,
nr. Lincoln (Megaw (1970.160). The absence of anthropomorphic form on both coinage and other
items of material culture is worthy of note. This further absence of any correlation between the subject
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matter of coinage and other media lends further substance to the belief that the iconography of coinage
was restricted, or only considered appropriate to, this particular medium. There is little evidence to
suggest that it was necessary for issuing authorities to radically distinguish between successive issues
or compete with increasingly elaborate designs. Stylistic continuity and the reuse of a regionally
specific repertoire of interchangeable motifs suggest that an emphasis was, therefore, placed on the
preservation of a local tradition and continuity between issues.
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Fig. 4.1: Figural Representation of British Ha.
The examples illustrated below derive from staters identified by Alien (1963) as British Ha (Mack 50 and 50a).

The Reverse.

oo
00

The Obverse.

The principal reverse design derives from a variant of M50 (CC 169,0112). The
reconstruction is assumed to be relatively complete when the additional elements, illustrated
below, are added to the final reconstruction.

Right field. The design in the right of the horse is
visible on a variant of'M50a (CCI94.0218).

The principal obverse design derives from a variant of Mack 50 (CCI69.0112). It is not
clear to what extent the reconstruction illustrated below reflects the original since the edge
of the die was not discernible.

Die Edge. The edge of the die is visible on
a variant of Mack 50a lCC'163.0005).

Fig. 4.2: Figural Representation of British Hb.

Mack 5 la variant
(CC1963321)

&
^>?3r

Scale: 2:1

•••..

00

o>

•'^kSla variant
CCI63 0007).

Mack 51 variant
(CCI69.0777;
63.006).

Mack 51a variant
(CCI69.0122;
$1V 94.1029; 94.1417)

variant
(CCI69.0I18;
74.004)

The principal reverse design derives from a variant of 51 (CCI96.1486). It is not clear to
what extent the reconstruction suggested, even with the addition of the elements illustrated
below, reflects the original since the edge of the was not discernible.

The Reverse.

The examples illustrated below derive from staters identified by Alien (1963) as British Hb (Mack 51 and Mack 5 la).

The Obverse.

Right field. A portion of the right field is visible on
a variant of Mack 51 (69.0118).

The principal reverse design derives from a variant of Mack 5 la (CC195.1302). It is not
clear to what extent the reconstruction, with the various additions illustrated below, reflects
the appearance of the original since the edge of the die was not discernible.
Upper field: A portion of the upper field is
visible on a variant of Mack 51
(CCI95.1307)

Scale: 2:1

Mack 5 1 variant
(CCI69.0118:
74.004)

L

Fig. 4.3: Figural Representation of British Ic

The examples illustrated below derive from staters identified by Alien (1963) as British Ic (Mack 52 and 53).

The Reverse.

O
o>
The Obverse.

The principal reverse design derives from a variant of Mack 52 (69.0125). The
reconstruction is assumed to be complete when the additional elements, illustrated below,
are added to the final reconstruction.

Die edae: The ed«e of the die is visible on a variant
of Mack 52 (95.3437).

r'»I»'*:v»

Scale: 2:1

The principal obverse design derives from a variant of Mack 53 (84.0682; 96.1146;
96.3090). It is not clear to what extent the reconstruction suggested below reflects the
original as the edge of the die was not discernible.

j$&l
Scale: 2:1

Mack 52
variant
(CCI69.0I23) L

Fig. 4.4: Figural Representation of British Id.
The examples illustrated below derive from staters identified by Alien (1963) as British Id (Mack 54, 55 and 56).

The Reverse.

o>

The Obverse.

The principal reverse design derives from a variant of Mack 56 (CCI63.0011; 63.0012?). It
is not clear to what extent the reconstruction suggested reflects the original since the edge of
the die svas not discernible.

Scale: 2:1

' i(% Mack 56 variant
\_JL (CCI75.0005).

^ ^^«-™

^tr^*>
•Ha»*

V*.

I ** -^ . Mack 54 variant
i (CCI69.0130).

The principal reverse design derives from a variant of M54 (CC169.0130). It is not clear to
what extent the example illustrated below reflects the original since the edge of the die was
not discernible.

Scale: 2:1

Mack 56 variant
(CCI80.00IO;

94.0735)

Mack 55 vari
(CCI67.0029)

Fig. 4.5: Figural Representation of British Id. type n.

The Reverse.

The examples illustrated below derive from staters identified by Alien (1963) as British Kb, sub-type n (M449a) subsequently reclassified by May (1994.11) as
'Type Dn'

The Obverse.

The principal reverse derives from a variant of Mack 449a (CCI96.2694). It is not clear to
what extent the example reflects the original design since the edge of the die was not
discernible.

Scale: 2:1

The principal obverse derives from a variant of Mack 449a (CCI96.2694). It is not clear to
what extent the example reflects the original design since the edge of the die was not
discernible.

Scale: 2:1

Fie. 4.6; Fieural Representation of British le.

o>

The Reverse.

The examples illustrated below derive from coins identified by Alien (1963) as British le (Mack 57).

The Obverse.

The reverse die derives from a variant of Mack 57 (CCI63.0013). It is not clear to what
extent the example represents the original since the design remains unique.

Scale: 2:1

The obverse die derives from a variant of Mack 57 (CCI63.0013). It is not clear to what
extent the example reflects the original since the edge of the die is not recorded.

Scale: 2:1

Fig. 4.7: Figural Representation of British Kb. type o.

The examples illustrated below derive from staters identified by Alien (1963) as British Kb, sub-type o (Mack 449).
The Reverse.

Mack 449
variant
(CCI93.0108;
95.0655).

*MiWA*

The lower Held is discernible on a variant ofMack
449 (CCI95 3621

0)

The Obverse.

The principal reverse die derives from a variant of M449 (CCI95.3674). The reconstruction
suggested is assumed to be relatively complete when the additional elements, illustrated
below, are added to the final reconstruction.

The upper leU Held and cduc of the die are discernible on
^ - " ~ ~ - ^
a variant ofM449(CU95 3620)

The principal obverse design derives from a variant of Mack 449 (CCI93.0419; 94.1558). It
is not clear to what extent the reconstruction suggested reflects the original as the edge of
the die was not discernible.

Scale: 2:1

variant
(CCI95.0832).

Mack 449
variant
(CCI94.1038)

Mack 449

Mack 449
-* •
variant
(CCI63.0035

Mack 449
variant
(CCI95.3622)

Mack 449
variant
(CCI93.0086;
93.0810)

Mack 449
variant
(CCI95.3620)1

Mack 449

variant
(CCI66.0033).
Mack 449

variant
(CCI68.0012)

Fig.4.8: Figural Representation of British Kb. tvpc p.

The Obverse.

The reverse design derives from a variant of M450 (CCI96.2626). The example illustrated
below is thought to be relatively complete.

The Reverse.

The examples illustrated below derive from staters identified by Alien (1963) as British Kb. sub-type p (M450).

The dies used to strike the obverse of M450 were blank.

Mack 450

variant
(CCI73.0078)

Fig. 4.9: Figural Representation of British Ka, type I (Mack 448).

The examples illustrated below derive from staters identified by Alien (1963) as British Ka, type 1 (Mack 448).

The Reverse.

to
o>
The Obverse.

The principal reverse design derives from a variant of Mack 448 (66.0031; 94.1036;
94.1262). It is not clear to what extent he reconstruction suggests reflects the original
although it is assumed to be relatively complete.

Die-edge: The edge of the die is visible on a variant of Mack 448
(CCI93.0333.93.0420).

Scale: 2:1

The principal obverse design derives from a variant of Mack 448. The generally worn
condition of the majority of obverse dies prevents accurate reconstruction.

Scale: 2:1

Mack 448
variant
(CCI68.0006)

Fig. 4.10: Figural Representation of British K. type in.

The Reverse.

The examples illustrated below derive from staters identified by Alien (1963) as British K, type m (M447).

The Obverse.

The principal reverse design derives from a variant of Mack 447 (CCI83.0241). The
reconstruction is assumed to be relatively complete although the edge of the die was not
discernible.

Die-edge: The edge of (he die is visible on a variant of
Mack447(CCI94~01l8).

/*

Scale: 2:1.

The principal obverse design derives from a variant of Mack 447 (CCI83.0241). The
generally worn condition of many of the obverse dies prevents accurate reconstruction.

Scale: 2:1.

Mack 447 variant
(CCI94.I035:

Mack 447 variant
(CCI96.I487)

Fig. 4.11: Figural Representation of British Kb. type r.

The Reverse.

The example illustrated below derives from staters identified by Alien (1963) as British Kb, sub-type r (Mack 449b).

The Obverse.

oo
o>

The generally worn condition of the obverse on staters prevents an accurate reconstruction.

The principal reverse die derives from a variant of Mack 449b (CCI63.0079: 93.0820). It is
not clear to what extent the reconstruction suggested resembles the original since the edge
of the die was not discernible.

Scale: 2:1

Fig. 4.12: Figural Representation of British Kb. type s.

The Obverse.

The principal reverse design derives from one of the two surviving examples of Mack 449c
(CCI68.0021). It is not clear to what extent the example illustrated below reflects the
original since the edge of the die was not discernible.

The Reverse.

The following example derives from staters identified by Alien (1963) as British Kb. sub-type s (Mack 449c)

The worn condition of the two surviving examples of Mack 449c prevents an accurate
reconstruction.

Scale: 2:1

Fig. 4.13: Figural Representation of British Kb, type t.
The examples illustrated below derive from staters identified by Alien (1963) as British Kb. type t (Mack 450a).

The Reverse.

8
The Obverse.

The principal reverse design derives from a variant of Mack 450a (CCI63.0082). It is not
clear to what extent the example illustrated reflects the original although it is assumed to be
relatively complete although since the edge of the die was not discernible.

Scale: 2:1

The principal obverse derives from a variant of Mack 450a (CCI63.0082). Despite being
one of only two surviving examples of M450a recorded at the CCI the reconstruction is
assumed to be relatively complete, although the edge of the die was not discernible.

Scale: 2:1

Fig. 4.14: Figural Representation of staters inscribed - / 'AVIS COST1 .

The Obverse.

The reverse derives from a variant of Mack 457 (CCI63.0I39) inscribed 'AVN COST'. It is
not clear to what extent the example illustrated below reflects the original since the edge of
the die was not discernible.

The Reverse.

The examples illustrated below derive from staters attributed to 'Aun Cost' (Mack 457).

The obverse design derives from a worn variant of Mack 457 (CC163.0139). It is not clear
to what extent the example illustrated below reflects the original since the edge of the die
was not discernible.

Fig. 4.15: Figural Representation of staters inscribed - /' IISVP ASV

The Obverse.

The principal reverse design derives from a variant of Mack 456b (CC197.1506) inscribed
'IISVP ASV. It is not clear to what extent the example illustrated below reflects the
original since the edge of the die was not discernible.

The Reverse.

The examples illustrated below derive from staters attributed to 'Esup Asif (M456b),

The obverse design derives from a variant of Mack456b (CCI63.0136). It is not clear to
what extent the example illustrated below reflects the original since the edge of the die was
not discernible.

The lower field is discernible on a variant
ofMack456b(CCI75.00L2).

Fig. 4.16: Figural Representation of staters inscribed - / 'VEP CORF'.

The Obverse.

The principal reverse design from a variant of Mack 459 (CCI6I.012I; 63.0143) inscribed
'VEP CORF'. The reconstruction is presumed to be relatively complete when the additional
elements, illustrated below, are added to the final reconstruction.

The Reverse.

The examples illustrated below derives from staters attributed to 'Vep' (M459).

The obverse design derives from a variant of Mack 459 (CC184.0027). It is not clear to
what extent the example illustrated below reflects the original since the edge of the die was
not discernible.

The riaht Held is visible on a variant oI'Mack 459 (CCI63.0144).

Variant of Mack 459
£yCX-|68.0032). worn.

Fig. 4.17: Figural Representation of staters inscribed - / 'VEP CORF'.

The Obverse.

The principal reverse design derives from a variant of Mack 460 (CCI97.1048) inscribed
'VHP CORF'. The design is presumed to be relatively complete.

The Reverse.

The examples illustrated below derives from staters attributed to 'Vep' (M460).

The obverse design derives from a variant of Mack 460 (CCI97.1048). It is not clear to
what extent the design illustrated below reflects the original since the edge of die are not
discernible on the five examples recorded at the CCI.

The edge of the die is discernible on a variant of Mack
460 (CCI63 0146).

Mack variant
(CCI63.0146).

Fig. 4.18: Figural Representation of staters inscribed -/ 'VEP'.

The examples illustrated below derive from staters attributed to 'Vep' (Mack 460a).

The Obverse.

The dies used to strike the obverse of Mack 460a are worn blank, although Hobbs
(1996.181) has noted the presence of a 'leaf on some examples.

The Reverse.

to
o

The principal reverse design derives from a variant of Mack 460a (CCI90.0808). It is not
clear to what extent the example illustrated below reflects the original since the edge of the
design is not entirely visible on the three examples recorded at the CCI.

The upper left Held and (he edge of the die are discernible on a variant of
Mack460a(CCI63.0148).

Fig. 4.19: Figural Representation of staters inscribed 'DVMN' / 'TIG1R SENO'.

The Reverse.

The examples illustrated below derive from staters attributed to 'Dumn[ocoveros?]' (M461 ]

The Obverse.

The principal reverse design derives from a variant of Mack 461 (CCI61.01222; 93.0859)
inscribed TIGIR ?SENO\ The reconstruction is thought to be relatively complete when the
additional elements, illustrated below, are added to the final reconstruction.

The left and lower fields are discernible on a variant of
M46I (CCI61 0123:61 0124)

The obverse design derives from a variant of Mack 461 (82.0149). It is not clear to what
extent the examples illustrated below reflect the original since the edge of the die was not
discernible.

^«©

Mack 461 variant (CCI68.0039; 76.0007)

Fig. 4.20: Figural Representation of staters inscribed 'VOLISIOS' / 'DVMNOCOVEROS'.

The Obverse.

The reverse design derives from a variant of Mack 466 (CCI63.0153; 97.1791) inscribed
'DUM NOCO VER OS'. The reconstruction is presumed to be relatively complete
although (lie edge die was not discernible.

The Reverse.

The examples illustrated below derive from staters attributed to Volisios and Dumnocoveros?) (M463).

The obverse design derives from a variant of Mack 463 (CCI73.0120) inscribed 'VO LI SI
OS'. The design is thought to be relatively complete when the additional elements,
illustrated below, are added to the final reconstruction. The edge the die was not
discernible.
The upper and lower left field were discernible on variants of
Mack 463 (CCI63.0I62 and 63.160 respectively.

Vn % 9 L l^

Fig. 4.21: Figural Representation of staters inscribed 'VOLISIOS' / 'DVMNOVELLAUNOS'.

The Reverse.

The examples illustrated below derive from staters attributed to Volisios and Dumnovellaunos (M466).

CO

The Obverse.

The reverse design derives from a variant of Mack 466 (66.0044) inscribed 'DVM NO ?
AV. ]. It is not clear to what extent the example illustrated below reflects the original since
the edge the die was not visible on the four examples recorded at the CCI.

9

The obverse design derives from a variant of Mack 466 (66.0044) inscribed 1 VO L[?S] SI
O[?S]. It is not clear to what extent the example illustrated below reflects the original since
the edge the die was not visible on the four examples recorded at the CCI.

Chapter 5; The 'East Anglian* Series; Periods II - III, phases 4 -9, c. 80 BC - AD
45.

5.1; Introduction.

The typological sequence for staters attributed to the 'East Anglian' region adopted by Haselgrove
(1987) ultimately derives from Alien's (1970) original study. Alien (ibid.6, 11) suggested that the
series commenced sometime after British J with the staters deposited in the 1886 Freckenham hoard
(Montegu, 1886). Alien (ibid.) arranged the so-called 'Freckenham' staters, or 'British N', on the basis
of wear, followed by the staters attributed to 'Antedios'. Despite an increase in the number of finds (c.
1150 1970 > 1378 1988) Alien's sequence is still generally accepted as correct (Hobbs, 1996.29)
although the emergence of new material, particularly the Snettisham hoard (Gregory, 1992) and
Chadburn's (1996, 1991) successive reevaluations of the Freckenham hoard have highlighted the
necessity for some revision. The 'East Anglian' series is composed of a bi-metallic issue of gold
staters, quarter staters, silver units and silver half units. These are distributed throughout Norfolk,
northeast Cambridgeshire and northern Suffolk with concentrations around
Norwich and the Breckland region (Hobbs, 1996.29).

Thornham

Warham
Wiehton

Map 5.1 : Late Iron Age settlement, hoard and find sites within the distributional area of coinage assigned to the 'East
Anglian' region (after Cunliffe, 1981, fig. 67; de Jersey, 1997b; Gregory, 1992, figs. 1 -3; Mack, 1964, map!8)
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5.2: 'Phase 4' and 'Phase 5'. c. 80 BC - 50BC
5.2.1: British AO (M -; VA - ; BM - ).

6.37g.

(fig. 5.1)

Typologically British AO, otherwise referred to as the 'Ingoldisthorpe type', is characterised by a close
similarity to Gallo-Belgic C, although the influence of later Gallo-Belgic issues, Gallo-Belgic E and
Gallo-Belgic D, may also be discernible (Sills, 1996.334). The mean weight of British AO is
comparable to Gallo-Belgic C, although the mean fine gold weight (3.6 g.) is closer to Gallo-Belgic E
(Sills, 1996.354). Only four examples are known, all from findspots in East Anglia (Littleport,
Cambridgeshire (2) and Ingoldisthorpe, Norfolk (2)). Sills (1998.4) has designated the site responsible
for striking British AO and Westerham B variants of British Al, with which it is die-linked, as 'Mint B'
located 'somewhere in or on the borders of East Anglia' . As a consequence, and in the absence of any
further finds, British AO is included in this discussion relating to the 'East Anglian' region.
REVERSE

©

5.2.la: The 'pellet-in-ring' motif.

Sills (1996.334) derived the 'pellet-in-ring' motif represented above the back of the
horse on the reverse of British AO from either Gallo-Belgic E cl. 4 or Gallo-Belgic D
cl 5. Whilst there remains no reason to dispute this attribution, it is prudent to note
the presence of similar motifs in front of the horse on els. 2-4 and els. 6-8 of GalloBelgic A, which would appear to derive from similar motifs depicted in cl. 1 (cf.
Scheers, pi. II-III, 51-68). 'Pellet-in-ring' motifs also appear below the horse on a
rare silver issue of Gallo-Belgic B (Scheers lOa, pi. IV, 104-6) not found in Britain.
Reference must also be made to the rare 'Haltinne type' (Scheers, ibid. 1977.142146, cl. 21) struck prior to the Gallic War and attributed to the Treveri which may
also depict a 'pellet-in-ring' motif in a position identical to that on British AO.
'Pellet-in-Ring' motif on 'East Anglian' coinage.
Multiple 'pellet-in-ring' motifs appear in the field around the horse on the reverse of
uninscribed gold staters (BM3365-74; BM3375-82, VA1505, M143) of the
'Snettisham type'. Two 'pellet-in-ring' motifs are represented below the horse's tail
on the reverse of gold quarter staters also of the 'Snettisham' type (BM3420-1). The
same motif is represented below the horse and beneath its tail on the reverse of gold
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quarter staters of the 'Irstead' type (BM3436; VA628; M404A; BM3437-8; VA628;
M404; BM3439). A 'pellet-in-ring' motif is represented below the horse on other
variants (BM3427-34) from the same series. A 'pellet-in-ring' motif is represented on
the obverse of'Freckenham 1' (cf. 5.4.2a below), 'Freckenham 2' (cf. 5.4. la below)
and 'Freckenham 3' staters and some variants of'Freckenham 4' (cf. 5.4.4e below).
A similar motif is depicted below the horse on the reverse of Freckenham 1 staters
(cf. 5.4.2e). A further 'pellet-in-ring' in represented above the horse on the reverse
of Freckenham 4 (cf. 5.4.4e).
A 'pellet-in-ring' motif is represented below the tail of a boar on the obverse of silver
types (BM3445-54; VA655; M407; BM3455-3472; VA657; M408) of the 'East
Anglian' 'boar/horse' series. The same motif is represented below the boar on the
obverse of silver half units (BM3513-6) of the same type.
'Pellet-in-ring' motifs are represented in the field around the horse on the reverse of
silver 'Bury' types (BM3524; VA80; M438, Gregory's (1992) 'Type A'; BM3528-9;
Gregory's (ibid.) 'Type C'; BM3530-32). 'Pellet-in-ring' motifs are also represented
in the field around the horse on a variety of silver 'Early face/horse' types (BM35367, VA665.M412; BM3538-9; VA665-3, -9, M413A, 413B; BM3541-5, VA665-7,
M413E, Gregory's (ibid.) 'Type C'; BM3547; BM3548; BM3550-1, Gregory's
(ibid.)'Type C'; BM3552; BM3553, Gregory's (ibid.) Type B'; BM3554; BM3555,
Gregory's (ibid.) 'Type B').
A 'pellet-in-ring' motif is represented below the horse on the reverse of silver 'Early
Pattern/Horse' types (BM3767-74; VA675; M415).
The same motif is depicted in the field surrounding a boar on the obverse of silver
units inscribed ALE / SCA (BM4576; VA996; M469. A 'pellet-in-ring' motif is also
represented in front of the face on the obverse of the later silver types inscribed
PRASTO SVB [R]I / ESICO FECIT attributed to the Icenian client king Prasutagus.
5.2.1 b: The 'rosette' motif.
Sills (1996.334) derived the 'rosette' motif from class 4 Gallo-Belgic E.
Two 'rosettes' (cf. 5.4.4c below) appear above and below the horse on the reverse of
uninscribed gold stater variants of Freckenham 4 (BM3384; VA620; M399). Similar
motifs (cf. 5.4.3b below) appear either above (BM3405; VA626-4; M403) or below
(BM3406-9) the horse on the reverse of uninscribed gold stater variants of
'Freckenham 3'.
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A 'rosette' is represented below the boar on the obverse and the horse on the reverse
of distinct variants of uninscribed silver units (BM3440-1; BM3442; BM3442-4) of
the 'East Anglian' 'boar/horse' type. A similar motif is represented above the boar
on the overse of another variant (BM3473-511) of the same type. A 'rosette' within
an outer ring is represented above the horse on the reverse of uninscribed silver units
of the 'Bury face/horse' type (BM3530-32; Gregory's (1992) Type A). The 'rosette'
is represented above a horse on the reverse of the following inscribed silver types: - /
ANTED (BM3791-4031; M419-42; VA710-711, 715, 720); - / ECEN (BM40334218, M424,431, VA730, 736); - / EDN or ED (BM4219-4282, M423,425b;
VA734/740); - / N (BM4283-4296, VA754/756); - / ECEN ('Symbol' type)
(BM4297-4328, M429, VA752); - / ECE (BM4348-4539, M425-8,
VA760/762/764/766); - / SAENV (BM4540-4577, M433, VA770); and -/ 'ESV
(BM4558-4572, M432, VA775).
The motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 4.2. Id)
5.2.1 c: The 'radiant annulet' motif.
The 'radiant annulet' motif remains rare outside northern Gaul. Sills (1996.334,
fig.lj) has suggested that a recently discovered Belgic quarter stater, issued between
c. 58-51 BC, is the only parallel for what he originally referred to as a 'radiant
annulet'. A better comparison, however, is the motif represented in front of the horse
on the reverse of a silver type (Alien, 1990.34, no. SI 84; Scheers, 1977.494-495,
no.52, cl.II) from Picardy, otherwise described as a 'star' (Scheers, ibid.l 16, 494).
Both Alien (1965) and Scheers (1977) have suggested that Scheers' nos. 51-2 were
the prototypes for the Hampshire 'thin silver series', thought to have been struck in
Britain between 50-20 BC. Alien (1995.34) considered that the parent series had to
have been struck prior to c.50 BC, although Scheers (1977.116) has considered the
possibility of a later date. Recently Haselgrove (1993.43, fh. 43) has proposed a preconquest date based on a find of Scheers no.53, thought to be contemporary with
Scheers classes 51-2 (Scheers, 1977.117), from excavations at Conde-sur-Suippe,
Picardy, c. 100/90-60 BC (Pion, 1990.50). A find of Scheers no. 52 at Silchester
(Haselgrove, 1989.70) indicates that these coins were imported into Britain, although
exactly when this and the striking of the British series began is not clear. The motif is
otherwise unique on British coinage.
5.2.2: British Ja/Jb (BM212-278; VA610-1. -2. -3: M49. 49a).
6.1/5.6g.

(fig-5.2)
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Typologically British J, generally distributed across Norfolk (Gregory, 1992.51, fig.l), derives from
Gallo-Belgic E els. 2-3 with which it shares a common weight standard (Alien, 1960.114; Haselgrove,
1987.87,260). Alien (1960.182) identified two types, 'Type A' and Type B', distinguished by a
reversal in the directional facing of the animal on the reverse. This alteration appears to be associated
with a subsequent drop in weight (6. l/5.6g.) and purity (avg.%AV39.8/28.3%) which may determine
the relative ordering of the series (Haselgrove, 1987.260).
REVERSE
5.2.2a A 'canine' or 'lupine* form.

The animal on the reverse of British J is conventionally described as a 'wolf or
'large domesticated dog' (Chadburn, 1996.7). Reservations over the reliability of
any interpretation that positively identifies the species represented were expressed by
Alien (1970.3) who commented that:
'the traditional horse is replaced by a ferocious monster which we are probably
wrong to call either a boar or a wolf.
Although an exact identification of the species represented remains problematic one
might, with equal validity, refer to the beast represented as in the possession of the
physical attributes characteristic of either a 'wolf or a 'dog'. The relative ambiguity
surrounding the identification of this form of imagery dictates that a third, and
possibly related, category of images should also be considered. Alien (1980.144)
referred to these images as 'lions', although his description more accurately reflects
the species represented in the adopted prototype than the successive images depicted.
'Leonine', 'lupine' and 'arachnid' imagery on the coinage of Cisalpine Gaul.
The earliest examples of leonine imagery derive from imitations of the drachms of
Massalia in Cisalpine Gaul, thought to have commenced during the mid-third century
BC and to have continued as late as the first quarter of the first century BC (Alien,
1990.28-29; 1980.13). Initial imitations copy the lion on the drachm's reverse
(Alien, 1990.51 nos. 1-2) with later issues exhibiting escalating levels of abstraction
culminating in the representation of what has been described as a 'scorpion' (Alien,
1990.50 nos. 3-17). A rare offshoot of the 'scorpion' series, confined to the area
around Milan, has a beast described as a 'wolf represented on its reverse (Alien,
1990.51 nos. 18-20). Similar designs are also found in the regions of Veneto and
Liguria.
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'Leonine', 'lupine' and 'canine' imagery on Gallic coinage.
Similar designs, variously referred to as 'lions' or 'wolves', are a recurrent theme
throughout the struck coinage of Gaul during the second - first centuries BC. A
'lion', derived from drachms of Massilia, is depicted on uninscribed unattributed
silver units from the Bridiers hoard ('Bridiers Group IF), Creuse, late third century early second century BC (Nash, 1978.24-25,33-34, nos. 31-9). A 'wolf is
represented on the reverse of two second century BC silver types (Alien, 1990.33, 56,
nos.135, S155;Nash, 1978.36-38, no. 55-56) that appear to be derived from this
series. A 'wolf or 'hound' may be depicted above a horse on the reverse of
unattributed uninscribed mid-second century BC silver types intermediary between
the coinage attributed to the 'Bridiers' ('Later Developments') and 'West Berry'
Groups (Nash, 1978.26, 39-40,43, nos. 66-67). A 'dog' or a 'wolf 'sits' above a
horse on the reverse of uninscribed-silver types (Alien, 1990.56, nos.145-48, S16769; Nash, 1978.53-6, 'West Berry Silver III: 'Wolf and Horse type', nos. 122-126)
from Poitou, late second century BC.
A 'wolf, also described as a 'bear', is represented on the quinarius coinage bearing
the legend EDVIS / ORGET attributed to the Aedui during the first half of the first
century BC (Alien, 1990.65, no.429). A 'fox' is represented on the reverse of a
Arvemian bronze unit (Nash, 1978.157, nos. 394-6) struck prior to 51BC. The head
of a 'wolf is represented on the obverse of the bronze 'Wolf head and Pegasus' type
(Nash, 1978.225-29, 546-569, 570-583) attributed to the Bituriges, which may have
been struck at Levroux prior to the Gallic War (Nash, ibid.201). A 'wolf is
illustrated ?attacking a bucranium on the reverse of a post-conquest bronze unit
inscribed CONTOUTOS distributed across a wide area of on southwestern France
and possibly attributable to either the Santones, Petrocorii or Pictones (Alien,
1995.79, nos. 191-195, S197; Nash, 1978.259-60, no. 637).
A 'wolf is represented on the rare 'Type de Loup' stater (BN6925) from the
Cotentin and attributed to the Unelli (Duval, 1987.22-25), date unknown.
A 'lion' is represented on an otherwise unknown series of silver minims inscribed
ESVIOS in the Rozel hoard, Jersey (Alien, 1990.71, nos. 616-618).

'Leonine' and 'lupine' imagery on Belgic coinage.
A 'wolf ?attacking the head of a horse is represented on the reverse of half- and
quarter-staters (Scheers, 1977.27-37,224-8, no. 2, cl.ll) attributed to the Ambiani,
second half of the third century - the first half of the second century BC. A 'lion' is
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depicted leaping over a bucranium on the reverse of a bronze unit (Scheers,
1977.149, 662-3, no. 159) attributed to the region of the Ambiani or the Bellovaci.
A 'lion' is depicted on an uninscribed series of bronze coins attributed to the
Suessiones (Alien, 1995.38, 67-68, nos.78-84, S67-72; Scheers, 1983.650-4, no. 154,
els. I-II) found at Pommiers, suggestive of a date during the first half of the first
century BC (Alien, 1995.38).
Variously described 'wolves' or 'lions' are recorded on bronze coinage probably
issued during the Gallic War and attributed to the Carnutes. Two uninscribed coins
(Alien, 1995.72-73, nos. S109, SI 10) depict 'wolves', the former apparently in the
act of consuming a pair of human legs 'Wolves' or 'lions' appear on the reverse of
the coins inscribed -/TASGETIO (Scheers, 1969.41-42, 140-141) presumably
issued before his death in 54 BC (Caesar, DBG, V.25, 29); - / 'TANOC' (Alien,
1995.72 no. SI08); CATAL/- (Alien, 1995.73, no. 144); and PIXTIL/-(Alien, 1995.
nos. S104-5). A 'wolf and a 'boar' are described on the reverse of a finely cast
potin unit (Alien, 1995.97, nos. 466-8, S500-1; Scheers, 1977.707-12, no. 185 cl. I)
attributed to the Bellovaci struck prior to 51 BC. A beast, possibly a ?wolf (Alien,
1995.97, no S504; Scheers, 1977.733-4, no. 189) described in the act of consuming a
'frog-like man' (Alien, ibid.) is represented on the reverse of an unattributed finely
cast potin type from the Departments of Aisne, Seine-et-Marne and Paris, ?second
half of the first century BC. Beasts similarly described are observable on bronze
coinage tentatively dated to the second half of the first century BC and attributed to
the 'Meldi', inscribed POOYIKA / ROVECA (Alien, 1995.68, nos 97-99, S79); the
Remi inscribed AT1SIOS REMOS / - (Alien, 1995.67, nos. 66-75, S61-64, S66); and
the Veromandui inscribed SOLLOS / SOLLOS
A lion is represented below a boar on the reverse of a rare uninscribed ?post-conquest
silver type (Scheers, 1983.114, 491-2, no 50) possibly attributable to the Suessiones
A lion is represented beneath what may be described as a 'wilting' or 'dying' ear of
corn on the reverse of a post-conquest bronze type (Scheers, 1983.385-94, no.28
cl.IV rev. b) inscribed POOYIKA / ROVECA attributed to the Meldi.
'Leonine', 'lupine' and 'canine' imagery on British coinage.
A 'wolf clearly derived from British J is represented on the obverse of a silver type
(BM3205-6, 3216-7) attributed to the 'Northeastern' 'boar/horse' type (sic.).
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A female canine or lupine depicted in conflict with a snake is represented on the
reverse of an 'Eastern' silver type (BM1899) inscribed AGR / AGR. A lion is
represented on the reverse of a bronze type (BM1991-6; M253; VA2107) inscribed
CVNO/ CAM, attributed to Cunobelinus.
A 'wolf is represented on the obverse of uninscribed bronze units (BM2480-3;
VA154; M295), identified by Alien as British LY6, and assigned to the
'Southeastern' area during the mid-late first century BC (Hobbs, 1996.149). A ?wolf
is represented on the obverse of similarly uninscribed bronze units (BM2484-86;
VA154-3; M296), identified by Alien (1960) as British LY7, assigned to the same
region and period (Hobbs, ibid.149). A '?lion' is described on the obverse of
another similarly assigned bronze unit (BM2487; VA154-5; M316a), identified by
Alien (ibid.) as British LY8, (Hobbs, ibid.149). A 'lion' is described on the reverse of
a bronze unit (BM2504-6; M290; VA166), inscribed -/ DVBN, assigned to
Dubnovellaunos 'in-Kent' (Hobbs, ibid. 151), c. 20 BC - AD 10.

A lion leaps over a bucranium on the reverse of two 'Southern' silver types (BM930945, VA372; 978-80, VA382; M106a), inscribed TINCA attributed to Tincomarus.
A running dog is represented on the reverse of two gold quarter stater types (BM9861001, VA407.M107; BM1002-5, VA408) inscribed CALLEV/ EPP, attributed to
Eppillus 'at-Calleva'. A lion is represented on the reverse of two silver types
(BM1088-1111, VA417, M305; BM1112-1115, VA417var.) variously inscribed - /
EPP or EPPI F COM similarly attributed. A lion is represented below a crescent on
the reverse of two silver types (BM1332-55, VA505; M123; BM1356-9, VA505var.)
inscribed VERICACOMM1F / REX. A lion is also depicted on the reverse of a silver
minim type (BM1513) inscribed VIR VAR / CO, attributed to Verica. Another lion
is illustrated on the reverse of an alternative silver minim type (BM1514-7; VA484;
M120a, 120c) inscribed - / VIR, also attributed to Verica. A similar design is
represented on the reverse of another but similarly attributed minim type (BM1542;
VA554) inscribed VER COM / R. A lion is depicted on the reverse of a silver unit
(BM2329; VA582), inscribed -/ EPATl, attributed to Epaticcus.

5.3:'Phase 6':c. 50-20 BC
5.3.1: British Jb (M49a, 49b; VA610-2,610-3).
See 5.21 above
Index cards insufficient for reconstruction.
5.3.2: British Lb 'Snettisham* variant.
Index cards insufficient for reconstruction.
See discussion 5.4.1 below
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5.4; 'Phase 7'; c. 20 BC - AD 10.
British N otherwise referred to as 'Freckenham 1,2,3 and 4' (BM3385,3384,3386. 3389; VA6204.620, 620-7, 620-9; M397,398,399,400.400a, 401,402,403b).

Alien's (1970) arrangement of the gold staters he identified as British N was determined by the relative
degree of wear on the three sub-types he was able to distinguish, i.e. British Na (M397-99), Nb (M402403a, 403c) and Nc (M400-400a), in the 1886 Freckenham hoard (Montegu, 1886), Norfolk. Alien
(1970.6, fh. 17) proposed that these could be derived from staters attributed to either Tasciovanus
(Ml49-50; 154; 186-86a) or, as now classified, British Ma (Ml47-8).
Gregory (1992.50-5) has subsequently suggested that British N may ultimately have descended from
British Lb (Ml 36-8) through two intermediary types (M141 and variants of Ml 43) that, on the basis of
their presence in the 1987-89 Snettisham hoard, might, quite feasibly, be assigned to the 'East Anglian'
region. These variants, formerly categorised as British Lb but now designated as the 'Snettisham'
types, are likely to have been contemporary with British Jb during the third quarter of the of first
century BC since both were found together in the hoard (Gregory, 1992.54-5). Irrespective of the exact
typological relationship between British N and its predecessors, the origin of British N is still
considered to have been that originally advocated by Alien, c. 10 BC (Gregory, ibid. 54).
Alien's typological sequence has, however, been substantially revised by Chadbum's (1991) review of
the Freckenham hoard. Following Montagu (1886), Chadburn (ibid.) identified four distinct types
('Freckenham 1, 2, 3,4') the development of which is, pace Alien (ibid.), compatible with
metallurgical evidence accumulated by Cowell (1992.225, fig.7). The motif above the horse on the
reverse of'Freckenham 1' (M401) was regarded by Chadburn as reminiscent of the exergual
decoration on Gallo-Belgic E and British J. However, the obverse of'Freckenham 2' (M400-400a)
closely resembles that of the 'Snettisham' types (Mack 141 and Mack 143) (Chadburn, 1991.10),
lending further substance to Gregory's (ibid.) claim that the Freckenham staters could have derived
from the new 'Snettisham' series. Since Chadbum's original (1991) analysis the relative order of the
'Freckenham 1 and 2' types has since been reversed (cf. Chadburn, 1996.8) in light of this similarity.
The close resemblance between the reverse of 'Freckenham 4' (M397-398,403b) and the subsequent
series of gold staters inscribed 'ANTEDI' (Chadburn, 1991.9) justifies its retention at the end of the
series.
This study has adopted Chadbum's (1991, revised 1996) sequence over that of Haselgrove (1987,
following Alien, 1970), allocating all of British N to Phase 7, c. 20 BC - AD 10. The broad
contemporaneity of the individual sub-types is suggested by their inclusion within the Freckenham
hoard itself (Van Arsdell, 1989.184).
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5.4.1: 'Freckenham 2'

(fig. 5.3)

5.46g.

OBVERSE
5.4.la: The 'pellet cross* motif.
There are no Continental or British parallels outside the 'East Anglian' region.
REVERSE
5.4.Ib: The 'pellet triangle' motif.
A 'pellet triangle' motif is represented below the 'wolf on the reverse of staters
attributed to British Jb (BM218-9,227-49, 253-59 - not illustrated) where they are
interchangeable with a 'pellet diamond' motif within the same series (see BM260-1,
268-73).
Two 'triple pellet' motifs appear in front of the horse on the reverse of some variants
of the uninscribed staters of the 'Snettisham type' (BM3360-64). A similar motif is
represented above and to the right of the horse of other variants of 'Snettisham type'
stater (BM3375-82; VA1505; M143). Two 'pellet-triangle' motifs appear on either
side of a 'spiral' motif above and to the left and right of the horse on the reverse of
another variants of 'Snettisham' staters (BM3383). Two'pellet-triangle' motifs
appear in opposing comers on the obverse of quarter staters (BM3420-1, 3422-26,
3427-33) of the 'Snettisham type'. A similar motif is represented in front of the horse
on the reverse of some of these variants (e.g. BM3422-26).
A 'pellet-triangle' is represented above the horse on the reverse of'Freckenham 1'
staters (BM3392-404; VA624-7) whilst a similar motif also is represented to the left
of the horse on other variants (BM3396; VA624-7var; M401). A 'pellet-triangle'
motif is represented above the horse on some variants (M400 + 400a) of
'Freckenham 2' staters, whilst on others the same motif is represented below the
horse (BM3391; VA464-4; M400a). Similar motifs appear above and to the right of
the horse on the reverse of some variants of 'Freckenham 4' staters (BM3384;
VA620; M399;).

Two similar motifs also appear on either side of a 'volute' motif

and upon the horse's shoulder on the reverse of other variants (e.g. BM3385; VA6204; M397). Similarly, two identical motifs appear above and below the 'back-to-back
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crescents' on the obverse; and on either side of 'pellet-triangle' within a beaded circle
above the horse on the reverse of some variants of 'Freckenham 4' staters (e.g.
BM3386-88; VA620-7; M403b). Two 'pellet triangle' motifs appear above and
below the 'back-to-back crescents' on the obverse of a further variant (e.g. BM3389;
M398; 620-9) of the same type.
A similar combination is represented above the horse on the reverse and below and in
front of the boar on the obverse of silver units of the uninscribed 'East Anglian'
'boar/horse' type (BM3445-54; VA655; M407). A 'pellet-triangle' motif is
represented above the horse on the reverse of silver types of other, possibly related,
variants of the 'boar/horse' series (e.g. BM3455-72). Two 'pellet-triangle' motifs are
represented on either side of a 'wheel' and an inverted 'volute' motif above and
below as well as in front of the horse on the reverse of another variants of the same
series (BM3473-511). A similar motif is represented below the horse on the reverse
of a silver half unit (e.g. BM3513-6) from the same 'boar/horse' group. Two 'pellettriangle' motifs appear on either side of a 'pellet-in-ring' motif above the horse on
the reverse of a silver half-unit (BM3517-3520) from the same series.
A 'pellet-triangle' is represented to the left of the horse on the reverse of silver units
(BM3536-7) of the early 'face/horse' type. Similar motifs appear on either side of a
'pellet-in-ring' motif and in front of the horse of the reverse of other variants
(BM3541-5; VA665-7;M413e; Gregory's (1992) Type Ca) from the same series. A
'pellet-triangle' motif is represented in front of the head on the obverse of another
uninscribed silver unit (BM3554) of the 'early face/horse' type. A similar motif also
appears below the profiled head on some variants (e.g. BM3601, VA790, M413;
BM3616, VA794; M413d) of the 'regular face/horse' type.
A 'pellet-triangle' motif is represented above the horse on the reverse of silver units
(BM3763-66) of the 'pattern/horse' type. 'Pellet-triangle' motifs are illustrated in the
four corners on the obverse of some variants of the uninscribed silver units
(BM3767-74; VA675; M415) of the 'early pattern/horse' type. Similar motifs
appear above and below the horse on the reverse of silver fractions (BM3777-78) of
the same series, whilst on others (e.g. BM3789) the motif only appears below. Three
'pellet-triangle' motifs appear on the obverse of a silver fractional unit (BM3777-78;
VA681; M417-417a) also of 'early pattern/horse' type. Two identical motifs appear
above and below two 'back-to-back crescents' on the obverse an alternative variant
(BM3781-84; VA683) of the same type.
A 'pellet-triangle' motif (cf. 5.5. Ic below) is represented above the horse on the
reverse of subsequent gold staters (BM3790; VA705; M418) inscribed -/ ANTED1.
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Identical motifs appear on either side of a 'rosette' motif above and singularly below
the horse on the reverse of similarly inscribed silver units (BM3791-99, VA710,
M419; BM800-55; VA71 Ivar., M420; BM3856-3959; BM3960-4009, VA711;
BM4010-25). An identical combination occurs on the reverse of silver units
(BM4033-4215; VA730; M424; BM4297-4323) inscribed -/ ECEN.
The motifs are also widely applied in later inscribed types assigned to the
'Northeastern' region (cf. 4.4.3b).

5.4. Ic: 'Cross' motifs.

'Cross' motifs are otherwise rare on Gallic coinage. A 'cross' motif is represented in
front of a profiled head and the human headed horse on a base gold quarter stater (de
Jersey, 1994.85) attributed to the Osismii. Otherwise the motif has only been
recorded in some parts of Belgic Gaul. A 'cross' is represented above the horse on
the reverse of a stater type (Scheers, 1977.443-52, no.33, cl. II) attributed to the
Leuci. Another single 'cross' is represented below the horse on the reverse of a finely
cast bronze 'potin' series, probably manufactured at Villeneuve St. Germaine during
the second half of the first century BC and attributed to the Suessiones (Alien,
1995.57,97-98, nos. 471-74, S505-6; Scheers, 1977.173, 772-6, no. 196, cl.II). The
coin may be all the more significant because it also bears a 'spiral' motif below the
horse (cf. 5.4.2c below).
There are few directly comparable motifs on British coinage (cf. 4.2.la 'curved
armed cross' above). Nevertheless an identical motif is represented above a horse on
the reverse of a silver unit (BM370) attributed to British LX, mid-first century BC,
discovered at Mildenhall, Suffolk.
'Cross' motifs are otherwise represented above the horse on the reverse of
uninscribed gold staters identified as British Ra (cf. 10.2.Ic below) and the
successive inscribed series - / CORIO (cf. 10.3.Id below), BODVOC / - (10.3.2c
below), - / ANTED (cf. 10.4.1c below), - / EISV (cf. 104.2b below), - / CATTI (cf.
10.4.3c below) and - / INAM (cf. 10.4.5c below) assigned to the 'Western' region.
Single 'cross' motifs are represented on both the obverse and reverse of uninscribed
silver units (BM2968-75, VA1049, M379; BM2976-80, VA1074, M380; BM29813000, VA1078, M382) of'Regular type' from the 'Western' region. In some cases
(e.g. BM2981 - 3000) it would be more appropriate to describe the 'cross' depicted
above the horse as possessing slightly curved arms (cf. 4.2.la above). A similar
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configuration is followed in the inscribed series of silver attributed to ANTED
(BM3032-38; VA1082, 1085; M387) and EISV (BM3043-55; VA1110; M389).

5.4.Id: 'Wheel' motifs.

The 'wheel' motif remains comparatively rare in the 'East Anglian' region. 'Wheel'
motifs (cf. 5.4.3a below) appear above and below the horse on the reverse on some
variants of 'Freckenham 3' staters (BM3410-19; M403a; 626-7). Other variants
represent a single 'wheel' motif appears above (BM3406-9; M402; VA626-9) or
below (BM3405; M403; VA626-4) the horse.
A 'wheel' motif is represented above the horse on the reverse on two distinct variants
of uninscribed silver units of the 'East Anglian' 'boar/horse' type (BM3440-42;
BM3473-3551, M409, VA659).
A 'wheel' motif with a beaded-rim is represented above the horse on the reverse of
variants of the 'Bury face/horse' type (BM3524-26; VA80; M438; Gregory's (1992)
Type A; BM3534-3535, Gregory's (1992) Type B). A conventional 'wheel' is
represented in an identical position above the horse on the reverse of two distinct
variants of 'early face/horse' silver units (BM3536-37, VA665, M412; BM3546). A
variant of the 'wheel' motif reminiscent of the 'spiral' (cf. 5.4.2b below) motif is
represented above the horse on other variants (BM3538-9; VA665-3, -9;M413a + b)
of the 'early face/horse' type.
A 'wheel' motif is represented above the horse on the reverse of silver units of the
'early pattern/horse type' (BM3767-74; VA675; M415) and on (possibly) related
fractional units (BM3789) of the same type. Two 'wheel' motifs also appear above
and below two 'back-to-back' crescents on the obverse of silver fractional units of
the 'early pattern/horse' type (BM3779-80).
The motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 4.3.6b).

5.4.2: 'Freckenham I 1 .

5.54 g.

(f'£- 5 -4)
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OBVERSE
5.4.2a: 'Pellet cross variant*.

There are no Continental or British parallels outside the 'East Anglian' region.
A similar motif appears to be represented on the obverse of what was (presumably) a
related fractional silver type (BM3789) of the 'East Anglian' early 'pattern/horse'
type. Worthy of comment is the motif illustrated beneath the horse on the reverse of
a gold fractional stater (BM -; VA244; M73a) identified as British Qc from the
'Southern' region. The 'cusped pellet' beneath the horse, otherwise described as a
'flower made up of large pellet with three petals around it' is remarkably similar to
the motif at the centre of the pellet cross.
REVERSE
S.4.2b: The 'pellet-triangle' motifs.

The motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 5.4. Ib).
5.4.2c: The 'spiral' motif.

The 'spiral' motif on Belgic coinage.
A very similar motif, described as part of the horse's mane (Scheers, 1977.773), is
represented above a horse on the reverse of a finely cast bronze potin series, probably
manufactured at Villeneuve St. Germaine during the second half of the first century
BC and attributed to the 'Suessiones' (Alien, 1995.57, 97-98, nos. 471-74, S505-6;
Scheers, 1977.173, 772-6, no. 196, cl.II). The coin's imagery may be all the more
significant since it also bears a 'cross' motif below the horse (cf. 5.4. Ic above).
The 'spiral' motif on British coinage.
The 'spiral' motif is otherwise unique to coinage attributed to the 'East Anglian'
region. A similar motif on an alternate axis is depicted above the horse on the
reverse of one variant of the uninscribed 'Snettisham' staters (BM3383). There is
the possibility of a similar motif below the horse on the reverse of an alternative
variant (BM3383) from the same series.
A variant of this motif may also be illustrated on an early example of the 'East
Anglian' silver 'face/horse' type (BM3538-9), second half of the first century BC,
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where radiating lines have been added to the pellet within the circle to form what
may be described as a 'wheel' (cf. 5.4. Id above) with two lines added to the
terminating line.
The 'spiral' motif is reminiscent of the three separate motifs that compose 'triple
spiral' motif on the reverse of staters attributed to Commios (cf. 8.4.2b below) and
Addedomaros (cf. 6.5.4b below).
S.4.2d: The 'wheel' motif.

The motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 5.4. Id).
5.4.2e: The 'pellet-in-ring' motif
The motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 5.2. la).

5.4.3: 'Freckenham 3'.
(fig. 5.5)

5.46g.
REVERSE
5.4.3a: 'Wheel' motifs

The motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 5.4. Id).

'•

S.4.3b: 'Rosette' motifs.

The motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 5.2. Ib).
5.4.3c: The 'branched emblem*.
A similar motif positioned identically is represented on the reverse of, possibly
related, silver units of the 'early face/horse' type (BM3536-7; BM3541-45, VA665-7,
M313e, Gregory's (1992) Type Ca; BM3548; BM3549, Gregory's (1992) type A).
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There are no other directly comparable motifs on British coinage.
Further examples of'branched motifs' associated with the horse appear on 'Eastern'
staters attributed to Addedomaros (cf. 6.5.4h below), Dubnovellaunos (cf. 6.5.5a
below) and Cunobeline (cf. 6.6.1 b / 6.61 e / 6.6.1 i / 6.6.11 / 6.6.1 n below). A
'branched' motif is represented above the horse on the reverse of a silver unit,
inscribed -/CVNO. A similar motif is represented over the back of a boar on the
obverse of a 'Southeastern' bronze unit inscribed -/ SA (BM2516-19; VA187; M299)
attributed to Vosenos.

5.4.4: 'Freckenham 4'.

(fig. 5.6)

5.34g.
OBVERSE

V*

5.4.4a: 'Back to back crescents'.

There are no strictly comparable Continental or British designs outside of the 'East
Anglian' region.
Comparable forms of'back-to-back crescent' decoration are represented on the
obverse of uninscribed silver types of the 'East Anglian' early 'pattern/horse type'
(BM3763-6, VA679, M414; BM3767-74, VA675, M415; BM3775-6; BM3779-80;
BM3781-4). The same motif is represented on the obverse of silver types variously
inscribed - / ANTEDI or ANTED (BM3791-9; VA710, 419; BM3800-55,
VA711 var., M420; BM3856-959; BM3960-4009, VA711,715; BM4010-25; 402831, VA720, M422). Similarly the design also appears on silver types inscribed - /
ECEN, ED or EDN (BM4033-4215, VA730, M424; BM4216-7, VA736, M431;
BM4219-81, VA734, 740, M423, 425B). 'Back-to-back crescents' are represented
on the obverse of silver type inscribed - / N (BM4283-96, VA754, 756). The same
design is represented on silver ECEN 'Symbol' types (BM4297-323, VA752, M429;
BM4324-28, VA750; BM4329-43). The same configuration reoccurs on those silver
types inscribed - / ECE (BM4348-59, M425; BM4360-4430, VA760; BM4431-444,
VA764, M426; BM4445-513, VA762, M427; BM4514, VA766, M428). 'Back-toback' crescents continue to proliferate on the inscribed silver issues of - / SAENV
(BM4540-57, VA770, M433), - / AESV (BM4558-72, VA775, M432) and ALE /
SCA (BM4576; VA996, M469).
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A similar, albeit not identical configuration, is represented on the obverse of
'Eastern' staters identified as British L and M and the inscribed series attributed to
Addedomaros, Dubnovellaunos, Tasciovanus and Andoco.
REVERSE
5.4.4b; The 'double volute' motif.

Otherwise referred to as a 'looped motif (Mack, 1964.142).
The 'double-volute' motif on Belgic coinage.
There are no exact parallels for this motif on the coinage of Belgic Gaul. A similar
motif, described as a 'double volute' (Scheers, 1977.445) is depicted below a horse
on the reverse of staters and quarter staters (Scheers, 1977.83-5, 445-452, no.33
series B, cl. II) attributed to the Leuci, struck during the first half of the first century
prior to 52 BC. This motif appears to derive from and is interchangeable with a motif
described as a 'lyre with five or six strings' in the preceding class I series (Scheers,
1977.445-452, no.33 series B, cl. I). A similar motif with a single vertical line instead
of a pellet, otherwise described as a 'lyre', is represented below a horse on the
reverse of a cast bronze series (Alien, 1995.54, 90, nos.363-370; S372-376) inscribed
TVTONOS / CANTORIX attributed to the Sequani, c. 80 BC.
The 'double volute' on British coinage.
The 'double volute' motif also appears above the horse on a late stater type inscribed
ECE and ECEN (cf. 5.5.2b/5.5.3b below).
An identical motif albeit inverted, otherwise described as a 'cotter-pin' shaped line'
is represented below the horse on preceding silver units of the 'East Anglian'
'boar/horse' type (BM3473-3511; VA659; M409), mid-late first century BC. The
similarity between the 'double volute' on the reverse of British Na and on the silver
units of the 'boar/horse' type lends further substance to Hobbs' (1995.29) assertion
that the two types are stylistically linked.
A similar motif without the pellet is represented above a horse on the reverse of a
'Eastern' uninscribed silver type (BM392) of British LX14, ?mid-first century BC.
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An identical motif (cf. 7.3.la), otherwise described as a 'looped ornament' (Mack,
1964.110) or a 'pellet-and-ellipse motif with wings' (Van Arsdell, 1989.91), is
represented above the horse on the reverse of broadly contemporary 'Southeastern'
staters identified as British LY1 (BM2472; VA142; M293).
5.4.4c: The 'rosette' motif.

The motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 5.2. Ib).
5.4.4d: The 'pellet triangle* motif.

The motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 5.4. Ib).
(•)

5.4.4e: The 'pellet-in-ring' motif

The motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 5.2. la).
5.4.4f: 'Radiant pellet' variant.

Otherwise referred to as a 'cog wheel' (Van Arsdell, 1989.187) or a 'floral ornament'
(Mack, 1964.142)
A similar motif is represented below the horse on the reverse of'East Anglian' silver
units of early 'pattern/horse' type (BM3763-6; M414; VA679), mid-late first century
BC.
A very similar motif, otherwise described as a 'dahlia', is represented beneath the
horse on a 'Southern' uninscribed gold fractional stater identified as British LZ4
(BM548; VA250; M77). A similar motif is also represented above the horse on the
reverse of another fractional stater type (BM542; VA256; M67) identified as British
Qc. A similar motif is also represented above the horse on the reverse of uninscribed
silver units (BM631, VA286, M -; BM641,VA290, M -) of'Danebury type'.

5.4.4g 'Radiant pellet' variant.

The motif is otherwise rare outside the 'East Anglian' and 'Northeastern' regions (cf.
4.2. Ic). A 'radiant pellet' is represented below a the horse on the reverse of an
uninscribed gold quarter stater attributed to British LX, from Essendeon, Herts, and
Great Halsingham, Norfolk. Two similar motifs appear above two 'back-to-back
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crescents' on the obverse of variants of uninscribed 'Freckenham 4' gold staters
(M397).
A 'radiant pellet" motif is represented below the horse on the reverse of silver types
of some variants of the 'boar/horse' series (BM3455-72). A similar motif is
represented below the horse on the reverse of possibly related uninscribed silver half
units (BM3 517-20).

5.4.4h: Shoulder ornament.

The 'pellet triangle' motif is discussed in 5.4. Ib above. There are a variety of forms
of shoulder ornament ranging from 1 - 6? pellets (variously arranged) to pellet-inring motifs on uninscribed/inscribed silver types.
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5.5: 'Phases 8 and 9. c. AD 10 - 45'.
S.S.1: ANTED legend (M4181.
In light of the preceding discussion regarding the Snettisham and Freckenham types (cf. 5.4.1 above)
staters inscribed ANTEDI are retained in Phase 8 alongside the subsequent stater series inscribed ECE
and ECEN. The series are believed to be relatively contemporary since all three types are die-linked
(Chadbum, 1996.10; Van Arsdell, 1992a.8), although it remains difficult to ascertain when they were
issued. The find of a silver unit inscribed ECEN in a post-conquest context at Fison Way (Gregory,
1991.189), Thetford, in conjunction with the Field Baulk hoard (Chadburn, 1992) suggests the
possibility that the inscribed series remained in circulation after the Roman conquest in AD 43.
(fig. 5.7)

5.34g.
OBVERSE
>'. ]\

S.S.la: 'Back-to-back crescents' variant.
There are no strictly comparable Continental or British designs outside of the 'East
Anglian' region
Comparable forms of'back-to-back crescent' motifs are represented on the obverse
of uninscribed silver types of the 'East Anglian' 'pattern/horse' type (BM3777-8).
A similar, albeit not identical configuration, is represented on the obverse of
'Eastern' staters of Addedomaros.

REVERSE
5.5.Ib: 'Radiant Pellet' variant.
Otherwise referred to as an 'anemone' (Van Arsdell, 1989.201).
There are no directly comparable motifs on either Gallic or British coinage.

5.5.Ic: The 'pellet triangle1 motif.
The motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 5.4. Ib).
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S.S.ld: The 'S'-shaped motif.
Three smaller V-shaped motifs are represented in front of the horse's head on the
reverse of silver 'Bury' types (BM3534-5; Gregory's (ibid.) 'Type B').
An 's'-shaped motif is represented below the horse's head on the reverse of silver
units (BM3521-3; VA663; M434) inscribed - / CAN DVRO. An 's'-shaped motif
also appears below the horse's head on the reverse of gold staters (BM3790; VA705;
M418) and silver units (BM3791-9; VA710; M419; BM3800-55; VA711var.; M420;
BM3856-959; BM3960-4009; VA711, 715) inscribed - / ANTED or variant spellings
thereof. A very similar motif is represented on the reverse of staters (BM4033-215;
VA730; M424)) inscribed - / ECEN. A 's'-shaped motif is similarly represented on
the reverse of and silver ECEN 'Symbol' types (BM4297-323; M429; VA752;
BM4324-8, VA750). An 's'-shaped motif is represented in the same place on the
reverse of silver units (BM4219-81; VA734, 740; M423,425b; BM4283-96; VA754,
756) inscribed - / ED or EDN and - / N . Similarly the motif is represented on the
reverse of silver units (BM4348-59; M425; BM4360-430; VA760; BM4431-44,
VA764, M426; BM4445-513, VA762, M427; BM4514-38, VA766, M428) inscribed
- / ECE.
The motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 4.2.2c).
5.5.le: Shoulder ornament.
Otherwise referred to as a 'trefoil' ornament (Mack, 1964.146) on the horse's
shoulder.
This form of shoulder ornament is otherwise unique to the 'East Anglian' region
although the motif itself is broadly contemporary with its appearance on
'Northeastern' staters inscribed AVN COST (cf. 4.4. Ib above).
It is only necessary to note the further examples of the same motif from the 'East
Anglian' region. The same motif is represented in front of the face on the obverse of
regular uninscribed 'East Anglian' 'face/horse' types (BM3556-604, VA790, 792;
M413; BM3605-759, VA794; M413d).
5.5.2: ECE legend.
5.36g.

(fig- 5.8)
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OBVERSE
5.5.2a: 'Back-to-back crescents' variant

The motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 5.5.la).
REVERSE
5.5.2b: The 'double-volute' motif.

The motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 5.4.4b).
S.S.2c: The 'pellet triangle* motif.

The motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 5.4.1b).

5.5.3: ECEN legend.

5.32g.

(fig. 5.9)

OBVERSE

5.5.3a: 'Back to back crescents' variant.

The motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 5.5. la).
REVERSE
5.S.3b: The 'double-volute' motif.

The motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 5.4.4b).
5.5.3c: The 'S'-shaped motif.

The motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 5. 5. Id).
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5.6; Assessment of the correlation between numismatic motifs and those represented on other
objects of material culture.

A survey of the published material on a disparate array of 6 Iron Age 'hillforts' from river valley sites
in Norfolk, predominantly in the northwestern corner of the county (Davies etal, 1991) reveals no
correlation between artefact types and coinage. Similar circumstances exist in the finds from the late
pre-Roman Iron Age enclosure at Wighton; the first century AD enclosure at Thornham; or the
bivallate fort or the rectangular enclosure at Warham Camp and Warham Burrows, Norfolk,
respectively (Gregory and Gurney, 1986). This conclusion is not altered by the finds published in the
report on the late pre-Roman Iron Age/early Roman ritual-site at Fison Way, Thetford (Gregory, 1991),
where a considerable volume of copper-alloy objects were recovered as well as evidence for the
contemporary production of decorated metalwork and coinage (ibid. 142-143) during Phase II, c. 25 50 AD. Despite an increase in the sample of pottery the absence of stamped or roulette decoration,
noted by Elsdon (1975.25), still remains noteworthy. There are, however, a few exceptions where
correlation does occur particularly from loose finds or metalwork hoards.
5.6.1: 'Canine' or 'lupine' imagery.

Definite canine imagery remains exceptionally rare in the Iron Age (cf. Appendix 1). No examples
derive from the 'East Anglian' region. A bronze ?dog figurine or pendant found in a field at
Hounslow, Middlesex has been assigned a date in the Iron Age (Franks, 1864.90-2). Dogs' heads are
represented in the terminal decoration of'southeastern' type linch-pins from an unstratified context at
Camulodunum, Essex, and Hassocks, Sussex (Couchman, 1937 69-71; Hawkes and Hull (1947.331)
possibly (early-mid?) first century AD (Hawkes and Hull, 1947.331, pl.XCIX.7; Wheeler and Wheeler,
Lupine imagery remains otherwise unique to coinage. The only comparable
example remains a later Romano-British bronze tigurine of a 'wolf-like beast' eating a man probably
discovered at Woodeaton, Oxfordshire (Henig, 1984.65, pi. 22) Leonine imagery also remains
1936.217-8, pl.LXII)

comparatively rare although it is recorded on imported Gallic ceramic vessels from separate ditches at
the Forum Basilica excavations, Silchester, (Fulford, 1985a.3, 26, pi. 3) and site B at Baldock, Herts.
(Stead and Rigby, 1986.234, fig.96.1), both attributed to the first half of the first century AD.
5.6.2; The image of the horse.

The image of a ?winged horse is lightly incised on a fragmentary piece of flat metal plate intended to
be sewn or riveted onto another article. The horse is represented to the left of a ?tree with what
appears to be a ?bird to the right (Hattatt, 1989.419, no. 37, fig. 8.37). The piece is recorded from an
unprovenanced site in 'Norfolk' and assigned a date in the first century BC on account of the
application of chasing tools on this piece and the backs of Iron Age bronze mirrors (Hattatt, ibid., cf.
Lowery, et al, 1976). No other examples of the horse derive from the 'East Anglian' region (cf. 4.6.1).
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5.6.3: The 'wheel' motif.

Pre-Roman Iron Age model 'wheels' are rare in Britain although they are not unknown (cf. 4.6.10
above). None derive from the 'East Anglian' region (cf. 4.6.10).
5.6.4: The 'pellet triangle' motif.

'Pellet triangle' motifs are a recurrent feature on other objects of material culture recovered from the
'East Anglian' region. Of particular significance are the three 'pellet-triangle' and 'rosette' motifs
depicted on a bronze die intended for the decoration bronze discs, possibly intended to be attached to
leather, from Creake, Norfolk (Guemey, 1990.100, fig.4). The iconography has been compared
(Guerney, ibid.) to the silver 'pattern/horse' types inscribed - / AESV and undisclosed pottery. Fine
triple punch marks are struck on the small spherical bosses characteristic of the 'Snettisham-style' of
decoration on the ring-terminal decoration on the early first century BC tores from Sedgeford, Norfolk
(Brailsford, in Sieveking, 1971.16-19 fig.2 + table); Hoard E, Ken Hill, Snettisham, Norfolk
(Clarke. 1954.63-6, pis. XV + XVI; Fox, 1958.34, fig. 18) and Shaw Hill, New Cairnmuir, Kirkud,
Peebleshire, Scotland (Feachem, 1958.112-6, pl.XI.4).
A central boss flanked by two repousse circles within which three ?coral mounted studs set on bronze
pins and arranged in a triangular fashion are represented on a pair of early first century BC semicircular
bronze plates from the Ringstead hoard, Suffolk (Clarke, 1951.219-22, pi. XVIII.4 + 5). A similar
arrangement appears to have decorated the central boss where the heads of two of the surviving bronze
pins are decorated with 'pellet-triangle' motifs (ibid.pl.XVIII.5).
An otherwise ?unique example of a 'pellet-triangle' motif in the round, three bronze hemispherical
balls joined by two worn crescents and a plain bar, possibly an Iron Age ?pendant, is recorded at
Norwich Castle Museum as an unstratified metal detector find from a site in 'North Norfolk' (John
Davies, 1995, personal communication).
It is interesting to note that the 'pellet-triangle' motif, like the 'rosette motif (cf. 4.5.9 above), could
also decorate pottery appearing on fragments from Hardingstone (Group 1) and Moulton Park (Group
1), Northamptonshire, produced during the late first century BC to early first century AD (Elsdon,
1996, E.9.1 + E10 after Woods, 1969). It should be noted, however, that these artefacts derive from
outside the 'East Anglian' region.
5.6.5: The'rosette' motif.
The 'rosette motif is a recurrent feature on other objects of material culture recovered from the 'East
Anglian' region. Of particular significance are the three 'rosette' and 'pellet-triangle' motifs depicted
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on a bronze die intended for the decoration bronze discs from Creake, Norfolk (Guerney, 1990.100,
fig.4). 'Rosette motifs' are also represented on the stop-stud on the left rein-ring on the bridle-bit from
Ringstead , Norfolk, mid-first century BC (Clarke, 1951.216-7, pis. XVI + XVII.a-c, figs.la + b, 3 -4;
Palk, ibid.37, DJ32/33, fig. C20; Spratling, 1972. 449-50, no. 159). The Ringstead piece has 'rosettewithin-ring' motifs represented on each of the terminal bulbs of its side-links. It is noteworthy that this
particular variant of the motif is matched exactly with motifs above the horse on the reverse of
uninscribed silver units of the 'East Anglian' 'Bury face/horse' type (BM3530-32; Gregory's (1992)
Type A), mid-first century BC. The same motif is represented on the terret-rings from an unidentified
site in northwestern Suffolk (Leeds, 1933.27; Spratling, 1972.389, no. 26, fig. 6,).
The 'rosette' motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 4.6.9).
5.6.6: The 'radiant pellet' motif.
The 'radiant pellet' is discussed above (cf. 4.6.2). No other examples derive from the 'East Anglian'
region.
5.6.7: The 'S'-shaped motif.

The 'S'- shaped motif is discussed above (cf. 4.6.5). No other examples derive from the 'East
Anglian' region.
5.6.8: 'Back-to-back crescents'.

An otherwise ?unique example of two bronze 'back-to-back' crescents surmounted by a hemispherical
ball, one crescent bearing a decorative rivet, is recorded at Norwich Castle Museum as of Iron Age date
albeit originating from an unstratified metal detector find from a site in 'North Norfolk' (John Davies,
1995, personal communication).
5.6.9: The 'spiral' motif.

It might be possible to compare this motif to a similar, albeit more elaborate, 'spiral' pattern engraved
on one side of a (circular?) fragment of limestone recovered from Maiden Castle (Wheeler 1943.311,
fig. 106.9), Dorset, and assigned a date c. AD 25 - 50.
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5.7: Summary of Analysis.
The 'East Anglian' series is distinctive in its early alteration to the reverse design derived from its
Gallo-Belgic E prototype illustrated on the reverse of British J (5.2.2a above). Thereafter, the region is
characterised by successive phases of continuity and change. A second phase is initiated in the
adoption and adaptation of a different prototype, British Lb, by the subsequent 'Snettisham' type series
(5.3.2 above). The original obverse 'crossed wreaths' design appears to have been substituted by a
'pellet cross' motif. There is a gradual reorganisation in the structure and type of field ornaments
around the horse, particularly in the regions above, in front of and below the animal (cf.
BM3353/BM3383). The horse is also rendered in a distinctive style. This process is consolidated
during the 'Freckenham' series. The original obverse design is retained (e.g. 'pellet-cross' (5.4.la) /
'pellet cross variant' (5.4.2a)) in accordance with the theme established. The structure of the reverse is
rigidly adhered to, particularly the region directly in front of the horse's head or muzzle, e.g. the
'spiral' (5.4.2c) and 'branched' (5.4.3c) motifs. A third phase is initiated by a dramatic alteration to
the obverse design, substituting two 'back-to-back' crescents (e.g. 5.5.4a) for the 'pellet-cross' design.
The structure of the reverse is slightly less well defined with multiple sub-designs above (e.g. 'volute'
(5.4.4b), 'rosette' (5.4.4c ) and 'pellet triangle' motifs (5.4.4d) and beneath (e.g. 'pellet-in-ring variant'
(5.5.4f ), 'radiant pellet' (5.4.4g) and 'rosette' (5.4.4c) motifs) the horse. The image of the horse is
retained, albeit rendered in a different style. The obverse design is substituted by a highly elaborate
variant (e.g. the 'back-to-back crescent variant' (e.g. 5.5.1 e)) during the successive phase of inscribed
series from the staters inscribed ANTED onwards. The structure of the reverse emphasises the fields
above (e.g. the radiant pellet variant (5.5.1b) and 'volute' (5.5.2b/5.5.3b) motifs) and beneath the horse
and (possibly) below the horse's head (i.e. the 's'-shaped motifs (5.5. ld/5.5.3c). Whilst there is a
relative decline in the number and type of subdesigns during the first century AD there is no reason to
believe that inscriptions entirely supplanted the figurative tradition. Indeed, there may be some
evidence to suggest that the two traditions may not have been regarded as entirely distinct. Creighton
(1995.287, following Alien, 1980.122, fig. 21) has entertained the intriguing possibility that
inscriptions could be incorporated within the design of the horse, particularly on the reverse of coinage
inscribed 'Antedi' (Alien, ibid. fig. 21; cf. BM3790; 3800; 4028). The significance of this practice is
not clear.

5.7.1: Minor typological variation within a series.
There is slight evidence to suggest that minor typological variation on a theme could occur without a
considerable alteration in the significance of a motif. The addition of a 'pellet' within variants of the
'radiant annulet' motif (cf. 5.2.Ic) suggests that this was possible. Variation in the 'wheel' motif
beneath the horse on the reverse of'Freckenham 2' (cf. 5.4. Id) staters suggests that the exact number
of spokes were irrelevant. The substitution of a spoked 'wheel' (cf. 5.4.2d) with a 'pellet-in-ring' motif
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(cf. 5.4.2e) below the horse on the reverse of 'Freckenham 1' may also suggest the possibility that
spokes were not a relevant factor either.
5.7.2: Typological substitution within a series.

There is some reason to suggest that typologically distinct motifs could be substituted with little or no
alteration to their possible significance. In this case the substitution of the 'rosette' (cf. 5.2.Ib) and
'pellet-in-ring' motifs (cf. 5.2. la) on the reverse of British AO is noteworthy. Potentially more
significant is the repeated substitution of 'pellet-triangle' (cf. 5.4.Ib) and 'wheel' motifs (cf. 5.4.Id)
above and below the horse on the reverse of 'Freckenham 2', although this may be an example in
alternating motifs. It is possible that the 'cross motif (cf. 5.4.1c), which also appears beneath the
horse on 'Freckenham 2' staters, and is similarly interchangeable, may also have been intended as a
variant of the 'pellet triangle' motif. Of further interest is the repeated substitution of the 'wheel' (cf.
5.4.3a) and 'rosette' motifs (cf. 5.4.3b) above and below the horse on the reverse of'Freckenham 3'. A
diverse range of substitution occurs in the same fields on the reverse of'Freckenham 4'. 'Rosette' (cf.
5.4.4c) and 'radiant pellet' (cf. 5.4.4f) variants are interchangeable below the horse whilst 'rosette'(cf.
5.4.4c), 'volute' (cf. 5.4.4b) and 'pellet-triangle' variants are substituted for one another above the
horse.
5.7.3: Typological substitution between series.

Potentially more significant is the substitution of motifs between series known to have been broadly
contemporary (cf. Table 5.2 over).
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Motif in front of
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AO

Motif below
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Motif below
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Motif behind
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Motif above
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AO

AO

AO

Ja

Ja
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Ja
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F2/F4

F2/F1
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F2
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F2/F3
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F2/F1

F2/F1
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©

F4

©

F2
F3

Fl

F3/F4

F3/F4

F4

F4

F4

ANTED/
ECEN/
ECE

ANTED
/ECEN

LE
GE
ND

ANTED

ANTED/

/ECEN/
ECE

ECEN/
ECE

ECE

ANTED
ECEN/
ECE

Table 5.2: Motifs illustrated on the reverse of gold staters attributed to the 'East Anglian' region.

Particularly noteworthy is the apparent similarity in the types of motif substituted above and below the
horse during Phase 7, c. 20 BC - AD 10. The 'triple pellet', 'wheel' and 'rosette' motifs would appear
to be interchangeable above and below the horse on 'Freckenham 1-4' staters. 'Freckenham 4' remains
distinctive possessing 'radiant pellet' and 'volute' motifs that have no precedent on the other types of
Freckenham stater. The 'cross' motifs above the horse on 'Freckenham 2' may be considered as a
further anomaly unless they were intended as a variant of the 'triple pellet' motif with which it is
interchangeable within the same series (cf. 5.7.2 above). The 'pellet-in-ring' beneath the horse on
'Freckenham 1' staters should be similarly regarded unless it was intended as a variant of the 'wheel'
motif with which it is interchangeable within the same series (cf. 5.7.2 above). It remains noteworthy
that within the same phase typologically distinct motifs, the 'branched' and 'spiral' motifs, occupy the
region in front of the horse's muzzle, apparently emerging from it. This might suggest that the two
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motifs were interchangeable or that the location itself was significant. The presence of the 'spiral' motif
above the horse on the reverse of the 'Snettisham' types (e.g. BM3383) can be compared to 'branched
emblems' above and below the horse on the reverse of other series particularly from the 'Eastern'
region, but the validity of extending any comparison between regions in this manner is highly
questionable.
5.8: Preliminary Conclusions.
The 'East Anglian' series is characterised by the utilisation of a localised repertoire of numismatic
motifs. There are a series of distinctive adaptations, e.g. 'pellet-cross' (5.4. la) / 'pellet cross variant'
(5.4.2a) and 'back-to-back crescents' / 'back-to-back crescent variant' (5.5.4a / 5.5.le) and motifs, e.g.
'crosses' (5.4.le), 'spiral' (5.4.2c) and 'radiant pellet' variant (5.4.4f / 5.5.1b) otherwise unique to this
region. Inter-regional exchange is, however, comparatively widespread, e.g. the 'radiant annulet'
(5.2.lc), 'wheel' (5.4.Id / 5.4.2d / 5.4.3a), 'branched' (5.4.3c), and 'volute' (5.5.2b) motifs. Whilst it
would seem prudent to acknowledge that the majority of these motifs may have a 'Eastern' /
'Southeastern' derivation the bulk of interregional exchange is biased towards the 'North Eastern'
region, e.g. the 'lupine form' (5.2.2a) 'rosette' (5.2.Ib / 5.4.3b / 5.4.4c), 'pellet triangle' (5.4.1b / 5.4.2b
/ 5.4.4d / 5.5.lc), 'radiant pellet' (5.4.4g), 'S'-shaped (5.5.1d) and 'trefoil' (5.5.1e) motifs. Where
correlation does occur, particularly in the case of the 'rosette' motif, these two regions also share
objects bearing the same type of motif, e.g. the Ringstead and Ulceby bridle-bits.
There is no overwhelming evidence to suggest that the coin types of any particular region of Gaul,
other than a preference towards those series issued within Belgic Gaul, were favoured above any other
district. This bias may, however, be attributable to the sample analysed.
There is some evidence to suggest that correlation between numismatic motifs and the wider
archaeological repertoire assigned to the 'East Anglian' region did occur, e.g. the 'pellet-triangle'
(5.6.4), 'rosette' (5.6.5) and, possibly, 'back-to-back crescent' (5.6.8) motifs. This might be indicative
of their regional significance. Rarely, however, does the subject matter of the staters correspond to
flgural art in the round. This is surprising considering the volume of flgural material, particularly avian
imagery, that originates in East Anglia and is assigned to the late Iron Age. The 'duck' decorating the
bronze plate and the 'griffin' on a plate brooch from the Santon Downham metalwork hoard, north
Suffolk, are comparatively late, c. AD 50, to be directly relevant to this discussion. Nevertheless
another bird's head, possibly a 'duck', is represented on 2 cast-bronze fittings, described as a ?drinking
horn mount from (site 25249) Snettisham, Norfolk, and assigned to the Iron Age (Guerney, 1990.101).
A bronze central looped-mortar cosmetic set with bovine and avian (another ?duck) terminal decoration
is recorded from Hockwold, Norfolk, and has also been assigned a first century AD date (Jackson,
1985.175, 186, fig.7.59). Finally, a bronze mount or fitting in the form of a ram's head has been
recovered from Fincham (Gurney, 1991.232), Norfolk, and assigned to the Iron Age, although again,
on what grounds is not clear.
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It is interesting to note that greater correlation might be observed in the contemporary silver issues.
The only object that can be dated with any certainly is the sword recovered from the River Lark, West
Row, northwestern Suffolk, c. 40 BC - AD 43, with images of a boar stamped three times on either side
of the blade (Stead, 1996.99, illus. 72; 1985.50, illus.68; 1980.61-74). These are far more
representational than those illustrated on silver units of the 'East Anglian' 'boar/horse type'. A further
parallel exists between the head on the obverse of silver units of the 'East Anglian' early 'Face/Horse'
type (BM3536-37, M412, VA665; BM3540, M413c; VA665-5) and that represented in the round on a
bronze metal detector find from the plough zone at Holme Hale, Norfolk (Davies, personal
communication; Gurney, 1991.232, fig.2). Both designs share a similar treatment of the eye, ear and
mouth with the hair represented swept back from the forehead. Two similar pieces, recorded from
identical contexts at Gillingham and Weybourne in Norfolk (Gurney, 1990.100, fig.5; ibid.1996.390
respectively) differ in their possession of empty, circular fittings (for eyes?). All three are represented
in an abstract style that contrasts strongly with that of the morphologically similar but bearded head
from Sedgeford, Norfolk. The Holme Hale and Gillingham pieces are reminiscent of the detached
bronze heads found at Corent, Auvergne, and Stradonitz, Bohemia (cf. De"chelette, 1914.1141, fig.
475.1, 2, 2a), identified as fittings for the iron tang between the 'arms' of hilted anthropomorphic short
swords (Clarke and Hawkes, 1955.213-4). It should be recalled that a third century BC 'anthropoid'
decorated short-sword was recovered from an inhumation burial at Shouldham, Norfolk (Clarke and
Hawkes, ibid.198-9, pl.XXIV.l, 3). Neverthless, Henig (1995.38, illus.20) has chosen to compare the
Holme Hale piece with a Roman sceptre heads from Kirmington (Henig and Leahy, 1986),
Lincolnshire, and Brough-on-Humber (Corder and Richmond, 1938), Humberside. This absence of
correlation between the subject matter of gold staters and other media including lower denominational
coinage might suggest that particular types of images, as opposed to particular types of motif, were
restricted and/or only considered appropriate to, this particular media.
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Fig. 5.1: Figural Representation of British AO.

The Reverse.

The examples illustrated below derive from staters identified by Sills (1996.334-335) as British AO.

The Obverse.

The principal reverse design derives from one of the four surviving examples (CCI90.0001).
It is not clear to what extent the example illustrated below represents the original since the
edge of the die was not discernible.

^SfiXi V Variant (CCI95.3179)

• • •*#>/

The principal obverse derives from one of the four surviving examples. It is not clear to
what extent the example illustrated below reflects the original as the edge of the die was not
discernible.

Variant (CC195.3179)

Fig. 5.2: Figural Representation of British Ja.

The Reverse.

The examples illustrated below derive from staters identified by Alien (1960.108) as British Ja. (Mack 49).

The Obverse.

Scale: 2:1.

Right-field: The field to the right of the 'wolf is
visible on a variant of Mack 49 (CCI67.0357)

The principal reverse design derives from a variant of Mack 49 (CCI69.0542). It is
assumed that the reconstruction is relatively complete when the additional elements,
illustrated below, are added to the final reconstruction.

Upper-Held: The upper field is visible on a variant of
Mack 49 (CCI69 0538: 69.0539; 69.05-13; 96.3545)

Left-field: The Held to the left of the
'wolf is visible on a variant of
Mack 49 (CC169.0541; 95.0749

*v.&»•
w8

The principal obverse design derives from a variant of Mack 49 (CCI69.0542; 69.0543;
96.3431). It is not clear to what extent the reconstruction suggested reflects the original
since the edge of the die was not discernible.

Scale: 2:1.

Fig. 5.3: Figural Representation of British N (Free ken ha in 2).

The Obverse.

The Reverse.

The examples illustrated below derive from staters identified by Alien (1970.26) as British Nc (Mack 400 + 400a) subsequently referred to by Chadburn (1996,
1991)as'Freckenham2'.

The obverse design derives from a variant of Mack 400a (CCI61.0471)

variant
(CCI68.1000)

Mack 400

The reverse design derives from a variant of Mack 400a (CCI95.1039; 61.0471). The
reconstruction is thought to be relatively complete although the edge of the die is not
discernible on most examples.

Suggested circumference o!" flan

•
•

•• • ^y •••
•
••
(CCI68.1005)

Mack 400a
variant

Mack 400
variant
(CCI68.I004.
68.1003)
Mack 400

variant
(68.1000)

401 (68.0976).

0

- Not illustrated -

'Spiral'. The 'spiral' derives from a variant of
M401 (CC168.0978)

?
The Reverse.
nt of Mack 401 (68.0976; 85.0004). The
The principal reverse design derives from a varia
lete when the additional elements, illustrated
reconstruction is thought to be relatively comp
below, are added to the final reconstruction.

(Freckenham 1).
Fig. 5.4: Figural Representation of British N
1991)
401) subsequently referred to by Chadburn (1996,
identified by Alien (1970.26) as British Nc (Mack
The examples illustrated below derive from staters
as 'Freckenham I 1.

The Obverse.
The obverse design derives from a variant of Mack
Suggested circumference of flan

Tail and die edge. The horse's tail and
the edge of the die derive from a variant
ofMack401 (CC105.3473)
- Not illustrated -

Mack 401 variant

86.0229).

(CC196.3045:

Fig. 5.5: Figiiral Representation of British N (Freckenham 3).

The Obverse.

The Reverse.

Examples illustrated below derive from staters identified by Alien (1970.26) as British Nb (Mack 402-403a, 403c) subsequently referred to by Chadburn (1996,
1991) as'Freckenham 3'.

The obverse derives from a variant of Mack 403 (CCI95.3182), The example illustrated
below is assumed to be relatively complete.

The horse's tail: (he horse's tail and a portion of
the upper left field derive from a variant of Mack
403c(CCI6l.0453).

Mack 403

variant
(CCI68.0989)

Mack 402

The principal reverse derives from a variant of Mack 403c. The reconstruction is thought to
be fairly complete when the additional elements, illustrated below, are added to the
reconstruction. However, the exergue design is not complete and the edge of the die was
not discernible.

Mack402c variant
(CCI95.2809)

variant
(CCI68.0987;
94.1578;
95.3182;
971006)

Fig.5.6: Figural Representation of British N.

Die edge: The edge of the die is visible on
a variant of Mack 398 (CCI62.0145).

Scale 2:1

Mack 398
vanant

Mack 398

•"•'fiS

Mack 403b
variant
(CCI94.0501)

Mack 403b
variant
(CCI72.0525)

.v. -\V2L-

variant
(CCI62.0I45)

Die edge: the edge of the die derives from a
variant of Mack 397 CCI62.0I44)

There are a considerable number of variations within the iconographic composition of the
reverse dies used to strike British Na. The principal reverse die illustrated below derives
from a variant of Mack 397 (CCI88.129; 96.3044) and is though to be relatively complete
when the additional elements, illustrated below, are added to the final reconstruction.

The examples illustrated below derive from staters identified by Alien (1970) as British Na (Mack 397-399 +403b) subsequently referred to by Chadburn
H9911 as Freckenham 4
The Obverse.

Scale 2:1

There is a considerable diversity of designs within the obverse dies used to strike British Na.
The principal obverse die illustrated below derives from a variant of Mack 397
(CCI68.0969) and is thought to be entirely complete. Other representative obverse dies are
also depicted to illustrate minor but distinctive alterations to the iconographic content.

Mack 399 variant c) J
.
(CCI90.804;
94.0186).
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Mack 403b variant -77
(CCI?)

Mack 3"
variant
0973;
68.0973;
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Fig. 5.7: Figural Representation of staters inscribed - / 'ANTEBI'.

The Obverse.

The reverse design derives from a variant of Mack 418 (CCI61.0947; 68.1221) inscribed
'ANTED!'. The reconstruction illustrated below is presumed to be relatively complete.

The Reverse.

The examples illustrated below derive from staters attributed to 'Anted!' (Mack 418).

The obverse design derives from a variant Mack 418 (CCI68.1221). The example
illustrated below is presumed to be relatively complete.

Fig. 5.8: Figural Representation of staters inscribed - / ECE.

The Obverse.

The reverse design derives from a worn variant of Van Arsdell 759 (CCI92.0611) inscribed
'ECE.. The example illustrated below is presumed to be relatively complete, although the
edge of the die was not discernible. Only two examples are recorded at the CCI.

The Reverse.

The examples illustrated below derive from staters inscribed 'ECE' (VA759).

The obverse design derives from a variant of Van Arsdell 759 (CCI92.0611). The example
illustrated below is presumed to be relatively complete, although the edge of the die was not
discernible. Only two examples are recorded at the CCI.

Fig. 5.9: Figural Representation of staters inscribed - / ECEN.

The Obverse.

The reverse design derives from a variant of VA275 (CCI94.1188) inscribed 'ECEN'. The
example illustrated below is presumed to be relatively complete, although the edge of the
die was not discernible. Only three examples are recorded at the CCI.

The Reverse.

The examples illustrated below derive from staters inscribed 'Ecen' (VA725).

The obverse design derives from a variant of VA275 (CC194.1188). The example
illustrated below is presumed to be relatively complete although the edge the die was not
discernible. Only three examples are recorded at the CCI.

The right field is discernible on a very worn variant on VA 725
(CCI926IO).

Chapter 6; The 'Eastern' Series Periods II - III, phases 4 -9, c. 80 BC - AD 45.
6.1: Introduction.
The typological sequence for staters assigned to the 'Eastern' region by Haselgrove (1987) is reliant
upon the sequence established by Alien (1944; 1960). Alien's (ibid.) sequence is still widely accepted
as correct despite largely unconvincing attempts at chronological refinement (cf. Van Arsdell,
1989.319-427). Recent research has, however, highlighted some of the discrepancies inherent within
Alien's (ibid.) work, e.g. the differential distribution of the constituent subtypes of British A (Bean,
1993) and British M (Bean, 1994). A thorough review of the uninscribed/inscribed series attributed to
this region is currently being undertaken by Sills (1996; 1997; 1998; forthcoming) and Kretz (1998a;
1998b) respectively. The 'Eastern' series is composed of a tri-metallic issue of gold staters, quarter
staters, silver and bronze units as well as bronze fractional units. These have a distribution
concentrated within Essex and Hertfordshire, spreading into outlying areas of Buckinghamshire,
Cambridgeshire, Kent, Northamptonshire, Oxfordshire and Suffolk.

Map 6.1: Late Iron Age settlement, hoard, burial and find sites within the distributional area of coinage assigned to the
•Eastern' region (after CunlifTe, 1981. figs. 54 - 62; de Jersey, I997b; Mack, 1964, map 13).
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6.2:* Phase 4': c. 80-57 EC.
6.2.1; British A1/A2 fBMl-34; VA 200-1/202-1: M28/29).
6.42g./6.16g.

(fig: 6.1)

Until the recent identification of British AO (Sills, 1996), the typological descent of British A has
traditionally been attributed to Gallo-Belgic C (Alien, 1960.105). On the basis of a close similarity
between the first obverse die and an early reverse die and their association in a scattered hoard 'from
near Littleport', Sills (1996.334) has argued that British Al immediately succeeded British AO.
Sills (1998.2-3) has subsequently identified two different types of Al stater ('Westerham AY
'Westerham B') which he attributes to two separate mints north of the Thames ('Mint A' and 'Mint
B'). Staters ('Westerham A': BM7-23) produced at 'Mint A' in the Hertfordshire/Buckinghamshire
region can be differentiated from those produced at 'Mint B' ('Westerham B': BM1-6) through minor
differences in the reverse and, in all but one case, are struck from the same obverse die. Sills (1998.4)
has described the location of 'Mint B', responsible for the striking of British AO and 'Westerham B',
indicated as die-linked, as 'somewhere in or on the borders of East Anglia'. In the absence of a more
precise account of Sills' findings (forthcoming) regarding the distribution of'Westerham AY
'Westerham B' and since their subject matter is broadly identical 'Westerham B' has been included in
the discussion relating to 'Eastern region' to avoid repetition.
Typologically British Al can be distinguished from British A2 through an alteration in the direction of
the 'leaves' on what remains of the 'wreath of Apollo' depicted on the obverse. Recent research has
illustrated that more fundamental differences existed between the two series. British AI possesses a
higher mean weight (6.42g.) compared to British A2 (6.16g), whilst the former is considerably finer
than the later (AV%62.5/47.1). British Al also displays a greater degree of variation in the alloy
employed (Van Arsdell, 1993.117, ternary diagram 2). Similarity between finer examples of British
Al and the composition of Gallo-Belgic C has encouraged the suggestion that Gallo-Belgic C was
recoined as British Al. The comparatively baser alloy of British A2 could have derived from either a
further debasement of Gallo-Belgic C or a subsequent Gallo-Belgic issue, e.g. Gallo-Belgic E (Cowell,
1992.219) Comparison between the die chain for both series reveals that neither series was die-linked,
each type possessing a distinctive die chain (Bean, 1993.286-287; Mackensen, 1974.13,17; Sills,
1996.335, fig.2). No record exists of the two types being found hoarded together (Bean, 1993.286-287),
suggesting that the two series were spatially and/or chronologically distinct. The general distribution of
British Al north of the Thames and British A2 south of the Thames has lent itself to the suggestion that
British Al was produced by the Catuvellauni (specifically Cassivellaunus) whilst British A2 has been
attributed to the Atrebates (Bean, 1993.286-287, fig. 1; Haselgrove, 1987.85, fig.5: 1; Sills, 1998.4;
1996.334). There are no significant alterations, additions or substitutions to either obverse or reverse
designs relevant to this discussion.
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6.2.2; British F (BM137-144: VA14S8-1:

(fig. 6.2)

6.4g.

Typologically British F, limited to the 1898 Clacton hoard (cf. Alien, 1960.287-8; Van Arsdell,
1989.535), Essex, derives from British A (Alien, 1960.107), although Hobbs (1996.14) has suggested
that the influence of British B is discernible. The small number of finds, many badly worn, preclude
detailed analysis of these coins, although it is thought (Mack, 1964.25; Sills, 1997b.3) that all were
struck from the same obverse die. Metallurgical analysis has suggested that the alloy used was similar
to that employed in baser examples of British A2 (Cowell, 1992.220).
REVERSE

6.2.2a: The 'radiant pellet' motif.

Otherwise referred to as a 'rosette' (Mack, 1964.25)
There are no directly comparable Continental or British parallels for this motif,
although the principle of adding further radial arms to a 'rosette' or 'pellet' motif is
known in northern Gaul (cf. Gallo Belgic AB1) and is relatively common to early
British staters (cf. 6.2.4b or 9.2.Id below).

6.2.2b: The 'ring' motif.

'Ring' motifs are highly prolific motif upon coinage assigned to the 'Eastern' region.
'Ring' motifs are represented in the field surrounding the horse on the reverse of
British Lc (BM343; VA1491; M139a). 'Ring' motifs are represented on both sides
of an early uninscribed silver types (BM377-9; VA1546; M435; BM389; VA1948;
M445) identified as British LX6 and LX16 respectively. The same motif is
illustrated on the reverse of an uninscribed silver half-unit (BM399-400) classified as
British LX. 'Ring' motifs are also represented in the field around the winged horse
on both sides of an uninscribed bronze unit (BM401; VA1629; M446) identified as
British LX26.
'Ring' motifs (cf. 6.5.If below) are represented on both sides of staters attributed to
Tasciovanus and Andoco. A 'ring' is represented behind a winged horse on the
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reverse of a silver unit (BM2018) inscribed - / ANDOCO. Two 'rings' are illustrated
above a horse's head on the reverse of a bronze unit (BM2019-20) inscribed
ANDOCO / ANDOCO. The same motif is represented on the obverse of later stater
types attributed to Tasciovanus and Sego. A 'ring' is represented above the horse on
the reverse of a quarter stater type (BM 1642-3; VA1690; Ml 52) inscribed VERO /
TAS attributed to Tasciovanus. The motif is represented on both sides of another
quarter stater type (BM 1645; VA 1690var.) inscribed VERO / TAS. 'Ring' motifs
are represented on both sides of a silver unit (BM1655) inscribed T(?) / VER (?).
'Ring' motifs may be discerned above and below the tablet containing the inscription
RVIIS on the obverse of a bronze unit (BM1693-7; VA1895; M191). A 'ring' is
represented in front of a centaur on the reverse of a bronze unit (BM 1728-35;
VA1882; Ml 92) inscribed DIAS TASC / VIR.
'Ring' motifs are represented on both sides of uninscribed gold quarter staters (241721; VA1623; M270) attributed to Addedomaros. 'Ring' motifs are depicted above
the horse on the reverse of an uninscribed gold stater (BM2442; VA1660; M276)
attributed to Dubnovellaunos.
A 'ring' is similarly depicted in front of a 'capricom' on the reverse of a silver unit
(BM1898) inscribed CVNO / CVNO attributed to Cunobelinus.
6.2.3: British E (BM-; VA1462-1; M48).

(fig: 6.3)

6.16g.

Typologically British E is traditionally derived from British A (Alien, 1960.107). The slightly lower
mean weight of British E (6.16g.) in comparison to that of British F (6.4g.) could indicate that British E
derived from, or was a later variant of, British F since the obverse die copies British F. Furthermore
the 'ring' motifs represented on the reverse of British E only appear on the final reverse of British F
(Sills, 1997, personal, communication). With only three examples (e.g. CCI68.0841 from Great
Waldingfield, Suffolk; CCI96.1757 from 'nr. Braintree', Essex; undisclosed site, CCI97.0134)
recorded at the CCI further conclusions are unwarranted.
REVERSE
6.2.3a The image of a horse.

The composition of the horse's 'mane' bears comparison to a similar representation
on the reverse of an uninscribed thin silver type (M321; VA 1280-1) justifying the
identification of the species represented.
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6.2.3b The 'pellet-in-ring' motif.

'Pellet-in-ring' motifs are a ubiquitous feature on coinage assigned to the 'Eastern'
region. Multiple 'pellet-in-ring' motifs are included within the compositions
illustrated on both sides of 'Middle' and 'Late' variants of British Lb (cf. 6.4.1d). A
very similar motif is represented on the obverse of an unpublished (CCI97.1659) gold
quarter stater attributed to the 'Eastern' region. A 'pellet-in-ring' motif is
represented beneath the horse's tail on the reverse of gold staters identified as British
LX5 (cf.6.4.2c below). Multiple 'pellet-in-ring' motifs are represented on both faces
of uninscribed gold quarter staters (BM365-6, VA234, M76; BM367) identified as
British LX4. Similar depictions of multiple 'pellet-in-ring' motifs are included
within the composition on both sides of'early' staters attributed to Tasciovanus
(BM1591-1603, VA1680, M149; BM1604-5, VA1682, M150; BM1606-7, VA1684,
Ml 86, 186A - cf. 6.5.2d). With the appearance of the armoured rider on the reverse
of 'Eastern' staters 'pellet-in-ring' motifs are only retained within the obverse design
(e.g. BM 1608, VA 1730, M154; BM 1609, VA 1730var.; BM 1610, VA 1732-11,
M157; BM1611, VA1732, M155; BM1612-3, VA1732-5). However, a single 'pelletin-ring' motif does appear beneath the armed rider on the reverse of staters
(BM1629-33, VA1780-5; BM1634-5, VA1780-9BM1636, VA1780var.) inscribed
TASCIO RICON / -. The motifs are retained within the composition of the obverse
of some variants of uninscribed (e.g. BM1638-9) and inscribed (BM1641, VA1692,
M153; BM 1647-9, VA 1848, M185) quarter staters. The motif is comparatively rare
on lower denominational coinage, e.g. a single 'pellet-in-ring' motif is represented
beneath a griffin's head on the reverse of a silver type (BM 1658-9; VA1792; Ml 60)
inscribed TASSIO / -. A single 'pellet-in-ring' motif is represented upon both the
obverse and reverse dies of an uninscribed bronze type (BM1690; VA1855, Ml 73)
attributed to Tasciovanus. A single 'pellet-in-ring' motif is represented above a
winged horse on the reverse of a similarly attributed but alternative bronze type
(BM 1688-9; VA 1711; M170) inscribed TASCIA VA / S A T.
'Pellet-in-ring' motifs appear above and behind a winged sphinx on a bronze type
(BM 1693-7; VA1895; M191) inscribed RUIIS/ -. The same motif is represented
within what has been described as 'two quads' on the obverse of a further bronze
fractional type (BM 1756-8; VA1903; Ml93) inscribed - /RVI1. A 'pellet-in-ring'
motif is represented above a horse on the reverse of two bronze types (BM1706-8,
VA1820, M180; BM 1709-10, VA1812, M175) inscribed - / VIR and - / SCI TA
respectively. Similarly, a single 'pellet-in-ring' motif is represented above a
'hippocamp' on the reverse of another bronze type (BM1714-1718, VA1707-3;
BM 1719-21, VA1707, Ml68) inscribed VIR / VIR and VERL / VIR respectively.
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The same motif is represented above a 'hippocamp' on the reverse of a bronze type
(BM1722-3; VA1709; M169) inscribed VER / TAS. A 'pellet-in-ring' motif is
represented within what has been referred to as a 'star' on the obverse of an
uninscribed bronze type (BM1752-5, VA1810, Ml74) as well as within a similar
configuration on another bronze type (BM 1745-51, VA1808, Ml72) inscribed
VERLAMIO / -, both attributed to Tasciovanus.
The close similarity between the early designs on the obverse of staters attributed to
Tasciovanus and those of Andoco dictates that 'pellet-in-ring' motifs may also be
recorded on the latter's coinage (e.g. BM2011-14; VA1860; M197 - cf. 6.5.3c).
However, the motif is not recorded upon any lower denominational coinage
attributed to Andoco.
Multiple 'pellet-in-ring' motifs are represented on the reverse of staters (BM2390-4,
BM2396-404, BM2405- 11; VA1605, VA1620, VA1635; M266, M267, M268)
attributed to Addedomaros (cf.6.5.5b/6.5.5h below). The motif is also recorded on
four different types (BM2416, VA1608, M271; BM2417-21, VA1623, M270;
BM2422-3, VA1638, M269; BM2424, VA1638var.; M269var.) of related quarter
stater.
Similar 'pellet-in-ring' motifs appear on both sides of staters (BM2425-36, VA16505, M275; BM2437-9, VA1650var. M275var.; BM2440, VA1650, M275a) attributed
to Dubnovellaunos ('in-Essex') (cf. 6.5.6b below). The same motif is represented on
the reverse of a related quarter type (BM2442; VA1660; M276). 'Pellet-in-ring'
motifs are also represented within the compositions illustrated on both sides of a
similarly attributed bronze type (BM2446-8; VA1669; M281) inscribed - / DVBNO.
'Pellet-in-ring' motifs also appear on the reverse of the gold stater type (BM2449;
VA162; M279) attributed to 'Diras' (6.5.6d below).
The same motif is also represented beneath and behind the horse on the reverse of
two uninscribed bronze types (BM2453-60, VA1646, M273; BM2461-5, VA1665,
M277)
Two 'pellet-in-ring' motifs appear on the obverse of staters (BM1769-71; VA1910;
M201) attributed to Cunobelinus (cf. fig. 6.26). A similar configuration can be
observed on the related quarter stater type (BM1836-36a; VA1913; M202) where a
'pellet-in-ring' motif is also observable beneath the horse on the reverse. The motif
appears below the horse on the reverse of supposedly later stater types (BM 1804-8,
VA1933, M212; BM1809-11, VA2010, M203 - cf. 6.6.1k/6.6.1m) similarly
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attributed. A single 'pellet-in-ring' motif is represented in front of a seated female
figure on the reverse of a silver type (BM1863-5; VA2045; M215) inscribed
CAMV[L] / CVNO. A 'pellet-in-ring' motif is represented behind a boar on the
reverse of a bronze type (BM1904-5; VA1963; M223) inscribed - / CVNO. A
similar configuration is illustrated on the reverse of another bronze type (BM1906-7;
VA1965; M224). Two 'pellet-in-ring' motifs appear on the obverse on another
bronze type (BM1921-27; VA1971; M221) inscribed CVNOBELINI / TASC. A
'pellet-in-ring' motif is represented behind a portrayal of'Victory' on the reverse of
another bronze type (BM1943; VA1973-3; M222a) inscribed - / CVN.
'Pellet-in-ring' motif motifs do not appear on staters attributed to Epaticcus, although
the motif does appear on either side of a silver type (BM2024-268; VA580; M263)
inscribed TPATI / -. Two 'pellet-in-ring' motif motifs appear on the obverse of a
silver minim type (BM2331-46; VA585; M264) inscribed EPATI /TA. The same
motif is represented in front of a bust on the obverse of another minim type
(BM2358-63) inscribed - / E.
A 'pellet-in-ring' motif is represented next to an eagle's head on the reverse of a
silver minim type (BM2376-84; VA593; M265) inscribed CARA / -, attributed to
Caratacus. The same motif is represented on the obverse of a similarly attributed but
alternative minim type (BM2385-9; VA595) identically inscribed.
O

6.2.3c: The 'ring1 motif.
The motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 6.2.2b).

6.2.4: British G (BM137-79; VA1455-1. -3. -7; M46. 46a).

6.3g.

(fig. 6.4)

Typologically British G descends directly from Gallo-Belgic C and is known from its presence in the
1898 Clacton hoard, Essex, where it occupied the greater proportion of the hoard (Alien, 1960.107).
Mack (1964.25) identified two types, 'Class A' (M46) and 'Class B' (M46a), distinguished by the
addition of two 'curved arms' to the pellet beneath the horse. 'Class B' is progressively more copperrich than 'Class A' which may determine the relative ordering of the series. There remain no readily
apparent typological differences that distinguish baser from finer coins (Cowell, 1992.220).
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REVERSE
6.2.4a: The 'K'- shaped motif.

There are no directly comparable Continental or British parallels for this motif.
6.2.4b: The 'radiant pellet' motif.
There are no directly comparable Continental or British parallels for this motif. A
similar motif is represented on the obverse of a 'mid-variant' of British La (cf. fig.6.7
below).
6.2.4c: The 'ring' motif.

The motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 6.2.2b).
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6.3: 'Phase S'; c.57 - SO BC.
6.3.1: British La (BM279-350; VA1470-1.1472-1.1476-3.-; M133-13S. 138a;l.

(fig: 6.5)
British L, distributed north of the Thames in Buckinghamshire, Hertfordshire and Essex (Hobbs,
1996.14), derives from British Qa (Haselgrove, 1987.87) and not British H and I as Alien (1960.109)
originally suggested. Haselgrove (1987.87-88, following Van Arsdell, 1984) has suggested that the
horse on the reverse adopts the 'elliptical ear' from either British Q or Gallo-Belgic F. Other attributes
are derived (Haselgrove, ibid.; Sills, 1996.334) from a number of late Belgic prototypes inscribed
CRICIRV (Scheers, no. 27), ROVECA (Scheers, no.28) and POTTINA (Scheers, no. 30 cl. V). There
is considerable variation within the series but this is not thought to be related to any difference in
composition or fineness (Cowell, 1992.222). British L has variously been attributed to either the
Catuvellauni, specifically Cassivellaunus (Alien, 1944.11-2s; Harding, 1974.224) or the Trinovantes
(Rodwell, 1976.247).
REVERSE
6.3.1 a: The 'winged' motif.

These motifs, whether considered singularly or as a composition, have no known
Continental predecessors. Only the motif otherwise described as a 'curved ornament'
(Mack, 1964.70) or a 'winged object' (Van Arsdell, 1989.333) have indigenous
successors namely British Lb 'mid' variants (cf. 6.4.1b/6.4.1h/6.4.1i below) and
British LX5 (cf. 6.4.2a below). The motif is also illustrated above the horse on the
reverse of an uninscribed gold quarter stater (BM2416; VA1608; M271) attributed to
Addedomaros.
Van Arsdell (1989.333; 1984.10) has suggested that the origin of the 'winged object'
and the 'X' motif derived from a Republican denarius of Gnaeus Domitius
(Ahenobarbus), c. 124-103 BC. Van Arsdell (ibid.) derived the motif from the
winged helmet of Roma and the 'X' motif from the mark of value. Van Arsdell
(ibid.) derived what he described as the 'ladder' motif from an alternative Republican
denarius of M. Opeimius, c. 99-95 BC. Reservations remain over the validity of Van
ArsdelPs derivation of these motifs for three reasons. Only a superficial resemblance
exists between the motifs on the reverse of British La and those on the obverse of the
denari of Cn. Domitius Cn.F.L.n Ahenobarbus, dated by Crawford (1974.218) to
189-180 BC. The derivation of the 'ladder' from the tripod on the obverse of a

1 Alien (1960.115-116) later refuted this idea.
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denarii of M. Opeimius, dated by Crawford (1974.282) to 131 BC, also appears
unlikely. Finally, Van Arsdell's (ibid.) attribution of these motifs to Roman
prototypes is made with the intention of demonstrating that the 'pro-Roman' nature
of the issuing tribe, the viability of which may be questioned (cf. 11.3.4 below).
6.3.Ib The 'pellet triangle' motif

The 'pellet triangle' motif is a comparatively rare motif in the 'Eastern' region but is
represented on the reverse of a variety of British La derivatives, e.g. British Lb
'Mid' and 'Late' variants (cf. 6.4. le). A considerably smaller variant of the same
motif (cf. 6.5.1k below) is represented in front of the image of the horse rider on the
reverse of some of the later stater variants attributed to Tasciovanus. The 'pellet
triangle' motif, along with a variety of other motifs, are also represented on the
obverse of some variants of staters attributed to Cunobelinus where it has been
suggested (Alien, 1975.3; de Jersey, 1998a.2) they may have functioned as privy
marks.
The motif is more characteristic of the 'Northeastern' (cf. 4.4.3b) and 'East Anglian'
(cf. 5.4.Ib) regions.

6.3.le: The 'hubbed radiant' motif.

Otherwise described as a 'flower-like ornament' (Mack, 1964. 70 following Evans,
1864.75) or a 'cog wheel' (Van Arsdell, 1989.333).
These motifs remain unique to one particular variant of British La and appear to
have no Continental predecessors or directly comparable successors, although a
similarity with other types of motif (e.g. 6.4.1J/6.4.11 below) is noteworthy.
6.3.1d: The 'rosette' motif.

'Rosettes' appear either below or in front of the horse on the reverse of uninscribed
silver types (BM377-9, VA1546,M435; BM 376, VA1558,M375) identifed as British
LX6 and LX7.
A similar motif is represented above the horse on the reverse of a silver type
(BM 1656-7) inscribed - / TASACI. Three 'rosettes' are represented in the field
surrounding an armed horseman on the reverse of a silver type (BM 1667-8; Ml 58;
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VA1745) inscribed - / TAS CIO. 'Rosettes' appear above and below a horse on the
reverse of a bronze type (BM1711-13; Mack 167; VA1705) inscribed /TASC. A
'rosette' is depicted in front a horse on the reverse of a bronze type (BM1714-8;
VA1707-3) inscribed V1R / VIR, attributed to Tasciovanus. A 'rosette' is
represented in front of a horseman on the reverse of a bronze type (BM1724-7;
Ml 71; VA1750, 1750-3) inscribed TAS / VIR, similarly attributed.
A 'rosette' apppears above a 'horse' on the reverse of silver types inscribed CVN/(BM1858-59; M255; VA1949) or CVN/CM (BM1860; VA1949 var.).
The 'rosette' motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 4.2. Id)
6.3.le: The 'pellet-in-ring' motif.
The motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 6.2.3b).
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6.4: 'Phase 6' 50 -20 BC.
6.4.1; British Lb 'mid-to late variants'.

British Lb, a derivative of British La (Alien, 1960.109), was issued with a progressively copper-rich
content and at a lower weight standard. The series is not as homogenous as Alien's (ibid.) provisional
identification would imply, but is composed of a number of typologically and stylistically distinct subvarieties each possessing a distinctive composition (Cowell, 1992.222). Van Arsdell (1989.337-43),
following Mack (1964.72) sought to differentiate between these variants identifying two types,
'Middle' and 'Late' Whaddon Chase types, each the product of a successive phase of copying.
Irrespective of whether Van Arsdell (ibid.) or Mack's (ibid.) conclusions are accepted, their
terminology is employed within this study in order differentiate between the respective types. This
would suggest that British Lb was composed of a number of separate and distinct issues. On the basis
of its presence in the 1987-89 Snettisham hoard Gregory (1992.50-5) has suggested that British Lb
'late' variant (M141) may be more correctly assigned to the 'East Anglian' region, an intermediary
between Van ArsdelFs 'Middle Whaddon Chase' types and the subsequent 'Snettisham' series.
'Middle Whaddon Chase types': (BM337.331.338-9: VA1485.1487.1493.1493var.; M136.137.
138
British Lb ('mid' variant BM337: VA 1485; Ml36)

(fig. 6.6)

5.7 lg?.

The worn condition of the only example of this variant of British Lb at the CCI precludes a detailed
discussion.
REVERSE
/2s

6.4.1a: The 'rosette'? motif.

The type of motif beneath the horse, possible a 'rosette', is unclear. If this
interpretation is accepted the motif is discussed above (6.3.Id).
British Lb ('mid' variant BM331; VA 1487; M1371

5.6lg?.

(fig- 6.7)
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REVERSE
^

6.4.Ib: The 'winged' motif.

The motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 6.3. la)
6.4.Ic: The 'hubbed whorl' motif.
The 'whorl' on British coinage.
A 'hubbed whirl' is represented above a horse on the reverse of gold staters attributed
to Addedomaros (cf. 6.5.5f below) where the motif is interchangeable with a 'wheel'.
A 'whorl' motif (cf. 6.5.6c below) is represented beneath the horse's tail on the
reverse of some same variants of gold staters attributed to Dubnovellaunos ('inEssex'). A similar motif is represented above a winged horse on the reverse of a
similarly attributed uninscribed silver type (BM2443-4; M288; VA165) despite its
provenance in Kent and the presence of'hatching' (cf. 7.2.2c below).
A similar motif is represented above the horse on the reverse of one variant of the
staters attributed to Cunobelinus (cf. 6.6. Ig below).
The motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 4.2. Ib).
6.4.Id: The 'hubbed 'wheel' motif.
The 'wheel' on British coinage.
The 'wheel' motif is a recurrent feature on gold staters assigned to the 'Eastern'
region. A 'wheel' is represented below the horse on the reverse of uninscribed gold
staters identified as British Lb ('Middle varieties - cf. 6.4.2c below). 'Wheel' motifs
(cf. 6.5. Ig below) appear within the reverse field of gold staters inscribed -/TASC
(BM1617-1624) and VER/TASC (BM1623-24) and on the obverse and reverse of
staters (cf. 6.5.3b) inscribed TASC1O/SEGO (BM1625-27). Two 'wheels' appear on
the obverse of a quarter stater inscribed TASCIO/- (BM1646). A 'wheel' is
represented below a horse on the reverse of a quarter stater (BM2015-17; M198;
VA1863) inscribed ANDO/-, attributed to Andoco. ' Wheel' motifs (cf.
6.5.4oV6.5.4f below) are also represented beneath the horse on the reverse of gold
staters attributed to Addedomaros (BM2390-95).
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The motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 4.3.6b).
t•
•

6.4.le: The 'pellet triangle' motif.
The motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 6.3. Ib).

British Lb ('mid' variant BM338-9; VA 1493.1493var.; M138.138al

(fig. 6.8)

5.44g.?
REVERSE
6.4.1 f: The 'pellet-in-ring' motif.

The motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 6.2.3c).
O

6.4.lg: The 'ring' motif.
The motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 6.2.3b).

'Late Whaddon Chase types': BM344.345.346; VA1498.1500.1502; MHO. 141.142
(fig. 6.9)
British LbCLate' variant': BM344; VA1498:1V1140)

A

6.4.1 h: The 'winged' motif.

The motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 6.3. la).
British LbCLate' variant': BM34S: VA1500: M14U
REVERSE
6.4.1J 'Winged' motif

The motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 6.3. la).
JJL

6.4.1 i: 'Hubbed radiant' variant.
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A very similar motif is represented above the horse on the reverse of an unpublished
uninscribed (CCI97.1659) gold quarter stater attributed to the 'Eastern' region.
An identical motif is represented in front of a horse on the reverse of an uninscribed
silver unit of the 'Abingdon Zoo' type, type A (Rudd, 1995, List 20, no. 7: cf. de
Jersey, 1998.150, fig. la).
A similar motif with a 'pellet-in-ring hub' is represented beneath the horse on the
reverse of an uninscribed gold quarter stater (BM365-6; VA234; M76) identified as
British LX4. The outer 'hub' only is represented above and below the horse on the
reverse of similar quarter stater type (BM368). Another very similar motif is
represented beneath the horse on the reverse of an uninscribed gold quarter stater
type (BM503-35; VA226var.) identified as British QC. The resemblance between
this motif and those illustrated on some variants of British La (cf. 6.3. Ic above)
remains noteworthy. An identical motif to that illustrated is represented on the
reverse of another variant of quarter stater (BM537; VA232; M72) identified as
British QC. A similar motif is illustrated on the obverse of another gold quarter
stater (BM539) from Danebury Hill, Hants. The same motif is also discernible
within a similar composition on the reverse of another variant (BM538; VA232var.;
M72var.) similarly attributed. A variant of the motif with an outer ring of pellets is
represented in front of a profiled human face on the obverse of an uninscribed silver
unit (BM610; VA284; M -) of the 'Danebury type'. Another motif is represented
beneath the horse on the reverse of an uninscribed silver unit (BM631-3; VA286) of
the 'Danebury type'. 'Hubbed radiant' motifs are also represented on the obverse of
some silver units (BM654-6; VA482; M119) of 'Danebury type'.
A similar motif within an outer ring of pellets is represented above the horse on the
revers of an uninscribed gold quarter stater type (BM2942; VA1010-3; M -)
attributed to 'eastern Wiltshire'. A 'hubbed radiant' motif is represented above the
horse on the reverse of uninscribed silver unit (BM3013-3018) of'Irregular' type
assigned to the 'Western' region.

6.4.1k: The 'hubbed whorl' motif.
The motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 6.4. Ic).
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British Lbf'Late' variant': BM346; VA1S02; M142)

REVERSE
6.4.11: 'Hubbed radiant' variant.

A very similar motif is illustrated in front of the horse on the reverse of another
variant of British Lb ('late' variant) where the motif is discussed (cf. 6.4. Ij).
Comparable motifs are illustrated in front of a horse and a boar or horse on the
reverse of an uninscribed silver units (BM -; VA -; M -; CCI97.0389/97.0045)
described as the 'Abingdon zoo' type, types B and C (Rudd, 1997, List 26, no. 33; cf.
de Jersey, 1998.150, fig. Ib and c).
6.4.lm: The 'pellet-in-ring'motif.

The motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 6.2.3b).
6.4.In: The 'concentric circle' motif.
'Concentric circle' motifs are extremely rare on Gallic coinage. A similar motif is
represented beneath a 'human headed horse' on the reverse of a bronze unit inscribed
VENEXTOC / - (Alien, 1995.70, nos. 111-2, S86-90; Scheers, 1977.700-3, no. 177)
traditionally ascribed to the Parisi' during the ?second half of the first century BC.

The 'concentric circle' motif remains comparatively rare in Britain. Similar motifs
are represented above and below the horse on the reverse of an uninscribed silver unit
(BM608) of the 'Danebury type'. The same motif is represented in front of a profiled
head on the obverse of other silver units (BM610-12, VA284; BM614-28) of the
same type. The same motif is illustrated on the obverse of a silver minim (BM652)
similarly identified.
An identical motif to that illustrated is represented on the obverse of silver units
(BM1332-55; VA505; M123) inscribed VERIACOMMIF / REX attributed to Verica.
6.4.1o: 'Rosette' variant*.

If the identification is accepted this motif is otherwise discussed below (cf. 6.5. Ib).
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6.4.2: British LX5 (BM350: VA1S09-1; Ml461

(fig: 6.10)

5.5g.?

On the basis of the only example of its type from Sandy, Bedfordshire, Alien (1960.133) suggested that
British LX5 was 'Kentish in appearance', deriving the inverted double 'S' motif on the obverse from
Gallo-Belgic E or Gallo-Belgic XC. Alien (ibid.) further likened the style of the horse to Gallo-Belgic
F. Since Alien's (ibid.) original commentary only one other example from Methwold in Norfolk has
been recorded at the CCI. As a consequence of the first findspot at Sandy, Beds., British LX5 is
included in the discussion of the 'Eastern series'.
^*

6.4.2a: The 'winged* motif.

The 'winged' motif is discussed above (cf. 6.3.la).
*
»••

motif.
triangle'
6.4.2b: The 'pellet
—————
—————
———————

The 'pellet triangle' motif is discussed above (cf.6.3.1b).
6.4.2c: 'Hubbed wheels'.

The 'wheel' motif is discussed above (cf. 6.4. Id).
6.4.2d: The 'pellet-in-ring' motif.

The 'pellet-in-ring' motif is discussed above (cf. 6.2.3b).
6.4.2e: 'Pellet-in-ring' shoulder decoration.

'Pellet-in-ring' motif shoulder decoration on Gallic coinage.
Such 'pellet-in-ring' motif decoration is rare in Gaul and is not represented in any of
the catalogues consulted. The motif is more typical of Belgic Gaul. 'Pellet-in-ring'
decoration occurs on the shoulder and haunch of the horse represented on the reverse
of an uninscribed bronze units (Alien, 1995.60, nos. 7, S5-6; Alien, 1995.60, no. 8;
Scheers, 1977.668-77, no. 163) attributed to the Veliocasses. A similar configuration
may be observed on similar uninscribed bronze types (Alien, 1995.61, no. 14;
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Scheers, 1977. 549, no 80j; Alien, 1995.63, nos. 24-7, S23; Scheers, 1977.511-13,
no. 59) attributed to the Ambiani. Shoulder decoration is also observable on the
reverse of a bronze unit (Alien, 1995.65, nos. 42-3; Scheers, 1977.823, no. 217 cl.
Ill) inscribed - / AVAVCIA and an uninscribed bronze type (Alien, ibid.65, nos.47,
S38-41; Scheers, ibid.822-3, no. 217, cl. II) attributed to either the Eburones or
Aduatuci prior to 8 BC.
'Pellet-in-ring' motif shoulder decoration on British coinage.
This form of decoration is relatively common on subsequent types of coinage
assigned to the 'Eastern' region. Similar decoration may be observed on the reverse
of uninscribed stater types British Lc (cf. 6.4.3b below) and gold quarter stater types
(BM367) and (BM365-6; VA234; M76) identified as British LX4. A single 'pelletin-ring' motif decorates the shoulder of the horse represented on the reverse of an
uninscribed gold quarter stater (BM2469-70; VA151; M85) identified as British LZ2.
A singular example is represented on the reverse of an uninscribed silver type
(BM376) identified as LX. A similar motif is illustrated on the shoulder of a stag? on
the reverse of a silver type (BM383-5; VA1552; M437) identified as British LX8. A
single example of the motif is represented on a horse's rump on the reverse of an
uninscribed silver type (BM347-9; VA1507; M144, 145) identified as British LZ3.
A similar motif decorates the shoulder of the horse on an uninscribed bronze type
(BM2450-2; VA1615; M274) allocated 'north of the Thames'. The same form of
decoration is also observable on later inscribed types, e.g. the 'Eastern' staters of
Addedomaros (cf. 6.5.4k below), Dubnovellaunos (cf. 6.5.5d below) and 'Diras' (cf.
6.5.5d below).
Double 'pellet-in-ring' motifs decorating the shoulder and haunch of the horse
illustrated on the reverse of an 'East Anglian' uninscribed 'Snettisham' type gold
quarter stater (BM3420-1; BM3422-6; BM3427-34). A similar form of 'pellet
decoration' is recorded in the 'East Anglian' region (cf. 5.4.2a above).
Similar decoration is also observable on the reverse of 'Southeastern' staters
(BM2511-12; VA184; M29) attributed to Vosenos (cf. 7.3.4 below).
'Pellet-in-ring' motifs decorate both the shoulder and the rump on the reverse of
'Southern' uninscribed silver units (BM583-92; VA264; M89) of the 'Danebury
Type' identified as British LZ7. A single example of the motif is illustrated on the
horse's shoulder on the reverse of similarly attributed but alternative uninscribed
silver units (BM595-601; BM629, VA292; BM639-40).
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A 'pellet-in-ring' motif decorates the shoulder of the horse on the reverse of an
uninscribed gold quarter stater (BM2942-6; VA1010-3; M68) identified as British
Rb. Double 'pellet-in-ring' motifs decorate the shoulder and haunches of the horses
represented on the reverse of uninscribed silver unit (BM2950; VA1020; M376) of
'Regular' type. Similar decoration may be observed on the reverse of a variety of
other uninscribed silver type (BM2953-62, VA1042, M378; BM2963-7, VA1045,
M378A; BM2968-75, VA1049, M379; BM2976, VA1074, M380, 381; BM29813000, VA1078, M382). An identical form of decoration is also observable on the
reverse of uninscribed silver units (BM3012, VA1170, M377; BM3019, VA1171,
1175, M384a) of 'Irregular' type. The same form of decoration may be discerned on
the reverse of silver units (BM3043-55; VA1110; M389) inscribed - / EISV.

OBVERSE
a ?

6.4.2f: 'Reversed 'S'-shaped motifs.

There are few directly comparable motifs on Continental or British coinage, the 'S'shaped motif on the obverse from Gallo-Belgic E or Gallo-Belgic XC having been
already noted. The only other example from Britain derives from an unpublished
(CCI 97.1011) gold quarter stater with a reverse 'S'-shaped motif struck in the
middle of the obverse field on a banded flan.
Other types of'S'-shaped motifs are discussed above (cf. 4.2.2c).
6.4.3: British Lc fBM343: VA1491: M139a).
5.2g?.

(fig: 6.11)

British Lc is often included in lists of the derivatives of British La, although the exact relationship
between these two series remains far from clear. The composition of British Lc is significantly baser
than most varieties of British L (Cowell, 1992.220-2, fig. 5) and does not appear to have shared the
same distribution.
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REVERSE
_

6.4.3a: 'Wheel* variant.

'Wheel' variant in Gaul
The motifs only similar continental parallel is represented on an uninscribed silver
type (Alien, 1990.65, nos. 426-428, S356-360) attributed to the Aedui during the first
half of the first century BC. The motif, described as an 'annulet and pellet on pole',
does not possess the four radial lines present on the motif illustrated.
'Wheel' variant on British coinage.
A similar motif, this time with a 'pellet-in-ring' motif attached to a horse's neck via a
connecting line, is represented on the reverse of uninscribed gold quarter staters types
(BM497, VA222 var.; BM498-501, M64, VA224; BM502, VA224var.; 503-8,
VA226var.; 509-518, M63, VA228var.; BM519-530, M63var., VA228; BM531-535,
M71, VA226; BM536, M72, VA232; BM537, M72, VA232; BM538, M72var.;
VA232var.; BM542-3, M67, VA256; BM545, M73; VA242; BM546, M75, VA246)
attributed to British QC.
6.4.3b: 'Pellet-in-ring' shoulder decoration.

The motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 6.4.2e).
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6.S: 'Phase 7'. c. 20 EC • AD 10.
6.5.1: TASCIOVANVS legend (BM1591-1603. VA1680. M149: BM1604-5. VA1682.150: BM1608.
VA1730. M154; BM1611. VA1732. MISS; BM1623-4. VA1734. M1S6; BM1610. VA1732-11.
M157; BM1628-36. VA1780. -5. -9; M1841.

5.5 - 5.4 gms.
The coinage of Tasciovanus is distributed north of the Thames concentrating in Hertfordshire and
Essex with an outlying spread over Buckinghamshire, Hertfordshire, Northamptonshire, Oxfordshire,
Berkshire, Bedfordshire and Kent. Two presumed mint sites, Verulamium (St. Albans), Herts., and
Camulodunum (Colchester), Essex, are alluded to on inscriptions within the series (cf. BM1638-768
and BM1606 respectively). Typologically the series can be divided into two groups, although the
exact sequence has yet to be determined (Kretz, 1998a). The earliest (Ml49-50) derives from later
variants of British L (e.g. Ml 37, Alien, 1944.14) with the addition of a 'bucranium' above the horse.
These appear to be followed by the rare CAMV series (Ml86) (Kretz, 1998a). The 'early' series is
succeeded by a 'later' series (Ml54-7) ultimately descended from late 'Southern' types attributed to
Tincomarus. None of the individual types are thought to relate to any differences in composition,
except the Ml84 variant which posses a higher mean gold content (AV%47.5) than the remainder of
the series (AV%41) (Cowell, 1992.225-6, fig. 9).
'Early' series (BM 1591 -1603. VA1680. Ml49: BM1604-5. VA1682. Ml50).

(figs. 6.12-13a)
REVERSE
6.5.1a; An image of a bucranium.

Bovines and bucrania on Gallic coinage.
The bull is a ubiquitous motif on thepotin coinage of Gaul derived from the middlesize bronze coins of Massalia. Variants of the 'Butting bull series' (Alien, 1995.84-7,
els. AI-VII) are attributed to the Turones, the earliest type similar to the British
'Thurrock type' (Alien, 1995.84; Van Arsdell, 1989). A similar but distinct series
(Alien, 1995.86, BVIII-IX, the 'Butting-bull series with clearly defined head') may,
possibly, be attributable to the Leuci. A further series (Alien, 1995.86-7, CX-XVI,
the 'Butting-bull series, large module; head with parallel band') issued prior to 52 BC
and may be attributed to the Sequani?. A bull is also represented on the reverse of
potin units (Alien, 1995.87, nos.314, S331 + S332-5), attributed to the Aedui.
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Bovine imagery is otherwise a relatively late phenomenon in Gaul. A bucranium is
represented below the horse on the reverse of uninscribed gold and silver units (Nash,
1978.138, 152, figs. 359-61) attributed to the Arverni, mid-first century BC, struck
prior to 51 BC. A bull is represented alongside an amphora on the reverse of a bronze
unit (Alien, 1995.74, nos. 145-6, S124-9) inscribed TVRONOS/ TRICCOS,
attributed to the region of the Turones. A similar bull represented alongside an ear of
com is represented on the reverse of a bronze unit (Scheers, 1977.147-9, 659-61,
no. 157) inscribed -/ El VICI AC, attributed to the region of the Suessiones. Both
these reverses appear to be related to those represented on the reverse of a postconquest silver quinarius (Alien, 1990.47,69-70 nos. 560-5, S442-46; 566-77, S44753; Scheers, 1977.111-2, 469-75, no.41), inscribed ATEVLA/ VLATOS, attributed
to either the Aedui, Lingones and Sequani. A wolf is represented ?attacking a
bucranium on the reverse of a post-conquest bronze unit inscribed CONTOUTOS is
attributed to either the Santones, Petrocorii and Pictones (Alien, 1995.79, nos. 191195, SI97; Nash 259-60, no. 637). A bull, head facing the viewer, is depicted on the
reverse of a broadly contemporary bronze unit (Alien, 1995.79-80, nos. 196-201,
SI98-9; Nash, 1978.258-9, fig. 636) inscribed ATECTORI/-, similarly attributed.
A 'bull or cow standard' is represented below a human-headed horse on the reverse
of'Coriosolite type' staters (de Jersey, 1994.85-6, 91-2, fig. 43) attributed to the
region of the Osismii, issued immediately prior to the Gallic War. A bull is
represented beneath a human-headed horse on the reverse of a billon unit (de Jersey,
1994.99-102, 119-20, fig. 52.IX) attributed to the Redones, issued immediately prior
to the Gallic War.
Bovines and bucrania on Belgic coinage
Bovine imagery still remains an essentially late phenomenon in Belgic Gaul,
occurring from the mid-first century BC onwards. In addition to The potin series of
Gaul two facing bulls are represented on the obverse of a 'finely cast' potin unit
(Alien, 1995.97, no. 470) attributed to the region of the Suessiones. A bucranium is
represented on the obverse of another potin type (Alien, 1995.99-100, nos.511-18,
S540-50; Scheers, 1977.768-72, no. 195) that can be attributed to the Remi.
A bull, head facing the viewer, is represented on the reverse of a struck bronze unit
(Scheers, 1977.150-1,433-9, no. 30a), attributed to the Treveri, c. 50 BC. A
bucranium is represented alongside a horse and above a boar on the obverse of a rare
uninscribed bronze type (Scheers, 1977, no .88) attributed to the Ambiani (cf. de
Jersey, 1998b.l50, fig.Id). A bucranium is represented above a horse on the reverse
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of a bronze unit (Alien, 1995.62, no. 17; Scheers, 1977.123-6,536-8, no 80b)
inscribed VOCIICA also attributed to the Ambiani during the second half of the first
century BC. A bucranium is represented below a boar's head on the obverse of a
similarly attributed but alternative bronze type (Alien, 1995.62, no. 19; Scheers,
1977.540, no. 80d). Another bull, head facing the viewer, with a bucranium
illustrated above and in front is represented on the obverse of another contemporary
bronze type (Alien, 1995.62, no.20; Scheers, 1977.123-6, 538-40, no. 80c). A
bucranium is depicted above the horse on the reverse of two other contemporary
bronze types (Scheers, 1977.126, 553, no.84; ibid. 131, 587-8, no. 117), possibly
attributable to the region of the Ambiani. A bucranium is represented beneath a lion
on the obverse and above a horse on the reverse of an alternative bronze type
(Scheers, 1983.149, 662-3, no. 159) attributable to the either the Ambiani or the
Bellovaci.
A bucranium is represented on the obverse of a bronze unit (Alien, 1995.69, no.106;
Scheers, 1977, 135-6, 611-3, no. 140) inscribed -/ AMBACTVS, attributed to the
Mediomatrici, third quarter of the first century BC. This appears to be followed by a
bronze unit (Alien, 1995.69, nos. S82-3; Scheers, 1977.609-11, no. 139, cl. I)
inscribed ARC AMBACTI/- depicting a bull on the reverse, issued during second
half of the first century BC. A bucranium is represented on the reverse of a broadly
contemporary and similarly attributed bronze unit (Alien, 1996.69, no.106) inscribed
-/ AMBACTVS.
A bucranium is represented above a horse on the reverse of a mid-first century BC
bronze type (Scheers, 1983.152-55, 668-77, no. 163 cl. I var. 0 attributed to the
Veliocases.
A bull, head facing the viewer, is represented on the reverse of a bronze unit (Alien,
1995.82, nos. 263-268, S221-30; 269-S231-40; Scheers, 1977.809-21, no.216)
inscribed -/ GERM AN VS INDVTILL1.L, c. 15 BC - c. 8 BC, and assigned to the
province of Gallia Belgica.
Bovines and bucrania on British coinage.
Bovine imagery appears in 'Eastern' and 'Southern' districts of Britain during the
second half of the first century BC onwards. Four bucrania appear in the quarters of
a horse-headed 'cross' on the obverse of an uninscribed silver unit identified as
British LX17 (BM - ;VA164; M272a) attributed to the Trinovantes. A bucranium is
represented above the horse on the reverse of an unpublished (CCI96.3471; 94.1183)
uninscribed silver unit attributed to the region of the Catuvellauni/ Trinovantes.
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Four bucrania are represented between the four arms of horse-headed 'cross' on the
obverse of uninscribed silver type (VA 164-1) attributed to this region 'north of the
Thames' (Kretz, 1998.3, pace Van Arsdell, 1989.100-1).
A bovine head is similarly represented on the reverse of two distinct gold quarter
stater types (BM 1642-3, Ml52, VA1690; BM1644, M152var., VA1690var.)
inscribed V E R O / TAS, attributed to Tasciovanus. A butting bull, head facing the
viewer, is represented on the reverse of a similarly attributed silver unit (BM1681-2;
Ml63, VA1794) inscribed TASC1A. A bucranium is represented above the horse on
the reverse of a similarly attributed uninscribed silver type (BM1654; VA1698). A
bull, head turned to face the viewer, is depicted on the reverse of a bronze unit
(BM 1745-51; Ml72; VA1808) inscribed V E R L A T O/- attributed to Tasciovanus.
A similarly rendered bull is represented on the reverse of an alternative uninscribed
bronze unit (BM 1752-5; Ml74; VA1810) also attributable to Tasciovanus.
A stylised 'bucranium' is represented above the horse on the reverse of staters
(BM2011-14; M197; VA1860) and quarter staters (BM2015-17; M198; VA1863),
inscribed -/ AND and A N D O/- respectively, both types attributed to Andoco.
A bull is represented with a bird on its back on the reverse of an unidentified type
(CCI92.0698; 97.0834) attributable to a 'Dubnovellaunos'. From which region the
issue derived is not clear from the two find spots in Kent and Essex respectively.
Two 'horned-serpents' and two bucrania are diametrically opposed on the quartered
obverse of silver units (unpublished - CCI95.3333; 91.0596; 86.0113) inscribed -/
CVNO found in Essex and attributed to Cunobelinus. A butting bull, head facing the
viewer, is represented on the reverse of a bronze unit (BM1902-3; M227; VA2083)
inscribed CVNO/ CVN, attributed to Cunobelinus. A similarly represented bull also
appears on the reverse of another bronze type (BM 1944-51; M246; VA2095),
inscribed CVNOBE LINVSRI-X/ TASC.
A lion leaps over a bucranium on the reverse of two 'Southern' silver types (BM930945, VA372; BM978-80, M106a; VA382) inscribed TINC/- attributed to
Tincomarus. A bull, head facing the viewer, is represented on the reverse of a silver
minim type (BM983; VA383-7) inscribed ?C/ TIN A bucranium is represented on
the reverse of a silver minim unit (BM 1534-7; M120e; VA552), inscribed C F/
VERICA. A bull, head facing the viewer, is represented on the reverse of a silver
units (BM906-10, M106, VA396; BM911-916, VA381; BM917-21, VA381var.;
BM922-5, VA381-3; BM926-9, VA370), with variants of the inscription -/ TIN C,
TIN CO and TI C, attributed to Tincomarus.
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A bucranium is represented on the obverse of a silver minim type (BM1121-4;
VA422) inscribed - /EPP CO, attributed to Eppilus 'at-Calleva'.
A butting bull, head facing the viewer, is represented on the obverse of a silver unit
(BM1450-84; VA506), inscribed VER1CA REX/ COM M1F. An identical image is
represented on the reverse of a silver minim (BM 1538-41; VA553) inscribed F C
(inverted and retrograde)/ VER REX, attributed to Verica. A bull, head similarly
facing the viewer, is represented on the reverse of an alternative silver minim
inscribed -/ VIR, attributed to Verica.
6.5.Ib: 'Rosette' variant.

Otherwise described as an 'anemone' (Van Arsdell, 1989.363).
'Rosette' variant on Gallic coinage.

Similar motifs, with and without a central pellet, appear in the quarter obverse
designs on the obverse of mid-first century BC monnaies-a-la-croix types (Alien,
1990.54, nos. 81-2, S134-5; Nash, 1978.293, nos. 672) attributable to either the
Nitiobroges or the Petrocorii.
A similar motif with and without the central pellet is represented beneath the horse
on the reverse of uninscribed gold types (Scheers, 1983.222-3, 408-31, no. 30 els. 1 IV) struck during the Gallic War and attributed to the Treveri. A similar motif
without the central pellet is also depicted below the horse on the reverse of an
uninscribed bronze type (Scheers, 1983.126-7, 559-61, no. 90 var. a) attributed to the
Ambiani. A similar motif is represented below a lion on the reverse of an
uninscribed bronze type (Alien, 1995.67, nos. 78-9, S67; Scheers, 1983.650, no. 154,
cl. I) attributed to Suessiones. A similar motif without the central pellet is
represented to the left of a 'running' or 'dancing' figure on the reverse of an
uninscribed bronze type (Scheers, 1983.152-3, 668-77, no. 163, cl. I var. a) attributed
to the Veliocasses during the mid-first century BC prior to 52 BC.
'Rosette' variant on British coinage.
A similar 'rosette'motif is represented beneath the horse on the reverse of a
'Southern' uninscribed gold quarter stater type (BM542-3; M67; VA256) identified
as British Qc. A variant of the motif without a central pellet is depicted beneath the
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horse on the reverse of an alternative 'Southern' quarter stater type (BM553-567;
M80; VA254) identified as British LZ5. A similar motif is represented above the
horse on the reverse of an uninscribed silver 'Danebury' type (BM650).
An identical motif is represented beneath the horse on the reverse of two of the
uninscribed 'Snettisham' stater types (BM3356-64; BM3360-4). A similar motif is
represented above the horse on the reverse of an uninscribed 'East Anglian' silver
'head/horse' type (BM3533, Gregory type B).
A similar 'rosette' motif is represented above a horse on the reverse of an 'Eastern'
quarter stater type (BM1640; M187; VA1694) inscribed - / CAM and attributed to
Tasciovanus. A similar motif without the central pellet is represented in front of an
unidentified animal on the reverse of an uninscribed bronze type (BM1759; M183b;
M183c; VA1822), similarly attributed.
A similar motif without the central pellet is represented above the horse on the
reverse of a bronze type (BM2019; M200; VA1871) inscribed A1MDOCO /
ANDOCO.
The motif reappears on the reverse of a silver type (BM1856; M214; VA1947)
inscribed - / CVNO, attributed to Cunobelinus.
A similar motif is represented beneath the horse on the reverse of a silver type
(BM3143-5; M396; VA1057) inscribed BODVOC / - assigned to 'Western' region.
A similar motif is represented above the boar on the obverse of uninscribed silver
type (BM3194; VA855-3; M405a) assigned to the 'Northeastern' region. A similar
motif is represented above the horse on the reverse of an uninscribed silver
'boar/horse' type (BM3208-11; VA857-5).

6.5.Ic: Unidentified motif.
There are no directly comparable Continental or British parallels for this motif in the
six catalogues consulted.
6.5.Id: 'Rosette within ring* motif.
There are few directly comparable Continental or British motifs. The only example 1
have been able to record derives from the reverse of an uninscribed silver units from
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the mid-first century BC 'East Anglian' 'Bury Face/Horse' type (BM3530-32;
Gregory 'Type A').
6.5. le: An image of a ?horned snake.

Otherwise described as a 'curvedobject' (Mack, 1964.73) and a 'hook-like object'
(Van Arsdell, 1989.363).
A motif similar to the illustrated example appears inverted below the horse on the
reverse of an 'Eastern' uninscribed gold quarter stater type (BM1638-9) attributed to
Tasciovanus.
It is unclear what this motif was intended to represent. As a consequence no attempt
has been made to include it within the discussion relating to the 'horned snake' motif
(cf. 7.3.2b below) despite this provisional identification.

'Later' series (BM1608, VA1730. M154; BM1611, VA1732. MISS; BM1623-4, VA1734. M156;
BM1610. VA1732-11. M157; BM1628-36, VA1780. -S. -9; M184).
(figs. 6.14-18)
REVERSE
6.5.If: An image of an armed rider.
'Horse Riders' on Gallic coinage.

A naked horseman holding a shield and a fork or leaf-headed spear in his left hand,
the reins of his horse in the other is represented on the reverse of a silver types of
Nash's (1978.35-6, figs. 46-52) Bridiers group IV ('Horseman' type), late third
century BC. A naked rider is depicted holding a shield outright in the left hand
whilst riding a horse on the reverse of a silver type from Nash's (ibid.38, fig.60)
Bridiers Group: Later developments, late third century. Horsemen wearing belts and
carrying shields in their right? hand, the reins of his horse in their left, are represented
on the reverse of a variety of silver types that comprise Nash's (ibid.43-50, figs. 76103) West Berry Silver I: Horseman type, late second century BC. A naked rider,
kneeling or crouched on the back of a horse, is represented on the reverse of a silver
type of Nash's (ibid.56-8, figs. 129-33) 'West Berry type: minor varieties: bouncing
man type'.
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A rider carrying a spear in the right hand, shield in the left, and an unarmed rider are
represented on the reverse of two silver types (Alien, 1990.56, nos. 137-138) derived
from the drachms of Emporion and Tarenrum. A rider holding out a shield in the left
hand is represented on the reverse of base gold and silver units ( West Berry Silver I:
'Horsemen Type') (Alien, 1990.56, 33, nos.149-151, S170-172; Nash, 1978.43-48,
nos.76-86) from Poitou, western France, late second century BC.
A horseman wearing a brimmed hat or helmet, cloak and carrying a lance, derived
from early first century BC Republican denarii depicting the Dioscuri, are
represented on the reverse of a wide variety of inscribed silver quinarius types (Alien,
1990.39, nos. 229-33, S221; 234-8, S222-6; 239-40. S227; 241-2; 243-5, S228-30;
246-51, S231 -3; 252 - 3; 254, S234; S235; 255, S236; 256-7; 258, S237-9; S240;
S241-2; 259-61, S243; S244; 262, S245; 263-76, S246-54; 277-83, S255-7)
collectively referred to as the 'Allobroges horseman series' from the Rhone Valley.
A horseman wearing a cloak and a ?helmet are depicted on the reverse of Arvernian
silver and bronze types inscribed - / EPAD and CICIIDV.BRI / 11PAD respectively,
attributed to Epasnactus, 52-1 BC (Nash, 1978.161-3, figs. 420-22). A similar figure
is represented on the reverse of a broadly contemporary and similalry attributed
bronze type inscribed BRIG1OS / - (Nash, 1978.167, figs 433-4). The earliest group
inscribed BRIC / COMAN (Alien, 1990 nos. 229-38, S221-6), or derivatives thereof
(ibid. 229-38, S221-6; S235; 256-7; S241-2; 255, S236; 254, S234; S240; S241-42;
258, S237-9) are dated to around the second quarter of the first century BC (Alien,
1990.38-40). This first series was followed by a second successive group variously
inscribed AMBILLI or RICANT / EBVRO (ibid. nos. 259-61, S243-4), DVRNAC /
EBVRO (ibid. nos. 262, S245), DVRNACOS / AVSCRO [COS] (ibid. 263-76, S24654), DVRNACVS / DONTMVS (ibid. 277-83, S255-7) and ES1ANNI / DONNVS.
The second series is thought to have been struck from just prior to the Gallic War, c.
61 BC onwards until c. 43 BC (Alien, 1990.39-40, 60). A horseman wearing a
pointed helmet or hat, cloak and carrying a lance is represented on the reverse of a
bronze type (Alien, 1995.77-8, nos. 175, S181) inscribed CICIIDV.BRI / IIPAD
attributed to the region of the Arverni issued prior to 52 BC.A rider holding a 'boarstandard' in the right hand is represented on the reverse of a silver type (Alien,
1990.67, nos. 487-8, S387-9) inscribed - / LITAVICOS attributed to he Aedui, midfirst century BC.
A naked female rider holding a spear or sword and a shield is represented on the
reverse of the four main classes of gold stater types that compose the early second
century "East Armorican armed rider' series (de Jersey, 1994.54-58). A similar
figure is represented holding a javelin in the right hand, a shield in the left, on the
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reverse of a rare base gold staters of the 'cavalier type' (te Jersey, ibid.88, fig. 46)
possibly attributable to the Osismii just prior to the Gallic war.
'Horse Riders' on Belgic coinage.
The earliest half- and quarter gold stater types from Belgic Gaul (Scheers, 1981.1820; 1977.219-24, no. 1, els. I- III) depict horse riding figures on their reverse faces
derived from representations of the 'Dioscuri' on late fourth/early third century BC
staters of Tarentum. A distinctive derivative of this type depicts a bare-chested
female rider wearing a belt and holding a tore in her right hand, a shield in the left, on
the reverse of a uninscribed gold-type (Scheers, 1983.230-33, no.4 cl I) similarly
attributed. A verysimilar figure, holding an unidentified object in her right hand, a
shield in her left, is represented on a similarly attributed but alternative uninscribed
gold type (Scheers, ibid. no. 4 cl. II).
A rider holding a tore in the left hand is represented on the reverse of a bronze type
(Alien, 1995.62, no. 18; Scheers, 1983.541-3, no. 80e var.) inscribed VACIICO Iattributed to the Ambiani, second half of the first century BC. A similar figure
holding an uncertain object is represented on the reverse of an alternative bronze type
(Alien, 1995.62, no. 19; Scheers, 1983.540, no. 80d, pi. xiv.393-4) inscribed - / A,
similarly attributed. A similar rider is represented on the reverse of another
contemporary bronze unit (Alien, 1995.62, no.20; Scheers, 1977.123-6,538-40, no.
80c) similarly attributed. An ?unarmed rider is represented on the reverse of two
bronze types (Alien, 1995.64, nos.33-34, S29-31, Scheers, 1977.483.7, no. 46 cl.I;
Alien, ibid, nos.35, S32, Scheers, 1977.483-7, no. 46 cl. II) inscribed ANDORBRV /
- or GARMANOS respectively, attributed to the region of the Atrebates and issued
during the Gallic War.
A rider holding a /sword in the right hand is represented on the reverse of a bronze
type (Alien, 1995.36, 65, no.41; Scheers, 1977.405-7, no. 29a) inscribed VIROS /
VIRO2 attributed to the Nervii c. 53 BC.
A rider holding a lance in the right hand is represented on the reverse of two silver
types (Scheers, 1983.114,489-490, no.49, els. MI) inscribed riENNOOINAOC,
possibly attributable to the Meldi struck during or immediately after the Gallic War.
A rider holding a sword in the right hand, a shield in the left is represented on the
reverse of a similarly attributed silver type inscribed - /ROVECA.
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A rider wearing a helmet and holding a trident in the right hand is represented on the
obverse of a rare bronze type (Scheers, 1983.602-3, no. 136) inscribed RVBIOS or
RVFIOS attributed to either the Atrebates or the Morini.
A horseman wearing a helmet and breastplate and holding a sword in his right hand is
represented on the reverse of a pot-conquest bronze type (Scheers, 1983.135, 605-8,
no. 138 cl. I) inscribed - / MED1O attributed to the Mediomatrici. A rider holding a
shield in the left hand and a lance in the right is represented on the reverse of a
similalrly attributed post-war uninscribed bronze unit (Alien, 1995.69, no.104;
Scheers, 1983.136,615-7, no. 142).
A figure riding a horse is represented on the reverse of a post-conquest bronze type
(Alien, 1995.37, 66, no. 50; Scheers, 1977.434, no. 30a, cl.II) inscribed ARAA / -,
attributed to the region of the Treveri. A figure represented riding a horse is
represented on the reverse of a post-conquest bronze type (Alien, 1995.61, no. S17;
Scheers, 1977.678-83, no. 164 cl. VII) inscribed RATVMACOS / - attributed to the
Veliocasses.
'Horse riders' on British coinage
A naked ?male rider carrying a javelin in the right hand is represented on the reverse
of a silver type (BM1667-8; Ml 58; VA1745) inscribed -/TAS CIO. A rider
wearing a helmet is depicted holding the reins of his horse on the reverse of an
alternative silver type (BM 1674-6; Ml62; VA1747) inscribed VER / -, also
attributed to Tasciovanus. A rider wearing a helmet and carrying a large shield in his
left hand is represented on the reverse of another silver type (BM 1677-80; Ml 66;
VA1800) inscribed TASC / -. A rider wearing chainmail and a helmet and carrying a
carnyx in the right hand is represented on the reverse of a bronze type (BM 1724-7;
Ml 71; VA1750, 1750-3) inscribed TAS/VIR, attributed to Tasciovanus.
A rider wearing a helmet is represented holding a horse's reins on the reverse of a
silver type (BM1684; Ml96; VA1851) inscribed SECO /- attributed to Sego.
A rider wearing a helmet and carrying a camyx in the right hand is represented on the
reverse of a bronze type (BM 1698-1701; Ml 90; VA1892) inscribed RVII / VIR,
attributed to Rues.
A rider holding a short sword in the right hand, shield in the left, is depicted on the
reverse of a silver type (BM 1866-7; M218; VA2047) inscribed CVN / CAM ,
attributed to Cunobelinus. A naked female sits sidesaddle on the back of a horse on
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the reverse of an alternative silver type (BM 1884-5; M239; VA2061) inscribed
CVNO / TAS CIIO VA, similarly attributed. A rider holding a ?spear in the right
hand is represented on the reverse of a silver type (BM1862; M217; VA1953)
inscribed CVNO BELI / ? A ?M below. A rider holding the reins of a horse are
represented on the reverse of two distinct bronze types (BM1935, M232, VA1981;
BMl936-7, M261, VA1987) inscribed - CVN. A naked rider holding a spear in the
right hand, a shield in the left, is depicted on the obverse of a bronze type (BMl 9617; M244; VA2093) inscribed CV NOB / TASCIIO VANTIS. Another rider wearing
a helmet and carrying a sword in the right hand, a shield in the left is represented on
the reverse of an alternative bronze type (BMl 984-6; M251; VA2103) inscribed
CVNO BEIFN / CAM.
A helmeted horse rider holding a sword in the right hand, shield in the left, is
represented on the reverse of a 'Southern' gold quarter stater type (BM 1237-8;
Ml24; VA525) inscribed V E R I / RX F. A helmeted horse rider holding a sword in
the right hand, shield in the left, on the reverse of two alternative gold quarter stater
types (BMl 239, Ml 26, VA526; BMl 240, Ml 27, VA527) inscribed COM /VERI
CA or VERI respectively. A helmeted rider, shield slung over his shoulder, is
represented on the obverse of a silver type (BMl 360-92; Ml 28; VA530) inscribed
COMMIF / VERI CA which also depicts a a helmeted spear carrying rider is
represented on the reverse
A figure is represented riding a horse on the reverse of an uninscribed bronze type
(BM2491) attributed to the 'Southeastern' region. A female rider sitting sidesaddle
and holding a ?sword in her right hand is represented on the reverse of a bronze type
(BM2507-8; VA181; M291) inscribed DVBNO/- attributed to Dubnovellaunos 'inKent'. A naked rider unarmed rider is depicted on a horse on the reverse of a gold
stater type (BMl 125-6; VA430; M300) inscribed COMF / EPPILVS attributed to
Eppilus 'in-Kent'. An armoured rider carrying a carnyx is represented on the obverse
of staters attributed to Eppilus (M300-301; VA430-1,431-1).
6.5.1g: The 'wheel' motif.
The 'wheel' motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 6.4. Id).
6.5.1 h: The 'rosette' motif.
The 'rosette' motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 6.5.1b).
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6.5.1J: The 'pellet-in-ring' motif.
The 'pellet-in-ring' motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 6.2.3b).

...
••;

6.5.1 i: The 'rosette* motif.
The 'rosette' motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 6.5. Ib).
6.5.1k: The 'pellet triangle' motif.
The 'pellet triangle' motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 6.3.Ib).

O

6.5.11; The 'ring' motif.
The 'ring' motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 6.2.2b).

6.S.2: TASCIOVANVS and ANDOCO legends (BM2011-14; VA1860; M197)
5.4 gms.

(fig. 6.19)

Typologically the staters of Andoco derive from 'early' staters of Tasciovanus (cf. 6.5.1 above).
Coinage attributed to Andoco is thinly distributed north of the Thames across the same area covered by
the coinage of Tasciovanus (Cunliffe, 1981, fig.62; Curteis, 1996.24-26, fig.8).
REVERSE
S

6.5.2a: An image of a ?bucranium.

!•!•

The motif above the horse is referred to as a 'bucranium' although this is frequently
thought to have been an example of'blundered' copying (Alien, 1944.20; Van
Arsdell, 1989.387).
The bucranium is otherwise discussed above (cf. 6.5.la).

jO»

6.5.2b: 'Rosette' variant.
The 'rosette' variant is otherwise discussed above (cf. 6.5.Ib).
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6.5.2c: The 'pellet-in-ring' motif.
The 'pellet-in-ring' motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 6.2.3b).

6.5.3.TASCIOVANVS and SEGO legends (BM1625-7; VA184S; Ml94).
(fig.6.20)

5.5 gms.

The distribution of staters inscribed Sego is not recorded. Typologically the reverse derives from late
staters of Tasciovanus (Alien, 1944.18).
REVERSE
6.5.3a: An image of an armed rider.

The image of the horse rider is otherwise discussed above (cf. 6.5. If).

6.5.3b: The 'wheel' motif.

The 'wheel' motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 6.4. Id).
6.5.4: ADDEDOMAROS legend (M266-268).
5.6-5.5 gms.

(figs. 6.21-3)

Addedomaros' coinage, distributed across the counties of Hertfordshire and Essex with outlying areas
in Cambridgeshire, Suffolk and Northamptonshire (Curteis, 1996.24, fig.7), derives from British Lb
and British M (Evans, 1864). The attribution of gold staters to a previously unknown ruler called
Addedomaros was first accomplished by Evans in 1864. Evans' ordering of the series based on his
perception of the quality of the engraving was reversed by Alien (1944). Alien (ibid.17) rearranged the
series on the quality of the epigraphy and the maintenance of the 'branched' emblem on staters of
Addedomaros' successor Dubnovellaunos 'in-Essex'., Alien (ibid., following Evans, ibid.) considered
Addedomaros' coinage to be a contemporary of Tasciovanus during the closing decades of the first
century BC, claiming a common typological descent from British L for both series. Staters attributed
to Addedomaros can be divided into three distinct types sharing a similar composition (Cowell,
1992.225). The only possible exception is the M268 variant that, on average, contains 1-2% less gold
and 1% higher tin content than other varieties. Cowell (1992.225) has implied that this might be
related to the substitution of the 'whorl' for a 'wheel' motif. One may add that the M268 variant is also
distinguished by the additional 'pellet-in-ring' motif to the apex of the chevron in the obverse design.

1S1

REVERSE
6.5.4a: The 'pellet-in-ring' motif.

SSi

The 'pellet-in-ring' motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 6.2. 3b).
..p

'

6.5.4.b: The 'triple' variant motif.
The motif has otherwise been referred to as a 'star-shaped ornament' (Mack,
1964.98)
The 'Triple' variant motif on Gallic coinage.
There are few directly comparable motifs on Gallic coinage. A possible comparison
may be made with some variants of the 'triskeF motif represented beneath the horse
on the reverse of unattributed uninscribed silver types intermediary between those
coins attributed to the 'Bridiers' ('Later Developments') and 'West Berry' Groups
(Nash, 1978.26, 39-40, 43, nos. 66-67), mid second century BC.
The 'Triple' variant motif on Belgic coinage.
The 'triskeP is rarely depicted on Belgic coinage only appearing on the obverse and
below a horse on the reverse of staters of the 'triskel type' (Scheers, 1977.326-327,
no.22) attributed to the Eburones, and on the obverse of staters attributed to the Meldi
and inscribed -/ ROVECA, c. 57-50 BC (Scheers, 1977.385-94, no.28).
The 'Triple' variant on British coinage.
Closer comparisons are found within the British repertoire. The motif (cf. 8.4.2b
below) first appears on staters attributed to Commios. A similar motif (cf. 7.3. Ib
below) is also represented below the horse on the reverse of the broadly
contemporary British LY1, C.50-40BC, from the 'Southeastern' region. An identical
'triple' motif is represented above the horse on the reverse of an uninscribed but
(possibly) related quarter stater type (BM24 17-21; M270; VA1623) attributed to
Addedomaros.
The motif also appears to be represented in its component forms. A single 'loop' is
represented above a horse on the reverse of an uninscribed 'Eastern' gold quarter
stater type (BM1638-9) attributed to Tasciovanus. Two single loops are represented
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in opposed quarters on the obverse of a similalry attributed silver type (BM 1656-7)
inscribed - / TASCI.
6.5.4c: 'Whorl' motifs.

The 'whorl' motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 6.4. Ic).
6.5.4d: The 'wheel' motif.

The 'wheel' motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 6.4.Id).
6.5.4e: 'Pellet-in-ring' variant.

This variant of the 'pellet-in-ring' motif is otherwise unique on British coinage.
6.5.4f: The 'wheel' motif.
The 'wheel' motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 6.4.1d).
6.5.4g; An image of a cornucopia.

There are no known Gallic precedents for this motif illustrated in the catalogues
consulted.
The only other illustrations of cornucopiae on British coinage derive from the
obverse designs of later 'Southern' silver types attributed to Verica. Two
cornucopiae are represented on either side of a thyrsus emerging from a two-handled
vase on the obverse of a silver (BM 1393-419; M129; VA531)and silver minim
(BM 1543-58; VA555) types inscribed COM MIF / VERI CA and uninscribed
respectively. More reminiscent of the motif illustrated is the single cornucopia
represented on the obverse of an alternative minim type (BM1542; VA554) inscribed
VER COM / R.
6.S.4H; The 'branched emblem'.

The 'branched emblem' in Gaul
A 'palm branch' seems to appear in front of an adapted Ibiga on the reverse of staters
of the early Normandy 'sword-types' (de Jersey, 1994.44-6, fig. 14), late third century
BC. A similar motif, otherwise described as a 'palm' (Duval, 1987.54, fig. 7A) is
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represented in front of the naked female horse rider on the reverse of the 'East
Armorican armed rider' coinage, early second century BC. A similar emblem is
represented in front of a mare and her suckling foal on the reverse of an uninscribed
gold stater (BN6901) attributed to the Aulerci Cenomani (cf. Duval, 1987.35-37, fig.
4A), date unknown.
A 'branched' emblem, elsewhere described as 'holly' (Muret and Chabouillet,
1889.151) is represented in the left-hand of a ?female 'charioteer' on the reverse of a
gold stater type (de Jersey, 1994.68) from eastern Maine-et-Loire and Poitou, middle
third of second century BC. Duval (1987.46, fi.5B-Ba) describes this motif as a
branch from a 'sacred tree'. A 'branched' emblem leading to a 'vexillum' is held in
the right hand of a 'charioteer' on the reverse of a mid-second century BC. gold stater
type (BN6829, de Jersey, 1994.59-63, fig.23, Ha) attributed to the Aulerci Cenomani.
A 'palm branch' is represented to the left of a ?female figure (?wearing a hat or
helmet) dressed in a toga on the reverse of a bronze type (Alien , 1995.80, nos. 215230, S204-S209) inscribed VOLCAE / AREC, attributed to the Volcae Arecomici,
middle third of first century BC.
The 'branched emblem' in Belgic Gaul
A 'branched' motif, otherwise referred to as a 'schematised palm branch' (Duval,
1987.49, fig. 6b) is represented above two horses and a ?single rider holding a tore
and shield on the reverse of an uninscribed gold stater attributed to the Ambiani
(Scheers, 1977.27-37, 228-230, no. 4 cl. I).
'Branched' motif on British coinage
A 'branched' emblem, otherwise described as 'a branch with three leaves', is
represented above a horse on the reverse of two quarter stater types (BM2422-3,
M269, VA1638; BM2424, M269var. VA638var.) inscribed - / ADDEDOMAROS.
A 'branched' emblem is represented below a horse on the reverse of gold staters (cf.
6.5.5a below) inscribed either -DVBNOVAIIAVNOS, [DV]BNOVAIIAVN[OS] or
[DV]BNOVELL[AV1M] and an uninscribed but related quarter stater (BM2442,
VA1660; M276,) attributed to Dubnovellaunos 'in-Essex'.
A 'branched' emblem is represented above a horse on the reverse of 'Eastern' gold
staters (BM1772-1833) and quarter staters (BM1837-1855) inscribed CAMV/CVN
or CVNO. 'Branched' emblems similar to the second example appear above the
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horse on related quarter stater types (BM1837-42, M209, VA1927; BM1843-4,
VA1935; BM1845, M205, VA2017; BM1846-8, M204, VA2015; BM1850,
VA2038-3. A similar motif is represented above the horse on two distinct quarter
stater types (BM1854, 1855) inscribed CAM CVN / AGR and CAM CVN / A
respectively. A centaur is represented holding a branch on the reverse of what Alien
(1975.2) believed to be a quarter stater type (M234a; VA1918-1) but is actually a
silver type (de Jersey, personal communication) inscribed CAMVL / CVNO.
A 'branched' emblem is represented above a boar on the reverse of two distinct
bronze types (BM1904-5, M223, VA1963; VA1969-1) inscribed - / CVN and CVNO
/ - respectively. A branched emblem is represented above a boar on the reverse of a
bronze type (BM1904-5; M223; VA1963) inscribed - / CVN. A similar motif is
represented above a lion on the reverse of a bronze type (BM1991-6; M253;
VA2107) inscribed CVNO/ CAM.
A winged figure, described as 'Victory' (Hobbs, 1996.97), holds a branch in her left
hand on the obverse of a gold stater (BM1127-1128, M301, VA431) inscribed -/
EPPI COM F. A 'branched' emblem, described as a ?palm branch (Hobbs,
1996.107) or an ear of corn is held in the right hand of a female figure on the reverse
of a silver type (BM1450-84; VA506) inscribed VER1CA REX/ COM M1F.
A similar motif is represented over the back of a boar on the obverse of a
'Southeastern' bronze unit inscribed -/ SA (BM2516-19; M299; VA187) attributed to
Vosenos. A branched emblem, otherwise described as either a 'plant or tree with 7
buds or berries" (Mack, 1964.113) or a'plant' (Van Arsdell, 1989.109), is
represented on the obverse of silver units (BM2522-3; M313; VA192), inscribed
AMM INVS/ DVN, attributed to Amminus.
A 'branched' motif appears to emerge from the horse's mouth on the reverse of
'Freckenham 3' staters (cf. 5.4.3c).
6.5.41: The 'pellet-in-ring' motif.

The motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 6.2.3b).

6.5.4J: The 'ring' motif.

The motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 6.2.3b).
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6.5.4k: 'Pellet-in-ring' shoulder and haunch decoration.
The motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 6.4.2e).

6.5.S: DVBNOVELLAVNOS legend (BM2425-36. 2437-9; VA1650. 16SO var.; M275. 275var.).
(fig. 6.24)

5.5 gms.

Coinage attributed to Dubnovellaunos ('in-Essex') is distributed between Essex and Hertfordshire (cf.
fig. 54, Cunliffe, 1981) and, possibly, Kent. Two distinct types are recorded (M275, M275a) which
Kretz (1998.3) has interpreted as 'early' and 'late' types. Typologically the series derives its' obverse
and an element of its reverse from the staters of Addedomaros. Alien ( 1 944) originally suggested that
the series could be attributed to the same Dubnovellaunos responsible for the Kentish series. Although
it is acknowledged that the two series may be stylistically related (Hobbs, 1996.22) they appear to have
remained spatially (Cunliffe, ibid. fig. 54) as well as typologically distinct. Nash (1987.132) and Van
Arsdell (1989.356) have both chosen to interpret this as evidence for two separate series. Irrespective
of the actual identity of the original issuing authority, Hobbs (1996.20, 22) has suggested that such
stylistic similarity may imply some form of commonality. Following Evans (1864.201-2) both Hobbs
(1996.22) and Kretz (1998.3) have noted the elevated 'banding' on the obverse of the Essex staters and
on the otherwise blank obverse of the Kentish types. This and the stylistic similarities in the horse on
the reverse of 'late' types and those found in Kent (cf. VA1650 and VA 169-1); the presence of shared
field ornaments of lower denominational series (cf. the 'pentagram' motifs on BM 163-1 and 164-1 now
attributed to the region 'north of the Thames'); and the similarity in the weight and fineness of baser
Kent staters (M282Au 39-40%, 5.36g.) with those from Essex (Au 39-41%, 5.38g.) (Cowell, 1992.230)
are the most convincing evidence to suggest the two series were the product of one issuing authority
(Kretz, 1998.2-6).
REVERSE

6.5.Sa: The 'branched emblem'.
The branched motif is otherwise discussed above (cf.6.5.4h).
6.5.Sb: The 'pellet-in-ring' motif.
The 'pellet-in-ring' motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 6.2.3b).
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6.S.Sc; The 'whorl' motif.

The 'whorl' motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 6.4. 1 c).

*,.

#51

6.5.Sd: 'Pellet-in-ring' shoulder decoration.
This form of decoration is otherwise discussed above (cf. 6.4. 1 e).

6.5.6: '7DIRAS' legend (BM2449; VA162; M279X
(flg. 6.25)

5.4 gms.

Only one of the two examples recorded at the CCI has a reliable provenance, originating from
'Colchester', Essex. Van Arsdell (1989.100) has argued that the triple banding on the obverse indicates
a Kentish origin, although Hobbs (1996.20) and Kretz (1998.1-2) have argued that the horse is
stylistically closer to those of Addedomaros and Dubnovellaunos Mn-Essex'. On the basis of the (very
limited) distributional evidence staters attributed to 'Diras' have been allocated to the 'Eastern' region.
REVERSE
6.5.6 a: The 'double volute' motif.

Otherwise described as a 'curved figure' (Mack, 1964.101) or a 'yoke-like object'
(Van Arsdell, 1989.99).
The volute motif is discussed above (cf.5.4.4a). The only other example I have been
able to identify is (possibly) depicted beneath the horse on the reverse of uninscribed
gold quarter staters (BM371-3; VA158; M78) identified as British LY3.
The motif is more characteristic of the subsequent inscribed series assigned to the
'East Anglian' region (cf. 5.4.4b).
6.S.6b: The 'wheel' motif.
The motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 6.4. Id).
6.5.6c: 'Pellet-in-ring' shoulder decoration.
The motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 6.4. le).
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6.5.6.d: The 'pellet-in-ring* motif.

The motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 6.2.3b).
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6.6; 'Phase 8* c. AD 10 - 40.
6.6.1: CVNOBELINVS legend (BM1769-71. VA1910. M201; BM1772-76. VA192S. M210:
BM1777. VA1925-3. M210a: B Ml 7 84-6. VA1931. M211; BM1793. VA1931-3. M211var.:
BM1794. VA1931var.: BM1804-8. VA1933. M212; BM1809-11. VA2010: M203: BM1825-6.
VA2029. M213; BM1827-31. VA202S. 2027. M206-7; BM1834-35. VA2029. M208V
5.4 g.
The coinage of Cunobelinus is densely distributed over the same area as his predecessor, Tasciovanus
(Cunliffe, 1981, figs. 59-61; Curteis, 1996.26-7, fig.9). Typologically the series appears to be related
to those of Dubnovellaunos ('in-Essex') (Alien, 1944.23). Alien (1975) established the currently
accepted sequence identifying five stylistically distinct series: the 'biga' (M201) 'linear' (M210 and
210a), 'wild' (M211-212), 'plastic' (M213) and 'classic' (206-208) types. There appear to be no
significant differences between the composition of the different types said to compose the series
(Cowell, 1992.226, fig.9). Alien (1975.3, 6-7) identified a number of marks on the obverse dies of the
linear and wild series, i.e. pellet, triple-pellet, cross and 'star' motifs in various combinations, that he
interpreted as 'privy marks'. The validity of these remarks remains to be confirmed.
The

series (BM1769-71; VA1910; M20n
(fig. 6.26)

OBVERSE
6.6.1a: The 'heart-shaped' motif.
There are no directly comparable motifs on Continental coinage. It is possible to
compare the 'heart' motif with another variant represented on the reverse of a gold
stater type attributed to Cunobelinus (cf. 6.6. Ih below).
REVERSE
6.6.lb: The 'branched emblem'.

There are few directly comparable motifs on the Continent or Britain. The only other
similar motif is represented above two horses on the reverse of what is presumably
the related quarter stater type (BM1836; M202; VA1913) inscribed C/M.L /
CVNOB.
Other types of'Branched' motifs are discussed above (6.5.4J)
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6.6.1c:'Wheel'variant.

Otherwise described as a "wheel 1 of four spokes' (Mack, 1964.82) or a 'wheel'
(Alien, 1975.1).
A similar motif seems to be represented below the horse on the reverse of what is
presumably a related quarter stater type (BM1836; M202; VA1913) inscribed C/4AL
/ CVNOB.
This variant of the 'wheel' and its precedent on staters assigned to the 'Northeastern'
region is discussed above (cf. 4.3.4a)

The 'Linear' type (BM1772-76. VA192S. M210: BM1777. VA192S-3. MllOal

(fig. 6.27)
OBVERSE
6.6.Id: An image of an ear of barley or corn'.
» w

J•

'Ears of com or barley' on Gallic coinage.
An ear of corn is represented in front of a bull on the reverse of a bronze unit
(Scheers, 1977.147-9, 659-61, no. 157) inscribed -/ E1VICIAC, attributed to the
region of the Suessiones. This reverse appears to be related to that represented on the
reverse of a post-conquest silver quinarius (Alien, 1990.47, 69-70 nos. 560-5, S44246; 566-77, S447-53; Scheers, 1977.111-2,469-75, no.41), inscribed ATEVLA/
VLATOS, attributed to the regions of the Aedui, Lingones and Sequani. An 'ear of
corn' is represented below a bull on the reverse of a post-conquest silver quinarius
(Alien, 1990.47, 69-70 nos. 560-5, S442-46), inscribed ATEVLA/ VLATOS,
attributed to either the Aedui, Lingones or Sequani.
A lion is represented beneath what may be described as a 'wilting' ear of corn on the
reverse of a post-conquest bronze type (Scheers, 1983.385-94, no.28 cl.IV rev. b)
inscribed POOYIKA / ROVECA attributed to the region of the Meldi.
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'Ear of corn or barley' on British coinage
An ear of corn is (possibly) represented beneath the horse on the reverse of a silver
type (BM -; VA1613var.; M274a) attributed to Addedomaros. Similar designs
appear on the obverse of related quarter stater types (BM 1837-42, M209, VA1927;
BM1843-4, VA1935; BM1845, M205, VA2017; BM1846-8, M204, VA2015;
BM1850, VA2038-3). Two (possible) 'ears of corn' or, alternatively, 'branched
emblems' are represented above and below the horse on the reverse of an
unpublished (CCI97.0037) silver unit (possibly) attributed to the 'Eastern' region (de
Jersey, personal communication). A similar motif is represented above the horse on
two distinct quarter stater types (BM 1854, 1855) inscribed CAM CVN / AGR and
CAM CVN / A respectively.
A (possible) 'ear of com' is represented above the horse on the reverse of a rare
uninscribed gold quarter stater (BM -; VA -; M -;) otherwise described as the
'Compton com ear' type assigned to the 'Southern' region.
A 'branched emblem', described as a '?palm branch' (Hobbs, 1996.107) or,
alternatively, an 'ear of corn' is held in the right hand of a /female figure on the
reverse of a silver type (BM1450-84; VA506) inscribed VERICA REX/ COM MIF.
A motif reminiscent of the 'ear of com or barley' is represented behind the profile
head on the obverse of'East Anglian' 'Regular face/horse' silver units (BM35563604, M413, VA790, 792; BM3605-3759, M413d, VA794). A possible 'ear of corn'
is also represented beneath the horse on the reverse of an unpublished (CCI98.1977,
CC199.0145) uninscribed silver early face/horse type assigned to the 'East Anglian'
region.
REVERSE
6.6.le: The 'branched emblem'.

Otherwise described as a 'bough' (Alien, 1975.1).
The motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 6.5.4J).
The Wild A1 type (BM1784-6. VA1931. M211; BM1793. VA1931-3. M211var.; BM1794.
VA1931varA

(fig. 6.28)
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6.6. If: The 'radiant pellet' motif.
A similar motif is represented above a griffin on the reverse of a bronze unit
(BM1909-12; VA2081; M225) inscribed CA MV / CVN
6.6.1g: The 'whorl' motif.
The motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 6.4. Ic).

^

6.6.1H: The 'heart-shaped' motif.
Otherwise unique to British coinage this variant of the heart motif may be compared
to a similar design depicted on the obverse of staters attributed to Cunobelinus (cf.
6.6. la above.)

The 'WildB' type (BM1804-8; VA1933; M2121
(fig. 6.29)
6.6.li: The 'branched emblem'.
The motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 6.5.4J).

6.6.1 i: The 'star- shaped' motif.
Otherwise described as a 'star' (Mack, 1964.84).
The 'star - shaped' motif is comparatively rare in the 'Eastern' region. The motif is
more common on preceding and contemporary coinages assigned to the 'Southern'
region. Similar motifs is represented above and below the central inscription on the
obverse of two gold quarter stater types (BM986-1001, VA407, Ml 07; BMl 002-5,
VA408) inscribed CALLEV / EPPI attributed to Eppilus 'at-Calleva'. A similar
motif is represented above the horseman on the reverse of some variants of staters
attributed to Tincomarus (cf. 8.5.1 f below). A similar motif is represented above and
below the horse on the reverse of two gold quarter stater types (BMl 006-8, VA409;
BMl 009, VA409var.) inscribed COMM-FEPPILV-/-. A similar motif is represented
above an unarmed horse rider on the reverse of a gold stater type (BMl 125-6; M300;
VA430) inscribed COMF / EPPILVS, attributed to Eppilus 'in-Kent'. A 'star
shaped' motif is also represented above the horseman on the reverse of staters
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attributed to Verica (cf. 8.6.2b). A similar motif is represented above the horse on the
reverse of a gold quarter stater type (BM1223-36; M1222; VA501) inscribed VERIC
COMF / REX, attributed to Verica. A similar motif is represented above a boar on a
variety of silver types inscribed COM-F / VIRI (BM1241-73, Ml 15, VA4770;
BM1274-6, VA470var.; BM1279-86, VA470var.; BM1312-21, VA470-3), COM-F /
VIR (BM1287-94; VA472), COM-F / VI (BM1295-1311; VA470-5) and COM.F /
VIRI (BM1312-21; VA470-3) respectively.

o-^

6.6.1k: The 'pellet-in-ring' motif.
The motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 6.2.3d).

The Plastic 'Type A' series (BM1809-11: VA2010; M2031
(fig. 6.30)
6.6.11: The 'branched emblem'.
^p4(f.n)£

The motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 6.5.4J).

6.6.1m: The 'pellet-in-ring' motif.

Q

The motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 6.3. le).
The Plastic 'Type B' series (BM 1825-6; VA2029; M213)
(fig.6.31)
There are no significant alterations or additions to either the obverse or reverse designs relevant to this
discussion.
The Classic 'Type A' series (BM 1827-31; VA2025. 2027; M206-7).
(figs. 6.32-3)

\C

6.6.In: The 'branched* motif.
The motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 6.5.4J).
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The Classic "Type B' series (BM1834-35: VA2029: M208).
(fig. 6.34)
6.6.1o: Unidentified motif.
———————
Otherwise described as a 'plume' (Mack, 1964.84).
There are no directly comparable motifs on Continental or British coinage. A
similar, albeit not identical motif, is represented above the horse on the reverse of
bronze type (VA1663-1) inscribed [DVBNOVEJLLAVNOS, attributed to
Dubnovellaunos ('in-Essex').
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6.7: Assessment of the correlation between numismatic motifs and those represented on other
objects of material culture.
.
A survey of the published material from ten settlement sites in the 'Eastern' region attributable to the
late pre-Roman Iron Age (cf. Map 6.1), i.e. from within the vicinity of Puckeridge-Braughing
(Partridge et al, 1979; 1981; Potter and Trow, 1988), Verulamium (Wheeler and Wheeler, 1936) and
Wheathampstead (Saunders and Havercroft, 1982), Herts.; Camulodunum (Hawkes and Hull, 1947),
Essex; thehillforts at Wilbury, (Applebaum, 1949; Moss-Ecqardt, 1964) Herts.; Cholesbury Camp
(Kimball, 1933), Bucks.; South Weald Camp (Medlycott et al, 1995) and Danbury Camp (Morris and
Buckley, 1978) Essex; smaller settlement sites at Welwyn Garden City (Rook, 1968) and Birchanger,
Bishops Stortford (Medlyott, 1994) and the pre-Roman temple site at Harlow, Essex (France and
Gobel, 1985), has revealed little or no correlation between artefact types and coinage. Whilst circular
and concentric ring stamped pottery is known from the Lower Thames region, e.g. at Mucking, such
vessels cannot be dated with any accuracy (Elsdon, 1975.18-20, fig. 5.1-10). Nevertheless, single finds
from other comparable sites, e.g. Hounslow (cf. 6.7.1/6.7.4), Kelvedon (cf. 6.7.6) and Skeleton Green
(cf. 6.7.3), does suggest that some form of correlation existed between artefacts and coinage. This is
greatly substantiated by reference to the motifs prevalent on the grave goods accompanying the rite of
cremation burial prevalent throughout the 'Eastern' region from the middle of the first century BC
onwards.
6.7.1: The image of the horse.
The rarity of the image of the horse is discussed in 4.6.1 above. One such image derives from the
'Eastern' region. A bronze horse figurine was recovered from a field near Hounslow, Middlesex, and
assigned an Iron Age date (Franks, 1864.90-92).
6.7.2: The 'rosette', 'rosette variant* and 'rosette-within-ring' motifs.

Five copper-alloy disks decorated with a 'rosette' motif surrounded by three concentric rings of pellets
and a circle were recovered from a rich cremation burial, Burial 280, c. AD 1 - 40, from the Iron Age
cemetery at the King Harry Lane (Stead and Rigby, 1989.110, 342, fig. 144.110), Verulamium, Herts.
The disks are thought to have been attached to a wooden container. Reminiscent of the five disks from
Grave 280 are two fragmentary embossed bronze fittings from the assemblage of the eponymous
cremation burial at Welwyn Garden City (Stead, 1967), Herts. One fragment, apparently from a
circular piece (ibid.30-31, fig. 18.D), bore a central boss surrounded by two concentric rings between
which were a series of raised dots.
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6.7.3; The 'pellet-in-ring' motif.

A recurrent form of 'pellet-in-ring' motif decoration within the 'Eastern' region derives from what Fox
(1946.21-3, fig. 11) originally referred to as 'bucket', 'casket' or 'chariot' ornament, a characteristic
feature of southern sheet bronze mounts of the first centuries BC/AD (cf. MacGregor, 1976.157, map
22; Spratling, 1972.431-57, Groups 1 and 2). Fox's (ibid.) discussion derived from a strip of bronze
with seven repousse 'pellet-in-ring' motifs set within an embossed border and a 'tridisc', three 'pelletin-ring' motifs in a pyramid arrangement from the Llyn Cerrig Back hoard (Fox, 1946.89, nos. 81 and
134; Spratling, 1972.592, no. 439, fig. 194). Similar decoration has been recorded on sheet bronze
from the tumulus burials at Lexden (Laver, 1926.249, pis. L1X + LX; Foster, 1986.75-6, fig.26.33-48,
fig. 26 decorative types a and c), Essex, and Hurstboume Tarrant, Hants. (Foster, 1983.233-7, fig.
44.34), as well as the cremation burial at Snailwell (Lethbridge, 1954.29, 33, pl.I), Cambs. Similar
motifs appear on the bronze-ornamented wooden buckets associated with cremation burials at Baldock
(Stead, 1971.255-256, fig. 3D, E + F; 1; Stead and Rigby, 1986.55, fig.24.4), Herts, and, possibly,
Great Chesterford (Stead, 1971.274, 278-9).
A. punched 'dot-in-ring' motif is recorded on a fragment of openwork decorated plate from a Period I,
phase ii/iii context, c. 10 BC - AD 25, at Skeleton Green, Herts. (Partridge, 1981.108, fig.56.39).
Incised 'pellet-in-ring' motifs, which may have contained an enamel infill, are represented on the outer
face of side rings of a bridle-bit recovered from the elaborate cremation burial, c. 50 AD, contained
within a mortuary chamber at Verulamium (Anon., 1993) Herts. Similar incised 'dot-in-ring'
decoration is recorded on a variety of brooch types. A 'Colchester type' brooch from a pre-conquest
context at Gatesbury is decorated with stamped 'pellet-in-ring' motifs. Mackreth's (1981.324) remarks
are noteworthy regarding such decoration,
'The presence of circular stamps is fairly unusual but is to be found twice in the collection of brooches
from old Harlow (Harlow Museum, Holbrooks site, C820 and C714, unpublished), and in central
southern England e.g. Brixton Deverill, Wilts. (Devizes Museum, Ml051) and also in Kent at Cheriton
(ARCH. CANT. Lxii 1949. 33, fig.6.3) where a brooch had stamps running down the sides of the bow
and along the top edge of the catchplate'.
To this one may add the similarly decorated first century AD brass 'Langton Down' type brooch from
Puckeridge-Braughing (Potter and Trow, 1988.44-5, fig. 19.43) and those from the first century AD
cremation cemetery excavated at King Harry Lane, Verulamium (Stead and Rigby, 1989),
Hertfordshire. Burials 23 (ibid.90, 278, fig. 92.2), c. AD40-60; 177, unphased, (ibid.90, 318, fig. 120);
and 433 (ibid.90, 382, fig. 176.2) contained brass brooches of 'Colchester type' decorated with
punched 'pellet-in-ring' motifs at the head of the bow. Similarly Burial 296 (ibid.89, 346, fig. 148.3),
c. AD 1-40, contained an 'Ettlinger type' 9 brass brooch with stamped concentric-ring motif decoration
on the catch-plate. Burial 339 (ibid.89, 355, fig. 159.5), AD 30-55, contained a brass brooch of
identical type substituting punched 'pellet-in-ring' motifs on the catch-plate.
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Repousse1 'pellet-in-ring' motifs also decorate the eight sheet bronze mounts that bound the wooden
scabbard of Piggott's (1950) Group V sword, first century AD, from Aldwincle, Northamptonshire
(Megaw, 1976.164—170, fig.3.7-9 pl.2).
Incised 'linear' and 'dot-in-ring' decoration has also been recorded on 'utilised antler tine' from the
Snailwell cremation (Lethbridge, 1954.31-2, fig.21-6,7-8) burial, Cambs. Similarly decorated pieces
have been found in the so-called 'Charioteer's burial' at Arras (Stead, 1979.45-6, fig. 14.4), Yorks.;
Danebury (1991.366, fig. 7.36.3.353, 3.355-6; Glastonbury lake village (Bulleid and Gray, 1911.440454, pi. LXIV); Hunsbury hillfort, Northamptonshire (Fell, 1937.70-1, pi. 1X.4, 5, 7,9); and Meare
Village East (Coles, 1987.88, fig. 3.32, H19, H103) where they have been described as either 'linch
pins' or, after Bulleid and Gray (1911.440), 'cheek-pieces' for bridle-bits. Carved bone 'cheek pieces'
are also identified in the unurned cremation burial from the Stansted Airport Duckend Farm Site, Essex
(Havis and Brooks, 1991.2). This appears to be an otherwise exceptional addition to this type of burial
usually characterised by either a small, e.g. Ardleigh (Hull, 1962.15) or no, e.g. Mucking (Goring,
1993.20) ceramic assemblage. One of the richest burials from the first century AD cremation
cemetery excavated at King Harry Lane, Verulamium (Stead and Rigby, 1989), Hertfordshire, Burial 9
(ibid.108,278, fig. 90.12), c. AD 40-60, contained a fragmentary bone 'handle' with incised hatched
line and dot-in-concentric-ring decoration among its prolific array of grave goods. A bone 'dice'
recovered from Burial 20 (ibid.108,278, fig.92.20), AD 30-55, bears incised 'dot-in-concentric circle'
decoration, although the significance of these motifs is not clear (they may well denote numbers). Two
bone 'pegs' decorated with 'pellet-in-ring' motifs accompanied Burial 148 (ibid.108, 310, fig. 115.3-4),
AD 30-55.
6.7.4: The 'wheel' motif.
The scarcity of the 'wheel' motif is discussed above (cf. 4.6.10 above). Three possible examples derive
from the 'Eastern' region. A ?pre-Roman four-spoked 'wheel' derives from the (dispersed?) hoard at
Hounslow, Middlesex, where it was found associated with zoomorphic figurines (cf. 5.6.1 above),
possibly of a votive nature (Franks, 1864.92; Smith, 1925.148, fig. 172). Both pairs of late first century
BC - early first century AD cremation vessels from Billericay, Essex, included a pot with a burnished
'eight spoked 'wheel" pattern on the underside of the base considered by the excavator to be associated
with 'Celtic religion' (Rudling, 1990, 26-7, 29-31, fig. 7.1 + 4).
6.7.5: The 'whoiTmotif.
Lethbridge (1954.33, pis. Via + Vllb) recorded a unique bronze bowl in a cremation burial at
Snailwell, Cambridgeshire, estimated at around c. 42 AD. The bowl does not belong to either the
'Rose-Ash' or 'Lamberton Moor' types but is described as Gallic in origin and 'provincial Roman' in
style. The design consists of three concentric circle's of double lines with hatched lines inserted
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between the outer pair. The inner field is dominated by a 'sun-burst' at the centre of which is a
'whorl'.
The 'whorl' motif is recorded on a variety of artefacts across southern Britain. A repoussd 'whorl' is
represented on the rear moulding of tubular tore 1 from Hoard A, Ken Hill, Snettisham, Norfolk. The
exact origin of this hoard is disputed although a date during the first half of the first century BC would
not be unlikely (cf. Clarke, 1954.37, fig. 4; Fox, 1958.48, fig.35; Northover, 1992.272). Particularly
noteworthy is the repousse* 'whorl' motif represented on the upper band and 'legs' of the vessel
containing a cremation burial, C.50-1BC, from Aylesford, Kent (Evans, 1890). The handles on a pair of
bronze 'spoons' from the cemetery at Deal, Kent, are decorated with what is described as a 'whorPheaded rivet surrounded by a 'concentric circle' (Parfitt, 1995.106-107; Spratling, 1972.606, no. 472a).
Very similar 'whorls' are represented on three fragments of sheet bronze (Spratling, 1972.591, nos.
434-435 respectively, fig. 193) from the hillfort at Ham Hill, Dorset.
6.7.6: The image of the bucranium.

Bucrania are represented on the outward-facing fixtures on either end of the upright bars of iron
firedogs from the cremation burials at Baldock, Herts, (Stead and Rigby, 1986.51-61; Piggottt,
1971.264); Mount Bures, Essex (Fox, 1923.100; Smith, 1912.1-30; Stead, 1967.1; Piggottt, 1971.264);
Stanfordbury, Beds. (Smith, 1912.1-30; Fox, 1923.99; Piggottt, 1971.264) and Welwyn A (Smith,
1912.1-30; Brailsford, 1958.89-90; Fox, 1958.75; Stead, 1967; Piggottt, 1971.264-5). The example
from Barton, Cambs. was found near an inhumation burial laid under a tumulus (Clarke, 1821.61, fig.
12; Fox, 1923.100; Smith, 1912.1-30; Piggottt, 1971.264; Powell, 1966, nos. 253-4). The density of
these from within the 'Eastern' region is noteworthy. The remainder derive from either a preRoman/Roman settlement contexts, e.g. Camulodunum, Colchester, Essex (Hawkes and Hull,
1947.341; Piggott, 1971,265). Other examples originate outside the 'Eastern' region, i.e. Bigberry,
Kent(Jessup, 1932.87-115; Fox, 1958; Piggottt, 1971.265)andCalleva Atrebatum, Silchester,
Berkshire (Piggottt, 1971.264). Only the Capel-Garmon firedog, Denbigh, (Alien, 1901.20-44; Evans,
1856.91-5; Fox 1958.75; Savory, 1976.62; Piggottt, 1971.264) derives from what has traditionally been
interpreted as a 'votive' deposit, possibly from a pool. Bucrania are also recorded as decorating the four
up-rights of an iron 'frame' recovered from the Welwyn B cremation burial, Herts. (Brailsford,
1958.89-90; Stead, 1967; Piggott, 1971.264-5).
Bucrania are also recorded as decorating a variety of bronze vessel mounts or fittings, e.g. Felmershamon-Ouse, Beds. (Fox, 1958.73, flg.46; Watson, 1949.37-61). Other exemplars outside the 'Eastern'
region include those from Upavon, Wilts. (Anon.1990.227, fig.6); two from Kirmington (May,
1976.169, 171-2, figs. 85 + 86.2; 1971.253-9); Welshpool, Powys (Green, 1992a.l39, fig.7.14);
Birdlip, Glos. (Megaw et al, 1992.64); nr. Chepstow, Gwent (Megaw et al, 1992.64); Bulbury, Dorset
(Cunliffe, 1972.294-6); and Ham Hill (Gray, 1910.57, fig. 14; Megaw, 1970.161, illus.274; Megaw et
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al, 1992.61-4). An iron bowl ornament is recorded from an unspecified context at Lydney, Glos.
(Wheeler and Wheeler, 1932.74-5, fig.l 1.9).
Bovine imagery also appears associated with items from outside the 'Eastern' region and related to
personal appearance. Two bucrania decorate a mirror-handle from Ingleton, Yorks. (Fox, 1958.98, 99,
fig. 63; Hawkes, 1951.193, pi. Villa; MacGregor, 1976.153, 154, no. 269). A bucranium decorates a
bronze knife or razor handle from Birdlip, Glos. (Megawef a/, 1992.64, fig. 4; Staelens, 1982.19-31).
The heads of a bovine and a duck appear as terminal decoration on a bronze centre-looped cosmetic
mortar from Hockwold, Norfolk (Jackson, 1985.184-5, figs.2 + 7.59). In his review of cosmetic sets in
Britain Jackson (ibid.) identified another 14 central-looped (nos. 57, 59-61,63-67,69-73) and 2 (nos.45) end-looped mortar types decorated with bovine heads, but since the majority of these finds cannot
be dated any more securely than the first - second centuries AD (Jackson, ibid. 175) they are excluded
from this study. The possibility exists that one mortar (no. 73) from Baldock, Herts., which features
bovine terminal decoration at either end derives from an Iron Age context, but it should be
acknowledged that this was an unstratified find.
Finally, two bucrania may be represented in the roundel decoration on a mid-third century BC - early
first century AD bronze shield cover from the River Witham, Lines. (Brailsford, 1975.11-3; Jope,
1978.27-31).
6.7.7: The image of the horned snake.
The horned serpent is almost exclusively represented on coinage in the pre-Roman period in Britain.
The only definite example of non-coin imagery remains the two-headed spiral armlet from the
Snailwell cremation burial, Cambridgeshire, c. AD 43 (Fox, 1958.81, pl.53b; Lethbridge, 1954.30-31).
Eight similar armlets are recorded from Scotland (MacGregor, 1976.103-5, 166, map 16, nos. 213-9)
although whether these were intended to represent the same creature, as Ross (1967.345) has implied,
is unclear. A 'ram headed' or 'ram homed' serpent could be represented on the bronze terminal of a
?drinking horn from Owmby, Lincolnshire (May, 1976.172-173, fig.86.1) but, again, a positive
identification cannot be attempted.
6.7.8: The images of an armed rider.

Images of individuals riding horses are exceptionally rare in the Iron Age (cf. Appendix 2). The only
example I have been able to trace derives from the 'Eastern' region at Kelvedon, Essex. A stamped
pot sherd recovered from a first century AD well depicts a horseman holding a hexagonal shield and a
long shafted instrument with a hook at one end interpreted as a hunter's crook (Rodwell, 1988.127-8,
fig.77.1).
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6.7.9: The images of an ear of corn or barley.

Life size silver models of'ears of wheat' (Foster, 1986.88, fig. 31.65, pi. 17) possibly intended to be
sewn onto cloth or leather accompanied the cremation burial inside the Lexden tumulus, Essex.
6.8: Summary of Analysis.

The 'Eastern1 series is characterised by successive phases of continuity and change. Close adherence
to two early prototypes, Gallo-Belgic C and British AO through British G and British A, E and F
respectively, typifies the early series. A second phase is initiated by British La with its substantial
recompositon of both obverse and reverse dies. Adherence to this design is maintained throughout
successive series of related types, i.e. British Lb 'mid - late' types, British Lc and British LX5, albeit
with minor typological substitution in the associated sub-designs. It is difficult to point to any
definitive reorganisation of the design structure on the reverse, but the fields above, directly in front of
and beneath the horse appear to develop in significance with the retention of the 'winged motifs'
(6.4.1/6.4.1h/6.4.1i/6.4.2a); the presence of the 'hubbed whorl', 'hubbed radiant' variant (6.4.1J/6.4.11)
; the 'wheel' (6.4.1d/6.4.2c), 'hubbed whorl' (6.4.1k), and 'concentric circle' (6.4.In) and 'pellet-inring' (6.4.If) 'rosette' (6.4.lo) motifs. This process can be said to have been consolidated during the
early inscribed series, c. 20 BC onwards, where all three fields are utilised on the reverse of the 'early'
staters of Tasciovanus and Andoco, i.e. through the substitution of either a 'bucranium' (6.5.1a/6.5.2a);
a 'rosette variant' (6.5.1b/6.5.2b); an 'unidentified' (6.5.Ic); a 'rosette-within-ring' (6.5.Id); or a
'homed snake' (6.5. le) motif or inscription. Alternatively, greater emphasis appears to have be placed
on the fields directly above and below the horse on the reverse of staters attributed to Addedomaros,
Dubnovellaunos and 'Diras', i.e. the 'pellet-in-ring' (6.5.4a); 'triple variant' (6.5.4b);
'whorP(6.5.4c);'wheel' (6.5.4d); 'volute' (6.5.6a) motifs; and the'wheel' (6.5.4f/6.5.6b);
'cornucopia^ (6.5.4a); and 'branched' (6.5.4h/6.5.5a) motifs respectively. In all of these examples
inscriptions are accompanied by an elaborate and diverse array of sub-designs, particularly pellets,
pellet-in-ring and ring motifs. The transition towards a representational subject matter is maintained
during a third phase, best characterised by reference to Tasciovanus' 'late' types, clearly derived from
the 'armed rider series' struck by Tincomarus (cf. 8.5.Ig below). Initially, continuity between 'early'
and 'late' obverse dies is preserved but this is eventually supplanted by a prominent inscription. The
substituted image of an armed/armoured rider (6.5. la/6.5.3a) on the reverse continues to be
accompanied by a homogenous collection of sub-designs, i.e. 'wheels' (6.5.1b/6.5.3b), 'pellet-in-ring'
(6.5.Ij) and 'rosette' (6.5. lc/6.5. Ik) motifs. A fourth phase commences with the recomposition of the
staters attributed to Cunobelinus. The obverse remains reminiscent of 'late' state types of Tasciovanus
with a prominent inscription. The reverse reverts to tradition and the portrayal of two horses. A fifth
and final phase is initiated with a new obverse design depicting an 'ear of com or barley' (6.6. Id)
accompanied by an inscription. In all but one case (cf. Wild A) the division of the reverse field into two
fields above and below a single horse is maintained with a 'branched' motif
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(6.6. le/6.6.1i/6.6.11/6.6. In), sometimes accompanied by a number of associated sub-designs in the
upper field. An inscription is represented below.
6.8.1: Minor typological variation within a series.

There is reasonable evidence to suggest that minor typological variation within an established theme
could have occurred without considerable alteration to the significance of a motif. Variation in the
number of'radials' emanating from the 'pellet' motif (cf. 6.2.2a) beneath the horse on British E
suggests that this was possible. Variation in the portrayal of the 'wheel' (cf. 6.4.2c; 6.5.4f), 'whorl'
(cf. 6.5.4c) and 'hubbed radiant' (cf. 6.3.Ic) motifs above and/or below the horse on a variety of
reverses suggests that the exact number of 'spokes' and/or the presence of a 'hub' were an irrelevance.
6.8.2: Typological substitution within a series.

There is some reason to believe that typologically distinct motifs could have been substituted for one
another. In this case the substitution of the 'rosette' (6.3.Id), 'hubbed radiant' (6.3.Ic) and 'pellet-inring' (6.3.le) motif on the reverse of British La are significant. Despite the strong possibility that the
types composing British Lb ('late' variants') may actually be distinct series in their own right, the
substitution of what appears to be a 'rosette variant' (6.4.2o), 'whorl' (6.4.1k), 'pellet' and 'concentric
circle' (6.4.21) motifs remains noteworthy. 'Pellet-in-ring' (6.5. Ij) and 'wheel' (6.5.1h) motifs are
exchanged on the reverse of one stater variant of Tasciovanus. The exchange of the 'ring' (6.5.1m) and
'rosette' (6.5.1k) motifs in front of the horseman on the reverse on an alternate type of Tasciovanus
may also be significant. Of particular interest is the exchange in variations of the 'whorl' (6.5.4c) motif
for the 'wheel' (6.5.4d) represented above the horse on the reverse of a ?late stater type of
Addedomaros. A 'ring' (6.5.4J) is also exchangeable with a 'pellet-in-ring' (6.5.4i) motif on the
reverse of that type. A 'pellet-in-ring' (6.5.5b) is interchangeable with a 'whorl' (6.5.5c) motif on the
reverse of a stater attributed to Dubnovellaunos. Similarly the exchange of a 'radial pellet' (6.6. If) and
a 'whorl' (6.6.Ig) motif on the reverse of a 'Wild A' type stater of Cunobelinus may also be
significant.
6.8.3: Typological substitution between series.

It is very difficult to say anything more with confidence about the patterns of substitution between
series that has not been previously stated is the discussion relation to typological substitution within
series. The sheer range and uniqueness of motifs renders identification of patterns of substitution
highly problematic. Nevertheless it is interesting to note that the substitution of the 'wheel' and
'whorl' motifs below the horse on the reverse of British Lx5/Lb ('mid') and British Lb ('late') during
phase 6 is mirrored in the motifs depicted above the horse on the reverse of staters of Addedomaros in
phase 7. This may be extended to include the 'rosette' variant motif (if the identification is accepted)
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below the horse on the reverse of British Lb ('late') and above the horse on the reverse of 'early' staters
ofTasciovanus.
Location/Motif/Type
'

»• ••

otif above animal

'•• •

Al/E/F/G

Motif In front of animal

Motif btlow animal .•

Al/E/F

Al/E/G

G
G

*•
.*

F

F
F
F
G
G

La

La

La

La

La

La

La

Lx5/Lc

Lx5
Lb('mid')

Lx5/Lb('mid')

Lb ('mid')
Lb('mid')
Lb('mid')
LbCmid')

LbCmid")

Lb('late')

Lb ('late')
Lb('mid')
Lb date)

Lb ('late')

Lc

©

Lb('late')
Lb('late')

Lc
Cont'd over
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©

LEGEND
<9

LEGEND

*

LEGEND

TASCIOVANVS

TASCIOVANVS

ANDOCO

ANDOCO

TASCIOVANVS /
SEGO

LEGEND

TASCIOVANVS/
SEGO/
DVBNOVELLAUNOS

TASCIOVANVS

LEGEND ".

TASCIOVANVS

TASCIOVANVS

O

TASCIOVANVS

ADDEDOMAROS/
DVBNOVELLANOS
ADDEDOMAROS

•"*;

TASCIOVANVS
LEGEN
D

o
©

TASCIOVANVS

fit.

TASCIOVANVS

«

ADDEDOMAROS

e
o .

ADDEDOMAROS

TASCIOVANVS

SEGO

TASCIOVANVS

.o.

TASC10VANVS/
ANDOCO

ADDEDOMAROS
ADDEDOMAROS
ADDEDOMAROS

ADDEDOMAROS

ADDEDOMAROS

ADDEDOMAROS
DIRAS

LEGEND

DVBNOVELLAVNOS

ADDEDOMAROS

DIRAS
LEGEND

ADDEDOMAROS

LEGEND

DIRAS

CVNOBEL1NVS

CVNOBELINVS
CVNOBELINVS

CVNOBELINVS
CVNOBELINVS
CVNOBEL1NVS

LEGEND

CVNOBELINVS

CVNOBELINVS
LEGEN
D

O

LEGEN
D

CVNOBELINVS

CVNOBELINVS
CVNOBELINVS
CVNOBELINVS

Table 6.1: Motifs on the reverse of gold staters attributed to the 'Eastern' region.

Substitution of the 'wheel' and 'pellet-in-ring' motifs occurs beneath the horse on the reverse of
Lx5/Lc/Lb ('mid' variants) and British Lb ('mid' variant) during phase 6. A similar pattern may be
observed beneath the horse on some variants of the staters attributed to Tasciovanus during phase 7.
Substitution of the 'radial pellet' and 'whorl' motifs on variants of'Wild A' for a 'star-shaped' motif
on 'Wild B' should also be considered, although it would be prudent to acknowledge that these may
have functioned as privy marks (cf. Alien, 1975).
6.9: Preliminary Conclusions.

The 'Eastern' series is characterised by prolific and elaborate change after a period of close adherence
to Gallo-Belgic and British prototypes. This may be said to have been initiated by the original
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recomposition of British La, c. 50 BC, followed by the typologically diverse albeit derivative series
collectively identified as British Lb, Lc and Lx5, c. 50 - 20 BC. This reaches it full expression in the
early inscribed series, c. 20 BC - AD 10, attributed to Tasciovanus, Andoco, Addedomaros,
Dubnovellaunos and 'Diras' prior to the adaption of the 'Southern' inspired 'armed rider' series. The
'Eastern series' culminates in a conservative series of staters struck by Cunobelinus.
There is a reasonable body of evidence to suggest correlation between numismatic motifs and the wider
archaeological repertoire assigned to the 'Eastern' region. The presence of these motifs on both
coinage and contemporary ceramic objects and/or metalwork suggests that motifs possessed some form
of localised significance. This is particularly true of the 'pellet-in-ring' (cf. 6.2.3b; 6.3.le; 6.4.1f;
6.4.1m; 6.4.2c; 6.5.1J; 6.5.2c; 6.5.4a; 6.5.4e; 6.5.41; 6.5.5b; 6.6.1k; 6.6.1m with 6.7.3); 'rosette' (cf.
6.3.Id; 6.4.la?; 6.4.lo; 6.5.Ib; 6.5.Id; 6.5.li; 6.5.1k; 6.5.2b with 6.7.2); 'wheel' (cf.6.4.1d; 6.4.2c;
6.4.3a; 6.5.Ih; 6.5.Ih; 6.5.3b; 6.5.4f; 6.5.4d; 6.5.6b with 6.7.4); and 'whorl' (cf. 6.4.1c; 6.4.1k; 6.5.4c;
6.5.5c; 6.6.Ig with 6.75) motifs. In some cases it is not only possible to correlate these motifs with
comparable forms on other media, but also to observe similarities in their application within a design
structure. The repeated application of'pellet-in-ring' motifs on the reverse of staters of Addedomaros
and Dubnovellaunos, c. 20 BC - AD 10, mirrors those represented on the sheet bronze from the broadly
contemporary tumulus burial at Lexden (Laver, 1927.249, pis. LIX + LX; Foster, 1986.75-6, fig.26.3348, fig. 26 decorative types a and c), Essex, c. 15 BC - AD 40. This is a remarkably recurrent theme
throughout the 'Eastern' region. Associations between the design structure of different media may also
be apparent. Despite originating outside of the 'Eastern' region it is difficult to ignore the association
between the 'horse' and 'whorl' motifs on the 'Aylesford bucket' and that represented on the reverse of
staters of Addedomaros (Evans, 1890). This theme is similarly taken up by coinage deriving from
other regions, e.g. British M (cf. 8.4.1).
Similar circumstance can be said to exist for the subject matter of staters, particularly zoomorphic and
vegetal imagery. The 'bucranium' (cf. 6.5.la; 6.5.2a with 6.7.6); 'horned snake'? (cf. 6.5.1e with
6.7.7) and the 'ear of corn or barley' (cf. 6.6. Id with 6.7.9) all find resonance in the archaeological
record. The wealth of anthropomorphic imagery prevalent on staters assigned to this region, and
particulary on the later lower denomination types, is not, however, directly supported by comparable
forms in other media. The early date of the anthropomorphic Class A2 iron short-sword hilt Southwark
(Clarke and Hawkes, 1955.227, pl.XXlV.5) disqualifies it from inclusion in the present discussion. A
head represented wearing a head-dress or helmet is represented on the three cast bronze handle mounts
contained within the second half of the first century BC Cremation burial 1 at Baldock, Hertfordshire
(Stead, 1971.251-4, figs. 1 ; 1986.55, fig.22a-c). Three cast bronze mounts in the form of male heads
were enclosed within a contemporary cremation burial at Welwyn Garden City, Herts. (Fox, 1958.72,
pi. 33b; Smith, 1912..21, pi. II.3-5). A male figure wearing a helmet and holding a spear and shield is
also represented on the repousse" decorated on panel soldered onto the head of an 'Ettlinger type' 27
brass brooch from Burial 240, AD 40-60, within the cremation cemetery at King Harry Lane,
Verulamium (Stead and Rigby, 1989.334, fig. 135.2). A foot, the fragment of an imported Roman
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bronze figurine, was placed within the Lexden tumulus, Colchester, Essex, c. 15 BC - AD 40 (Foster,
1986.61, fig. 21.4, pi. 11; Laver, 1927.249, fig. 3, pi. LV1I). A portrait of Augustus, derived from a
coin possibly struck at Colonia Patricia in Spain (BMC Augustus nos. 345-348), incorporated into a
medallion was also included in the same burial (Foster, 1986.9C-2, pi. 19).
The prevalence of representational imagery testified by 'Eastern' staters, and coinage in general, is
corroborated by the contemporary archaeological record. A ?bird's head decorates a brass brooch of
'Colchester type' enclosed within Burial 450 from the cremation cemetery at King Harry Lane,
Verulamium, AD 40-60 (Stead and Rigby (1989.91, 386, fig. 178.5). Another bird's head features as
decoration on a triangular bronze knife from the Welwyn Garden City cremation burial, second half of
the first century BC (Stead, 1967.38, fig.23.1, pi. Vila). There are a number of boar figurines recorded
from the region, e.g. from the Lexden tumulus, Colchester, Essex (Roman import?), c. 15 BC - AD 40
(Foster, 1986.55-58, fig.20.2, pl.9; 1977.7-10, fig. 3-4); Laver 1927.249, pi. LVI1I.4); 'East London'
Foster (1977.15, fig.7g-l); 'Hounslow A - C' (Foster, 1977.10-13, figs. 5 + 6a-e; Fox, 1958.76, fig.53a;
Megaw, 1970.139). ?Boar and dog's heads feature as terminal and projection decoration on an
unstratified linch-pin ('Southeastern type') from Camulodunum, Essex, (mid?) first century AD
(Hawkes and Hull, 1947.331, pl.XCIX.7; Wheeler and Wheeler, 1936.217-8, pl.LXII). ?Boar heads
decorate a cast bronze terret from Period V-VI excavations at the same site (Hawkes and Hull,
1947.331, pi XCIX.6). A boar's head is represented on a bronze vessel strainer spout from either the
late first century BC - early first century AD ?grave or ?metalwork hoard at Felmersham-on-Ouse,
Bedfordshire (Fox, 1958.73, fig.46; Megaw, 1970.162, illus.2766; 1971.299-300; Spratling, 1972.576,
no. 394, fig. 179; Watson, 1949.37-61; cf. 'boar' bucket mount from Vieille-Toulousse, HauteGaronne, Vidal, 1976.175). A ceramic vessel in the form of a duck accompanied Burial 280 at King
Harry Lane cremation cemetery, Verulamium, St. Albans, AD 1-40 (Stead and Rigby, 1989.151-2, 342,
fig. 144.9; James and Rigby, 1997, fig. 83). A 'goose and cupid' figurine was also enclosed within the
Lexden tumulus, Colchester, Essex (Roman import?), c. 15 BC - AD 40 (Foster, 1986.53, fig. 20.1, pi.
8; Laver, 1927.249, fig. 4, pi. LV1I) as well as a the remnant of a bronze vessel or bowl mount in the
form of a Griffin's head (Foster, 1986.61-63, fig. 22, pi. 12; Laver 1927.249, pl.LVIII.2; Toynbee,
1964.33). A ceramic flagon in the form of a lion was recovered from a ditch on 'site B' at Baldock,
Herts., where it was regarded as a Gallic import, c. AD 1-25 (Stead and Rigby, 1986.234. fig.96.1).
Two ?magpies are represented in the repousse" decoration on panel over the catch plate of an 'Ettlinger
type 27' brass brooch from Burial 240 at the cremation cemetery, King Harry Lane, Verulamium,
Herts., AD 40-60 (Stead and Rigby, 1989.95, 334, fig. 135.2). Rams' heads decorate the bucket
escutcheons from the early first century AD Harpenden burial, Hertfordshire (Fox, 1958.73-79, fig.47;
Spratling, 1972.582, no. 415; Stead, 1971.279). The presence of representational subject matter on
staters, lower denominational coinage and other artefact types in general suggests the emergence of a
new art form within the 'Eastern' region from the second half of the first century BC onwards.
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Fig. 6.1: Figural Representation of British Al.

The Reverse.

The examples illustrated below derive from staters identified by Alien (i960.105) as British A that have subsequently been identified as a separate series
British Al (Bean, 1993.286-287; Haselgrove. 1987.85. fig.5.1; Mackensen, 1974.13, 17; Sills, 1996.334-335. fig. 2)

The Obverse.

The principal reverse design derives from a variant of Mack 28 (68.0771; 68.0769). The
reconstruction is thought to be relatively complete when the additional elements illustrated
below are added.

The edge of the die and the horse's mu/xlu are
visible on a variant of Mack 28 (CCI68.077:
68.0778);

Scale: 2:1

The principal obverse die derives from a variant of Mack 28 (CC168.0761; 68.0771;
68.0769). It is not clear to what extent the reconstruction illustrated below reflects the
original since the edge of the die was not discernible.

Scale: 2:1

Fig. 6.2: Figural Representation of British F.

The Reverse.

The examples illustrated below derive from staters identified by Alien (1960.107) as British F (Mack 47).

The Obverse.

Die edge: llic edge onhe die is visible on a
variant of Mack 47 (CC168 0848).

The principal reverse design derives from a variant of Mack 47 (CCI67.0355; 68.0845;
95.0818). The reconstruction illustrated below is assumed to be relatively complete when
the following elements, depicted below, are added to the final reconstruction.

f,

The principal obverse design derives from the only surviving variant of Mack 47
(CCI66.0278; 68.0843; 68.0844; 68.0846; 68.0849; 93.0285). It is not clear to what extent
the reconstruction illustrated below represents the original since the edge of the die was not
discernible.

Mack 47 variant
(CCI68.0848)

Mack 47 variant
(CCI68.042;
68.0844;
72.0487:
95.0448)

Mack 47 variant

(CCI66.0278.
68.0846;
68.0849;
93.0285:
94.1580).

Mack 47 vnrinnt
(CCI6S.0843)

Fig. 6.3: Figural Representation of British E.

00

CM

o

The principal reverse design illustrated below derives from a variant of Mack 48
(CCI96.1759). It is not clear to what extent the reconstruction illustrated below represents
the original since the edge of the die was not discernible on the three surviving examples
recorded at the CCI.

The Reverse

The examples illustrated below derive from the staters identified by Alien (1960.107) as British E (Mack 48).

The Obverse.
The worn condition of the three surviving examples of Mack 48 prevents accurate
reconstruction. The example illustrated below derives from a variant of Mack 48
(CCI96.1759).

•

Horse's Head: The horse's head is visible
on the remaining variant of Mack 48
(CC196.1757). "

2ji-

Fig. 6.4: Figural Representation of British G.

The examples illustrated below derive from staters identified by Alien (1960. 107) as British G (Mack 46, 46a).

The Reverse.

8
The Obverse.

The principal reverse design derives from a variant of Mack 46 (CCI6.0307; 68.0852;
68.0855; 68.0856: 68.0860; 72.0494). The design illustrated below is assumed to be
relatively complete when the additional elements, illustrated below, are added to the final
reconstruction.

Die edge and upper Held: the edge of tine die and the upper
field are visible on a variant of Mack 46 (CC168.0879)

"•V

•\• \

>x

• **v»

m*.

Scale: 2:1

The principal obverse design derives from a variant of Mack 46 (CCI68.0855; 68.0859;
68.0861; 68.0862; 69.0356; 69.0537; 72.0494; 73.0638). It is not clear to what extent the
reconstruction suggested here represents the original since the edge of the die was not
discernible.

Scale: 2:1

Mack 46a variant
(CCI66.0279.
680872:94.1049)

Mack 46a variant
(68.0870)

Reverse.

Exergue: The exergue is derived from a
variant of M135 (CCI:61.400; 68.0906;
68.0913; 68.0914; 66.0287; 68.0920).
>••

Scale 2:1

T*

O

Border: The border is derived from a
variant of M135 (CCI:61.0406;
66.0288; 68.0929; 71.0091; 72.0504;
95.4010; 95.0339),

The principal reverse design derives from Ml 35 variant of British La. The design is thought to be
relatively complete when the additional elements, illustrated below, are added to the final
reconstruction.

———————————

133-5).
Fig. 6.S: Figural Representation of British La. The examples illustrated below derive from staters identified by Alien (1960.109-10) as British La (Mack
Obverse
The principal obverse design derives from Ml35 variant (CC1: 61.0916;
66.0285; 68.0899; 6808913; 68.0914; 94.166). of British La. The design is
thought to be relatively complete when the additional elements, illustrated
below, are added to the final reconstruction.
Crescents and Die edge: The crescents and edge of the
die is visible on a variant of Ml 33 (CCI: 61.0391;
68.0884; 93.0645; 62.0096).

Ml33 variant
(CCI: 61.0391;
68.0884; 68.0888;
68.0889; 68.0890;
68.0891:73.0645)
Ml35 variant
(CCI: 61.0406;
66.0288; 68.0929;
71.0091; 72.0504;
95.4010; 95.0339)

Fig. 6.6: Figural Representation of British Lb ('mid- variant').

Scale: 2:1

The principal reverse design derives from the only surviving example of Mack
(CC168.0938). The worn condition and rarity of Mack 136 prevents accurate
reconstruction.

The Reverse

regarded as being issued between
The examples illustrated below derive from staters identified by Alien as British Lb (Mack 136) which have since been
British La (Ml 33-135) and later variants of British Lb (Ml 40-142).

The Obverse.
The principal obverse design derives from the only surviving example of Mack 136
(CCI68.0938). The worn condition and rarity of Mack 136 prevents accurate
reconstruction.

Scale: 2:1

Die edge and upper field: The edge of
the die and the upper field are visible on
a variant of Mack 137(963312)

Scale: 2:1

CM
1—
CM

Right field: The the field to the right of
thehorse is visible on a variant ofMack
137(74.0173).

The principal reverse design derives from a variant of m 137 (CCI61.0427). The designis
assumed to be relatively complete when the additional elements, illustrated below, are
added to the final reconstruction.

The Reverse.

Fig. 6.7: Figural Representation of British Lb ('mid-' variants).
regarded as being issued between British La (Ml 33The examples illustrated below derive from coins identified by Alien as British Lb which have since been
135) and later variants of British Lb (M140-142).

The Obverse.
The principal obverse design derives from a variant of Mack 137 (94.1686; 94.0869). It is
not clear to what extent the reconstruction suggested reflects the original since the edge of
the die was not discernible. It is assumed to be relatively complete when the additional
element, illustrated below, is added to the final reconstruction.
Lower right quarter: The lower right quarter is
visible on a variant ofMack 137 (CCI93.0629).

Scale: 2:1

Fig. 6.8: Figural Representation of British Lb ('mid-' variant).

Left field: The Held to the left of the horse is
visible on a variant of"Mack 138 (CCI68.0945).

Scale: 2:1
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The principal reverse design derives from a variant of Mack 138 (CCI68.0948). It is not
clear to what extent the reconstruction suggested reflects the original since the edge of the
die was not discernible.

The Reverse.

The examples illustrated below derive from staters identified by Alien as British Lb (Mack 138) which have since been regarded as being issued between
British La (Ml 33-135) and later variants of British Lb (Ml 40-142).

The Obverse.
The principal obverse design derives from a variant of Mack 138 (CCI68.0945). It is not
clear to what extent the example illustrated below reflects the original since the edge of the
die was not discernible.

Scale: 2:1

Fig. 6.9: Figural Representation of British Lb ('late' variants).

The Reverse.

The examples illustrated below derive from staters identified by Alien (I960) as British Lb but which have since been regarded as 'late' variants (Mack, 1964;
Van Arsdell, 1989).

The Obverse.

The principal reverse design derives from a variant of M 142 (CC194.0849) and is thought to
be, with the exception of the lower field, relatively complete..

Scale 2:1

The worn condition of obverse dies used to strike late varieties of British Lb prevent any
reconstruction, although the design is thought to resemble that depicted on the preceding
('middle') series.

The edge of ihc die appears to be visible on a
k 140 (CCI68.0951; 67.0428).

Mack 141 variant
(CCI68.0952;
72.0521).

Mack 140 variant
(CCI68.0951;
67.0428).

Mack 142 variant
(CCI68.0953)

Fig. 6.10: Figural Representation of British LX5.

in

Scale: 2:1

The principal reverse die derives a variant of Mack 146 (CCI96.2245). The extent by which
the reconstruction illustrated below reflects the original is not clear since the edge of the die
was not discernible. Only two examples are currently recorded at the CCI.

The Reverse.

The examples illustrated below derive from staters identified by Alien (1960.109) as British LX5 (Ml46).

The Obverse.

The principal obverse die derives from a variant of Mack 146 (CC168.1085). The
reconstruction is thought to be entirely complete. Only two examples are currently recorded
at the CCI.
Suggested circumference of flan.

Scale: 2:1

Mack 146 variant
(CCI68.1085).

Fig. 6.11: Figural Representation of British Lc.

Scale 2:1

(0

The reverse die derives from a variant of Mack 139a (CCI95.2630). The extent by which
the design illustrated below is complete is not clear since the edge of the die was not
discernible.

The Reverse

The examples illustrated below derives from staters identified by Alien (1960) as British Lc (Mack 139a).

The Obverse.
The principal obverse die derives from a variant of Mack 139a (CCI68.0955). The worn
condition of many of the obverse dies prevents an accurate reconstruction. It is not clear to
what extent the design represented here is complete since the edge of the die was not
discernible.

Scale 2:

Fig. 6.12: Figural Representation of staters inscribed - / 'TASCIA'.

The examples illustrated below derive from staters attributed to Tasciovanus' (Mack 149).

The Obverse.
The obverse design derives from a variant of Mack 149 (CCI67.0093). It is not clear to what
extent the reconstruction illustrated below reflects the original since the edge of the die was
not discernible.

The Reverse.

The principal reverse design derives from a variant of Mack 149 (C168.0149; 77.0005)
inscribed 'TASCIA'. It is not clear to what extent the reconstruction illustrated below
reflects the original since the edge the die was not discernible.

The legend TASCIAVANVS' is visible on a variant of Mack
I49(CCI68.0952).

Fig. 6.13: Figural Representation of staters inscribed - / TAXC1 7ANVS'.

The examples illustrated below derive from staters attributed to Tasciovanus (Mack 150).

The Obverse.
The obverse design derives from a variant of Mack 150 (CC168.0160). It is not clear to what
extent the reconstruction illustrated below reflects the original since the edge of the die was
not discernible.

The Reverse.

00

The reverse design derives from a variant of Ml 50 (CCI68.0158; 68.0160) inscribed
'TAXC1 ?ANVS\ It is assumed that the reconstruction illustrated below is relatively
complete, although the edge die was not discernible.

Fig. 6.13a: Figural Representation of staters inscribed - / 'TASCIOVAN CAM'.

The Reverse

The examples illustrated below derive from staters attributed to Tasciovanus (Mack 186).

The Obverse.

The reverse design derives from a variant of Mack 186 (68.0185; 68.0186) inscribed
TASCSIOVAN CAM'. ). It is not clear to what extent the example illustrated below
reflects the original since the edge of the die was not discernible on the three examples
recorded at the CCI

<N

o>

The obverse design derives from a variant of Mack 186 (68 0185; 68.0186). It is not clear
to what extent the example illustrated below reflects the original since the edge of the die
was not discernible on the three examples recorded at the CC1.

Fig. 6.14: Figural Representation of staters inscribed - / 'TASC'.

The examples illustrated below derive from staters attributed to Tasciovanus (Mack 154)

The Obverse.
The obverse design derives from a variant of Mack 154 (CCI96.3136). It is not clear to what
extent the reconstruction illustrated below reflects the original since the edge of the die was
not discernible.

The Reverse.

O
CM
CM

The reverse design derives from a variant of Mack 154 (CCI68.0167; 74.0047) inscribed 'T
A S C'. It is not clear to what extent the reconstruction illustrated below reflects the
original since the edge die was not discernible.

Sonic ol'ihc lower field is discernible on a variant of
Mack 154 (CCI68.0165:96.3136).

Fig. 6.15: Figural Representation of staters inscribed - / 'TASC'.
The examples illustrated below derive from staters attributed to Tasciovanus (Mack 155).

The Reverse.

CM
CM

The Obverse.

The principal reverse design derives from a variant of Mack 155 (CCI68.0166; 94.1056)
inscribed 'T A S C'. The reconstruction is thought to be relatively complete when the
additional elements illustrated below are added to the final reconstruction.

A 'wheel' is visible in the lower field
on a variant of M155 (CX'173.0219).

The obverse design derives from a variant of Mack 155 (CCI68.0170; 94.1057). It is not
clear to what extent the reconstruction illustrated below reflects the original since the edge
of the die was not discernible.

Mack 155 variant
(CCI94.0797).
very worn.

Mack 155 variant
(CCI69.0337:
83.0296).

Fig. 6.16: Figural Representation of staters inscribed 'VER1 /TASC.

The examples illustrated below derive from staters attributed to Tasciovanus (Mack 156).

The Obverse.
The obverse design derives from a variant of Mack 156 (CCI68.0101; 68.0174; 78.0022)
inscribed 'V E R'. It is not clear to what extent the reconstruction illustrated below reflects
the original since the edge die was not discernible. Only five examples are currently
recorded at the CCI.

The Reverse.

CM
CM
CM

The reverse design derives from a variant of Mack 156 (CCI68.0I74; 78.0022) inscribed 'T
A S C'. It is not clear to what extent the reconstruction illustrated below reflects the original
since the edge die was not discernible. Only five examples are currently recorded at the
CCI.

Fig. 6.16b: Fieural Representation of staters inscribed 'TASC'.

The examples illustrated below derive from staters attributed to Tasciovanus (Ml55)

The Reverse.

o

The Obverse.

The principal reverse design derives from a variant of Mack 155 (CCI69.0337; 83.0296)
inscribed 'T A S C'. The design is assumed to be relatively complete when the additional
elements, illustrated below, are added to the final reconstruction.

.1

The lower field is visible on a worn variant of Mack
155(CCI94.0797).

The obverse design derives from a variant of Mack 155 (CCI68.0170; 94.1057).
The reconstruction presented below is believed to be relatively complete although the edge
of the die was not discernible.

Ml55 variant
(CCI68.0166;
94.1056)

Ml55 variant
(CCI73.02I9)

Fig. 6.17: Figural Representation of staters inscribed 4V R T' / 'TASC'.

The examples illustrated below derive from staters attributed to Tasciovanus (Mack 157).

The Obverse.
The obverse design derives from a variant of Mack 157 (CCI96.178I) inscribed 'T V ?R'.
It is not clear to what extent the example illustrated below reflects the original since the
edge of the die was discernible. Only five (worn) examples are currently recorded at the
CCI.

The Reverse.

CM
CM

The reverse design derives from a variant of Mack 157 (CCI68.0I75; 72.0064) inscribed 'T
A S C'. It is not clear to what extent the example illustrated below reflects the original since
the edge of the die was discernible. Only five (worn) examples are currently recorded at the
CCI.

Fig. 6.18: Figural Representation of staters inscribed 'TASOIO RICON' / -.

The examples illustrated below derive from staters attributed to Tasciovanus (Mack 184).

m

The Reverse.

Cl
CM

The Obverse.

The principal reverse design derives from a variant of Mack 184 (CCI90.800). The
reconstruction is thought to be entirely complete when the additional elements, illustrated
below, are added to the final reconstruction.

The edge of the design and die are visible on worn variants of
Mack 184 (CCI68.0I87 and 68.0176 respectively).
»?•*"

The obverse design derives from a variant of Mack 184 (CCI96.3318) inscribed TASOIO
RICON'. The example illustrated below is thought to be relatively complete.

The left field is discernible on a worn variant
of Mack 184(96.3164)

Variant of
Mack 184
(CCI68.0I78) '•:

Fig. 6.19: Figural Representation of staters inscribed - / 'ANDO'.
The examples illustrated below derive from staters attributed to Andoco (Mack 197).

The Obverse.
The obverse design derives from a variant of Mack 197 (CCI69.0356). It is not clear to
what extent the example illustrated below reflects the original since the edge of the die was
not discernible.

The Reverse.

?f3ii

AKEV

(O
CM
CM

The edge of the die is discernible on a variant of Mack
I97(CCI96.1400)

The principal reverse design derives from a variant of Mack 197 (CCI69.0356; 84.0804;
94.0179; 94.0731) inscribed 'AND ?O'. The design is assumed to be relatively complete
when the additional elements, illustrated below, are added to the final reconstruction..

Mack variant
(CCI690358;
690359).

Fig. 6.20: Figural Representation of staters inscribed 'TASCIO 1 / 'SECO'.

The examples illustrated below derive from staters attributed to either Tasciovanus and/or Sego. (Mack 194).

The Reverse.

(N
CM

The Obverse.

The principal reverse design derives from a variant of Mack 194 (CCI68.0I88; 68.0189)
inscribed 'SEGO'. The design is assumed to be relatively complete when the additional
elements, illustrated below, are added to the final reconstruction.

The right field and edge of the die are visible on a
worn variant of Mack 194 (CCI68.0187).

/ *•&••JPV • N
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The lower field is visible on a worn variant of
Mack 194 (CCI67.0096).

The obverse derives from a variant of Mack 194 (CCI68.0188; 68.0189) inscribed
'TASCIO'.
Suggested circumference of flan.

.o

Fig. 6.21: Figural Representation of staters inscribed - / 'APPEPOMA 1.

The examples illustrated below derive from staters attributed to Addedomaros (Mack 266).

The reverse.

00
CM
CM

The Obverse.

The reverse design derives from a variant of M266 (CCI95.0544) inscribed
'ADDEDOMA'. The design is presumed to be relatively complete when the additional
elements, illustrated below, are added to the final reconstruction.

•£&'

The right field is discernible on a variant of
Mack'266 (CCI961758)

The obverse design derives from a variant of Mack 266 (CC161.0207; 68.0305). The
example illustrated below is presumed to be relatively complete.

The lower field is discernible on a variant of
Mack 266 (CCI<)3 0943)

Mack 266
variant

Fig. 6.22: Figural Representation of staters inscribed -/ 'ADOIIDOM'

The Reverse.

The examples illustrated below derive from staters attributed to Addedomaros (Mack 267).

o>

The Obverse.

CM
CM

The obverse design derives from a variant of Mack 267 (CCI61.0209; 68.0311). The design
is assumed to be relatively complete.

The lower field is discernible on a variant of
Mack 267 (CCI82.0234).

The reverse design derives from a variant of Mack 267 (CCI64.0055; 66.0I22;68.0315;
73.0308; 73.0311) inscribed 'ABDEDOM'. The design is presumed to be relatively
complete when the additional elements, illustrated below, are added to the final
reconstruction.

The upper field is discernible on a variant of Mack 267
(CCI68.0312 and 66.0124 respectively)

Fig. 6.23 Figural Representation of staters inscribed - / 'ADDEDOMAROS'.
The examples illustrated below derive from staters attributed to Addedomaros (Mack 268).

The Reverse.

—*o-$pra

^

Mack 268
variant
(CCI62.0024
; 72. .0097;
940073)

Mack 268
variant
(CCI68.03
20)

The Obverse.
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The reverse design derives from a variant of Mack 268 (CCI68.0321; 93.0992; 94.0061)
inscribed ' ADDEDOMAROS'. The design is presumed to be relatively complete when the
additional elements, illustrated below, are added to the final reconstruction.

Mack 268
variant
(CCI68.0320)

Mack 268
variant
(CCI62.0024;
72.. 0097;
94.0073,

The obverse design derives from a variant of Mack 268 (CC194.0061). The design is
entirely complete.
Suggested circumference of flan

/
Mack 268
/
variant
(CCI67.0152; |
\
68.0317;
\
68.0318)

Mack 268
vriant
(CCI67.0152;
68.0317:

Fig. 6.24: Figural Representation of staters inscribed - / 'DVBNQVALLAVNOS'.

The Reverse.

The examples illustrated below derive from staters attributed to Dubnovellaunos 'in-Essex' (M275 and Mack 275a).

The Obverse.

CO
CM

The obverse derives from a variant of Mack 275 (CCI68.0331; 68.0332; 68.0333).

The principal reverse design derives from a variant of Mack 275 (CCI68.0331; 68.0332;
68.0333) inscribed 'DUBNOMIAVNOS'. The design is presumed to be relatively
complete when the additional elements, illustrated below, are added to the final
reconstruction.

Suggested edge of flan.

The lower right field is visible on a variant of Mack 275 (CCI66.0130:
68.0345).

<971013)

Variant of Mack 275a

Fig. 6.25: Figural Representation of staters inscribed - / 'DIR ?AS'.

The Reverse.

The example illustrated below derives from staters attributed to 'Diras' (Mack 279).

The Obverse.

CM
CO
CM

The obverse dies used to strike the obverse of variants of Mack 279 were blank.

The reverse design derives from a variant of M279 (CCI67.0295) inscribed 'DIR7AS'. It is
not clear to what extent the example illustrated below reflects the original since the edge of
the die was not discernible. Only two examples are currently recorded at the CCI.

Fig. 6.26: Fiqural Representation of staters inscribed 'CAMVL' /CVNOBEUN'.

The Reverse.

The examples illustrated below derive from staters attributed to Cunobelinus (Mack 201).

n

CO

The Obverse.

CN

The principal obverse design derives from a variant of Mack 201 (CC174.0071) inscribed
'CAMVL'. The design is presumed to be relatively complete.

The principal reverse design drives from a variant of Mack 201 (CCI68.0352: 68.0352)
inscribed 'CVNOBELIN'. The reconstruction is thought to be relatively complete when the
additional elements, illustrated below, are added to the final reconstruction.
The lower field is visible on a varianl of Mack 201 (CCI68.085I)

The left field is visible on a varianl of Mack 201 (CCI67.0I59; 73.0332).

Fig. 6.27: Figural Representation of staters inscribed 'GAMY' / 'CVN'

The Reverse.

The examples illustrated below derive from staters attributed to Cunobelinus (Mack 210 and 210a)

The Obverse.

The reverse design derives from a variant of Mack 210 (CC168.0391; 72.0114) inscribed
'CUN'. The reconstruction illustrated below is presumed to be almost entirely complete.

w
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The obverse design derives from a variant of Mack 210a (CCI68.0383; 72.01 14) inscribed
'CA MV.

Fig. 6.28: Figural Representation of staters inscribed 'CAMV / 'CVN'.

The Reverse.

The examples illustrated below derive from staters attributed to Cunobelinus (Mack 211).

The Obverse.

The principal reverse design derives from a variant of Mack 211 (CC172.0113; 73.0355)
inscribed 'CVN'. The design is thought to be relatively complete.

in
n
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The obverse design derives from a variant of Mack 211 (CCI68.0365; 72.0113; 73.0355)
inscribed 'CA MV. The design is thought to be entirely complete.

Mack variant
(CC1660141)

Mack variant
(CCI97.10I8)

Fig. 6.29: Figural Representation of staters inscribed 'CAIV1V' / 'CVNO'.

The Reverse.

The examples illustrated below derive from staters attributed to Cunobelinus (M2I2)

<o

The Obverse.

The reverse design derives from a variant of Mack 212 (CCI67.0167; 73.0357) inscribed
'CVNO 1 . The reconstruction is presumed to be relatively complete.

CO
CJ

The obverse design derives from a variant of Mack 212 (CC167.0167; 73.0357) inscribed
'CA MV. The design is presumed to be entirely complete.

Fig. 6.30: Figural Representation of staters inscribed 'CAMV /'CVNQB'.

The Reverse

The examples illustrated below derive from staters attributed to 'CVNOBELINVS' (M203)

The Obverse.

The reverse design derives from a variant of Mack 203 (CC168.0355; 72.0103; 73.0335)
inscribed 'CVNOB'. The reconstruction is presumed to be entirely complete when the
elements illustrated below are added to reconstruction.

n

The obverse design derives from a variant of Mack 203 (CC167.0160; 69.0364) inscribed
'CA MV'. The design is presumed to be entirely complete.

Border design is visible on a variant of
Mack 203 (CC169 0.164; 67.0160;
950675)

Border design is
visible on a variant
of Mack 203
(CCI69.0364;
67.0160, 95.0675)

Fig. 6.31: Figural Representation of staters inscribed MCI AMV / 4 CVNO\

The examples illustrated below derive from staters attributed Cunobelinus (Mack 213).

The Obverse.
The obverse design derives from a variant of Mack 213 (CC167.0166; 73.0353) inscribed
l [C] A MV. The example illustrated below is assumed to be relatively complete.

The Reverse.

/

CO

n
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The reverse design derives from a variant of Mack 213 (CCI67.0166; 73.0353) inscribed
'CVNO'. The reconstruction illustrated below is assumed to be relatively complete. Only
four (worn) examples are currently recorded at the CC1.

Mack 213 variant (CC1?)

Fig. 6.32: Figural Representation of staters inscribed 'CAMV / 'CVNO\

The examples illustrated below derive from staters attributed to Cunobelinus (Mack 206).

The Obverse.
The obverse design derives from a variant of Mack 206 (CCI73.0340) inscribed 'CA MV
The design is entirely complete.

The Reverse.

CO

o

The reverse design derives from a variant of Mack 206 (CCI68.0369; 73.0339) inscribed
'CVNO'. The reconstruction is entirely complete.

Fig. 6.33: Figural Representation of staters inscribed 'CAMV / 'CVNO'
The examples illustrated below derive from staters attributed to Cimobelinus (Mack 207).

The Obverse.
The obverse design derives from a variant of Mack 207 (CCI64.0057) inscribed 'CA MV.
The design is entirely complete.

fMV

The Reverse.

The reverse design derives from a variant of Mack 207 (CCI64.0057) inscribed 'CVNO'
The design is entirely complete.

^CVNO *

Fig. 6.34: Figural Representation of staters inscribed 'CAMV / 'CVNO'.

The examples illustrated below derive from staters attributed to Cunobelinus (Mack 208).

The Obverse.
The obverse design derives from a variant of Mack 208 (CC167.0162; 68.0373; 69.0366;
82.0250) inscribed 'CA MV. The design is entirely complete.

The Reverse.

The obverse design derives from a variant of Mack 208 (CCI67.0162; 68.0373; 69.0366)
inscribed ^CVNCT.

CVNJQjS/
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Chapter 7; The 'Southeastern' series Periods II - III, phases 4 - 9. c. 80 BC - AD
45.
7.1: Introduction.

The typological sequence adopted by Haselgrove for staters attributed to the 'Southeastern' region
(1987) remains reliant upon the work of Alien (1944; 1960). Nevertheless, Haselgrove (1987.247)
noted the possibility that a variant of Gallo-Belgic C (Scheers, no.9, cl. 3) may have an indigenous
derivative. Sills (1997) has confirmed this possibility referring to this, the first stater type to have been
struck in Britain, as 'Kentish A'. 'Kentish A' (not included in this study) can be distinguished from its
parent coinage by the presence of an outer circumference of pellets around the so-called 'coffee bean'
motif behind the horse. There would appear to have been a significant pause between the issue of
'Kentish A' and the striking of the remainder of the 'Southeastern' series, c. 50 - 20 BC. Bean (1994)
has subsequently illustrated that British LZ3, formerly assigned to the 'Eastern' region (Haselgrove,
1987.257), is more correctly considered as a 'Southeastern' type. Furthermore, Haselgrove's (ibid.247)
allocation of British G and the inscribed staters attributed to Addedomaros and Dubnovellaunos to the
'Southeastern' region is considered here as misleading. These series are more appropriately discussed
in the context of the 'Eastern' region (cf. 6.5.4/6.5.5 above). After these adjustments the
'Southeastern' series can be said to have been composed of a tri-metallic series of gold staters and
quarter staters, silver and bronze units. The latest issues attributed to this region are the silver units,
minims and bronze coins issued by Amminus, possibly equitable with Adminius (Alien, 1976; Henig
and Nash, 1982; Nash, 1982) a son of Cunobelinus (Suetonius, Gaius, xliv). The 'Southeastern' series
is distributed across Kent, concentrating in the valleys of the Stour, Medway and Darent (Hobbs,
1996.21).

Map.7.1: Late Iron Age settlement and burial sites within the distributional area of coinage assigned to the 'Southeastern'
region (afterCunliffe. 198l'figs. 54. 62; de Jersey. 1997b).
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7.2: 'Phase 6'. c. 50 -20 BC.
7.2.1: British LY2. possibly inscribed '1V11'? (BM -: VA157-1; M294X

(fig. 7.1)

5-6g.

Alien (1960.114, 133) derived British LY2, distributed across northern Kent, from the uniface series
Gallo-Belgic E (Scheers, 1977, no.24, els. I-V1). Only three surviving examples are recorded at the
CCI, only one of which is thought to be absolutely genuine.
REVERSE
<S\

7.2.1a: The 'pellet-in-ring' motif.

The 'pellet-in-ring' is a ubiquitous motif throughout the coinage attributed to the
'Southeastern' region. The same motif is represented repeatedly in the field
surrounding the horse on the reverse of British LZ1 (cf. 7.2.2b below) and the quarter
stater type (BM2469-70; VA151; M85) British LZ2. 'Pellet-in-ring' motifs are
represented in the field above the horse on the reverse of un inscribed gold quarter
stater types (BM2473-4, VA162, M285; BM2475-7, VA170, M284) identified as
British LY5 and LY4 respectively. The same motifs are repeated on both sides of
uninscribed silver units (BM2478) and half units (BM2479) assigned to the
'Southeastern' area. Two 'pellet-in-ring' motifs are observable in the field
surrounding the horse illustrated on the reverse of uninscribed bronze units
(BM2480-3, VA154, M295; BM2484-6, VA154-3, M296) identified as British LY6
and LY7 respectively. The same motifs are represented on both sides of two other
bronze types (BM2487, VA154-5, M316a; BM2490, VA167), the first identified as
British LY8. Three 'pellet-in-ring motifs' are represented in front of a human head
on the obverse of an uninscribed bronze type (BM2488; VA154-9; M316c) identified
as British LY10.
Three 'pellet-in-ring' motifs (cf. 7.3.2c) below are represented in the reverse of
staters inscribed - / DVBNO VNOS attributed to Dubnovellaunos ('in-Kent'). The
same motifs are represented on both sides of similarly attributed silver units
(BM2499-501, VA171, M286; BM2502-3, VA178, M287) inscribed - / DVBNO. A
pellet-in-ring motif is represented beneath a boar's head on the obverse of a bronze
type (BM2507-8; VA181; M291) inscribed DVBNO / -.
A 'pellet-in-ring' motif is represented above the horse illustrated on the reverse of
staters (cf. 7.3.3b) and quarter staters (BM2514-5; VA185; M298) attributed to
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Vosenos. The same motif is represented on both sides of a bronze type (BM2516-9;
VA187; M299) inscribed - SA attributed to Vosenos.
Similar motifs are represented in the reverse field around the horse depicted on
staters attributed to Eppilus (cf. 7.3.4e below).

7.2.1 b: 'Pellet-in-ring* shoulder decoration.

The same motif is represented on some variants of British LZ1 (cf. fig. 7.2) and the
quarter stater type (BM2469-70; VA151; M85) British LZ2. Otherwise the motif is
rare in this region only reoccurring on the horse illustrated on the reverse of staters
attributed to Vosenos (cf. 7.3.3e below).
A 'concentric circle' variant is also recorded below (cf. 7.2.3c).
7.2.2: British LZ1 (BM2467.2466; VA150-1.144-1: M84.292).
(fig. 7.2)

?5.54g. / ?4.49g

British LZ1 is assigned to the 'Southeastern' region on the basis of the findspots of the two variants
(Alien, 1960.133). Two of the three surviving examples of British LZ1 (M84 variant) derive from Cliff
End, nr. Hastings, Sussex. Two of the three surviving examples of the alternative type (the M292
variant) originate from Maidstone, Kent, and Chelmsford, Essex. There is a substantial difference in
the mean weights of the two types (M292: ?5.54g./ M84: ?4.49g.) which may determine the relative
order of the series.
REVERSE

fa

7.2.2a: The 'S'-shaped motif.
The 'S-shaped' motif on Gallic coinage.
An 'S'-shaped motif is represented above a horse on uninscribed Arvernian gold
staters and silver units (Nash, 1978.138-139, 145, nos.313-319), issued during the
first half of the first century prior to 51 BC. An identical motif is observable on
related coinage inscribed CAS/- (Nash, 1978.147, no.320) and VERCINGETOR1XS
(Nash, 1978.148, nos. 321-326). Facing 'S-shaped' motifs, described as 'scrolls'
appear below a horse on a bronze unit (Nash, 1978.163,421-422) inscribed IIPAD.
An 'S-shaped' motif is depicted on a diagonal axis above a horse on silver and
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bronze types (Alien, 1995.78, nos. S183-4; Nash, 1978.165-6, figs. 426-8), inscribed
[A] DCANAVNOS. An 'S-shaped' motif is represented a horse on two uninscribed
bronze units (Nash, 1978, 172, nos.451-2). Two facing 'S-shaped' motifs appear
below a horseman on the reverse of a (possibly) post-war bronze unit (Nash,
1978.167, no. 435), inscribed DONNADV.
Similar motifs, described as a 'scroll', are represented above a horse and a bull on
post-conquest silver quinarii possibly attributable to the Lingones and inscribed
SENODON (Alien, 1990.47, 69, no.558) and ATEVLA/VLATOS (Alien, 1990. 47,
nos. 560-576) respectively.
Two comparable motifs appear above a 'wolf (Alien, 1995.72, no. S109) on an
uninscribed post-conquest bronze unit attributed to the Carnutes. An elongated
variant is represented below the horse on the reverse of bronze units assigned to the
Carnutes or the Aulerci Eburovices, inscribed PIXTILOS (Alien, 1995.71, nos. 116118),c. 40-30BC.
The 'S-shaped' motif on Belgic coinage.
Two small 'S-shaped' motifs are depicted below the horse on the reverse of Scheer's
class V and one below the horse of class VI of Gallo-Belgic C (Scheers, 1977.334358). An inverted 'S-shaped' motif, described as a 'volute', is represented above the
horse on the reverse of the 'jani-form head' staters attributed to the Mediometrici,
first half of the first century BC (Scheers, 1977.85-86,452-7, no.34, cl. Ill); and on a
horizontal axis on post-conquest Belgic staters inscribed SENODON (Scheers,
1977.476-8, no.42, cl. I) and CALEDV (Scheers, 1977.476-8, no.42, cl.II). A large
inverted 'S-shaped' motif is represented below a horse on the reverse of a bronze
unit, c. 53 BC, attributed to the Nervii where it has been incorporated into the
inscription VIROS / VIRO [S] (Alien, 1995.65, no.41; Scheers, 1977.74-7, 405-7,
no.29a). An inverted 'S'-shaped motif is represented in front of a human face on the
obverse of an unattributed silver unit inscribed FIENNOOINAOC (Scheers,
1977.489-1, no.49, cl. II), mid-first century BC. Two comparable motifs represented
above a horse on the reverse of an uninscribed post-conquest bronze type attributed
to the Ambiani (Alien, 1995.35, 63, no.23).
The 'S-shaped' motif on British coinage.
There are no directly comparable motifs on British coinage. However 'S'-shaped
motifs are recorded beneath the horse's head on some staters, particularly from the
'East Anglian' (cf. 5.5. Id above ) and 'Northeastern' (cf. 4.2.2c above) regions.
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7.2.2b: The 'pellet-in-ring' motif.
The motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 7.2.la).
7.2.2c: The 'hatched rectangle'.
Otherwise referred to as a 'trellised compartment'. (Mack, 1964.79 following Evans,
1864.68).
'Hatching' on Belgic coinage.
Hatching is relatively rare on Gallic coinage and is confined to Belgic Gaul. A
'hatched oval', described as an 'oval wheel' (Scheers, 1977.293), is represented
behind a horse on the reverse of staters ('au croissant' type, Scheers, 1977.53, 29397, no. 11) attributed to the Atrebates, first half of the first century BC. 'Hatching'
infilled with pellets occurs above a horse on the reverse of a stater attributed to the
Parisi (BN7789), date unknown (Duval, 1987.76-7).

A 'hatched rectangle' is

depicted below a head on the obverse of a rare uninscribed bronze series (Alien,
1995.70, nos. 109-110, S84-85; Scheers, 1977.147, 657-9, no.156) tentatively
attributed to the Suessiones.
'Hatching' on British coinage.
'Hatching' is invariably found on coinage attributed to the 'Southeastern' region.
Hatched 'boxes' and 'circles' appear on the preceding uninscribed British Pa and Pb
gold-quarter staters of the 'Trophy type' themselves derivatives of Gallo-Belgic D
and concentrated in Kent (Alien, 1960.111, 198; 1957.443-8). A similar 'hatched
box' is represented on LZ2 gold quarter staters (BM2469-2471; VA151; M85) and an
uninscribed silver unit (BM2478) assigned to the 'Southeastern' region (Hobbs,
1996.148-9) and presumably of Kentish origin. The latter piece also has a 'hatched'
motif above the horse reminiscent of that above the horse on the reverse of the
uninscribed of the stater attributed to the Parisi (BN7789). 'Hatching' is represented
below a 'griffin' on later silver unit (BM2443-4; VA165-1) inscribed DVBNO/ attributed to Dubnovellaunos 'in-Kent'.
The only other known example of hatching occurs in the 'hatched box' depicted on
the obverse of an 'East Anglain' 'Irstead' type (M404 var.; BM3436; VA628-1)
quarter stater issued during the mid-late first century BC (Hobbs, 1996.30-1, tab.9).
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7.2.3: British LZ3 (BM347; VA1S07-1; M144-5).

(fig. 7.3)

5.4g.

British LZ3 is derived from middle classes of British L (Bean, 1994.199,221, fig.3.4). Haselgrove
(1987.257) attributed British LZ3 to the 'Eastern region' but more recent research (Bean, ibid.) has
illustrated that the series is distributed along the Weald in Kent down to Selsey, West Sussex. As such
British LZ3 is best considered within the context of the 'Southeastern' region.
REVERSE
7.2.3a: An image of a hand.
'Hands' on Gallic coinage.
A similar hand is represented below a horseman on the reverse of late second century
BC base gold and silver units (West Berry Silver I: 'Horsemen Type') (Alien,
1990.56, 33, nos.149-151, S170-172; Nash, 1978.43-48, nos.76-86) from Poitou,
western France. An open hand is represented on a 'bridle bit' below a humanheaded-horse on the reverse of gold staters (de Jersey, 1994.81-82, BN4393-4412;
Nash, 1978. 246-50, nos. 618-20) attributed to the Pictones, issued during the first
half of the first century prior to 52 BC.
'Hands' on British coinage.
The motif, presumably depicting a 'clenched fist' holding an unidentified object, is
exceptional on British coinage. Bean (1994.200) has suggested that the hand is
clenching a 'zig-zag line' that has precedent in the motif above a horse on the reverse
of British Lc (V A1491), although what this was motif was intended to represent
remains unclear. Reference should, however, be made to the silver minim type
inscribed - / VR EX (BM -; VA487; M -) which illustrates a hand holding a trident
on the reverse. The authenticity of this coin has yet to be confirmed (Van Arsdell,
1989.162).
7.2.3b: The 'wheel' motif.

The 'wheel' motif is comparatively rare on coinage assigned to the 'Southeastern'
region. The motif only reoccurs on the reverse of staters attributed to
Dubnovellaunos (cf. 7.3.2d below) and Vosenos (cf. 7.3.3d below).
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The motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 4.3.6b).

Jf»

7.2.3c: 'Concentric ring' shoulder decoration.

»tfiA_^.

"

There are no other examples of 'concentric circle' shoulder on British coinage in the
catalogues consulted.
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'Phase 7': c. 20 BC-AD 10.
7.3.1: British LY1 (BM2472: VA142; M293).
5.3 g.

(fig. 7.4)

Of the five examples recorded at the CCI only one was found outside of Kent at Colchester, Essex.
REVERSE
7.3.la: The 'double volute' motif.
Otherwise described as a 'looped ornament' (Mack, 1964.10).
A similar motif above the horse on the reverse of and possibly related unpublished
(CCI83.0259) gold quarter stater
The motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 5.4.4b).
>

7.3.Ib: The 'triple variant' motif.
Otherwise described as 'uncertain ornaments and ring ornaments below' (Mack,
1964.110).
The motif is otherwise discussed above (cf 6.5.4b).

7.3.2 : DVBNOVELLAVNOS legend (BM2492-2496. BM2497-8: VA169.176; M282.283).
5.3-5.6 g,

(figs. 7.5-7.6)

Coinage attributed to Dubnovellaunos ('in-Kent') is distributed in northeastern Kent and (possibly)
Essex (cf. 6.5.5 above). The series is related typologically to the reverse of the 'early' staters of
Tasciovanus which depict a bucranium and a '?horned serpent' in the fields above and below the horse
respectively. Staters appear to have been produced at two standards which may determine the relative
order of the series. Baser types (AV%39-40) are exclusively of the M282 variant, whereas M283 and
some examples of M282 are considerably finer (AV%45-48) (Cowell, 1992.230).
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DVBNOVELLAVNOS legend (BM2492-2496; VA169; M282).

(fig. 7.5)

5.1g
REVERSE
.
*^»

7.3.2a: An image of a bucranium.

The motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 6.5. la).
7.3.2b: An image of a horned snake.
Otherwise described as a 'serpent' (Mack, 1964.108).
The 'horned-serpent' and snakes on Gallic coinage.
The 'horned-serpent' does not definitely appear on any Gaulish coinage recorded in
the catalogues consulted, pace Alien (1980.145, nos., 323, 351 and 545 respectively),
who refers to their presence on silver and bronze coinage from Gaul. Such a positive
identification cannot be justified (cf. Alien, 1990.69, no. 552-3, S439; ibid.68, nos.
524-8, S423-4; Alien, 1995.75, nos. 160, S148-151 respectively).
A 'crane' holding a 'snake' in its mouth is represented below the horse on the reverse
of uninscribed gold staters (Nash, 1978.138, 153, figs. 362-3) attributed to the region
of the Arverni, mid-first century BC prior to 51 BC. An 'eagle' and ?'eaglet' are
represented with a snake on the reverse of a mid-first century BC bronze unit (Alien,
1995.73, nos. 128-39, Sill-16) attributed to Carnutes. A variant from the same
series (Alien, 1995.73, no. 141), inscribed -/ AR, omits the 'eaglet' and substitutes a
'lizard' for the snake. An 'eagle' holding a 'snake' in its mouth is represented on the
reverse of an uninscribed bronze unit (Alien, 1995.75, nos. 160, S148-151) attributed
to the Bituriges Cubi, struck prior to 52 BC.
An 'eagle' holding a 'snake' is depicted within a 'temple' on the reverse of a postconquest bronze unit (Alien, 1995.72, nos. 121-2, S106) inscribed P1XTILOS/-, c.
40-30 BC, attributed to the Carnutes or the Aulerci Eburovices. A 'serpent' is
represented below the horse on the reverse of a post-conquest silver quinarius (Alien,
1990.47, 69, no. 552-3, S439; Scheers, 1977.111-2,478-480, no. 43), inscribed -/
CALEDV, attributed to the Lingones.
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Two 'goats' or 'horned-snake's heads' are incorporated within the border design of
an unattributed post-conquest bronze unit (Scheers, 1977.126, 552-3, no. 82) from
Vendeuil-Caply, Oise.
A 'sea serpent' is represented below the horse on the reverse of an uninscribed 'thin
silver type' (Alien, 1990.57, no. S183; Scheers, 1977.114,492-4, no.51) from
northern Gaul. A 'horned animal', reminiscent of the motif (cf. 7.3.2f below) below
the horse on staters inscribed DVBNOV7E, is represented below the horse on a
variant from the same series (Alien, 1990.57, no. SI84; Scheers, 1977.494-495,
no.52, cl.II).
The 'horned-serpent' and 'snakes' on British coinage.
A double headed serpent, possibly represented with ram's heads (cf. Ross, 1999), is
depicted directly in front of a human head wearing a diadem on the obverse of an
uninscribed 'East Anglian'silver 'Bury' type (BM3524-7; VA80; M438; Gregory
(1992, Type A).
A ?'homed snake' might be represented below the horse on the reverse of
(unpublished, e.g. CCI96.2670; 96.2563; 95.1190; 96.2562; 96.2501; 95.1190;
94.1350; 93.0963) of an uninscribed 'Eastern' gold quarter stater from Hertfordshire,
possibly attributable to Tasciovanus. A coiled 'snake' is represented above a horse,
its head turned to face it, on the reverse of two unpublished uninscribed silver units
(CC196.3471; 94.1183) attributed to the Trinovantes/ Catuvellauni.
Two intertwined 'horned-serpents' appear on the obverse of a silver unit (BM1856;
M214; VA1947), inscribed -/ CVNO, attributed to Cunobeline. A coiled 'hornedserpent' is represented on an unpublished (CCI98.0140; 96.1617) but similalarly
attributed silver unit inscribed -/ CVN7O. A (homed?) serpent coiled within a
radiant-circle is represented on the obverse of an alterantive but similalrly attributed
silver unit (BM1857), inscribed -/ CVN. Two 'horned-serpents' and two bucrania
are diametrically opposed on the quartered obverse of unpublished (CCI95.3333;
91.0596; 86.0113) silver units inscribed -/ CVNO found in Essex and attributed to
Cunobelinus. A coiled 'horned-serpent' is represented on the obverse of a similarly
attributed bronze unit (BM1906-8; M224; VA1965) inscribed -/ CAM or CVN. A
(?homed) 'serpent with a 'tassled tail' is represented on the reverse of an uninscribed
silver unit (VA1948-1) that Van Arsdell (1989.402) has assigned to Cunobeline,
although on what basis is not clear.
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A 'female dog' is represented in conflict with a snake on the reverse of an silver unit
(BM1899) from Thurrock, Essex, inscribed 'AGR / AGR.
A ? 'serpent torque' is described on the obverse of an uninscribed silver unit
(BM2478) assigned to the 'Southeastern' region (Hobbs, ibid. 149).
A ?'curled serpent' is described on the obverse of an uninscribed bronze unit
(BM2491) assigned to the 'Southeastern' region (Hobbs, ibid.150).
A 'cockerel' 'perched' on the top of a human head holding what appears to be a
'snake' in its beak is represented on the reverse of an uninscribed series of bronzes
(BM657-9) of the 'Chichester Cock' type.
An 'eagle' standing on a rearing snake is represented on the obverse of a silver unit
(BM880-905; Ml05; VA397), inscribed TINCOM/-, attributed to Tincomarus. A
similar theme is represented on the reverse of a silver units (BM2024-268; M263;
VA580), inscribed TPATI/-, attributed to Epatticus; and silver units (BM23 76-23 84),
inscribed CARA/-, attributed to Caratacus.
motif.
7.3.2c: The 'pellet-in-ring'
—————— ————
———————

O

The motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 7.2.la).
DVBNOVELLAVNOS fin-Kent') legend (BM2497-8: VA176; M283>.
(fig. 7.6)

5.5g?.
REVERSE
A*
\y

A
m

7.3.2d: 'Wheel1 variant.
———"———————"———

The 'wheel' motif remains a relatively rare in the 'Southeastern' region. A similar
motif to the second example illustrated is represented above the horse on the reverse
of gold quarter staters (BM2514-15; M298; VA185), inscribed -/ VOSI, attributed to
Vosenos.
The motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 7.2.3b).
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7.3.2e: The 'radiant pellet' motif.

Otherwise described as a 'sun' (Mack, 1964.108) or 'sun burst' (Van Arsdell,
1989.105).
There are no other local parallels of this motif on lower denominational coinage.
The motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 4.2. Ic).
7.3.2f: Unidentified motif.

»•

It is not clear what the motif is intended to represent.

7.3.3: VOSENOS legend (BM2511-2; VA184; M297)
(fig. 7.7)

5.4 g.

Coinage attributed to Vosenos is distributed in the same area as Dubnovellaunos, namely northeastern
Kent (cf. Cunliffe, 1981, fig. 62). Typologically the reverse of staters attributed to Vosenos are related
to those of Dubnovellaunos and the 'early' types of Tasciovanus.
REVERSE

^»*

7.3.3a: An image of a bucranium .
The motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 6.5. la)

fo

7.3.3b: The 'pellet-in-ring' motif.
The motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 7.2. la).
of a horned snake.
7.3.3c: An image—————
————
Otherwise described as a 'serpent-like object' (Alien, 1944.33).
The motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 7.3.2b).
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7.3.3d: 'Wheel' variant.

Otherwise discussed above (cf. 7.3.2c)
7.3.3e: 'Pellet-in-ring' shoulder decoration.
The motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 7.2. Ib).
7.3.4: EPPILLVS legend (BMl125-6. BMl 127-8; VA430. VA431; M300.30n.

Subsequent to a series struck at Calleva the same Eppillus is also recorded as striking a series
distributed in Kent, the so-called 'Kentish types'. Bean (1994.324) has argued that, whilst stylistically
distinct, the 'Victory type' stater (M301) is morphologically similar to issues known to have been
struck at Calleva. It would not be unreasonable to assume that the series was struck there. Of the two
findspots only one has a reliable provenance, deriving from Staple in Kent. Of possible relevance,
however, are the provenance of two of the three surviving examples of M300 described by Hobbs
(1996.86) as Sandwich and Chatham/Sittingbourne, Kent. On the basis of the distributional evidence
alone these types are considered in the context of the 'Southeastern' series.

EPP1LLVS (BMl 125-6; VA430; M3001.
(fig. 7.8)

5.3g?
OBVERSE
7.3.4a: An image of a laurel wreath.

A 'wreath' is represented around a bearded head on the obverse of silver units
(BMl061-81, VA416; BMl082, VA416var.; BMl083-86, VA416var.; BMl087,
VA416var.), variously inscribed -/ EPP1 F COM, EPP1L F COM, EPP F CO and
EPPI COF, attributed to Eppillus 'at-Calleva'. A wreath is represented surrounding a
'winged figure on the obverse of an alternative stater type also attributed to Eppillus
(cf. 7.3.4g).
A bull, head turned to face the viewer, is depicted within a wreath on the reverse of a
bronze unit (BM1745-51; M172; VA1808) inscribed V E R L A M T O/-, attributed
to Tasciovanus. A 'wreath' surrounding the inscription is represented on the obverse
of a silver unit (BM1899) from Thurrock, Essex, inscribed AGR / AGR.
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A similar wreath surrounding the letter AM and A is represented on the obverse of
subsequent bronze (BM -; VA193; M -) silver types (BM2520-1; Mack 314;
VA194) respectively, attributed to Amminus. Similarly a wreath surrounds the
letters AM/ DVNO on the obverse of a bronze unit (V A192-1) similarly assigned.
A wreath is represented on the obverse of gold quarter staters (BM781-797, M81,
VA366) inscribed -/ T attributed to Tincomarus.

REVERSE
£

7.3.4b: The 'star-shaped' motif.

Otherwise described as a 'star' (Mack, 1964.111).
A seven pointed star is represented above a griffin on the reverse of a silver unit
(BM2443-4; VA165; M288) inscribed DVBNO/ - attributed to Dubnovellaunos ('inEssex').
A similar motif is represented above a lion on the reverse of a silver unit (BM2329;
VA582), inscribed -/ EPATI, attributed to Epaticcus.
The motif is also recorded in the 'Eastern' (cf. 6.6. Ij) and 'Southern'
(cf.8.5.1f/8.6.2b) regions.
.1.

7.3.4c: 'Cross' variant.

• IV

Otherwise described as a 'floral ornament' (Mack, 1964.111).
A similar motif is represented below the horse on the reverse of a presumably related
gold quarter stater (BM1130-1; M304; VA437), inscribed COM F/ EPPI, attributed
to Eppilus.
A very similar motif with 'crosses', 'rings', 'crescents' or 'pellets' inserted between
the angles of the motif is represented below the horse on the reverse of 'Western'
uninscribed 'Regular I + J' silver types (BM3003-4, M383, VA1135; BM3005-11;
M384; VA1137 respectively) attributed to the Dobunni.
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7.3.4d: An image of a horse rider.

Otherwise described as a 'naked horseman' (Mack, 1964.111) or a 'warrior' (Van
Arsdell, 1989.148).
Rider figures are not uncommon in the 'Southeastern' region. A figure is represented
riding a horse on the reverse of an uninscribed bronze type (BM2491) attributed to
this region. A female rider sitting side-saddle and holding a ?sword in her right hand
is represented on the reverse of a bronze type (BM2507-8; VA181; M291) inscribed
DVBNO / - attributed to Dubnovellaunos ('in-Kent'). An armoured rider carrying a
carnyx is represented on the obverse of staters attributed to Eppillus (cf. 7.3.4h
below).
The image is otherwise discussed above (cf. 6.5.Ig)

o

7.3.4e: The 'pellet-in-ring' motif.

The motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 7.2. la).
EPPILLVS fBMl 127-8: VA431: M30H.

(fig. 7.9)

5.3g.
OBVERSE
7.3.4f :An image of a 'winged figure'.

Otherwise described as a 'Winged and draped Victory' holding a 'garland' or
'wreath' (Mack 1964.111; Van Arsdell, 1989.148).
Scheers (1992.40) derived the design from the staters of Alexander the Great or its
successors, e.g. a gold stater (C.548/la) struck in Greece, 196 BC. Alternatively Bean
(1994.344-5) derived the design from a denarius (C.545/1) of Marcus Antonius, 31
BC, which depicts Victory within a wreathed border.
Bean (1994.325, 344-5) has highlighted the similarity between this figure and those
represented on the reverse of a bronze unit (BM1142;VA452; M311) inscribed EPP1
/ - similarly attributed to Eppillus 'in-Kent' and bronze types (e.g. BM1921-27;
VA1971; M221)ofCunobelinus (VA1971, 1979 and 1981). There are a variety of
comparable images to the 'winged figure' represented on the reverse of staters
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attributed to Eppilus, although none possess all of the characteristics of the figure
illustrated.
Due to the perceived significance of this type of image similar examples from Britain
and Gaul are discussed in the Chapter 12 (cf.12.4.3).
7.3.4g: An image of a laurel 'wreath'.

The motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 7.3.4a).
REVERSE
7.3.4H: An image of an armed rider.

Bean (1994.344-5) derived this design from staters of Tasciovanus suggesting that its
ultimate origin may derive from a denarius of M. Lepidius, 61 BC (Crawford
419/ld).
The image is otherwise discussed above (cf. 6.5.Ig).
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7.4: Assessment of the correlation between numismatic motifs and those represented on other
objects of material culture.
A survey of the published material from 5 settlement sites in Kent attributable to the late pre-Roman
Iron Age, namely the hillfort at Oldbury (Ward-Perkins, 1944; Thompson, 1984) and the river valley
sites at Bigberry (Jessup and Cook, 1936; Thompson, 1983; Blockley and Blockley, 1989), Loose
(Kelly, 1971), Rochester (Harrison, 1991) and Canterbury (Frere, 1954), reveals minimal correlation
between artefact types and coinage. Despite the presence of high quality, wheel made pottery and
coarse wares decorated with wiped or scored decoration (Cunliffe, 1991.133) I have been unable to
locate any reference to stamp decorated pottery relevant to this discussion. This conclusion is not
dramatically altered by reference to the grave goods accompanying the ' Aylesford-Swarling' tradition
of burial predominant during the second half of the first century BC. The cremation burial from
Borough Green, Kent, composed of two bronze fibulae and four bangles within a hand-made pot, did
not contain any motifs of relevance except for punched dot decoration on one of the bangles
(Warhurst, 1953.160, fig. 5.2). Nevertheless slight correlation can be said to have occurred in some
significant examples, notably Grave Y from the cremation cemetery at Aylesford in Kent (Evans,
1890).
7.4.1: The image of the horse.
The image of the horse is discussed in 4.5.1 above. Equine imagery is recorded on the repousse
decoration on upper bronze band of wooden bucket contained in the cremation burial, Grave Y, at
Aylesford in Kent, second half of the first century BC (Evans, 1890.366-70, fig. 11; Megaw, 1970.11920, illus.187; Stead, 1971.261-74,278.
7.4.2: The 'pellet-in-ring' motif.

Exact correlation between the motifs on artefacts and those on coinage is only possible in the case of
the two 'buckets' recovered from cremation burials of the 'Aylesford-Swarling' type from Aylesford
(Evans, 1890) and Alkham (Philp, 1991.50-2), second half of the first century BC. The upper band of
the Aylesford vessel bears both forms of repousse" ornament that Fox (1946.21-3, fig. 11) originally
referred to as 'bucket', 'casket' or 'chariot' ornament. Of particular interest are the four 'pellet-in-ring'
and 'whorl' motifs, although the later are absent from the Kentish series. Multiple 'pellet-in-ring'
motifs decorate the upper bronze band and the three rectangular plates that cover the feet of the
'bucket' from Alkham (James and Rigby, 1997.70, illus. 80). 'Pellet-in-ring' motifs also decorate a
fibulae from Deal contemporary with types found at Swarling (Bushe-Fox, 1925.43, pl.XIII.9).
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7.4.3; The image of the bucranium.
The find of a fragmentary iron firedog of Piggottt's (1971.253) 'Type B series' in 1861 from Bigberry
hillfort (Jessup, 1932.110-111, pl.lll.b; Fox, 1958; Thompson, 1983.273, pl.XXXIV.b), believed to
have been intensively occupied c. 150 - 50 BC (Thompson, ibid.256), provides the only example of this
type of imagery from the 'Southeastern' region. Other examples of bovine-headed firedogs outside the
'Southeastern' region are recorded above (cf. 6.7.6).
7.4.4: The image of a horned snake.
It is appropriate to note that the only other definite example of a 'homed snake' from Iron Age Britain
to date remains the two-headed spiral-armlet (cf. 6.7.7 above) from the Snailwell cremation burial,
Cambridgeshire, c. AD 43 (Fox, 1958.81, pl.53b; Lethbridge, 1954.30-31).
7.4.5: The image of an armed rider.
It is appropriate to note that the only other definite example to date remains the stamped pot sherd (cf.
6.7.8 above) recovered from a first century AD well at Kelvedon, Essex.
7.S: Summary of analysis.

The 'Southeastern' series is characterised by a succession of distinct but contemporary issues
distinguished by a variety of styles and associated sub-designs represented on the reverse. Obverse dies
remain conservative in their retention of a blank or banded obverse. There is a distinctive pattern of
variation in the type of sub-designs allocated to the fields above and below the image of the horse on
the reverse, i.e. the 's'-shaped (7.2.2a), 'hand' (7.2.3a), 'volute' (7.3.la), and 'bucrania' (7.3.2a/7.3.3a)
motifs; and the 'pellet-in-ring' (7.2.1a), 'hatched box' (7.2.2c), 'wheel' (7.2.3b/7.3.2d), 'triple' (7.3. Ib)
and 'homed snake' (7.3.2b/7.3.2f?/7.3.3c) motifs respectively. The image of the horse is retained
albeit executed in a variety of styles. Inscriptions appear around the circumference of the reverse
design, c. 20 BC - AD 10, although these cannot be said to dramatically intrude upon the existing
design structure. Both dies are recomposed during the series attributed to Eppillus. A patronymic
inscription contained within a wreath (7.3.4a) dominates the obverse die. The reverse depicts an
unarmed rider (7.3.4d). It is possible to suggest that the design structure of the reverse was retained,
particularly with regards the motifs located in the fields above and below the horse. The inscription
alluding to Eppillus is far more prominent than in any previous examples.

The obverse inscription is

substituted for a 'winged figure' (7.3.40 in the second series attributed to Eppillus. An armoured rider
carrying a carnyx (7.3.4h) dominates the reverse. A prominent inscription alluding to Eppillus and his
lineage dominate the lower field.
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7.5.1: Minor typological variation within a series.
There is very meagre evidence of minor typological variation within series assigned to the
'Southeastern' region. The only example I have been able to record is the variation in the number of
'spokes' on the minor 'wheel' variants (cf. 7.3.2d) represented on the reverse of staters attributed to
Dubnovellaunos. This would suggest that the exact number of 'spokes' was an irrelevance.
7.5.2 Typological substitution within a series.
Similarly, there is very little evidence of typological substitution within a series. The only possible
example may be the substitution of the 'S'-shaped motif (cf. 7.2.2a) for 'pellet-in-ring' motifs (7.2.2b)
on the reverse of British LZ. It would be prudent to acknowledge the possibility that this alteration
may, however, relate to the substantial drop in weight between the two variants (cf. 7.2.2 above).
7.5.3: Typological substitution between series.
Ttable 7.1 (over) reinforces the notion that the staters assigned to the 'Southeastern' series were
typologically diverse. There is very little observable continuity between the fields surrounding the
horse apart from that illustrated on the relatively later stater types attributed to Dubnovellaunos and
Vosenos.
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Motif in front of horse
LY2/LZ3
LZ1

LY 1/Dubnovellaunos/
Eppilus
Dubnovellaunos
LEGEND
0

*

LY1

LEGEND

Dubnovellaunos

Vosenos

LEGEND

Eppilus

O

O

LEGEND

Dubnovellaunos
Dubnovellaunos

LY1
Dubnovellaunos
LEGEND
(uncertain possibly serpent)

Dubnovellaunos
Vosenos

Vosenos
LEGEND

Eppilus

Eppilus
Eppilus

Eppilus
LEGEND

Table: 7.1: Motifs on the reverse of staters attributed to the 'Southeastern' region.
7.6: Preliminary Conclusions.

The 'Southeastern' series is characterised by a series of distinct but contemporary issues, executed in a
variety of styles and featuring a diverse array of subject matter. The retention of a blank, or banded,
obverse hints of an adherence to a local tradition. Reverse dies are recomposed and emphasis placed
upon the fields directly above, in front of and below the horse. The initial selection of otherwise
localised sub-designs in these fields, e.g. the presence of'cross hatching' (7.2.2c) and the distinctive
'S'-shaped (7.2.2a) motifs, further suggests adherence to a regionalised tradition. Acknowledgement of
conventions within other regions, particularly from the 'Southern' region, is suggested by the presence
of the 'wheel' (7.2.3b) and 'triple' (7.3.Ib) motifs beneath the horse, c. 50 - 20 BC, which have
precedence on the coinage assigned to that region. Nevertheless innovation also occurred, e.g. the
'hand' (7.2.3a) and 'double volute' (7.3.la) motifs during the same period, the latter seen on
subsequent stater types assigned to the 'East Anglian' region. This oblique reference to an association
north of the Thames precedes the more direct relationship implied by the subsequent staters of
Dubnovellaunos (7.3.2a/7.3.2b) and Vosenos (7.3.3a/7.3.3c) c. 20 BC - AD 10. The staters of Eppillus
herald a significant departure from tradition with their close adherence to the representational trends
north and south of the Thames.
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Despite the very limited correlation between numismatic motifs and the wider archaeological repertoire
assigned to the 'Southeastern' region that which does occur, particularly in the case of the 'pellet-inring' motif (cf. 7.2. la/7.2.2b/7.3.2.c/7.3.3b with 7.4.2) is a recurrent feature. To a lesser extent the
subject matter of staters can be said to find some resonance in the archaeological record, particularly in
the form of equine (7.4.1) and bovine (cf. 7.3.2a/7.3.3a with 7.4.3) imagery. Nevertheless, it is the
similarity between the iconography of 'Southeastern' staters and the material culture of the 'Eastern'
region, particularly with regards 'bovine' (cf. 7.3.2a/7.3.3a with 6.7.6) and 'horned serpent' (cf.
7.3.2b/7.3.2f?/7.3.3c with 6.7.7) imagery, that is particularly striking. This can be said to be reciprocal.
Furthermore, it is difficult to ignore the association between the repousse horses and the 'whorl' motif
on upper bronze band of the second half of the first century BC wooden staved bucket from Grave Y at
Aylesford and the very similar associations on the reverse of staters collectively identified as British M
(cf. figs. 8.5 - 8.7) south of the Thames, c. 50 - 20 BC, and the subsequent staters attributed to
Addedomaros (cf. fig. 6.22) north of the Thames, c. 20 BC - AD 10.
The extent by which the trend towards representational imagery implied by the staters, and the coinage
in general, was manifested in other media is debatable. Other examles of representational form do
originate from within the 'Southeastern' region, although the evidence remains slight, i.e. the repousse
bird's heads and the two cast bronze human headed bucket mounts wearing elaborate headresses on the
Aylesford 'bucket' (Megaw, 1970.119-20, illus. 187; Stead, 1971.261-2, fig. 4); and the two similar
examples wearing a 'ram-horned' helmet or head-dress from Alkham (James and Rigby 1997, figs. 19
+ 80; Philip, 1991.50-2; Stead, 1996.67, fig. 75), Kent. Again, the similarity in the head of the
Aylesford 'bucket', Kent, and those on the Baldock 'bucket' reinforce the notion of a connection
between the 'Southeastern' and 'Eastern' regions.
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Fig. 7.1: Figural Representation of British LY2.

The Reverse.

The example illustrated below derives from staters identified by Alien (I960) as British LY2 (Mack 294).

The Obverse.

The principal reverse die derives from a variant of Mack 294 (CC169.0576). The extent by
which the reconstruction reflects the original is unclear. Only three examples are recorded at
the CCI, all of which are worn. Only one of these is thought to be absolutely genuine.

O
<o

The obverse dies used to strike British LY2 are blank, although Van Arsdell (1989.98) has
identified the presence of three broad bands.

Scale 2: t

Fig. 7.2: Figural Representation of British LZI.

The Reverse.

The examples illustrated below derive from staters identified by Alien (1960) as British LZI (Mack 84/292).

The Obverse.

(O

The dies used to strike the obverse dies of British LZ1 appear to have been blank.

The principal reverse die derives from a variant of Mack 292 (CCI95.1245; 69.0589). It is
not clear to what extent the reconstruction illustrated below reflects the original. Only three
examples are currently recorded at the CC1.

Mack 84 variant:
69.0585

Scale: 2:1

,.,,

Fig. 7.3: Figural Representation of British LZ3.

The Reverse.

The example illustrated below derives from staters identified by Alien (1960) as British LZ3 (Mack 144).

to

The Obverse.

(0
01

The dies used to strike the obverse of British LZ3 appear to have been blank

The principal reverse design derives from a variant of Mack 144 (CCI68.1132). It is not
clear to what extent the example illustrated reflects the original since the edge of the die was
not discernible.

Scale: 2:1

Fig. 7.4: Figural Representation of British LY1.

The Reverse.

The example illustrated below derive from staters identified by Alien (1960.133) as British LY1 (Mack 293).

The Obverse.

The principal reverse die derives from a variant of Mack 293 (CCI69.0575). The extent by
which the example illustrated below reflects the original is not clear. Only three genuine
examples are currently recorded at the CC1.

(0
(0
CM

The obverse dies used to strike are blank although Alien (1960.133) noted paired
indentations

Scale: 2:1.

Fig. 7.5: Figural Representation of staters inscribed - / DVBNO VNOS.

The Reverse.

The example illustrated here derives from staters attributed to Dubnovellaunos 'in-Kent' (Mack 282).

The Obverse.

<o
M

The dies used to strike the obverse of Mack 283 were blank.

The reverse design derives from a variant of Mack 282 (CCI69.0430) inscribed 'DUBNO
VNOS'. It is not clear to what extent the example illustrated below reflects the original
since the edse of the die was not discernible.

Fig. 7.6: Figural Representation of staters inscribed - / DVBNOVELL.

The Reverse.

The following example derives from staters attributed to Dubnovellaunos 'in-Kent' (Mack 283).

The Obverse.

00
(0
CM

The dies used to strike the obverse of Mack 283 were blank.

The reverse design derives from a variant of M283 (CCI69.0434) inscribed 'DUBNOV7E'
It is not clear to what extent the example illustrated below reflects the original since the
edge of the die was not discernible. Only three examples are currently recorded at the CCI.

Mack 283 variant
(very worn)
(CCI6 1.0276).

Fig. 7.7: Figural Representation of staters inscribed - / ?NOS.

The example illustrated below derives from staters attributed to Vosenos (Mack 297).

The Obverse.
The dies used to strike the obverse of staters attributed to Mack 297 were plain.

The Reverse.

o>
to

The reverse design derives from a variant of Mack 279 (CCI64.0077; 69.0445) inscribed '/
NOS'. It is assumed that the reconstruction is relatively complete although the upper and
left outer fields were not discernible. Only four examples are currently recorded at the CCI.

Fig. 7.8: Figural Representation of staters inscribed COMF/ EPPILLVS.

The Reverse.

The following examples derive from staters attributed to Eppillus 'in-Kent' (M300).

O

The Obverse.

rOJ

The obverse design derives from a variant of Mack 300 (CCI69.0224) inscribed COMF.

The principal reverse design derives from a variant of Mack 300 (CCI69.0224) inscribed
'EPPILLVS". It is assumed that the reconstruction is relatively complete when the
additional elements, illustrated below, are added to the final reconstruction.

The lower and left outer fields are discernible on a
variant of Mack 300 (CCI69 0223).

Fig. 7.9: Figural Representation of staters inscribed - / EPPI F COM.

The Reverse.

The examples illustrated below derive from staters attributed to Eppillus 'in-Kent' (Mack 301)

The Obverse.

M

The obverse design derives from a variant of Mack 301 (CCI69.0226).

The reverse design derives from a variant of Mack 301 (CC169.0226) inscribed 'EPPI
COM F'. The example illustrated below is assumed to be relatively complete despite the
edge of the design not being discernible. Only two examples are currently recorded at the
CCI.

Chapter 8; The 'Southern* Series; Periods II - III, phases 4 - 9. c. 80 BC - AD 45.
8.1; Introduction
The typological sequence adopted by Haselgrove (1987) for staters attributed to the 'Southern' region
derived, ultimately, from Evans' (1864.158-70) original arrangement of the series as manifested in the
later work of Alien (1944; 1960). Recent research has highlighted some of the discrepancies inherent
within Alien's (ibid.) work, e.g. the differential distribution of the constituent subtypes collectively
referred to as British A (Bean, 1993; Sills, 1996) and British M (Bean, 1994). Sills (forthcoming) is
currently undertaking a through review of the uninscribed series. The 'Southern' series is composed of
a bi-metallic series of gold staters, quarter staters, silver units and silver minim types. These are
distributed south of the Thames across, Berkshire, east Wiltshire, Hampshire, Surrey and Sussex.

Map 8.1: Late Iron Age settlement, hoard, burial and find sites alluded to within the distributional area of coinage
assigned to the 'Southern' region (after Cunlifle. 1981. figs 51 and 52. de Jersey. 1997b)
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'Period II' c. 80 BC - 20 EC.
8.2: 'Phase 4'; 80 BC - 57 BC.
8.2.1; British A2 (BM24-32; VA202-1; M29V
6.16g.

(fig. 8.1)

The reader is referred to the discussion regarding British A contained within Chapter 6, the 'Eastern'
series. There are no significant alterations, additions, or substitutions between British Al and British
A2 relevant to this discussion (cf. 6.2.1 above).
8.2.2: British C (BM78-8S; VA1220-1: M31).
6.2g.

(fig. 8.2)

Typologically British C is traditionally derived from British A (Alien, 1960.106), although Van Arsdell
(1993b. 1 55) has suggested that the influence of British D may be discernible. Most (between 7-8) of
the small number of surviving coins (10) derive from the 1867 Yarmouth hoard (Evans, 1890.445), Isle
of White. Van Arsdell (1993b), confirming the findings of Mackensen (1974.57), has identified one
obverse die and two reverse dies responsible for the production of the series as it currently survives.
The second reverse die appears to have been recut resulting in a minor alteration to the design. Van
Arsdell (1993b. 155) has suggested that the dies were retained and reused after a later switch to a
copper-rich alloy, utilised in the production of the unusual example found at Ariconium, WestonUnder-Penyard, Wales. This is disputed by Bean (1993.287) who has interpreted the find as a
contemporary forgery. It is not clear where British C fits in the overall arrangement of the early
uninscribed series. Whilst the series mean weight (6.2g.) is consistent with that of its proposed
contemporaries, the comparatively low mean gold content (AV28.9%) is noteworthy. The composition
of the alloy remains close to the Gallo-Belgic trend line which, Cowell (1992.221) has suggested, may
have derived from the process of debasement characteristic of the Durotriges. Van Arsdell (1989.291292; 1993.155) has suggested a similar origin for British C. The limited distribution (Mackensen,
1974.28, map 4), however, suggests a small issue, probably one local to southern Hampshire and/or the
Isle of Wight.
REVERSE
8.2.2a: 'Radial foreleg'.
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There are no Continental predecessors for this motif. The only parallel for the 'radial
foreleg' illustrated on the reverse of British C derives from an uninscribed
"•Hampshire thinsiher type'(BM21&2-T, VA1280-lvar; M321var) from
Westhampnett (CC196.3326), W. Sussex, where the foreleg is subjected to similar
treatment.
8.2.3: British D (BMI86-87: VA1215-1: M33V
(fig. 8.3)
Typologically British D is traditionally derived (Alien, 1960.106) from British B on account of the
evidence from original 1870 'Cheriton hoard', Hampshire, and the subsequent 1927 'Chute hoard',
Wiltshire. Evidence (VA1210-1, BM188-128) from the more recent 1982-1990 'Cheriton hoard',
suggests that the two series were, in fact, interlinked; the reverse of British B undergoing a
transformation into the design represented on British D. Van Arsdell (1989.290) has referred to this
process as 'Chute-Cheriton transition'. Seven dies have been identified in this transition, each
successively altering the design (Hobbs, 1996.50-52). These alterations appear to coincide with a rapid
debasement in the purity of the alloy. Comparison between 'early' and Mater' examples reveal a
progressive reduction in the original percentage of gold in favour of copper (Cowell, 1992.220).
British D retains a similar AV% to die 7 of the 'Chute-Cheriton transition', although the ratio of silver
to copper has significantly decreased (die 7: AV%30/AG%30/CU%39.5/5.71g. (3 samples); British
D:AV%27.43/AG%13.5/ CU%55.41%/W5.06g. (3 samples). Alien's (ibid.) identification of British D
may be justified when the evolved reverse die is coupled with a recomposed obverse die.
REVERSE
•

.

8.2.3a: 'Radiant pellet' variant.
There are no directly comparable Continental or British parallels for this motif,
although the principle of adding further radial arms to a 'rosette' or 'pellet' is known

-^- •

in northern Gaul (cf. Gallo-Belgic AB1) and is relatively common on early British
staters (cf.6.2.2a; 9.2. Ic).
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8.3; Phase 5; c. 57 - 50 BC
8.3.1: British Qa/Qb (BM44S-S8/ BM461-7S; VA210-1,212,2147 VA216-1; M58 60. 61/M59).
5.9g.

(fig. 8.4)

Both Haselgrove (1987.240) and Bean (1994.199) have suggested a varied parentage for British Qa and
Qb, acknowledging the influence of Gallo-Belgic C and Gallo-Belgic E, but deriving British Q from
Gallo-Belgic F (Scheers, no. 26). Both authors differ slightly in the precise derivation of British Qa
from Gallo-Belgic F, Haselgrove (ibid.) suggesting els. I-II for the obverse and cl. II for the reverse;
Bean (ibid.) preferring cl. Ill for the obverse and either els. II/III for the reverse. In contrast to its
successors Haselgrove (1987.87) has suggested that the close similarity between the weight standard
(5.9g.) and composition (silver rich) of British Qa (M58 variant) and Gallo-Belgic F may, in fact,
reflect it's Continental origin. Gallo-Belgic F is rarely found in Britain (Alien, 1960.116) and
Haselgrove's (ibid.) proposition would offset this anomaly. Only the later copper-rich variants of
British Qa (M60-1 variants) are found in Britain (Haselgrove, 1987.240). British Q is distributed south
of the Thames in Hampshire, Berkshire and Sussex (Hobbs, 1996.14). On the basis of the intermediate
types both Alien (1960.117) and Bean (1994.107) have suggested that British Qb, a uniface series,
derived from dies work blank during the production of British Qa. As a consequence British Qa and
Qb are both considered below to avoid repetition.
REVERSE

<5X

8.3.la: 'Wheel' motifs.
'Wheels' appear above and below a horse on uninscribed gold quarter stater types
identified as British Qc (BM478-484, M65, VA220; BM485-488, VA222 var; 48995, M70, VA222; BM496-97, VA222var.; 498-501, M64, VA224; BM539; BM5401, M69, VA236; BM544; BM546, M75, VA246).
A 'wheel' with a beaded rim is represented above a horse on the reverse of an
uninscribed silver unit (BM580-82; M88; VA262) of the 'Danebury' type. Various
'wheels' also appear below the horse on uninscribed silver types (BM583-92, M89,
VA264; BM594, VA280; BM610-12, VA284; BM644) similarly attributed. A
'wheel' is represented above a boar on the obverse of an alternative uninscribed
silver type (BM644) also identified as of the 'Danebury' type.

'Wheels' / 'hubbed wheels' (cf. 8.4.1d/8.4.1g/8.4.1k below) are represented beneath
the horse on the reverse of uninscribed gold staters identified as British Mal/Ma2/Mb
respectively. A 'wheel' is represented beneath the horse on the reverse of two
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distinct gold stater types (COM1-1 /COM1-3/COM1-4 cf. 8.4.2a/8.4.2c/8.4.2f below)
inscribed - / COMMIOS. A 'wheel' (cf. 8.5.1e) is represented beneath the horse on
the reverse of staters attributed to Tincomarus. A similar arrangement (cf. 8.6. Ib)
may be observed on the reverse of staters attributed to Eppillus. A 'wheel' is
represented above a horse on the reverse of a gold quarter stater (BM798-810; M95;
VA365) inscribed TINCOM/-. A 'wheel' is represented below the horse on the
reverse of a gold quarter stater type (BM 1177-78; Mill; VA465) inscribed COMF /
VIR, attributed to Verica. Another 'wheel' is illustrated as the obverse design on the
obverse of a silver type (BM 1356-9; VA505var.) inscribed VERCACOMMIF / REX.
The motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 4.3.6b).
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8.4: 'Phase 6': c. 50-20 BC.
8.4.1: British Mal/Ma2/Mbl (BM354; VA1520; M148/BM358; VA1522; M147/BM361;
VA1526; M62).

Traditionally British M has been derived from later varieties of British L, specifically British Lb, and
divided into two typologically distinct series British Ma (Ml47-8) and Mb (M62) (Alien, 1960.109).
Haselgrove (1987) attributed British M to the 'Eastern' region, although Bean (1994) has recently
demonstrated that the series is more appropriately allocated to central southern Britain. Bean's
(1994.137-140, Fig. 3.3) re-evaluation of the series has indicated that British M is more accurately
divided into three typologically distinct series: British Mal (BM354; VA1520; M148), Ma2 (BM358;
VA1522; Ml47) and Mb (BM361; VA1526; M62), differentiated through their respective metallurgical
contents, physiology and distributional patterns. The composition of British Mal, distributed in Sussex
and Surrey, contrasts with the silver rich content of British Ma2 distributed in Wiltshire. In contrast
British Mb is significantly copper rich with a distribution concentrated in Wiltshire (Sellwood,
1985.242). Typologically the obverse of British Ma2 derives from British Lb (M138; VA1493) whilst
the reverse derives from British Mal. British Mal also provided the prototype for the reverse of
British Mb. The reverse of British Mb has, however, been compared by Sellwood (1985.242) to class
M 'irregular' silver types traditionally attributed to the Dobunni (Alien, 1961), but now recognised as
the product of a 'sub-Dobunnic' mint located in central/eastern Wiltshire (Robinson, 1977). The find
of a gold-plated stater with a British Mb reverse and a Dobunnic 'branched emblem' on the obverse
further substantiates this proposition (Sellwood, 1985.241-243).
British Mal (BM354; VA1520; Ml48).
(fig. 8.5)
REVERSE
8.4.1a: 'Whorl' motifs.

Other wise referred to as a 'star with curved arms' (Mack, 1964.73 following Evans,
1890.77), a 'spiral' (Van Arsdell, 1989.343), 'whorl' or 'Catherine wheel device'
(Bean, 1994.595).
The 'whorl' motif is otherwise rare in the 'Southern' region. A similar motif is
represented on mid-first century BC uninscribed silver units (BM579; M88; VA262;
and BM609) and those (BM614-628; VA292) inscribed EX/-, both of'Danebury'
type from the Wanborough excavations, Surrey.
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The motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 4.2. Ib).
rfgfr

8.4.1 b: 'Hubbed radiant' variant.
A similar motif without the 'pellet-in-ring' motif is represented beneath the horse on
the reverse of an uninscribed gold quarter stater type (BM503-35; VA226var.)
identified as British QC. Another motif is represented beneath the horse on the
reverse of a similarly attributed but alterantive quarter stater (BM537; VA232; M72)
type.
A similar motif is illustrated on the obverse of another gold quarter stater (BM539)
from Danebury Hill, Hants. The same motif is also discernible within a similar
composition on the reverse of a similarly attributed but alternative variant (BM538;
VA232var.; M72var.). Another motif is represented beneath the horse on the reverse
of a similarly attributed but alternative uninscribed silver unit (BM631-3; VA286).
'Hubbed radiant' motifs are also represented on the obverse of other silver units
(BM654-6; VA482; Ml 19) of the 'Danebury type'.
The motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 6.4. Ij).
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8.4.Ic: 'Rosette'~ variant
A similar 'rosette' is represented below the horse on the reverse of a preceding
uninscribed gold quarter stater type (BM542-3; M67; VA256) identified as British
Qc.
A similar motif is represented above the horse on the reverse of an uninscribed silver
'Danebury' type (BM650).
The motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 6.5. Ib).
8.4.1d: The'wheel' motif.

The 'wheel' motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 8.3. la).
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British Ma2 (BM358: VA1522: M1471.

(fig. 8.6)
REVERSE
8.4.1e: The 'whorl' motif.
———————

The 'whorl' motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 8.4. la)

8.4.1 f: The 'crescent' motif.

Two similar 'crescents' are represented in opposed quarters on the reverse of a
uninscribed British D gold quarter staters (BM129-36; Val43var.).
A 'crescent' motif is depicted in front of the horse on the reverse of uninscribed
variants (BM519-30, VA228, M63var.; BM531-5.VA226, M71) of British QC
quarter stater.
A similar motif is depicted in front of the horse's head on the reverse of an
uninscribed silver unit (BM609) of'Danebury type'.
A 'crescent' motif is represented beneath the horse's head on the reverse of gold
staters identified as British Kb, subtype p.
Multiple 'crescents' motifs appear in an exergual decoration on the reverse of
uninscribed staters (BM212-16; Va610; M49) as British Ja. A 'crescent' motif is
represented above the horse and below a rosette motif on the reverse of some variants
of uninscribed gold staters identified as Freckenham 3.

8.4. le: 'Wheel' motifs.

The 'wheel' motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 8.3. la).
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8.4.1h: The 'pellet-in-ring' motif.

'Pellet-in-ring' motifs are a ubiquitous feature on earlier types coinage assigned to
the 'Southern' region. Multiple 'pellet-in-ring' motifs appear across the field on both
sides of preceding quarter stater types identified as British Qc (cf. BM478-484,
VA220, M65/BM485-8,VA222var./BM489-95, VA222, M70/BM496-7, VA222var./
BM498-501, VA224, M64/ BM502, VA224var./ BM503-8, VA226var.;/BM509-18,
VA228var. M63/BM519-30, VA228, M63var./BM531-5, VA226.M71/BM536,
VA230.M66/ BM537, VA232, M72/ BM538, VA232var., M72var./ BM539/
BM545/VA242/M73/BM546, VA246, M75).
A variety of'pellet-in-ring' motifs appear in the reverse field of a preceding silver
unit (BM577; M87var.) of'Danebury type'. Identical motifs are illustrated on both
faces of other silver units (BM578, M98; BM579, M86; BM58002, VA262, M88;
BM602-3; BM613, VA284var.; BM614-28; BM629, VA292; BM630; BM631-3,
M286; BM637, VA288; BM639-40). Similar motifs are also represented on
Danebury minim types (BM642-3, VA268, M90; BM644; BM645; 647; BM648;
BM650; BM651; BM653; BM654-6, VA482, Ml 19).
A 'pellet-in-ring' motif is represented beneath the horse on the reverse of an
uninscribed silver minim type (BM759-60) attributed to Commios. The motif does
not appear on any coinage issued by Tincomarus. A 'pellet-in-ring' motif is
represented behind the horse on the reverse of staters attributed to Eppilus (cf. 8.6.1c
below). The same motif is represented beneath a winged horse on the reverse of a
silver type (BM1010-15; VA435; M302) inscribed EPP1L COM F / -. Two 'pelletin-ring' motifs are represented beneath a eagle on the reverse of an alternative silver
type (BM 1057-8; VA415var.) inscribed REX CALLE / EPP. Two 'pellet-in-ring'
motifs are depicted above and below an inset tablet on the obverse of staters
attributed to Verica (cf. 8.6.2a below). A similar configuration is represented on the
obverse of related quarter staters (BM1179-99, VA466, Ml 12; BM 1200-1,
VA466var.; BM 1202-6, VA466var.) inscribed COMF / VI. A 'pellet-in-ring' motif
is represented beneath a horse on the reverse another quarter stater variant (BM 121721, VA468, Ml 14; BM1222, VA468var.) inscribed COM FIL1 / VIRI. Four 'pelletin-ring' motifs are depicted on the obverse of silver units (BM1241-73, VA470,
Ml 15; BM1274-6, VA470var.; BM1277-8, VA470var.) inscribed COM.F / VIRI. A
'pellet-in-ring' motif is also illustrated on the obverse of an alternative silver type
(BM 1332-55; VA505; Ml23) inscribed VERICACOMMIF. / REX. Two 'pellet-inring' motifs are represented above and below an inset tablet on the obverse of silver
minims (BM1506; VA384) inscribed COF / VE. An identical motif is represented on
the obverse of an alternative minim type (BM 1514-7; VA484; M120a/c). A 'pellet-
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in-ring' motif is represented beneath a boar on the reverse of another minim type
(BM1519-20; VA485var.) VIRIC / C.
'Pellet-in-ring' motifs do not appear on staters attributed to Epaticcus, although the
motif does appear on either side of a silver type (BM2024-268; VA580; M263)
inscribed FPATI / -. Two 'pellet-in-ring' motif motifs appear on the obverse of a
silver minim type (BM2331-46; VA585; M264) inscribed EPATI / TA. The same
motif is represented in front of a bust on the obverse of another minim type
(BM2358-63) inscribed - / E.
British Mb (BM361; VA1526: M62V

(fig. 8.7)
REVERSE
8.4.1J: 'Whorl' motifs.

The motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 8.4. la).

8.4.li: 'Crescent' variant.

The 'crescent' motif is discussed above (cf. 8.4. If).
8.4.1k: The 'wheel' motif.
The 'wheel' motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 8.3.1 a).
Q

8.4.11: The 'pellet-in-ring' motif.
The motif is discussed above (cf. 8.4.In).

8.4.2: 'COMMIOS' legend (BM724-9; VA350; M92).
Typologically the staters inscribed COMMIOS, distributed across Surrey and Berkshire with
concentrations around Calleva and Chichester, are derived from British Qa (Bean, 1994.251, fig. 4.3).
Since Camden's (1600.99) original assertion these coins have been associated with the Commius of
Caesar's 'de Bella Gallico' (IV.21, 27, 35; V, 22; VI.6; VII.75, 76, 79; VIII.6, 7, 10, 21,23,47,48)
and Frontinus' 'Strategems' (II. 13, 11). Bean (1994.241-244) has recently suggested that the series

might be attributable to two distinct individuals sharing the same name. The earliest type, inscribed
COMMIOS (COM 1-1 not illustrated in this study), can be distinguished from its typological successor
(COM 1-2), to which it is obverse die-linked, by the inscription COM COMMIOS. Bean (1994.243) has
indicated that this can be interpreted as a reference to either a title or a patronym. If this is accepted
then it is possible to suggest that an original 'Commios', possibly an acquaintance of Caesar, was a
contemporary of, or was quickly succeeded by, a second 'Commios'. The remaining two types COM13 (BM724-9; VA350; M92) and COM1-4 (BM730-57 VA352-1) are typologically descended from the
COM COMMIOS type attributed to 'Commios IF. Alternatively, as Bean (ibid.) has acknowledged,
since both the first and second types are obverse die-linked this might indicate that they were struck by
the same individual removing the necessity for a second Commios.
COM1-1

Not illustrated in this study.
8.4.2a: The 'wheel' motif.

The motif is otherwise described above (cf. 8.3. la)
COM1-2
There are no motifs relevant this discussion.
COM 1-3 (BM724-9; VA3SO; M92).
(fig. 8.8)
REVERSE
8.4.2b: The 'triple
variant1 motif.
—————————
—————————

Otherwise described as reminiscent of the nose and mouth of the horse (Evans,
1864.372), a 'trefoil ornament' (Mack, 1964.48) or compared to the Llyn Cerrig
Bach slave chain (Van Arsdell, 1989.129). Bean (1994.257) has also referred to the
motifs as a 'chain device'.
The motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 6.5.4b).
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8.4.2c: The 'wheel' motif.
The motif is otherwise described above (cf. 8.3.la)
COM1-4. the 'E' TVDC fBM730-57;VA352-l: M •1.
(fig. 8.8)
REVERSE
8.4.2d: The 'E'-shaoed motif.
There are no direct parallels for this motif on Gallic coinage, although a similar motif
may be depicted in front of a horse's head on the reverse of a bronze unit attributed to
the Veliocases (Scheers, 1977.68-69, 360, no. 25, van), c. 58-57 BC.
Bean (1994.257) has noted that a similar motif is represented above a horse on the
reverse of an irregular type of silver unit (BM3349-51; VA998-1; M416) inscribed
IAT ISO (retrograde)/?E ?C, although it should be noted that the 'E-shaped' motif
does not possess the lateral extension to the central bar.
8.4.2e: The 'trefoil1 motif.
The 'three' petals under the horse's head on the first die of the series derives from the
last staters possibly attributable to 'Commios II' (COM1-4, Bean, 1994.248). A
similar motif represented in outline appears in front of the horse on the reverse of a
gold stater (cf.8.5.1c) and quarter stater type (BM798-810; M95; VA365) inscribed
TINCOM/ -.
The motif is otherwise discussed above (cf.4.4.1b)
8.4.2f : The 'wheel' motif.
The motif is otherwise described above (cf. 8.3.1 a)
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8.5; 'Phase 7* c. 20 EC - AD 10.
8.5.1: T1NCOMARVS legend.

The discovery of the Alton hoard, Hampshire, has enabled the correct identification of staters formerly
attributed to TINCOM(OMMIOS) (Evans, 1864.157-600) to TINCOMARVS (Rudd, 1996), although
some reservations remain as to whether these inscriptions refer to separate individuals (cf. Van
Arsdell, 1996.444). The coinage of Tincomarus is distributed south of the South Downs between
Hampshire and Sussex, concentrating around Chichester the probable site of the mint (Bean, 1994.284,
figs. 5.4, 5.6-7). Alien (1944.6-7) divided the series into three stylistic groups. The earliest adheres
closely to that of its typological predecessor now attributed to 'Commios II' (Bean, 1994.248, 268).
The 'later' series deviates from tradition adopting a new type, possibly derived from the reverse of a
denarius of Pub. Crepusius, 83 BC. The third series retained a 'degraded' variant of this reverse
substituting a new obverse design.
The 'Early' series fBM - / BM761-4; VA362/363; M93/94V

5.2 gms.

(figs. 8.9-10)

REVERSE
C0
G

8.5.la: The 'triple variant' motif.

There are no directly comparable motifs of Continental or British coinage. The motif
above the reverse of the horse may derive from the 'triple' motif (8.4.2b) above the
horse on the reverse of staters attributable to 'Commios II' (COM1-3, Bean,
1994.248).
8.5.Ib: Unidentified motif.

There are no other directly comparable motifs represented on either Gallic or British
coins illustrated in the catalogues consulted.

V

8.5. Ic: The 'trefoil' motif.

The three petals under the horse's head on the first die of the series derives from the
last staters possibly attributable to 'Commios II' (COM 1-4, Bean, 1994.248).
The motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 8.4.2e).
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8.5.Id; The 'pellet-in-ring' motif.
The motif is discussed above (cf.8.4.1 h)
S.S.le: The 'wheel' motif.
The motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 8.3. la)
The 'Later' series fVA375-l/376-l.-3/385-l: M96/98/100>.
5.4-5.3g.

(figs. 8.11-8.13)

REVERSE
8.5.If: The 'star-shaped' motif.
Otherwise described as a 'star' (Mack, 1964.49).
The motif is common on succeeding coin types assigned to the 'Southern' region.
Similar motifs appear above and below the central inscription on the obverse of two
gold quarter stater types (BM986-1001, VA407, M107; BM1002-5, VA408)
inscribed CALLEV / EPP1 attributed to Eppilus 'at-Calleva'. A similar motif is
represented above and below the horse on the reverse of two gold quarter stater types
(BM1006-8, VA409; BM1009, VA409var.) inscribed COMM-FEPPILW-. Another
variant of the motif is represented above an unarmed horse rider on the reverse of a
gold stater type (BM1125-6; M300; VA430) inscribed COMF / EPP1LVS, attributed
to Eppilus 'in-Kent'. A 'star-shaped' motif is also represented above the horseman
on the reverse of staters attributed to Verica (cf. 8.6.2b below). A similar motif is
represented above the horse on the reverse of a gold quarter stater type (BM 1223-36;
Ml222; VA501) inscribed VERIC COMF / REX, attributed to Verica. A similar
motif is illustrated above a boar on a variety of silver types inscribed COM-F / V1RI
(BM1241-73, Ml 15, VA4770; BM1274-6, VA470var.; BM1279-86, VA470var.;
BM 1312-21, VA470-3), COM-F / VIR (BM 1287-94; VA472), COM-F / VI
(BM 1295-1311; VA470-5) and COM.F / VIR1 (BM 1312-21; VA470-3) respectively.

The motif is also recorded in 'Eastern' (cf. 6.6. Ij) and 'Southeastern' (cf. 7.3.4b)
regions.
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8.5.1e; An image on an armed rider.
The reverse of Mack 96 has been derived from the reverse of a denarius of Pub.
Crepusius (Crawford 361/c), 83 BC, and has, since Evans' (1864.162-3) initial
suggestion, been interpreted as the work of a Roman, or Roman trained, engraver
(Alien, 1944.6; Mack 1964.49; Haselgrove, 1987.244; Bean, 1994.281-2). Nash
(1987.129-30), commenting on the close resemblance between this and the broadly
contemporary Treveran silver coinage inscribed ARDA, suggested that a pair of dies
may have been presented as a diplomatic gift to Tincomarus from Augustus during
his visit to the Rhine frontier in 16 BC. Alternatively, Hobbs (1996.17) has
suggested that the design may have copied from Roman denari by indigenous
engravers. This is consistent with Scheers (1992.34) account on the origin of other
Classically derived designs, e.g. the reverse of a quarter stater (M97; VA378-1)
depicting a 'Medusa' head derived from a denarius of L. Aquilius Florus (Van
Arsdell, 1989.136); and the reverse of a silver unit (M105; VA397-1) depicting a boy
riding a dolphin is derived from the reverse of denarii attributed to either L. Lucretius
Trio, 76 BC, or Mn. Cordios, 46 BC
A helmeted horse rider holding a sword in the right hand, shield in the left, on the
reverse of a gold quarter stater type (BM1237-8; M124; VA525) inscribed V E R I /
RX F. A helmeted horse rider holding a sword in the right hand, shield in the left, on
the reverse of two alternative gold quarter stater types (BM1239, Ml 26, VA526;
BM1240, M127, VA527) inscribed COM / VERI CA or VERI respectively. A
helmeted rider, shield slung over his shoulder, is represented on the obverse , whilst a
helmeted spear carrying rider is represented on the reverse of a silver type (BM136092; M128; VA530) inscribed COMMIF/ VERI CA. A naked horseman holding a
spear in his right hand and a shield in his left sits astride a horse on the reverse of a
gold stater inscribed TAS GIF / EPATICCV attributed to Epatticus.
The armed rider is otherwise discussed above (6.5. Ig).
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8.6:'Phase 8': c. AD 10-40.
8.6.1: EPPILLVS legend fBM - ;VA405-1: M -)

5.2 gms.

(fig. 8.14)

A rare stater type is recorded by Van Arsdell (1989.143) alongside Eppillus' 'Calleva issue' of a gold
quarter stater (407-1) and silver units. The distribution of coinage attributed to Eppilus clusters around
Calleva, the probable mint site (Bean, 1994.284, figs. 6.3-4).
REVERSE
(J*

Q
O

8.6.1a: The 'triple variant' motif.

Otherwise described as 'reminiscent ofLlyn Cerrig Bach gang-chain'(Van Arsdell,
1989.143). The motif above the reverse of the horse may derive from the 'triple'
motif (8.4.2b) represented above the horse on the reverse of staters attributable to
'Commios II' (COM 1-3, Bean, 1994.248).
The motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 6.5.4b).
8.6. Ib: The 'wheel' motif.

The motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 8.3. la)
(7)

8.6.Ic: The 'pellet-in-ring' motif.
The motif is discussed above (cf.8.4.1h)

8.6.2: VERICA legend fBM1143.1145.1146.1159; VA460.46S.500: 1V1109.110.121).

The coinage of Verica is broadly distributed across Hampshire, Surrey and Sussex. Alien and
Haselgrove (1979) sub-divided the staters into three distinct series. The first, 'Series A' (Ml 10) and
'Series B' (M109), were regarded as variations of the same type. Bean (1994.363-4) has subsequently
argued that the two types were, in fact, distinct. Bean (ibid.) has suggested that the 'rosette' motif on
the quarter staters (VA407-1,408-1) and silver units (VA415-1) of Eppillus indicated that these coins
were struck at Calleva. As a consequence Bean (ibid.) has suggested that Ml 10 was struck at the same
site. In a similar fashion the 'star' motif on Ml 09, which mirrors that illustrated on staters (VA385
variant) of Tincomarus, indicated that they were struck at Chichester. The second series, 'Series C'
(M121) derived from Chichester, cut by the same hand responsible for Eppilus' quarter staters
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(VA437-1) and a silver minim (VA421-1) type (Bean, 1994.364). This may suggest that the mint at
Calleva had fallen into the hands of a different issuing authority, namely Epaticcus (cf. 8.7.1 below).
The fourth series, 'Series D' (Ml25) may also derive from Chichester (Bean, 1994.366). There is not
thought to be any correlation between composition and typology (Cowell, 1992.230, fig. 13).
The 'Early' series (BM1143.VA460.M109; BM114S.VA46S.MnO; BM1146.VA500.M12n
5.2-5.3 g.

(figs. 8.15-8.16)

OBVERSE

0

8.6.2a: The 'pellet-in-ring' motif.

The motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 8.4. In)
REVERSE
8.6.2b: The 'star-shaped' motif.

Otherwise described as either a 'star with five points' (Mack, 1964.51) or a 'sun with
five points' (Alien and Haselgrove, 1979.5).
The motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 8.5. Ig)
8.6.2c: The 'rosette' motif.
Otherwise described as either a 'small star of six points' (Mack, 1964.51), a 'small
sun of six points' (Alien and Haselgrove, 1979.5) or a 'daisy' (Van Arsdell,
1989.154).
A 'rosette' motif is represented below the representation of a running dog on the
reverse of two gold quarter stater types (BM986-1001, Ml07, VA407; BM1002-5,
VA408) inscribed CALLEV/ EPPI. Two 'rosettes' appear either side of a crescent
on the obverse of silver types (BM1016-56, Ml 08, VA415; BM 1057-8, VA415var.;
BM 1059-60, MIOSvar., VA415-3) inscribed REX CALLE / EPP attributed to
Eppilus 'at-Calleva'. A similar motif is represented above a boar on the reverse of a
silver type (BM 1277-8; VA470var.) inscribed COM.F/ VIRI, attributed to Verica.
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8.6.2d; The 'pellet-diamond' motif.

An identical motif is represented between the angles of a 'curved-armed cross' on the
obverse of a silver minim type (BM1118-1120; VA421) inscribed - / EPP attributed
to Eppilus 'at-Calleva'. A similar motif is represented below a lion on the reverse of
a silver minim type (BM1514-7; M120a, 120c; VA484) inscribed - / VIR, attributed
to Verica.
8.6.2e: Unidentified motif

Otherwise described as either 'a curved ornament' (Mack, 1964.52) or 'a kind of
crescent and sceptre' (Alien and Haselgrove, 1979.2).
8.6.2f; An image of an armed rider.
The motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 8.5. Ig).
The 'Later' series (BM1159-66; VA520; M125).
(fig. 8.17)

8.6.2g: An image of a vine leaf.

The adoption of a new obverse design has been derived from a variety of either Greek
or Roman prototypes, e.g. sixth century BC coinage of Selinus; the sixth and fifth
century BC coinage of Camirus and Idyma in Caria; or an Augustan intaglio
(Scheers, 1992.36). Alternatively Bean (1994.397) has suggested that TiberoClaudian sigillata, like that from Camulodunum (Hawkes and Hill, 1947,
pl.XXII,14), may have provided a prototype.
An identical design is represented on the obverse on what are, probably, related a
gold quarter stater type (BM1237-8; Ml24; VA525) inscribed V E R I / RX F and a
silver minim type (BM 1524-5; VA550) inscribed C F O / VERI CA.
REVERSE
8.6.2h: An image of an armed rider.

The motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 8.5. Ig).
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8.7: 'Phase 9': c. AD 30 - AD 45.
8.7.1; EPAT1CCVS legend (M262).
5.3g.

(fig. 8.19)

Typologically staters attributed to Epaticcus derive from two sources. The obverse is derived from
staters of Cunobelinus whilst the reverse may be traced to the later stater type of Verica (Alien,
1944.25). These are distributed south of the Thames across Berkshire, Hampshire and Sussex (Alien,
1944.24) and were (possibly) struck at Calleva.
OBVERSE
8.7.1a: An image of an ear of barley or corn.
The image of an ear of'corn' or 'barley' is more typically associated with the
coinage of Cunobelinus north of the Thames (cf. 6.6 le above). The motif might be
illustrated in the hand of a ?female figure on the reverse of a silver type (BM1450-84;
VA506) inscribed VERICA REX / COM MIF, but otherwise the motif is rare in the
'Southern' region.
The motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 6.6.1 d).
REVERSE
8.7.1 b; An image of an armed rider.

The motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 8.5.1g).
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8.8; Assessment of the correlation between numismatic motifs and those represented on other
objects of material culture.
A survey of the published material from 2 settlement sites in the 'Southern' region attributable to the
late pre-Roman Iron Age, namely the enclosed river-valley sites at Silchester (Calleva Atrebatum)
(Boon, 1969.1-82; Fulford, 1987.271-8; 1985) and Winchester (Venta Belgarum) (C\m\iffe, 1964;
Biddle, 1966.308-2) has revealed no correlation between artefact types and coinage. Despite the
presence of an extensive series of probable first century entrenchments in the vicinity of Chichester
(Bradley, 1971; Murray, 1956) no persuasive evidence for the foci of the settlement has yet come to
light. The material recovered from Selsey (Aldsworth, 1987.41-50) is now not considered de facto
evidence for the presence of a tribal centre on the peninsula itself (Bedwin, 1983.38-43). These
circumstances are not improved by reference to the smaller mid-late Iron Age settlements at Worthy
Down (Hooley, 1929) and Old Down Farm (Davies, 1994.57-62), Hampshire; North Bersted, Bognor
Regis (Bedwin and Pitts, 1978) and Copse Farm, Oving (Bedwin, 1981, 1994) and Ounces Barn
(Bedwin and Place, 1995), Boxgrove, West Sussex; St. Anne's Road, Eastbourne (Stevens, 1987) and
Castle Hill, Newhaven (Hawkes, 1939), East Sussex; Yambury Castle (Cunnington, 1933a) and
Chisbury Camp (Cunnington, 1932b) Wiltshire. Despite the early first century BC settlement and
'warrior' burial at Owlesbury (Collis, 1968; 1970, 1994) and another at St. Lawrence, Isle of Wight, or
the substantial cremation cemetery at Westhampnett, West Sussex, c. 100 - 40 BC (Fitzpatrick, 1997)
no objects bearing relevant motifs have yet come to light. There is a distinct absence of any form or
motif on other types of artefact comparable to those on coinage from the 'Southern' region. Where
correlation can be identified it occurs in only a few examples.
8.8.1: The image of the horse.
Horses are portrayed on the repousse decorated bronze band of a wooden bucket originally containing a
cremated human bones, possibly from a first century BC/AD dispersed burial, at St. Catherine's Mead,
near Marlborough, Wiltshire (Megaw, 1970.120, illus.186, 188; Robinson, 1998.145-6; Stead,
1971.279).
The image is otherwise discussed above (cf. 4.6.1).
8.8.2: The 'wheel' motif.
The only example of a 'wheel' motif within the 'Southern' region is a bronze 'wheel ring ?pinhead'
with four-spokes radiating from a diamond-shaped hub recovered at Danebury hillfort, Ceramic phase
3 context, 550 - 450 BC (Cunliffe, 1984.346, fig. 7.7, 1.83). The relatively early date that may be
assigned to this piece, however, disqualifies it from this discussion.
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The motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 5.6.3).
8.8.3: The 'whorl' motif.
No examples of the 'whorl' motif derive from the 'Southern' region. Otherwise the motif is discussed
above (cf. 4.2. Ib).
8.8.4: The 'rosette' motif.

Cunliffe (1995.34, fig.16) has described the presence of'rosette' motifs on two terret rings of MillPlain type from the upper filling of two pits, pits 23 and 24, at Bury Hill, Hants. The site is thought to
have occupied during the first half of the first century BC and thus precedes the comparatively late
appearance of this motif on staters attributed to Verica. 'Pellet-in-ring' and 'rosette' motifs are
represented on a strap union from the same site.
8.8.5: The 'pellet-in-ring' motif.

Incised linear and/or 'compass' ring-and-dot motifs predominate on antler or bone weaving combs
(Bulleid and Gray, 1911.272-273; Sellwood, 1984.371), irrespective of their precise typological
grouping (cf. Bulleid and Gray, 1911). Variants on this theme may include any number of rings, e.g. an
example of four concentric ring-and-dot motifs on a comb also from Danebury (Sellwood in Cunliffe,
1984.374, fig. 7.29.3.26). Of passing note is the dramatic increase in the relative number of ring
decorated combs at Danebury during ceramic phases 7-8, c. 300 BC - AD 50 (Sellwood in Cunliffe,
1984.372, tab.36; ibid. 1991,354); but it is not possible to say whether this a localised phenomena or
part of a wider trend across late Iron Age southern Britain. Dot-in-ring and incised parallel line
decoration appear on a bone 'knife handle' from a third-first century BC pit on the nearby agricultural
settlement at Ructstalls Hill, Basingstoke, Hampshire (Oliver and Applin, 1979.78, no. 25, fig. 27 25)
Similar decoration also occurs on bone and antler fastening 'toggles' at Danebury (Sellwood in
Cunliffe, 1984.378-80, fig.7.31.3.41-3.55) whilst Linear and dot-in-ring decoration also occur on
'utilized antler tine' from the same site (Sellwood in Cunliffe and Poole, 1991.366, fig. 7.36.3.353,
3.355-6).,
As noted above 'pellet-in-ring' motifs are described on the strap union from Bury Hill, first half of the
first century BC. 'Pellet-in-ring' motifs are also recorded on the fragments sheet bronze recovered
from the tumulus burial at Hurstbourne Tarrant, Hants. (Foster, 1983.233-7, fig. 44.34). 'Pellet-in-ring'
motifs are recorded decorating the front and reverse of a bronze harness attachment or plate brooch
from Upavon, Wiltshire (Anon. 1987.141, reg. no. 25, fig.2).
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8.8.6; The image of an armed rider.
No examples of this variant of the 'armed rider' derive from the 'Southern' region.
The only comparable variant of this motif is discussed above (cf. 6.7.8).
8.8.7: The images of an ear of barley or corn.
No examples of an ear of 'corn or barley' derive from the 'Southern' region.
The only comparable variant of this motif is discussed above (cf. 6.7.9).
8.9; Summary of Analysis.
The earliest stater types assigned to the 'Southern' region are conservative adaptations of a design
ultimately inherited from British A. This is most clearly demonstrated by reference to the 'ChuteCheriton transition'. Whilst change can be said to have occurred in evolved British D types, the overall
transition does not deviate far from British B and, ultimately, its British A prototype. Close adherence
to a subsequent alternative design structure derived from Gallo-Belgic F and/or British Q is maintained
throughout British Qb. Alterations on this theme only occur during the early inscribed series, c. 50 20 BC onwards, where relatively minor alterations are made to the motifs in the field above the horse,
i.e. the 'triple variant' (8.4.2b/8.5. la/8.6, la) or 'E'-shaped (8.4.2d) motifs, and in the addition of an
inscription around the circumference of the design. Rarely are any other new elements added, i.e. the
'trefoil' (8.4.2e/8.5.1c) or unidentified (8.5. Ib) motifs . A similar pattern of conservatism can be
discerned in those series collectively referred to as British M after the initial adaptation of the prototype
British Lb, i.e. the addition of a 'whorl' / 'hubbed whorl' (cf.8.4.1a), 'hubbed radiant' (8.4.Ib) and
'rosette variant' (8.4. Ic) motifs. Adherence to this formulae is followed (cf. 8.4.1e/8.4.1I) with few
innovations, i.e. the addition of the 'crescent' (8.4.1f/8.4.1j) motifs. Both dies are radically
recomposed during the reign of Tincomarus with an inscribed tablet struck onto the obverse and an
armed rider (8.5. Ig) with inscription depicted on the reverse. Inscriptions predominate over any other
form of subdesign until a final redesign of the obverse towards the end of the first half of the first
century AD. This format is adhered to for the remainder of the inscribed series with only minor
alterations to content, i.e. the order of the abbreviated eponym on the obverse and a patronym on the
reverse of 'early' types is reversed on 'later' types. The 'Southern' series is subject to two final
recompositions. A 'vine leaf (8.6.2g) and a 'com ear' (8.7. la) are added to the obverse of the final
series of staters attributed to Verica and Eppilus respectively. The reverse design structure and subject
matter are retained (cf. 8.6.2h/8.7.1b) albeit rendered in a different styles and posture.
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8.9.1; Minor typological variation within a series.
There is reasonable evidence to suggest that minor typological variation within an established theme
could have occurred without a considerable alteration in the significance of motifs. Variation in the
presence of radial arms and the number of accompanying pellets would suggests that the variants of the
'radiant pellet' motif (8.2.3a) beneath the horse on the reverse of British D were interchangeable. The
absence of a 'hub', a variable number of radials and the differential orientation in the 'whorl' (cf.
8.4.1a/8.4.1e/8.4.1i) depicted on the reverse of staters collectively referred to as British M would
suggest that these factors were also irrelevance. Similarly, the absence of a 'hub' or a consistent
number of radials would suggest that these were not important factors in the portrayal of the 'wheel'
beneath the horse on the reverse of staters identified as British Ma2 (cf. 8.4. Ig) or those attributed to
Eppilus(cf. 8.6.1 b).
8.9.2: Typological substitution within a series.
There is some reason to believe that typologically distinct motifs could have been substituted for one
another. In this case the substitution of the 'hubbed radiant' (8.4.Ib) and 'rosette' variant (8.4.Ic) on
the reverse of British Mal is significant. Noteworthy is the exchange of the 'wheel' (8.5.le) for a
'pellet-in-ring' (8.5.1 d) motif beneath the horse on early staters attributed to Tincomarus. The
substitution of the 'triple variant' (8.5. la) for an 'unidentified' (8.5. Ib) motif is noteworthy. Similarly,
the exchange of 'triple' variant motifs (8.6. la) above the horse on the reverse of staters attributed to
Eppilus may be siginificant.
8.9.3: Typological substitution between series.
Table 8.1 (over) illustrating the extent of typological substitution between distinct but chronologically
contemporary series serves to illustrate the essentially conservative nature of chronologically
contemporary but typologically distinct series.
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Motif above horse
A2/C/D

Motif below horse's
head

Motif in front of
horse

A2/C/D

Motif below horse

A2/D

A2

C

C
D
D

fi

D

Qa

Qa

Qa

Qa

Mal/Ma2/Mb

Mat/
COMMIOS
COM 1-3

Mal

Mal/Ma2

Mal

Ma2/Mb

Ma2

Ma2/Mb

COMMIOS
COM 1-3/1-4

Mal/Ma2/Mb

Mb
COMMIOS
COM 1-3

Legend

CMMIOS
COM 1-3/1-4

Legend

TINCOMARVS
/VERICA

COMMIOS
COM 1-4

COMMIOS
COM 1-4

Legend

T1NCOMARVS

TINCOMARVS

Legend
T

T1NCOMARVS

TINCOMARVS
/ EPPILVS

T1NCOMARVS

TINCOMARVS
/ EPPILVS /
EPAT1CCVS

TINCOMAR
VS

o
Legend
Legend

TINCOMAR
VS
TINCOMAR
VS/VERICA
EPPILVS

T1NCOMARVS /
VER1CA

Legend

Legend

EPPILVS

Legend

Legend

EPPILVS

Legend

e

EPPILVS
VERICA

VER1CA

Legend

EPATICCVS

EPAT1CCVS

EPATICCVS

Legend

EPATICCVS

Table 8.1: Motifs on the reverse of gold staters attributed to the 'Southern' region.

Of possible interest is the exchange of the 'triple' variant (8.4.2b) for the 'E-shaped' motif (8.4.2d)
above the horse on the reverse of staters attributed to Commios during phase 6. It would be prudent to
note that this alteration may have been intended to differentiate between series. Of more interest is the
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(possible) substitution of the 'whorl' (8.4.1a/8.4.1e/8.4.1i) motifs for the same 'triple' (8.4.2b) motif
represented above the horse during Phase 6. Variation in the presentation of the various 'star-shaped'
motifs (cf. 8.5. Ig to 8.6.2c) during phases 7/8 is noteworthy, as is the possibility that they may have
been interchangeable with the 'rosette' (8.6.2c) motif of later types. Nevertheless, Bean's (1994.363-4)
suggestion that the 'rosette' motif may have functioned as a privy mark cannot be ignored.
8.10; Preliminary Conclusions.

Staters attributed to the 'Southern' region are characterised by their adherence to a conservative format.
The earliest series, British A2, British C(?) and British D, ultimately derived from British AI, suggests
an influence north of the Thames. Later types rigidly adhere to a formulae established by a second
prototype, Gallo-Belgic F or British Q, with very few significant variations, e.g. the adaptation of
existing field ornaments, i.e. 'triple'(cf. 8.4. Ib) or 'E-shaped' (cf. 8.4.2d) motifs or the addition of
relatively minor subdesigns, i.e. the 'trefoil' (cf. 8.4.2e) and 'unidentified' motifs or inscriptions. The
only exception remains British M, which differs in its adaptation of another north Thames prototype,
British Lb. Nevertheless, adherence to the initial prototype is maintained with only minor alterations to
accompanying subdesigns, i.e. the addition of'pellet-in-ring' (cf. 8.4.11/8.4. Ih) motifs and the
substitution of motifs (cf. 8.4. lb/8.4. Ib for 8.4. le/8.4. Ij) in front of the horse. The remainder of the
series conforms to the recomposed stater types of Tincomarus with a prominent inscription on the
obverse and an armed rider on the reverse. This is recomposed only on the relatively late types of
Verica and Epaticcus.
The absence of almost any correlation between the iconography of coinage and other objects of
material culture would suggest that the numismatic repertoire was neither utilised on, nor considered
appropriate to, other media originating from within the 'Southern' region. The comparatively early
date of the 'rosette' motifs on the terret rings of Mill Plain type from Bury Hill (Cunliffe, 1995 34,
fig. 16) disqualifies any meaningful comparison to the motif represented on the reverse of the later
stater type of Verica. This, and the absence of'star-shaped' motifs in the wider archaeological record,
lends further substance to Bean's (1994.363-4) remark that such subdesigns were employed in the
identification of mints and thus performed a role akin to 'privy' marks. The only exception to this rule
appears to have been the stater types collectively referred to as British M. The type and application of
subdesigns on the reverse of British Mal, Ma2 and Mb, particularly with regards the 'whorl' (cf
8.4.la/8.4. le/8.4. II) and 'rosette' (8.4. lb/8.4. Ic) variant motifs, are reminiscent of those deriving from
artefacts and coinage originating in the 'Eastern' and 'Southeastern' regions. The presence of'pelletin-ring' (8.4. lb/8.4.11) motifs on the two latter types is also noteworthy considering the reference to
similar motifs at Bury Hill, Hurstbourne Tarrant, Hants, and Upavon, Wilts. The presence of identical
motifs (cf. 8.6.2a) on the obverse of one of Verica's stater types is interesting but comparatively late.
Rarely does the subject matter of staters correspond to figural art in the round. Nevertheless, there is
some evidence to suggest that the emergence of a tradition of representational art suggested by the later
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stater types, and lower denominational coinage in general, may have manifested itself in other media
originating and/or deposited within the 'Southern' region. Either a dog, bird of prey or griffin's head
decorates a cast bronze razor handle from the general occupation layer, c. 25 BC - AD 55/65, from the
Forum Basilica excavations, Silchester (Fulford, 1985a.l7, fig.5; 1985b.446, fig.l, pls.XCVIa-b).
Dolphin or, more likely, dog's heads form the terminal decoration on an early first century AD linch
pin of'Southeastern' type from Hassocks, Sussex (Couchman, 1937.69-71; Hawkes and Hull,
1947.331). A fragment of an imported ceramic jug in the form of a lion, identified from central Gaul,
was discovered in a 'ditch' scoop during the Forum Basilica excavations at Silchester. Whilst the
feature was dated to the second quarter of first century AD the associated infill may be related to the
period c. AD 40 - 55/60 (Fulford, 1985a.3, 26, pi. 3). A fragmentary piece of a Type A' iron fire dog
was also recorded from am unstratified context at Silchester, decorated with a bovine head. Two
bronze 'Iron Age' boar figurines are known from this region. The first derived from an unprovenanced
sites in 'East Sussex'; the second (now lost) from Kempton, Brighton, Sussex (Foster, 1977.13, 15,
fig.7a-f). A first century AD zoomorphic vessel spout, possibly in the form of a dog or a boar, was
recovered from the same field as the so-called Marlborough vat, St. Catherine's Mead, Marlborough,
Wilts (Robinson, 1998.145-6, fig.l). The aforementioned first century BC/AD bucket, which
originally contained cremated bones, also bears facing and profile anthropomorphic imagery associated
with equine iconography. A small bronze head vessel mount in the form of a human head wearing a
helmet or a cap is recorded from an unprovenanced site in Wiltshire and assigned a date in the first
century BC on the basis of the style in which it was executed (Hattatt, 1989.429, no. 65, fig.l 1.65). A
cast bronze terminal in the form of a clean shaved head recovered from the floor of building 1 (195455) Chalton, Hants, and now assigned a pre-Roman date (Henig in Watts and Leach et al 1996.131
pace Henig in Cunliffe, 1976.62, fig.l 1.4; Henig, 1995.38). A first or early second century AD cast
bronze female head is recorded from the Silkstead sandpit, Otterboume (Denford et al, 1992.37-9, fig.
9). A metal detector of a bronze mount/mask in the form of a human head from Bishopstone,
Wiltshire, is assigned to the 'Iron Age', although on what grounds is not clear (Anon, 1988.184, reg.
no. 19; Robinson, personal communication). A unique head of carved gypsum recovered from the
plough zone at Newton Toney, Wiltshire is similarly assigned an 'Iron Age' or 'Romano-British' date
(Anon. 1979/80.204, reg. no. 84; Deathe, 1998, personal communication).
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Fig. 8.1: Figural Representation of British A2.

00
0>

The Reverse.

The examples illustrated below survive from staters identified by Alien (1960.105) as British A (Mack 29) but have subsequently been identified as a separate
series, British A2 (Bean, 1993.286-287; Haselgrove, 1987.85, fig.5.1; Mackensen, 1974.13. 17: Sills, 1996.334-335. fig. 2).

The Obverse.

The principal reverse design derives from a variant of Mack 29 (CCI67.0349). The example
illustrated below is assumed to be relatively complete.

Scale: 2:1

The principal obverse die derives from a variant of Mack 29 (CCI67.0349; 68.0785;
68.0790; 68.0791). It is not clear to what extent the reconstruction illustrated below reflects
the original since the edge of the die could not be discerned. Comparison to a similar
reconstruction presented in Bean (1994, figure 2.1) suggests that minor alterations may be
possible.

Scale: 2:1

Fig. 8.2: Figural Representation of British C.

The examples illustrated below derive from staters identified by Alien (1960.106) as British C (Mack 31).

The Reverse.

o>
a>
CM
The Obverse.

The principal reverse design derives from one of only two surviving variants of Mack 31
(CCI68.0835: 68.0836; 68.0838). The reconstruction illustrated below is assumed to be
relatively complete.

Scale: 2:1

The principal obverse design derives the only variant of Mack 31 (CCI61.0385; 68.0833;
68.0834; 68.0835; 68.0836; 68.0838). It is not clear to what extent the reconstruction
illustrated below reflects the original since the edge of the die was not discernible.

Scale: 2:1

Fig. 8.3: Figural Representation of British D.

The examples illustrated below derive from staters identified by Alien (1960.106) as British D (Mack 33). It has since been suggested that British D is, in fact,
a derivative of British B (Hobbs, 1996.50-52; Van Arsdell, 1989.290).

The Reverse.

8n

The Obverse.

The principal reverse design derives from a variant of Mack 33 (CCI72.0486). It is not
clear to what extent the reconstruction illustrated below reflects the original since the edge
of the was not discernible.

Scale: 2:1

The principal obverse derives from a variant of Mack 33 (CCI67.0354; 68.0840; 72.0486;
93.0224; 93.0468; 94.0744; 95.4005). It is not clear to what extent the reconstruction
illustrated below represents the original since the edge of the die was not discernible.
Comparison with a similar reconstruction in Bean (1994, fig.2.4) suggests that further
additions could be possible.

Scale: 2:1

Mack 33 variant
(CCI68.0840)

Mack 33 variant
(CCI96.1142)

Fig. 8.4: Figural Representation of British Oa.

The examples illustrated below derive from staters identified as British Qa (Mack 58-61).

The Obverse.
The obverse die illustrated below derives from a variant of Mack 61? (CCI67.0045). The
reconstruction is presumed to be relatively complete, although comparison to similar
reconstructions in Bean (1994) suggest that minor additions could be made.

Scale 2:1

The Reverse.

Scale 2:1

The principal reverse die derives from a variant of Mack 61? (CCI68.0073; 82.0157;
95.0828). The reconstruction illustrated below is presumed to be relatively complete,
although the edge of the die was not discernible. An additional alternative reverse die is
represented on account of it's apparent divergence from the established tradition.

Mack 61 variant (CCI6I 0130).

Fig. 8.S: Figural Representation of British Mal.

The examples illustrated below derive from coins identified by Bean (1994 137-140) as British Mal (Mack 148)
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The Reverse

Die edge: The edge of the die derives from a variant
ofMack I48(CCI6SO%4)

The Obverse.

Mack US variant
(CCI680%4>

Die lidge: ITie edge of the die derives from
a variant oI'M 14X (CC.T?)

The principal obverse derives from a variant of Mack 148 (67.0367; 73.0671). It is not clear
to what extent the reconstruction illustrated below reflects the original since the edge of the
die was not discernible.

Scale 2:1

The principal reverse derives from a variant of Mack 148 (CC161.0430; 61.0429; 68.0960;
68.0961; 73.0671; 73.0666; 75.0041). The reconstruction is thought to be relatively
complete when the additional elements, illustrated below, are added to the final
reconstruction.

Mack 148 variant
(CCI68.999962) differs in
many respects warranting
illustration.

Fig. 8.6: Figural Representation of British Ma2.

The examples illustrated below derive from staters identified by Bean (1994.137-140) as British Ma2 (Ml47)

The Reverse

CO

s

The Obverse.

The principal reverse design derives from a variant of Mack 147 (CCI68.0956), formerly
attributed to British Ma. The reconstruction is assumed to be relatively complete, although
the edge of the die was not discernible Currently only the four (worn) examples recorded at
the CCI

^^

The obverse design derives from a variant of Mack 147 (CCI68.0957).). It is not clear to
what extent the reconstruction illustrated below reflects the original since the edge of the die
was not discernible. Currently only the four (worn) examples recorded at the CC1.

« «•„
'
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Mack 147 vuriiinl
(CCI68.0957)

Fig. 8.7; Figural Representation of British Mb.

The Reverse

The examples illustrated below derive from coins identified by Bean (1994.137-140) as British Mb (Mack 62)

The Obverse.

The principal reverse die derived from a variant of Mack 62 (CCI94.0858), formerly
attributed to British M The reconstruction is thought to be relatively complete, although
the edge of the die was not discernible.

&

The obverse dies used to strike British Mb were heavily worn and invariably produced a
blank obverse.

Mack 62 variant
(CCI94 1606)

Fig. 8.8: Figural Representation of staters inscribed - / COMMIOS.

The examples illustrated below derive from coins attributed to 'Commios II' (Mack 92; VA350-1 and 352-1) by Bean (1994.241-244).

The Reverse.

in
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n

The Obverse.

The principal reverse die illustrated below derives from a variant of Mack 92 (CCI84.0802;
61.0150). The reconstruction is thought to be relatively complete when the additional
elements, illustrated below, are added to the final reconstruction.

VA352-1 (CCI90.0799;
96.3014).

Scale: 2:1

Inscription: The inscription is derived from a
variant ofMack 92 (69.0143).

The obverse die illustrated below derives from a variant of Mack 92 (CCI63.0189; 69.0143;
95.3426; 96.2698). The reconstruction illustrated below is though to be relatively complete,
although comparison to a similar reconstruction presented in Bean (1994, figure 4.1)
suggests that minor additions may be possible.

Scale: 2:1.

VA352-I (CC190.0799;
96.3014)

Fig. 8.9: Figural Representation of staters inscribed - / 'TING RV? 1

The examples illustrated below derive from staters attributed to Tincomarus (Mack 94).

The Obverse.
The obverse design derives from a variant of Mack 94 (CCI67.0069; 90.0797; 90.0798). It
is not clear to what extent the reconstruction illustrated below reflects the original since the
edge of the design was not discernible.

The Reverse.
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CO
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The obverse design derives from a variant of Mack 94 (CCI67.0069; 90.0797; 90.0798)
inscribed 'TINC (?)RV. It is not clear to what extent the reconstruction illustrated below
reflects the original since the edge of the design was not discernible.

Fig. 8.10: Figural Representation of staters inscribed - / 'TINC'? COMMIT1 .

The examples illustrated below derive from staters attributed to Tincomarus (Mack 93).

The Obverse.
The obverse design derives from a variant of Mack 93 (CCI67.0068). It is not clear to what
extent the example illustrated below reflects the original since the edge of the was not
discernible. Currently only two (worn) examples are recorded at the CC1.

The Reverse.

O
CO

The reverse design derives from a variant of Mack 93 (CCI67.0068) inscribed 'TINC
COMM1.F'. It is not clear to what extent the example illustrated below reflects the original
since the edge of the design was not discernible. Currently only two (worn) examples are
recorded in the CCI.

Fig. 8.11: Figural Representation of staters inscribed T1NC / C.F.

The Reverse.

The examples illustrated below derive from staters attributed to Tincomarus (Mack 96).

CO
O

The Obverse.

The reverse design derives from a variant of Mack 96 (CCI69.0154) inscribed '.C.F.'. The
design is assumed to be relatively complete.

CO

The obverse design derives from a variant of Mack 96 (CC169.0154) inscribed 'TINC.
Suggested circumference of flan.

FTINC

8.12: Figural Representation of staters inscribed TINC / C.

The examples illustrated below derive from staters attributed to Tincomarus (Mack 98).

The Obverse.
The obverse design derives from a variant of Mack 98 (CCI69.0153) inscribed TINC'.
Suggested circumference of flan

: TINC

The Reverse.

o

O)

CO

The reverse design derives from a variant of Mack 98 (CCI61.0153; 69.0151; 69.0153;
96.3569) inscribed 'C'. It is assumed that the reconstruction illustrated below is relatively
complete.

Fig. 8.13: Figural Representation of staters inscribed COM / TIN.

The Reverse.

The examples illustrated below derive from staters attributed to Tincomarus (M100).

o

The Obverse.

The reverse design derives from a variant Mack 100 (CCI69.0159) inscribed 'TIN'. The
example illustrated below is assumed to be relatively complete.

CO

T—

The obverse design derives from a variant of Mack 100 (CC169.0157) inscribed 'COM'
Suggested circumference of flan.

COM ;

Fig. 8.14: Figural Representation of staters inscribed - / 'EPP1L COMMI.F'.

The Obverse.

The principal reverse design derives from a variant of VA405 (unrecorded at CCI) inscribed
'EPPIL COMMI.F' from the recently discovered Alton hoard (forthcoming). The design
illustrated below is entirely complete.

The Reverse.

The designs illustrated below derive from staters attributed to Eppillus (VA405-1).

The obverse design derives from a variant of VA405 (unrecorded at CCI at present) from
the recently discovered Alton hoard (forthcoming). It is not clear to what extent the design
illustrated below reflects the original.

VA405 variant
(unrecorded at CCI
at present)

Fig. 8.15: Figural Representation of staters inscribed COM.F / VIR.
The examples illustrated below derive from staters attributed to Verica (Mack 109).

The Obverse.
The obverse design derives from a variant of Mack 109 (69.0246?) inscribed 'COM.F'
Suggested circumference of flan

COM'FJ!

The Reverse.

CM

The principal reverse design derives from a variant of Mack 109 (CC 169.0246) inscribed
'VIR'. The reconstruction is entirely complete when the additional elements, illustrated
below, are added to the final reconstruction.

The edge of the die is visible on a variant of
Mack 109(CCI69.0246).

Fig. 8.16: Figural Representation of staters inscribed COM.F/ VIR.

The Reverse.

The examples illustrated below derive from staters attributed to Verica (Mack 110).

The Obverse.

The reverse design derives from a variant of Mack 110 (unrecorded in CCI at present)
inscribed 'VIR' from the recently discovered Alton hoard (forthcoming). The design is
entirely complete.

n

The obverse design derives from a variant of Mack 110 (unrecorded in CCI at present)
inscribed COM.F from the recently discovered Alton hoard.

O

Fig. 8.17: Figural Representation of staters inscribed COM.F / VIR REX.

The Obverse.

The obverse design derives from a variant of Mack 121 (CCI69.0260; 73.0180; 93.0220)
inscribed 'VIR REX". The reconstruction is entirely complete.

The Reverse.

The examples illustrated below derive from staters attributed to Verica (Mack 121).

The obverse design derives from a variant of Mack 121 (CCI69.0260; 73.0180; 93.0220)
inscribed 'COM.F'.
Suggested circumference of flan

COM'F

Fig. 8.18: Figural Representation of staters inscribed 'VI Rl' / *C O F\
The examples illustrated below derive from staters attributed to Verica (Mack 125).

The Reverse

in
f
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The Obverse.

The obverse design drives from a variant of Mack 125 (CCI69 0276; 96.3026 The
reconstruction is entirely complete.

The edge of Ihe die is discernible on two variants of Mack 125 (66.0087:
69 0272: 69.0273: 690266 and 73.0191: 73 0193 respectively.

The obverse design drives from a variant of Mack 125 (CCI69.0275; 69.0280; 74.0042).
The reconstruction illustrated below is assumed to be complete.
Suggested circumference of flan.

Fig. 8.19; Fieural Representation of staters inscribed 'TAS CIF' / 'EPATI'.

The Reverse

(O

The Obverse.

The reverse design derives from a variant of Mack 262 (CCI69 0323). The example
illustrated below is presumed to be relatively complete.

The examples illustrated below derive from staters attributed to Epaticcus

The obverse design derives from a variant of Mack 262 (CCI69.0322). The example
illustrated below is assumed to be relatively complete despite the absence of any discernible
border decoration or die edge.

Chapter 9; The * Southwestern* Series; Periods II -III, phases 4 -9, c. 80 BC - AD
45.
9.1: Introduction.

The staters identified by Alien (1960) as British B are the only gold staters that, with the exception of a
series of related quarter staters, can be assigned to the 'Southwestern' region. The 'Southwestern'
series is composed of successively debased series of struck gold, silver, bronze and finally cast bronze
'staters' as well as gold and silver 'quarter staters'. These have a localised distribution across Somerset,
Dorset and southern Wiltshire (Hobbs, 1996.23). A rare series of uninscribed and inscribed (CRAB / -)
silver units (the 'Starfish' and "Hampshire Thin' series) and half units are also known, but their distinct
weights and localised distribution around eastern Hampshire (Alien, 1965; Briggs etal, 1992.6)
suggests a chronologically and/or regionally distinct series (Hobbs, 1996.23-4).

—
Ham Hill

Tollard
Molcombc Royal

Abbreviations: MC Maiden Castle; LM Lytchett Minster
Map 9.1: Late Iron Age settlement and burial sites within the distributional area of coinage assigned to the
'Southwestern' region (after Cunliffe. 1981. fig. 64; de Jersey. 1997b).
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9.2: 'Phase 4'; c. 80 - 57 BC.
9.2.1: British B (BM3S-77. VA120S-1. -5. -9: M32.1
6.1g.

(fig. 9.1)

Typologically British B, distributed throughout western Hampshire and Dorset (Alien, 1960.45-46),
descends from Gallo-Belgic C through British A. Cowell (1992.219) suggested the possibility that
slightly baser variants of British B (6.02g, %AV38.57) were composed of an alloy derived from British
A2 with the addition of silver. Sills (1995, personal communication) has identified two varieties of
British B. The earliest obverse die is linked to two reverse dies that omit the four armed 'spiral'
beneath the horse's head and the distinctive decorative oval pellet above its back. All the remaining
reverse dies contain these elements with minor variations on this theme.
REVERSE

9.2.1 a: 'Oval pellet' variants
There are no directly comparable Continental or British parallels for this motif

9.2.Ib: The'curved armed cross' motif.

Otherwise referred to as a 'reverse spiral' (Van Arsdell, 1989.289).
The 'curved armed cross' in a comparatively rare motif in Gaul only appearing
during the second half of the first century BC. The motif is most characteristic of the
'Northeastern' region (cf. 4.2. la)
The motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 4.2. la)

9.2. Ic: The 'S'-shaped motif.

There are no direct continental parallels.
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A similar motif is represented beneath the horse's head on the reverse of other stater
types, e.g. some variants of the British I (4.2.2c above) from the 'Northeastern'
region and the later series of staters inscribed ANTED and ECEN (5.5. Ib above)
from the 'East Anglian' region.

9.2.1d: 'Radiant pellet' variants.

There are no directly comparable Continental or British parallels for this motif
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9.3: Assessment of the correlation between numismatic motifs and those represented on other
objects of material culture.

A survey of the published material from a variety of late Iron Age settlement sites within the
'Southwestern' region, namely the enclosed promontory port of Hengistbury Head, Dorset (Cunliffe,
1987); the hillforts at Maiden Castle (Sharpies, 1991; Wheeler, 1943) and South Cadbury, Somerset
(Alcock, 1968, 1969, 1970, 1972); and the settlement sites of Tollard Royal (Wainwright, 1968) and
Gussage All Saints (Wainwright, 1979) reveals no correlation between artefact types and the gold stater
series. This conclusion is not altered by reference to the grave goods accompanying the first century
AD inhumation burials at Portesham (Fitzpatrick, 1996), West Bay, nr. Bridport (Farrar, 1954),
Whitcombe (Aitken and Aitken, 1991) and Wyke Regis (Dockrill, 1982), Dorset. Despite evidence for
surface decoration on the localised ceramic wares from these sites, e.g. curvilinear lines, cross
hatching, fingertip or fingernail decoration and rouletting (Cunliffe, 1991.163), stamped decoration
remains relatively rare. Where this does occur, e.g. within the assemblage from Hengistbury Head
(Cunliffe, 1987.265-6), no motifs relevant to this discussion are recorded. The only possible exception
remains the (otherwise unique?) late first century BC jar of dark brown ware recovered by Wheeler
(1943.223, fig. 68.138) from a settlement context (Site D) at Maiden Castle with four 'S'-shaped
motifs, otherwise referred to as 'bold double spirals' incised around the shoulder.
This is all the more surprising when one considers that the region does produce a slight quantity of
typologically distinct motifs that rarely appear on coinage assigned to this region. Inscribed 'dot-inring' motifs are recorded on two worked bone and antler 'weaving combs' from second century
contexts at Gussage All Saints, Dorset (Wainwright, 1979.117, figs. 92.500, 92.5113). Similarly
decorated combs are recorded from early-mid first century AD contexts at Maiden Castle (Wheeler,
1943.301, figs. 102.10, 103.21). The site at Gussage-All-Saints also produced a fragmentary first
century BC/AD bronze chape with similarly rendered motifs (Wainwright, ibid. Ill, fig.86 3000). The
same motif can be observed punched into a scabbard chape (Spratling, 1972.507, no. 275, fig. 115)
from Polden Hill, Somerset. Three 'dot-in-ring' motifs appear on one side and two on the other of an
incomplete cast bronze sword-guard from the hillfort at Hod Hill, Stourpaine, Dorset (Spratling, 1972,
no. 292, fig. 121). Repousse 'pellet-in-ring' motifs are recorded on a fragmentary sheet of copper-alloy
from the hillfort at Ham Hill, Somerset (Gray, 1924.114, pi. XIIIE8; Spratling, 1972.590, no. 433,
fig. 192). Four 'dot-in-ring' motifs are also stamped into a (continental?) silver/gold La Tene III handle
from an unidentified site on Hengistbury Head, Dorset (Cunliffe, 1987 157, fig. III.l 13.96). Eighteen
'dot and circle' motifs decorate the handle of a long handled pan within the slightly later Portesham
burial, thought to denote a provincial product (Fitzpatrick, 1996.58, fig.4.12). If it is accepted that the
'pellet-in-ring' motif was an equivalent of the 'dot-in-ring' motif in relief, then it must be conceded
that such a motif remains rare on coinage assigned to this region. Five 'pellet-in-ring' motifs are
represented above the horse on the reverse of only one variant of a later uninscribed silver type
(BM2728-2731; VA1246).
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Similarly four concentric incised circles appear on a fragmentary sword-hilt (Spratling, 1972.513, no.
287, fig. 119) from Bulbury, Lytchett Minster, Dorset. Concentric rings with a central ring or dot
decorate terminals of a unique bronze 'toggle' from Gussage Valley (ST984116) tentatively dated to c.
first century BC to mid-first century AD (Corney, 1991.244, fig. 10.3.27). Concentric circles decorate a
late first century BC iron ring found in a pit on site B at Maiden Castle (Wheeler, 1943.266, fig. 86.18).
Incised concentric dot-in-ring motifs are also recorded on objects of Kimmeridge shale, e.g. a flake
from the same site c. 50 BC - AD 25 (Wheeler, 1943.317 fig. 109.10). These motifs are also
comparatively rare, appearing only on the reverse of uninscribed silver quarter staters (BM2748-79;
VA1249, 1260; M13, M14, M319). It should be noted that fragments of a first century BC mould (no.
1876) for casting the upper terminal of a 'Yorkshire type' linchpin decorated with a 'triskel' motif were
recovered from pit 209 at Gussage All Saints (Foster, 1980.18; Wainwright, 1979.140, fig. 101.3).
'Whorl' motifs are also recorded on three fragments of sheet bronze (Spratling, 1972.591, nos. 434-435
respectively, fig. 193) from the hillfort at Ham Hill, Dorset. Neither of these motifs are illustrated on
coinage assigned to this region. Correlation can only be identified in three examples, all but one of
which derives from outside the 'Southwestern' region.
9.3.1: The image of the horse.

Only one possible example of a horse derives from the 'Southwestern' region. A ?horse is described
on a bronze disk, possibly a brooch, from an unstratified context near the southwest gate at South
Cadbury Hillfort (Alcock, 1972.155, pi. XI).
The horse is otherwise discussed above (cf. 4.5.1).
9.3.2: The 'curved armed cross' motif.

No examples derive from the 'Southwestern' region.
The 'curved armed cross' motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 4.6.3).
9.3.3; The 'S'-shaped motif.

No examples derive from the 'Southwestern' region.
The 'S'-shaped motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 4.6.5).
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9.4: Summary of Analysis.

The early debasement of the gold stater type effectively removes it from the parameters of this
discussion. Thereafter the 'Southwestern' region is characterised by a successively debased silver-rich,
billon and, ultimately, bronze based stater type bearing an increasingly abstract design derived from
British A. If Sills' identification of the earliest dies is accepted then the subsequent adaptation of the
reverse from British A through the inclusion of an 'S'-shaped' (9.2. Ic) and 'curved armed cross'
(9.2.Ib) motifs would appear significant. The substitution of the 'S'-shaped and 'curved armed cross'
could suggest that these two typologically distinct motifs were in some way interchangeable. It will be
recalled that an 'S'-shaped motif (4.2.2b above) represented below the horse's head on the reverse of
British Id might be considered interchangeable with a 'curved armed cross' motif (4.2.la above) on the
reverse of some variants of British Hb (cf. Table 4.2 above). The appearance of these motifs on staters
assigned to the 'Southwestern' series is short lived and both are abandoned in successive issues of
silver and bronze.
9.5: Preliminary Conclusions.

It would be inappropriate to draw far-reaching conclusions on the basis of a single example.
Nevertheless it would seem reasonable to record that the 'Southwestern' region is, at least initially,
characterised by a localised adaptation, i.e. the 'oval' (9.2.la) and 'radiant pellet' (9.2.Id) variants of
the original prototype, British A, unique to this region. The inclusion of additional motifs i.e. 'curved
armed cross' (9.2.Ib) and 'S'-shaped (9.2.1c) motifs within this composition can be said to be
significant, especially when these can be correlated with comparable motifs on successive series
outside the 'Southwestern region'. These motifs are not a consistent factor within the design structure
of successive series of silver-rich, billon and struck bronze coinage which are essentially conservative,
reverting to a close adherence to the original British A design. This composition is subject to
particularly high degree of abstraction during the cast bronze series.
Despite the presence of other types of motif, e.g. the 'pellet-in-ring', 'concentric circle' and 'triskel'
motifs, the relative absence of any correlation between the numismatic and archaeological repertoires
would appear to be significant. Neither does the subject matter of staters, or coinage in general,
correspond to examples of figural art in the round. A first century AD cast bronze bovine vessel mount
or bucket escutcheon was recovered from Ham Hill, Somerset (Megaw, 1970.161, illus.274; Megaw et
al, 1992.61-64; Spratling (1972.582, no. 414, fig. 186). Another ?bucket mount in the form of an
animal head, possibly bovine, was recovered from Gussage Valley (ST984116) (Corney, 1991.244-5,
fig. 10.3.28) and assigned to the late Iron Age on the basis of its affinity with other such pieces (cf.
Hawkes, 1951) A bronze boar figurine (wearing a tore?) is recorded from Duncliffe Hill, Motcombe,
Dorset (Henig and Keene, 1985.147, pi. 11), where it is assigned a late Iron Age date on the basis of its
similarity to other such figures (Foster, 1977). A zoomorphic head described as a 'bronze animal-head
attachment' was recovered 'without context' from site 3 at Hengistbury Head, Dorset (Cunliffe,
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1987.152-3, fig.III.40). The piece (Cunliffe, ibid.) has convincingly been compared to a very similar
example (Barbieux, 1984.59-62, fig. 6) from a first century BC context at Hornaing (Nord), France,
and may well be a Gallic import. A female figurine wearing a robe is thought to derive from Maiden
Castle, Dorset, where it is regarded as an import from northern Italy (Henig, 1991.186, fn. 1, pi. 1).
Another bronze figurine depicting a man wearing a tunic was discovered nr. the Roman road at Roke
Farm, Bere Regis, Dorset, where it is interpreted as a late insular adaptation of other such figurines
(Henig, ibid. pi. 2). The iron figurine that accompanied the inhumation of a twenty-five year old female
from Poundbury (Grave 543), Dorchester, Dorset, is excluded from this discussion (pace Henig,
1991.186; Ross, 1987. fig. 70.6, Mf.2, C13-14) since the burial is now known to be c. mid-fourth
century AD (cf Farwell and Molleson, 1993.16-18, 99, fig. 14). This cumulative weight of this
evidence would suggest that the vast majority of coin designs were neither incorporated within or were
an expression of any pre-existing artistic tradition within the 'Southwestern' region.
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Fig. 9.1: Figural Representation of British B.

CM
O

The Reverse.

The examples illustrated below derive from staters identified by Alien (1960.105) as British B (Mack 32).

The Obverse.

The principle reverse design derives from a variant of Mack 32 (CCI68.0819; 89.0172;
89.0172). It is not clear to what extent the reconstruction illustrated below reflects the
original since the edge of the die was discernible.

89.0085;
91 0781)

89.0085:

Mack 32 variant
(CCI68.0801;
73.0623:

The principal design derives from a variant of Mack 32 (CCI89.0182; 89.0186; 91.0183). It
is not clear to what extent the reconstruction presented below represents the original since
the edge of the die could not be discerned.

Mack 32 variant
(CC191 0183)

Mack 32 variant
(CCI60****)

Mack 32 variant
(CCI68.0809:
68.0810:91 0253.
93.0685)

Chapter 10; The Western Series Periods II - III, phases 6 -9, c. 50 BC - AD 45.
10.1: Introduction.
The typological sequence adopted by Haselgrove (1987) for staters attributed to the 'Western' region
ultimately derived from the work of Alien (1961, following Brooke, 1933). Alien's (ibid.87)
arrangement of the gold staters was determined by two factors: an apparent progressive degradation in
the obverse design of silver coinage inscribed - / ANTED and - / EISV; and the relative degree of wear
on these and similar coinage inscribed - / CATTI in the 1860 Nunney, Somerset, and c. 1903
Sherbome, Dorset, hoards. The absence of any of the coinage inscribed - / COMUX and - / IN AM in
these hoards suggested that they were issued subsequently. Staters inscribed BODVOC / -,
contemporary with those inscribed - / CORIO, were placed at the end of the series because of the 'bold
Roman fount' and the representational qualities of the anthropomorphic head represented on the
reverse of Bodvoc's silver units (cf. BM3135-42). Nevertheless, Alien's (ibid.) sequence dictates that
the inscribed series experiences an overall increase in its relative weight and purity. As a consequence
Haselgrove (1993.45) has subsequently endorsed Van Arsdell's (1989.266; 1994.30-1, itself a
reaffirmation of Evans, 1864) revision of the typological sequence. Staters inscribed - / CORIO and
BODVOC / - are now placed at the head of the inscribed series on the basis of their relatively high
weight and purity (5.5 gms - 5.4 gms and 47.5%AV and 49% respectively). The staters of Corio and
Bodvoc remain closer to British Ra (5.6 gms., 46% AV) with a slightly greater gold content than the
subsequent inscribed series (5.3-5.4 gms, 41-42% AV) (Cowell, 1992.228, fig. 11). Circumstantial
evidence in support of this revised sequence suggests that the horse on the reverse of Bodvoc's silver
units may be derived from a contemporary gold quarter stater of Tasciovanus, c. 20 BC - AD 10; whilst
a bronze may have inspired the obverse (Van Arsdell, 1989.266). Nevertheless, objections have been
raised that the revised sequence fails to adequately account for the change towards a more Romanised
style and/or account for the similarities between these and a later East Anglian silver type (cf.
BM4577-80; VA780; M434a) attributed to Prasutagus (Hobbs, 1996.26). Certainly the discrepancy
between the weight of Bodvoc's silver units (l.Og.) and that of any supposed successors (1.2g) has yet
to be more satisfactorily resolved.
An exact sequence for staters attributed to the 'Western' region thus remains far from contention. This
study adopts the relative sequence advocated by Van Arsdell (1994, 1989). British Ra remains
assigned to Phase 6 as originally advocated by Haselgrove (1987.234-5), but staters inscribed
BODVOC / - and - / CORIO are reassigned to Phase 7, pace Haselgrove (ibid.), in light of the
metallurgical evidence cited by Van Arsdell (1994, 1989) and latterly approved by Haselgrove (1993).
Staters inscribed ANTED / - and EISV / - are retained in Phase 8. The (limited) hoard evidence from
Nunney and Sherbome suggests, however, that coinage inscribed ANTED, EISV and CATTI were
broadly contemporary (Alien, 1961.96) and associated with a coins of Claudius, AD 41. Since the
mean weights and gold content are very close for states inscribed ANTED, EISV, CATTI and COMVX
there seems little validity in distinguishing between phases 8/9. As a consequence the two phases have
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been merged to reflect the continued issue of staters throughout the period c. AD 10-45. The Western
series is composed of gold staters and silver units, with gold quarter staters accompanying British Ra
and staters inscribed - / CORIO. These are concentrated within Gloucestershire and northern Somerset
with outlying areas in Gwent, north and western Wiltshire, Oxfordshire and Worcestershire (Hobbs,
1996.25; Van Arsdell, 1994, map. 19).

iRodborough Bage|l£on
Kemble M

Map 10.1: Late Iron Age settlement, hoard, burial and find sites alluded to within the distributional area of coinage
assigned to the Western region (after Cunlifle. 1981, fig. 65; de Jersey, I997b, map.3).
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10.2;'Phase6'; c. SO-20 BC.
10.2.1; British Ra (BM2937; VAlOOS-1; M374).
5.6g.

(fig. 10.1)

Typologically the reverse of British Ra derives from British Qb with the addition of a recomposed
obverse die. The distribution of British R is concentrated in Gloucestershire and Wiltshire with finds in
outlying areas of Hereford and Worcester, and West Sussex (Van Arsdell, 1994.8, 69, map 1).
OBVERSE
10.2.1a: The 'branched emblem'.
Otherwise variously described as a 'fern like object' or 'the backbone of a sole'
(Evans, 1861.4), a 'degraded ear of com' (Mack, 1953.109), 'branched emblem'
(Alien, 1961.77; Mack, 1964.131), or 'tree like object' (Van Arsdell, 1989.269).
Stylistically dissimilar but otherwise 'branched emblems' on Gallic coinage.
A 'palm branch' seems to appear in front of an adapted ?biga on the reverse of staters
of the early Normandy sword-types (de Jersey, 1994.44-6, fig.14), late third century
BC. A similar motif, otherwise described as a palm (Duval, 1989.54, fig. 7A) is
represented in front of the naked female horse rider on the reverse of East Armorican
armed rider coinage, early second century BC. A similar emblem is represented
infront of a mare and her suckling foal on the reverse of an uninscribed gold stater
(BN6901) attributed to the Aulerci Cenomani (cf. Duval, 1987.35-37, fig. 4A), date
unknown.
A 'branched emblem', otherwise described as 'holly' (Muret and Chabouillet,
1889.151), is represented in the left-hand of a ?female charioteer on the reverse of a
gold stater type (BN6765-6769, de Jersey, 1994.68) from eastern Maine-et-Loire and
Poitou, middle third of second century BC. Duval (1987.46, fi.5B-Ba) has described
this motif as a branch from a 'sacred tree'. A 'branched emblem' leading to a
vexillum is held in the right hand of a charioteer on the reverse of a gold stater type
(BN6829, de Jersey, 1994.59-63, fig.23, Ha) attributed to the Aulerci Cenomani,
mid-second century BC.
A 'palm branch' is represented to the left of a ?female figure wearing a toga (and a
hat or helmet?) on the reverse of a bronze type (Alien , 1995.80, nos. 215-230, S204-
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S209) inscribed VOLCAE / AREC, attributed to the Volcae Arecomici, middle third
of first century BC. A 'branched emblem', otherwise referred to as a 'sceptre', is
represented above the horse on the reverse of a pre-conquest silver type (Alien,
1990.68, nos.508-509, S413) inscribed - / CAM, attributed to either the Bituriges
Cubi or the Lemovices.
Stylistically dissimilar but otherwise 'branched emblems' on Belgic coinage.
A 'branched motif, otherwise referred to as a 'schematised palm branch' (Duval,
1987.49, fig. 6b), is represented above two horse and a ?single rider holding a tore
and shield on the reverse of an uninscribed gold stater attributed to the Ambiani
(Scheers, 1977.27-37, 228-230, no. 4 cl. I).
The' branched' emblem on Belgic coinage.
A stylistically similar motif on a horizontal axis, otherwise described as a 'palm leaf
(Scheers, 1977.443), is depicted above a horse on the reverse of gold staters (Scheers,
1977.443-452, no. 32 ser.a, els. MI) attributed to the Leuci during first half of the
first century BC. A 'branched emblem' is represented above the horse on the reverse
bronze unit (Scheers, 1977.155-8,678-83, no. 164 cl. HI) inscribed SVTICCOS / -,
attributed to the Veliocases during third quarter of the first century BC.
A 'palm branch' is represented in front of a woman's face on the obverse of a silver
type inscribed - / ROVECA attributed to the region of the Meldi or Suessiones issued
prior to the Conquest.
Stylistically dissimilar but otherwise 'branched emblems' on British coinage.
A 'winged figure', described as Victory (Hobbs, 1996.97), holds a branch in her left
hand on the obverse of a gold stater (BM1127-1128, M301, VA431) inscribed -/
EPPI COM F. A 'branched emblem', otherwise described as a ?palm branch (Hobbs,
1996.107) or, with equal validity, an ear of corn, is held in the right hand of a ?female
figure on the reverse of a silver type (BM1450-84; VA506) inscribed VER1CA REX/
COM MIF.
A 'branched emblem' is represented below a horse on the reverse of'Eastern' gold
staters (BM2405-2415) inscribed -/ A00IIDO[MAROS] OR A90[IDOM]. A
'branched emblem' is represented below a horse on the reverse of gold staters
(BM2425-2441, M275-275A, VA1650, -5) inscribed either -/DVBNOVAIIAVNOS
or [DV]BNOVAIIAVN[OS] or [DV]BNOVELL[AVN] and a related quarter stater
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(BM2442, M276, VA1660). 'Branched emblems' appear above the horse on the
reverse of gold staters (BM1772-1833) and quarter staters BM1837-1855) inscribed
CAMV/ CVN or CVNO. A 'branched emblem" is represented above a boar on the
reverse of a bronze type (BM1904; VA1963; M223) inscribed - CVNO attributed to
Cunobelinus.
Another 'branched emblem', otherwise described as a 'branch with three leaves', is
represented above a horse on the reverse of two quarter stater types (BM2422-3,
M269, VA1638; BM2424, M269var. VA638var.) inscribed - / ADDEDOMAROS.
A 'branched emblem', otherwise described as either a 'plant or tree with 7 buds or
berries' (Mack, 1964.113) or a 'plant' (Van Arsdell, 1989.109), is represented on the
obverse of silver units (BM2522-3; M313; VA192), inscribed AMM INVS/ DVN,
attributed to Amminus.
The 'branched emblem' on British coinage.
An identical branched emblem is represented on the obverse of a unique gold-plated
stater struck with a British Mb (M62) reverse, possibly attributable to a 'subDobunnic' mint located in central/eastern Wiltshire (Sellwood, 1985).
Another motif reminiscent of the Dobunnic 'branched emblem' albeit inverted is
represented below the horse on the reverse of silver units of the early pattern/horse
type (BM3785-86). Two very similar motifs appear above and below the horse on
the reverse of a recently discovered silver unit (unpublished, CC197.0037), from
Ashwell, Herts, possibly attributable to the 'Eastern' region.
REVERSE
C

10.2.1b: The 'crescent' motif.
Other than those illustrated on the reverse of gold staters the crescent motif is rarely
depicted on any other type of coinage assigned to the 'Western' region. A crescent is
depicted above the horse on the reverse of three types of uninscribed silver unit
(BM2953-62, VA1042, M378; BM2968-75, VA1049, M379; BM2976-80, VA1074,
M380,381). Several crescents are represented in front of a very stylised human face
on the obverse and three above the horse on the reverse of later uninscribed Regular I
silver type (BM3003-4; VA1135; M383). A very similar composition can be seen on
the later uninscribed Regular J silver type (BM3005-11; M384; VA1137).
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10.2.1c: The 'cross' motif.

The cross is a ubiquitous motif on both gold and silver coinage attributed to the
'Western' region. A cross motif appears as part of a stylised human head on the
obverse of an uninscribed Regular E silver type (BM2976-80; M380-1; 381;
VA1074) attributed to the Dobunni. A cross appears in an identical place on the
obverse and above the horse on the reverse of another uninscribed Regular F silver
type (BM2981-3000; M382; VA1078) attributed to the Dobunni. A cross is
represented in front of the horse on the reverse of silver type (BM3144-5; M396;
VA1057) inscribed BODVOC/ -. A cross appears as part of a stylised human head
on the obverse of a silver type (BM3043-54, M389; VA1110) inscribed -/ El SV. A
similar motif is applied in an identical fashion on the obverse of another silver type
(BM3032-8; M387; VA1082) inscribed - / AN TED. A cross is represented below
the mouth of a stylised head and behind and below a horse on the reverse of an
uninscribed Regular I silver type (BM3003-4; M383; VA1135). A very similar
composition can be seen on the later uninscribed Regular J silver type (BM3005-11;
M384;VA1137).
The motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 5.4.1c).
10.2.1d: The 'wheel' motif.
A 'wheel' with a beaded-rim is represented above an unidentified horned animal
itself positioned above a horse on the reverse of an early uninscribed Regular A silver
type (BM2950; M376; VA1020). This type is distributed outside the Regular silver
series and is stylistically similar to the Danebury types (e.g. BM606-7) suggesting an
origin outside the region traditionally assigned to the Dobunni (Hobbs, 1996.25). A
possible 'wheel' is represented in front of a stylised human head on the obverse of an
Irregular silver type (BM3012; M377; VA1170), believed to have ultimately derived
from the Regular A type. Alien's (1961.85-6, fig. 25) Irregular series L-O are
distributed further east than the regular series of Dobunnic coins occurring in central
and eastern Wiltshire. These are generally accepted (e.g. Hobbs, 1996) as having
been a product of a 'sub-Dobunnic' mint (Robinson, 1977, although cf. Van Arsdell,
1994.8, map 5). A 'wheel' is represented in front of a similar head and below the
horse on the reverse of another Irregular silver type (BM3013-18) from the 1991-2
Chirton hoard, Wiltshire. A 'wheel' with a beaded rim is represented above the horse
on an alternative Irregular M silver type (BM3019-20; M384a; VA1171, 1175).

The motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 4.3.6b).
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10.3; 'Phase 7'; c. 20 BC - AD 10.
10.3.1: COR1O legend (BM3064-102: VA103S; M3931.

5.5 g.

(fig. 10.2)

Staters inscribed Corio would appear to have derived from British Ra. Alien (1961.89, fig. 20)
maintained that these tended to be distributed across the southern part of Dobunnic territory, from west
of Cirencester to the River Severn south of Gloucester. This is contradicted by Van Arsdell (1994.14,
maps 7-8) who has suggested that such staters, and the coinage of Corio in general, may be found
north of this area in the region more traditionally associated with Bodvoc (Alien, ibid.). Nevertheless it
is possible to interpret Van Arsdell's (ibid.) distribution maps as reinforcing Alien's (ibid.) original
proposition, the majority of Corio's staters being concentrated in the southern area.
OBVERSE
10.3.1a: The 'branched emblem*.

The motif is discussed above (cf. 10.2. la).
REVERSE
0

10.3.1bThe 'pellet-in-ring' motif.

The relative absence of pellet-in-ring motifs on gold coinage should be contrasted to
their relative abundance on silver types. A number of 'pellet-in-ring' motifs are
illustrated on the reverse of only one type of uninscribed gold quarter stater
(BM2942-6; VA1010-3; M68). Whereas 'pellet-in-ring' motifs are represented on
the both faces on uninscribed silver types of Regular type (BM2950, VA1020, M376;
BM2951, VA1020var.). 'Pellet-in-ring' motifs are also represented on the reverse of
a similalrly attributed but alternative silver unit (BM2963-7; VA1045; M378a). The
same motif is represented on both faces on a variety of silver types (BM2968-75,
VA1049, M379; BM2976-80, VA1074, M380, 381; BM298 1 -3000, VA1078, M382;
BM3002; BM3003-4, VA1 135, M383; BM3005-1 1, VA1 137, M384) similarly
assigned. Three 'pellet-in-ring' motifs are represented beneath the horses tail on the
reverse of an uninscribed silver unit (BM3012; VA1 170; M377) of Irregular type. A
'pellet-in-ring' motif is represented beneath the horse and its head on the reverse of
an alternative uninscribed silver unit (BM30 19-20; VA1171, 1175; M384A)ofthe
same type.
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'Pellet-in-ring' motifs are represented on the reverse of gold staters (cf. 10.3.2a
below) and silver units inscribed BODVOC / -. 'Pellet-in-ring' motifs are also
represented on both faces of silver units (BM3032-8; VA1082, 1085; M387)
inscribed - / ANTED and - / EISV (BM3043-55; VA1110; M389).
10.3.1c: The 'crescent' motif.

The motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 10.2. Ib).
10.3.Id: The 'cross' motif.

The motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 10.2. Ic).
10.3.1e: Unidentified motif.

This motif is otherwise unique.

10.3.1 f: Unidentified motif.

It is not clear to what extent this motif was intentional or the consequence of a badly
engraved/mistruck die. Similar motifs are known on gold staters (cf. 10.4.4c and
10.4.5e below).
10.3.1g: The 'star-shaped' motif.

This motif is otherwise unique on coinage assigned to the 'Western' region.
Similar motifs are recorded in the 'Eastern' (cf. 6.6.Ij), 'Southeastern' (cf. 7.3.4b)
and 'Southern' (cf. 8.5.1f/8.6.2b) districts.

10.3.1h: The'wheel'motif.

The motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 10.2. Id).
*

V.
I

10.3.J: Unidentified motif.

The motif is otherwise unique.
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10.3.2: BODVOC legend (BM313S-42: VA1052: M395).
5.4g.

(fig. 10.3)

Staters attributed to Bodvoc would appear to derive from either British Ra or the staters of Corio.
Alien (1961.89) believed these staters to be concentrated in the northern part of Dobunnic territory.
Van Arsdell has challenged (1994.14) this proposition although, as has been stated, it is possible to
interpret the distribution of Bodvoc's staters, and his coinage in general (Van Arsdell, ibid.70-71, map
9), as consistent with Alien's (ibid.) original viewpoint.
REVERSE
O\

10.3.2a: The 'pellet-in-ring' motif.
These motifs are otherwise discussed above (cf. 10.3.Id).
10.3.2b: The 'crescent' motif.
The motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 10.2.1b).
10.3.2c: The 'cross' motif.
The motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 10.2. Ic).
10.3.2d: The 'wheel' motif.
The motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 10.2. Id).
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10.4; 'Phases 8 and 9': c. AD 10-45.
10.4.1; ANTED legend (BM3023 - 7: VA1066.1069: M385 - 6>.
5.4 g.

(fig. 10.4)

The staters inscribed - / ANTED would appear to derive from the either of the preceding series.
Coinage attributed to Anted is concentrated in Gloucestershire and Somerset with outlying areas in
Gwent, Oxfordshire and Wiltshire (Van Arsdell, 1994.16-18, 71, maps 11 - 12).
OBVERSE
10.4.la: The 'branched emblem'.
The motif is discussed above (cf. 10.2. la).
REVERSE
10.4.1b: The 'crescent' motif.
The motif is discussed above (cf. 10.2.1b).
10.4.lc: The cross' motif.
The motif is discussed above (cf. 10.2.1c).
10.4.1d: The 'wheel' motif.
The motif is discussed above (cf. 10.2.Id).
10.4.1e: The 'rosette' motif.
If the identification of this motif is correct then it can be said that the 'rosette' motif
is rare on coinage assigned to the 'Western' region. Smaller, but distinct, 'rosettes'
are otherwise only represented in front of a profiled head on the reverse of two
uninscribed silver types (BM3003-4, VA1135, M383; BM3005-11, VA1137, M384).
10.4.2: EISV legend (BM3039-41; VA110S: M388).
5.4 g.

(fig. 10.5).
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Staters attributed to Eisu are close to those of Anted and Catti. Findspots are relatively scarce but the
series is believed to be distributed across Gloucestershire and Hereford and Worcestershire (Van
Arsdell, 1994.18-21, 71-2, maps 15-16).
OBVERSE
10.4.2a: The 'branched emblem'.

The motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 10.2. la).
REVERSE
10.4.2b: The 'cross' motif.

The motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 10.2.1c).
10.4.2c: The 'crescent' motif.

The motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 10.2.1b).
10.4.2d: The 'wheel' motif.

The motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 10.2. Id).
10.4.3: CATTI legend (BM3057-60; VA113Q; M391).

(fig. 10.6)

5.3 g.

Staters attributed to Catti are close to those of Anted and Eisu. Findspots are relatively scarce but the
coinage attributed to Catti is distributed across Somerset, Gloucestershire and Hereford and
Worcestershire (Van Arsdell, 1994.21, 72, maps 17-18).
OBVERSE
10.4.3a: The 'branched emblem'.

The motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 10.2. la).
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REVERSE
10.4.3b: The 'crescent' motif.

The motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 10.2.1b)
10.4.3c: The cross' motif.

The motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 10.2.1c).
10.4.3d: The 'wheel' motif.

The motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 10.2. Id).
10.4.4: COMVX legend (BM3061; VA1092-1; M392).

(fig. 10.7)

5.4g.

Recorded fmdspots for coinage attributed to Comux are rare and warrant little further comment (Van
Arsdell, 1994.18, 72, maps 13-14).
OBVERSE
10.4.4a: The 'branched emblem'.

The motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 10.2. la).
REVERSE
10.4.4b: The 'crescent' motif.

The motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 10.2.1b).
10.4.4c: Unidentified motif.

This motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 10.3.10
10.4.4d: The 'wheel' motif.

The motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 10.2. Id).
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10.4.5: INAM legend (BM30S6; VA1140-3; M390V

3.8g. ?

(fig. 10.8)

Recorded findspots for coinage attributed to Inam are rare and warrant little further comment (Van
Arsdell, 1994.21,72).
OBVERSE
10.4.Sa: The 'branched emblem'.

The motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 10.2. la).
REVERSE
10.4.5b: The 'crescent' motif.

The motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 10.2.1b).
10.4.5c; The 'cross' motif.

The motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 10.2.1c).
10.4.5d:The 'wheel' motif.

The motif is discussed above (cf. 10.2. Id).
10.4.5e: The '¥'- shaped motif.

This motif is otherwise discussed above (cf. 10.3.10
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10.5; Assessment of the correlation between the numismatic motifs and those represented on
other objects of material culture.
A survey of the published material from three settlement sites in the 'Western' region attributed to the
late pre-Roman Iron Age, namely the river valley sites at Bagendon (Clifford, 1961), Glos. and
Salmonsbury (Dunning, 1931, 1976), Glos., and the hillfort at Bredon Hill (Hencken, 1938), Worcs.,
has revealed little correlation between artefact types and coinage. These circumstances are not
improved by reference to the four late Iron Age cist-burials recorded at Birdlip (Bellows, 1881; Green,
1949; Staelens, 1982) or the pit-burials at Salmonsbury (Dunning, 1976) and West Lane, Kemble (King
etal, 1996).
This absence of ornamentation is worthy of note, as has been the case at Salmonsbury (cf. Dunning,
1976.110), where objects traditionally associated with motifs comparable to those on coinage have
been found undecorated, e.g. the presence of an antler tine 'cheek-piece' from a Period II phase i
context, c. 30 AD - c. AD 50-55, at the same site. (Dunning, ibid. Ill, fig.25.11). This is not to imply,
however, that decorative techniques were never applied to objects recovered from this or other sites. A
bone toggle and a weaving comb from a Period I context (Dunning, ibid. 110, fig. 24.8 + 24.9) are
decorated with incised line patterning; whilst incised line-and-dot motifs decorate a bronze finger ring
(Dunning, ibid. 112, fig. 26 4) from a Period II, phase ii context, c 30 AD - c. 50-55, at Salmonsbury
Punched-dots also decorate a strip of sheet bronze (Dunning, ibid. Ill, fig. 25.4) at Salmonsbury. A
similar technique was employed in the decoration of two pieces of sheet bronze and two bronze finger
rings from first half of the first century AD contexts at Bredon Hill (Hencken, 1938.68-71, fig.4 6-7, 15
+ 18). The fragmentary bronze bracelet from Bredon Hill (Hencken, ibid.69, and fig.4.11) with
repousse cordons and dot-rows mirrors those on the bronze side plates of the bucket recovered from the
fourth inhumation at Birdlip (Spratling, 1972.585, no. 422, fig. 190). Green (1949.189, pi. XXV)
compared these pieces to the elaborate strip-bronze casket-mounts from nearby Rodborough (British
Museum Guide, 1925.146, fig. 169). In all these examples the 'pellet-in-ring' motifs, so prolific on the
silver coinage, are, with only a few exceptions (cf. 10.5.2 below), almost entirely absent.
This absence of correlation is all the more significant when one considers the decorated stone cone of
Liassic limestone from the cemetery site at Barnwood, nr. Gloucester. Three incised triskels are
represented on its outer face whilst one is depicted on the base (Smith, 1934.59-61, figs. 1-4; Dunning,
1976 113-114; Fox, 1958.112, fig. 71a-d). A similar four-sided pyramid, manufactured in the same
material and of approximately the same height, was recorded from a settlement context at Salmonsbury
where it was interpreted as a loom-weight on account of the hole bored at the apex (Dunning,
1976.112-114; fig. 27). Decorated with four lines of vertical triangular marks, the concave base depicts
four triangles of incised marks arranged in a cross-like pattern. Dunning (ibid.) following Fox's (ibid.)
dating of the Barnwood stone, in conjunction with the accompanying ceramic evidence, assigned the
Salmonsbury piece to the mid-first century AD. There is a record of another triangular (apparently
unworked) stone of reddish ferruginous limestone from an early Roman inhumation burial at Hailes,
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Glos. placed on the skeleton's breast (Clifford, 1944.190). Fox (ibid.) remarked upon the significance
of the triskel motif on the Barnwood piece,
'an object so shaped and so small, moreover, can have no purpose other than in magic or ritual, and the
triskelar character of its patterning is therefore significant.'
The triskel motif is not unknown on 'Western' coinage but it only occurs once in the sample examined,
e.g. the in front of a profiled head represented on the obverse of an uninscribed silver unit (BM3003-4;
VA1135; M283) of 'Regular' type distributed nearby (cf. Van Arsdell, 1994.81).
10.5.1: The 'branched emblem'.

Van Arsdell (1992.112) has noted similar motifs on a cast bronze ring, described as 'wheel money',
from an unprovenanced site in Britain that, on the basis of this similarity between the two motifs, has
been assigned to the Iron Age.
10.5.2: The 'pellet-in-ring' motif.

These motifs only occur in a few examples, e.g. the first century BC bone hammer-head and a mid-first
century AD bronze finger ring from Bredon Hill (Hencken, ibid.69, 86, figs.4.8 + 12.1 respectively).
10.6: Summary of Analysis.

As the 'Western' series progresses from its British Q prototype there is a gradual transformation in the
number and type of subdesigns that make up a composition. This is most acute on the obverse where
the blank field is struck with a unique type of'branched emblem' emblem' (cf. 10.2. la/10.3.la/10.4.la/
10.4.2a/10.4.3a;10.4.4a/10.4.5a). This motif is retained in all but one of the following series, where the
'branched emblem' is substituted for the prominent inscription BODVOC. Reverse designs are
invariably not subject to such a dramatic alteration and remain essentially conservative. Alterations in
the design structure established by British Q include the initial addition of a number of cross (10.2.1c)
and crescent (10.2.1b) motifs above, infront of and beneath the horse on the reverse of British Ra. This
formulae is adhered to on the successive inscribed series with only minor alterations, e.g. the
dismemberment of the inherited motif above the horse to leave a crescent (cf. 10.3.1c/10.3.2b/10.4.1b/
10.4.2c/10.4.3b/10.4.4b/10.4.5b); and the addition of an inscription in the field directly above and, in
one case, i.e. the staters inscribed ANTED RIG, in front of the horse. Alterations in the number and
type of minor subdesigns, i.e. cross (10.3.ld/10.3.2c/10.4.1c/10.4.2b/10.4.3c/10.4.5c), crescent
(10.4.2c), 'star-shaped' (10.3.Ig), 'Y'-shaped (10.4.5e) and/or unidentified (10.3.1f/10.4.4c) motifs
occur in the fields above, below the head, in front of and beneath the horse on each successive reverse.
Alien (1961.80) identified the various minor alterations in the field around the horse as intentional
differences intended to distinguish between individual dies. An intensive study of these minor
variations conducted by Sellwood (1984.409-11) concluded that their purpose, if any, was to enable a
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similar distinction between issue and/or issuers. Van Arsdell's (1994.6; 1989.266) attempt to associate
the respective gold and silver series through similarities in their respective field ornaments remains
unconvincing. Where gold and silver series can be attributed to the same issuer through their
respective inscriptions they possess few comparable field ornaments.
10.6.1; Minor typological variation within a series.

There are no examples of minor typological variation within any of the series under discussion.
10.6.2: Typological substitution within a series.
There is very little evidence of typological substitution within series. Nevertheless the alternate
substitution of cross and crescent motifs beneath and in front of the horses head on the reverse of
British Ra is noteworthy. Similarly, the addition of an outer ring to the pellet motifs to make 'pellet-inring' motifs above the horse may be observed on the reverse of states inscribed - / CORJO .
10.6.3: Typological substitution between series.

Table: 10.1 (over) serves to illustrate the inherently conservative nature of staters assigned to the
'Western' region. The substitution of the unidentified motif with the cross and star-shaped motif
beneath the horses head on the reverse of staters inscribed - / COR1O and BODVOC / - may be
significant. A similar pattern of substitution is discernible on staters inscribed - ANTED/ -, - / INAM
and - / COMVX where a cross and crescent motif are interchangeable beneath the horse's head.
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Motif above horse

Motif in front of

Ra

Legend
Legend

CORIO

Motif beneath horses
head -",

Ra

Ra

Ra

Ra

CORIO/
BODVOC

CORIO

CORJO

Motif beloir i.
Ra

CORIO/
BODVOC

CORIO
BODVOC

BODVOC

ANTED

Legend

EISV
Legend

CATTl

Legend

COMVX

ANTED
EISV

ANTED/
INAM

9n Legend

EISV

ANTED
EISV/
CATTI/
COMVX/

CATTI/
COMVX

CATTI

INAM

COMVX

INAM

INAM

Table 10.1: Motifs on the reverse of staters attributed to the 'Western* region.
10.7: Preliminary Conclusions.

The 'Western' series is characterised by a close adherence to a conservative design structure subject to
localised adaptation in successive series. This may be summarised as the addition of a 'branched
emblem'(10.2.1a/10.3. la/10.4.1a/10.4.2a/10.4.3a;10.4.4a/10.4.5a) on the obverse; the addition of an
inscription and a crescent (10.3.1c/10.3.2b/10.4.1b/10.4.2c/10.4.3b/10.4.4b/10.4.5b)tothe field above
the horse; and the presence of a variety of relatively minor subdesigns , e.g. cross (10.2.lc/10.3. Id/
10.3.2c/10.4.1c/10.4.2b/10.4.3c/10.4.5c); crescent (10.2.1b/10.4.2c);'Y'shaped (10.4.5e);'star'shaped (10.3.Ig) or unidentified (10.3.1f/10.4.4c) motifs above and below the head, in front of and
beneath the horse on the reverse. The absence of any reliable form of correlation between the
iconography of coinage and other objects of material culture would suggest that the numismatic
repertoire was neither utilised upon, nor considered appropriate to, other media originating from within
the 'Western' region.
Rarely does the subject matter of staters, and of coinage in general, correspond to figural art in the
round recovered from the 'Western' region. There is a variety of bovine imagery from the 'Western'
region, e.g. the bovine heads decorating the early first century AD cast bronze handle from Birdlip
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inhumation burial (Megaw etal, 1992.64;, fig. 4; Staelens, 1982.19-31) and the iron bowl from Lydney
Park (Wheeler and Wheeler (1932.74-5, fig. 11.9), Gloucestershire; and the cast bronze head from
Chepstow (Megaw et al, 1992, fig. 1) find no resonance in the numismatic repertoire. There is only
very slight evidence to suggest that the preference for representational anthropomorphic imagery,
illustrated on relatively early silver units, manifested itself in other media. Opinion differs on the
provenance and date of the bronze figurine of a naked female wearing a headress or sorts from the cliff
face at Aust-on-Sevem (Ellis, 1900), Glos. Cunliffe's interpretation of the piece as a fourth - third
century BC Iberian import from Andalucia, Spain, (Cunliffe, 1997.151, illus. 121) must be compared
with that of Henig's (1995.38, 39; 1996 in Watts and Leach et al. 131) preference for an indigenous
copy of an Etruscan figurine. The only other example of anthropomorphic imagery identified derives
from the bronze head metal detector find from Broughton Gifford (Anon, 1988.184, reg. no. 19, fig.l;
Robinson, pers. com. 2.4.98), Wilts. The further absence of any correlation between the subject matter
of coinage and other media would suggest that the iconography of coinage was restricted, or only
considered appropriate to, that particular medium. Furthermore, the retention of the abstract forms
observable on staters and the transition from a representational to abstracted anthropomorphic profile
on the reverse of successive silver type, is compatible with the absence of such forms in the 'Western'
region as a whole. This would indicate that there was no transition towards a mimetic tradition of
representation within the 'Western' region during the late pre-Roman Iron Age.
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Fig. 10.1: Figural Representation of British Ra.
The examples illustrated below derive from staters identified by Alien (1960.117) as British Ra (M374).

The Reverse.

n

*•

CO

The Obverse.

The reverse desiun derives from a variant of Mack 374 (CCI66.0266). The example is
assumed to be relatively complete when the additional elements illustrated below are added
to the final reconstruction.

The lower Held is discernible on a variant of
Mack 374 (CCI69.0531)

The obverse design derives from a variant of Mack 374 (CC164.0096). The example
illustrated below is assumed to be entirely complete.

The left and upper fields are discernible on variants of
Mack 374 (CCI69.0530 and 64 0096 respectively).

Mack 374 variant
(CCI 69.0530

Fig. 10.2: Figtiral Representation of staters inscribed - / 'CORIO'.

The Reverse.

The examples illustrated below derive from staters attributed to Corio (Mack 393).

The Obverse.

The principal reverse design derives from a variant of Mack 395 (CCI69.0094; 76.0004;
82.0096; 82.0097) inscribed 'CORICT. The reconstruction illustrated below is entirely
complete.

5

The obverse design derives from a variant of Mack 393 (CCI96.3306). The reconstruction
is thought to be complete.
Suggested circumference of flan.

82.0111).

Mack 395 variant
(CCI660023;
66.0026;
69.0099:

Fig. 10.3: Figural Representation of staters inscribed 'BODVOC' /-

1C

The Reverse.

The examples illustrated below derive from staters attributed to Bodvoc (Mack 395).

The Obverse.

The reverse design derives from a variant of Mack 395 (69.0103). The design is entirely
complete.

(0

The obverse inscription derives from a variant of Mack 395 (CCI69.0103).
Suggested circumference of dan.

BODVOC

Fig. 10.4: Figural Representation of staters inscribed - / 'ANTED R1CON'.

The examples illustrated below derive from staters attributed to Anted.

The Reverse.

<o
*•
n
The Obverse.

The principal reverse design derives from a variant of Mack 386 (CCI70.0006) inscribed
'ANTE* R I C ?ON\ The design is assumed to be relatively complete when the additional
elements, illustrated below, are added to the final reconstruction.

Lower fieia ana me eage of the
die visible on a variant of
Mack 386 (CCI69.0058).

,

The edge of ihe die is visible on a variant of Mack 386
(CCI66.0016).

The principal obverse design derives from a variant of Mack 386 (CCI73.0030). The
reconstruction is thought to be complete.
Suggested circumference of flan.

• )

...^

'A' and upper field visible on a variant of Mack
396(CCI82.0053).

.

jTV&>;

*

Left field visible on a variant
of Mack 386 (CCI73 0030).

Mack 385
variant

Fig. 10.5: Figural Representation of staters inscribed - / 'EISV.

The examples illustrated below derive from staters attributed to Eisu (Mack 388).

The Obverse.
The principal obverse design derives from a variant of Mack 388 (CCI69.0070).
Suggested circumference ofllan.

The Reverse.

f-

n

The edge of the die is visible on a variant of
Mack 388 (CCI68 0004)

The principal reverse design derives from a variant Mack 388 (CCI69.0070; 73.0034). It is
assumed the design is relatively complete when the additional elements, illustrated below,
are added to the final reconstruction.
The upper field is visible on a variant of Mack
388 (CCT')

Fig. 10.6: Figural Representation of staters inscribed - / 'CATTT.

The examples illustrated below derive from staters attributed to Catti (Mack 391).

The Obverse.
The principal obverse design derives from a variant of Mack 391 (96.3306).
Suggested circumference oftlan.

The Reverse.

CO

*

00

The principal reverse design derives from a variant of Mack 391 (CC196.173 1) inscribed
'CATTI'. It is assumed that the design is relatively complete when the additional elements,
illustrated below, are added to the final reconstruction.

The edge ol'lhe die is visible on two variants of Mack 391 (CCI69.0084 and 69.0086
respectively).

Fig. 10.7: Figural Representation of staters inscribed - / 'COMVX'.

The Reverse.

The examples illustrated below derive from staters attributed to Comux (Mack 392).

The Obverse.

o

0>
*

The principal reverse design derives from a variant of Mack 392 (CCI69.0089).

The principal reverse design derives from a variant of Mack 392 (CC169.0089) inscribed
'COMVX'. It is not clear to what extent the example illustrated below represents the
original design since the edge of the die was not discernible. Only six examples are
currently recorded at the CCI.

Suggested circumference of Ran

Fig. 10.8: Figural Representation of staters inscribed - / 'INAM'.

The Reverse.

The examples illustrated below derive from staters attributed to Inam (Mack 390).

o
in

The Obverse.

CO

The principal obverse design derives from a variant of Mack 390 (CCI69.0083).

The principal reverse derives from a variant of Mack 390 (CCI69.0083) inscribed 'INAM'.
It is not clear to what extent the reconstruction illustrated below reflects the original since
the edge of the die was not discernible.

Suggested circumference of flan.

The right field is visible on a variant of Mack
390 (CCI91.0551).

Chapter 11; Discussion and Conclusion of Analyses.
11.1: Introduction.

Despite the diverse range of iconography reviewed in Chapters 4 - 10 the arrangement of the material
on a regional and chronological basis enables an assessment of the extent of iconographic continuity
and change to be attempted. This can be said to have manifested itself in two respects:
i)

Through design structure (11.2); and,

ii)

The subject matter presented (11.3).

Within these two categories the following trends can be observed:
•

A formalisation in the use of space (11.2.1),

•

Regionalisation of forms and motifs (11.3.1),

•

The presence and/or absence of any correlation between the forms and/or motifs on coinage and
those manifest in the wider archaeological repertoire (11.3.2),

•

The abstention, retention, adoption and/or adaptation of forms and/or motifs derived from other
regions (11.3.3),

•

Change in style and content (11.3.4).

Identification of these trends enables the nature of iconographic continuity and change to be addressed.
It follows that the significance of these trends should be interpreted and their implications discussed.
The sheer volume and diversity of material reviewed, however, dictates that reference to the trends
identified above cannot and, indeed, will not prove, relevant or wholly appropriate to all of the
evidence examined. As a consequence reference is only made to those examples that best exemplify
the trends observed. It should be stressed that this is not intended as a definitive account, merely one
practical to the constraints of time and space. In acknowledgement of this fact the conclusions reached
with regards each of the separate subtopics underpin a final, and more generalised, conclusion that
attempts to account for the motivating factors behind iconographic continuity and change in its entirety.
In contrast to the preceding chapters reference to the forms and motifs alluded to in Chapter 11 are
accompanied by Roman numerals in order to facilitate easy reading. The relative references are to be
found at the end of this chapter.
11.2: Design Structure.

11.2.1: Formalisation in the use of space.
Relative to the actual condition of the prototype adopted there is an increasing tendency to 'formalise'
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or 'rationalise' the use of space on the reverse die. In some examples this is also extended to include
obverse dies, e.g. British La, but rarely are obverse designs entirely recomposed, e.g. British Kb(t) or
British Ra. The 'rationalisation' of an inherited design structure often involves the retention,
transformation or substitution of elements derived from the original Gallo-Belgic and/or British
prototype(s). As a consequence this process is particularly observable in the early-uninscribed series
(Period II, phases 4 -6). Alteration to the design structure is significant since such modifications are
retained and/or utilised in later inscribed series (Period III, phases 7 -9), particularly where adherence
to a conservative design structure was relatively common, i.e. in those staters assigned to the 'tribal
periphery'. Alien (1980.131; 1976a.267-8) described this process in terms of a three phase
evolutionary cycle,
'An imitative coinage in principle goes through at least two and sometimes three stages. It starts with
plain copies, substitutes for the original. In time deviations occur fortuitously in the copying, and may
take on a regional flavour, but at this stage are not intended. In the second stage deliberate differences
are introduced, so that the imitative coinage acquires a personality of its own, still in the tradition of the
original, but selfconsciously distinct and identifiable. Often this stage introduces an element of
disintegration into the pattern. The third stage consists of the reintegration of the fragments of the
pattern into a newly conceived whole'.
Alien's (ibid.) attention focussed on the third and a fourth phase, the reassertion of'Classical'
influence. But it is to Alien's first and second stages that I would wish to draw attention, since it is
here that the introduction of deliberate difference is first introduced. This cannot be said to have been a
constant or a universal factor in all stater types, at all times and across all regions. Nevertheless, these
initial alterations are a recurrent, albeit not obligatory factor in later types. This process appears to
have been concentrated on the reverse, principally in the fields above and below, as well as in front of
and beneath the head of the predominant zoomorphic form, which, in all but one case, i.e. British J,
remains the image of a horse. These fields are utilised by particular types of motif (cf. tabs. 4.1 - 10.1),
some of which are a recurrent aspect of other stater designs. Whilst some themes may be accounted for
by an adherence to a conservative tradition, others, particularly those that have neither precedent nor
typological predecessor, can be considered significant.
Motifs assigned to the upper field remain the most variable but, paradoxically, also the most
conservative. Imitation and/or adaptation of what is widely referred to as the 'arm of the charioteer'
ultimately derived from Gallo-Belgic A is widely adhered to, i.e. British Qa/Ra or the 'inverted
crescent variants'' of British K. Other than in its acknowledgement of an inherited tradition the
relevance of this motif might be questioned by referral to its frequent and, in some cases, sudden,
substitution by alternative, and presumably more siginificant motifs, e.g. bucrania", 'rosette variant"",
'triple'"', 'volutev', 'whorl"' and 'winged"" motifs, often themselves closely adhered to in successive
series. In other cases substitution remains localised and unique, i.e. the 'rectangular™1 ', 'diamond"",
'hand"' and 'wheel variant"" motifs.
Motifs applied to the field directly in front of the horse might be supposed to have derived from, or
were an adapatation of, a motif otherwise referred to as an 'elliptical ornament' (Mack, 1964.19) or
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'coffee bean' (Van Arsdell, 1989.64,436) present on Gallo-Belgic A. Substitution of this motif on
British coinage is frequently more elaborate, i.e. 'radiant annulet""', 'radiant pellet"1"', 'rosettes"1"',
'rosette variants"', 'hubbed radiant*"', 'wheel variant'"" 'hubbed radiant'™" and 'hubbed whorl'
motifs. In some cases these motifs are highly original, i.e. the 'branched""', 'crescent""', 'rosettewithin-ring'""1, V-shaped""" and 'spiral""1"' motifs. The importance of these alterations cannot be
overlooked since, in some cases, they appear alongside an 'elliptical' or 'coffee bean' motif clearly
derived from Gallo-Belgic A or is successors, e.g. British A0*"v retains this motif alongside the
'radiant annulet'"™ motif.
Of particular significance, however, is the utilisation of the field beneath the horse's head. Motifs
commonly employed here include recurrent use of 'cross"""', 'curved armed cross"""", 'crescents"""1",
's'-shaped motifs""'", 'star-shaped', 'triple pellet""" or 'trefoil"""", 'triskel""""' and 'whorl"""'"' motifs.
Application of some of types of motif, e.g. the 's'-shaped motif, would appear to transcend any
chronological and/or spatial distinctions. An 's'-shaped motif is represented beneath the horse's head
on the reverse of staters identified as British B, c. 80 - 57 BC ('Southwestern'); British Id, 57 - 50 BC
('Northeastern'); and staters inscribed - / ANTED or ECEN, c. AD 10 -40 ('East Anglian').
Furthermore, the same or similar motifs are represented in an identical position on lower
denominational coinage, e.g. 'East Anglain' silver units inscribed - / CAN DVRO (BM3521-3; VA663;
M434) and - / ANTED (BM3791-9; VA710; M419; BM3800-55; VA71 Ivar. M420; BM3856-959;
BM3960-4009; VA711, 715).
The field beneath the horse is subject to the most conservatism dependant upon the prototype adopted.
Retention of the 'wheel'"""'* motif ultimately derived from Gallo-Belgic E/British Qa is widespread and
enduring. Nevertheless, there are a variety of interesting variations between regions that bear
comparison, i.e. the substitution of'concentric circle"""', 'curved armed cross"""", 'pellet-in-ring"""'",
'hubbed radiant"""", 'hubbed whorl"""'"', 'radiant annulet', 'radiant pellet"1 ', 'radiant pellet variant""',
'triskel'"'", 'rosette"""', and 'whorl' motifs.
Objections may be raised that undue significance has been drawn to those fields around the horse
which, due to the size of the media and the inevitably limited space available on the surface of the die,
would have had to have been utilised irrespective of any significance. Whilst this must be
acknowledged, it must also be recognised that the field behind the horse is rarely utilised in a
comparable fashion despite the presence of comparable motifs, otherwise referred to as the 'remnants
of the chariot wheel', 'elliptical' or 'coffee bean' motifs. Indeed, the field directly behind the horse is
frequently under utilised and only rarely"llv bears motifs of relevance. Nevertheless it must be conceded
that the fields above and below the horse do present obvious room for expression as the increasing
presence of legends on the later inscribed series testifies. Whilst this is accepted the deliberate
application of motifs within other very specific fields, e.g. the presence of the 's'-shaped motifs
beneath the horse's head on the reverse of relatively early and later stater types, e.g. British B and
those attributed to Antedios >xlv, is considered sufficient testimony of their enduring significance.
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11.3: Subject Matter.
11.3.1; Regionalisation of forms and motifs.

As Alien (1980.131; 1976a.267-8) acknowledged the process of'formalisation' frequently adopts a
regionalised character. Regionalisation can be said to manifest itself in four respects:
•

Through patterns of repetition,

•

Through application,

•

Through elaboration,

•

Through originality.

It must be stressed that none of these categories can clearly be demonstrated to be entirely independent
or mutually exclusive of one another.
Irrespective of whether a motif has a clearly identifiable precedent, the repetition and/or application of
a motif within the design structure of any given series could be indicative of a localised preference. As
a consequence regionalisation is most likely to occur sometime after the initial adoption/adaptation of
an original prototype. Thus, despite the appearance of the 'double volute' motif above the horse on the
reverse of ?broadly contemporary gold stater types identified as British LY1"1" and 'Freckenham 4"dv",
50 -20 BC, the repeated application of this motif on subsequent stater types inscribed - / ECE or ECEN,
c. AD 10 -40, and a silver 'boar/horse' type suggests that a particular significance was attached to this
motif within the 'East Anglian' region. Regional preference for a particular type of motif may also
manifest itself in the repeated application of a motif within a given context. The 'East Anglian' series
is further distinguished by the repeated application of'triple pellet' motifs on either side of the 'volute'
and embellished 'triple-pellet triangle' motifs (cf. fig. 5.6 M397 and 403b variants/fig.5.9) on the
reverse of staters identified as 'Freckenham 4' and those inscribed - / ECEN. Regionalisation may also
be expressed through the differential application of a motif within a specific context. The 'East
Anglian' region is also characterised by the application of'trefoil' or 'triple-pellet' decoration to the
horse's shoulder on the reverse of Freckenham 4X|V1" and staters inscribed - /ANTED!*1'* This should
be compared to the application of other forms, principally 'pellet-in-ring' 1 or 'concentric circle' 1' motifs,
observable in the 'Eastern', 'Southern' and 'Southeastern' regions. Demonstration of a familiarity
with, and yet alteration to, the conventions of another region can be interpreted as a wilful intention to
subvert orthodox practice in order to emphasise and draw attention to such a distinction, in this case
one with a regional bias. Similarly, the application of a 'branched' motif1" within the context of the
horse's mouth on the reverse of'Freckenham 3' is unique to this series, despite a precedent for the
same or a similar motif on the obverse of British Ra or on the broadly contemporary staters attributed
to Addedomaros and Dubnovellaunos. The 'East Anglian' region is also subject to distinctive patterns
of elaboration, i.e. the embellishment of the inherited obverse 'back-to-back crescent' design'1".
Elaboration also occurs to motifs known to have a regional preference, e.g. the addition of an outer ring
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to the 'pellet triangle' motif on the reverse of a 'Freckenham 4' variant. Further examples of original
motifs unique to the 'East Anglian' regions can be made by reference to the 'spiral'"" and 'radiant
pellet variant' 1" on the reverse of staters identified as 'Freckenham 1' and inscribed - / ANTEDI
respectively.
Similar examples may be cited within other regions. Despite its ultimate derivation from the staters of
Commios1"1 and appearance on the reverse of uninscribed staters identified as British LYl lvii, the 'triple'
motif1"" is a recurrent feature of coinage assigned to the 'Eastern' region, particularly coinage
attributed to Addedomaros, c. 20 BC - AD 10. Here the motif appears to have been adapted and
represented in its component forms. A single 'loop' is represented above a horse on the reverse of an
uninscribed gold quarter stater type (BM163 8-9) attributed to Addedomaros' contemporary,
Tasciovanus. Two single loops are also represented in opposed quarters on the obverse of a silver type
(BM1656-7) inscribed - / TASC1. 'Eastern' and, to a lesser extent, the 'Southeastern'"" regions are
characterised by the repeated application of the 'pellet-in-ring' motif within the design structure or
upon the horse's shoulder, a process which may be comparable to the utilization of the 'triple pellet'
motif within the 'East Anlgian' series discussed above. Distinctive patterns of elaboration can be cited
in most regions in even the most conservative series. This appears to take two forms: elaboration
through adaptation, e.g. the inverted crescent motifs on the reverse of staters attributed to the
'Northeastern' region; or elaboration through addition, e.g. the application of'cross' and 'crescent'
motifs to the field around the horse on the reverse of staters attributed to the 'Western' region. Other
examples of regionally specific motifs exist. From a relatively early date, i.e. British P, c. 57 - 50 BC,
'hatched' motifs are, with only one exception, unique to the 'Southeastern' region (cf. 7.2.2c).
Similarly, the application of the obverse 'branched emblem' 1", commencing with British Ra, remains a
characteristic of the 'Western' region.
11.3.2: The presence or absence of any correlation between numismatic forms and motifs and the
wider archaeological repertoire.
Correlation between the forms and motifs identified on coinage and those present on other objects of
material culture can be discussed under three broad headings:
•

Forms and motifs that may be correlated with those on other types of object recovered inside the
distributional area of coinage;

•

Forms and motifs that may be correlated with those on other types of object recovered outside the

•

distributional area of coinage;
Forms and motifs that have no correlation with other types of object either inside or outside the
distributional area of coinage.
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11.3.2a: Forms and motifs on staters that can be correlated with those forms and motifs on other
types of object recorded inside the distributional area of coinage.
Correlation between staters and other objects of material culture recovered from within the
distributional area of coinage lends further substance to the proposition that numismatic motifs
possessed a significance within the region they were engraved. This is particularly true of the 'East
Anglian' series where the prolific 'triple-pellet' 1" and 'rosette' 1™ motifs are recorded on broadly
contemporary metalwork. Such correspondence is not only noteworthy in that the motifs are
typologically the same but, significantly, their application within the design structure is identical to that
on coinage. The multiple application of the 'triple pellet'/ 'rosette' motifs on the bronze metalwork die
from Creakelxiii (Guerney, 1990.100, fig.4), Norfolk, recalls a similar pattern utilised on staters
identified as 'Freckenham 4' (M309var.) and lower denominational coinage attributed to Anted!.
Similarly the structure of the bronze plates from the Ringstead hoard (Clarke, 1951.219-22, pi. XVIII.4
+ 5) with the central boss flanked by two repousse" circles within which are three ?coral mounted studs
set on bronze pins arranged in a triangular fashion recalls the motifs above the horse on the reverse of
'Freckenham 4' (cf. fig. 5.6: M403b var.). The same can also be proposed for the 'back-to-back
crescent' motifs on the obverse of'Freckenham 3 and 4' and the example of two bronze 'back-to-back
crescents' in the round1"'*, recorded at Norwich Castle Museum (John Davies, 1995, personal
communication).
Similar examples may be referred to in the 'Eastern' region. Remarkably, correlation is recorded for
both forms, e.g. the 'bucranium'lxv; 'homed snake'lxv'and the 'ear of corn or barley' 1"™, and motifs, e.g.
the 'pellet-in-ring''1"""; 'rosette' 1"1"; 'wheel' 1""; and 'whorl'1""1. Again, whilst one may point to the
correlation between these forms and motifs and those in other media, it is also possible to observe
similarities in their application. The singular prominence of the 'rosette' 1""", 'wheel' 1""1", and
'whorP'"xlv motifs on coinage can be said to find resonance in the archaeological material.
Furthermore, the repeated application of 'pellet-in-ring' motifs on the reverse of staters of
Addedomaros and Dubnovellaunos, c. 20 BC - AD 10, mirrors those represented on the sheet bronze
work from the broadly contemporary tumulus burial at Lexden, Essex, c. 15 BC - AD 40lxxv. A similar
pattern of correlation and application can be discerned in the 'Southeastern' region. The image of the
bucranium'"""1 recalls similar forms on the fragmentary iron firedog from Bigberry hillfort (Jessup,
1932.87-115; Fox, 1958; Piggott, 1971.265), Kent. The multiple application of 'pellet-in-ring'lxxvii
motifs is reflected in their utilisation on the Alkham and Aylesford funerary vessels.
11.3.2b: Forms and motifs on staters that can be correlated with those forms and motifs on other
types of object that originate outside the distributional area of coinage.
Correlation with other types of object recovered outside the distributional area of coinage is far more
widespread than correlation within the distributional area of coinage. The presence of comparable
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forms and/or motifs on broadly contemporary objects of material culture recovered from outside a
region might suggest that such forms and/or motifs were, nevertheless, significant. Reference must be
made to the 'curved armed cross'1"1'™', 'triskeP lxxix and 'triskel variant'1"01 motifs from the
'Northeastern' (British Hb/ Id / Ka (I + M) / and later inscribed series) and 'Southwestern' (British B)
regions and comparable examples recorded in the round, e.g. the bronzes from Abergavenny,
Monmouth, and All Cannings-Stanton St. Bernard, Wiltshire; or represented upon other objects, e.g.
the Llyn Cerrig 'horn cap', Anglesey. This proposition is lent more substance when an association
between particular types of forms and motifs illustrated on coinage can be demonstrated to exist on
other contemporary types of object. It is difficult to ignore the association between the repousse" horses
and the 'whorl' motif on the upper bronze band of the staved bucket from Grave Y at Aylesford, Kent,
c. 50 -1 BC and a similar association on the reverse of the stater types collectively identified as British
M (cf. figs. 8.5 - 8.7), c. 50 - 20 BC, assigned to the 'Southern' region. Furthermore, a similar
comparison can be made between the 's'-shaped motifs beneath or in front of the horse's head depicted
on staters from the 'Northeastern' 1'""'', 'East Anglian''1"""' and 'Southwestern'1"'"'"' regions with similar
motifs represented on the first and third registers (as reconstructed) of the 'Marlborough vat', Wiltshire.
In both cases the same association can be demonstrated to exist on lower denominational silver coinage
from the same, i.e. 'East Anglian', or other regions, e.g. 'Western'.
11.3.2c: Forms and motifs that have no correlation with other types of forms and motifs on
artefacts originating either inside or outside the distributional area of coinage.

There remain a considerable volume of motifs that find no counterpart either inside or outside their
distributional area. One is drawn to the conclusion that a significant proportion of the numismatic
repertoire was neither utilised upon nor considered appropriate to other media. One must consider the
hitherto largely unacknowledged probability that such motifs may have served a purely and/or
additional monetary purpose. The change in the orientation of the 'wolf on the reverse of British Ja/Jb
would appear to relate to changes in the composition (Ja%AV39.8/6.1g. /Jb:28.3%/5.6g) of each
respective series (Haselgrove, 1987.260). Even minor typological alterations appear to have been
significant. An alteration in the direction in the 'leaves' on what remains of the 'wreath of Apollo' on
the obverse of British A1/A2 might relate to the weight/ compositional differential (Al:
AV%62.5/6.42g. /A2AV%47.1/6.16g) between the two series. Similarly the addition of'pellet-in-ring'
motifs to the apex of the chevron on the obverse design and the substitution of the usual 'whorl' for a
'wheel' motif on staters attributed to Addedomaros (M268 var.) might be related to the, on average, 12% less gold and 1% higher tin content within this variant (Cowell, 1992.225). There does not appear
to have been adherance to any hard and fast rules, however. The relative typological differences
between British Ha/Hb/Ic/Id/Id(n)/Ie are not thought by Cowell (1992.220) to relate to any differences
in the composition of any type, which remain broadly similar. As well as functioning as assay marks,
forms and motifs also appear to have been utilised as privy marks. Van Arsdell (1989.128) has
suggested that the "E'-shaped" motif1"""'" on gold staters, quarter staters and silver units attributed to
'Commios' link these separate issues together as a series; whilst Bean (1994.244) has similarly
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concluded that the 'E'-shaped motif might well have been an engraver's device. But a similar attempt
(Van Arsdell, 1994.6; 1989.266) to associate the respective gold and silver series attributed to the
'Western' region does not withstand close scrutiny. Alternatively, Bean (1994.363-4) has suggested
that the 'rosette' motif on the quarter staters (VA407-1, 408-1) and silver units (VA415-1) of Eppillus
indicate that these coins were struck at Calleva. In a similar fashion the 'star' motif1"""' on M109,
which mirrors that illustrated on staters (VA385 variant) of Tincomarus, indicates that they were struck
at Chichester. The distribution of these coins in conjunction with the absence of this motif in the
archaeological record would tend to support this conclusion. Such a proposition recalls Alien's
(1975.3, 6-7) interpretation of a number of other motifs, i.e. pellet, 'triple-pellet', 'cross' and 'star'
motifs, from the obverse dies of Cunobelinus' 'Linear' and 'Wild' series, although the validity of his
assertion remains to be clearly demonstrated.
There remain a number forms and motifs that are rare or otherwise exclusive to coinage. The
recurrent appearance of the horse and 'wheel' motif on coinage has been contrasted to the relative
absence of these forms in the contemporary archaeological record (cf. Appendix 1). Other forms
appear to have been more or less restricted to coinage, particularly images of the 'lupines and/or
canines'1"""", 'armed riders'1""""' and 'ears of corn or barley'1™"'". Indeed, there are many motifs
exclusive to coinage, i.e. 'branched motifs' 1""*1", cornucopiaexc, a hand*"', the 'winged figure'™1,
wreaths"01" and vine leavesxciv. Irrespective of any numismatic prototypes, real or purported, the extent
of continuity and change undergone by the variety of stater types so far reviewed would indicate that
the adoption, adaptation and/or retention of these forms and/or motifs was a significant factor. It would
not seem unreasonable to conclude that such designs were a reflection of, or relevant to, coinage's
function in late Iron Age Britain.
11.3.3: The abstention, retention, adoption and/or adaptation of forms or motifs derived from
other regions.

The proposition of a correspondence between the iconography of coinage and other objects of material
culture within or between regions is a significant hypothesis to pursue since it may be manifest in other
media. Thus, the forms and motifs represented on the reverse of staters attributed to the 'Eastern' and
'Southeastern' regions are remarkably similar. In many respects the application of iconography on
staters assigned to the 'Southeastern' region can be said to relate to the material culture of the 'Eastern'
region prior to its proposed assimilation into the political domain headed by Cunobelinus (Van Arsdell,
1989.97; Nash, 1987.134). Whilst this may be attributed to inter-regional copying or exchange it is a
noteworthy phenomenon since both these two regions are generally regarded as being similar in other
respects, compatible with the area identified by Hawkes and Dunning (1931, fig.7) as corresponding to
the 'Aylesford-Swarling culture'
In turn it would be prudent to acknowledge that the forms and motifs represented on staters attributed
to both the 'Eastern' and 'Southeastern' regions"" have many precedents in Gaul. Indeed, there is
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some evidence to suggest that their presence on coinage from these regions may coincide with the
emergence of comparable motifs on metalwork originating in Gaul. The 'whorl' that appears above a
horse on the reverse of staters attributed to Addedomaros""' (cf. 6.4. Ic below), Dubnovellaunos-inEssexxcvii, (cf. 6.5.6c below), c. 20 BC - AD 10, and Cunobelinus'""1 (cf. 6.6.1g below), c. AD 10 - 40,
should be considered in the context of those types collectively identified as British Mxcix, c. 50 -20 BC,
that, whilst attributed to the 'Southern' region, are distributed across regions that border the western
fringes of the 'Eastern' and 'Southeastern' regions. The appearance of this motif in Britain broadly
coincides with its representation on a number of other objects of Gaulish manufacture e.g. the repoussl
decoration on a bronze disk from a grave at Chatillon-sur-Indre (Indre), C.30-20BC (GP. 183-4, no.
233b). A similar motif may be observed in the bronze bowl from the Snailwell cremation burial,
Cambs., described as Gallic in origin and 'provincial Roman' in style (Lethbridge, 1954.33, pis. Via +
VHb). The burial was dated to c. 42 AD, but the bowl must have been imported sometime time prior to
this date. Such dates fit well with Megaw's (1970.119-120) evaluation of Evans' (1890.374) original
conclusion that the 'Aylesford vat', Kent C.50-1BC, ultimately derived from northeastern Gaul,
'On balance it seems most reasonable to link Aylesford with the still all-to-little understood native
elements in the art of Gaul at the beginning of the rule of Rome...'.
A stronger case can be made for the image of the 'horned serpent', illustrated beneath staters attributed
to Tasciovanusc, Dubnovellaunos-in-Kentcl, Vosenos"1 and the lower denominational coinage of
Cunobelinus, where the evidence suggests that this creature had its genesis during the early Roman
period in central and northeastern Gaul (cf. 12.3.3a below). This commentary would not seem so
pertinent were it not for the fact that the 'Eastern' and 'Southeastern' regions are widely regarded as
being in the possession of cultural links with northeastern Gaul, i.e. the adoption of distinctive ceramic
forms, the rite of cremation in small cemeteries and the presence of wine-drinking accoutrements
during the second half of the first century BC (Cunliffe, 1988.149-50). Evidence for the ongoing
utilisation of traditional socio-political links between the 'lower Thames Zone' and northeastern France
during the first half of the first century AD might be sought in the continental distribution of staters of
Cunobelinus which cluster in Belgic Gaul (Fitzpatrick, 1992.28).
The further spatially removed a series remains from Gaul the less directly the influence appears to have
been felt. Staters assigned to the 'Northeastern', 'East Anglian' and 'Southwestern' regions introduce a
variety of motifs that have very few, if any, parallels in Gaul. Indeed, the evidence would suggest that,
in general, other than an adherence to an inherited tradition, there was a conscious rejection of motifs
with a continental precedent in favour of those with a regional bias. This is particularly true of the
'wheel' motif, which remains rare in the 'Northeastern'"" and 'East Anglian 'm regions where it
appears to have been replaced by alternative subdesigns. Indeed, within these and the 'Western' region
the adoption of regionally specific motifs finds little or no precedent outside their original areas. These
regions, whilst culturally diverse within themselves, can be distinguished from one another through the
form and style of pottery, settlement patterns and archaeologically traceable burial rites (or the lack of
them). Despite differential expression it is the commonality within and between the artefactual remains
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coincident with the distribution and/or subject matter of coinage that distinguishes one region from
another. In this respect numismatic iconography, like the distribution of coinage in general, can be
interpreted as a differential expression of ethinic or cultural identity intimately associated with the
issuers of that medium itself.
11.3.4: Style and content.

There is increasing predominance in the number and type of representational forms illustrated on
staters assigned to 'Eastern', 'Southeastern' and 'Southern' series. The horse represented on the
reverse of British La is often cited (Van Arsdell, 1989.40) as initiating the transition towards a more
representational tradition, c. 50 BC. This preference for a variety of representational forms reaches its
fullest expression during the early-inscribed staters, c. 20 BC - AD 10, with the appearance of
bucraniacv, horned-serpents"', cornucopiaecm and 'branched motifs'™'" north of the Thames. Such a
process can be said to culminate in the adoption and adaptation of the 'armed rider' prototype from
staters attributed to Tincomarus01" and the adoption of anthropomorphic form in general,
anthropomorphism being comparatively rare on gold staters prior to this, e.g. the hand (cf. 7.2.3a)
represented on the reverse of LZ3, c. 50 -20 BC.
In some areas, particularly within the 'Eastern', 'Southern' and, to a lesser extent, the 'Southeastern'
regions", the preliminary conclusions reached in the preceding chapters suggest that this transition can
be interpreted in terms of a wider trend otherwise manifested in the archaeological record. This should
be contrasted with the preservation and/or preference for non-representational zoomorphic forms
illustrated on staters assigned to the 'Northeastern', 'East Anglian', 'Southwestern' and 'Western'
regions. Whilst the relative absence of such forms on staters may coincide with a similar or relative
absence in the contemporary archaeological record from the same geographical region, e.g. the
'Northeastern' area, it cannot be said to be true of all regions. The preference for the preservation of
non-representational zoomorphic forms on staters attributed to the 'East Anglian', 'Southwestern' and
'Western' regions does not correspond to either the relative number or variety of representational forms
recovered from within these geographical areas. As a consequence staters are not, on their own, a
reliable indicator of the wider artistic trends current within those regions during the late pre-Roman
Iron Age.
A second, but related point, may also be established. Since coinage provides the only reliable
chronology for this process it cannot be said to support the proposition that there was any unilinear
movement culminating in a mimetic tradition akin to that of the Classical world. The wide variety of
contemporary styles employed in the representation of the subject matter on coinage would, to the
contrary, suggest that this movement was far from unilinear. Indeed, as Alien (1975.3) acknowledged
in his discussion of the staters of Cunobelinus, the relative sequence of these types is interesting
precisely because it does not follow a traditional pattern of stylistic evolution, but is better
characterised as a series of individual styles. Further examples can be drawn from the portrayal of the
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armed rider series, particulary from the 'Southern' series, where a variety of different styles may also
be observable. The same may be said of silver types where, for example, the representational heads
illustrated on the obverse of the relatively early Bury 'head/horse' type, c. 50 - 40 BC, become
increasingly abstract on successive silver issues of'Early face-horse'/ 'face/horse' types. A similar
reference can be made to the transition undergone by 'Western' silver types from Bodvoc onwards (cf.
Van Arsdell, 1994.5). This would suggest that the goal of mimesis was not widely sought despite a
technical ability to do so.

This raises the important question of the validity in dating figural art in the
round or relief on the basis of style alone. Indeed, the evidence derived from staters would suggest that
the most significant factor was the form itself, rather than the style in which it was executed. Related to
this issue is the often confused question of whether the adoption of representational art can be equated
with either a 'pro-Roman' or 'Romanised' attitude. Whilst the influence the Classical world cannot be
denied it does not follow that the adoption and/or adaptation of one aspect of a foreign culture need
imply a preference greater than that which already existed for the indigenous culture. Rather, this
reflects often unacknowledged assumptions of what art-historians believe to be the ulitmate expression
of what 'good-art' (cf. Leeds, 1933.87; Fox, 1958.139; Mack, 1953.14; Henig, 1995.23; 1985.3-4). On
the evidence to date, the import of some aspects of Classical culture is just as likely to have
supplemented, but not supplanted, indigenous preferences. It should not be overlooked that bronze
mirrors continue to be decorated in insular La Tene style (Stage V) throughout the first century AD (cf.
Fox, 1958.84 - 98, particularly pp. 91-3).

11.4: Conclusion.

The preceding evaluation of the iconography of British gold staters finds itself broadly in support of
Alien's original proposition of a four phase cycle. It is, however, possible to refine Alien's original
remarks with regard to British staters and identify some of the specific processes at work within each of
his successive phases A distinction can be made between staters assigned to Phases 4 and 5, c. 80 -50
BC Irrespective of the actual typological prototype adopted the iconographic content of staters
assigned to Phases 4/5 remains inherently conservative across stater producing regions Variation in
terms of style and composition remain slight. Where change is recorded it is relatively superficial, on a
theme and regionally distinctive. Whilst this conservatism remains a prevalent aspect of staters
assigned to Phases 6 and 7, c. 50 - AD 10, a greater variety of innovative types, subtypes and styles is
clearly discernible. This is particularly acute within and between regions and can be said to have been
prevalent in the inscribed series assigned to 'Eastern' and 'Southeastern' England, c 20 BC - AD 10.
Nevertheless there is a reversion to a conservative tradition, albeit with a Classical influence, within
these and the 'Southern' region during Phases 8 and 9, c. AD 10 - 45. This is consistent with the
preservation of the pre-existing tradition in the outlying 'Northeastern', 'East Anglian', 'Southwestern'
and 'Western' regions. An attempt must be made to account for the extent of iconographic continuity
and change undergone during this period.
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Preceding studies of numismatic art have tended to distinguish between the design and the medium
upon which it was represented. This remains an essentially artificial distinction which ignores the fact
that numismatic art is inherently associated with the function coinage performed within a particular
society. In opposition to the strongly functionalist view of formalist economics, Iron Age coinage is
more readily understood in light of substantivist approaches (Polyani, 1960; Dalton, 1969) which
regard so-called 'primitive' economies as embedded within the social and political fabric of a society.
In this respect it is generally accepted that Iron Age coinage should be regarded as any other form of
wealth, albeit one better for making large numbers of small payments (Alien, 1976c; Haselgrove,
1987.18-23). The role of wealth and coinage within Iron Age societies as testified in the Classical
sources is compatible with definitions of 'primitive valuables', the uses of which may be summarised
below,
•

To facilitate patron/client relationships,

•

Diplomatic exchange,

•

Votive offerings,

•

Special payments: dowries, ransoms, bribes, etc.,

•

As a means of storing wealth.

From the evidence of several hoards from this country, most notably hoards B, C, E + F from Ken Hill,
Snettisham (Clarke, 1954; Stead, 1991) and, possibly, the dispersed beach hoard at Weyboume
(Haselgrove, 1987.327-8), Norfolk; New Cairnmuir (Feachem, 1958), Kirkud, Peebleshire, Scotland;
and abroad, e.g. Le Catillon, Grouville, Jersey (Haselgrove, 1987.317-21); Tayac, Gironde, France
(Kellner 1970); Niederzier (Gobel etal, 1979; Joachim, 1991; 1979); Frasnes-lez-Buissenal, Belgium
(Joly, 1865.353-64 in Clarke, 1954.42-44, pl.V; Dechelette, 1914.1337-9); it is assumed that early
coinage, if not actually interchangeable with other forms of wealth, was actively employed in the
transfer of bullion (Northover, 1992.272-275, fig. 13; Stead, 1991.462). Differences between the
composition of the respective hoards at Snettisham; the continued debasement in the alloy of tores to a
level well below that considered appropriate to coinage (Northover, 1992.269, 272-6, figs. 13, 15,16);
and the application of surface treatments to enhance the appearance of baser alloys, can all be
interpreted as indicative of a change in the relative function and status of particular types of object in
southeastern Britain during the first half of the first century BC (Fitzpatrick, 1992.396). The relative
absence in objects of gold-alloy in subsequent hoards other than staters (Northover, 1992.269; Sealey,
1979.167-8), with the exception of the (unpublished), Essenden hoard, Hertfordshire,
lends further substance to Haselgrove's (1994.22) assertion that the relative superiority of coinage in
fulfilling the roles outlined above enabled it to successfully supplant other more traditional forms of
wealth.
Acknowledgement of the role(s) performed by coinage within a society enables one to address the
essentially artificial distinction often generated between coinage, in this case gold staters, and coin
design, highlighting the necessity for a consideration of the 'monetary' and/or 'political' roles
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performed by design. Burnett (1991.29) has argued that numismatic iconography performs
complementary 'monetary' and 'political' roles. Application of the 'monetary role' enables a coin to
function effectively by referring directly or by allusion to the issuing authority. Application of the
'political role' ensures that the power and status of the issuing authority is acknowledged in every
transaction involving the coin. Practice of the 'monetary role' results in coinage with fewer variations.
Emphasis upon the 'political role' results in a diverse array of coin types. Ultimately it is the
requirements of the issuing authority that dictates the priority attached to either category.
Coinage assigned to Phases 4 and 5 closely imitate either continental (Gallo-Belgic C and/or GalloBelgic F) or indigenous prototypes (British AO and/or British Al). Utilising the principles outlined by
Bumett (ibid.) it is feasible to propose that the initial production of coinage necessitated the
employment of iconography in a 'monetary role'. First generation copies would resemble their
typological predecessor(s) to ensure familiarity and acceptability. This need not be considered
dissimilar from the earliest Roman Republican series produced during the third century BC which were
closely modelled on Greek prototypes. The adoption and subsequent adaptation of Greek and
Carthaginian prototypes by the Romans finds an exact parallel in the activities of the Britons. By
participating in the manufacture of coinage the Romans simultaneously demonstrated their aspirations
to be an active participant in Hellenistic civilisation (Alfoldi, 1956,65-67, 70). It might equally be said
that the imitation of Gallo-Belgic and/or indigenous British designs demonstrates that the individuals
responsible for the production of coinage felt themselves to be participating in the wider culture of
northern France and/or southern Britain. The fact that these early designs were copied and/or adapted
from neighbouring cultures does not indicate that the iconographic content was meaningless per se.
Rather, the prototype had been adopted precisely because it had been rendered meaningful. This
conclusion recalls the remarks of Collis (1971.75) who proposed that, at this relatively early stage, the
manufacture of coinage was associated with prestige derived through the possession and not through
the production of coinage, i.e. that status derived from an issuer's use of coinage rather than the use of
their coinage by others. Such an interpretation is consistent with the localised but not dramatic
alteration to the design of early uninscribed staters tightly distributed over a limited geographical area.
The practice of imitating prototypes did not cease during Phases 6 and 7, c. 50 BC - AD 10, as the
production of first generation coinage continued (e.g. British Ma2, Mb). But this practice occurred in
conjunction with an prolific increase in the number and variety of types, subtypes and styles within the
'Eastern', 'Southeastern' and, to a much lesser extent, the 'East Anglian' and 'Southern' regions. This,
I would conclude, would suggest that the potential 'political role' of coinage was actively being
realised in these areas during this period. Collis (ibid.) has argued that the absence of any inscription in
these early designs suggests that they were not an important factor in what he referred to as
'propaganda'. But Collis' (ibid.) assertion of the primacy of the written word can be considered
anachronistic when the great majority of the populace were illiterate. The use of original or innovative
compositions, the employment of specific forms and motifs and the utilisation of a new
representational style, both recorded as manifesting themselves in or on other objects of material
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culture derived from these and other regions, is suggestive of some greater significance. The
association of inscriptions with, and their later substitution of these forms and motifs, lends substance
to the belief that they were at one time significant. It is possible to suggest that the emphasis had, in
some areas, shifted away from prestige gained through possession and moved towards prestige derived
from production (Collis, ibid.).
Innovation is much rarer and frequently more formalised in the later stater types attributed to
Cunobelinus and Verica during Phases 8 and 9, c. AD 10-45. The reversion to a conservative design
across the 'Eastern', 'Southeastern' and 'Southern' districts is consistent with the retention of a
conventional design across the 'Northeastern', 'East Anglian' and 'Western' regions. It follows that
the importance of the 'monetary role' of staters was reasserted in the southeast under the reigns of
Cunobelinus and Verica in the decades preceding the Roman conquest.
| 'Inverted crescent' motifs: 4.2.2a/4.3.1a/4.3.5a/4.3.7b
" Bucranium: 6.5.la
111 'Rosette variant' motif: 6.5.Ib
iv Triple' motif: 8.4.2b
v 'Volute' motif: 5.4.4b
vil Whorl'motif: 8.4.la
""'Winged'motif: 6.3.la
viii 'Rectangle' motif: 4.3.3a
" 'Diamond' motif: 4.3.4b
" Hand motif: 7.2.3a
xi 'Wheel variant' motif: 6.4.3a
xil 'Radiant annulet' motif: 5.2.Ic
xiii 'Radiant pellet' motifs: 4.2.1c/4.2.2d
xiv 'Rosette'motif: 4.3.Ic
xv 'Rosette variant' motif: 8.4.Ic
xvi 'Hubbed variant' motifs: 6.3.lc/6.4.1j/6.4.11/8.4.Ib
xvii 'Wheel variant' motif: 4.4.4a
xviii 'Hubbed radiant' motifs: 6.3.lc/6.4.11/8.4.Ib
xix 'Branched' motif:5.4.3c
xx 'Crescent' motif: 10.2.1b
XX1 'Rosette-within-ring' motif: 6.5.Id
xxii "S'-shaped' motif: 4.4. Ic
xxiii 'Spiral' motif: 5.4.2c
xxiv cf. 5.2.1
xxv 'Radiant annulet' motif: 5.2.la
xxvi 'Cross'motif: 10.2.1c
xxvii 'Curved armed cross': 4.2.1a/9.2.1b
xxviii 'Crescent' motifs: 8.4.1f/8.4.1j/10.2.1b
xxix "S'-shaped' motif: 4.2.2c/9.2.1c
xxx 'Triple pellet'motif: 5.4.Ib
xxxi 'Trefoil' motif: 8.4.2e
"aii Triskel' motif: 4.2.2b
xxxiiil Whorl'motif: 4.2.Ib
"°Av 'Wheel' motifs: 4.3.6b/5.4.1d/5.4.2d/5.4.3a/6.4.1d/6.4.2c/7.2.3b/8.4.1d/10.2.1d
xxxv 'Concentric circle' motif: 6.4.In
xxxvi .Curved armed cross' motifs: 4.3.3b/4.3.4c/
xxxvii 'peiiet.jn.nng' motif: 5.4.2e/6.3.1e/6.4.1f
xxxviii < Hubbed radiant' motif: 6.3.Ic
xxxix 'Hubbed whorl' motif: 6.4.1k
xl 'Radiant pellet' motifs: 4.3.1b/4.3.5b/4.3.7c
xli Radiant pellet variant': 5.4.4f
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""' Triskel' motif: 4.3.4d
xliii 'Rosette' motifs: 5.4.3b/5.4.4c/6.3.1d
xliv cf. 'Northeastern' staters inscribed VHP CORF (4.4.3)
xlv cf.5.5.1d/5.5.3c
*M 'Double volute motif: 7.3.la
xlvii 'Double volute' motif: 5.4.4b
"•"" Trefoil shoulder decoration': 5.4.4H
xlix 'Triple pellet shoulder decoration': 5.5.le
I 'Pellet-in-ring motif shoulder decoration': 6.4.2e/6.4.3b/7.2.1b/7.3.3e
II 'Concentric circle motif shoulder decoration: 7.2.3c
Ki 'Branched' motif: 5.4.3c
Uii 'Back-to-back crescents': 5.4.4a
liv 'Spiral' motif: 5.4.2c
lv 'Radiant pellet variant' motif: 5.5. Ib
lvi 'Triple' motif: 8.4.2b
lvii 'Triple'motif: 7.3.Ib
lviii 'Triple' motif: 6.5.4b
lix 'Pellet-in-ring' motifs: 7.2.1a/7.3.2c/7.3.3b/7.3.4c
'"'Branched emblem': 10.2.1a
lxi 'Triple pellet' motifs: 5.4.1b/5.4.2b/5.4.4d/5.5.1c/5.5.2c
lxii 'Rosette' motifs: 5.2.1b/5.4.3b/5.4.4c
lxiii cf. 5.6.4/5.6.5
lxiv cf. 5.6.8
lxv cf. 6.5.la; 6.5.2a with 6.7.6
lxvi cf. 6.5. le with 6.7.7
lxvii cf. 6.6.Id with 6.7.9
lxviii cf. 6.2.3b; 6.3.le; 6.4.1f; 6.4.1m; 6.4.2c; 6.5.Ij; 6.5.2c; 6.5.4a; 6.5.4e; 6.5.41; 6.5.5b; 6.6.1k; 6.6.1m
with 6.7.3
lxix cf. 6.3.Id; 6.4.la?; 6.4.lo; 6.5.Ib; 6.5.Id; 6.5.11; 6.5.1k; 6.5.2b with 6.7.2
lxx cf.6.4.1d; 6.4.2c; 6.4.3a; 6.5.1h; 6.5.Ih; 6.5.3b; 6.5.4f; 6.5.4d; 6.5.6b with 6.7.4
lxxi cf. 6.4.1c; 6.4.1k; 6.5.4c; 6.5.5c; 6.6.1g with 6.75
lxxii cf. with 6.7.2
lxxiii cf. with 6.7.4
lxxiv cf. with 6.7.5
lxxv cf. with 6.7.3
lxxvi bucranium:7.3.2a/7.3.3a
lxxvii cf. fn. 49
lxxviii 'Curved armed cross' motifs: 4.2.1 a/4.3.3b/4.3.4c/9.2.1b
lxxix Triskel' motifs: 4.2.2b/4.3.4d
lxxx Triskel variant' motifs: 4.5.1a/4.5.2b/4.5.3b
Ixxxi "S'-shaped motifs: 4.2.2c/4.4.1c/4.5.1b
ixxxii « S '_shaped ' motifs: 5.5.id/5.5.3c
lxxxiii "S'-shaped'motif: 9.2.le
ixxxiv " E '_snape£i' motif: 8.4.2d
lxxxv 'Star-shaped'motif: 8.5.If
ixxxvi 'LUpjne or can ine' imagery: 5.2.2a
l)(xxvii 'Armed rider' imagery: 6.5.1g/6.5.3a/7.3.4d/7.3.4h/8.5.1g/8.6.2f/8.6.2h/8.7.1b
lxxxvi" 'Ear of com or barley': 6.6.1d/8.7.1a
lxxxix 'Branched' motifs: 5.4.3c/6.5.4h/6.5.5a/6.6.1b/6.6.1e/6.6.1i/6.6.11/6.6.In
xc Comucopiae: 6.5.4g
xci Hand: 7.2.3a
xcii 'Winged figure': 7.3.4f
xciii Wreaths: 7.3.4a/7.3.4g
xciv Vine leaf: 8.6.2g
xcv i.e. wheel, hand, shoulder decoration, whorl, homed serpent, bovine, armed rider.
xcvi 'Whorl' motif: 6.5.4c
xcvii 'Whorl' motif: 6.5.5c
xcvi"'Whorl'motif: 6.6. Ig
xcix 'Whorl' motifs: 8.4.1 a/8.4. le/8.4.1i
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c 'Horned snake': 6.5.1e
" 'Homed snake': 7.3.2b/7.3.2f?
cii 'homed snake': 7.3.3c
Clli Only two examples: 4.3.4a/4.3.6b
civ Only three examples: 5.4.1d/5.4.2d/5.4.3a
cv Bucrania: 6.5.1a/6.5.2a?/7.3.2a/7.3.3a
cvi Horned-serpents: 6.5.1e/7.3.2b/7.3.2f?/7.3.3c
cv" Comucopiae: 6.5.4g
cviii 'Branched' motifs: /6.5.4h/6.5.5a/6.6.1b/6.6.1e/6.6.1i/6.6.11/6.6.1n
cix Armed rider: 8.5.Ig
ex

cf. 7.6.
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Chapter 12: An iconological interpretation.
12.1: Introduction.
Chapter 12 concerns itself with an interpretation of the second phase of the 'Formal Analysis' (2.2.1)
and the 'Contextual Analysis' (2.2.2) outlined in Chapter 2, namely an identification of the
grammatical rules that underpin the use forms and motifs within a design structure, their 'Context of
Use' and, primarily, their 'Content of Meaning' (Hodder, 1986.43-4; 124-43). This will be achieved
through the allocation of forms and motifs present within a design structure to one of four categories,
'Zoomorphic', 'Anthropomorphic', 'Vegetal' and 'Emblematic' dependent upon the type of image.
Existing interpretations of the significance of these forms and motifs are evaluated and, where
necessary, supplemented or supplanted by alternative accounts derived from their 'context of use'
The inferred 'content of meaning' is assessed and considered with regards the form or motifs
application on coinage with the intention of developing a 'theory of practice' (Hodder, 1986.48-9;
1981). In particular, this chapter will focus upon a provisional identification and interpretation of some
of the possible structure(s) of signification utilised in the maintenance and legitimisation of dominant
social groups as articulated through the medium numismatic iconography.
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12.2; Zoomorphic forms.
12.2.1 Introduction.

'Zoomorphic' hereby refers to those images represented in the form of animals, real or mythological
(cf Appendix 1). By far the most common type of animal represented on the reverse of British staters
is the horse, ultimately derived from the Macedonian philippus, no doubt originally selected and
retained because of its significance (Alien, 1980.141-2; Green, 1992b. 160-2). Unique in Britain is its
temporary substitution by canine/lupine imagery on a relatively early series (British J) confined to East
Anglia. As well as appearing as a 'principal' design, animal imagery was also employed in some
regions as additional 'subsidiary' or 'secondary' types (Alien, ibid. 137-8), e.g. the images of bucrania
and horned-snakes within 'Eastern' or 'Southeastern' regions. Unsure of how to react to these motifs
Alien (ibid. 137-8) interpreted these as being essentially decorative or magical, conceding that the
application of an unspecified few represented a carefully contrived compositioa Without specific
examples the remainder of Alien's (ibid.) discussion is often ambiguous or contradictory. The sporadic
appearance of some animal forms is interpreted as evidence of their relatively 'slight ritual or religious
significance to the Celts' (Alien, ibid. 144). Yet later Alien (ibid 145) noted that the otherwise rare
portrayal of the horned serpent (pace Alien, ibid.) was clearly 'important'. Other than acknowledging
their presence (cf. Hobbs, 1996, pi. II 'ANIMALS' a-e) the significance of animal forms on coinage
have rarely been addressed in the work of subsequent authors. This must be considered in stark contrast
to the material devoted to Iron Age animal symbolism in general (e.g. Green, 1992a, 1989, 1986; Ross,
1967). The only exception remains an attempt by Green (1992b) to consider some of the more
recurrent animal types on Iron Age coinage within the context of later Romano-Celtic zoomorphic cult
iconography
Previous discussions on the association between Iron Age people and their animals (Brown, 1986a;
Green, 1992; 1989.131-151; 1986.171-175; 1977.297-325; Ross, 1967.297-353) can be criticised for
their tendency to stress this relationship solely in terms of an animal's cult value (Ucko, 1990 xi)
Whilst the acknowledgement of an animal's cult status is a significant factor and one, it must be said,
that remains convenient to observe in the archaeological record, a traditional preoccupation with this
equation often denies the complexities of animal symbolism. It would clearly be excessive to expect
the manifestation of one particular species within an archaeological context to directly relate to its
depiction in the art-historical record. Faunal remains are the by-products of specific forms of ritual
behaviour which may, but equally may not, make reference to themes manifest in other media. Both
Annie Grant (1991.109-113) and J.D. Hill (1995.56) have sought to demonstrate, for example, that
ritual and economic spheres cannot be effectively separated. In discussing why the horse predominated
in Hill's (ibid.) 'Associated Bone Groups' both authors (Hill, ibid.; Grant, 1989.224-225) have
suggested that the 'sacrifice' of a horse minimised the economic hardship suffered by the community
whilst, simultaneously, acknowledging the horse's special status. As a consequence it should not be
assumed that a definitive meaning can reliably be attributed to any one species. Anthropological
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studies have repeatedly illustrated how one particular species, e.g. the horse, may be attributed with any
number of opposing qualities dependant upon the context of the viewer (cf. Lawrence, 1990). One
would be correct to be cautious in assuming that the significance attached to an individual animal in
one particular context would accurately reflect the status accorded to the majority. As Claude LeviStraus (1962.105) commented, animal symbolism cannot be understood solely in terms of the
characteristics of a given species. Only through a comprehension of the way in which the social world
is constructed and given meaning can animal symbolism be understood.
In this respect it is not surprising that the adoption of animals as metaphors for certain cultural values
or social relationships is a recurrent aspect of anthropological literature (cf. Tambiah, 1969), a
possibility sadly omitted in archaeological accounts. This is a factor worthy of consideration since,
whilst animals may have possessed a variety of meaning(s) within a structure of signification in their
own right, it is their application upon one particular medium (in this case of coinage) that imbued them
with a particular type of meaning. What follows is an attempt to examine the significance of animal
symbolism in accordance with these principles. Evidence for and the validity of present interpretations
of Iron Age animal symbolism is reviewed in accordance with the factors outlined above. Where
necessary a revised interpretation is offered and examined within its 'context of use' on coinage.
12.2.2: 'Principal' designs.
12.2.2a: The image of the horse.

Evidence for the horse in the Iron Age is slight but significant and derives from the meticulous
recovery and recording of faunal remains from settlement and funerary contexts in southern Britain
Horse bones generally occupy a relatively low proportion of the overall faunal assemblage on Iron Age
sites. At Danebury hillfort, Hampshire, horse bones only made up 4% of the total assemblage. The
general absence of neo-natal and young animals in such assemblages at Danebury and Gussage All
Saints, Dorset, coupled with a preponderance of male horses, has led to the suggestion that such
animals were not raised on settlements until very late in the Iron Age, but were rounded up from feral
herds (Grant, 1984.520, 1989.224; Harcourt, 1979.150-160) The disproportionate ratio of horse bones
alongside other faunal remains in 'special animal deposits'. Hill's (1995.56) 'Associated Bone
Groups', in comparison to their overall percentage in the total assemblage is a recurrent phenomenon
(Hill, 1995 56; Wait, 1985 129; Grant, 1984.542-3, 1989.221-228). Despite the reservations aired by
taphonomists over the criteria classifying ' ABGs', it is generally concluded that the location,
association and arrangement of these sites can be attributed to 'ritual' behaviour. Parts of the horse,
usually either the skull, articulated limb or the entire animal were usually deposited alongside other
domesticated species, particularly the remains of dogs, eg. pit 145 at Appleford (Hinchcliffe etal,
1980.39) and pit 253 at Old Down farm, Andover (Davies, 1981.II5); human beings, e.g. Puddlehill,
Bedfordshire (Mathews, 1976.V, 63-66); or both, e.g. at Gussage All Saints (Wainwright, 1979.387,
fig.27, pl.25) and Blewburton Hill (Collins, 1953). In another context an almost complete horse was
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recovered from the inner enclosure ditch of the late Iron Age settlement of Tollard Royal (Wainwright,
1968.146-147).
From the evidence reviewed by Whimster (1981) in his discussion of the burial practices in Iron Age
Britain it is clear that horse bones are also present in funerary contexts, although in comparison to other
faunal assemblages this occurence remains comparatively rare. The excavation of the Iron Age
cemetery at Mill Hill, Deal, Kent, unearthed the burial of a complete mare (Grave 53) in probable
association with the second century BC inhumation of a young man (Grave 127), possibly buried under
a mound (Parfitt, 1995.24-27, 97,146-148).

Similar isolated horse burials are rare but not unknown,

e.g. the burial of a complete horse with a pre-Roman bridle-bit discovered in a later Romano-British
cemetery at Fordington Church, Dorchester (Whimster, 1981.255); or the horse and cart burial at
Seamer, Yorkshire (Stead, 1965.96). The burial of apparently high ranking individuals with complete
horses is also scarce, e.g. Market Weighton 'Kings Barrow' (Stead, 1965); Stratford Langthorpe
Abbey, east London (Green, 1992a.83); and, possibly, Bardwell, Suffolk (Whimster, 1981.217-218).
Neither is it without continental parallel, e.g. the two first century BC burials at Soissons (Green,
1992a.83, after Meniel, 1987). Dis-articulated horse bones are also found in inhumations and pit
burials in this country, e.g. the horse cranium in Grave 194 at Verulamium (Stead and Rigby,
1989.322) or the heavily fragmented horse skull which may have accompanied the third-first century
BC pit-burial (burial 21) of a young male from West Lane (King et al, 1996.19-23), Kemble
Gloucestershire. Similar examples are recorded abroad, e.g. the presence of horse's teeth in graves
from Rouliers, Ardennes; Epais-Rhus and Tartigny (Green, 1992a.83, after Meniel, 1987.33-46,10143; 1989.87-97). Horse remains appear to be completely absent in the later cremation burials of the
'Aylesford-Swarling' and 'Lexden' types, c.50 BC onwards, with the exception of the Thriplow Heath
barrows, Cambridgeshire, where horse bones accompanied both cremations (Fox, 1923.79-80).
The cult status of the horse is traditionally derived from its association with solar imagery in
Scandinavian and north Italian rock art of the late Bronze Age (Green, 1991.117; 1986.171; Ross,
1967.321). Supporting evidence is often drawn from unique items of metalwork, principally from
Denmark, e.g. the Trundholm 'sun-chariot' or the golden bowls from Mariesminde, Lavindsgaard
(Gelling and Davidson, 1969.90-92; Green, 1992.20; 1991.64, 66). It is usually suggested that a high
degree of status was maintained into the Iron Age on account of the undeniable functional, economic
and cultural value that possession and use of a horse entailed. The effort required to catch, break, and
maintain a horse, coupled with the consequent advantages its possession conveyed in terms of wealth,
warfare, mobility, and conspicuous display were qualities ideally suited to Iron Age 'warrior elites'
(Brown, 1986b, 1986c; Piggott, 1986.25-30). The continuity of a solar connotation during the Iron Age
is principally evidenced by reference to the coinage (cf. Green, 1992.157; 1991.117-118; 1984.192;
Ross, 1967.321; Thevenot, 1951.130), although other items of metalwork are occasionally cited. This
aspect of equine symbolism is widely assumed to have been prevalent throughout the post-conquest
period as evidenced by the unprecedented depiction of horses with various conflations of Roman and
Celtic deities often of a martial or celestial nature, e.g. a mounted-warrior deity associated with Mars in
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southern Britain and Gaul (Green, 1986.116-117; Thevenot, 1951.133-136) and the 'Jupiter-Giant'
columns of eastern Gaul and the Rhineland (Green, 1989.123-129; 1984.175-179).
There does appear to be good reason to presume that the horse did perform a cult function in Gaul
during the Roman period, particularly in regard to those deities with a martial aspect, e.g. the horse
models dedicated to 'Rudiobus' ('Great horseman') at Neuvy-en-Sullais, Loiret, and (Mars?) 'Segomo'
('Victorious') at Bolards, Nuit-Saint-Georges, Cote d'Or (Thevenot, 1951.133-135). There are
reasonable grounds to believe that a similar status may have existed in some areas of northern Gaul in
the immediate post-conquest period, c. 50-30 BC, e.g. the depiction of a horse within a building,
identified as a 'temple' on an unattributed quinarius coinage inscribed 'BIIINOS' from the lower Seine
valley (Alien, 1990.70, nos.583-585; 1973.71-73, pis. XVI, 17-32, XVII, 18, 19, 25, 26,28, 30,
fig. 1.6). Whilst it is possible that the image of the horse possessed a celestial connotation it must be
conceded that the evidence which supports this hypothesis is invariably founded upon indirect
associations, e.g. the clay horse-figurines deposited at the thermal sanctuary dedicated to Apollo
'Belenus' ('Bright' or 'Brilliant') at Sainte-Sabine, Burgundy. These maybe otherwise accounted for,
e.g. that the votives from Fontes Sequanae (which included horses and cattle) represented the
invocation of a cure for an ailing animal (Green, 1992a.l49, 56-161). One should not ignore, however,
the inscription to the solar deity Apollo 'Atepomarus' ('Great Horseman') from Mauvieres, Indre
(Thevenot, 1951.131).
It remains problematic to apply these models uncritically to an interpretation of the iconography of the
Iron Age, particularly the numismatic repertoire. Where this has not been the case the qualities
attributed to the horse in either preceding or subsequent eras have been projected onto the Iron Age.
The resultant effect has been to present a broad and unchanging pattern of belief that extended from the
late Bronze Age to the Roman period over a substantial area of northern Europe (Fitzpatrick, 1991).
The sun-horse association is reverted to in Green's (1992a.l57, fig.6.22; 1984.41, 192-195)
interpretation of numismatic iconography,
'The horse on Celtic coins is frequently associated with solar symbolism. This image derived
ultimately from gold staters of Philip II of Macedon which bore the head of Apollo on the obverse and
the chariot of the sun god on the reverse. Celtic moneyers adopted the horse-and-chariot theme and
made it their own: often the vehicle is reduced to a single wheel, but the sun is frequently prominent,
and chariot wheel and sun seem often to be interchangeable, the rayed solar disc appearing beneath the
horse and a naturalistic wheel symbol in the celestial position above it'.
Green's (ibid.) interpretation is founded upon the acceptance of three basic tenets. Fundamentally, the
integrity of the prototype is maintained over and above the subsequent imitation. The Iron Age
engraver sought only to represent and preserve the sentiment of the original Macedonian design in his
own idiom. This is to ignore the fact that indigenous coinage did not derive directly from the philippus
but indirectly via substantially altered Gallo-Belgic designs. There are no guarantees that British
engravers were ever widely familiar with the original philippus or the concept it represented.
Secondly, the interpretation neglects the possibility that the horse may have possessed some
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significance in its own right which could transcend any possible solar connotation. From the early
uninscribed series onwards the image of the horse is not always portrayed alongside readily identifiable
solar imagery. Where other designs can be correlated with similar examples in metalwork or ceramics
there is no reason to believe these motifs to be necessarily solar in nature (cf. 12.5 below).
Invariably the motifs surrounding the horse are removed and altered, rarely evolving with linear
regularity from a given prototype. This might suggest that their association with the horse was indirect
and transitory. Whilst these symbols may be interchangeable and in themselves convey symbolism
associated with the solar image, there is no guarantee that they are directly related to the image of the
horse per se. Finally, as has been implied, there is a tendency to deny the context of these images. In
the iconographic record of the European Iron Age the horse is very rarely associated with solar imagery
outside of the numismatic repertoire, e.g. the (pre-Roman?) stele fragment from Robemier, Montfort,
Var (DecheMette, 1914.1532, fig.704); the first century AD petroglyphs at Bad Dttrkheim, Germany
(Lambrechts, 1950.169-172); and the first century BC funerary vessel from Aylesford, Kent (Evans,
1890). The image of the horse is more often represented alone or alongside the human form (Pobe",
1961.39-40). Similar iconographic themes are taken up on other artefacts in Britain and central Gaul,
e.g. the appearance of human heads and horses on the Aylesford 'bucket' and the Marlborough 'vat';
and (with a stag) on the fragment of bronze from Levroux, Indre (Megaw, 1968). The same theme is
reiterated on coinage from the same regions, e.g. a human head is represented above the foreparts of
two horses on the reverse of a recently discovered late silver type inscribed AMMI / E C S
(unpublished, CCI97.2069) attributed to Amminus, Kent. A similar composition with only one horse is
represented on the reverse of pre-conquest uninscribed silver types (Alien, 1990.67-8, nos. 504-5,
S398-403; no.506) attributed to the Bituriges Cubi or the Lemovices. As these objects would imply the
image of the horse is often depicted on objects of a ritual or political nature intimately associated with
the upper echelons of Iron Age society. Conflation between high-status individuals and equines is
often close in Gallic art from the third century BC onwards, appearing at religious sanctuaries in
southern France, e.g. the stele from Mouries, Bouches-du-Rhone (Bemont, 1983/84.133, nos. 152-153;
on a lintel from Nages (Be'mont, 1983/84.134, no. 154); and on a bust of a 'warrior' from SainteAnastasie, Gard (Be'mont, 1983/84.144, no. 173). British and continental coinage can be interpreted as
evidence for the continuation of this tradition, Creighton (1995, after Alien, 1980.122) suggesting that
this relationship is made all the more explicit through the presence of personal names in the field
surrounding or, unique to Britain, incorporated within the actual image of the horse itself. The close
association between horse and humans, specifically those accorded special status, lends substance to
the suggestions of both Nash (1987.41) and Creighton (1995. 286-289) that the horse may have served
as an appropriate metaphor for the elite.
Why the horse should be selected is not clear. As has previously been suggested, possession and use of
a horse would have conveyed a number of qualities in itself, an appropriate metaphor of an Iron Age
elite's ability to exercise control over a wide variety of resources. This may well account for many of
the depictions of horses on coinage, particularly those associated with armed riders. But there also
remains the implication of a further significance. Hill (1995.104) proposed that the special status
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attributed to the horse derived from its ability to act as a culture-nature metaphor in Iron Age Wessex.
At Danebury horses and human beings present in 'ABGs' were buried with a similar selection of small
finds, although no matching evidence could be retrieved from other sites nearby (Hill, ibid.61). This
might suggest that, under certain circumstances, humans and horses could have been regarded in
identical ways. For Hill (ibid.) the relationship was analogous, the breaking, controlling, disciplining
and training of a horse acted as a metaphor for the socialising process that produced complete human
beings. In this sense the horse, like man, was a metaphor for the interaction between nature and
culture.
The suggestion of the horse as a liminal animal is evoked by Tacitus (Germania) in his discussion on
the religious beliefs of the Germans, AD 98. After noting (5) the Germans predilection for,
'old fashioned coins...especially those which have notched edge and are stamped with representations
of two-horse chariots' (5)
Tacitus (10) makes the following observation,
'For omens and the casting of lots they have the highest regard... Although the familiar method of
seeking information from the cries and the flight of birds is known to the Germans, they have a special
method of their own - to try to obtain omens and warnings from horses. These horses are kept at the
public expense in the sacred woods and groves that I have mentioned; they are pure white and
undefiled by any toil in the service of man. The priest and the king, or the chief of the state, yoke them
to a sacred chariot and walk beside them, taking note of their neighs and snorts. No kind of omen
inspires greater trust, not only among the common people, but even among the nobles and priests, who
think that they themselves are but servants of the gods, whereas the horses are privy to the god's
counsels'.

(My emphasis).

Caution over the validity of Tacitus' remarks is warranted but they are significant in two respects.
Primarily, the commentary would suggest that, within some contexts in Germany, horses were regarded
as liminal animals capable of transcending the boundary between the temporal and the spiritual.
Secondly, there is a clear reference to a special symbiotic relationship between these animals and the
upper echelons of Germanic society - the priests, the king or the chief of state - that was, in principle,
universally accepted by all.
Returning to Gaul and, in particular Britain, the possibility of an equivalent and widely held belief in
the ability of equines to transcend spiritual boundaries might account for the preferential deposition of
horse remains in 'ABGs' and their presence in other chthonic contexts, particularly burials. The
possibility that equines were perceived to possess a privileged access to the divine may also account for
their depiction within temples (Alien, 1973). Here the horse replaces the Classical convention of a
statue of the god, itself intended as a medium through which worship could be channelled. Such an
interpretation would also be consistent with the inscription 'Augusto Rudiobo sacrum...' on the bronze
horse figurine from Neuvy-en-Sullias, Loiret (Green, 1989.147, fig. 63). That this or a similar belief
could manifest itself in art may be represented on the reverse of a stater (Scheers, 1977.230-33, no.4 cl
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I) attributed to the region of 'Ambiani' where a horse is presented passing through a human head.
Similarly this ability may account for the addition of unnatural attributes in the widespread depiction of
the horse on lower denominational coinage, i.e. the addition of'wings' or 'tails' often described as
either 'pegasi' and 'hippocampi' (cf Alien, 1980.142) or the unusual addition of'beads', 'tores' and
'necklaces' (cf. Alien, 1957.402). The presence of horses alongside motifs known to derive from
other funerary contexts, e.g. the 'whorl', and human heads (either the divine or the deceased?) on the
Aylesford bucket, Kent, may be a further manifestation of this belief. Whilst this notion may have
been widespread the limited type and context of objects upon which this relationship is invoked would
appear to indicate that access to and control over this type of iconography was highly restricted, as
Tacitus (10) implies. It would not be unduly surprising if this generalised perception of the horse was
not incorporated within an ideology that sought to justify and maintain the position of a social elite,
associating divine power with a secular authority through the maintenance of a spiritual intermediary.
In such a case it would be entirely appropriate that images of the horse were embraced as an emblem of
the elite, a metaphor of its power to construct, govern and guarantee the continuity of civilised and
cultured behaviour through the construction and defence of appropriate boundaries, both real and
metaphorical.
12.2.2b: 'Leonine', 'lupine' and 'canine' imagery.

The image of the lion, like its depiction on a bronze fibula from grave no. 316 at Weiskirchen,
represents the import of a form ultimately derived from the Mediterranean world. The preceding
demonstration of the lion's imitation, hybridisation and/or conversion into a form more acceptable to
indigenous Iron Age populations testifies to the enduring significance of this image across northernwestern Europe (cf. 5.2.2a above). The inability to identify accurately the exact species of animal
represented on the reverse British J, c. 57 - 50 BC, prevents any comparable assessment of the
significance of the taphonomic remains to be attempted. Neither is there any directly comparable
imagery preserved in the contemporary archaeological record. Whilst canine and leonine forms are
recorded in Britain they remain relatively late, c. first half of the first century AD (cf. 5.6.1).
Nevertheless, a significant degree of correlation can be sought between the iconography of coinage and
the artistic repertoire of Iron Age Gaul. Of particular interest is the image of a 'wolf with human
limbs, possibly legs, emerging from its mouth represented on the reverse of an uninscribed mid-first
century bronze unit (Alien, 1995.72, no. SI09) attributed to the Camutes in northern Gaul. This recalls
the reverse of a broadly contemporary finely cast potin unit attributed to the Bellovaci (Alien, 1995.97,
no. S504; Scheers, 1977.733-4, no. 189) where a wolf is depicted apparently attacking a human figure.
Both these images are preceded by a very similar composition represented on the reverse of an earlier
third - second century BC silver type (Alien, 1990.55-6, no. SI55) from southern Gaul where a wolf
appears to be in the act of attacking a human figure. The association between these beasts and the
consumption of disembodied parts of the human anatomy, particularly heads and limbs, is reminiscent
of two pieces of third-second century BC monumental sculpture from southern and eastern Gaul, e.g.
the 'Tarasque de Noves', Bouches-sur-Rhone (Benoit, 1955.36-7, pi. XVIII, XIX; Pobe and Roubier,
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1961, pi. 31), and Linsdorf; Alsace (Stead, 1985c.40-2, pis. I - III). A similar unprovenanced piece
described as a 'mythical carnivore' is recorded at the Musee de Cluny au Musee des Antiquites
nationaies (no: 35461) (Varagnac, 1964.95, no. 34). All these pieces may be compared to the later
Romano-British bronze figurine of a 'wolf-like beast' eating a man, probably discovered at
Woodeaton, Oxfordshire (Henig, 1984.65, pi. 22). Jacobsthal (1944.32-37) recorded the first
manifestation of such 'ferocious beasts' in Celtic art on the Diirrnburg flagon, Ld. Salzburg, Austria,
and the Glauberg tore, Friedberg, Heuse, Germany, during to the second half of the fifth century BC
and the late fifth - early fourth centuries BC respectively (Megaw and Megaw, 1989.68, 76). Whilst
Jacobsthal (ibid.) preferred to locate the origin of this type in the Near-East, the weight of current
evidence suggests a more southerly direction via the situla art of Este and Slovenia or the art of Etruria
where man-eating beasts are common place (cf Megaw, 1990.54-58). A beast sharing similar
characteristics appears to be alluded to on the reverse of a silver 'Bratislava' type inscribed
'MACCIVS', mid-first century BC, Slovakia.
These images are usually interpreted as performing a role similar to that of the lion in Roman funerary
art where either the lion or a sphinx could represent the power of death (Green, 1992a. 150-1; Pobe, and
Roubier, 1961.15-16; Toynbee, 1973.65-67). Certainly the wolf leaping onto the bucranium on the
post-conquest bronze of'CONTOUTOS' recalls the painting of a lion, paw resting on a bull's head,
from the wall of a tomb at Ostia (Toynbee, 1973.67). Other commentators have made similar
interpretations of preconquest iconography, Duval (1990.74; 1987 22-25) suggesting that the design on
the reverse of the gold stater from the Cotentin related to a cycle of death and rebirth. This invocation
of death and rebirth recalls Graeco-Roman conceptions of the dog (Toynbee, 1973.122-124) but
Duval's (ibid.) interpretation remains closer to eleventh century AD Scandinavian mythology,
particularly the second part of the I'olupsa (Crossley-Holland, 1980.234-236). Alternatively, Green
(1992.159) has suggested that the design may represent an allegorical struggle between the sky and
chthonic forces.
Irrespective of the relative validity of these very specific interpretations they do not account for the
presence of these or comparable forms on coinage. With the exception of the silver unit of the
Carnutes, the ferocious and predatory nature of the animal is always represented in Gallic iconography.
This is commonly conveyed either through posture (leaping, running, crouching); an activity (chewing,
biting, snarling); emphasis (particularly on the teeth, mane and claws); or association (the bucranium
and the dead/dying ear of corn). With the exception of the last category the image of the canine/lupine
on the reverse of British J is no different. Of further interest is that this image is alternated, at least on
the obverse of a silver type (BM3205-6, 3216-7) attributed to the 'Northeastern' 'boar/horse' type
(sic.), where a boar is portrayed in a similar manner. It would be prudent to note that boars were
adopted in a variety of military contexts, appearing on standards, carnyxes, helmets, shields and swords
in Britain and Gaul (cf Appendix 2 for Britain) in what may be a extension of this form of symbolism
Utilisation of these predatory/aggressive qualities may have had a particular resonance when invoked
in a medium through which, it is assumed, power relationships were articulated. This may
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well account for the presence of such imagery of coinage prior to the introduction and import of a
Classically derived imagery during the first century AD onwards where the emphasis appears to have
changed. Nevertheless it would appear that, at least in Gaul, imported iconography could be adapted to
fit indigenous beliefs. A griffin is depicted attacking a human figure on the reverse of a post-conquest
bronze unit (Alien, 1995.71, no. 120) inscribed 'PIXTILOSV- attributed to the 'Carnutes' or the
'Aulerci Eburovices'. The social life and behavioural patterns of predatory animals, particularly the
wolf (Olsen, 1985) and the dog (Glutton-Brock, 1987) make them very suitable metaphors for human
relationships. Work on the Amerindian use of the jaguar (Saunders, 1990.159-173) has illustrated how
identification with a wild, predatory animal was capable of evoking both secular and religious power
and authority. This may account for the use of such imagery in Gaul, and to a lesser extent Britain,
where canine/lupine imagery appears in a variety secular and religious contexts. The appropriation of
animal symbolism in this manner is not incompatible with the conclusions reached by Schonfelder
(1994.220-4) in his discussion of the significance of bear phalnges in both the Baldock (Grave 1)
(Stead and Rigby, 1986.53) and Welwyn Garden City (Stead, 1967.42) burials. This might suggest that
wild and possibly predatory animals were utilised in the articulation of socio-political relationships
during the late pre-Roman Iron Age in Britain.
12.2.3: 'Subdesigns*.
12.2.3a The image of the horned snake.

Representation of the homed snake in British Iron Age iconography is almost exclusively confined to
coinage. The only other definite example to date remains the two-headed spiral-armlet from the
Snailwell cremation burial, Cambridgeshire, c. AD 43 (Fox, 1958.81, pl.53b; Lethbridge, 1954.30-31).
Eight similar armlets are recorded from Scotland (MacGregor, 1976.103-5, 166, map 16, nos. 213-9)
although whether these were intended to represent the same creature, as Ross (1967.345) has implied,
is unclear. A 'ram-headed' or 'ram-homed' serpent could be represented on the bronze terminal of a
?drinking horn from Owmby, Lincolnshire (May, 1976.172-173, fig.86.1) but, again, a positive
identification cannot be certain.
Despite its overall absence on pre-conquest coinage the image of the horned-serpent is concentrated in
central and northeastern Gaul during the Gallo-Roman period (Green, 1989.89; Olmstead, 1979.93).
The horned-serpent is frequently cited (Bober, 1951.18, cat. no. A16; Green, 1992.227; 1989.55;
1986.193; Ross, 1967.131) as having a pedigree that can be traced back to the fourth century BC with
its representation alongside an anthropomorphic horned figure at Val Camonica, Italy, although this
image is far from convincing. Similarly Ross' (1967.298) attempt to project the fundamental aspects of
this association back to the ninth century BC, by referral to the Rovalls brooch pin, Gotland, c. 800 BC,
(Sprockhoff, 1955.274, fig. 10), does not bear close scrutiny. Ross (ibid.345) has referred to its
presence on tores from Hallstatt C burials from Haguenau (Schaeffer, 1930), but this has yet to be
reliably identified. The first convincing representation of a horned snake derives from three inner
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plates of the silver bowl from Gundestrup, Himmerland, Denmark, first century BC; thought to have
originated from the region of northwestern Bulgaria and southeastern Rumania (Kaul etal, 1991.38;.
The first inner plate depicts the creature held in the left-hand of an antlered-anthropomorphic figure
variously identified as the Celtic 'Cernunnos' or the Thracian 'Orpheus' (Kaul et a!, 199.34, 81). On
the second plate a similar creature is illustrated beneath a horned-helmeted figure holding a wheel
alongside a bearded-figure identified as the Celtic Taranis' or the Thracian 'Ares' (Kaul et al,
199.104). On the fifth plate a horned-snake is represented in front of four horsemen and above three
carnyx players.
Homed serpents are more common on later post-conquest monumental statuary in Britain and Gaul
where they continue to accompany a variety of deities. A standing triple-faced deity is represented
holding a ram-headed serpent on a pillar (E3137) from Paris. Two ram-horned serpents with fish-tails
are represented coiled around the waist of a ?first century AD bronze statue of a triple-faced, crosslegged, tore wearing deity from Savigny, nr. Autun, Saone-et-Loire (Sober, 1951.34, fig. 7, cat. no.
Al; Boucher, 1976.177, pi.15.75). An unidentified seated deity is depicted on the fragmentary statue
(E2332) from Lantilly (Bober, 1951, cat. no. B19), Cote d'Or, where a fish-tailed snake is represented
curled around the figure's waist.

Two ram-headed serpents are draped over the shoulders and coiled

around the arms of another cross-legged, tore wearing deity represented on a ?Tiberian statue (E4839)
from Sommerecourt (Bober, 1951.33, fig. 11, cat. no. B1), Haute-Marne, their heads resting upon a
?plate. A squatting' deity with a ram-horned serpent coiled around its arm with its head in a basket is
described by Green (1986.192) on a lost wooden sculpture from Cret Chatelard, Loire. Two ramheaded serpents are held by their necks in either hand by a deity on a stone plaque from Cirencester
(Green, 1976.173, pl.XVII.g; Ross, 1958.19). Olmstead (1979.93) identified a ram-headed serpent on
the left side of a stele (E3015) from Blain, Loire-Inferieure, depicting a naked, antlered
anthropomorphic figure, although this identification is not secure (Bober, 1951, cat. no. C4). A lost
statuette of a standing bearded, antlered deity holding a 'striated object which terminates in an animal
head (ram or goat?)' was recorded by Bober (1951.45, cat. no. A6) in a private collection at
Montlupon, Allier. On the basis of their posture and attributes these deities have tentatively been
identified (Bober, 1951; Green, 1989.90; 1986.192) as '(C)ernunnos', 'the homed one', after the
inscription describing or alluding to an antlered bust on the Tiberian Nautes Parisiacae monument,
Notre Dame, Paris. Homed or antlered deities are frequently represented with Classical symbols or
deities traditionally associated with abundance, prosperity, regenerative or chthonic symbolism during
the Romano-Celtic period in Gaul (Bober, 1951; Green, 1989.86-91, 94-6). A relief from Reims
(E3653) shows Apollo and Mercury on either side of a cross-legged tore-wearing deity who holds a
sack from which grain or money flows down to a bovine and stag. It is possible that a horned god was
also known in southeastern Europe, e.g. on the 'Gundestrup' cauldron; at the first century BC Dacian
fort at Pope§ti, Romania (Green, 1986.195); and on a Roman altar from Szekesferhevar, Hungary,
where he may have been considered a 'lord of animals' (Kaul et al, 1991.33).
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Two ram-headed serpents are positioned on either side of a representation of Mercury on a stele
(E3919)from Beauvais (Thevenot, 1968.83-84). Mercury is represented holding a ram-headed serpent
in his left-hand, a purse in his right in a statuette (El573) from Neris-les-Bains, Allier. A damaged
statuette of a deity, tentatively identified as Mercury (Louibie, 1965.282, pis. la-d, fig.2, pl.3), from
Yzeures-sur-Creuse, Indre-et-Loire, sits aside a ram, the head of a ram-headed serpent in his lap.
A ram-headed serpent appears alongside an indigenous representation of a tore-wearing deity identified
as 'Mars' and an unidentified goddess on a relief (E2067) from Mavilly, C6te d'Or. A deity identified
as ?Mars holds a ram-headed serpent in his right hand in a stele (E3219) from Vignory, Burgundy.
'Mars' is associated with a ram-headed serpent at Vichy (Terouanne, 1960.185-9. A third/early fourth
century AD bronze figurine identified as 'Mars' is associated with two ram-headed serpents coiled
around each of his arms and legs from Southbroom (Boon, 1973.266-9, figs. 3., 8; Green, 1976.13, pi.
XVIl.h; Henig, 1984.65-66, fig. 23; date of cache from Lindgren, 1980.46-7, 79,91, 109), Devizes,
Wiltshire.
A ram-headed serpent is represented with the god 'Borvo' ('bubbling spring-water') on a ceramic
fragment from Vichy (Franche, 1957.368-373, pi. LXX, fig. 2). A 'Borvo' or 'Bormo' is conflated
with Apollo at thermal spring sites at Bourbonnne-les-Bains and Boubonne-Lancy (Green, 1989.63
after Thevenot, 1968.103-4).
An unidentified seated goddess holds a ram-headed serpent in her lap on a fragment of a stele (E4786)
from Xertigny. A similar creature is represented curled around the left forearm on a ?Tiberian statue
(E4831) of an unidentified tore-wearing, seated goddess from Sommere'court (Bober, 1951.33, fig.
I2cat. no. B2), Haute-Marne. The goddess holds a cornucopiae in her right-hand whilst the snake rests
its head on a bowl (of fruit?) in her lap. A horned serpent is represented on one side of a stone (altar?)
from Maryport which, on it's other face, bears a tore wearing male head framed by two serpents (Ross,
1958.21)
The horned serpent could also be represented alone and unassociated with any divinity. A serpent's
head with traces of horns has been identified on a fragmentary statue (E2368) from Mont Auxois,
Alise-Sainte-Reine. A ram-headed serpent is represented coiled around an altar set between two
unidentified individuals on a relief (E2072) from Mavilly , Cote d'Or. This recalls the ram-headed
serpent coiled around a wheel bearing altar from Bisley-with-Lypiatt, nr, Stroud, Gloucestershire
(Green, 1981.109-15). Two bronze ram-headed serpents are recorded from Mas Marcou, Flavin,
Aveyron (Varagnac. 1964.239, no.40). A bronze ram-horned snake is recorded from a hoard at Trier
(Menzel, 1966.48 fig.!02a). A ceramic ram-headed serpent pot-handle is recorded from Carlisle,
Cumbria (Green, 1978.26-7, 51, pl.92).
In a number of published works Green (1992a.227; 1986.185-6 following Bober, 1951.25-7), has
interpreted the significance of the ram-horned serpent in terms of fertility and/or chthonic symbolism.
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This conclusion derives from two sources: the symbolism attached to the two respective parts of the
ram-headed serpent in the Classical world (Bober, 1951.26-7; Green,1992. 146-7, 227-8; 1978.26-7);
and the representation of the ram-headed serpent alongside a conflation of Romano-Celtic deities
associated with prosperity and plenty (Green, 1986.194). Whilst the chthonic, healing and fertility
aspects of the serpent are well recorded in the Classical world (Toynbee, 1973.223-36), its conflation
with a ram (and/or fish) is unprecedented outside of the myth of Zagreus-Dionysus (Diodorus Siculus,
v.75.4; Nonnus, Dionysiaca, vi.296 and xxvii.228; Tzetzes, On Lycophron, 355; Eustathius on
Homer's Iliad, ii.735; Firmicus Matemus, Concerning the Errors of Profane Religions, vi; Euripides,
The Cretans, frag. 475; Orphic frags. Kern, 34; after Graves, 1960.118-20). The ram is not known to
have possessed any particular religious significance in Classical thought except when depicted in
association with Hermes-Mercury, where its presence may have been evocative of pastoral fertility
(Bober, 1951.26-7; Toynbee, 1962.132). Whilst it must be acknowledged that the homed serpent does
appear in the company of deities associated with fertility or prosperity symbolism it would be unwise
to assume that, by analogy, this relationship directly related to the horned serpent itself.
The horned serpent is represented in association with a broad spectrum of Classical-Celtic gods, e.g.
Mercury, Mars, Apollo and, by inference, Jupiter, as well as a variety of unidentified goddesses.
Whilst the homed serpent is frequently cited as a recurrent companion of 'Cernunnos', (Bober,
1951.25; Ross, 1967.298; Green, 1989.92-4; 1986.192) there remain no reliable means of verifying the
actuality of this association; or of the viability of projecting the identity, attributes and characteristics
of one localised deity onto others simply because of their possession of horns or antlers. Whilst the
horned-serpent is represented as a companion to, or an attribute of, a variety of deities it is also
represented in its own right. Whether this prominence was indicative of the ram-headed serpent's
divinity or semi-divinity, as both Bober (1951.26) and Ross (1967.298) have speculated, is not clear.
Certainly the 'unnatural' addition of horns is often reverted to in the Romano-Celtic period to convey
'otherness', but whether the intention of the ram-headed serpent was to enhance the Classical
symbolism of the snake through 'unnatural addition', as Green (1992a.227) has suggested, remains
contentious.
To what extent our understanding of the symbolism of the Classical world can reliably be projected
onto a later indigenous composition is not clear. The ram-headed serpent appears to have its genesis in
the early Roman period in central and northeastern Gaul, not in the pre-conquest period as Green6
(1998a) has sought to illustrate. The only definite pre-Roman example derives from the Gundestrup
Cauldron, the origins of which are disputed (cf. Bergqvist and Taylor, 1987; Kaul etal, 1991;
Olmstead, 1979; Rowlett, 1993). It is incorrect to assume that such a creature was a conflation of
Classical conceptions of the ram and the snake. The iconography of pre- and post-conquest coinage
commonly illustrates the snake in conflict with an avian opponent, commonly birds of prey, e.g. the
6 Green (1998a.lO) cites as evidence Alien's (1980.145, nos. 323,350?, 351, 545) identification of
ram-headed snakes on pre- and post-conquest silver and bronze coinage from Gaul. Alien's (ibid.)
identification of ram-headed snakes has subsequently been demonstrated to be unfounded (cf. Alien,
1995).
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eagle and eaglet on the obverse of a bronze unit (Alien, 1995.73, nos. 128-39, SI 11-16) from the
region of the 'Camutes'. A crane has been identified on the reverse of the uninscribed gold staters
(Nash, 1978.138, 153, figs. 362-3) from the region of the 'Arverni' and this may reflect a local
substitution of an alternative species. Such imagery is reflected on the silver coinage of Tincomarus
(BM880-905; M105; VA397), Epaticcus (BM2024-268; M263; VA580) and Caratacus (BM23762384) from central southern Britain. Similar sentiment seems to be invoked on the reverse of a silver
type (BM1899) inscribed 'AGR' / 'AGR' where a female 'canine/lupine' is in conflict with a rearing
snake. Only on a series of post-conquest silver quinarii (Alien, 1990.47, 69, no. 552-3, S439; Scheers,
1977.111-2,478-480, no. 43) from the region of the 'Lingones' is the serpent (passively?) represented
below the horse in Gaul. In Britain the only other example of a snake is the one coiled above the
horse, its head turned to face it, on the reverse of two unpublished silver units (CCI96.3471; 94.1183)
from the region of the 'TrinovantesV 'Catuvellauni'. These compositions might relate to an episode of
pre-conquest mythology, a conclusion strengthened by the appearance of the bird-of-prey/serpent
theme within a building identified as a 'temple' on the reverse of a series of post-conquest bronze units
(Alien, 1995.72, nos. 121-2, S106) inscribed P1XTILOS /-. It should be stressed that these
compositions depict a conventional, and not a horned-serpent which, when compared with the existing
body of evidence, is never shown in direct conflict with any opponent in the post-conquest or GalloRoman periods. This would indicate that there was a very definite distinction between the snake and
the homed serpent in the minds of the indigenous populations of Britain and Gaul.
Exactly what the horned serpent was intended to embody remains elusive. The heterogeneous
composition of the ram-headed serpent from elements drawn from two, and sometimes three, separate
and distinct species might be interpreted as a confirmation of the creature's supernatural or
otherworldly status its companionship to divinities would imply. For Marazov (1991.50) this
combination of elements from 'absolutely different classification orders' indicated that, whatever its
specific meaning, the horned-serpent was intended as 'a classifier of duality'. This ordered 'loss of
difference' (Shanks, 1996.380-1, 1995.214, following Girard, 1977.51) evidenced by the creature's
physiology can be interpreted as creating a deliberate ambiguity between the classificatory orders that,
it is presumed, distinguished between different categories of animals. In the case of Marazov's (ibid.)
discussion of the Gundestrup Cauldron the horned-serpent is represented as a mediator between
different classificatory systems, its image conveying the transition from the mundane to the
supernatural or the metamorphoses from Mow' to 'high' social-status. In this respect the horned
serpent is a further embodiment of liminality.
If the identification of a ram-horned serpent on the obverse of the mid-first century BC (?) silver 'Bury
type' is accepted (Ross, 1999.3) then the depiction of this creature in Britain would appear to, albeit
only slightly, precede its appearance during the post-conquest period in Gaul. Nevertheless, the
adoption of images of the ram-headed serpent on the coinage of Tasciovanus, Dubnovellaunos,
Vosenos and Cunobelinus, c. 20 BC - AD 40, as well as its appearance in the grave at Snailwell,
Cambs., c. AD 43, is broadly contemporary with the creature's appearance on Tiberian sculpture in
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central and northeastern Gaul. This is interesting in two respects. Firstly, there is implication of some
relationship between 'Eastern' and 'Southeastern' Britain and these regions of Gaul, although whether
this indicates the incorporation of iconography ultimately originating in Gaul or Britain cannot as yet
be verified. If this proposition is accepted, then the monumental sculpture of Gaul may be useful in the
interpretation of the purpose of the horned-serpent in Britain. The close association between the ramhorned serpent and the individual buried in the comparatively high status burial at Snailwell, c. 43 AD,
recalls the relationship between the serpent and divinities in post-conquest Gaul. Whilst the physiology
of the snake lends itself to such adornment, the implication of an analogous relationship may have been
intentional. Certainly the close association between the horned serpent and high status individuals is
supported by the iconography of coinage. The proximity between the human head wearing a diadem
and the double-headed horned serpent on the obverse of silver units of the East Anglian 'Bury' type is
comparable. There is no reason to think of the anthropomorphic figure as a god, pace Ross (1999). The
diadem is reminiscent of the 'crown' worn by the Deal 'warrior', Kent (Parfitt, 1995), and would seem
to be as good a measure of status in this world as in any other. The presence of this creature on coinage
may be a further example of the appropriation of this type of imagery intended to convey some form of
religious or spiritual authority.
The design structure on the staters suggests that the horned-serpent is evoked in a different context. An
association between the bucranium and the ram-headed serpent is implied at the compositional level
where both elements are employed. This manifests itself in two respects. On the reverse of staters of
Tasciovanus and Vosenos the bucranium is represented in the upper field, diametrically opposed to the
ram-headed serpent in the lower field. This use of symmetrical opposition is expressed through an
alternative compositional structure on the obverse of an unpublished silver type (CCI95.3333; 91.0596;
86.0113) attributed to Cunobelinus. Here the heads of ram horned-serpents and bucrania are illustrated
adjacent to each other in the quartered field. The repetition of oppositional-symmetry within two
different design structures might be indicative of some form of binary opposition in the semiotic value
of the two signs. In this particular context the horned serpent as represented on gold staters is
interpreted as a metaphor of the 'supernatural' or 'otherness'.
I2.2.3b: Bovine imagery.

The bovine image is, with the possible exception of the boar, one of the most frequently represented
animals during the late pre-Roman Iron Age in Britain (cf. Appendix 1). The popularity of this image
is testified by its continued use on 'buckets' and cosmetic mortars (Jackson, 1985) often executed in a
late La Tene style but attributable to the Roman period. This inevitably undermines a reliable
attribution, especially where a piece does not derive from a reliable context (cf. Toynbee, 1962.150).
Of the twenty-six examples recorded in this study the vast majority are considered to be pre-Roman.
Of these only two examples exist as figurines, e.g. those from the Lexden tumulus (Foster, 1986.58-61,
fig.21.3, pl.10; Laver, 1927.249, pi. LVIII.3), Essex, and Bulburry Camp (Cunliffe, 1972.294-6; Fox,
1958.73-4), Dorset. Nine, ten if one includes the example from Great Chesterford (Toynbee,
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1962.150, no.56), appear as the outward-facing fixtures on either end of the upright bars of iron
firedogs. In contrast to examples from France and Germany (Metzler et al, 1991.144-145, fig. 101;
Piggott, 1971259) half of the British pieces were deposited in cremation burials, i.e. Baldock, Herts.
(Stead, 1986.51-61; Piggott, 1971.264); Mount Bures, Essex (Fox, 1923.100; Smith, 1912.1-30; Stead,
1967.1; Piggott, 1971.264); Stanfordbury, Beds. (Smith, 1912.1-30; Fox, 1923.99; Piggott, 1971.264);
and Welwyn A (Smith, 1912.1-30; Brailsford, 1958.89-90; Fox, 1958.75; Stead, 1967; Piggott,
1971.264-5). The example from Barton, Cambs. was found near an inhumation burial laid under a
tumulus (Clarke, 1821.61, fig. 12; Fox, 1923.100; Smith, 1912.1-30; Piggott, 1971.264; Piggott and
Daniel, 1951, no. 50; Powell, 1966, nos. 253-4). An iron frame, bucrania decorating the four up
rights, was also recovered from a sepulchral context, i.e. the Welwyn B cremation burial, Herts.
(Brailsford, 1958.89-90; Stead, 1967; Piggott, 1971.264-5). This is mirrored by two similar
continental examples from a burial at Arras (Dechelette, 1927.916) and a metal work hoard from
Kappel (Fischer, 1959), Diirnau, Germany. The remainder derive from pre-Roman/Roman settlement
contexts, i.e. Calleva Atrebatum, Silchester, Berkshire (Piggott, 1971.264); Camulodunum, Colchester,
Essex (Hawkes and Hull, 1947.341; Piggott, 1971,265); Bigberry hillfort, Kent (Jessup, 1932.87-115;
Fox, 1958; Piggott, 1971.265). Only one, the Capel-Garmon firedog, Denbigh (Alien, 1901.20-44;
Evans, 1856.91-5; Fox 1958.75; Piggott and Daniel, 1951.51-2; Savory, 1976.62; Piggott, 1971.264,)
derives from what has traditionally been interpreted as a 'votive' deposit.
A further eight are recorded on a variety of bronze vessel mounts or fittings, e.g. Birdlip, Glos. (Megaw
et al, 1992.64); Bulbury, Dorset (Cunliffe, 1972.294-6); 'nr. Chepstow', Gwent (Megaw et al,
1992.64); Feimersham-on-Ouse, Beds. (Fox, 1958.73, fig.46; Watson, 1949.37-61); Ham Hill (Gray,
1910.57, fig.14; Megaw, 1970.161, illus.274; Megaw et al, 1992.61-4); Lydney, Glos. (Wheeler and
Wheeler, 1943.74-5, fig.l 1.9); two from Kirmington (May, 1976.169, 171-2, figs. 85 + 86.2;
1971.253-9); Upavon, Wilts. (Anon. 1990.227, fig.6); and Welshpool, Powys (Green, 1992.139,
fig.7.14);). Two bucrania decorate a mirror-handle from Ingleton, Yorks. (Fox, 1958.98, 99, fig. 63;
1949.26, 27, fig.2; Hawkes, 1951.193, pi. Villa; MacGregor, 1976.153, 154, no. 269). A bucranium
decorates a bronze knife or razor handle from Birdlip, Glos. (Megaw et al. 1992.64, fig. 4; Staelens,
1982.19-31). The head of a bovine and a duck appear as terminal decoration on a bronze centre-looped
cosmetic mortar from Hockwold, Norfolk (Jackson, 1985.184-5, figs.2 + 7.59). In his review of
cosmetic sets in Britain Jackson (1985) identified another 14 central-looped (nos. 57, 59-61, 63-67, 6973) and 2 (nos.4-5) end-looped mortar types decorated with bovine heads. Since the majority of these
finds cannot be dated any more securely than the first - second centuries AD (ibid. 175) they are
excluded from this study. There is the possibility that the example (no. 73) from Baldock, Herts., with
bovine terminal decoration at both ends derives from an Iron Age context, although the find was
unstratified. Two? bucrania appear to represented in what may be their earliest manifestation on the
roundel decoration on the bronze shield cover from the River Witham, Lines. (Brailsford, 1975.11-3;
Jope, 1978.27-31).
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Despite its relevant abundance from a variety of reliable contexts the significance of the bovine image
remains ambiguous. That these images transcended the purely ornamental is generally conceded
(Hawkes, 1951.190), but the frequent depiction of only the creature's head, as Green (1998b.lO-l 1;
1986.179) has acknowledged, complicates the identification of whether a bull, ox or cow is
represented. As a consequence the following review restricts itself to a brief account of the roles
performed by cattle as testified in the archaeological and literary records. Cattle occupy a relatively
large proportion of the fauna! assemblage on settlement sites, particularly on lowland or river valley
sites (Grant, 1984.513), e.g. Hengistbury Head (Cunliffe, 1987.322, tab. 43). Cattle were providers of
milk, milk by-products, meat, traction, bone, sinew, and skin (Reynolds, 1979.50-1). For these reasons
cattle appear, in Germany at least, to have been regarded as a form of wealth and means of payment
(Tacitus, Germania, 5, 12, 15, 18,21,25), susceptible to rustling (Caesar, DBG. 6.35) and were
incorporated into a variety of transactions within and between social groups (Roymans, 1996.47). In
Brtian cattle appear to have been incorporated within ritual activity on 'domestic' sites (Wait,
1985.149), e.g. the three adult bucrania deposited with the first century BC/AD pit (pit F2888) at
Ashville, Oxon. (Parrington, 1978.125-6); or the disarticulated remains recovered from the first century
AD pits (pits 966 and 2345) at Old Down Farm , Herts. The burial of complete or partial animals in
pits at religious sites is also recorded, e.g. outside the entry to the first century BC 'shrine' (Building
27) at Cadbury Castle, South Cadbury, Somerset. Cattle bones are only rarely recorded within the
contexts of graves, e.g. the burial of an adult male with an ox skull by his head within the 'war
cemetery' at Winterbome St. Martin, Maiden Castle, c. AD 44 (Whimster, 1981.268-9).
In an attempt to offset this deficiency Green (1989.149;1986.176-7) has sought to interpret bovine
imagery in terms of the creature's innate physical/psychological attributes. Thus Green (1992.152) has
remarked,
'The representation of bulls as figurines must reflect respect and veneration for these animals, which
were so crucial to the maintenance of the herd and admired for their vitality and spirit. Cattle were, of
course, required for food, milk and hides and oxen were essential for pulling the plough'.
Possession of these entirely positive attributes might account for the association between the bull and
deities associated with prosperity and fecundity in the Gallo-Roman period (Green, ibid.220-220), e.g.
a deity, identified as 'Cemunnos', sits on a throne mounted on bulls' heads on a stone (E1319) from
Saintes. On another example from Reims a god, again identified as 'Cemunnos', flanked by Mercury
and Apollo empties a bag of either grain or coinage to both the bull and stag at his feet. Such
interpretations remain, however, susceptible to the criticism that they are overly reliant upon the
projection of contemporary assessments of an animal's functional or economic worth on to the past.
There is some evidence to encourage the suggestion that the bull was incorporated within the GalloRoman cult of Jupiter in the Britain during the Roman period. The bronze-cast 'sceptre terminal' from
Willmingham Fen (Alfdldi, 1949; Green, 1976.17-9, pi. Xa-c), Cambs., bears the representation of a
fragmentary wheel, dolphin, eagle, triple-horned bucranium and a club or thunderbolt wielding figure
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resting its foot on a human-headed monster. Green (1984.225-6; 1986b.72) has interpreted this piece
as a conflation of Graeco-Roman and Celtic symbolism relating to the Celtic-Jupiter. Supporting
evidence for this association is often cited by reference (e.g. Green, 1989.150-1) to an interpretation of
the bronze bucket-mounts from the Thealby, Lines, and the River Ribble, Lanes. This association
between a triple-horned bull and a 'Celtic-Jupiter' is, nevertheless, not a particularly common or
recurrent aspect. Images of the triple-horned bull recorded by Colombet and Lebel (1953.120, fig. 21)
are concentrated in the region of the upper Saone where the creature is invariably represented alone.
This is certainly the case in Britain, e.g. in grave 3/124, c. AD 40 - 50, at Colchester (Green, 1976.32,
pi. 19a+b; May, 1930.251-3, pl.LXXV.3b), Essex; Cookham (Read, Henig and Cram, 1986.346-7, fig.
5), Berks.; Jewry Wall site (Kenyon, 1948.272, fig. 96), Leicester; nearThorpe (Hattatt, 1989.428, no.
61, fig.l 1.61), Notts.; and Southbroom (Boon, 1973.266-9, fig. 19), Wilts.. Only rarely is the triplehorned bull associated with anthropomorphic deities, e.g. at Moulins, Allier, where the bull is
represented with a female deity holding a cornucopiae (Colombet and Lebel, 1953.109, no.l); Langres
(Boucher. 1976.170ff) and lanuaria, Beire-le-Chatel (Deyts, 1976.44-6, nos.21 -2). Whether the triplehorned bull was regarded as a divinity in itself is not clear. Ambiguity surrounds the status of the
triple-horned bull with three female-busts on its back, recovered from a shrine at Maiden Castle,
Dorset (Wheeler, 1943.75-6, pi. XXXI). This piece from a mid-fourth century AD context has, with
few reservations, been related (Henig, 1984.65; 1985.10; Read, Henig and Cram, 1986.346; following
Wheeler, 1943.75-6), in one case through the Irish vernacular tradition (Green, 1989.183; 1986.190-1),
to the 'Tarvostrigaranos' ('the bull with three cranes') depicted on the first century AD Nantes
Parisiace, Notre Dame, Paris and a similar monument from Trier. Since the triple horned bull has no
precedent in the iconography of the Iron Age and would appear to have had its genesis during the
Gallo-Roman period it has no further relevance to a discussion of conventional bovine imagery.
The retention of the Massiliote 'butting-bull' design on the potin coinages of Britain and Gaul supports
Boucher's (1976.170) suggestion that the image of the bull did, ultimately, derive from the
Mediterranean; but there is little reason to assume that the bull possessed any celestial significance
during the Iron Age (pace Green, 1992a.l59). Assertions that the knob-ended terminals on some of the
bovine's homs may have been indicative of solar (Deonna, 1917.124ff) or even phallic (Trett,
1983.220) symbolism can be countered by equally valid but more mundane interpretations (cf.
Hawkes, 1951.192; Jackson, 1985.170). Alternative explanations (Green, 1992.146 1986.177,
1984.87; Ross, 1967.130) that suggest the motif was intended to 'defunctionalize' the image, rendering
the beast 'divine', remain plausible but unverifiable. Since none of the bucrania or bulls represented on
the coinage possesses this attribute further consideration is not merited. Bucrania are known with
'whorl-shaped' motifs in Gaul (cf. Dechelette, 1914.1310, fig. 570 pace Kaul etal, 1991.25) but there
is no valid reason to assume that these, or those more commonplace in Thracian art, e.g. in the
Rogozen hoard (Marazov, 1989; Zasoff et al, 1985.609), possessed the same solar significance (Kaul
et al, ibid.25) attributed to those decorating the foreheads of Minoan bull-statuettes (cf. Green,
1991.55).
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It is clear that the majority of 'butting-bull' designs on British coinage derived from the reverse of
Augustan aurei (BMC450, 454, 457) and denarii (BMC451, 455, 458) struck at Lugdunum between
15-13 BC (BMC450/454, 451/455) and again between 11-10 BC in commemoration of the victories of
Drusus and Tiberius over the Vindelici (Zanker, 1988.223-7, fig. 179). But neither the identification of
a numismatic prototype, or an acknowledgement of the design's original significance, accounts for the
disproportionate ratio of bulls and bucrania illustrated on Iron Age coinage. Such imagery is otherwise
rare on Republican or early Imperial series. A similar origin might be sought for the association
between the bucranium and a predatory animal as represented on post-conquest Gallic coinage, i.e. the
obverse of a bronze unit (Scheers, 1977.149, 662-3, no. 159) attributable to the regions of the 'Ambiani'
and 'Bellovaci'; and the reverse of a post-conquest bronze unit inscribed 'CONTOUTOS', attributable
to either the 'Santones', 'Petrocorii' and 'Pictones' (Alien, 1995.79, nos. 191-195, S197; Nash 259-60,
no. 637). A similar design is represented on the reverse of a British silver unit (BM930-945; VA372)
attributable to Tincomarus. Bucrania and lions are occasionally represented in the sculptured relief of
Roman funerary art as an allegory of the power of death (Strong, 1976.126). A painting of a lion, its
paw resting on a bloodied bull's head, is represented on the wall of a tomb at Ostia (Calza and
Squarciapino, 1962.109, fig. 57 after Toynbee, 1972.67). But the image could also appear outside of a
sepulchral context where its significance is not clear, e.g. the lion attacking a bull on a mosaic from
Hadrian's Villa now held in the Vatican (Toynbee, ibid.67, see also fn.54). To return to the subject in
hand, the bucranium is here defined by its relationship to a predatory animal. Whether the symbolism
of the Graeco-Roman world is invoked is not clear. The designs appear in post-conquest contexts in
Gaul where it must be assumed that Classical aesthetics and ideas were making themselves felt. In this
context the appearance of such a design in central southern Britain, a region known to have been
particularly receptive to Classical forms and motifs, might well be significant. Nevertheless this cannot
be assumed. The composition is invoked in a non-sepulchral context, the significance of which is not
clear in the Roman world, let alone in a (possible) client province.
The significance of bovine imagery thus remains obscure Where the relative context of these pieces is
acknowledged it has rarely been allowed to affect the interpretations outlined above Both Green
(1992.152) and Fox (1958.73) have acknowledged the incorporation of bovine imagery within objects
associated with the production/consumption of food and beverages. This association, however, is seen
as confirmatory evidence for both the authors' essentially functionalist interpretation of the bovine
form. The bovine image is, as both Fox (ibid.) and Green (ibid.) imply, represented on those artefacts
that can, directly or by inference, be associated with ritualistic activity, e.g. feasting, conducted within
a domestic environment at the behest of high status individuals. In this sense bovine imagery is
incorporated into artefact types utilised in the context of conspicuous display and/or personal
appearance, i.e. firedogs, vessels associated with the production of food, mirrors, razors and cosmetic
sets. The recurrent application of the bovine form on such objects can in itself be interpreted as
evidence of the value placed on the animal itself as a symbol of earthly wealth, power, prosperity,
success and, possibly, conceptions of physical beauty. The former qualities recall Tacitus' (Germania,
5) remark that cattle were considered a measure of
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material wealth in Germany. In this respect the representation of the bovine image on coinage need be
no different and may account for the repeated depiction of this type of imagery on lower
denominational coinage. Supporting evidence for this proposition can be made by reference to the
similar use of other domesticated species, e.g. the ram. The ram similarly appears on domestic objects
here and abroad, e.g. bronze bowls and firedogs, but, it must be admitted that it is rarely depicted on
coinage.
There is no evidence to suggest that bovine imagery was directly related to the expression of explicitly
religious beliefs. Whilst bovine remains were utilised in variety of religious activities they do not
appear to have been subject to same preference exhibited by the horse. A relationship between bovine
and avian imagery may be implied by the cosmetic set from Hockwold, Norfolk, and the reverse of an
unidentified coin (CCI92.0698) attributed to Dubnovellaunos where a bull is depicted with a single
unidentified bird on its back, but the significance of these associations is not clear. A relationship
between bucrania and the horse is implied in the compositional structure of two uninscribed silver
types north of the Thames. A bucranium is illustrated above the horse on the reverse of an unpublished
uninscribed silver unit (CCI96.3471; 94.1183). The association is expressed through an alternative
design where four bucrania are illustrated between the angles of a horse-headed cross on the obverse of
an uninscribed silver unit identified as British LX17. Again, the significance of this relationship is not
clear, although it appears to one based upon mutual association. An alternative relationship north of
the Thames is implied in the repeated association between the bucranium and the horned serpent. It is
possible to speculate that the bucranium might have symbolised power and success in a domestic
arena, the cradle of a civilised and cultural life.

This may account for its opposition to the ram-homed

snake, interpreted above as a metaphor for the 'supernatural' or the 'other'.

12.2.4: Conclusion.

The above discussion has sought to re-evaluate present interpretations of four zoomorphic forms within
the context of the archaeological record of Britain and Gaul. In contrast to preceding interpretations
the context within which these forms were utilised has been repeatedly highlighted as the most
significant factor in identifying the underlying structural principles that governed the use of such
images. In this respect the possibility of proposing a definitive but essentially 'closed' interpretation is
rejected in favour of offering an interpretative framework within which an image may be understood.
This has enabled a discussion of how a classificatory system may have been utilised in a variety of
specific contexts in order to yield the very specific types of meaning appropriate to coinage, in this
case gold staters. As a consequence it has been possible to suggest that zoomorphic symbolism was
utilised on staters in order to convey beneficial qualities, both real and metaphoric, by which ruling
elites justified and consolidated their position at the very peak of Iron Age society. This would appear
to have been orientated around the recognition of a series of binary oppositions, e.g. nature/culture,
wild/tame and/or spiritual/temporal, contained within a classifcatory system, with a third intermediary
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catagory capable of transcending oppositional boundaries. Following Hill (1995.103-5, 107-8)
individual species may be arranged in terms of their relative position within a possible a system of
cultural classification (cf. table 12.3 below)

Lupine/leonine(?)

Human

Bovine

Boar

Horse

Ram

Horned Snake

(Dog)

(Sheep)

Griffin(?)

(Pig)

(Bear)
Table. 12.1 : Proposed Iron Age classification of human and animals (following Hill, 1995.107 with modifications).

Paranthesis denote species not included in this study but alluded to in the work of Hill (199S) and SchOnfelder (1994).
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12.3; Anthropomorphic forms.
12.3.1; Introduction.

In comparison to the Hellenistic cultures of the Mediterranean the relative absence of a sculptural
tradition in prehistoric Britain is a significant factor in the widely expressed belief that Iron Age art was
essentially aniconic (Henig, 1995.27). The compilation of a gazetteer of zoomorphic and, in
particular, anthropomorphic imagery (cf Appendix 2) assigned to 'Iron Age' contexts within Britain
dictates that the feasibility of this supposition can now, at least, be questioned. Reservations over the
integrity of such a survey must remain since an undisclosed number of pieces are assigned an 'Iron
Age' date on subjective notions of'style' in the absence or, regrettably, irrespective of any other
reliable form of context. The iron figurine that accompanied the inhumation of a twenty-five year old
female from Poundbury (Grave 543), Dorchester, Dorset, is excluded from entry in this survey (pace
Henig, 1991.186; Ross, 1987. fig. 70.6, Mf 2, C13-14) since the burial is now known to be c. midfourth century AD (cf. Farwell and Molleson, 1993.16-18). Similarly it cannot be assumed that the
presence of an object within Britain is a reliable indicator that this was also its place of manufacture,
e.g. the bronze female figurine from Aust-on-Severn (Ellis, 1900.322-5, pi. VII), Glos., regarded by
Henig (1995.38; 1985.3; 1996 in Watts and Leach <?/a/.131) as a 'native Iron Age figurine, dating not
long before the Roman period' is contradicted by Cunliffe's (1997.151, illus.121) identification of the
piece as a fourth-third century BC Iberian import form Andalucia, Spain.
In spite of such difficulties it is possible to describe the ascent of anthropomorphic form in Britain
during the Iron Age. Finds assigned to the 'Early' (c. 700 BC - 400 BC) and 'Middle' (400 - c. 100
BC) Iron Ages are restricted to the almost life-size female(?) oak figurine from a peat bog at
Ballachulish, Scotland, 728 - 524 BC; the unstratified deposit of eight (only five remain) sexually
ambiguous pine figurines from Roos Carr, 606 - 509 BC; and an ithyphallic oak sculpture from the
river Teign at Kingsteignton, Devon, 426 - 352 BC (Coles, 1990.319, 326, fig. 7, pi. 27b) The
emphasis on the sexual characteristics of these, and other comparable figurines, has been noted (Coles,
1990.331), a factor which recalls the bone phallus recovered from ceramic phase 7, c. 300 - 100 BC at
Danebury, Hants. Reference should also be made to the manifestation of the continentally inspired
anthropomorphic shortswords which originate in Britain, e.g. the examples from Clotherholm (Collis,
1973; Clarke and Hawkes, 1955.225, pi. XXVII. 1-2), Yorkshire; Southwark (Clarke and Hawkes
(1955.227, pl.XXIV.5); Shouldham (Collis, 1973; Clarke and Hawkes, 1955.198-9, pl.XXIV.l, 3),
Norfolk, and north Grimston (Collis, 1973; Mortimer, 1905); Clarke and Hawkes, 1955.226, pis.
XXVI.3; XVII.4; fig. 6.6), Yorkshire, dated from the fourth - the mid-second centuries BC
respectively. The first century BC date attributed to the (now lost) shortsword recovered from the
River Witham (Clarke and Hawkes (1955.227, pl.XXVI, 2; fig. 6.8); Spratling (1972.520, no. 302, fig.
124), Lincolnshire, suggests that a preference for this type of object continued into the 'Late' Iron Age
(c. 100 BC - AD 43). The socketed bronze heads from Holme Hale and Gillingham have been
described in terms reminiscent of the detached bronze heads found at Corent Auvergne and Stradonice,
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Bohemia (cf. Dechelette, 1914.1141, fig.475.1. 2, 2a), intended as iron tang terminal fittings on the
hilts of anthropomorphic shortswords (Clarke and Hawkes, 1955.213-4).
This evidence of continuity coincides with a relative increase in the depiction of the human form across
some areas of Britain which can reliably be attributed to the late Iron Age (c. 100 BC - c. AD 43). This
may, in part, be attributed to archaeologically traceable alterations in the pattern of burial during the
'Middle-Late Iron Ages' in southeastern Britain, e.g. the presence of anthropomorphic cast bronze
mounts from the cremation burials at Aylesford and Alkham in Kent; Baldock and Welwyn in Herts;
and the repousse examples on the vessel from Marlborough, Wilts. It should not be overlooked, as has
so often been the case, that the representation of the human form in these regions coincides with its
appearance on contemporary coinage, e.g. the 'head/horse' types of the earliest uninscribed silver
series distributed north and south of the Thames, Alien's British LX (BM376, M375, VA1558;
BM377-9, M435, VA1546; BM380-1; BM382, M436, VA1549; BM383-5, M437, VA1549; British
Museum 386, M441, VA1555; BM387, M440, VA1611; BM390, M280) and LZ 'Danebury' types
(Cunliffeand Poole, 1991; BM577, M87var; BM578, M87; BM579, M86; BM580-2, M88, VA262;
BM583-92, M89, VA264; BM593, VA264VAR.; BM594, VA264VAR.;BM595-601, VA280;
BM602-3; BM604-5; BM606, VA282; BM607; BM608; BM609; BM610-612, VA284; BM613,
VA284VAR,; BM614-28 inscribed 'EX' /-; BM629, VA292; BM630; BM642-3, M90, VA268;
BM644), dated to the mid-first century BC or slightly later (Hobbs, 1996.15-16). The very
considerable influence exerted by Republican and Imperial denari over the typology of these series
cannot be denied since it is from these that the earliest British silver series is said to have derived
(Northover, 1992.255-257). Nevertheless, the coincidence of anthropomorphic imagery on coinage and
other media suggests that any reluctance to depict the human form implied by its relative absence in
'Early-Middle' Iron Age contexts dramatically receded within southeastern Britain from the middle of
the first century BC onwards
Preceding discussions of the significance of this material has been limited, often revolving around the
complexities of interpretation (cf Alien, 1958.43-4; Clarke and Hawkes, 1955.216; Fitzpatrick,
1996.374; Green, 1996.142-3; 1992.153-7; Laing and Laing, 1992.118; Leeds, 1933.88-91; Megaw and
Megaw, 1989.164; Petres, 1979.176; Ross, 1958.11-2, 35-6; Stead, 1988.25). Where this has been
attempted (cf. Alien, 1958) it has often manifested itself as an exercise in reconciling or correlating the
artistic repertoire with the archaeological or literary records. In particular, an interpretation of the
religious aspects of some of this iconography has been conspicuously avoided (cf. Alien, 1958.44) or
otherwise considered in the context of the later Romano-Celtic or early medieval material (e.g. Green,
1992.154-5; Ross, 1958.11-2, 21-2). Obstacles to the accurate interpretation of anthropomorphic
imagery have been recognised in other disciplines (cf Ucko, 1996), but the objective remains highly
desirable as the following interpretations endeavour to illustrate. The implications for the Iron Age
studies are far reaching as father research (e.g. Roper, forthcoming doctoral research) will no doubt
illustrate.
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12A2 The image of an armed rider.

Other than in its depiction on coinage the representation of armed riders has no other parallel in the
British Iron Age (cf. Appendix 3), although the form is well known as a relatively common RomanoBritish brooch-type (Johns, 1995.104-5). Indeed, the relative absence in the illustration of armed or
armoured individuals is contrary to what may have been expected from predominantly text-led
interpretations of 'Celtic'warrior societies (cf. Webster, 1996.111-23). Outside of the armed rider
series and the occasional depiction of individuals wearing helmets, e.g. a silver minim type (BM235863) inscribed - / '£' attributed to Epaticcus; or carrying clubs, e.g. a silver type (BM1891-2; M254;
VA2067) inscribed 'CVN' / 'CVN' attributed to Cunobelinus, the only other comparable example
represented on coinage derives from the reverse of a bronze type (BM1961-7; M244; VA2093)
inscribed 'CV NOB' / 'TASCIIO VANTIS', attributed to Cunobelinus. Here, a standing figure is
depicted wearing a helmet, a cuirass?, tunic and trousers whilst holding a shield in his left hand and a
spear in the right. Outside the numismatic repertoire comparable examples of this type of imagery
remains slight consisting of 11, or possibly 13, complete or partial chalk figurines from a variety of
domestic contexts in north Humberside and north Yorkshire (Stead, 1988.9-29, figs. 1-2, 4-6, pis. I, Ha
+ b. Ilia); and a repousse panel soldered onto the head of an Ettlinger type 27 brass brooch from
cremation burial 240, King Harry Lane, Verulamium, Herts. (Stead and Rigby, 1989.334, fig. 135.2).
The former, first century BC/AD male figurines with swords worn vertically in the centre of the back
or on the right side, must remain outside this discussion since their distribution is outside that of the
relevant staters. Whilst originating within a region consistent with the distribution of such staters the
latter, depicting a male figure kneeling, wearing a helmet and holding spear and shield, derives from a
slightly later context, c. AD 40-60.
The absence of a definitive archaeological or literary context so vital to the interpretation of figurines
(Bailey, 1996.291; Marcus, 1996.285-91), and/or figural art in general, renders any productive
understanding of the use of anthropomorphic form in the Iron Age extremely problematic With regard
to the iconography of coinage, archaeologists and numismatists have often been engaged in the
correlation of subject matter with the archaeological or literary records. As a consequence the
representation of those designs hereafter collectively referred to as 'armed rider' series have, following
Alien (1958), been cited as an example of the manner in which warfare was conducted during the late
pre-Roman Iron Age in Britain, at least amongst members of the aristocracy. Pobe (1961.400)
commented that such conceptions of the horseman as the ultimate embodiment of human strength was
an appropriate form for deities in the Romano-Celtic period. The concentration of horse and rider
plate-brooches around Romano-Celtic temple precincts, eg. Hockwold-cum-Wilton, Norfolk, has been
linked to the cult of a Romano-Celtic rider god in Britain (Johns, 1996.174; 1995 104-105; Mackreth,
1986) This 'rider-god' is thought to have been an indigenous deity equatable with Mars (Johns,
1990 446-452) which may have had pre-Roman origins in the tribal territories of the Catuvellauni and
the Corieltauvi (Green, 1991.114; 1986.116-7). Indeed it is this, the relative ambiguity over the exact
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status of'the armed rider', that is a contributory factor in the difficulty of interpreting such images.
This inability to be sure of the exact identity of'the armed rider' whether as a god, demi-god or man
(cf. Alien, 1958.43-4), presents the initial hurdle to any productive understanding of the significance of
such imagery.
Images of the human body are not absolute but were constructed and interpreted, as they still are (cf.
Hamilton, 1996), in accordance with specific social and cultural ideals (Bailey, 1996.293; Read,
1956.29-34). This factor is often overlooked by Iron Age archaeologists (cf. Stead, 1996.36-7, illust.
37-8) and numismatists (cf Alien, 1958) who readily assume that there is a direct relationship
between the represented object and its representational subject (Bailey, ibid.292). Rarely is the
reliability or significance of such correspondence ever questioned, correlation being self-evident. This
need not necessarily be the case, as Schilder (1950.302 in Read, 1956.32) has acknowledged,
'A body image is in some ways always the sum of the body images of the community according to the
various relations in the community. Relations to the body images of others are determined by the
factor of nearness and farness and by the factor of emotional nearness and farness'.
It is only through an identification of the formal characteristics around which these relationships were
articulated that one may start to differentiate between the different 'physical and perceptual
mechanisms' that imbued these images with meaning (Bailey, ibid 291).
As its name would suggest the 'armed rider' series is characterised by their possession of a number of
attributes associated with warfare and display. Their representation on the gold staters shifts from the
original prototype design, i.e. a naked horseman thrusting a spear or javelin on the denari of Pub
Crepusius (Crawford 361/c) to an increasingly elaborate design depicting individuals in the full
panoply of war, i.e. a horsemen wearing a helmet and/or chainmail, carrying either a carnyx or sword
and/or spear and shield. In the subsequent adaptations emphasis is placed upon the possession of
certain types of cultural objects, the existence of which can be verified by the archaeological record (cf,
Alien, 1958). Nevertheless, the proportion of the regional archaeological record occupied by these
objects is slight (cf. Appendix 3). Moreover these derive from a variety of 'ceremonial' or 'ritual'
contexts, e.g. as part of either rich funerary or riverine deposits, where they have effectively been
removed from circulation after, in some cases, having been 'ritually' destroyed. As a consequence it is
reasonable to deduce that an increasing emphasis was being placed upon the possession of a small
number of culturally specific objects utilised in a variety of rituals related to conspicuous display
and/or consumption by groups of high status individuals. In this sense the armed rider series embodies
a contradiction between an ideal and reality. The ideal, as represented on coinage, is contradicted by
the reality of the archaeological record, where the limited number and context of these objects indicates
that they were restricted to a cultural elite. If the proposition that representations of the human figure
are idealisations that set 'standards against which people can be compared by others and themselves'
(Bailey, 1996.293) is accepted, then it can be argued that such iconography was intended to
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draw attention to, and encourage the distinctions between, groups of individuals based upon their (limited?) access to such resources.
How much such iconography can be said to contribute towards a discussion on the presence of a
'martial ideology' in southeastern England during the LPRIA can be questioned. The absence of
comparable themes on objects manufactured in the same region, with the exception of the horsemen
illustrated on the unique stamped LPRIA ceramic bowl from Kelvedon (Rodwell, 1988.127-8,
fig. 77.1), is problematical. Roymans (1996.13-20, figs. 1 + 2) has argued that the deposition of Late
La Tene swords and metal helmets in northern Gaul can be interpreted in terms of the role they played
in the formation of a martial ideology underpinning the socio-political organisation Belgic society prior
to the Roman conquest. These patterns of deposition should be 'contextualised' within the wider social
and cosmological framework of'Celto-Germanic societies' with their emphases on the intensification
of warfare and clientship in response to the economic demands of Rome (cf. Roymans, 1990.17-45).
The constitution of similar 'warrior societies' and their respective ideologies have been discussed with
regards to Britain, particularly in southern and southeastern Britain (cf. Fitzpatrick, 1984; Nash, 1984).
Nevertheless, questions remain as to how far the implications of such discussions can be qualified.
Caesar (DBG.V.2. 11) clearly describes Britain as being 'in a continual state of war' and a limited
survey of the deposition of late La Tene swords, helmets, shields and chainmail in graves, rivers and
cult places in southeastern Britain (cf. Appendix 3) compares favourably with Roymans (ibid.)
evidence from northern Gaul. Where evidence for the deposition of La Tene metalwork in riverine
context does exist, as in the case of the Rivers Thames and Witham, there is, as Fitzpatrick (1984) has
illustrated, an undeniable bias towards the deposition of offensive weaponry that may have been
incorporated within similar rituals in Britain. But burials with weapons still remain relatively scarce in
southern Britain (Collis, 1973), restricted to the four inhumation burials Owlesbury (Collis, 1973),
Hampshire, St, Lawrence (Stead, 1967), Isle of Wight; Deal (Parfitt, 1995), Kent; and, possibly, Great
Braxted (Sealey, forthcoming), Essex, all of which can be dated to the first half of the first century BC
or earlier. The only exception remains the Great Braxted burial where the presence of three pedastal
urns with quoit-shaped bases suggests a date of c. 50 - 1 BC (Sealey, forthcoming). Only shields and
chainmail accompany the later cremation burials north of the Thames. An exception appears to be the
'warrior burial' cremation, c AD 35, within Enclosure 3 nr. Gosbecks, Camulodunum, Essex where
the individual interred was accompanied by a spear and a shield (Crummy, 1992.495). The absence of
these forms of weaponry may, in part, be accounted for in terms of inheritance or the return to a
common pool (Roymans, 1996.20). But their absence remains highly conspicuous and must be
contrasted with the presence of those objects associated with ritual feasting (imported amphorae,
tankards, etc.), personal adornment (fibulae, chainmail) and display (bridle-bits, mirrors). These types
of objects also appear, albeit to a lesser extent, in riverine contexts (cf. Fitzpatrick, 1984, fig. 12.1), that
may also have once contained other perishable or archaeologically untraceable materials, e.g. worked
bone, ceramics and glass (Fitzpatrick, 1984.179).
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This is not to argue that warfare was not an integral or endemic aspect of Iron Age society, but to
acknowledge that the archaeological evidence is not in itself sufficient to warrant such conclusions.
Rather the iconography and the deposition of military artefacts suggests that emphasis was not
necessarily placed on the act, or threat, of warfare itself, but on the display of the martial accoutrements
warfare signified. Only in this way can it be argued (Nash, 1981.13) that wealth and warfare were
intimately associated in the structuring and preservation of Iron Age society. Social elites stood to
benefit from their appropriation of those objects which best articulated their sovereign power; a process
which Shanks (ibid.208) has described as the rendering of politics into an aesthetic field, expressed
through lifestyle, narrative and social experience.
12.3.3: The image of a 'winged figure'.
There are twenty seven other examples in the representations of a winged figure on British and Gaulish
coinage, none of which manifest themselves in other media. Neither do any of these surviving
examples possess the range of characteristics depicted on the stater of Eppilus, i.e. a standing, winged
figure (with clawed feet?) wearing a helmet, skirt, and belt holding a palm branch in her right hand and
wreath in her left. Nevertheless, some of these are very close and can be arranged in order of their
similarity. Due to their siginificance the following examples of 'winged figures' are reviewed below
(cf. 12.4.3a/12.4.3b)
12.3.3a: The depiction of'winged figures' on British coinage.
1.

Standing, winged figure wearing a helmet, skirt and belt, holding a 'standard?' in her right hand a
wreath in her left.

A figure thus described is represented on the reverse of a bronze unit (BM1142; M311; VA452-1)
inscribed 'EPP1V - attributed to Eppilus 'in Kent'. The substitution of the 'palm branch' for 'the
standard' is noteworthy.
2.

Standing winged figure wearing a helmet, skirt and belt, holding a wreath in her right hand.

A figure thus described is represented on the obverse of a bronze unit (BM1935; M232; VA1981-1)
inscribed -/ 'CVN' attributed to Cunobelinus. Scheer's (1992.40) derived both this and the following
example from either Greek or Roman prototypes, e.g. denarii struck by M. Antonius (C.545/1) or L.
Pinarius Scarpus (C.546/2a).
3.

Standing winged figure, wearing a helmet, draped, right leg bare, holding a wreath in its right hand
(Evans (1864.342) suggests the notion of tail feathers, but this seems unnecessary).
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A figure thus described is represented on the reverse of a bronze unit (BM1931 -4; M231; VA1979-1)
inscribed 'CAMVV 'CV NO' attributed to Cunobelinus.
4.

Standing winged figure, fully draped, holding an unidentified object (Evans (1864.324-5)
suggested a scroll?) in her right hand, a palm branch in her left hand down at her side.

A figure thus described is represented on the reverse of a bronze unit (BM1938-42; M222; VA1971-1)
inscribed 'CAM' / 'CVN' attributed to Cunobelinus. A similar figure is represented on the reverse of
another bronze unit (BM1943; M222a; VA 1973-3) inscribed - / 'CVN'.
5.

Standing winged figure, naked, holding a ?sword or ?wand in it's right hand.

A figure thus described is represented on the reverse of a silver unit (BM1133) from the southeastern
area inscribed 'CO V1R' / 'E P', joint-issue attributed to Eppilus and Verica. A similar figure, sword
resting on right shoulder, is represented on another similarly attributed bronze unit (BM1134; M307;
VA442-1).
6.

A seated, winged figure wearing a helmet, lower body draped, holding an unidentified object
possibly a ?shoit-sword/knife in her right hand.

A figure thus described is represented on the reverse of a silver type (BM 1863-5; M215; VA2045)
inscribed 'CAMVLV 'CVNO' attributed to Cunobelinus. Evans (1864.318), later endorsed by Scheers
(1992.40) and Van Arsdell (1989.414), derived this and the two following designs from a Roman
denarius (C.462/lb) of M. Porcius Cato Uticensis, 47/46 BC.
7.

A seated winged figure, wearing a helmet, upper body naked, right leg bare, left leg draped, left
arm outstretched holding a wreath.

A figure thus described is represented on the obverse of a silver unit (BM2294-2328; M263a; VA581)
inscribed 'TAS CIO V / 'EPAT' attributed to Epaticcus.
8.

Seated, winged figure, wearing a helmet but otherwise naked, both arms outstretched, right hand
holding a wreath or beaded-ring with pellet in centre.

A figure thus described is represented on the reverse of abronze unit (BM1921-27; M221; VA1971)
inscribed 'CVNOBE LINIV 'TASC' attributed to Cunobeiinus.
9

Winged figure standing on a globe, wearing clothes, right arm outstretched.
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A figure thus described is represented on the reverse of an silver unit (BM1883) inscribed 'CVN
BELINVSV '[T]ASCIIOV attributed to Cunobelinus. Scheers (1992.34) derived this design from the
Augustus' Victoria, although a similar? design appears on a denarius (C.546/6) inscribed SCARPVS.
IMP from Cyrenaica, 31 BC.
10. Winged figure holding a knife in its left hand sacrificing a bull
A figure thus described is represented on the reverse of a bronze unit (BM1913-9, M249; VA2099)
inscribed 'CV NO'/ 'TASCT attributed to Cunobelinus.
11. Seated, robed figure wearing a helmet and holding a palm branch in the left hand.
A figure thus described is represented on the reverse of a silver type (BM1420; Ml 30; VA532)
inscribed ' VIRT / -, attributed to Verica.
12.3.3b The depiction of'winged figures' on Gallic coinage

This study has recorded fourteen other examples of winged figures on Gallic coinage which may bear
some relationship to those identified in Britain. This can also be arranged in order of their similarity.
12. Recumbent winged figure below human-headed horse, naked (except for belt?), holding a sword or
spear in its left hand.
A figure thus described is represented on the reverse of an uninscribed gold stater type (de Jersey,
1994.58-63, fig.23 cl. I BN6818-6822) possibly attributable to either the region of the 'Aulerci
Cenomani' or the 'Treveri' (see 13 below) mid-second century BC.
13 Recumbent winged figure, no arms, below human-headed horse, naked except for a helmet
A figure thus described is represented below a human-headed horse on uninscribed gold stater (de
Jersey, 1994.64-7, fig. 24, els. I - VIII) and quarter stater (de Jersey, ibid.) types traditionally, although
contentiously (cf. Colbert de Beaulieu, 1954; de Jersey, 1994), attributed to the 'Veneti', mid-second
century BC. A similar figure is represented on the reverse of an uninscribed gold stater types (de
Jersey, 1994.58-63, fig. 23, els. Ila BN6829, lib BN6823-6824, lie BN6825)that derive from the
preceding 'Venetic' series but are attributable to the region of the 'Aulerci Cenomani', mid-second
century BC. A similar figure is represented below a human-headed horse on the reverse of subsequent
uninscribed gold stater type (de Jersey, 1994.76-8, fig.35) that drew inspiration from both the 'Venetic'
and 'Aulerci Cenomanic', tentatively attributed to the region of the 'Andes', second half of the second
century BC.
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14 Recumbent winged figure, naked except for a helmet holding an object described as a 'tore' or a
'closed ring' represented below a human-headed horse.
A figure thus described is represented on the reverse of a gold stater type (de Jersey, 1994.82-3, fig. 40)
ultimately derived from the ' Venetic' series is attributed to the region of the 'Osismii', first century BC
prior to the Gallic War.
15. Recumbent winged figure, possibly naked and wearing a belt and helmet, arm outstretched,
represented below human-headed horse.
A figure thus described is represented on the reverse of uninscribed gold stater (Alien, 1971.94-6,
"Winged-manikin type' figs. 1.1, 1.2) and quarter stater types, attributable to the region of the
'Treveri', second century BC. This series may be related to cl. 1 of the 'recumbent figure' series
attributed to the 'Aulerci Cenomani', mid-second century BC (de Jersey, 1994.59).
16. Standing winged figure with no arms, naked except for a belt, an arrow horizontally orientated in
field around the region of the figure's lower legs.
A figure thus described is represented on the reverse of an uninscribed gold quarter type (Scheers,
1981.88, 466-7, no. 39) ?struck during the Gallic War, attributed to the region of the 'Leuci'.
17. Seated winged figure, draped wearing a helmet and holding an unidentified rectangular object
surmounted by a pellet-in-ring motif
A figure thus described is represented on the obverse of a post-war bronze unit (Alien, 1995.69,
no. 104; Scheers, 1981.136, 615-7, no. 142) attributed to the region of the Mediomatrici. Scheers
(1992.40) derived design from a Roman denarius (C,462/lb) of M. Porcius Cato Uticensis, 47/46 BC
18. Winged figure represented above a horse, arms extended to hold the horse's mane?
A figure thus described is represented on the reverse of an early uninscribed silver type (Nash, 1978.31,
'Irregular variety' X5, fig. 30) attributed to the 'Bridiers Group ('Emporiae Type') from southwestern
Gaul. Nash (ibid.22-31) has argued that this 'Irregular variety' was related to the 'Emporiae type'
Bridiers Group struck throughout the second half of the third century BC The 'Emporiae type'.
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derived from the silver drachma coinage issued by the Greek colony of Emporiae, c. 300 - 241 BC7,
with the head of Persephone on the obverse, a standing horse and Nike on the reverse. A stylised
'figure-of-eight Nike' is, with some exceptions, preserved throughout the early phase of the Bridiers
Group, i.e. Nash (1978.29-31) types A1 (fig. 10-12), A2 (figs. 13-14), Bl (figs. 15-17), B la, B2
(fig.18), C (figs. 20-21), Dl (fig. 24-5), D2 (Alien, 1990.56, no. 139fig.23); 'Irregular varieties' XI
(fig.26) and X2 (fig.27). Exceptions include types B3 (fig. 19) where a wingless figure holding a ring is
substituted; X3 (fig.28) where a schematicised 'bird' is substituted; X4 (Alien, 1990.55, fig. 110;
Nash, ibid, fig.29) where the upperfield is blank; and X6 where a bird is substituted.

A very similar

'Nike', clearly derived from the 'Emporiae types', is represented above the horse on the reverse of a
subsequent silver type (Nash, 1978.39, 'Bridiers Group, Later Developments Proto-West Berry A',
figs. 62-3) from Central Gaul associated with, but subsequent to, the predominant 'Bridiers Group',
late third century BC.
19. Winged figure, naked, squatting on the back of a human-headed horse, arms extended to hold the
horse's reins?
A figure thus described is represented on the reverse of an uninscribed silver type (Alien, 1990.55,
no.109; Nash, 1978.26, 38-40, 'Silver Bridiers Group, 'Later Developments', type B, fig. 61), late third
century BC.
20. Winged figure, ?naked except for a belt, kneeling on the back of a horse, one arm extended to hold
the horse' s mane, the other to hold a tore.
A figure thus described is represented on the reverse of a gold stater type (Scheers, 1977.316-8, no. 20)
attributed to the region of the 'Treveri', second century BC.
21. Winged figure, naked, riding a horse and holding a branch in its right hand.
A figure thus described is represented on the reverse of a post-conquest bronze unit (Alien, 1995.71,
nos. 116-8, S96-100) inscribed 'PIXTILOS' /- and attributed to the region of the of Carnutes Aulerci
Eburovices, c. 40-30 BC.
22. Winged figure, naked, riding a horse, arm extended to hold the horse's mane.
A figure thus described is represented on the reverse of an uninscribed silver type (Alien, 1990.56, nos.
152-3, S175-9;Nash, 1978.251-3, figs. 621-4) from the 'PIV series (Colbert de Beaulieu, 1971),
attributed to the region of the 'Pictones', mid-first century BC.

7 Alien (1990.55) dates the drachms (or didrachms) of Emporion from about 218 - 180 BC from hoards
of Tortosa and Cartagena).
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23. Winged figure, wearing a helmet, holding whip? and reins of a two horse chariot.
A figure thus described is represented on the reverse of bronze unit (Allan, 1995.66, nos. 53-65, 54557; Scheers, 1981. 139-40, 625-33) inscribed 'REMOY 'REMO' struck prior to 52 BC and attributed to
the Remi
24. Winged torso wearing a helmet, arms holding reins of one/two horse chariot.
A figure thus described is represented on the reverse of an uninscribed gold stater (Nash, 1978.202,
figs. 457-59) and quarter stater (Nash, ibid.202, fig. 460) types attributed to 'ABVDOS' from the
region of the 'Bituriges Cubi', mid-first century BC prior to 52 BC.
A similar figure is represented above the horse on a subsequent but related gold stater type (Nash, ibid.
202-4, figs. 461-2) inscribed -/ 'ABVCATOS', similarly attributed (SEE BELOW).
25. Winged torso above horses/horse
A figure thus described is represented on the reverse of gold staters and quarter staters of Nash's
(ibid.59, figs. 136-8) Gold types akin to West Berry Silver types, ?early first century BC. A similarly
described figure also appears on the reverse of later gold types inscribed -/ 'ABVCATOS', attributed to
the 'Bituriges', first century BC (Nash, 1978.202-4,figs. 461-2).

26. Winged figure above two horses
A figure thus described is represented on the reverse of an unprovenanced uninscribed gold stater type
(Nash, 1978.59-62, 'Type AT, figs. 136-8), early first century BC, that may be related to the preceding
'West Berry Silver' series.
27. Winged figure above horse.
A figure thus described is represented above the horse on some gold stater (Scheers, 181.39-45,24266, no.8 cls.II, II, IV) and quarter stater (Scheers, ibid. cl.IIb, V) variants of Gallo-Belgic A, midsecond century BC, although its depiction is highly stylised and short-lived. Another winged figure,
possibly wearing a belt, appears to hold the reins of the horse represented on the reverse of a preconquest first century BC gold quarter-stater type (Scheers, 1981.87, 465-6, no. 38), attributable to the
region of the 'Mediomatrici'.
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12.3.3c: Discussion.
In his original discussion of the 'winged-figure' on the obverse of staters attributed to Eppilus Evans
(1864.191-2), identifying the winged-figure as the Roman goddess 'Victory', noted the dilemma such
an identification posed,

'It is indeed evident that such a type could hardly have been adopted in this country until intercourse
with the Romans had made them acquainted with the goddess under these attributes, for the native
Andate or Andraste cannot be conceived as carrying a palm-branch. She is here, however, represented
as far more of a virago than on Roman coinage'.
Evans (ibid. 195) sought to account for the discrepancy by reference to an alternative 'winged figure'
represented on the reverse of a silver type (BM1133) struck jointly by Eppilus and Verica,
'I am inclined to think that the figure is intended for Victory, though represented more in accordance
with British, than classic mythology'.
Evans' (ibid.) identification of the winged-figures as 'Victory' has been followed and expanded upon
by subsequent generations of numismatists (cf. Van Arsdell, 1989.151-152, 181,404,406,414,423) to
include all such figures. With few reservations (cf. Alien, 1958.44) there have been no attempts to
substantiate Evans' (ibid.) original identification, despite the differences he noted, or consider their
significance. This is all the more surprising when one considers that what may be represented is one of
the earliest depictions, c. 20 BC - AD 10, of an identifiable deity known to have been produced in Iron
Age Britain. The following discussion intends to verify Evans' (ibid.) original identification and
consider some of the implications this identification poses to an understanding of the belief-systems
current in Iron Age Britain.
The Greek personification of the abstract quality of victory was Nike (the 'victorious'), daughter of
titan Pallas and the Okeanid nymph Styx. Incorporated within the Roman pantheon as 'Victory' the
goddess is frequently represented as a youthful, fully robed, winged female. The wingless portrayal of
Nike-Apteros recorded by Pausanias (Descriptions of Greece, III. 15.7) on the Acropolis in Athens
during second century AD recalls similar, broadly synchronous, works from the eastern Roman empire
(Hassal, 1977.333). Nike-Victory's principal attributes were the palm branch and the laurel-wreath
which could, on occasion, be supplemented by a trophy of armour, a staff (caduceus), patera or
standard (Murray, 1988.183-184; Hassal, ibid.333). The goddess is frequently portrayed in the act of
presenting a wreath, pointing the way to success, standing on a globe, driving horses or sacrificing an
ox.
Irrespective of the identification of a number of possible numismatic prototypes confirmation of the
identity of the deity represented must, following the principals established by Lindgren (1980.38), be
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sought through the identification of objective criteria*. The 'winged-figure' closely resembles
Classical portrayals of'Victory' through its possession of that goddesses' formal attributes (a winged
female carrying a palm branch and wreath) expressed through a conventionalised pose (the presentation
of a wreath). Objections raised on the grounds that individual attributes, e.g. the 'palm branch', may
have possessed a symbolism of their own (cf. 12.4.2 the 'branched emblem' below) ignore the context
within which these attributes currently occur. It is the association of these individual attributes together
within the context of a single composition that provides the most plausible evidence to regard this
figure 'Victory'. The extent by which the two portrayals differ, namely in terms of their costume,
would appear to have been secondary to their possession of these formal characteristics. The depiction
of'Victory' on the coinage of Eppilus can be compared (Alien, 1958.58-9) with those representations
of north of the Thames, which remain in accordance with Classical conceptions. Ambivalence over
dress reoccurs in (apparently) indigenous art after the Roman conquest. Another long skirted,
wingless 'Victory' standing upon a globe and holding a palm branch and wreath is depicted on an
early third century AD building inscription found at Brough by Bainbridge (Hassall, 1977.330-333,
fig.13.2a, after Hartley, 1966.19). Similar alterations in the appearance of deities, namely the presence
of long skirted dresses, can be observed in the representation of an unstratified bronze figurine of an
unidentified goddess from fields in the vicinity of Woodeaton, Oxon. (Taylor, 1917.102-3; Kirk,
1949.31, pi. IV.B); or in the schematic depiction of the Tres Matres on the schist plaque from Bath (cf.
Green, 1989.198-204, fig. 88).
Familiarity with the existence of the Classical goddess 'Victory' is suggested by the portrayal of this
deity on the broadly contemporary coinage of Cunobelinus north of the Thames (nos. 9- 10). The
existence of a number of standing or seated winged figures (nos. 2, 3,7 - 8) is suggestive, although not
conclusive proof, of a further familiarity with this goddess. However, variations in the depiction of
other comparable winged-figures (e.g. nos. 1,4-6+ 11) suggests that not all these representations are,
or were considered, strictly compatible with Classical conceptions of'Victory'. The identity of these
figures is uncertain and their relationship, if any, with the portrayal of'Victory' is unclear. As a
consequence it can be doubted whether all of the 'winged-figures' represented are accurately described
as, or were originally conceived of as, this Classical goddess. This is particularly true of those figures
portrayed with alternative martial attributes north and south of the Thames, e.g. nos. 1,5, and 6.
Reference should also be made to the similar figures from Gaul. If one accepts Nash's (ibid.22-31)
typological/chronological sequence the earliest 'winged-figure' had appeared in Gaul by the end of the
third century BC, inspired by the drachma coinage of Emporiae. These early scenes depict a winged
figure riding a horse (no. 18), in some later examples a human-headed horse (no. 19), and must be
contrasted to the flying 'Victory' above a stationary horse represented on the Greek prototype. Similar
imagery continued throughout the second - first centuries BC (nos. 20 - 22, 25 - 27) with additional
designs, particularly in northern Gaul (nos. 13-15), depicting winged figures below a human-headed
horse. In only one example (no. 12) do such figures possess weaponry. The exact identity of these
figures is unknown and only a few are depicted with any attributes, e.g. a tore (nos. 14, 20) and a
'branched emblem' (no. 21). Some, however, appear in guises appropriate to 'Victory', i.e. driving a
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chariot (nos. 23 - 26), but it is not clear whether this equation is appropriate considering the figure's
preceding and repeated association with horses. Unlike Britain, there are no unequivocal portrayals of
Mike-Victory on Gallic coinage other than a possible post-conquest depiction of a winged deity holding
an unidentified object (no. 17).
From this evidence it is possible to conclude that the iconography of the Classical goddess 'Victory'
was appropriated in Gaul during the third century BC to portray an indigenous concept. Whilst these
took on a regional character during the second and first century BC it would be reasonable to suggest
that large areas of Gaul were familiar with the depiction of a winged (- female?) figure. The exact
status of this figure is not clear and there is only slender evidence to suggest that such figure could have
been compatible with the Classical conception of goddess 'Victory' from which it ultimately derived.
By contrast the closing decades of the first century BC witness the depiction of a winged-figure in
southeastern Britain consistent with Classical portrayals of 'Mike-Victory'. The depiction of similar
'winged-figures' continues throughout the first century BC, particularly north of the Thames. Not all
of these figures accord with Classical convention and may be interpreted as representations of another
winged deity, possibly akin to those represented in Gaul, or reflect different aspects in the indigenous
conceptions of the Roman goddess 'Victory'. That some regions of Britain were familiar with an
alternative winged deity is suggested by the figure represented in relief on the bronze skillet handle
recovered from the plough zone at Hod Hill hillfort, Dorset, during the 1940s (Hattatt, 1989.436, no.
72, fig. 13. no.72). Here a naked, winged figure, possibly male, holds a hare by its forelegs in his right
hand and a ?club in his left. The head of this figure has been described as phallic (Hattat, ibid.),
although one might consider it beaked. The left leg has been interpreted as terminating in a fish-tail
(Hattatt, ibid.), although this seems unnecessarily elaborate. The left leg appears to be standing on
some form of surface. Ross (cited by Hattatt, ibid.) has interpreted the figure as the 'Nodens' alluded
to at the Lydney Park temple site, Glos., although the c. mid-first century AD date assigned to the
skillet precedes the earliest estimated date for that site, c. mid-fourth century AD (Woodward,
1992.113).
The existence of a categorical reference to the Classical 'Victory' can be interpreted as the reflection of
a desire to represent and acknowledge the presence of this goddess in the pre-conquest Britain. In order
to sustain such a proposition the portrayal of this deity cannot be considered in isolation from other
coin types suggesting of a growing familiarity with the cult iconography of the Classical world, c. 20
BC onwards (cf. Fitzpatrick, 1992.31; pace Henig, 1985.4). The reverse of a contemporary quarter
stater (VA378-1) inscribed 'TINCA' /' and a silver minim inscribed 'C F' / -, both attributed to
Tincomarus, depict a 'Medusa' head, the former adapted from the denarius if L. Aquilius Florus. The
appearance of the cornucopiae and, possibly, a palm branch, below the horse on the reverse of
contemporary staters (VA1620-1, VA1635-1 respectively) of'Addedomaros' is indicative of the
appropriation of another type of Classical form north of the Thames. References to this type of
imagery intensify during the earlier part of the first century AD. Cornucopiae appear on the obverse
silver type (VA531-1) inscribed 'COMMI F' / 'VERI CA', attributed to Verica. Laural wreaths
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surround the tablet inscribed A or AM on the obverse of silver (VA194) and bronze units (VA193)
attributed to Amminius, Kent. Lindgren (1980.20) has identified depictions of 'Mercury' (Mack
nos.248, 258 and 259), 'Mars' and 'Venus' (Mack nos. 244 and 238 respectively) on the coinage of
Cunobelinus. To this one may add the depictions of other Classical gods, e.g. 'Janus' on the obverse of
a bronze type (VA2105-1) inscribed 'CVNO' / 'CAMV or 'Jupiter Ammon' on the obverse of two
bronze types inscribed 'CVNOBELIN' / 'CAM' and 'CVNOB' / 'CAM' respectively; or mythological
heroes, e.g. 'Hercules' on the obverse of a silver type inscribed 'CVNO' / 'TASCIOVA' adapted from
a denarius of C. Vibius Varus; Hercules 'Mingens' (Henig, 1972.213) on the reverse of a silver type
(VA2067) inscribed 'CVN' / 'CVN7O CV; and 'Perseus and Medusa' on the reverse of a bronze type
(VA2109) inscribed 'CVNO' / 'CAM'. These may be supplemented by reference to other types of
Classical forms in the round, e.g. the bronze 'Cupid and goose' and the griffin deposited within the
Lexden tumulus, Colchester, Essex (Foster, 1986.53, fig. 20.1, pi. 8; Laver , 1927.249, fig. 4, pi. LV1I).
This familiarity may, in part, be attributed to the adoption of Latin literacy by members of the
aristocracy in Britain (cf. Tacitus, Agricola, 21) from the first century BC with its potential to provide
access to Graeco-Roman myth (Henig, 1984.59; G. Webster, 1986.57). But this process is, more
accurately, considered within the wider context of an increasingly direct relationship between
southeastern Britain and Rome during the last quarter of the first century BC. Augustus' adoption of a
more direct diplomatic approach to Britain may be implied by the adoption of Roman titles by British
kings, e.g. the title 'REX' appears on the reverse of a silver type (VA415-1) otherwise inscribed
'CALLE' / 'EPP' attributed, significantly, to Eppilus. The sanctuary of Augustus' court was frequently
resorted to by ousted members of British nobility. The presence of the medallion of Augustus in the
Lexden tumulus, Colchester, Essex, c. 15 BC - AD 40 (Foster, 1986.90-2, pi. 19) in addition to the
literary references suggests that the political interests of Rome were felt north of the Thames. This was
undoubtedly accompanied by commercial exchange as the presence of amphorae and imported wine
drinking vessels testifies.
12.3.3d; Changing conceptions of the divine in southeastern Britain during the late pre-Roman
Iron Aye.

The preceding discussion has implied that members of the British aristocracy were, at the very least,
receptive to the differing forms of Roman political and commercial exploitation. As King (1990.221,
following Geertz, 1966.26-9) has acknowledged, it would be naive to assume that the demands of
Graeco-Roman cultural patterns would not have impacted upon indigenous religious beliefs. But
King's (1990) 'centre-periphery' account of Iron Age religion has justifiably been criticised by
Webster (1995.175) on the basis of its assumption that change in the periphery can simply be reduced
to a one way difrusionism from the core. Webster's (ibid.) critique should be considered in terms of its
contribution to recent discussions (cf. Roymans, 1996) that have sought to formulate a sympathetic
understanding of indigenous populations' reaction to and experience of 'Romanisation' in response to
post-colonial discourse (cf. Said, 1993, 1978). It is within this context the portrayal of Victory will be
considered.
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That there was a fundamental shift in religious expression in the post-conquest period is widely
acknowledged (Henig, 1995.43), but the extent by which this change may have had its roots in the preconquest period has rarely been addressed (King, 1990). Indeed Green (1998a), questioning to what
extent new ways of expressing divinity brought about by the conquest reflected new religious
perceptions, has sought to demonstrate that some of the Romano-British cults may have had precedents
in the late pre-Roman Iron Age. But reliable evidence for continuity between pre- and post-conquest
material remains slight. Reference to the presence of the genii cuciillati in pre-Roman Gaul is
contradicted (pace Green, 1998.16) by the numismatic evidence (cf. Alien, 1990; 1980; 1976). Whilst
the horned serpent does appear in a /ve?-conquest context in East Anglia, its widespread appearance
north of the Thames and in Kent coincides with its depiction in posf-conquest Gaul. Only on the
Gundestrup Cauldron is there another pre-Roman context for this creature.
The positive identification of a Roman goddess on the stater of Eppilus, and those on successive series
of coinage north and south of the Thames, is suggestive of a dramatic change in the beliefs of the
aristocracy in southeastern Britain during the closing decades of the first century BC - first century AD.
These figures have no other readily identifiable precursors in Iron Age Britain. Departures from
Classical conventions in the portrayal of'Victory' on the related quarter stater and silver types
(VA442-1), namely in the substitution of martial attributes, could suggest the possibility that this
goddess was considered appropriate to, or adapted in accordance with, indigenous beliefs as Evans
(ibid.) originally implied. This possibility cannot be unequivocally denied considering the evidence
from Gaul. A Classical-goddess associated with success in warfare may have had some resonance or
appeal to members of British elites. Circumstantial evidence does admit the possibility of a female
goddess of war with which 'Victory' could have been equated. Justin (Phillipic Histories, 43.5 5)
records Catumandus' deposit of a tore in acknowledgement of a goddess equatable with 'Minerva' at
Massalia in 390 BC Polybius (Histories, 11.32) records that the 'golden standards' of a female deity he
identifies with 'Minerva' were taken into battle by the Insubrian Celts of the Milan area in 223 BC. Dio
Cassius (LXII.2) refers to an ' Andraste', the Icenian goddess of war, during the first century AD in
Britain. On this basis alone it would be possible to conclude that the representation of the GrecoRoman goddess 'Victory' was, with possible adaptations, incorporated within the belief system of the
aristocracy of during the half century prior to the Roman conquest.
However interpreted, the depiction of a Classical deity with specific attributes and a primary role
within a pantheon of gods is directly at odds with the generally held consensus of the polyvalent and/or
localised nature of Celtic divinities in the pre-Roman period. Webster (1995.176-7) has illustrated that
a major contribution to conceptions of polyvalence in /wv-conquest deities (Sjoestedt, 1949; Wait,
1985; G. Webster, 1986) derives from post-conquest epigraphic evidence of the name-pairing of Celtic
gods with one or more Roman avatars, e.g. the British god 'Cocidius' twinned with Mars at Bewcastle
(RIB993) and Silvanus at Housteads (RIB1578). Whilst this association might imply polyvancy
Webster renders this association problematic through the suggestion that this equation could have been
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based on a misinterpretation of the indigenous deity or that multiple-pairings might refer to the
overlapping functions of Classical rather than Celtic gods. Since the majority of epigraphy was of a
military and official origin (G. Webster, 1986.58; Mann, 1986; Hassall, 1984) and that the process of
interpretatio occured within a colonial context (Webster, ibid. 177-9) the reliability of the epigraphic
evidence to accurately refer to pre-conquest deities can, with some justification, be questioned.
Evidence for the conceptualisation of the gods during the pre-Roman Iron Age remains rare and, in the
case of the literary sources, is often contradictory. Brennus' adverse reaction to the statues of the Gods
at Delphi during 279BC, recorded by Diodorus Siculus (22.9.4) during the first century BC, still
appears to have remained prevalent in some parts of Germany during the first centuries BC/AD
(Caesar* ,DBG.VI.21; Tacitus9 Germania .9), although the presence of figurines, possibly of a votive or
religious nature, is noted (Tacitus, Germania, 7). In some regions of first century BC Gaul the
representation of deities in human form appears to have been more widespread (Caesar, DfiG.VI.17;
Lucan, Pharsalia 111.399-426). There remain no references to Britain other than Tacitus' (Agricola,
11) remark that, by the first century AD the religious beliefs and rituals of Gaul and Britain were
broadly similar. These comments can, to some extent, be substantiated by reference to the
archaeological record. Other than the HallstattD/La Tene I statuary of southern Germany or the La
Tene I-II pieces from the Lower Rhone Valley there is no clear tradition of religious statuary remains
until the late La Tene period. The presence of stone/bronze figurines of second-first century BC date in
Gaul, e.g. the statuette of a tore wearing figure with eye and boar (E7702) from Euffigneix, HauteMame; a tore wearing statuette holding a lyre from Paule, Saint-Symphorien, Brittany (Arramond et
Potier, 1990.154-5, frontspiece); and a tore wearing, cloven-hooved bronze figurine from Bouray-surJuine, Essone, have, in light of this literary evidence been interpreted by some scholars as deities. This
conclusion has, in the case of the Euffigneix example, been used to interpret the content of coinage
(Alien, 1976.270, fig. 4.1-3). Despite the appearance of anthropomorphism from the mid-first century
BC there remains, to date, no comparable tradition of free standing statuary in late Iron Age Britain (cf.
Appendix 2) other than the chalk figurines of the Parisi, the status of which remains unclear.
The emergence of anthropomorphic cult imagery is usually attributed to the classicising influence of
Rome (King, 1990). Such an explanation constitutes 'little more than a quantification and enumeration
of the cultural elements adopted from the Roman' rather than account for either the nature or the
mechanisms whereby this occurred (Derks, 1991.235). The possibility that such alterations in the
pattern of religious expression during the late La Tene period may be attributable to changes in the
belief systems of a social elite, rather than the wider system of religious belief as a whole, has rarely
been considered in studies of Iron Age religion. The possibility that a class-taste differential extended
to include the religious beliefs during the post-conquest period is implicit within the work of Green

8 "They count as gods only things that they can see and from which they derive benefit, for instance
Sun, Fire, and Moon.'
9 The Germans do not think it in keeping with the divine majesty to confine gods within walls or to
portray them in the likeness of any human countenance. Their holy places are woods and grooves, and
they apply the names of deities to that hidden presence which is seen by the eye of reverence'
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(1986b.75), Henig (1984.43, 62) and G. Webster (1986.58) and there seems no valid reason to assume
that this was not the case during the preceding Iron Age. Different levels of religious organisation
corresponding with the principal levels of the civitas structure in late Iron Age northern Gaul have been
considered by Roymans (1988, following Sahlins, 1968). Roymans (ibid.) presented a polycentric
model of Celtic religion with respective cult communities reflecting the specific interests of the
component lineages or clans, pagi, and, ultimately, the regional civitas incorporated within the
organisational superstructure of society. The distribution of representational art, particularly
anthropomorphic imagery, in high status contexts across southeastern Britain during a comparable
period is suggestive of a class-taste differential. It is within this region, particularly the areas north and
south of the Thames, that Classically derived imagery and, in particular, the distribution of divine
forms and/or motifs are concentrated. The distributional spread of these forms and motifs coincides
with those areas considered in direct contact with Roman commercial and political exploitation (cf.
Cunliffe, 1988.149-57, figs. 56, 58). This is not to suggest that Classical gods were simply
acculturated wholesale throughout indigenous belief systems, as King (1990) would seem to imply.
Rather, as Derks(1991) has sought to illustrate with regards to Lower Germany, this is to propose that
a native elite were actively involved in the acquisition and/or equation of native 'gods' with aspects of
the Roman pantheon. This would inevitably be determined by their differential perception of Classical
religious ideas and practice as experienced through their contact with Rome and the structure of the
existing social and cosmological system(s) they presided over.
The significance of the adoption and adaptation of the Classical goddess 'Nike-Victory' during the late
pre-Roman Iron can be interpreted in this manner. The localised distribution of this type of imagery
suggests that it represented a highly regionalised phenomenon, namely those regions in direct contact
with the Roman world. Within these regions the restricted application of this type of image on coinage
suggests that, at this time, it was ultimately employed in the articulation of the specific socio-political
interests of a minority social elite To what extent the identity of the goddess 'Victory' was preceded
by, or was the embodiment of, an existing concept is not clear, but, in the light of the variety of
adaptations presented on coinage this possibility cannot be dismissed. The invocation of the qualities
embodied by this goddess can be expected to have been those sympathetic to the ideological basis of
elite power, namely the appropriation of sovereignty through socio-political and, ultimately, martial
conflict.
12.3.4: The image of a hand.

Unique to coinage is the depiction of a human hand represented in the act of holding either an
unidentified object or a trident. In the case of the latter the motif was clearly of some importance since
it could be represented as a material object in its own right. Ambiguity over what is represented in the
hand on the reverse of British LX5 prevents further meaningful interpretation. Considering the motifs
Gallic precedents it would be pertinent to note the frequent association between the hand and the wheel
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motif on the continent (e.g. at Alesia) noted by Deonna (1925.108-113), an association often referred to
as extending back to the late Bronze Age (Gelling and Davidson. 1969; Green, 1984.35). It is not clear
whether this association between the hand and the wheel is invoked on the British LX5, although it
would appear unlikely since this relationship is not manifested in other media originating in Britain.
12.3.5 Conclusion.

The preceding discussion has sought to consolidate the general proposition that, whilst representational
art and anthropomorphism in particular, may be attributed to the external stimulus of the Classical
world; its patronage and application were ultimately dependant upon its ability to satisfy the socio
political needs of a minority social elite. In contrast to the preceding section, anthropomorphic imagery
signals a transition in southeastern England towards a very personalised and, in some cases, a very
materialist iconography, consistent with definitions of an 'iconography of profane art' (Moore, 1977).
This is not to deny the existence of overtly religious forms or motifs but to acknowledge that these are
essentially expressions, 'in social and individual terms rather than in spiritual or cultural ones' (Moore,
1977.23 after van Marie, 1931, reprinted 1971).
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12.4: Vegetal forms.
12.4.1 Introduction.

'Vegetal' hereafter refers to those images in the form of plants or vegetation, namely the 'branched
emblems', the ear of corn or barley and the vine leaf. The presence of vegetal iconography on Iron
Age coinage has received relatively little attention in comparison to other subjects (cf. Alien, 1980.1456; Green, 1989.152), Alien (ibid. 145) regarding such examples as evidence,
'for the spread of decorative fashions in foliage rather than for the presence of plants, flowers or trees
themselves'.
Despite the presence of a variety of loosely defined vegetal forms in the generalised repertoire of
'Celtic' art (cf. Jacobsthal, 1944.83-95), particularly 'Stage II' or 'Waldalgesheim Style' art (cf. Stead,
1996.22-5), direct reference to plant forms is otherwise unparalled in Iron Age art in Britain.
Whilst the presence of vegetal forms on coinage has continued to be recorded and classified (cf. Hobbs,
1996, pi. HI 'Flowers' and 'Leaves') discussion of the significance of plants and plant forms has all but
ceased (cf. Nyberg and Ar Gall, 1996.149-72; Nyberg, 1993, 85-114) outside of comparisons to the
actual floral record (cf. Reynolds, 1979.57). This may in part be attributed to a widely held perception,
real or otherwise, of an absence in comparable forms within the archaeological record. The relative
absence of vegetal imagery should be contrasted with its otherwise highly localised application on
coinage. This remains a significant factor and worthy of more address.
12.4.2 The "branched emblems'.

'Branched emblems' are represented on British coinage within two contexts: as a principal design or a
secondary subdesign represented in association with an animal, predominantly a horse, or as the
attribute of a female figure, winged or otherwise. In Classical iconography the palm branch is
traditionally interpreted as an emblem of military success, an attribute of the goddess 'Nike-Victory'
(cf. 12.4.3). The identification of the 'winged-figure' on the obverse of staters of Eppillus as this
goddess lends substance to the belief that, within this context, the 'branched emblem' can confidently
be interpreted in terms of Classical symbolism. Nevertheless, when 'branched emblems' are
represented within a different context, i.e. associated with a female figure, a boar or, more commonly a
horse, over reliance upon this attractive interpretation becomes problematic. In the case of the latter
the motifs longevity and permanence within this context argues against Alien's (1944.17) suggestion,
adhered to by Nash (1987.133), that the palm branch was adopted to commemorate a specific military
victory. The variable and often localised contexts within which such emblems were utilised suggest
that the motif possessed some other symbolism in its own right.
That 'branch emblems' could possess an alternative significance within Iron Age Europe is suggested
by Polybius (III.52) when, whilst commenting on Hannibal's encounter with an alpine tribe, he refers
to the latter,
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'carrying branches and wreaths, which are recognised amongst almost all barbarian peoples as tokens
of friendship'.
There is no clear indication that the branched emblems conveyed any overtly religious symbolism on
British coinage akin to the stylised conifers or palm branches, which appear alongside concentric
circles and swastika on altars in the Pyrenees, France. Similar examples from the same region are
dedicated to Jupiter and Minerva (Green, 1984.181, pi.VI, B105, B111). Whether these were local
equivalents of the oak or olive, both of which were sacred to the sky-god Jupiter, or were intended as a
distinctive attribute of a local solar or martial deity is not clear. It is interesting to note that branched
emblems are a recurrent aspect within designs that feature martial females in northern Gaul from the
third century BC onwards, e.g. the Normandy sword-types (de Jersey, 1994.44-6, fig. 14). This is
particularly apparent in the early second century BC East Armorican armed rider series, aufoudre type
(de Jersey, 1994.54, fig. 20). A similar composition can be found in Belgic Gaul where a 'schematised
palm branch' (Duval, 1989.49, fig. 6b) is represented over a ?single female rider holding a tore and a
shield and riding one of two horses (Scheers, 1977.27-37, 228.30, no. 4, cl. I). The status of these
figures is not known, but their martial and, possibly, supernatural aspects may be siginificant. This
emphasis appears to have changed by the first century BC where other types of unarmed female figures
are represented associated with palm branches, e.g. the toga wearing female on the reverse of a bronze
unit (Alien, 1995, nos. 215 - 230, S204 - 9) inscribed VOLCA / AREC attributed to the Volcae
Arecomici and the profiled head of a female on the obverse of a silver type (Alien, 1990.80-1, nos.
215-30, S204-9) inscribed - / ROVECA attributed to the Meldi or Suessiones. The former recalls a
similar figure represented on the reverse of a first century AD British silver type (BM 1450-84; VA506)
inscribed VERICA REX / COM MIF attributed to Verica where a ?female figure holds what has been
variously described as a 'palm branch' or an 'ear of corn'.
Nevertheless it is the association between the horse and 'branched emblems' that remains an enduring
aspect of coinage from both Britain and Gaul from the first century BC onwards, e.g. the 'palm leaf
above the horse on the reverse of uninscribed gold staters (Scheers, 1977.155, 678-83, no. 164, cl III)
attributed to the Leuci. This association continued on into the post-conquest period in some parts of
Gaul, e.g. the 'branched emblem' above the horse on the reverse of a bronze type (Scheers, 1977.155.8,
678-83, no. 164, cl. Ill) inscribed SVTICCOS / - attributed to the Veliocases during the third quarter of
the first century BC. In Britain the presence of a 'branched emblem' apparently emerging from the
mouth of a horse on the reverse of'East Anglian' Freckenham 3 staters, c. 50 -20 BC, is
unprecedented. The prescence of'branched' emblem on Freckenham 3 and British R precedes the
more conventional association between horse and 'branched emblem' depicted on the reverse of
'Eastern' inscribed staters from Addedomaros onwards. In light of this association between equine and
vegetal imagery one may propose that the 'branched emblem' represented upon the obverse of British
R may have been intended to relate obverse and reverse designs together
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It is not possible to construct any interpretation of the 'branched emblems' on the basis of the material
gathered to date. The repeatedly close association between equines and vegetal motifs is significant,
particularly since this appears to have been an interregional phenomenon, but it is puzzling that it does
not appear in any other media. The variety of contexts within which such 'branched emblems' appear
suggests that the motif possessed polymorphic symbolism in its own right. The appearance of motif
on the obverse of British R and its successors assigned to the 'Western' region would imply that the
motif was, in purely functional terms, intended to differentiate this region's coinage from any other.
This does not to exclude the possibility of other types of meaning but acknowledges that there is
currently no archaeological evidence upon which to secure an interpretation.
12.4.3: The images of an ear of barley or corn and the vine leaf.

Other than their depiction on coinage both the ear of corn or barley and the vine leaf are, in all but two
examples, restricted to coinage. In the case of the former, 'ears of wheat' (Foster, 1986.88, fig. 31.65,
pi. 17) were deposited in the Lexden tumulus, Essex, whilst vine leaves are known have been depicted
on imported samian ware.
Alien (1944.9) interpreted the 'vine leaf on the staters attributed to Verica as a counterpart to the 'ear
of com' of Cunobelinus, evidence of the intense political rivalry between 'pro-' and 'anti-Roman'
factions during the late Iron Age Britain. Alien (ibid.) substantiated his remarks by reference to the
historical sources (Dio Cassius, IX. 19; Tacitus, Agricola, XIV.I) and what he perceived as the alleged
encroachment of coinage attributed to Epatticus and Caratacus south of the Thames. Alien's (ibid.)
proposition has experienced recurrent, albeit sporadic, approval in the work of subsequent historians
intent upon the construction of a political history of southern Britain during the first century AD.
Stevens (1951.338-339, 341-342) suggested that evidence of the treaty arrangements between the 'proRoman' Atrebates and the Roman Emperor Augustus manifested themselves in the engraving of
'Roman' rather than 'Celtic' coin-types. As Harding (1974.224) elaborated,
'...indignant patriotism was being registered by Cunobelinus, as Stevens has argued (1951.342), when
he chose the ear of corn ('beer is best') emblem for his coins by contrast to the vine-leaf, symbol of
Continental, Mediterranean wine, which was adopted by the pro-Roman ruler Verica, to the south of
the Thames'.
In this respect the ear of corn or barley and the vine leaf have come to be regarded as 'tribal symbols'
(Alien, 1944.25) characteristic of an ongoing conflict between two rival dynasties north and south of
the Thames, the 'pro-Roman', 'federalist' household of Tincomarus and the 'anti-Roman', 'nationalist'
household of Tasciovanus (cf. Nash, 1987.133). There remains no evidence to suggest that either of
these motifs were originally intended to allude to the production of alcoholic beverages or that these
beverages were ever related to (anachronistic) conceptions of romanitas. On the contrary, the adoption
of Classically derived symbolism is relatively widespread across southeastern England north and south
of the Thames (cf. 12.4.3b above).
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Alien (1980.146) later conceded the possibility that these images may have been references to sources
of wealth. Within this context the iconography of coinage has, somewhat inexorably, become
associated with contemporary perceptions of commercial exchange and a 'balance of trade' (cf.
Fitzpatrick, 1992.31). Evidence from carbonised seed has allowed paleobotanists to identify two
species of wheat, Emmer (Triticum dicoccum) and Spelt (Triticum spelta), grown during the Iron Age.
Reynolds (1979.57-80) has identified the former as the species of wheat illustrated on the staters of
Cunobelinus. Emmer, a cross between Einkorn and wild goat grass, seems to have been the staple of
the ancient world being grown for its high yield and protein value, bread made from emmer being the
staple of the Roman army (Reynolds, 1979.61, 63-4). In support of this proposition is the often quoted
testimony of Strabo (V.5.2) who recorded the export of corn from Britain during the first century AD.
In this respect some substance might be lent to Henig's (1972.221, following Evans, 1864.281) remark
that the motif may have been placed on coinage as an invocation of rural fertility. The importation of
wine was well established prior to the Roman conquest, Campanian wine being brought into
Hengistbury Head, Dorset, during the first half of the first century BC in Dressel IA amphorae. The
distribution of Dressel IB amphorae would suggest that the axis of this trade switched to southeastern
coastal regions during the second half of the first BC - first century AD (Fitzpatrick, 1992.23). The
reorientation and control exercised over cross-channel trade (Van Arsdell, 1989.393) through the east
coast estuaries to the Roman garrison on the Rhine frontier, c. 12 BC, and export of wheat in particular
(Nash, 1987.133; Salway, 1993.44) is widely assumed to have paid for the import of wine and the
luxury goods cited by Strabo (V.5.2). Fitzpatrick (1992.28; 1985. 305 -40) has convincingly argued
that this was not the case and that such goods would have been expropriated from the local area within
the context of a military administration. Nevertheless Fitzpatrick (ibid.) is careful not to deny the
possibility of trade with other regions, specifically Belgic Gaul, where the continental distribution of
Cunobelinus' coinage is concentrated.
Irrespective of the respective merits of these, very literal, interpretations of the ear of wheat and vine
leaf, they ignore the context in which these images were employed. Whilst the coincidence of the ear of
wheat and vine leaf motifs is difficult to ignore, it is an unacknowledged presumption to assume that
the two images refer to different aspects of the same concept. In Gaul the ear of wheat appears to be
employed in a positive aspect often associated with bovine imagery interpreted, in Britain at least, as an
essentially positive reference to power and success within a domestic arena. Indeed, a dead or dying
ear of corn is represented above the image of a lion, interpreted as an essentially predatory and/or
destructive force. No directly comparable imagery derives for Britain.
The use of the ear of wheat has a clearly localised significance within the 'Eastern' region during the
first century AD. That the relationship between this motif and the upper most echelon of Iron Age
society within this region was intended to be close is implied by the (controlled?) presence of ears of
wheat on gold coinage only. This proposition is lent further support by the expertise entailed in the
manufacture of replica silver ears of wheat intended for mounting and, presumably, display. There is
direct association between these artefacts and the individual interned within a significant cremation
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burial at Lexden; a site ultimately enclosed within the area of the regional oppidum, Camulodunum,
from where the staters were issued. A case for the socio-political significance of this motif is
strengthened by reference to the substitution of the vine leaf for the ear of wheat on the staters of
Epaticcus, by implication, a brother of Cunobelinus. Coinage attributed to Epatticus and, later,
Caratacus encroach upon an area south of the Thames traditionally associated with the tribal area of the
Atrebates. Within this context one may propose that the ear of wheat had be appropriated not by a
tribal group, as Alien (1944.25) had maintained, but by a particular familial or lineage group to which,
it might be suggested, the individual buried within the Lexden tumulus belonged. This is not to imply
that the vine leaf represented a comparable concept south of the Thames; indeed, neither the
archaeological or numismatic evidence is sufficient to support this conclusion. That the vine leaf was a
reference to the significance of the culture of the Classical world cannot be dismissed, particulary in
light of the identification of a new gold stater type (unpublished) depicting an armed rider atop an
?aquaduct contained with the Alton hoard 2 (cf. Rudd, 1996), Hampshire. Beyond this however, the
significance of the vine leaf currently remains obscure.
12.4.4: Conclusion.

The relative scarcity of vegetal imagery in conjunction with its almost exclusive representation on
coinage renders a reliable interpretation of the vegetal symbolism extremely problematic.
In particular superficially similar motifs are applied within a variety of different contexts is suggestive
of very specific meanings. Whilst some of these associations would appear to transcend interregional
boundaries, e.g. the association between the horse and 'branched emblems', the application of others
would appear to be regionally specific, e.g. the 'Western' 'branched emblem', the 'Southern' vine leaf
and the 'Eastern' ear of wheat. Only in the case of the latter can a viable interpretation be proposed
on the basis of the numismatic and archaeological evidence, namely that the ear of wheat was
appropriated by a ruling familial or lineage group resident at Camulodunum.
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12.S; 'Emblematic' motifs.
12.5.1: Introduction.

'Emblematic' hereafter refers to those apparently non-representational motifs otherwise described as
'subsidiary types' (Alien, 1980.137) or 'field objects' (Hobbs, 1996.33) that accompany the principal
obverse and/or reverse design. Alien (1980.135, 137-8, 147, 149) remains one of the few scholars to
comment at any length on the relationship, if any, between principal and subsidiary designs. Alien
(ibid. 137-8) concluded that the interchangeability and variety of'secondary ornaments' suggested that
the majority were selected from a recognised repertoire for 'magical' or 'decorative' purposes. Whilst
the association between some was clearly deliberate not too much could to be read into such
juxtapositions. Alien's (ibid.; 1973.73) conclusions have been adhered to by subsequent authors (cf.
Van Arsdell, 1989.36), although dissent has been raised over the apparent contradiction between the
presence of these 'fill-in ornaments' on coinage and their absence in the generalised repertoire of Celtic
art (Creighton, 1996.290-300). As the preceding icongrpahic analysis has sought to demonstrate, this
proposition can no longer be credibly sustained for some of the motifs represented on British staters.
The real deficit in Alien's (ibid ) conclusions essentially lay in his failure to differentiate between the
decorative and the symbolic, an unfortunate consequence of which has been the degree of widespread
and uncontrolled speculation over the significance of such subsidiary designs (cf. Creighton, 1996;
Muller, 1971; Koenig, 1966).
In defence of Alien (ibid.) the search for a definitive distinction between the decorative and the
symbolic remains fallacious. In a discussion of decorative art the art-historian Ernst Gombrich (1979)
suggested that no such distinction could be substantiated, proposing that the two concepts are
inextricably intertwined. Gombrich (ibid.) implied, however, that it might be feasible to establish
verifiable criteria whereby the relative qualities of'signs' and 'designs' may be distinguished.
Gombrich (1979.234, 243-4) tentatively identified the characteristics of a 'sign' as its ability to attract
attention, to be conspicuous and clear through its possession of a number of'formal characteristics',
i.e. geometrical simplicity, lucidity and symmetry. These qualities may be emphasised through the
placement of a 'sign' within an appropriate setting which Gombrich (1979.235) referred to as a
'magnet for the eye' or, more specifically, the 'field offeree'. This field could be a fusion of abstract
or representational motifs including the use of letters. Tension generated within the 'field offeree'
through the use of repetition and rhythm will result in the 'positional enhancement of the sign'. In this
manner it is not the individual motif that is the significant factor per se but its possession of a number
of formal qualities and the way these qualities are manipulated in relationship to one another that
enables a meaningful distinction between a 'sign' and 'design' to be proposed.

It follows that if such

a distinction can be recognised then the relative significance of each may be assessed and an
interpretation presented.
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Without context reliable interpretation of forms or motifs remains notoriously difficult. Early attempts
to interpret meaning during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries (cf. Waring, 1874), modelled on
contemporary trends in etymology, maintained that superficially similar motifs common to a variety of
geographically distinct social settings derived from 'implicit' or 'natural' meanings (Gombrich,
1979.218, 223, fig.263). The presence of typologically similar forms or motifs in the art of a variety of
cultures is more likely to be attributable to their form rather than their content. A. Haddon (1895) and
later Franz Boas (1927) ably demonstrated the value of locating the meaning of otherwise similar forms
and/or motifs within the culture in which they were applied. Boas (1927.120-122, fif.l 17) illustrated
that neither meaning or replication remained fixed, but were mutable, subject to spatial and temporal
variations dictated by the needs of a new social and/or cultural milieu. This has two closely related
consequences for a study of Iron Age iconography. Firstly, a contemporary interpretation of the forms
and motifs prevalent in pre- or proto-historical societies must make a conscientious effort to avoid the
legacy of nineteenth century idealism and the assumption that, in the absence of any other identifiable
evidence to the contrary, typologically similar motifs which look the same must mean the same.
Secondly, to acknowledge that this kind of analysis results in a narrow preoccupation with the
classification and cataloguing of one particular type of form or motif irrespective of the actual context
within which it was originally applied. This is to ignore the fact that it is the use of forms and motifs
within a specific social context that charges them with a particular type of meaning (Gombrich,
1979.225-227).
The following interpretation is an attempt to apply these principles practically. The study accepts
Alien's (ibid.) distinction between 'principal' and 'subsidiary' designs. Gombrich's (ibid.) criteria are
employed to further classify 'subsidiary' designs into two subcategories: 'signs' and 'designs'.
A range of possible interpretations is presented by reference to other examples of comparable forms or
motifs in the only viable corroborative framework available, namely the archaeological record.
The following discussion is complicated by the fact that typologically identical motifs are otherwise
applied in a variety of different and sometimes contradictory contexts within and between regions and
at different times, apparently able to transcend the boundaries between 'sign' and 'design'. This
suggests that meaning was heavily dependent upon the context within which motifs were applied and
invoked. Interpretation of motifs is therefore supplemented or refined by focussing upon the
identification of similar patterns in other media and/or noting the context within which these objects
were recovered. In some cases consistent application of a particular type of motif enables a broader
pattern to be discerned. In others, sadly a majority, a comparable definition cannot be offered; only a
range of possible interpretations may be considered. The following discussion relates to apparently
non-representational motifs, hence their inclusion under the heading 'emblematic'. Treatment of those
forms of a 'zoomorphic' or 'vegetal' nature are more appropriately considered within preceding
discussions.
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12.5.2: 'Signs'.

The following motifs (cf. Tab. 12.1 over) correspond with Gombrich's (1979.234, 243-4) criteria for a
'sign', namely a form or motif capable of attracting attention by being conspicuous and clear whilst in
the possession of a number of formal characteristics, namely geometrical simplicity, lucidity and
symmetry. To these criteria one may add that these motifs are invariably unique within the structure of
a design and, in the case of the motifs represented above and/or below the horse, are proportionately
larger than other types of accompanying subdesign. In other cases some types of motif are repeatedly
located within the same prominent part of the design structure, lending substance to the belief that their
allocation was significant.
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'Northeastern'

'East Anglian'

'Curved armed cross'

4.2.1a/4.3.3b/4.3.4c/
4.4.2b

'Radiant pellet'

'Rosette'

4.2.1d/4.2.2e/4.3.1c

'Wheel'

"S'-shaped" motif

4.2.2c/4.4.1c/4.5.1b

'Wheel variant'

Triskel'

4.2.2b/4.3.4d

•Whorl'

'Cross' motifs

5.4. Ic

'Radiant pellet'

5.4.4g

'Double volute'

5.4.4b/5.5.2b/S.5.3b
5.4.2e/5.4.4e

'Radiant pellet
variant'

5.4.405.5. Ib

'Pellet-in-ring'

'Rosette'

5.4.3b/5.4.4c

'S'-shaped motif

5.5.Id/5.5.3c

5.4.1b/5.4.4d

'Spiral'

5.4.2c

'Radiant annulet'

5.2. Ic

•Wheel'

5.4.1d/5.4.2d/5.4.3a

Comucopiae

6.5.4g

'Rosette variant'

6.4.1o?/6.5.1b/6.5.2b

'Concentric circles'

6.4. In

'Rosette within ring'

6.5. Id

'Double volute'

6.5.6a

'Triple' motif

6.5.4b

'Hubbed radiant'

6.3.1c/6.4.1j/6.4.1l

•Wheel'

'Pellet-in-ring'

6.3.1e/6.4.1f

6.4.1d6.4.2c/6.5.4d/
6.5.4f/6.5.6b/

'Rosette'

6.3. Id/6.4. la?/6.5.li

•Wheel variant(s)'

6.4.3a/6.6.1c

'Whorl'

6.4.1c/6.4.1k/6.5.4c/
6.5.5c

'Pellet-in-ring
variant'
'Pellet triangle'

'Eastern'

'Southeastern'

'Southern'

'Western'

4.3.6b
4.3.4a
4.2.1b/4.2.2f

'Double volute'

7.3. la

'Triple'

7.3.1b

'Pellet-in-ring'

7.2. la

•Wheel(s)'

7.2.3b/7.3.2d/7.3.3d

'Radial pellet'

7.3.2e

'Crescent'

8.4.1f/8.4.1j

'Triple' motif

8.4.2b/8.5.1a/8.6.1a

8.4. Ib

•Wheel(s)'

8.3.1a/8.4.ld/8.4.1g/
8.4.1k/8.4.2c/8.4.2f/
8.5.1e/8.6.lb

'Whorl(s)'

8.4. la/8.4. le/8.4.1i

variant'

'Southwestern'

4.2.1c/4.2.2oV4.3.1b/
4.3.5b/4.3.7c/4.4.3a/
4.4.4b

'Pellet-in-ring'

8.5.1d/8.6.1c

'Rosette variant'

8.4. Ic

'Trefoil'

8.4.2e/8.5.1c

'Curved armed cross'

9.2.1b

"S'-shaped' motif

9.2. Ic

'Crescent'

10.2.Ib/l0.3.1c/
10.3.2b/10.4.lb
10.4.2c/10.4.3b
10.4.4b/10.4.5b

'Wheel'

I0.2.1d/10.3.lh/
10.3.2d/10.4.1d/
10.4.2d/l 0.4.3d/
10.4.4d/10.4.5d

'Star-shaped' motif

10.3.1g

Table 12.2: Motifs identified as 'signs'.
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12.5.2a: Discussion.
There is a notable absence of wheel symbolism in Britain during the Iron Age whereas the form is
known to occur in a variety of Continental La Tene contexts, principally from graves or hoards and
represented on arms and armour or jewellery (Green, 1984.32-41). The wheel is invariably represented
as a motif its own right, e.g. the wheel models recorded in the hoards from the oppida at Bibracte
(Reinach, 1921.109); Nasium (Bertrand, 1897.358) and Alesia (Flemming, 1908-9.391); or within the
first century BC graves at Basel (Major, 1940), Switzerland. Of particular interest is the association
between wheel motifs, jewellery and avian symbolism from the Marne, northeastern France during the
La Tene period. A variety of tores, e.g. from Pogny (Ddchelette, 1914.1299, fig. 563.1) and Attacourt
(Sprockhoff, 1955.259) bear wheel motifs accompanied by water bird symbolism. Wheel motifs are
also depicted on captured (possiby) late 'Montefortino' type helmets on the Arc d'Orange, second half
of the first century BC (Wilcox, 1985.11, illust). This trend appears to have continued into the
Romano-Celtic period where the relative scarcity of wheel images in Britain compares unfavourably
with concentrations in northeastern and southern Gaul and the Rhineland (cf. Green, 1984.46, 59, pis.
XIX, XXIII, XXIV.XXVII,).
In the absence of any other evidence it would seem likely that the motif was reintroduced to Britain via
Gallo-Belgic coinage, c. 57 -50 BC, where the motif had a precedent dateable to the late third - early
second century BC. That the wheel motif was known within southern Britain prior to this date is
suggested by the find of a bronze 'wheel ring pinhead' from a ceramic phase 3 context, 550 - 450 BC at
Danebury hillfort, Hampshire (Cunliffe, 1984.346, fig. 7.7, 1.83) and (possibly) the tin pieces from
Flag Fen (Coombs, 1992.515, fig. 8.16+17). Nevertheless, the remaining examples of wheel motifs
recorded at Billericay (Rudling, 1990, 26-7,29-31, fig. 7.1 + 4), Hounslow (Franks, 1864.92; Smith,
1925.148, fig. 172) and Stanwick/Melsonby (MacGregor, 1976.145, no. 93; 1962.49, no. 93) are all
comparatively late, i.e. late first century BC - early/mid first century AD. This corresponds with the
motifs portrayal on coinage, particularly gold staters, which reaches its peak during Phases 6 - 7, 50
BC - AD 10 (cf. tables 4.1 - 10.1). This precedes an apparent downturn in the use of this motif, at least
in 'Eastern', 'Southeastern' and 'Southern' Britain during Phases 8 and 9, c. AD 10 - 45. The contexts
of two of the three surviving examples of wheel motifs are comparable to those recorded in continental
La Tene Gaul. The Stanwick/Melsonby example derives from a metalwork hoard deposited within the
proximity of an oppidum. The Hounslow example may have been derived from a comparable (albeit
dispersed) hoard, although this cannot now be verified. The 'wheels' adorning the base of the
cremation vessels at Billericay derive from a sepulchral context. The only other example of the actual
use of a wheel-emblem during the Iron Age in Britain derives from the reverse of the mid-late first
century BC uninscribed silver 'Cernunnos' type (e.g. CCI83.025), discovered 'nr. Petersfield',
Hampshire. Here a 'wheel' appears to be worn as part of a head-dress (Boon, 1982; Fitzpatrick, pers.
com. 1998; de Jersey, pers. com. 1997), preceding the find of a comparable form of head-dress in the
round from the later Romano-Celtic temple at Wanborough, Surrey.
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This discrepancy in the distribution of wheel' motifs between Britain and Gaul remains an interesting
anomaly unless one is prepared to consider the possibility that other types of motif, particularly those
represented upon staters, were actually equatable with the 'wheel'. Acceptance of this proposition is
reliant upon two factors. The first are the patterns of substitution within and between the series of
staters reviewed. There is some reason to believe that the 'wheel' was equatable with alternative types
of motif within particular series. The substitution of the 'wheel' for 'radiant pellet variants' on the
reverse of British Kb (cf. 4.7.3), essentially 'hubless wheels', may be significant in this respect.
Similarly the substitution of a 'wheel' for a 'pellet-in-ring' motif on the reverse of Freckenham 1,
essentially a 'spokeless wheel', may be similar phenomena. Noteworthy is the repeated substitution of
the 'wheel' and 'rosette' motifs above and below the horse on the reverse of Freckenham 3. Of
particular interest is the exchange between variations on the theme of the 'whorl' and the 'wheel'
represented above the horse on the reverse of a late stater type attributed to Addedomaros. If one
extends this discussion to include a comparison between series then the range of alternative motifs
widens to include 'curved armed crosses', 'triskels' and 'hubbed radiants'. A second, albeit indirect,
source of evidence derives from the similarity in the depositional context from which the wheel and
other types of comparable motif derive. There is a widespread occurrence of such motifs in graves, e.g.
the three incised 'triskels' represented on the outer face and base of a decorated stone 'cone' of Liassic
limestone from the cemetery site at Barnwood, nr. Gloucester (Smith, 1934.59-61, figs. 1-4; Dunning,
1976.113-114; Fox, 1958.112, fig. 71a-d); the 'rosette' motifs from cremation burials at the King Harry
Lane (Stead and Rigby, 1989.110, 342, fig. 144.110), Verulamium, Herts. Welwyn Garden City (Stead,
1967), Herts; the 'whorl' motifs on the bronze bowl from Snailwell, Cambs. (Lethbridge, 1954.33, pis.
Via + VHb); the handles of a pair bronze 'spoons' from the cemetery at Deal, Kent (Parfitt, 1995.106107; Spratling, 1972.606, no. 472a) and the funerary bucket at Aylesford (Evans, 1890). The latter is
particularly interesting since the motif is closely associated with avian imagery, recalling a similar
association between the wheel and waterbirds recorded in the Mame (cf. Sprockhoff, 1955.265). The
motifs are also recorded on jewellery, e.g. the repousse 'whorl' appears on the rear moulding of tubular
tore 1 from Hoard A, Ken Hill, Snettisham, Norfolk; and armour, specifically shields, e.g. the triskels
represented on the remains of the sheet bronze boss-mount from Tal-y-llyn, Merioneth (Savory,
1976.47-8, fig.6 + 12; Spratling, 1972.534, no. 318, fig. 142) or the 'swastikas' on the Battersea shield
(Stead, 1985b). Apparently unique to Britain was the presence of these motifs on chariot fittings, e.g.
triskels are represented on linchpins from Owlesbury (Collis, 1968, pl.XIIb) and Wigginton Common
(Ward Perkins, 1941, pi. XI). If the accumulative weight of this evidence is accepted then one may
justify the proposition that that the wheel possessed a number of alternative non-representational
equivalents that accounts for its relative absence during the La Tene period.
There is sufficient evidence to suggest that the wheel symbol possessed celestial or solar connotations
in the Romano-Celtic period. Green (1984.96) has established the basis premise for this association:
"The wheel is the only category of model apparently with specific connection with a known and
identifiable deity, a Romano-Celtic Sky-God, provincial version of the Classical Jupiter. Thus it is
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reasonable to suppose that wheel-pendants, brooches and true wheel models could have a link with the
cult of the wheel-god'.
On this and a reasonable body of far ranging but accumulative evidence throughout northern Europe it
has generally been accepted that the wheel could have represented a similar concept in the preceding
Iron Age (cf. Alien, 1980.149), although one must acknowledge the perils of 'retrospective inference'.
In contrast with Gaul the depositional evidence from Roman Britain suggests that, during the RomanoCeltic period at least, wheel-emblems were nevertheless employed in different ways. Whilst Green
(1984.64) acknowledged that the wheel-emblem does appear in hoards of a ritual or votive nature, e.g.
Leatherhead (AB9), Colchester (AB17), Backworth (AB1) and Felmingham Hall. (AB5), she
concluded (ibid.91):
'It is of interest that British wheel models do not occur in shrines and only occasionally in graves. This
may suggest... that they were regarded as amulets, personal talismans or good luck tokens rather than
votive objects'.
The celestial significance of a variety of other types of motif, including discs and crescents inlaid with
gold or brass, triskels and swastikas, often comparable to those on coinage but struck or engraved onto
continental La Tene weaponry has often been remarked upon (cf. Bulard, 1980; Dechelette, 1914.13103, fig.572.1-34a; Drack, 1954/55.223-6; Pleiner, 1993.96-8; Wyss, 1956). In his discussion of the
small proportion of anthropomorphic short swords that bear engraved or stamped 'astral symbols',
Fitzpatrick (1996.381, 383-5) remarked that the majority of these (ibid.393-8, Appendix), and certainly
those from France, date from the third - early first centuries BC, contemporary with the production of
coinage. The possibility that these and those recorded on some contemporary long swords and spears
are 'astral symbols' (Dechelette, 1914.1310-3; Drack, 1954-5.210-12; deNavarro, 1972.274)
specifically, in the case of the former (Fitzpatrick, ibid.382-3, 389, following Dannheimer, 1975.5960), relating to 'different stages of the lunar cycle' should not be ignored. The importance attached to
celestial phenomena in the religious beliefs of the Germans is testified by Caesar (DBG, VI. 19-23)
during the middle of the first century BC. This was not apparently the case in Gaul where the only
reference (Caesar, VI. 18) relates to the measurement of time in nights rather than days, following the
Gauls' belief in their descent from Dis Pater10. Comparable stamps have been recorded in Britain (cf.
Savory, 1966) and many more are known but, as yet, remain unpublished (Gareth Derbyshire, pers.
com. 1996).
It is not clear what range of meanings can be attributed to the wheel during the late Iron Age in Britain.
The 'wheel', or 'wheel derivatives', rarely appear on lower denominational coinage and then only upon
the relatively early uninscribed silver series, e.g. 'Northeastern' 'boar/horse' types, 'East Anglian'
'Bury' types (BM3534-37) and 'Southern' 'Danebury types', suggesting that an increasing degree of
control was exercised over where and upon what media the motif could be applied. Where 'wheels' and
10 'The Gauls claim that they are all descended from Father Dis; they say this is the tradition handed
down to them by the Druids. For this region they reckon periods of time not in days but in nights; in
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'wheel derivatives' do appear they are frequently represented on high denominational gold staters,
often in association with other types of high status imagery, e.g. horses and horsemen (e.g. staters
inscribed -/ 'TASC' (BM1608-1626). In other cases motifs are directly employed alongside
inscriptions alluding to the issuing authority, presumably an individual possessing significant status and
power, e.g. the obverse of staters (BM1625-27) inscribed 'TASC' / 'SEGO'. Close association
between these individuals and such motifs may be implied in the example from Petersfield or on the
obverse of an uninscribed silver unit (BM3013-18) of'Irregular' type attributed to the 'sub-Dobunnic'
mint in eastern Wiltshire where a 'wheel' is represented directly in front of a human face. That the
motif did possess some form of religious significance across southern Britain is suggested by its
presence on the base of the funerary containers from Billericay. This would appear to be substantiated
by the incorporation of the motif into some form of ritual head-dress depicted on the reverse of the
'Cernunnos type' from Petersfield. Both interpretations are compatible with the incorporation of
'wheel' motifs in the apparently votive hoards at Stanwick and, possibly, Hounslow. The accumulative
weight of this evidence is sympathetic to Green's (1984.64, 91) repeated suggestion that the wheel
motif was primarily employed as a 'talisman or amulet' in the Iron Age, albeit one capable of imbuing
high status and religious authority worthy of a social elite.
A similar interpretation can be proposed on the basis of the context and/or application of the other
types of motif, including the 'curved armed cross', "s'-shaped', 'triskel' and 'whorl' motifs,
irrespective of whether they are regarded an equivalent of the 'wheel' motif itself. For the remaining
and vast majority of motifs, e.g. 'concentric circles', 'crescent', 'double volute', 'hubbed radiant',
'pellet-in-ring', 'pellet triangle', 'radiant annulet', 'radiant pellet', 'rosette', 'spiral', 'star-shaped',
'trefoil' and 'triple' motifs, a similar case may be proposed but cannot be verified outside the
numismatic record. It is possible to suppose that, in the case of the 'crescent', 'cross' and 'star-shaped'
motifs, their physiognomic resemblance to different types of celestial phenomena might be sufficient
evidence in itself to warrant a comparable interpretation, but such a supposition is fraught with
difficulties (cf. Muller, 1971). The repeated association of different types of motifs within the reverse
field, particularly in the fields above, below and in front of the horse would tend to suggest that some
motifs did relate to different but related celestial concepts. Whether these and the motifs described by
Fitzpatrick (1996.388.) can be related to the very specific meaning(s) he attributes is not clear.
Fitzpatrick's (ibid.) interpretation can be lent greater credibility if one suggests that the structural
arrangement of the motifs represented on weaponry (and anthropomorphic shortswords in particular)
were intended to convey not one, but a variety of related oppositional catagories, e.g. Might' / 'dark',
'day' / 'night', 'sun' / 'moon' and 'life' / 'death'. The subdivision of months into Might' and 'dark'
halves on the late second - early third century AD calender from Coligny, nr. Bourg, indirectly supports
the propositon that time during the Gallo-Roman period, if not earlier if one is to believe Caesar
(VI.18), was measured in terms of abinary opposition between Might' and 'dark' phases of the moon
(Fitzpatrick, 1996.385-8; Duval and Pinault, 1986).
celebrating birthdays, the first of the month, and the beginning of the year, they go on the principle that
night comes first and is followed by day' (Caesar, DBG.VI.18).
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This arrangement may occasionally be observable on coinage, particularly in the fields above and
below the horse, e.g. the 'crescent' and 'wheel' motifs on the reverse of'Western' staters; or the
'whorl' and 'wheel' motifs on the reverse of British M. This example of oppositional symmetry may
have been related to catagories of binary opposition, possibly 'moon' / 'sun' or 'dark' / 'light'. It is
pertinent to note the presence of similar motifs in funerary contexts, e.g. the 'whorl' motifs at
Aylesford, Kent, the 'triskel' motifs from Bamwood, Gloucestershire, and the 'wheel' motifs at
Billericay, Essex, where, in this context, these motifs may have been intended to convey only one
aspect of this equation, e.g. 'dark, 'night' or 'death'. The presence of only one sign on staters is
similarly puzzling but may be regarded in a similar manner, or, alternatively, as an appropriate
metaphor of the structural prinicples underpinning both. As Alien (1980.149) acknowledged the
opportunity for further speculation remains rife, and whilst some form of celestial or cosomological
symbolism may be assured there still remain as yet far too few guarantors as to what individual motifs
actually signified.
12.5.3: 'Designs'.

The following motifs (cf. Tab. 12.2 over) correspond with Gombrich's (1979.244) criteria of a
'design', namely motifs which,
' lend themselves to repetitious and rhythmical treatment...likely to be incorporated in framing
devices'.
One may add that the use of the motifs as 'designs' differs from their use as 'signs' in that they are
proportionately smaller and invariably located within a peripheral part of a design structure and/or, as
Gombrich (ibid.) implies, frame a more prominent or otherwise unique form or motif.
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'Northeastern'

'Pellet-triangle'

4.4. 3b

'Radiant pellet'

4.4.2a

Rosette?
'Rosette variant'

4.4.1a/4.5.2a/4.5.3a

'Triskel in ring'

4.5.la/4.5.2b/4.5.3b/

'East Anglian'

'Pellet-triangle'

5.4.4d/5.5.2c

'Eastern'

'Pellet-in-ring'

6.4.1nV65.4a/6.5.4i/6.5.5b/6.5.6d

'Pellet-in-ring variant'
'Ring'

'Pellet triangle'
'Wheel'
'Southeastern'

'Pellet-in-ring'
'Ring'

'Southern'

'Pellet-in-ring'
'Ring'

'Southwestern'

Insufficient evidence

'Western'

'Cross'
'Pellet-in-ring'

6.5.4e
6.4.3c/6.5.2d/6.5.6e
6.4. le

6.5.1h/65.3b
7.2.2b/7.3.2c7.3.3b/7.3.4e
7.2.3d
8.4.1h/8.4.11/8.6.2a

8.4.1e
10.2.1c/10.3.1d/10.3.2c/10.4.Ic/10.4.2b/
10.4.3c/10.4.5c
10.3.1b/10.3.2a

Table 12.3: 'Designs'.

For the sake of clarity 'pellets' have been excluded although it is believed that most, except those on early series (esp. Phases 4
and 5), are most appropriately considered under the category of designs.

12.5.3a: Discussion.

In comparison to the 'signs' identified above there is a much smaller number of'designs' more or less
common across southeastern England (cf. Table 12.2). By far the most common are the 'pellet-inring' and 'ring' motifs, particularly across the 'Eastern', 'Southeastern' and 'Southern' regions. The
greater tendency towards the incorporation of designs within the design structure of staters within these
areas, particularly during Phases 5 - 7, c. 57 BC - AD 10, should be noted. In many cases this can be
correlated with a comparable application of the same or similar motifs on other types of broadly
contemporary artefact from the same region. This should be contrasted with staters originating within
the 'Northeastern', 'East Anglian' and 'Western' regions where the use of such motifs is short lived,
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irregular and/or often of a more localised nature. Only rarely, as in the case of the 'triple pellet' motif,
can correlation be sought in the archaeological record.
The ubiquitous 'pellet-in-ring' motif has a ancestry that can be traced back to at least the twelfth
century BC across northern and central Europe (Powell, 1966.155), although there are no known
dedicated studies of this or any other comparable type of motif. Whilst the motif has a precedent that
can be dated back to the Bronze Age the artefactual evidence reviewed would suggest that there was a
widespread upsurge in its application across a wide area of Britain during the second-first centuries
BC. 'Pellet-in-ring' motif decoration is frequently discussed in regard to what Fox (1946.21-3, fig. 11)
originally referred to as 'bucket', 'casket' or 'chariot' ornament, a characteristic feature of southern
sheet bronze mounts of the first centuries BC/AD (cf. MacGregor, 1976.157, map 22; Spratling,
1972.431-57, Groups 1 and 2). Such decoration has been recorded on sheet bronze from the tumulus
burials at Lexden (Laver, 1926.249, pis. LIX + LX; Foster, 1986.75-6, fig.26.33-48, fig. 26 decorative
types a and c), Essex; Hurstboume Tarrant, Hants. (Foster, 1983.233-7, fig. 44.34); and the cremation
burial at Snailwell (Lethbridge, 1954.29,33, pi. I), Cambs. Similar motifs appear on the bronzeornamented wooden buckets associated with the cremation burials at Baldock (Stead, 1971.255-256,
fig. 3D, E + F; 1; Stead and Rigby, 1986.55, fig.24.4), Herts.; Aylesford and Alkham, Kent; and,
possibly, Great Chesterford (Stead, 1971.274, 278-9). Miscellaneous pieces bearing similar decoration
have also been recovered the hillfort at Ham Hill, Somerset (Gray, 1924.114, pi. XIII E8; Spratling,
1972.590, no. 433, fig.192). A strip of bronze with seven repouss^ pellet-in-ring motifs set within an
embossed border and a 'tridisc' of three pellet-in-ring motifs in a pyramid arrangement were recovered
from the Llyn Cerrig Bach hoard (Fox, 1946.89, nos. 81 and 134 respectively; Spratling, 1972.592, no.
439, fig. 194 for the former).
It is clear that some, but not all, objects were eligible to be decorated in such a manner. Of the 16 midsecond century BC to mid-first century AD decorated bridle-bits identified by Palk (1985) only five are
decorated with 'pellet-in-ring' and/or 'rosette' motifs in conjunction with linear or curvilinear
decoration, e.g. Ulceby, Lincolnshire; Ringstead, Norfolk; and the stop-studs of rein-rings from the
King's Barrow (Palk, 1984.25, DJ4, fig. C3), East Yorkshire; Walthomstow (Palk, ibid.39, DJ38, fig.
C24), Essex; and Hengistbury Head (Palk, 1984.30, DJ18, fig. C12, pi. IV),Hants. To this one may add
the fragmentary side-ring of a bridle-bit (Bulleid and Gray, 1911.228, pi. XLIV.E194; Spratling,
1972.446, no. 149, fig. 57) also decorated with 'pellet-in-ring' motifs from Glastonbury lake village,
Somerset. These all fall within the mid-second - mid-first century BC bracket. Similar motifs also
appear upon cast bronze 'strap unions' (Spratling, 1972.467, no. 199, fig. 80) from Bury Hill, Hants
(Cunliffe, 1995, 34 - 9, fig. 16.1-2, 8); Old Sarum, Stratford-sub-Castle, Wiltshire and Chepstow,
Monmouthshire (Spratling, ibid.492, no. 211, fig. 90). The motif is also recorded on some forms of
weaponry, e.g. repouss6 pellet-in-ring motifs decorate the eight sheet bronze mounts that bound the
wooden scabbard of first century AD 'Group V sword (Piggottt, 1950) from Aldwincle,
Northamptonshire (Megaw. 1976.164—170, fig.3.7-9 pl.2). Similar motifs are found on other
scabbards from a sword from the River Witham, Lincolnshire and Stanwick, Yorkshire; or punched
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into the scabbard's chape (Spratling, 1972.507, no. 275, fig. 115) at Polden Hill, Somerset. Similar
motifs appear on an incomplete cast bronze sword-guard (Spratling, 1972, no. 292, fig. 121) from Hod
Hill, Stourpaine, Dorset.
This motif and variations thereof were not restricted to metalwork but appeared on a variety of
apparently utilitarian objects manufactured in antler or bone. Incised linear and/or 'compass' ring-anddot motifs are the predominant form of decoration on antler or bone weaving combs (Gray, 1911.272273; Sellwood, 1984.371), irrespective of their precise typological grouping (Bulleid and Gray, 1911).
Particularly significant is the dramatic increase in the relative number of ring decorated combs at
Danebury hillfort during ceramic phases 7-8, c. 300 BC - AD 50 (Sellwood, 1984.372, tab.36;
Sellwood in Cunliffe, 1991.354). For the moment, at least, it is not possible to say whether this is
evidence of a localised phenomenon or part of a wider trend. Nevertheless it would be prudent to
acknowledge the presence of similarly decorated objects recovered from broadly contemporary sites in
southern Britain. Dot-in-ring and incised parallel line decoration appear on a bone 'knife handle' from
a third-first century BC pit on the agricultural settlement at Ructstalls Hill, Basingstoke, Hampshire
(Oliver and Applin, 1979.78, no. 25, fig. 27.25). Two weaving combs decorated with incised 'pelletan-dot' motifs were recovered from separate early first century AD contexts at Maiden Castle, Dorset
(Wheeler, 1943.301, figs. 102.10, 103.21). Similar decoration occurs on bone and antler fastening
'toggles', e.g. at Danebury (Sellwood in Cunliffe, 1991.358-9, fig. 7.30.3.258-3.268; 1984.378-80,
fig.7.31.3.41-3.55;); Glastonbury (Bulleid and Gray, 1917.461, pi. LXVI); Hunsbury (Fell, 1936.72, pi.
IX. 1,3); and Meare Village East (Coles, 1987.56, fig. 3.5.B55). Ring-and-dot motifs also occurs on
bone 'tubes' like that found at Meare Village East (Coles, 1987.56, fig.3.5.B54) or those from
Glastonbury where they were interpreted as a 'bone beaded necklace' (Bulleid and Gray, 1911.405-6,
fig.45). Similar motifs are also recorded on bone 'plaques' or 'counters', e.g. at Maiden Castle, Dorset
(Wheeler, 1943.310, fig.106.1, 3, 5) or other objects of worked bone, e.g. the 'stirrer' from Meare
Village East (Coles, 1987.56, fig.3.2, B59); the ox leg-bone from Hunsbury (Fell, 1937.72, pi. IX.l 1).
Variants on this theme may include up to as many as four concentric rings, e.g. there are examples of
two, three and four concentric ring-and-dot motifs on combs from Glastonbury (Bulleid and Gray,
1911.272, fig.58 HI 17), Ham Hill (Coughtery, 1871.148, pi. XV.3) and Danebury (Sellwood,
1984.374, fig. 7.29.3.26) respectively. Linear and dot-in-ring decoration also occurs on a curious class
of objects of 'utilized antler tine' from Danebury (Sellwood in Cunliffe, 1991.366, fig. 7.36.3.353,
3.355-6). Similarly decorated pieces have been found in the Charioteer's burial at Arras (Stead,
1979.45-6, fig.14.4), Glastonbury lake village (Bulleid and Gray, 1911.440-454, pi. LXIV), Hunsbury
hillfort, Northamptonshire (Fell, 1937.70-1, pi. 1X.4, 5, 7, 9); Meare Village East (Coles, 1987.88, fig.
3.32, H19, H103), and the Snailwell cremation (Lethbridge, 1956.31-2, fig.21-6, 7-8) where they have
been described as 'linch-pins' or, after Bulleid and Gray (1911.440), 'cheek-pieces' for bridle-bits.
A logical extension of this discussion would be a comparable account of the application of the other
types of motif hereby identified as 'designs'. No comparable examples exist for 'cross', 'radiant pellet'
or 'ring' motifs. The only exception remains the very localised presence of 'triple-pellet' motifs within
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the 'East Anglian' region. This motif has precedent in the fine triple punch marks on the small
spherical bosses characteristic of the 'Snettisham-style' of decoration on the ring-terminal decoration
of the early first century BC tores from Sedgeford, Norfolk (Brailsford, in Sieveking, 1971.16-19 fig.2
+ table); Hoard E, Ken Hill, Snettisham, Norfolk (Clarke. 1954.63-6, pis. XV + XVI; Fox, 1958.34, fig.
18) and the anomalous example from Shaw Hill, New Cairnmuir, Kirkud, Peebleshire, Scotland
(Feachem, 1958.112-6, pl.XI.4). A pair of early first century BC semi-circular bronze plates from the
Ringstead hoard, Suffolk, possess a central boss flanked by two repousse' circles that contained three
?coral mounted studs set on bronze pins arranged in a triangular fashion. (Clarke, 1951.219-22, pi.
XVI11.4 + 5). A similar arrangement appears to have decorated the central boss, with the heads of two
of the surviving bronze pins being decorated pellet-triangle motifs. Of particular significance is the find
by a metal detectorist of a bronze die from Creake intended for the decoration bronze discs which bears
three 'pellet-triangle' and 'rosette' motifs (Guemey, 1990.100, fig.4).
It is clear that these motifs were meant to be seen. The decoration on the ring-terminal tore from
Snettisham and that from Sedgeford appear on the front of the outer surface (Fox, 1958.48; Sedgeford,
1971 .fig. 1). A sim ilar tendency has be observed on the outer face of the decorated bridle-bits (Ward
Perkins, 1939.181-2). The prominence of these motifs, particularly on objects of sheet bronze is also
highly conspicuous. Beyond this, however it is not clear what the widespread application of these
motifs was intended to signify. As Green (1984.55) has concluded with reference to the 'pellet-in-ring'
motif, their application 'may or may not mean anything in ritual terms'. Indirect confirmation of the
'decorative' status of these motifs may be sought through reference to the application of otherwise
identical motifs to the shoulders and hindquarters of horses in the round. Whilst Alien (1957.402-3)
considered the possibility these forms may have derived from horse tack, particularly phalerae, he
conceded that such motifs were essentially decorative. Jacobsthal (1944.45) detailed two of the more
common forms of muscle decoration on animals in Celtic art, 'natural' and 'spiral', which he suggested
were ultimately derived from Scythia and Persia. The absence of equine imagery makes confirmation
difficult, but the presence of spiral ornament on the shoulder of horses on the Marlborough vat testifies
to the presence of Jacobsthal's (ibid.) first form in Britain during the first century BC/AD. The
presence of'pellet-in-ring' motif ornament on both the shoulder and haunch of an unbridled horse
decorating a continental La Tene belt buckle demonstrates that this additional type of muscle
decoration was not unknown in Gaul during the fourth century BC (Varagnac, 1964 no. 43). As a
consequence the application of identical motifs to the images of the horse represented on staters from
the 'Eastern' and 'Southeastern' districts of Britain should not be unduly surprising. Substitution in
the application of the 'pellet-in-ring' by a 'triple pellet' or 'trefoil' motifs in coinage attributed to the
'East Anglian' region would suggest a regionally specific preference for a comparable decorative
device (cf. 11.3.1 above).
As Green (ibid.55) seemed to imply, the significance of a decorative motif is most likely to be
dependent upon application rather than form. In this Gombrich (1979.225-227) is categorical, it is a
motifs use on some objects and not others that charges it with meaning. Such a proposition would be
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all the more convincing were there a demonstrable correlation in the application of motifs and objects
deposited in ritual or ceremonial contexts. Rarely, however, is this the case. Nevertheless, the potential
significance of the multiple application in 'pellet-in-ring' motifs on staters and other types of artefact,
particularly prestige metalwork, deriving from the same geographical region cannot be ignored. As a
consequence the contexts of these and other types of object is vital to any interpretation of the
significance of this type of motif. Within the 'Eastern, 'Southeastern', 'Southern' regions there is a
tendency for these motifs to reoccur in funerary contexts, specifically those interpreted as of unusually
high status. Of the eight sites where sheet bronze decorated with pellet-in-ring motifs has been
recovered 6 (75%) are from such burials. In one case, Snailwell, the burial also contained similarly
decorated 'utilised antler tine', also known to have derived from a comparable context outside this
region, e.g. .the 'Charioteer's burial', East Yorkshire. In other examples these motifs derive from a
minority of objects directly, e.g. the tores, or indirectly, e.g. through horse/chariot fittings and swords,
associated with a social elite and incorporated within a variety of votive rituals. In this respect their
application on staters is comparable since staters are assumed to have been incorporated within rituals
associated with a social elite. Irrespective of any specific meaning(s) these motifs may or may not
have possessed their significance could be said to derive from their utilisation in a particular social
context, i.e. on those types of objects employed during ceremonial occasions used and/or presided over
by specific group of individuals. More problematic to interpret are those apparently utilitarian objects
of bone and antler associated with settlement sites. The appearance of motifs on objects of bone or
antler is difficult to interpret unless one considers that it was precisely the context in which these motifs
were invoked that lent them their significance. The appearance of such motifs on allegedly 'ordinary'
objects of material culture may have been intended to distinguish not between particular types of
objects but, with specific reference to the previous discussion, particular types of uses/users. This may
account for the relative increase in the number of decorated bone objects at Danebury as the
significance of these motifs increased during the middle of the Iron Age onwards when it is presumed
social and political hierarchies began to develop (Sharpies, 1991a.86-7). This is particularly true of
'Eastern' and 'Southeastern' regions where differences within burials have been interpreted in terms of
increasing social stratification. In this particular case the significance of comparable 'design' motifs on
staters from the same region, might suggest that access to these motifs was regulated and in someway
limited, but not to the same extent as those motifs categorised as 'signs'.
12.5.4: Conclusion.
The above discussion has sought to demonstrate that the meaning of ostensibly identical motifs can be
constructed through an examination of the successive layers of context within which a motif appears,
i.e. within a given composition, on a particular type object and in what context that object was used.
Confusion between typologically identical motifs can be removed if the structural relationships in their
application within a compostion are explored. Whilst the meaning(s) originally attributed to these
motifs will remain lost to us, the presence of such motifs can be assumed to have been significant
considering the status accorded to the medium and the restricted nature of the field within which they
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are presented. It has been demonstrated that numismatic iconography can be divided into two
categories, 'signs' and 'designs', the utilisation of which differed between regions. Within the
'Northeastern', 'Western' and 'Southwestern' regions the prominence of the 'sign', the relative
absence of 'designs' and the little correlation that has been shown to exist with other objects of material
culture suggests that the appropriation, preservation and control over 'signs' was by far the most
significant factor within the design structure of staters. Whilst 'signs' remain a prolific factor upon
staters attributed to the 'East Anglian', 'Eastern', 'Southeastern' and 'Southern' regions these are
supplemented by 'designs', c. 57 - AD 10. This corresponds with the appearance and application of
similar or identical motifs in other media from the same region. On this basis it is suggested that there
existed a hierarchy of motifs composed of'signs' and 'designs', access to which was determined by
one's place within a socio-political hierarchy. This would suggest that 'art' and 'art objects' had
become incorporated within particular ideological systems employed in the maintenance and control of
an escalating social hierarchy. Moreover, the relative decline in the number and type of signs in favour
of a more personalised imagery (esp. 12.4.2/12.4.3 below) across 'Eastern', 'Southeastern' and
'Southern' district in comparison to 'Northeastern', 'East Anglian', 'Southwestern', and 'Western'
regions, c. 20 BC - AD 40, suggests that emphasis in the underlying tenets of this ideology were
subject to regional and chronological variation.
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12.6: Conclusion.
The preceding discussion has reviewed the existing interpretations of four categories of image and,
where necessary, proposed new interpretations within an interpretative framework established upon
archaeological context. In particular, the discussion has focussed upon the interpretation of specific
types of imagery as a manifestation of one aspect of a larger whole invoked upon a specific media but
located within a wider structure of significance. As a consequence it has been possible to justify
Alien's (1980.137-8) differentiation between 'principal' and 'subsidiary' designs. Within the latter
catagory a further distinction between 'signs' and 'designs' has been recognised. Such iconography
has been interpreted as specific expressions of elite power and authority.
If the individual interpretations presented are accepted one may propose that there was a significant
transition in the expression of power between the staters assigned to Cunliffe's (1988.154-7) 'core' and
'periphery'. During Phases 4 - 6, c. 80 - 20 BC the iconography of staters is characterised by the
utilisation of emblematic and zoomorphic motifs, principally the images of the wheel (or variations
thereof) and the horse. It is maintained that such iconography related to widely held cosmological
beliefs which manifested themselves in a variety of different contexts and underpinned the structure of
society. The iconography of coinage is a particular articulation of this structure utilised, it is
maintained, in justifying and maintaining the religious and social authority of a minority social elite.
The design structure of staters becomes increasingly more complex with the addition of
interchangeable subsidiary designs incorporating both signs and designs north and south of the Thames
and in Kent late in Phase 6, c. 50 - 20 BC. This coincides with the emergence of representational art.
In both cases signs, designs and representational art manifest themselves in other media, in some cases,
embodying the subject matter of coinage. The emergent dichotomy between the iconography of staters
assigned to 'core' and 'peripheral' regions culminates during Phase 7, c. 20 BC - AD 10. The
appearance of inscriptions referring to the individuals responsible for the issuing of coinage coincides
with an increasingly specialised iconography directly referring to a variety of quite specific concepts.
This takes two forms. The first involves the utilisation of particular types of zoomorphic icon, e.g. the
ram-horned snake and bucranium, north of the Thames and in Kent during the earlier part of Phase 7.
On the basis of what has been preserved in the archaeological record the significance of these
subsidiary designs would appear to have derived from their ability to have functioned as metaphors
appropriate to a social elite. This is more explicit in the second form originating south of the Thames
and spreading northwards and eastwards into Kent during the later part of Phase 7. The designs on the
reverse of staters utilise a very specific type of anthropomorphic imagery to refer to the material
possessions, activities, beliefs and aspirations of an elite. This transition may be characterised by a
move from an iconography concerned with corporate/public ideals to an iconography relating to very
personal/private concerns. This reaches its ultimate expression north of the Thames during Phase 8, c.
AD 10 - 40, in an iconography, e.g. the ear of wheat, ultimately associated and/or restricted to a very
small proportion of the social elite.
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That this transition in the nature of iconographic content of gold staters can be ascribed to the cultural
conservatism of the tribal periphery in comparison to the dynamism of the southeastern 'core' cannot
be subscribed to. The application of numismatic iconography is likely to be dependant upon the
variable 'monetary' or 'political' roles it was intended to perform (cf. 11.4). From the context in which
forms and motifs comparable to those on coinage are recovered it is concluded that within the
southeastern 'core' numismatic iconography was incorporated within the cycle of social and political
hierarchy then known to have been prevalent in those regions. It may be proposed that differential
access to a variety and type of forms and motifs were correspondent to gradients within socio-political
hierarchies. Consideration of this factor may help account for the presence of a variety of
representational forms and motifs in the round or relief invoked within high-status contexts in
southeastern Britain as illustrations of superior workmanship and refined aesthetic taste. In addition to
functioning as qualifying criteria in the membership of a cultural elite the relative absence and/or
context of some types of form and/or motif implies a relative hierarchy, access to which was artificially
restricted to members and later, perhaps, individuals within a cultural elite. In this capacity coin design
and, as a consequence, coinage can be said to have functioned in an overtly 'political' capacity from
Phase 6, c 50 BC until the advent of Phase 8, c AD 10, in southeastern Britain when it reverted to a
largely 'monetary' role. In this way it is possible to acknowledge the external stimuli of Gallic, Greek
and Roman cultures upon indigenous artistic expression throughout southeastern Britain whilst,
simultaneously, appreciating the importance of internal social or political factors. In this way it is
possible to recognise the often neglected and underestimated role ideology played in the indigenous
interpretation and manipulation of foreign culture (cf. Roymans, 1996.11).
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Summary and Conclusions.
This thesis has sought to analyse numismatic iconography and, in particular, the gold staters struck in
Britain during the late Iron Age, c. 80 BC - AD 45. Initially, this objective was rendered problematic
since existing iconographic study of indigenous Iron Age material, and coinage in particular, remain
limited and in their infancy. Those studies that do exist are restricted in scope and, in the main, limited
to an act of correlation between the objects depicted on coinage and the archaeological or literary
records. An interpretation of the significance of these designs derives from the existence of a direct
relationship between the represented object and its representational subject (Bailey, 1996.292). The
absence of an iconographical study of the numismatic record could, in part, be accounted for by
reference to the current orientation of the two disciplines upon which such an analysis can be said to be
dependent, namely, the study of Iron Age art and Iron Age coinage. Previous realisation of the
potential feasibility of an iconographic study is said to be eclipsed by the strategies employed in
methodologies inherent within the two subject disciplines. In the case of numismatics an emphasis
upon the identification of prototype in conjunction with ethnocentric judgements of the aesthetic value
of a successive composition denigrates the content or relevance of a successive composition.
The permeation of Classical art-history's predilection with the genealogy of style, currently
predominant in the evaluation of La Tene art, reduces the status of forms and motifs to simple
diagnostic criteria It is proposed that the association of these two factors together results in the
'decontextualisation' of subject matter, advocating an untenable dislocation in the relationship between
art and culture. As a consequence there is the perception among scholars that the engraved dies of Iron
Age moneyers do not exist as 'Celtic' art but suffice as bad examples of Roman art.
In the absence of any other type of established or coherent methodology Erwin Panofsky's (1993,
1972) original method of iconographic analysis was consulted in order to provide a framework for the
analysis. Whilst retention of Panofsky's three 'Acts of Interpretation'" could be justified, this study's
post-structuralist critique of Panofsky's method exposed fundamental theoretical shortcomings,
particulary with regard to the interpretation of meaning 12 This, and the application of an adaptation of
Panofsky's method to archaeological data, dictated that any formal analysis would have to be
accompanied by a contextual analysis. In this sense a contextual analysis entails the utilisation of the
'four dimensions of variation' 11 entailed within lan Hodder's(1995, 1986)'context of use' to elicit the
relative meaning(s) of any particular type of form or motif (Hodder's 'content of meaning').

This was

accompanied by the realisation that any interpretation of numismatic iconography could not be an
objective manifestation of social reality but would remain an essentially subjective definition precisely
because of the medium upon which it was represented

11 The 'Pre-iconographical description', 'Iconographical analysis' and 'Iconological Interpretation'.
12 'Primary or Natural', 'Secondary or conventional' and 'Intrinsic' meaning.
13 'Temporal', 'Spatial', 'DepositionaF and Typological'.
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In accordance with the relative sequence established the iconographic content of ninety three gold
stater types derived from seven geographical regions was reconstructed and subjected to an
iconographic analysis. The extent of iconographic continuity and change was recorded and an attempt
made to correlate the resultant forms and motifs with the numismatic repertoire from Britain and Gaul
illustrated in the five catalogues consulted. The c. 280 forms and motifs identified were further
considered within the context of objects recorded in a published sample of contemporary material
culture recovered from Britain. The analysis concluded that relative to the actual condition of the
prototype the structure of a design can be said to have been 'formalised' or 'rationalised', particularly
on the reverse, with the retention, transformation or substitution of forms and motifs derived from the
original Gallo-Belgic or British prototype(s). In many cases this results in a regionalisation of forms
and motifs which in some areas, particularly within the 'East Anglian', 'Eastern' and 'Southeastern'
regions, may be correlated with the representation and/or application of comparable forms and motifs
in other media. This has been interpreted as inidicative of some form of local significance. When
correlation did not occur within the same geographical area, e.g. the 'Northeastern' and 'Southwestern'
regions, it could be demonstrated to exist elsewhere, suggesting that the emergence of the forms or
motifs on coinage was not an isolated phenomenon in itself. In some cases correlation can be said to
have occurred between those areas, particularly within the 'Eastern' and 'Southeastern' regions,
already known to possess pre-existing associations between one another, e.g. the 'Aylesford-Swarling'
culture (Hawkes and Dunning, 1931).
A dichotomy between staters assigned to Barry Cunliffe's (1988) southeastern 'core' and those of the
'tribal periphery' emerges c. 50 BC - AD 10. Staters issued in the 'core' are diverse in type and subject
to rapid or elaborate typological variation. Those struck in the 'periphery' retain a regionally
distinctive but essentially conservative type. In contrast to previous discussions this is not interpreted
as indicative of cultural stagnation but rather that the use of numismatic iconography differed within
and between geographical regions at different times dependant upon the relative emphasis placed by
the issuing authority upon the 'monetary' or 'political' role of coin designs. Indeed, it has been
demonstrated that numismatic art is not a reliable indicator of aesthetic preference in itself as has
previously been assumed
The forms and motifs identified during the 'Iconographical analysis' are subjected to an 'Iconological
analysis'. In contrast to preceding interpretations of iconographical data inferences are made on the
basis of the 'context of use' of comparable forms and motifs preserved within the archaeological
record, supplemented by reference to the literary records of Classical authors' where appropriate.

The

iconological content of staters is interpreted in terms of a transition, c. 20 BC - AD 10, from the
expression of corporate or public ideals in the 'tribal periphery' to a manifestation of personal or
private concerns in the southeastern 'core'. This divergence coincides with the emphasis placed on the
relative 'monetary' or 'political' roles performed by coinage within these regions. The archaeological
context of the forms or motifs illustrated on staters suggests that these images were appropriated by
members of a minority social and cultural elite in order to legitimise and maintain their position at the
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apex of a social hierarchy. In the case of the former, this can be said to have been dependent upon an
elite's ability to locate itself as an integral intermediary within a wider cosmological system through
the manipulation of religious and/or spiritual beliefs. This must be contrasted to the latter category
where an emphasis is placed upon the differential access to objects of material culture by which social
position was maintained. Both categories, however, share the fact that iconography and, in particular,
numismatic iconography can be demonstrated to have been employed in the expression of ideological
systems that sought to normalise social hierarchies.
This thesis has highlighted the emergence of an iconographic tradition across southern Britain during
the late Iron Age. Coinage and, in particular, gold staters remain an important aspect of this
phenomenon that is demonstrated to have manifested itself in other media, particularly metalwork. It
remains difficult to offer a definitive chronology for this event. The advent of Gallo-Belgic coinage in
Britain, c. 125 BC, and the subsequent production of indigenous coinage, c. 80 -57 BC would appear to
have been significant factors. Nevertheless, there is little evidence to suggest that the widespread
adoption and application of iconography had occurred outside of the numismatic repertoire prior to the
middle of the first century BC. During the second half of the first century there is, however, a
significant rise in the correspondence between the iconography of coinage and the forms and motifs
represented on other objects of material culture across southeastern England. This was to continue to
become increasingly wide spread and elaborate during the remainder of the first century BC and
throughout the first century AD until and, in some cases, beyond the Roman conquest of AD 43. That
this new art form supplemented, but did not supplant, existing types of non-representational La Tene
style art is suggested by the presence of particular types of object, e.g. bronze mirrors, that continued to
be decorated in this manner throughout the first century AD. The influence, if not instigation, of this
event by external cultural influences originating in northern and, possibly, central Gaul and, later,
Rome cannot be denied, but the real significance of these forms and motifs resides in their application
rather than their derivation. In many respects the presence of comparable iconographic themes upon
objects of high status metalwork highlights the role of an indigenous elite in sponsoring and
interpreting this new art form. As a direct consequence it must be concluded that this medium is most
likely to have reflected their aspirations, activities and beliefs rather than reflect the experience of the
vast majority of society. In this respect the iconography of coinage and, in particular, gold staters can
be interpreted as little different.
Acknowledgement of the presence of an iconographic tradition within southeastern England establishes
a firm foundation for future work and raises important questions about perceptions of the late Iron Age
during the century prior to the Roman conquest. In particular the presence of iconographical data
challenges the widely held proposition that the Iron Age was, in its entirety, aniconic (Henig, 1995.27).
Indeed, the evidence presented (cf. Chapters 4-10 and Appendices 1 and 2) entirely contradicts this
view. The presence and context of this material requires far more attention that it has currently
received. The significance of these pieces to our understanding of the changing social, cultural and
religious systems of the late Iron Age has yet to be ascertained. Particular scope exists for the future
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study of lower denominational coinage, particular early gold quarter staters and silver types and the
later inscribed bronze and silver minim types. Further evidence of correlation must be sought in the
number of unpublished excavations currently residing in county museum or private archives as well as
the increasing number of loose or stray finds recovered by metal detectorists from the early eighties
onwards. This could provide the basis for a re-evaluation of the context, application and, consequently,
significance of these types of artefact in Britain and Gaul. Exciting opportunities exist for an
investigation into the perpetuation of those forms and motifs and, in particular, the patterns of
substitution, that continued to exist in the Gallo-Roman and Romano-British periods. This may prove
to be revealing in the case of stone sculpture, particularly the group of funerary monuments referred to
as 'steles-maison' from Alsace (cf. Green, 1984.119-22). The formulation of a sympathetic
understanding of indigenous populations' experience of and resistence to 'Romanisation' has been
highlighted in existing post-colonial critiques of'Romano-Celtic' belief systems (cf. Webster, 1995).
Furtherance in the theoretical understanding of the roles performed by social elites in the
transformation of the structure and expression of indigenous religion in response to external stimuli
could off-set the essentially top-down or coercive nature of existing models of 'Romanisation'. In
particular, emphasis could be placed upon an examination of the extent by which aspects of a foreign
culture were assimilated or negotiated in the furtherance of the ideological interests of a minority social
elite. As regards late prehistoric Europe the polycentric model of 'Celtic religion' propounded by
Nico Royman's (1988, following Marshall Sahlins, 1968) could, in principal, be combined with Ton
Derks (1991) demonstration of a class-taste differential in the beliefs of native elites in Lower
Germany. Only through a continuation of this type of work will the contradiction between the
proposed value of Iron Age iconography and the deficit in dedicated study in Britain, highlighted at the
start of this thesis, be more satisfactorily resolved.
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type'
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tube, probably a carnyx.
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handle
Antler 'toggle'
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as ?drinking horn mount
Bronze (?) shield plate

Meare Village East
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Burial 450, cremation cemetery, King
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(?) Late Iron Age
First century BC
Mid-La Tene

(?) Late Iron Age

'Late' Iron Age

AD 40-60
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Hawkes and Jacobsthal (1944.1 17-124).

Cunliffe( 1987. 152-3)

Coles (1987.95, fig.3.36, H68)
Hattatt (1989.435, no. 71, fig. 13.71)
Fitzpatrick( 1996.379).

Coles (1 987.95, fig..3.27), H53

Fox (1958.1 17); May (1976.165-167, fig.83);

Stead and Rigby (1989.91, 386, fig. 178.5)

Date.

'Without context', Site 3,Hengistbury
Head, Dorset (Gallic import? cf.
Barbieux, 1984.59-62, fig. 6)
Red Hill, nr. Long Eaton,
Nottinghamshire.

Second half of the first
century BC
Second half of the first
century BC

Gurney (1991. 101, fig. 6).
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Cremation burial, grave Y, Aylesford,
Kent, (Gallic import?).

Iron Age

Foster (1986.55-58, fig.20.2, pl.9; 1977.7-10,
fig. 3-4); Laver (1927.249, pi. LVIII.4)
Foster (1977. 15, fig. 8g-l).
Foster, 1977.15, fig.8a-f)

Stead (1967.38, fig.23.1, pi. Vila).

Snettisham (site 25249), Norfolk

Brailsford (1975.1 1-13); Jope (1978.27-31).

Welwyn Garden City cremation burial.

River Witham, nr. Lincolnshire.
Lexden tumulus, Colchester, Essex
(Roman import?)
Gaer Fawr, Montgomeryshire.
Gower peninsula, Glamorganshire

'Iron Age'
Iron Age'
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'Context of Use'
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Appendix 1; The representation of zoomorphic forms on Iron Age artefacts from Britain.
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?Bird's head

lBSite>

?Boar's crest
and ?bird head
?Eel head
?Mouse
?Raven's head
?Stag
Animal-head
(duck?)
Bird (?)
Bird's head

Bird's head
(?duck)
Boar

Bronze figurine.

Bird's heads

Boar

Bronze helmet figurine
Figurine

Bronze decoration on triangular
iron knife
Repousse decoration on upper
bronze band of wooden staves
bucket.

Boar
Boar

Boar's head

Boar or pig
Boar's (fish- ?)
head

Boar and dog's
heads

Boar

Boar

Boar

Boar
Boar
Boar
Boar
Boar

Vessel spout

Bronze carnyx or hom terminal.

Bronze figurine
Bronze vessel strainer spout

Terminal and projection
decoration on linch-pin ('south
eastern type')
Cast bronze terret

Bronze ?figurine or ?amulet

Bronze figurine

Bronze figurine

Figurine
Figurine
Figurine (now lost)
Figurine.
Bronze figurine

Leg Piekarski, Poland (British export?)

Deskford bog deposit, Banffshire

Period V-VI, Camulodunum
excavations
Duncliffe hill, Motcombe, Dorset
Felmersham-on-Ouse, ?grave or
?hoard, Bedfordshire.

Unstratified, Camulodunum
excavations, Essex.

Hounslow C

Hounslow B

Hounslow A

'East London'
'East Sussex'
Kempton, Brighton, Sussex.
Woodingdean, nr. Brighton, Sussex
Meare, Somerset.

AD 25-50

"... end of the Iron Age '
Late first century BC early first century AD

Mid-first century AD

(Mid?) First century
AD

'Iron Age'

'Iron Age'

'Iron Age'

'Iron Age'
'Iron Age'
'Iron Age'
?Third century BC
150 -c.l BC

Hawkes and Hull (1947.331, pl.XCIX.6).

Foster (1977.1 5, fig.7g-l).
Foster (1977.1 5, fig.7a-0Foster (1977. 13, 15).
Foster (1977.1 3, fig.6).
Foster (1977.7.fig.2); Bulleid and Grey
(1953.223).
Foster (1977.10-13, figs. 5 +6a-e); Fox
(1958.76, fig.53a); Megaw (1970.139).
Foster (1977.10-13, figs. 5 + 6a-e); Megaw
(1970.139).
Foster (1977.10-13, figs. 5 + 6a-e); Megaw
(1970.139).
Hawkes and Hull (1947.331, pl.XCIX.7);
Wheeler and Wheeler (1936.217-8, pl.LXII)

Boar or
dolphin? Heads

Boar's head

Henig and Keene (1985.147-8, pi. 1 1, fig. 12)
Fox (1958.73, fig.46); Megaw (1970.162,
illus.2766; 1971.299-300); Spratling
(1972.576, no. 394, fig. 179); Watson
(1949.37-61). Compare with 'boar' bucket
mount from Vieille-Toulousse (HauteGaronne) (Vidal, 1976.175)
MacGregor (1976, no.288); May (1976.167,
fig. 83); Megaw (1970.160, illus.272).;
Piggott, 1959.24-32, fig. !a + b, pi. Villa + b)
Megaw etal (1963 .27-3 7); Spratling
(1972.577, no. 397)
Stead (1985a.50, illus.68; 1996.99, illus. 72).

Megaw ( 1 970. 1 60); Piggott ( 1 959. 1 9 - 24, pi.
VI).

First half of fist century
AD
40 BC- AD 43
River Lark, West Row, Suffolk

(?)Middle of first
century AD

Boars

River Witham atTattershall Bridge, nr.
Lincoln.

Stamped three times on either
side of a sword blade.
Hom (now lost)

Boars head?

Bovine and bird
(duck) terminal
decoration
Bovine figurine
Bovine
figurines
Bovine head

Cast bronze

Cast bronze central-looped
mortar, cosmetic set
Garden find, Hockwold, Norfolk

c. 15 BC- AD 40

First century AD

Jackson (1985. 175, 186, fig.7.59).

Bovine head.

Bovine head

Bovine head

Cast bronze bucket-handle

Bronze handle

Bronze bucket ornament/spout

Bronze bucket-mount
Iron frame (for holding
amphora?)
Bronze bucket mount

Birdlip inhumation burial,
Gloucestershire.
Felmersham-on-Ouse,?grave or ?hoard
Bedfordshire.
Dinorben hill-fort, Denbighshire

Kirmington, Lincolnshire

Upavon, Wiltshire

'Late Iron Age/
Romano-British'
'Late' Iron Age, but
from Roman settlement
site
' Pre-conquest first
century (AD) date '
Late first century BC early first century AD
Second/third century
AD or late pre-Roman
Iron Age?
First century BC/AD

La Tene

Foster (1986.58-61, fig.21.3, pi. 10); Laver
(1927.249, pi. LVIII.3).
Cunliffe (1972.294-296); Fox (1958.73-74)

Bovine head.
Bronze bucket escutcheon

Ham Hill hillfort, Somerset

Fragment of Iron ?firedog

Cast bronze yoke attachments

Late La Tene?/early
Roman
First century BC/AD
c. 50-10 BC

Bovine head.

Cast bronze vessel mount or
bucket escutcheon

C.50-10BC

Gray (1910.57, fig. 14); Megaw (1970.161,
illus.274); Megaw et al (1992.6 1-64);
Spratling (1972.582, no. 414, fig. 186).
Stead (1986.59-60, fig. 24.7) ; Piggott
(1971.264)
Clarke( 182 1.61, fig. 12); Fox (1923.100);
Smith (1912.1-30); Piggott (1971.264);
Piggott and Daniel (1951, no.50); Powell
(1966, nos.253-4).
Hawkes and Hull (1947.341, fig. 64.1, pi.
C V. 1 ); Piggott ( 1 97 1 .248, 264)

Fox (1958.73); Hawkes (1951.2); Spratling
(1972.582, no. 4 13, fig. 185)

Megaw et al (1992.64, fig. 4); Stealens
(1982.19-31)
Fox (1958.73, fig.46); Watson (1949.37-61)

May (1976.171-2, fig.86.2; 1971.253-259);
Spratling (1972.576, no. 396, fig. 180).

Green ( 1992.1 39, fig.7. 14)
Brailsford (1958.89-90); Stead (1967).;
Piggott( 197 1.264-265)
Anon. (1990.227, reg.no. 49, fig. 6).

Toynebee (1962.150, no. 56)

Lexden tumulus, Essex (Gallic
import?)
BulburyCamp, Lytchett Minster,
Dorset
Hoard (assoc. with Roman material)
Great Chesterford, Essex,
Welshpool, Powys
Welwyn B cremation, Hertfordshire.

Bovine head.

Type A iron firedog

Bovine head
Bovine head

Bovine head.

?First century BC/AD

Type A iron fire-dog

AD 10-43

Bovine head.

Camulodunum, Colchester, Essex

Cremation burial 1 , Baldock,
Hertfordshire.
Found 'near' inhumation burial under a
tumulus called Hay Hill, Lords Bridge,
Barton, Cambridgeshire.

Bovine head.

Fragment of type A iron firedog
or frame.

in

3

Bovine heads

Bovine head.
Bovine heads

Bovine head.

Bovine head.

Bovine head.

Bovine head.

Bovine head.

Bovine head.

Iron bowl ornament

Cast bronze mount
Mirror-handle

Fragment of Type B iron firedog,

Type A iron fire-dog

Fragment of type A iron firedog
Type A iron fire-dog

Type A iron fire-dog

Type A iron fire-dog

Lydney, Gloucestershire.

'Mr. Chepstow', Gwent.
Ingleton, Yorkshire

Bigberry hill-fort, Kent.

Calleva Atrebatum, Silchester,
Berkshire
Standfordbury cremation,
Bedfordshire.
Welwyn A cremation, Hertfordshire

Mount Bures cremation, Essex

Capel-Gammon, tumary, Denbighshire.

First century BC/AD
c. AD 40

c. 150-50BC

c. 50- 10 BC

c. 10 BC- AD 50

25 BC - AD 25

Alien (190 1.20-44); Evans (1856.9 1-5); Fox
(1958.75); Piggott and Daniel 1951.51-52);
Savory (1976.62). Piggott (1971.264)
Fox (1923. 100); Smith (1912.1-30); Stead
(1967.1); Piggott (197 1.264)
Boon (1969.34); Piggott (1971.264).

Smith (1912.1-30); Fox (1923.99); Piggott
(1971.264).
Smith (1912); Brailsford (1958.89-90) Fox
(1958.75) Stead (1967).; Piggott (1971.264265).
Jessup ( 1 932.87- 1 1 5); Fox ( 1 958); Piggott
(1971.265); Thompson (1983.273,
pl.XXXIV.b).
Megawef al (1992.64)
Fox, 1958.98,99, fig. 63).
1949.26, 27, fig.2; Hawkes, 1951.193, pi.
Villa; MacGregor, 1976.153, 154, no.269).
Wheeler and Wheeler (1932.74-5, fig.l 1.9)

Iron Age
c. 25 BC - AD 55/65

Couchman (1937.69-71); Hawkes and Hull
(1947.331).
Stead and Rigby (1989.151-2, 342, fig. 144.9);
James and Rigby (1997, fig. 83)

Franks (1864.90-92)
Fulford(1985.17, fig.5; 1984/85.446, fig.l,
pls.XCVIa-b).

Brailsford (1975a.l 1-13); Jope (1971.61-9,
fig.l; 1978.27-31).
Hattatt (1989.436, no. 72, fig. 13.72).

(Early/) first century
AD
AD 1-40

' . . . c. midfirst century
AD'.

10 BC- AD 50

Unstratified

Bucrania

First half of the first
century AD
Mid third century BC early first century AD

Hounslow Middlesex

Burial 280, King Harry Lane cemetery,
Verlamion, St. Albans.

Hassocks, Sussex.

General occupation layer, Forum
Basilica excavations, Silchester

Riverine deposit, River Witham, nr.
Lincoln
Plough zone, Hod Hill hillfort, Dorset

Terminal decoration on linch
pin ('southeastern type').
Ceramic vessel

Bronze figurine or pendant (?)
Cast bronze razor handle

Bronze shield cover,
'ceremonial'
Decorative features on the arms
of a bronze skillet handle

Crane or duck
heads (wearing
tores?)
Dog(?)

Dog's head? or
bird of prey? or
griffin

Dolphin? or
dog heads
Duck

Ducks
Eagle's head

Equine or
bovine? head

Decoration on engraved bronze
plate with moveable lid
A bronze mount with thick disk
at base of mount decorated with
dot-and-double circle.
Suggested as a handles support
for a situla or a belt hook.
Roundel decoration on
'ceremonial' bronze shield
cover
Figurine
Plate brooch
Cast bronze foot from a wooden
bucket
Bronze vessel or bowl mount

Goose and
Cupid
Griffin
Griffin's head
Griffin's head

Cast bronze Figurine
Disk (brooch?)
Bronze figurine
Lightly incised on a
fragmentary piece of thin flat
plat intended to as a decorative
fining to be sewn or riveted
onto another article.
Fragment of a fired clay figurine

Armlet

Homed snake
(?)
Horse

Horse's head

Bronze 'mask' fitting

Horse (?)
Horse (?)
Horse
(?winged), tree
and ?bird

Horse's head

River Witham, nr. Lincoln

Mildenhall, Suffolk.

Santon Downham hoard, Suffolk

c. 15 BC- AD 40

mid third century BC early first century AD

'.../« the Celtic
tradition '.

c.50 AD

Brailsford (1975.1 1-13); Jope (1971.61-9, fig.
1; 1978.27-31).

Hattatt (1989.429, no. 63, fig. 1 1.63).

Smith (1909.154-155, fig.8).

c.50 AD
First century AD?
c. 15 BC- AD 40
c. AD 43.
Seventh - sixth century
BC
Unstratified
'Iron Age'
"... possibly of the 1"
century BC '.

'...as likely to be
Romano-British as Iron
Age in date '.
'towards the mid I"
century AD '

MacGregor (1962.26-7, no. 102, fig. 13.102).

May (1996.343, fig. 13.11.6).

Alcock(1972.155,pl. XI).
Franks (1864.90-92)
Hattatt (1989.419, no. 37, fig.8.37).

Foster (1986.61-63, fig. 22), pi. 12; Laver
(1927.249, pl.LVIII.2); Toynbee (1964.33).
Fox (1958.81, pl.53b); Lethbridge (1954.3031).
MacGregor (1976, no.323); Scott and Powell
(1969.1 18-26, fig. la, pi. XXIXb).

Foster (1986.53, fig. 20.1, pi. 8); Laver
(1927.249, fig. 4, pi. LVII).
Smith (1909.1 54, fig.7).
Hattatt (1989.428, no. 59, fig. 1 1 .59).

Lexden tumulus, Colchester, Essex
(Roman import?)
Santon Downham hoard, Suffolk
Unprovenanced find from Ely, Cambs.
No other details given.
Lexden tumulus, Essex (Gallic
import?)
Snailwell cremation burial,
Cambridgeshire.
Picked up by Labourers on the
Birkwood estate, Lesmahagow,
Lanarkshire, Scotland
Cadbury, Somerset
Hounslow, Middlesex
Unprovenanced find in Norfolk, no
other details given.

Top fill of iron Age ditcih (Fl), site 1,
Dragonby, Lincolnshire
Stanwick, North Riding, Yorkshire.

CO

Lion

Lion

Horses

Horses

Moulded ceramic flagon

Fragment of ceramic figurine
jug

Repousse" decoration on bronze
band of wooden bucket.

Repousse decoration on upper
bronze band of wooden bucket.
Contained cremation burial, St.
Catherine's Mead, Marlborough,
Wiltshire, (Gallic import?)
'Ditch' scoop, Forum Basilica
excavations, Silchester. Import from
Central Gaul.

Contained cremation burial, grave Y,
Aylesford, Kent, (Gallic import?).

Second half of the first
century BC.
First century BC/AD

Bronze ?bucket mount

Terminal decoration on bronze
linchpin.
Mount
Iron ring terminal

Bowl ornament
Bronze terminal (of a drinking
horn?)

Brentford, London.

Gussage Valley (ST9841 16)

Locality unknown (presently in British
Museum).
Fincham, Norfolk
Barbury Castle, Wiltshire

Youlton, Treneglos, Cornwall
Owmby, Lincolnshire

Harpenden burial, Hertfordshire.

Iron Age
200 - 50 BC

Late first century BC
'Late Iron Age'

Early first century AD

Feature, second quarter
of first century AD;
associated infill c. AD
40 - 55/60
Early first century AD,
c. AD 1-25
AD 40-60

Bronze spout from a vessel

Evans (1890.366-70, fig. 1 1); Megaw
(1970.1 19-20, illus.187); Stead (1971.261-74,
278).
Megaw (1970.120, illus.186, 188); Stead
(1971.279).

Fulford( 1985.3, 26, pi. 3)

Stead and Rigby (1986.234, fig. 96.1)

Stead and Rigby (1989.95, 334, fig. 135.2)

Fox (1958.73-79, fig.47); Spratling (1972.582,
no. 415); Stead (197 1.279).
Fox (1958.79, pl.51)
May (1976. 172-1 73, fig.86.1).

Megaw (1978)

Hawkes and Hull (1947.331); Ward Perkins
(1940.367)
Gurney( 199 1.232)
MacGregor and Simpson (1963.394, fig.2.16)
Assigned to Late Iron
Age
First century AD

Robinson (1998)

Corney (1991, 244-5, figlO.3.28).

First century AD

Mid? First century AD

Bronze spout from a vessel

Possibly from a dispersed cremation
burial, St. Catherine's Mead,
Marlborough

Gallic import, ditch, site B, Baldock,
Herts.
Burial 240, cremation cemetery, King
Harry Lane, Verulamium, Herts.

Magpies?, two

Repousse decoration on panel
over the catch plate of an
Ettlinger type 27 brass brooch
Bucket escutcheons

Ram's head
Ram's head
Ram's head or
ram-headed
serpent
Ram's heads
Ram's head
Zoomorphic
Zoomorphic
(bovine?)
Zoomorphic
(Dog or boar's
head?)
Zoomorphic
(dog or boar's
head?)

00

Zoomorphic,
possibly a ?dog
Zoomorphic,
possibly a
goat's head
Bronze suspension attachment
from a vessel
Handle decoration on a bronze
ladle, possibly a continental
import.

Unprovenanced site in East Anglia
River Wensum, near the Cathedral,
Norwich, Norfolk.

'...c. I" century
BC/AD"
'...late BC date'.

Hattatt, 1989.430, no. 66, fig. 1 1.66).

Hattatt (1989.432, no. 69, fig. 12.69).

The reference to a stylised bull's head on a bronze vessel spout found 'near Wimborne' (Robinson, 1998.145; Hattatt, 1989.432, no. 67, fig. 12.67), Dorset, is excluded from
this enquiry since the stylisation referred to is so extreme as to render the form unrecognisable. The similarly rendered 'boars' decorating the loop on the end of the skillet
handle from Hod Hill (Hattatt, 1989.436, no. 72, fig. 13.72) are also excluded for similar reasons.
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Appendix 2: The representation of anthropomorphic forms on 'Iron Age* artefacts from Britain.

^•^•m^
'Cupid' and goose

BLJiai^^B

Foster (1986.53, fig. 20.1 , pi. 8);
Laver (1927.249, fig. 4, pi. LVII).
Brailsford (1975a.21-22); Megaw and
Megaw (1989.189, illus. 1+319);
Spratling (1972.536, no. 320, fig.
146)

Kirk (1949.6, 40, pi. IV.E+F)

Hattatt (1989.436, no. 72, fig. 13.72).

Stead and Rigby (1989.334,
fig.135.2)
'...c. midfirst century
AD'.

Unstratified, '...a very
Celtic character '
.'first-second centuries
AD
AD 40-60

Plough zone. Hod Hill hillfort,
Dorset.

Henig(1991.186, pl.l)

From cliff face, Aust-on-Severn,
GIos.

'Late Iron Age'

Ellis (1900.322-5, pi. VII); Cunliffe
(1997. 151, illus. 12 l);Henig
(1995.38, 39; 1985.3; 1996 in Watts
and Leach et al. 131).

?Maiden Castle, Dorset
(Continental import?)

' ...native Iron Age
figurine, dating not
long before the Roman
period. ' Or
Fourth - third century
BC Iberian import from
Andalucia.

Burial 240, cremation cemetery,
King Harry Lane, Verulamium

Fields, '?shrine', Woodeaton,
Oxon.

'Context of
Site and Locat
^^^BBBro'^iMfa^^r.-afeij^^'i' y^-.-iii^^^^^^^BBi
BB^lHBBi
c. 15 BC- AD 40
Lexden tumulus, Colchester,
Bronze figurine
Essex (Roman import?)
Late Iron Age
Wandsworth, London

2 'sceptre-heads'

Repousse' decoration on
sheet bronze shield mount

Bust of 'Minerva'

'Head', anthropomorphic

Figure, male kneeling,
wearing a helmet and
holding spear and shield

Bronze

Bronze

Repousse decoration on
panel soldered onto the
head of an Ettlinger type
27 brass brooch
Moulded in relief on
bronze skillet handle

Figure, naked, ?male,
winged with beak-like face
holding a hare by the
forelegs in right hand a
?club in left.
Figurine, female wearing
?headress, otherwise naked

Figurine, female wearing
robe

Figurine, female, naked to
waist wearing a skirt and
crown or diadem (now lost)

Figurine, female wearing
tore, otherwise naked

Bronze figurine

Bronze
Fields, '?shrine', Woodeaton,
Oxon.

Temple pricinct, Henley Wood,
Yatton, North Somerset

(?early) first century
AD

Henig (1995.38, 39; 1985.3); Henig
(in Watts and Leach et al ( 1 996. 1 30,
131-133, fig. 110.161, pis. 30-33)
Tay lor ( 1 9 1 7. 1 02-3), Kirk ( 1 949, 6-7,
31, pi. IV.B);Henig(1996.131)

Anon. (1935.201-2, pi. XLIII.2C)

Unstratified, ' . . .a very
Celtic character '
?first-second centuries
AD
' . . . late-Celtic affinities '

Bronze figurine

Henig (199 1.1 86, pl.2)

Henig and Wood (1990.237-40, pl.l)

Coles (1990.319, 326; fig. 7, pi. 27b)

Clarke and Hawkes (1955.227,
pl.XXVI, 2; fig. 6.8); Spratling
(1972.520, no. 302, fig. 124).

C MAMS 426-352 BC

Hattatt ( 1 989.427, no. 57, fig. 1 1 .57).

Stead (1988..9-29, figs. 1-2, 4-6, pis.
I, Ila+b, pi. IH.a)

"...Celtic, both in
manufacture and in
style '.
First century BC/AD

'Iron Age'
(unstratified)
First century BC

'Late Iron Age'

Figurine, female, robed
wearing a fillet

Various Iron Age and RomanoBritish sites, most from rural
'domestic' contexts, north
Humberside and north Yorkshire

Class G pommel
River Witham, Lincolnshire (now
decoration on bronze
lost)
'anthropoid' short-sword
hilt
Carved roundwood stem of Kingsteignton, from the bank of
oakwood
the river Teign, Devon
Unprovenanced find in London,
Bronze figurine
no other details given.

Cast bronze figurine

Bronze

' . . . on the surface of Culver Hole
cave ' Llangennith parish, Gower,
Glamorganshire
Nr. Roman road, Roke Farm,
Bere Regis, Dorset
St. Clement's parish, Jersey

Figurine, male wearing
tunic
Figurine, male, fragmentary
(upper torso only), naked
Figurine, naked

Figurine, naked male
Figurine, naked male, right
arm raised, left arm forward.
Figurines, male represented
with swords worn vertically
in the centre of the back or
on the right side; most wear
belts

1 1 (possibly 1 3) complete
or near complete chalk
figurines (Stead's nos. 3,
5, 13, 16-7,25-8,34,37-8,
40). Other fragmentary
figures are known (e.g.
nos. 9, 710,15,21-2,24,
36, etc.)

Head
Bronze mount/mask

5 complete or nearly
complete chalk figurines
(Stead's nos. 1-2,8,31,
33). Other fragmentary
figures are known
Fragment of bronze
figurine
Bronze face mount,
'probably from a priest's
ceremonial head-gear '
Bronze, possibly (Class
F?) pommel decoration on
bronze anthropoid short
sword
Bronze

Figurines, some male,
represented without
weaponry or belts. Some
clothed

Head

Head

Head

Foot

Head

Bronze, described as a
'knob'
Bronze, described as from
a ?handle
Carved gypsum

Bronze, described as
' probably the pommel of
an anthropoid sword'.
Bronze terret ring

Head, ?homed male

Head
Head
Head

Various Iron Age and RomanoBritish sites, most from rural
'domestic' contexts, from north
Humberside and north Yorkshire

c. 15 BC- AD 40

First century BC/AD

Foster ( 1 986.6 1 , fig. 2 1 .4 , pi. 1 1 );
Laver (1927.249, fig. 3, pi. LVII).
Hattatt (1989.428, no. 62, fig. 1 1 .62).

Stead (1988.. 9-29, fig.9, pi. 1Mb, c)

Gurney (1991.232, fig.2); Henig
(1995.38)

'c. Is' century AD'

Lexden tumulus, Colchester,
Essex (Roman import?)
Unprovenanced

'Iron Age'

Anon. (1984.132, reg. No. 41, fig.
1)

Metal detector find, Holme Hale
(site 25783), Norfolk

'Iron Age'

Eckroyd Smith (1852.2); Fox
(1958.73, pi. 43a); Richmond
(1954.49-50, pi. II. 1-2)

Davies( 1996.73)

First - second centuries
AD

Gumey (1990.1 00, fig.5).

'Iron Age'

'Iron Age'

Gumey( 1996.390)

Anon (1988. 184, reg.no. 19);
Robinson (pers. com. 2.4.98)

'Iron Age'

Anon. (1979/80b.204, reg. no. 84);
Deathe( 1998, personal
communication)

'Iron Age'
Metal detector find, Broughton
Gifford, Wiltshire

'Iron Age' or 'Romano
British'

Metal detector find, Sedgeford
(site 23321), Norfolk
Metal detector find, Bishopstone,
Wilts.

Aldborough, West Riding,
Yorkshire. Found 'upon laying
bare a portion of the old rampart
some time ago'.
Metal detector find, Gillingham
(site 25431), Norfolk
Metal detector find, Weybourne
(site 3 1088), Norfolk
Plough zone, The Paddocks,
Newton Toney, Wiltshire.

CJ

Head

Inhumation burial, North
Grimston, Yorkshire

Inhumation burial, Shouldham,
Norfolk

Southwark, unrecorded

Mid-second century
BC

Third century BC

Fourth century BC

Collis (1973); Clarke and Hawkes
(1955.225, pi. XXVII.1-2)

Collis (1973); Clarke and Hawkes
(1955.226, pis. XXVI.3; XVH.4; fig.
6.6)

Head

Head

Head

Collis (1973); Clarke and Hawkes
( 1955.1 98-9, pl.XXIV. 1,3)

Clarke and Hawkes (1955.227,
pl.XXIV.5)

Mid third century BC early first century AD

Mid-second century
BC

Long Wandsworth

Mid-first century BC

Inhumation burial?, Clotherholm,
Yorkshire

Class A2 pommel
decoration on iron shortsword hilt
Class Bl pommel
decoration on iron
'anthropoid' short-sword
hilt
Class F pommel
decoration on bronze
'anthropoid' short-sword
hilt
Class F pommel
decoration on iron
'anthropoid' short-sword
hilt
Lead miniature head

Cremation burial, Alkham, Kent

Megaw (1970.1 19-20, illus. 187);
Stead (197 1.26 1-2, fig. 4).

Brailsford (I975a.21-22); Megaw and
Megaw (1989.189, illus. 1 +319);
Spratling (1972.536, no. 320, fig.
146)
James and Rigby (1997, figs. 19 +
80); Philip (1991.50-2); Stead
(1996.67, fig. 75).
Hattatt (1989.429, no. 65, fig. 1 1.65).

Gumey( 1994. 106).

Head

Shield mount (no. 2)

Unprovenanced site in Wiltshire

Metal detector find, Hainford (site
30 188), Norfolk

Head

Two cast bronze buckethandle mounts, contained
cremation.
Decorative bronze mount

'Iron Age' (cf. chalk
figurine from Deal,
Kent, late first - second
century AD (Parfitt and
Green, 1987.295-8,
fig.9).

Head (female?) wearing
ram-horned helmet or head
dress
Head wearing a helmet or
cap

'...typical late Iron Age
native British style, c.
1" century BC '.
Second half of the first
century BC

Cremation burial, Grave Y,
Aylesford, Kent

Head wearing head-dress

Two cast bronze bucket
handle mounts, contained
cremation.

n

Head wearing head-dress or
helmet
Head, bald-headed ?male

Head, bearded

Three cast-bronze handle
mounts

Sheet bronze fitting

Head, male

Head, female

Head, facing viewer

Head, facing viewer

'Medallion'

Three cast bronze mounts

Hollow cast bronze head

Repousse bronze band,
second register.

Repousse bronze band,
second register.

Cast bronze face mount,
''possibly ceremonial head
gear'
Cast bronze terminal

Head, male, portrait of
Augustus

Head, clean-shaven ?male

Heads, bald-headed

Repousse bronze band,
first register.

Repousse terminal
decoration at either end of
two trapeziod plaques of
sheet brass, shield mount

Heads, two, profiled facing
each other

Cremation burial 1, Baldock,
Hertfordshire

Fields, '?shrine', Woodeaton,
Oxon.
Unprovenanced find near
Wimbome, Dorset
From the floor of building 1
( 1 954-55) Chalton, Hants.
Contained cremation burial, St.
Margaret's Mead, Marlborough,
Wiltshire, (Gallic import?)
Contained cremation burial, St.
Margaret's Mead, Marlborough,
Wiltshire, (Gallic import?)
Silkstead sandpit, Otterboume
Cremation burial, Welwyn
Garden City, Herts.
Lexden tumulus, Colchester,
Essex (cast from a coin of
Augustus, possibly struck at
Colonia Patricia in Spain (BMC
Augustus nos. 345-348).
Tay-y-Ilyn, Merioneth, metalwork
hoard

Contained cremation burial, St.
Margaret's Mead, Marlborough,
Wiltshire, (Gallic import?)

Second half of the first
century BC
Unstratified, "...a very
Celtic character '
?first-second centuries
AD
' . . .possibly 1" century
BC to 1s' AD'.
' . . .pre-Roman '

Stead (197 1.25 1-4, figs. 1 ; 1986.55,
fig.22a-c)
Kirk (1949.6, 41, pi. VLB)

Hattatt (1989.428, no. 60, fig. 1 1.60)

Henig (in Cunliffe, 1976.62,
fig. 1 1.4); Henig (in Watts and Leach
etal (1996. 131); Henig, 1995.38)
Fox (1958.68-70, pis. 35a); Megaw
(1970.118-9,no. 186)

Fox (1958.68-70, pis. 35a); Megaw
(1970. 11 8-9, no. 186)

First century BC/AD
First century BC/AD

Denford et al (1992.37-9, fig. 9)

Late Iron Age

Fox (1958.68-70, pis. 34 c + d, 35a);
Megaw (1970.1 18-9, no. 186)

Spratling (1972.535, no. 319, fig.
143)

Fox (1958.72, pi. 33b; Smith
(1912.21, pi. 11.3-5)
Foster (1986.90-2, pi. 19)

First or early second
century AD
Second half of the first
century BC
c. 15 BC- AD 40

First century BC/AD

Phallus

Fragment of bone carving

Danebury hillfort

c. 300- 100BC
(ceramic phase 7)

Cunliffe and Poole,
1991.366.fig.7.38, 3.387).

The iron figurine that accompanied the inhumation of a twenty-five year old female from Poundbury (Grave 543), Dorchester, Dorset, is excluded from this table as (pace
Henig, 1991.186; Ross, 1987. fig. 70.6, Mf.2, C13-14) since the burial is now know to be c. mid-fourth century AD (cf. Farwell and Molleson, 1993.16-18). Ambiguity in
the dating of the socketed 'male head', otherwise referred to as either a Minch-pin terminal' or 'sceptre-head' (cf. Henig, 1996.131; Sanders, 1963.49), from the univallate
enclosure at Castle Gotha, St. Austell, Cornwall, has led to this piece's exclusion. No reference is made to the representation of human forms on samian-ware.
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Appendix 3; A preliminary survey of the distribution martial objects
represented on gold staters.
A3.1: The distribution of chainmail
Iron chainmail, part of grave
good assemblage, cut into
pieces and placed in pit with
sweepings from the pyre
Iron Chainmail, part of grave
good assemblage, cut into
pieces and scattered
throughout the grave

Chainmail, triangular
fragment at eastern entrance
Iron chainmail, tightly rolled
lip and possibly dismembered
Chainmail
Iron Chainmail, part of grave
good assemblage, folded
complete tunic that had been
subjected to intense heat

'Focal' cremation burial,
Baldock, Herts.

?Second half of the first
century BC

Burleigh (1983.70-4)

Cremation burial, Lexden
tumulus, Essex

c. I5BC-AD 10

Foster (1986.82 fig. 30.56);
Carver (1927.248)

Hillfort, Maiden Castle,
Dorset
Metalwork hoard, nr. Lower
Langdale?, Stanwick, North
Riding, Yorkshire
Metalwork Hoard,
Carlingwark Loch, deposited
in a bronze cauldron

Belgo-Roman level

Wheeler (1943.284, fig. 95.6)

Mid-first century AD

MacOregor (1962.28, no.
117)

First - Second centuries AD

Piggot (1952.38, pi. 11)

c. AD 50

Niblett (1995.98, fig. 41;
1992.923, fig.9a-b)

Cremation burial set within a
complex of funerary
chamber, mound and
enclosure, Folly Lane, St.
Albans, Herts.

Denotes objects deposited outside the distributional area of 'armed rider' imagery
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A3.2; The distribution of shields.
'High conical' shield boss,
part of grave good
assemblage
'numerous fragments of edge
binding and terminal knobs
for shields
'Probable shield'

Cremation burial, Snailwell,
Cambridgeshire

C.AD43

Collis (1973. 123);
Lethbridge (1953.25)

Votive deposit, temple,
Hayling Island, Hampshire.

Early/mid-first century BC 60/70 AD

King and Soffe ( 1998.41)

Cremation burial, Enclosure
3, nr. Gosbecks,
Camulodunum, Essex.

c. AD 35 (provisional date)

Crummy (1992.495)

•ptttSriSPS"1 °> brpJttSSals
•gj^j^fojLtbewcentral-~ - :. barrow, Eastburn, Yorkshire•••••
ggBgMAW&i .,; : '

^^HI^^HHHBBHIiB&BH^^H^^B^H
1 Bronze boss with central
Cremation burul
point, part of grave good
Stanfordbury,
assemblage
Northamptonshire

Bronze fittings of a wooden
Shield, part of grave good
assemblage
Bronze shield boss

Bronze shield boss, part of
grave good assemblage
Bronze shield bosses, one
pair and one single, part of a
metalwork hoard
Bronze shield cover,
'ceremonial*?
Bronze shield cover,
'ceremonial'?
Bronze shield mount

Bronze tube, cover for the
'central spina on shield?
Bronze umbo, dismembered
and deposited as 'scrap'
Fragments of two bronze
tubes, part of grave good
assemblage
Iron binding for shield?
Iron boss
Iron boss9 , part of grave
good assemblage
Iron shield boss, part of grave
good assemblage
Iron shield boss, part of grave
good assemblage

v . , •

lit*

B^H

^U^iKS^KSS^^^^^^fS^^^^^^t

10 BC- AD 50

Collis (1973. 123); Fox
(1923)

Crouched inhumation,
Grimthorpe, Yorkshire

C. 100-50BC

Collis (1973. 125); Stead
(1979.37, fig. 55 - 7).

Riverine deposit. River
Thames nr. Crab Tree,
Fulham.
Extended inhumation,
Owlesbury. Hants.
Metalwork hoard, plough
zone, Polden Hill, nr.
Bridgewater
Riverine deposit, River
Witham, nr. Lincoln

c. 500- 125 BC

Franks (1866.237-8); Stead
(1985.41, fig. 18)

c. 100-50BC

Collis (1973. 126-9)

First century AD

Brailsford(1975b.222-34, pi.
XXIV); Stead (1985b.42,
228, fig.5a-c).

Riverine deposit. River
Thames at Battersea

Third -second century BC?

Mid third century BC - early
first century AD

Brailsford (1975a.l t-13);
Jopc (1971.61-9, fig.1;
1978.27-31).
Stead (1985b)

Wandsworth

Mid third century BC - early
first century AD

Crouched inhumation under
barrow, Eastbum U,
Yorkshire
Hillfort, South Cadbury

c. 100 - 50 BC

Brailsford(1975a.l4- 18);
Megaw and Megaw
(1989.189, illus. 1 +319);
Stead (1985b.41, fig. 17).
Collis (1973. 125)

First century BC/AD?

Alcock (1970.21-2, fig. 3)

Extended inhumation, North
Grimston, Yorkshire

c. 100-50BC

Collis (1973.126); Stead
(1979.57)

Inhumation?, Wetwang Slack
Inhumation burial, Burton
Fleming
Cremation burial, Welwyn
Garden City, Herts.
Burial, Great Braxted, Essex

c. 100-50BC
c. 100 -50 BC

Stead (1979.57)
Stead (1979.57)

c. 50- 10 BC

Inhumation burial, St
Lawrence, Isle of Wight

c. 100-50 BC

Collis (1973. 123-4); Stead
(1967)
Sealey (forthcoming); Stead
(1985.36,39; 1985.44)
Collis (1973. 129); Jones and
Stead (1969.35 1-4)

:S|I:

c. 50 -1 BC

Denotes objects deposited outside the distributional area of'armed rider' imagery
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A3.3: Distribution of Helmets.
Bronze 'homed' helmet,
'ceremonial'?

Riverine deposit, River
Thames

Bronze helmet, 'Coolus' type Tlnknown provenance

Late first century BC
First century AD

Megaw and Megaw (1989,
illust. 364; Stead, 1996.68,
illust.76; 1985.51, illust. 71)

Jackson (1995.67-73)

Denotes objects deposited outside the distributional area of'armed rider' imagery
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A3.4: Distribution ofCarnyx.
Bronze camyx or
terminal.
Horn (now lost)

River Witham atTattershall
Bridge, nr. Lincoln.____

:gor(1976,no.2 „ ...
(1976.167, fig. 83); Megaw (1970.160,
UIus.272).; Piggott, 1959.24-32, fig. la +
b. pi. Villa + b)
________
(?)Middle of first Megaw (1970.160); Piggott (1959.19 century AD___ 24. pi. VI).____________

Denotes objects deposited outside the distributional area of'armed rider' imagery
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A3.5: Distribution of swords and scabbards.
Sword and scabbard, Group V

Gravel pit, Aldwincle, Nr.
Thrapston, possibly deposited in
riverine context
St. Albans, Herts.

First century AD

(Megaw. 1976.1 64170, fig.3.7-9pl.2).

First century AD

Piggott(1950)

Battersea, River Thames
Boxmoor, Hertfordshire
Hunsbury hillfort, Northampton

First century AD
First century AD
First century BC

Piggott(1950)
Piggott(1950)
Piggott(1950)

Bronze sword scabbard. Group II

Amerden, Taplow, Bucks.

Fragment of bronze scabbardloop, Group 11
Fragmentary iron sword in
bronze scabbard. Group 11
Iron sword and bronze scabbard,
Group 11
Iron sword and dagger. Group 11

Icklingham, Suffolk

Mid-first century BC - mid-first
century AD
Second century BC - first
century AD
Second century BC - first
century AD
Second century BC - first
century AD
Second century BC - first
century AD
Second century BC - first
century AD
Second century BC - first
century AD
Second century BC - first
century AD
Second century BC - first
century AD
Second century BC - first
century AD
Second century BC - first
century AD
Second century BC - first
century AD
Second century BC - first
century AD
Second century BC - first
century AD

Stead (1980)

Bronze scabbard-chape, Group II

Isleham possibly deposited in
River Lark, Suffolk.
Nr. Wittenhamp Clumps hillfort,
Oxfordshire
Woodeaton, Islip, Oxon.

Bronze mount of scabbardmouth, Group V
Bronze sword-scabbard, Group V
Bronze sword-scabbard, Group V
Bronze sword scabbard/ Iron
sword with fragmentary bronze
scabbard/Iron sword and
fragmentary iron
scabbard/fragments of three iron
scabbards - all Group 11
Sword and scabbard, Group 1 or
Group V
Sword and scabbard

Iron sword in bronze scabbard.
Group II
Iron sword in fragmentary Iron
scabbard. Group II
Iron sword in fragmentary Iron
scabbard, Group II
Iron sword in iron scabbard,
Group II
Iron sword in iron scabbard.
Group II
Iron sword. Group II

Between Mortlake and Brentford,
River Thames
Lakenheath, Suffolk
Caburn Camp, Lewes, Sussex
London, River Thames
Datchet, River Thames
Hammersmith, river Thames
Newbridge, Standlake, River
Thames, Oxon,
Walthomstow, Essex
Mildenhall, River Wissey nr.
Suffolk

Shenatt(1983)
Piggott(1950)
Piggott(1950)
Piggott(1950)
Piggott(1950)
Piggott(1950)
Piggott(1950)
Piggott(1950)
Piggott(1950)
Piggott(1950)
Piggott(1950)
Piggott(1950)
Piggott(1950)

Denotes objects deposited outside the distributional area of'armed rider' imagery.
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Abbreviations.
Hobbs, R. ( 1 996) 'British Iron Age coins in the British Museum ' British Museum
Press.

VA:

Van Arsdell, R. (1989) 'Celtic Coinage in Britain', Spink, London.

M:

Mack, R.P. (1953, reprinted 1964) 'The coinage ofancient Britain ' Spink and Son
Ltd. London.

E:

Espe"randieu, E. (1938, republished 1966) 'Bas-reliefs, statues et busies de la Gaule
Romaine'Gregg Press Ltd.. Farnborough.

Gp:

Gauls Provincial I 'art celtique en gaule 1983-84: collection des Musees de Province:
catalogue' Ministere de la culture: direction des Musdes de France, 1983.

RIB:

Collingwood, R.G. and Wright, R.P.' The Roman Inscriptions of Britain' Alan Sutton
Publishing, Suffolk.

Principal Classical Sources.

Polybius, 'The Rise of the Roman Empire', Kilvert-Scott, I. (trans.) (1979) Penguin Classics, London.
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Ltd. London.
P. C. Tacitus, 'TheAgricola', Handford, S.A. (trans.) (1970), Penguin Classics, London.
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London.
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Press, Atlanta.
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Pausanius 'Description of Greece' Jones, W.H.S. and Ormerod, H.A. (trans.) (1926) Loeb Edition,
S.J. Frontinus 'Strategemata' Mann, J.C. and Penman, R.G. (trans.) (1977)' Literary Sources for
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Suetonius 'De vita Caesarum' Graves, R. (trans.) (1979) Penguin Classics, London.
Cassius Dio 'Roman History' Mann, J.C. and Penman, R.G. (trans.) (1977)' Literary Sources for
Roman Britain'. London.
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